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The Left Periphery: some Facts from Gungbe'
Enoch Olade ABOH
Universite de ~neve
1 Introduction
It is assumed in classical GB analysis that the left periphery consists of a unitary
head Co that projects its 0\\11 X-bar schema and whose specifier hosts preposed who
phrases. Sentence (la) is assigned structure (lb): the wh-phrase who moves to [spec
CP] and subjecHerb inversion results from so-called l-to-C movement.
O)a.
Who has she seen ?
b.
b Vv'ho, k has) lIP she t J seen t, J])

Section 2 shows that an analysis in tenns of a unitary head C (lb) cannot be
maintained. Languages manifest distinct left peripheral constructions which involve
a pre-subject position different from [spec CP]. Section 3 briefly discusses some
inadequacies of the recursive CP hypothesis (cf. McCloskey (1992), Sufier (1993».
On the other hand. section 4 proposes an alternative in tenns of Rizzi's (1997) split
C hypothesis. Each C-feature (e.g., topic, focus) is the syntactic head of a maximal
projection that projects within the C-S)·stem and whose specifier hosts the preposed
element As sho\\11 in section 5, aidence from Gungbe suongJy favours this
hypothesis. Gungbe displays distinct CP-markers which express the features topic,
focus, w11, interrogative, specific that are associated with the left peripheral
constructions.
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Granting representation (8), every instance of XP-preposing is analysed in terms
of movement to the corresponding specifier position within the C-system. The
presence of the distinct heads associated with those specifier positions is detected
through the adjacency and/or anti-adjacency effects that they trigger. The contrast in
(93-b) illustrates the adjacency effect on case, while sentences (l0a-b) exemplify the
anti-adjacency effect on the so-called that-{ effect.
(9)3.
for John to leave tomorrow
b. "'for, tomorrow, Jolm to leave
(10)a. ... An amendment which they say that t will be law nex1 year
b.
An amendment which they say that, next year, t will be law
Sentence (9b) is Wlgranunatical because the preposed adverbial phrase tomorrow
occupies the specifier position of a topic phrase TopP whose head Topo creates a
banier for case assignment Under Relativized Minimality. the complementizer for
is too far away to determine the case of the subject (cf Rizzi (1990». In a similar
vein sentence (lOb) has improved because adverb preposing implies the intervention
of a maximal projection. TopP. which projects between the complementizer and the
subject trace. The latter being non-adjacenl to that the sentence displays no that-{
effect3 .

5 The Split-C Hypothesis and the Gungbe CP-markers
The GWlgbe data presented in this section strongly mvour the split-C hypothesis.
Sentence (11) contains an embedded clause introduced by the complementizer q!J,
the Gungbe coWlterpart ofEnglish that or French que.
hU
i
(11) un se
q3 dim /:J
.va
Koj(
we
kill-Perf 3sg
lsg hear-Perf that snake Det Top
Kofi
Foe
'I heard thaL as for the snake, KOFl killed it'
Under the split-C hypothesis, the complementizer q!J is inserted in Forceo, the
head of the topmost projection of the C-system, ForceP. Observe also that the
Gungbe complementizer. the topic marker (1M) yO and the focus marker (FM) WE
are not in complementary distnbution. They can cooa:ur in the fixed order Force
Topic-Focus. Before getting on to the analysis of the Gungbe 1M and FM
(section 5.2), let's first consider the Gungbe iJYunctivelsubjunctive marker (IM).
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5.1 Injuncth'e ni as an expression of Fino
The Gungbe 1M n{ always appears between the subject and the verb and triggers an
injunctive (or subjunctive) reading<4. Consider, the following minimal pair (12).
(l2)a
Kbj( it
him

b,

Kofi
sing-Pelf
'Kofi sang a song'
KbF
nz'
ii
Kofi
Inj
sing
'Kofi should sing a song'

song
him
song

The only difference between sentences (12a-b) is the intervention of the 1M nf in
(l2b), As a consequence, the declarative pelfective sentence (113) is changed into
an order in (12b). We assume that the 1M nf is a functional morpheme with mood

force. Unlike the Gungbe tense and aspect markers, the 1M n{ inunediately follows
the subject and precedes the negation marker rna (d. l3a). This is clear indication
that mood specification is not associated with TP or AspP, since negation must
precede tense and aspect markers in Gungbe (13b) (d. Aboh (1998»,
(l3)a. Aslbd nt'
rna
wd
biD
Neg
Asiba Inj
come anymore
'Asiba should not come'
Asa)(/ rnd
b,
nd
n~
t::5n
tegbe
Asiba Neg
Fut
Hab
go-out everyday
'Asiba 'will not habitually go out everyda)~
In my account for these data, I propose that, like indicative, subjunctive or
imperative clauses, the Gungbe injunctive sentences are specified for mood. In other
words. these constructions involve in their C-system the feature [+injunctive] which
can be analysed on a par with imperative or subjunctive as a mood specification.
Granting Rizzi's (1997) proposal that the head responsible for tense/mood
specifications in the C-system is FinO, I can further assume that, in the Gungbe C
system, FinO hosts the 1M n{ when specified as [+injunctive). This hypothesis is
corroborated by evidence from subordinate ciausess.

The subordinated clauses under (14) show that the subject Aslbti follows the
complementizer q~ and nea:ssari.ly prea:des mood nl (d. 14a). In embex:Ided

topic/focus constructions, we find the order Comp-Topic-Focus-Mood as iIlustmted
in (l4b), This order clearly matches the characterisation of the C-6)'Stem: Force
(Topic)-(Focus)-Finiteness whereby the Topic-Focus articulation is sandwiched
between ForceP and FinP (d. Rizzi (1997).
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(14)a.

b.

un q)

r[3
Asfba n{
Ion
tio
lsg say·Perf
Asiba Inj
that
cook
meat
'I said that Asiba should cook some meat'
r[3
lim l:5 yQ
un ti?J
Astbti WE III
lsg say-Perf
that
meatDet Top
Asiba Foe Inj
'as for the meat. I said that Aslba should cook it'

tio - £
cook·3sg

In addition, sentences (14a-b) preclude an analysis of nf in tenns of adjwlction to
some head position within tIle C-system. Observe, for example, that n( is neither
adjacent to Forceo ti?J, nor to the TM ya or to the FM WE. In a similar vein, that n(
occurs immediately to the right of the subject cannot re seen as a manifestation of a
TopP dominated by the focus projection FocP. The order Foeo·Topo is
systematically excluded in Gungre, hence the ungrammatical sentence (IS) 6.
(15)
-.aim
/:)
WE
Kbft
yo,
e
hu-i
snake Det
Foe
Kofi
Top
3sg
kill-Perf· 3sg
I suggest that the order subject-Fino manifested in injunctive consbuc.tions results
from the satisfaction of the EPP. [spec FinP] represents the 'subject of the
predication' and Fino the locus of mood (and tense) specifications that match those
exIubited by the lower inflectional system'. Assuming that the Gungre injunctive
constructions lack tense projection, FinO appears a 'rich' finiteness node whose
specifier position must satisfY EPP, (cf. Beukema & Coopman (1989), Zanuttini
(1991), Aboh (1998» 8. This is possible in Gungre by allowing for elements that
qualify as 'subject of predication' to move to (spec FinP] as illustrated in (16) relow.
(16)

Kbfi;

nt'

1,

ma

Kofi
Inj
Neg
'Kofi shouldn't go out anymore'

n?l
Hab

t6n

bID

go-out

anymore

Granting that (spec FinP] is not involved in case assignment. we assume that
elements which need case must move cyclically through [spec AgrP] to check case
features and to (spec FinP] where they satisfy the EPP. Acoordingly, [spec FinP]
may host heterogeneous elements: subject DPs (cf. 16), certain advetbs (cf. 17a),
'locative phrases' (cf. 17b) and elements that qualify as theme (cf. 17c-d).
(l7)a. didi
nl
kpi
ml
slowly Inj
impregnate
2pl
'be prudent'
n(
ml
b. x?l
mE
fa
na
2pl
reUy
in
Inj
fresh
for
'be cool'
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c.

d

ye

gba
go
I:J
3pl
break
bottle Det
'they broke the bottle'
ml md diki
go
/:J
2pl Neg allow bottle Det
'don't you let the bottle break'

n{

Inj

gba
break

blo
anymore

5.2 The focus, wh and argument topic constructions in Gungbe

Sentences under (18) contain an embedded clause inlroduced by the
complementiz.er q!J followed by a preposed element in a pre-subject. position. In
(18a), the topic dim I:J
SUlfaces in a pre-subject. position between the
complementiz.er q!J and the 1M ya. Similarly, sentences (l8b-c) show that the
focused element dim I:J and the wh-word ett follow the complementiz.er and
inunediately precede the FM
(I8)a.
un se
q!J
dim I:J
Koj{hu
I
lsg hear-Perf
that
snake Det
Kofi kill-Perf 3sg
Top
'I heard that, as for the snake, Kofi killed it'
b.
un se
q!J
dim
I:J
Kofi
lsg hear-Perf
that
snake Del
Foe
Kofi
'I heard that Kofi killed TIIE SNAKE'
c.
un
kanb(:J
q!J
eti
Koj{
hu
Kofi kill-Perf
lsg
ask-Perf
that
what
Foe
'I asked what did Kofi kill'?

we.

ya

we

we

Assuming movement is last resort and no free preposing and adjunction to IP is
pennissible (Kayne (1994), Chomsky (1995». we must admit that the C-system
consists ofdistinct functional projections (i.e., TopP, FocP) whose specifier positions
host the topic, focus and wh-elements and whose heads enaxle the 1M ya and the
FM
respectively.

we

5.2.1 Focus and wh constructions
As seen from sentences (l8b-c) the Gungbe focus and wh constructions are two very
similar constructions. They both result from movement of the fOCtJ&'wb-elements
immediately to the left of the FM we. Gungbe disallows focus in siw and wh in siw
strategies, hence ungrammatical (l9a-b). Nothing can intervene between the FM
and the element immediately to its left (l9c-d). Observe finally that Gungbe
disallows multiple foci and multiple wh-questions (1 ~f).
(l9)a "'un se q!J
WE
Kofi
hu
dan
I:J
lsg hear-Perf that Foe
Kofi
kill-Perf snake Del
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b.

c.
d

e.
f.

·un kanbi:5
tf.?J
WE
Kojl
hu
ett
Isg ask-Perf
that
Foe
Kofi
kill-Perf what
·un se
tf.?J dCln /:5 s?J
WE
Kojl
hu
Isg hear-Perf that snake Del. yesterday
Foe
Kofi kill-Perf
·un kanbi:5 tf.!J
eti
s!J
WE
Kojl
hu
Isg ask-Perf that
what
IOmorrow Foe
Kofi
kill-Perf
/j
.... tf.!J dan
~J£
KOj{
we
hu
that snake Del.
Foe
Kofi
Foe
kill-Perf
mim; WE
•... tf.!J eti WE
hu
Foe
who
that what
Foe
kill-Perf

The Gtmgbe focuslwh-categories share the same swface position i.mmed.iately 10
the left of the FM WE. Accordingly we propose that the focuslwh-elernents ocx.:ur in
the specifier position of a focus projection (FocP) that projects between Forc:eP and
FinP (d. Ndayiragije (1993), Aboh (1998». Recall from sentence (14b) that the
focused category occurs between the complementizer tf.!J, the 1M yO and the 1M: n(

We conclude that the Gungbe left periphery contains a Forc:eP that dominates a
Focus Projection (FoeP) whose head is endowed with the features [+focus, +wb.... J.
At PF, these set of features are realised by the FM WE as represented in (20). I
assume that the Focus projection is triggered only if needed. that is, when the
sentence involves a focuslwh-element 10 10 be sanctioned by a spec-head requirement
(d. Brody (1990), Rizzi (1996) Puskas (1992-1996), Aboh (1998».
(20) u-crceP tf.!J [Foci' XPI~j1 [Foe" we [Fin!' 1;

1m

Granting the representation (20), the granunatical sentence (21) clearly suggests
that the focus domains in the main and the embedded clauses are autonomous: each
can be activated separately.
(21)
hI /:5j we Simi se
tf.!J
REm~
we t; ze
~
lmife Det Foe Sena hear-Perf that Remi Foe
take-Perf
'Sena hear that REMI took TIlE KNIFE'
Sentence (21) involves long focus-movement of the embedded object hI /:5 'knife
the' 10 the main clause simultaneously with focusing of the noun sOOjcct of the
embedded clause Remf. An i.mmed.iate conclusion here is that [spec FocPl does DOt
serve as an escape hatch for long extrac:tion. If that wen:: the casc. ICOICna: (21)
could not be well fonned: the embedded Ispec FocP] 'WOUld be occupied by the
focused subject REml: and there would be no 10001 tOr the tbcused ot;ca
ht1:5 'knife the' to pass through. Accordingly. there must be some other poIition.
say [spec ForcePJ, through which focuslwh-eiernents may pass in order to n:ach the
main clause focus point (cf. Aboh (1998».
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5. 2. 2Argument topic constructions
As shawn by sentence (22a). the Gtmgbe topic constructions are similar to fOCllS'wh
constructions. They necessarily involve movement of the topic in a position
immediately to the left of the TM yO. No topic in situ is alJowed (22b) and no
element can inteIVene between the TM and the topic (22c). The ungrammatical
sentence (22d) indicates that, unlike Italian, Gungbe manifests no recursive topic
structure.

(22)a.

b.

c.
d.

un Sf!
c[?J
dim
H
ya Kojl hU
lsg
hear-Perf that
snake Det
Top Kofi kill-Perf 3sg
'I heard that as for the snake, Kofi killed it'
·ya
Koj(
hi.
dim
1:5
Top
Kofi
kill-Perf snake
Det
'as for the snake, Kofi killed it'
*Koj( s?J
ya
e
.vi
6
to
Kofi
yesterday Top
3sg
go-Perf
river
side
'as for Kofi, he went to the river side yesterda~~
*g6/u H ya agbd H ya Koj(
ze-e
t{6 e me
gold Det Top box Det Top Kofi
put-Perf -3sg
Loc 3sg in

However, the Gungbe topic constructions manifest several properties that clearly
distinguish them from the focuslwh constructions.
1. Topic constructions necessarily involve an JP-intemaJ reswnptive pronoun that is
identified by the topic (23a""). The focuslwh constructions never include a
resumptive pronoun (except when an embedded subject is wh-extracted or focused).
Compare the following sentences (23c-d).
(23)a,. un
c[:5
c[?J
[Kojil; ya ei hi.
dim
H
lsg
say-Perf that
Kofi
Top 3sg kill-Perfsnake Det
'I said that as for Kofi, he killed the snake'
b. ·un
c[:5
c[?J
[Kofi1i ya 1; hu
dim
H
lsg
say-Perf that
Kofi
Top
kill-Perf snake
Det
c. ·un c[i
c[?;
[Kofili WE ei
hu
dim H
1sg say·Perf
that
Kofi
Foe 3sg kill-Perf
snake Del
d [Kofi1i WE un t{i
t{?J
*(e,) hil
dan
H
Kofi
Foe lsg say-Perf that
3sg kiIl-Perf
snake Del
'KOHl said killed the snake'

2. The Gtmgbe topic constructions involve DPs essentially. while focusIwh
constructions apply to different types of constituents. The sentences (248-b) show
that when topicalization involves a postnominal phrase (pip)\1 ooIy the DP inside the
pP can be lOpicalized (24a). The pP-internal position is filled by the resumptive
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pronoun preceding the postnominal morpheme P. In no circurnst.ance can the whole
PP be preposed as illustrated by the ungmmmatical sentence (24b). In focuslwh
constructions, however, the whole PP must be moved to [spec FocP) as shown by
sentences (24<:-<1) and (24e-f).
J:j
b{:)
ya
(24)a x~
Koj[
e
ml
room
Det
Top
Kofi
enter-Perf
3sg
in
'As for the room., Kofi entered it'
b{:5
1:5
mE
b. *x:,
Koj[
yO.
e
in
Top
room
Det
Kofi enter-Perf 3sg
b{j
x:'
mE
WE
/:i
Koj{
c.
room
in
Det
Foe
Kofi enter-Perf
'Kofi entered TIlE ROOM'
/j
*x~
WE
d.
Koj{
bf:i
e
mE
room
Del
Foe
Kofi
enter-Perf
3sg
in
mE
eti
WE
bi':5
Koj{
e.
what
Foe
Kofi
enter-Perf
in
'where did Kofi enter'?
b{:5
Koj{
f.
*eti
WE
e
mE
what
Foe
3sg
Kofi
enter-Perf
in
3. Certain bare quantificational expressions such as, mt It kp6 'everything' and
nu tie 'something' resist topicalization (25a) while they can be freely focalised or
wh-questioned as illustrated in (25b-c) below l2 .
(25)a. *nu Ii kpo
yO.
Koj{
siglin x~
thing Num 311
Top
Kofi
can
buy
3sg
b. nu
Ii
kpo
WE
Koj{
siglin x':'
thing
Num
311
Foe
Kofi
buy
can
'Kofi can buy EVERYTHING'
c. mi
ti
Ii
kp6
WE
sigan
Koj{
thing
which Num
311
Kofi
buy
Foe
can
'what is it that Kofi can buy it 31J?'
Starting from property 3, the fact that bare quantificational elements cannot be
topics (d 25a) underscores the analysis that topics are not quantificalional (d.
Cinque (1990), Lasnik & StoweD (1991), Puskas (1996), Rizzj (1997), Aboh (1998)
and subsequent work). They involve non-quantific:atiooal A'-binders and DO
quantificational operator-variable chain arises. As a result, quantified expressions
cannot be topicalized because they must bind a variable in the IP-intemaI plSitiOll
Sentence (25a) is therefore ruled out because the nsunptive pronominal dement in
IP-intemal position does not qualifY as a syntac.1ic variable.
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If topic is not quantificational, therefore property I also follows. Sentence (23b)
above is ungrammatical because the topicalized element is not quantificational, and
the empty category in IF-internal position is illegitimate. It cannot be a variable
(there is no quantificational element to bind it), it cannot be PRO (the structure
violates the binding theory), it cannot be pro (it is not properly identified., it cannot
be an NP-ttace (it is A-free in its governing category), it cannot be a null constant,
since a null constant is licensed by an anaphoric operator (cf. Rizzi (1986-1997).
Actually, there is no evidence of tJle existence of such null anaphoric operator in
Gungbe topic-comment constructions. Consequently, no well-formed derivation can
be associated with a sentence like (23b).

We are therefore left with one last strategy: the use of a resumptive pronoun in IF
internal position as illustrated by the grammatical (23a). The resumptive pronoun is
subject to the same recoverability requirements as traces and must satisfy the
identification requirement It must be identified by a locaJ A'-antecedent, i.e., the
topic (cf. Rizzi (1990». If this analysis is correct, then the fact that the Gungbe topic
constructions involve DPs essentially also follows: reswnptive pronominalization is
specific to DPs in A- positions. Since Gungbe lacks pronominal PPs only the DP
inside the PP can be preposed., as shown by example (24a).
Building on the discussion on focus/wh constructions, we propose that the Gungbe
left periphery involves a Topic Phrase (TopP) that projects between Forceo and
Foco. [spec TopP] hosts the topic and tJle head Topo encodes the feature [+topic]
morphologically realised in Gungbe as yo. Accordingly sentence (11) can be
partially represented as in (26) below:
(26) LFocceoq?J h'l'P dim 1::5 i [T'l'° yo. [FocP Kofil: (Foe;" WE [FinP to: hu
Ii ]]]]]]
5. 3 On the Gungbe sentence-final CP-markers
In section 5.3., I showed that the Gungbe focuslwh and topic constructions involve
the FM WE and the TM yo which occur within the C-domain and encode the
features [+topic] and [+foc, +wh] respectively. Let's now consider some of tbe
Gungbe CP-markers that occur sentence-finally.
5.3.1 The sentence-finallow tone as the Gungbe question marker (QM)

The Gungbe yes/no questions involve a sentence-final low tone represented here by
an additional stroke (']. Consider the following sentences.
(27)a. Kofi'
qu
ml
Kofi
eat-Perf thing
'Kofi ate'
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b. Kojf
tiu
nu~?
Kofi
eat·Perf thing
'did Kofi eat?

Sentences (27a-b) fonn a minimal pair. F"OI1l the surface level, the only difference
between them is the intervention of the '0\" tone in ~;:r~? w':,k'l tJ7ggers question
reading, as opposed to sentence (27a) whic": '5 a statement I prcpose that the low
tone specific to the Gungbe yes·no questions is the reflex of a question marker (QM)
which encodes the interrogative force. I further assume that this toneme originates
from a morpheme that underwent partial deletion as the language evolved. Indirect
evidence in support of this analysis comes from Fongbe, which exhibits a sentence
final QM a in yes-no questions (cf. 28).
(28)
10k'; yr:5
Kojf
a?
Koku cal1-Perf
Kofi
QM
'did Koku cal1 Kofi?
Fongbe
Under the hypothesis that interrogative force is a specification of ForceO (cf. Rizzi
(1997), the fact that the Gungbe QM occurs sentence-finally apparently contradicts
the split-C analysis put fom'3rd in this study. However, the Gungbe data are
perfectly consistent with an analysis in terms of movement of the whole sentence to
the specifier position of the functional projection beaded by the QM (i.e., the low
tone). An argument that favours tlllS hypothesis is that the complernentizer ti?J 'that'
and the QM do not compete for the same position. In sentence (29) for example, the
embedded yes·no question is introduced by the complementizer t[?J. On the other
hand, the QM is realised sentence-finally, hence tlle additional low tone on
lisf'rice'.
(29)
fm
kanbl':5 ti?J
Koj{
tit.
lisi?
lsg
ask-Perf that
Kofi
eat-Perf rice
'I asked whether Kofi ate some rice'
Pursuing the split-C hypothesis, I propose that the QM encodes the interrogative
force that is associated with a functional head Inter" which projects within the C
system and whose specifier hosts interrogative phrases. Given tllat the interrogative
pbra..<=e (or s~ntence) is sa.rtd"V\iched between !.Lie complementizer and the QM (29), I
conclude that ForceP (the highest projection of the C-system) inunediately
dominates the functional interrogative projection, InterP. This amounts to saying
that Gungbe interrogative constructions necessarily involve leftward (snowballing)
movement of the whole sentence to the specifier position of the QM. As a result, the
GWlgbe QM must always surface in sentence-final position.
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5.3.2 The use ojthe FMwe and the lNfya in yes-no questions
Given the discussion above, the question immediately arises whether Gungbe
manifests yes-no questions where a full sentence relates to the 1M, to the FM' or to
both. The answer to this question is yes, since it is perfectly possible (under certain
pragmatic conditions) to produce yes-no questions which match the schemes XP
(we)-( ya)- 0[low1<lnej. as shown by examples (30a-c). Sentence (30d) indicates that
this strategy is also available in embedded contexts.
(30)a Kojr
qu
IiSl
we~?
Kofi
eat-Perf rice
Foc~M
'DID KOFI EAT RICE?'
b. Kojr
qu
lis;
yd'?
Kofi
eat-Perf rice
To~M
'did Kofi eat rice? (as it was planned)
c. Koj(
qu
lisl
we
yd'?
Kofi
eat-Perf rice
Foc
To~M
'DID KOFI EAT RICE?' (as it was planned)
d
un
ktmbfj q!.J
Kofi' qi!.
lis;
we
Isg
ask-Perf that
Kofi
eat-Perf rice
Foc
'I asked whether KOFI ATE RICE (as it was planned)'
Example (30a) is a combination of yes-no question formation and focusing of the
clause Kojr qi!. lisi. On the other hand, question (30b) expresses the fuet that Koj(
wilJ (or must) eat rice for some reason is pre-established in discourse. Finally,
sentence (30e) is a combination of both strategies associated with question
formation. Setting aside the different pragmatic conditions which trigger these
utterances, the sentences under (30) are strong evidence for an analysis of the
Gungbe yes-no questions in terms ofsnO\\balling movement

5.3.3 Some notes on snowballing movement
It appeared in sentence (30e) that the FM' precedes the TM: a mirror image of the
fixed Comp-Topic-Focus order discussed in section 5.2. This is e\-idence that there
has been snowballing movement of the whole sentence to (spec FocPj. Then after
the whole FocP moves to [spec TopPI, followed by movement of TopP to [spec
InterPJ. This gives rise to the Forceo. XP-( we)-( ya)- 0[low1<lne] word order found in
sentence (3Oe) and partially represented in (31).
(31) {YorceP {ya.;eo q?J [hur:P [Irur" I<} hop!' [rop. ya [FocP [Foe" we (FOlP XP llIlUlll

I

I

I

r--'
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Notice that the GWlgbe 1M and the FM do not necessarily cooccur in yes-no
questions and need not be adjacent (cf 313~).
(32)a. Ian
l:i
yo
Koji
qu
WE~
meat
Det
Top
Kofi
eat-Pelf 3sg
Foe-QM
'as for the meat did KOFl EAT IT!'
b. Koji we
qit
Ian
yd'?
Kofi
Foe
eat-Pelf meat
Top
'did KOFl eat the meat?'
In sentence (313), topicaiization applies to Ian /j'the meat' prior to focusing of
the comment Koji qu I 'Koji ate it to [spec FoePJ. Finally the whole complement of
the GWlgbe QM i.e. the derived clause is moved to [spec InterPl giving rise to the
order topic<lause-focus-question. In examples (32b) the situation is reversed: the
subject Koji is focused, followed by topicalization of the whole clause. Finally the
clause is moved in [spec InterPl when yes-no question formation arises. In addition
these sentences suggest that even though topicalization and focalisation are
independent processes, clausal topicaiization and/or focalisation only arise Wlder
yes-no question formation (cf. Aboh (1998)).
5.4 The Gungbe clausal detenniner 15

Another conte.. .1. where sno\\balling movement operates is that of the clausal
detenniner. Certain Gbe languages of the Fon cluster display a clausal determiner
(CD) which occurs in sentence-final position and indicates that the information
being conveyed is pre-established in discourse and/or specific (33a). It is interesting
to notice that the CD is morphologically and semantically identical to the GWlgbe
specificity marker that heads DPs (33b), see Lefebvre (1992), Law & Lefebvre
(1995), Aboh (1998) and references cited there.
[[qe Koji Jcltl] /j I
ve
tid
ye
(33)a.
as
Kofi
flee-PeIfDeta.
hurt-Pelf
for
3pl
'as Kofi fled (instead of waiting) hurt them'
b.
[[moto ]l:i ]
car
Det
'the (specific) car'. e.g. the one we saw yesterday
Under the approach adopted in this study, a natwal accoWlt for sentence (33a) is
to assume that the GWlgbe CD realises the C-system. Put differently there is, within
the C-systern, a functional projection SptP whose head Spr' is the locus of the CD
and whose specifier [spec Sp1] hosts the whole sentence. I provisionally assume that
SpfP immediately dominates FinP headed by the GWlgbe 1M
This correctly
predicts that in an injWlctive sentence which also includes the GWlgbe CP-markers..

m:
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the 1M must surface between the subject and the verb of the clause, and the clause
must appear to the left of the sequence CD.FM-1M-QM as shown in sentence (34).
(34)
4.' un q?l
q!J
[Koji m' h?ln]
15
we
yaas lsg say·Perf that
Kofi Inj flee
Dela. Foe
Top-QM
'as I say that Kofi should run away?'
That the clause involving the CD occurs to the right of the complementizer q!J is
strong evidence that the CD does not manifest Forceo. In addition, the
Comp- [n(-clause]- /:j 0 fonnat observed here is implicit argument in
favour of the snowballing movement hypothesis. We therefore propose that the
whole FinP moves to [spec SptP] and the complex SptP moves to [spec FoePJ,
followed by movement of FoeP to [spec TopPJ which finally moves to [spec InterPJ
as represented in (35).
(35)

we -ya -

~....I,....

q;lll.....,r.""'r..·ya 1,1"'" ~ I,.. :

131,,,, 1:~nf(XPJJllIJJlIJlIJ

6 Conclusion
This paper shows tIlat the GWlgbe C~omain consists of a highly articulated
structure. Each marker (i.e. the QM, the TM, tile FM, the CD and the 1M) is the
morphological realisation of a functional head Inter', TopO, FocD SpF, FinO, that
projects \\ithin the C-system and whose specifier host the corresponding preposed
elements. We further demonstrate that certain CP-markers occur sentence-firlaUy
because they trigger sno\\balling movement of the clause, that is. their scope
domain, to their specifier positions.

lGI.II1gOO is a Kwa language ofthe Goo family. Like most Kwa languages, GI.II1gOO isa tonal
language. The variety studied here is spoken in Porto-Novo, Rep. of Benin (cf. Capo (1988)).
2See McCloskey (1992) for a similar proposal.
~e reader is referred to Rizzi's own work and references cited there for a can:fu1 analysis.
4See Aboh (1998) and references cited there for the discussion on the subjunctive in GI.II1gOO.
$ See Avolonto (1992), Pollock (1997) and Cinque (1997) for an alternative.
6 Notice from example (4) that such sequence is possible in Italian (cf. Rizzi ( 1997»).
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Cardinaletti (1991) and references cited there for an alternative in terms of the double
subject positions hypothesis.
8 An argument that favours this hypothesis is that the GlUlgbe subjunctivefmjlUlctive maJter
and the tense maJter are in complementary distribution.
·un jro
4,!J
ye
nf
na
sa
.%We
/3
I sg
want
that
3pl
Subj
Fut
sell
house
Det
'I want them to sell the house'
Beukema & Coopmans (1989) proposed that imperative and subjunctive fonns are similar in
the sense that they are specified as [-tense; +agrJ. With respect to GlUlgbe, this implies that
injlUlctive and subjlUlctive constructions lack TP projection but contain an Agreement
projection that can license the subject when needed. However since Gungbe displays no
agreement or inflectional morphology, there is no empirical evidence for or against Beukema
& Coopman's proposal. Granting that AgrsP is responsible for nominative case in Gungbe, the
fact that pronominaI elements Which appear to the left of mood nf bear nominative case and
are necessarily analysed as subject of the clause, can be said a manifestation of the [-tense,
+agr) specification ofFinG.
~ leave open the question ofthe application ofsubject movement to [spec FinP1 in sentences
where there is no overt manifestation of mood In other woIrls does this movement always
apply in Gungbe? Notice that this is linked to a more general question of whether the CP layer
is always present in a clause even if not needed.
10 See Aboh (1998) for the discussion on verbal categories focussing in Gbe.
II The Gungbe postnorninal phrases cannot be considered genuine postpositions, since they
are deficient for case. Even though the postnominal morpheme p takes a DP as complement,
the Gungbe P?s manifest the same distribution as ordinary DPs: they all occur in case
positions (cC Aboh (1998».
12 Irrelevant to the discussion is the fuet that (25c) can also have a specific reading in the
sense that nu Ie kpo refers to a specific set of things that Kofi can buy.
7 See
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Introduction

Fukui (1993) and Fukui and Saito (1998) have suggested that scrambling in
Japanese is not driven by feature checking. These authors argue that scrambling
is not an instance of feature-driven movement, and hence differs from. for
example. syntactic wh-movement in English. One piece of evidence that has
been taken to suggest that scrambling in Japanese is not feature-driven is the
absence of Relativized Minimality effects with scrambling (Takano 1995; Fukui
and Saito 1998). A recent conception is that Relativized Minimality effects are
accounted for by the Minimal Link Condition (or MLC), whlch is built into the
definition of Attract Fin (I).
(I)

Attrac: F
K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking
relation with a sublabel of K.l

The ~fLC built into Attract F excludes any instance of feature movement in
which a lower feature raises over a higher c-commanding feature of the same
type. This accounts for wh-island cases such as (2).
(2)

??\\rhich book] do you wonder [where2 John read t1 t2l ?

In (2), the MLC reg uires attraction of the closer (+whl feature of whe re.
Multiple scrambling in Japanese does not exhlbit such an effect, as (3) and (4)
show. (3a.b) are instances of multiple clause-internal scrambling. and (4a,b) are
instances of mUltiple long-distance scrambling.
(3)

a.

b.

[IP sono hon-oJ [John -ni2 [Mary -ga t2 t1
-to
-Nom
that book-Ace

watasitaJJJ

handed

[IP John -ni2 [ sono hon-o} [Mary -ga 12 11 watasitaJJJ
-Nom
that book-Ace
handed
-to
'Mary handed that book to John.'
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(4)

a.

[IP Sana hon-ol [John -ni2 [Bill -ga [CP[IP Mary -ga t2
that book-Ace
-to
-Nom
-Nom
watasita] to] ina]]] (koto)
handed
that said (fact)

b.

[IP John -ni2 [ Sana han-oj [Bill -ga [CP[IP Mary -gat2t]
-to
that book-Ace
-Nom
-Nom
watasita] to] itta]]J (koto)
handed
that said (fact)

t]

'Bill said that Mary handed that book to John.'
The grammaticality of the examples in (3) and (4) indicates that multiple
scrambling does not obey the MLC built into Attract F, in contrast to wh
movement in English, suggesting that scrambling does not involve the
application of Attract F and that it is not driven by feature checking.
A new way of treating the "unforced" or "optional" nature of scrambling is
suggested based on an approach to overt movement which posits the existence of
two distinct chains: (i) a (formal) feature chain, formed by Attract F, and (ii) a
category chain, formed by the operation Move. The analysis opens up a novel
way of treating syntactic movement in general and scrambling in particular.

2

Feature Chains and Category Chains

It is proposed in Chomsky 1995 that covert movement is restricted to feature
movement, and that overt movement involves movement of an entire category
for PF convergence. The economy condition in (5) determines this property.
(5)

F carries along just enough material for convergence.

According to this view, a category moves along with F only if required for PF
convergence. Presumably, the derivation yields a defective output for PF if
features of a single lexical item are scattered in different parts of the phrase
marker.
Chomsky further suggests that movement of a category forms a separate
chain (CHCA T) from the chain formed by feature movement (CHFF)· CHFF
consists of the set of formal features and its trace. CHCA T is formed by
movement of the category. CHFF is always formed whenever Attract F applies,
whereas CHCA T is constructed only when required for PF convergence.
According to Chomsky. CHFF enters into checking operations and CHCA T
determines the PF output. Thus, in a simple case of wh-movement, two chains
would be formed, as shown in (6) (the category minus its formal features is
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assumed to consist of a set of semantic features SemF and a set of phonological
features PhonF):
(6)

What did Mary buy t ?
CHFF = ( FFwhat , lFF(what) )
CHCA T = (what
twhat)
[SemF, PhonF]
[SemF, PhonF]

Note that category movement differs from Attract F in one important respect:
category movement is not motivated to satisfy the needs of an attract or, but
rather to create a well-formed output for PF. The category "moves up" to a
target to satisfy the requirements for PF convergence. This operation appears to
have the property of Move motivated by Greed, rather than Attract, implying
that both Attract and Move should be made available by the grammar.
Given the distinct properties associated with the formation of CHFF and
CHCAT, I suggest that UG makes available both Attract and Move in the form
of feature attraction and category movement, respectively (see also Dchi 1997 for
a related proposal). Furthermore, I depart from the assumption that category
movement applies solely for PF convergence. I propose instead that, due to
language-specific factors, category movement may apply without the application
of Attract F in an unforced or optional manner, perhaps related to head
complement order in the language, as suggested by Fukui (1993) and Fukui and
Saito (1998).2
Furthermore, if Attract F and category movement form separate chains, then
it is possible that the formation of CHFF and CHCAT are subject to separate
locality restrictions. Therefore, the formation of CHFF via Attract F obeys the
MLC, deriving the effects of Relativized Minimality. In the case of syntactic
wh-movement in English, both CHFF and CHCAT are formed and, due to the
application of Attract F, wh-movement obeys the MLC, exhibiting Relativized
Minimality effects. Unlike the case of English wh-movement, I propose that
Japanese scrambling involves the formation of CHCAT but not CHFF. In other
words, category movement, but not Attract F applies in the case of scrambling.
Therefore, scrambling in Japanese constitutes an unforced application of category
movement, which is not contingent on the application of feature attraction.
This captures the essence of Fukui's and Fukui and Saito's insight that
scrambling is a case of overt movement that is not forced by the requirement of
feature checking. Furthermore, this approach to scrambling derives the fact that
scrambling does not obey the MLC built into Attract F, since CHFF is not
formed in the application of scrambling.
This two-chain approach to syntactic movement opens up the question of
what conditions category movement obeys. Though scrambling does not exhibit
Relativized Minimality effects, other types of island effects that fall outside of
Relativized Minimality are observed. Scrambling exhibits some of the island
properties also associated with wh-movement in English such as the Complex
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NP Constraint (or CNPC) exemplified in (7) and the Adjunct Condition
exemplified in (8) (Harada J 977; Saito 1985).3 Compare the scrambling
examples in (7-8) with the English wh-movement examples in (9- 10)4
(7)

?*ano hon-oJ [S John -ga [NP[S e2 [t1 katta]
hit02] -0
that book-Acc
-Nom
bought person Acc
sagasite-iru
rasii
is looking for seems
'It seems that John is looking for the person who bought that book.'

(8)

??sono hon-Oj John -ga [S' Mary -ga (J yomi-oete
that book-Acc
-Nom
-Nom
finish-reading
dekaketa
went out
'John went out after Mary finished reading that book.'

(9)

*Whalj is John looking for [DP the person who bought tJ ] ')

(10)

*Whaq did John go out [after Mary finished reading {J ] ?

kara]
after

The analysis of scrambling as formation of CHCAT without Attract F excludes
an account of the CNPC and Adjunct Condition effects that appeals to the MLC
built into Attract F. Furthermore. though the MLC accounts for the Relativized
Minimality cases quite nicely. it appears to be silent with respect to the CNPC
and Adjunct Condition effects (and Condition on Extraction Domain (or CED)
effects in general). This is so because the CNPC and Adjunct Condition effects
do not involve attraction of a feature over a higher c-commanding feature of the
same type. as is the case in wh-island violations. Therefore, the CNPC and
Adjunct Condition should fall under a separate account from wh-isIands (contrary
to the approach of Chomsky 1986).
The two-chain approach to overt movement opens up the possibility that
formation of CHFF and CHCAT are each subject to separate locality conditions.
Let us assume that both Attract F and category movement are subject to their
own minimality conditions. It has already been assumed that the MLC regulates
Attract F. 1 propose that formation of CHCA T obeys the Shortest Move
Condition (or SMC) roughly stated in (11) and adapted from Takahashi J994,
(II)

Movement of a must proceed by adjoining to every XP dominating a.

The SMC in (11) is an economy condition that regulates the formation of
CHCAT, and does not affect the formation of CHFF, which obeys the MLC
built into Attract F. In the absence of evidence to suggest otherwise, I assume
that formation of CHCA T obeys the SMC but not the MLC, and that the
formation of CHFF obeys the MLC but not the SMC.
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Furthermore. I assume the definition of adjunction in (12), from Fukui and
Saito (1998).
(12)

0:

is adjoined to ~ =def

neither 0: nor ~ dominates the other and
~ does not exclude 0: 5

In light of the definition of adjunction in (12), consider the structural
configuration in (13):
(13)

XP
~
YP
XP
~
ZP
YP

Under the definition of adjunction in (12). ZP is adjoined simultaneously to both
XP and YP because XP and YP do not dominate ZP and vice versa, and neither
YP nor XP excludes ZP. This indeterminacy of adjunction site is ruled out by
the unique licensing condition in (14).
(14)

An adjunction site must be unique.

The unique licensing condition (14) can be generalized to a licensing condition
for all non-root positions. The intuition is that every non-root position must be
adjoined to. or be sister to a unique element. 6
Now reconsider the CNPC violations repeated in (15) and (16).
(15)

*Whaq is John looking for [DP the person who bought t1 ] ?

(16)

?*ano hon-o] [S John -ga [NP[S e2 [t 1 katta]
hit02]-0
that book-Ace
-Nom
bought person -Ace
sagasite-iru
rasii
is looking for seems
'It seems that John is looking for the person who bought that book.'

I assume that relative clauses are right-adjoined to DP in English and left
adjoined to NP in Japanese. Since the formation of CHCAT obeys the SMC, a
category extracted out of a relative clause must adjoin to the adjoined CP. As
shown in (17) and (18), adjunction to an adjoined phrase violates the unique
licensing condition. Furthermore, skipping the illicit adjunction violates the
SMC.

(17 )

DP
DP

CP

~

~

the person

what

CP

~
:
who bought t.
~ ___ ~ ___---.J

NP

(18 )

CP
NP
~
L"
ano hon-o
CP
hito-o
'person'
~
'that book
t kana
'bought'

The SMC and the unique licensing condition, which regulate the formation of
CHCAT. thus account for the CNPC effects exhibited by both wh-movement
and scrambling.
Now reconsider the Adjunct Condition violations in (19) and (20).
(19)

*What] did John go out [ after Mary finished reading t 1 ] ')

(201

')"sono han-a) John -ga fS' Mary -ga t1 yomi-oete
that book-Acc
-Nom
-Nom
finish-reading
dekaketa
went out
'John went out after Mary finished reading that book.'

kara]
after

Again. because the formation of CHCA T obeys the SMC, the Adjunct
Condition case, like the CNPC. involves a violation of the unique licensing
condition brought about by adjunction of a category to an adjoined phrase,
assuming that the adjunct clauses in these examples are in adjoined positions.
VP

(2])

VP

~

Adjunct

~
go out

what

T

Adjunct

~

~~~~!~~~~~~~~
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02)

VP
Adjunct

~

~

VP

~

sono hon-o
Adjunct
dekaketa
'went out'
'that book' ~
Mary-ga t yomi-oete kara
finish-reading after'

The illicit adjunction of the wh-moved or scrambled phrase causes the extracted
category to be adjoined to both the adjunct and VP, in violation of unique
licensIng. Furthermore. the SMC is violated if movement of the category skips
adjunction to the adjunct. This account therefore extends to the Adjunct
Condition effect exhibited by both wh-movement and scrambling. 7

3

Conclusion

To conclude. a two-chain approach to overt movement has been explored which
splits overt movement into two parts: Attract F, which forms a feature chain
CHFF. and category movement, which forms a category chain CHCA T I have
argued that scrambling involves the unforced formation of CHCAT without
CHFF. and furthermore I assumed that only formation of CHFF obeys the
Minimal Link Condition built into Attract F. This straightforwardly accounts
for the lack of Relativized Minimality effects with multiple scrambling.
Finally. I have argued that the CNPC and the Adjunct Condition effects,
exhibited by both scrambling and syntactic wh-movement, are accounted for by
conditions on the formation of CHCAT (namely, the Shortest Move Condition
and unique licensing). The unforced or optional nature of scrambling was argued
to be a result of the absence of a feature chain, and the differences in locality
properties between English wh-movement on the one hand and Japanese
scrambling on the other are determined simply by the type of chain formed by
the movement operation in question.

Notes
I A sublabel of K is. roughly speaking. a feature associated with the head of K (see
ChomskY 1994, 1995)
2 According 10 Fukui's (1993) Parameter Value Preservation Measure, an application
of Move a that preserves the canonical head-complement order in the language is
deemed cost-free (hence, it can apply optionally), whereas an application of
movement that creates a structure that is inconsistent with the canonical head

complement order is deemed costly by Economy, Hence, in Japanese, an SOY
language. leftward scrambling of NPs and PPs will be allowed as a cost-free operation.
whereas in English. an SYO language, only rightward movement of elements within
YP will be cost· free, all leftward movements in the language being costly (see Fukui
1993 for detailed discussion),
3 However, it is well known that Japanese lacks the Subject Condition (SCl effect
that is found with wh-movement in English. I will not discuss the lack of SC effects
wah Japanese scramblmg here, though see Agbayani 1998, Fukui and Saito 1998,
and the works cited there for detailed discussion of the crosslinguistic distribution of
SC effects
4 The effect of extractlon out of a complex NP or adjunct is "weaker" with scrambling
in Japanese than it is with wh-movement in Engbsh (see Fukui 1991 and Agbayani
1998 for accounts of this relative strength of island effects),
5 Dommation and Exclusion are defined as foHows.
(i)
a, The category a dominates ~ if every segment of a dominates ~,
(Chomsky 1993)
b. a excludes ~ if no segment of a dominates ~,
(Chomsky 19861
6 (l4J must be understood as a condition on operation, not on representation, as
pomted our by Fukui and Saito (1998), citing a suggestion made by Masao Ochi. For
example, the confIguration in (13) obtams in a case like (i),
(i 1
a,
John's mother left.
b,
[TP [DP John's [DP mother]} [TP ", II
According to the definition of adjunction in (12), the possessor John would be
adjoined to both DP and TP, However. John adjoins to DP before the entire DP John's
mo/her adjoins to TP, The confIguration in (ib) does not VIOlate (14) if the condition
applies only to operations. not representations.
7 SImilar approaches to CED Island effects have been explored in Ochi 1997 and
Agbayani 1998
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On Some Syntactic Conditions on
Presuppositions *
Marc Authier and Lisa Reed
The Pennsylvania State University
In the semantic literature. it is not uncommon to encounter the following two
claims: first. that a compositional semantic theory is empirically superior to a
non-compositional one: second, that there are certain aspects of semantic inter
pretation (known as "syntactically triggered" presuppositions) that do not seem
to yield to this type of approach. While there may be good reason for accepting
the tirst claim. accepting the second as well has the undesirable consequence of
entailing an asymmetric semantic component of the grammar. That is. if both
claims are correct. then there must be two fundamentally different types of pro
cesses involved in the computation of semantic meaning. The goal of this paper
will be to resolve this issue by devising a means of analyzing these types of
problematic data in terms compatible with semantic compositionality. In par
ticular, it will be argued that the lexical entries of certain expressions of natural
language contain presuppositions that are projected only when those lexical
items are required by the syntactic component to raise to a superordinate func
tional domain for Focus checking purposes. Such presuppositions are. therefore.
truly "syntactically triggered" in the sense that they require syntactic licensing
in order to be available for interpretation.

1. The Problematic

~ature

of Syntactically-Triggered

Presuppositions
Let us first make it clear that we embrace the widely accepted view that the se
mantic interpretation of a sentence is comprised of (at least) twO distinc: com
ponents: asserted. and presupposed meaning. a view that has arisen frem Kart
tunen & Peters' (1979) discussion of work by Frege (1892), Strawson (1963).
and Grice (1975). among many others, This can be illustrated by means of sen
tenct's like (I). a sentence which can be said to embody the presupposition in
(2a). and the assertion in (2b).
(I)
(2)

Claire has stopped watching television and her outlook on life has
significantly improved.
a. Claire has watched television in the past.
b, Claire does not watch television and her outlook on life has
improved.
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As evidence in favor of distinguishing between the various aspects of meaning
in (2a,b), consider the fact that they contrast with respect to their sensitivity to
truth-conditional operators like negation. That is, only presupposed aspects of
meaning are assumed to be true in neutral affirmative. negated, questioned, or
conditional forms of the same basic sentence. For example, all of the sentences
in (3a-d), when uttered with neutral (unstressed) intonation entail the truth of the
presupposition in (4a). but only (3a) entails the truth of (4b).
(3)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(4)

a.
b.

Claire has stopped watching television.
Claire hasn't stopped watching television.
Has Claire stopped watching television"
If Claire has stopped watching television, then she must have
missed the last episode of Unsolved Mysteries.
Claire has watched television in the past.
Claire does not watch television now.

Such observations have led man\' researchers to the following conclusion: the
semantic interpretation of a given sentence is not based on a~ single composi
tional interpretation tree, but rather, on two of them (Karttunen & Peters.
1979: 16). The first tree, which will be referred to as the assertion tree, contains
all of the linguistic items found in the utterance, including any truth-conditional
operators. In (3b), for example, the assertion tree will contain all of the lexical
items in (3b), including the 'Nord not. However. the second tree, which will be
called the presupposition tree, will include only those items tied to aspects of
meaning whose truth is presupposed (and as a consequence will lack any of the
truth-conditional operators that may be present in the utterance). The presuppo
sition tree of (3b), for example. will contain (among other things), the material
in (4a), "triggered" by the use of the word stopped in the original sentence.
Given that there are two interpretation trees associated with a single sentence
instead of just one. we will adopt the view that the meaning of the entire sen
tence is a function of the meaning of these two parts (i.e. of both trees). In a
referential approach to meaning. for example. the meaning (i.e. truth value) for
the sentence in (3b) will be detem.ined as a composite of the truth values asso
ciated with each tree. Thus. if both the assertion tree and the presupposition tree
are true. then the composite expression will be wholly true. If only the assertion
tree is true, then the composite expression will be only partially true, and so on.
In sum. by assuming the projection and interpretation of t\\'o distinct trees. it
is possible to eliminate truth-conditional operators found in the original sentence
from the presupposition tree. thereby making presuppositions "immune" to
these elements,
We can now return to the issue at hand. namely. the question of whether or
not all aspects of semantic meaning can be analyzed compositionally. This is
presently assumed to not be the case. In particular. there does exist a class of
presuppositions which do not appear to be introduced compositionally at all. We
will examine three such cases, but it is important to recognize that many such
examples have been discussed in the literature.
Let us first consider cleft sentences such as (5a), which the standard negation,
question. and conditional tests have revealed are used to encode the presupposi
tion in (5b) (cf. Karttunen & Peters. 1975: Halvorsen. 1978: among many others
for tests and discussion),
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(5)

a.
b.

It was John (that) I spoke to.
I spoke to someone.

Such sentences are assumed to be problematic for compositional approaches to
meaning because it is not obvious just how to introduce the presupposition in
(5b). Two possibilities have been explored in the literature. both of which prove
unworkable under modem assumptions. First one may attempt to tie the pre
supposition in (5b) to the use of a particu lar basic expression in the sentence, for
example, in English it could be tied to the lexical item
Unfortunately, adopt
ing this approach has the undesirable consequence of introducing the presuppo
sition in (5b) into all other sentences containing the item in question. For exam
ple, one would expect to find this aspect of meaning in (6) but such is not the
case. And the same problem would, of course, arise if one attempted to tie this
presupposition to some other lexical item in the sentence, for example John.

n.

(6)

It would seem that I spoke to John.

The second type of approach is that the presupposition in (5b) is triggered by the
cleft construction itself and not by any of the words found in it. This resolves
the overgeneration problem just mentioned; however, it rests on an assumption
explicitly rejected by most modem theories of syntax - namely, that particular
constructions have some sort of independent status in the grammar of natural
language. In other words, this approach assumes that there exists in the minds of
speakers a rule of "Cleft Formation" to which the presupposition is tied. This
view was, in fact. held in earlier accounts of sentence structure, such as the
Transformational Grammar put forth in Chomsky (1957,1965). However, it has
since been abandoned because it leads to language-specific accounts of word
order which fail to capture a significant number of generalizations both within
the same language and cross-linguistically. Thus, in more recent versions of
generative grammar, "c1efting" is seen not as a primitive notion but as the sur
face manifestation of more general syntactic processes.
If this type of presupposition were a relatively rare phenomenon, we could
perhaps attribute it to learned behavior, i.e. something which is not part of the
language faculty. Unfortunately, such apparently "non-compositional" aspects
of meaning abound. Consider for instance the case of French causative sen
tences, of which (7) is an example.
(7)

Marie les
a fait
boire
du
vinaigre.
Marie them-ACC has made to-drink of-the vinegar
'Marie made them drink vinegar.'

In interpreting sentences like (7), native speakers of French report that the indi
viduals picked out by the c!itk pronoun les 'them' are understood to have had
little choice but to drink vinegar, an intuition captured by the choice of make, as
opposed to g£h in the English gloss (cf. Hyman & Zimmer, 1976, among many
others). This phenomenon, referred to in the literature as the "direct" versus
"indirect" causation contrast, is quite productive across the class of French
causative verbs, as Achard (I 993a,b ) and Reed (1998, to appear) have shown.
For present purposes what is important to note about the direct/indirect causa
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tion contrast is first. that it is presuppositional in nature, Thus, it is not possible
for a truth-conditional operator to directly affect it: A question like (8). on neu
tral intonation. is not asking whether or not the embedded subject was acting of
his or her own volition. but only whether or not the described causative and
drinking events took place.
(8)

Est-ce que Marie les a fait boire du vinaigre?
'Did Marie make them drink vinegarT

A second observation that is important to make in relation to examples like (7)
is that the reading of direct causation also takes the form of the type of presup
positions which pose a challenge to compositional semantic theories. We first
note that it is difficult to see how one could tie the reading of direct causation to
a particular lexical item in (7), For example, it wouldn't make much sense to
assume that the clitic pronoun les 'them' is what is triggering this presupposition
since this clitic appears in other constructions without triggering any presuppo
sition whatsoever. Tying the presupposition to the causative verb faire 'to get/to
make' would not work either since one would expect sentences like (9) to have
only a direct causation reading, but such sentences are ambiguous between a
direct and an indirect causation reading.
(9)

Marie a
fait
boire
du vinaigre a ses amis.
Marie has made to-drink vinegar
to her friends
'Marie made/got her friends (tofdrink vinegar.'

In the case of causative sentences like (7). as was shown to be true earlier for
clefts. we note that resorting to associating certain presuppositions with specific
syntactic constructions, in this instance. a "causative" construction. would first
of all be at odds with the view that specific constructions have no independent
status in the grammar. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly. this approach
will not be able to distinguish between (7) and (9) since both sentences instanti
ate the so-called "causative construction" yet only one is associated with a pre
supposition of direct causation,
As a third and final illustration of the compositionality issues raised by syn
tactically triggered presuppositions. consider the case of existential
con
structions such as (lOa) in which we assume. with Ene; (1991), that the associate
introduces a presupposition of non-specificity. That is. a there sentence like
(lOa) contrasts with its non-expletive raising counterpart (1 Ob) in that in the
latter. no presupposition of non-specificity is present.
(10)

a.

b.

There is a cow!*every cow/*the cow in the backyard.
A cow/every cow/the cow is in the backyard.

In order to establish the parallel between
sentences and the cleft and
of all that the non-specificity
causative sentences discussed earlier, we note
restriction on the associate is indeed presuppositionaJ in nature. That
sen
tences like (J I) clearly show that the non-specificity of the associate is pre
served under a negation or a question operator.
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(1)

a.

b.

There isn't a cow/*the cow in the backvard.
What!*which cow is there in the backyard?

As was the case for the other constructions. any attempt to simply tie the pre
supposition to a lexical item in the sentence, such as there. will result in over
generation in sentences like (12).
(12)

What do you mean no one would know how to fix this engine!? At
the very least there is Sue, and perhaps even Joe.

In sum. thus far we have shown that one finds in natural languages aspects of
semantic meaning which appear to elude compositional analysis. While this fact
could mean that semantic interpretation proceeds asymmetrically; that is, that
very different processes are involved in computing these particular types of pre
suppositions. we would instead like to explore another means of approaching
this problem, Specifically, we would like to develop an approach to the issue
that recognizes that such presuppositions are indeed "syntactically triggered"
but avoids using particular constructions, like clefts, as the triggers.

2. The Role of Move and Focus Checking in Activating
Semantic Presuppositions
What we would like to propose is that certain items are associated in the lexicon
with presupposed material that is projected only when they meet the following
structural description:
(13)

If a is an item associated in the lexicon with p. p a presupposition of
the appropriate type. p will be visible in the presupposition tree of the
sentence containing a iff (i) a is. at any time in the derivation. part of a
phrase which checks off a focus feature and (ii) a ends up in a func
tional domain other than the one which immediatelv dominates the
.
lexical domain in which a entered the derivation.

Consider first the existential presupposition found in clefts. What we wish to
propose is that ANY cleftable phrase is lexically associated with such a presup
position. This presupposition, however. is only projected when the phrase is
clefted: that is. when it meets the structural requirements in (13). We adopt here
the direct movement analysis proposed for clefts in Kiss (1998). Kiss analyzes
the clefted phrase as entering the derivation in the embedded CP and moving to
the specifier position of a Focus Phrase headed by the copula which takes the
embedded CP as its complement. On this view, the wh-element which some
times may appear in Spec-CP simply serves to signal the preposed nature of the
clefted constituent and/or the incompleteness of the CP following it. Indeed, as
pointed out by Rochemont (1986). wh-elements in clefts can only be used by
analogy to relative pronouns and then only when the head is nominal as shown
in (14):
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(14 )

a.

Ifs Velma that/who Fred married.

b.

It's the dog that!?which is barking.

c.
d.

If s tomorrow thati?*when Fred will arrive.
It was in Boston thati?*where they held the tea party.

e.

It was on Sm iley that!*( on) whom the sheriff placed the
blame.

On the movement analysis of clefted constituents which we adopt here. a sen
tence like (lSa) is assumed to have the structure in (lSb):
(15)

a.
b.

It was to Velma that Fred spoke.
IP
I'

Spec
it

FP
wasl

F'

Spec
,

to Velma.

\

F
t,

CP
S~ec

C'

I

t;

IP

C
that

]'

Spec
I

Fred

VP

PAST
Spec

V'
V

PP

I

I

spoke

t,

The structure in (ISb) embodies the claim that the clefted phrase moves out of
the embedded clause to a higher functional domain in \vhich it checks off a Fo
cus feature. On this type of analysis, one correctly predicts that clefts should
display connectedness effects of the type illustrated in (] 6):
(16)

It is herself that Velma trusts the most.

As far as we can see there are only two potential objections to such a direct
movement analysis of clefts. First. as pointed out by Akmajian (1970). in Eng
lish clefts, the embedded verb does not agree in person with a first or second
person c lefted subject as shown in ( 17):
(17)

It's me that isl*am sad.
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The significance of this fact is unclear. however, when one considers French
clefts which generally display properties akin to English clefts yet allow this
type of agreement as can be seen in (18):
(18)

C'est moi qui suis triste.
it-is me that am sad

It also seems relevant to note in this respect that Kayne's (1994) Linear Corre
spondence Axiom-based theory leads to the conclusion that relative clauses
must receive a direct movement anah·sis. Yet. the head of nonrestrictive rela
tives does not agree with the embedded verb either as shown in (19):
(19)

As for me, who is/*am always optimistic ....

A second objection one could raise regarding a Kiss-style analysis of clefts is
that there is a subset of cleft sentences in which the gap in the embedded clause
does not appear to correspond to the clefted phrase but. rather. to the wh-phrase
which appears in Spec-CPo An example of this type is given in (20):
(20)

It was Velma to whose father I spoke.

What we would like to suggest for such cases is a Kayne-style analysis of non
restrictive relatives adapted to clefts. That is. the derivation of (20) would be as
in (21). a structure in which the clefted phrase, Velma. also originates in the
embedded clause but is part of a larger phrase which moves to Spec-CPo
(21)

[IP It was [FP Velma, [CP [PP t, [P' to who [t,] )'S father] [C ..... .

On this analysis. clefts and nonrestrictive relatives are expected to exhibit some
similarities. Interestingly. such sim ilarities do exist. For example. Kayne (1994:
114-15) points out that unlike restrictive relatives. nonrestrictive relatives cannot
have a universally quantified phrase as their head. This is illustrated by the con
trast in (22):
(22)

a.
b.

John ate every cookie which they baked.
*John ate every cookie. which they baked.

The same restriction is found in clefts. an observation due to Higginbotham
(1987) and illustrated in (23).
(23)

*Was it every Irish poem John recited')
(Where what is excluded is the interpretation "Did John recite every
Irish poem (or did he recite something else),)")

Another restriction found in nonrestrictive relatives is that. unlike their restric
tive counterparts. they do not preserve the integrity of idiom chunks. This ob
servation is due to Vergnaud (1974: 181) who pointed out contrasts such as the
one in (24):
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(24)

a.
b.

the headway which we made
*the headway, which we made

That clefts exhibit the same restriction is shown in (25):
(25)

*Jt was some headway that we made.

Thus, a Kiss-style movement analysis of cleft sentences which takes the clefted
constituent to move out of the embedded clause to a superordinate FP projection
appears to be the most comprehensive treatment of clefting available at this
point in time. It also corresponds to the structural description in (13). which
allows us to treat the existential presupposition associated with clefts in a com
positional manner.
Consider next the case of French causative sentences. Our hypothesis will be
that the presupposition of direct causation is associated with any accusative
clitic in the lexicon, but activated only when such clitics meet the structural re
quirements in (13). In French causative sentences like (26). it has long been
assumed that the argument which follows the complex faire + Venters the deri
vation as the external argument of the embedded predicate (see e.g .. Kayne.
1975; Burzio. 1986: Baker. 1988: Reed. 1996: chapter 2). That is, if one as
sumes that the clitic ~ in (26) enters the derivation in the Spec position of an
embedded VP, then it straightforwardly follows that the propert) of driving
Corinne's car is predicated of this argument.
(26)

Corinne Ie fait
conduire sa voiture.
Corinne him-F AIRE drive
her car
'Corinne makes/*gets him-ACC (to) drive her car.'

We assume that the clitic ~ in (26) cannot have its Case feature checked in the
embedded clause. This is because the AgrO of the embedded clause must re
main available to covertlv check the Accusative Case feature associated with the
embedded object sa voit~re. We further assume. following Chomsky & Lasnik
(1991). that the T of an infinitival clause has a strong EPP feature which must
be checked off overtl\' and that the clitic Ie is the element which fulfill this
function. Thus. the first application of Moveto the clitic in (26) produces (27):
(27)

[TP Ie, [AgrOP [VP ti conduire sa voiturelll
him
drive
her car

Next. we assume. following in essence the analysis of French causatives de
fended in Reed (1996: chapter 2). that faire selects a CP the head of which is
endowed with a strong Focus feature. This feature attracts to the Spec of CP the
AgrOP in (27). yielding (28):
(28)

fait [CP [AgrOP; [VP ti conduire sa voiturelJ [TP lei tJ]]

Note that in (28). the clitic now has a trace (or copy) in the focused phrase in
Spec-CP and that therefore the first clause of (13) is fulfilled. It is now obvious
that regardless of what other mechanisms come into play at later stages of the
derivation of (26). the clitic ~ will have to move to the superordinate checking
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domain, specifically, to the AgrOP dominating the VP headed by the causative
verb, in order to check its accusative Case feature. This is because the lower
AgrO heading the focused phrase in Spec-CP must be available in LF to check
off the Case feature of the embedded object sa voiture. Given that at Spell-Out,
the clitic appears on the causative verb, and that all clitics appear on verbs at
Spell-Out in French, we further assume that faire has a strong categorial feature;
perhaps a D feature or a Clitic feature. Thus, the elitic k moves up to a superor
dinate checking domain to check off both a Case feature and a categorial fea
ture, and in so doing fulfills the second clause of (13). As a result. the presuppo
sition of direct causation introduced by that clitic is expected.
As a final piece of evidence in favor of the principle in (13), we tum to the
presupposition of non-specificity found on the associate in there-sentences. The
standard modem treatment of there existential constructions like (29) assumes
that the associate strange men raises in LF to the checking domain of T for Case
checking purposes while there is an expletive element which checks off the
strong EPP feature of T prior to Spell-Out.
(29)

There are strange men in the garden.

While Chomsky (1995) argues that this is the proper analysis of this construc
tion, based on the fact that the copula in (29) agrees not with there but with the
associate, McCloskey (1991) points out that this analysis should not be extended
to expletive i! constructions, since they never display agreement between the
verb and the postverbal argument.
There is, however, a body of evidence suggesting that Chomsky'S analysis of
there-sentences may be on the wrong track. at least with respect to languages
like English. First. McCloskey (1991: 566 £1.4) points out that the standard ap
proach leaves unexplained some differences between the agreement possibilities
for preverbal and postverbal arguments in there-constructions. This is illustrated
in (30).
(30)

a.

b.

*A dog and a cat is in the room.
?There's a dog and a cat in the room.

Second, den Dikken (1995) points out contrasts of the type in (3 J) which are
unexpected if the associate undergoes covert movement and the binding condi
tions apply at LF:
(3 I)

a.
b.

Some applicants; seem to each other; to be eligible for the job.
* There seem to each other, to be some applicants, eligible for the
job.

Third, den Dikken (1995) observes that the bound variable interpretation of the
pronoun his in (32a) becomes unavailable in there-sentences like (32b) where
the binding quantifier is the associate. This again is an unexpected contrast if
one assumes Chomsky'S LF movement approach to there-constructions.
(32)

a.
b.

Someone; seems to his, mother to be eligible for the job.
*There seems to his; mother to be someone, eligible for the job.
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Finally, it has been observed that the focusing particle onlv must be associated
with a lexical constituent in its c-command domain, be it pre-Spell-Out, as in
(33a,b) or at LF, as (33c) shows.
(33)

a.

b.
c.

*Who, does Sue only love t, ~
*One man, might only be t, in the garden.
Someone only loves every woman in the room.
(Scopally unambiguous: 3V/*V3: i.e., only blocks QR of V)

Given this constraint. it is quite surprising. given Chomsky's analysis of there
constructions, that the associate in there-sentences can be focused bv only. as
shown in (34). which is to be contrasted with (33b). These facts, pointed out by
Aoun & Li (1993). are predicted only if there is no movement of the associate at
LF.
(34)

There might only be one man in the garden.

For these reasons. we will adopt a slightly modified version of the analysis of
existential there-sentences proposed by Hoekstra & Mulder (1990). Moro
(1990). and Zwart (1992). an analysis according to which such sentences con
stitute a particular instance of the locative inversion phenomenon discussed in
Emonds (1976). One argument in favor of this view is that so-called "verbal"
there-constructions are subject to the same ergativity restriction found in loca
tive preposing constructions. That is. as shown in (35). both constructions are
possible \-vith ergative verbs without further restrictions and, as illustrated in
(36), both constructions are compatible with other intransitive verbs but only if
there is a locative PP present in the structure.
(35)

(36)

a.
b,

a.
b.

In that century occurred a catastrophe.
There occurred a catastrophe (in that century).
Into the room/*with a dog walked a man.
There walked a man into the roomi*with a dog.

Hoekstra & Mulder and others analyze there as a prepositional element which
enters the derivation as the predicate of a small clause the subject of which is the
associate. Although syntactically on a par with other preposed locative PPs.
there differs semantically from other preposed locatives in that its meaning is
ultimately determined through its being in an adjunct chain with some other
predicative constituent. Thus, in building up a structure for the sentence in
(37a). Merge yields the partial derivation in (37b) where the small clause headed
by the predicate there is merged with the adjunct predicate AP drunk, just as is
the case for the small clause headed by the predicate intelligent in (37c).
(37)

a.
b.
c.

There were quite a few nonmembers drunk.
[VP were [[SC quite a few nonmembers there] drunk]
Gary, seems [[t, intelligent] drunk]

The parallel between (37a) and (37c) is highlighted by the fact that adjectival
and nominal predicates like talkative or a dean, which cannot function as secon
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dar) predicates of small clauses. cannot appear in there-sentences either. as
shown in (38) and (39).
(38)
(39)

a.
b.
a.
b.

Gary seems intelligent drunk/*talkative.
There were quite a few nonmembers drunk!*talkative.
I consider Gary a terror naked/*a dean.
There was an administrator naked/*a dean.

Going back to the partial derivation in (3 7b). we would like to suggest that the
next step involves the movement of there to the checking domain of the com
plex AgrS+T. a functional projection which we assume bears a matching
[FOCUS] feature in PP preposing constructions. We further assume that there
and its copy form a predicate chain down which the Case feature of T can per
colate and be checked off at LF by the associate in a Spec-head configuration
mediated by the functional projection found in small clauses. Evidence for such
a functional projection is found in French small clauses like that in (40) where
the subject of the small clause obligatorily agrees with the small clause predi
cate.
(40)

Je considere Anne intelligente.
] consider Anne intelligent-FEM

The overall Spell-Out configuration for (37a) is therefore assumed to be as in
(41 ).1 Note that there can move both to the head of the embedded AgrP and to
the specifier position of AgrSP because under the principle of economy of pro
jection. this prepositional element is both a head and a maximal projection.
(41)

[ArgSP there; [TP were, [VP tl [AgrP [[SC quite a few nonmembers tJ
drunk]]]]]
.

Given the structure in (41). we are now in a position to account for the non
specificity effect found on the associate in there-sentences. Let us assume that
there is associated in the lexicon with the presupposition that it can only be
predicated of non-specific subjects. This presupposition will be activated only
when there. in checking off a [FOCUS] feature on the AgrS+ T moves out of the
functional domain of the small clause in which it enters the derivation to land in
the functional domain of the matrix. as is the case in (41), and as our principle in
(13) would lead us to expect.
In conclusion. we have suggested that the compositionality issues raised by
syntactically-triggered presuppositions may be resolved by assuming that there
exist elements which are lexically associated with presuppositions whose pro
jection is limited to contexts in which such elements check off a [FOCUS] fea
ture in a superordinate functional domain. Given this type of approach. a new
question arises, namely. the issue of whether or not syntactic features other than
[FOCUS] might be used to activate these aspects of meaning. This issue, we will
leave open to future research.
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Notes
• We would like to thank David Basilico. Terence Langendoen. Yuki Matsuda. Ana T.
Perez-Leroux. and C. lan-Wouter Zwart for helpful discussion on the content of this
paper. All remaining errors and omissions are. of course. our own.
I As discussed at length in Hoekstra & Mulder (1990). Jonas (1992. 1995). b\art
(1992. 1997). and Chomsky (1995:340-355). among others. languages like Dutch. Ger
man. and Icelandic differ from languages like English in that the former allo\\ there sen
tences \\ith transiti\e verbs. as illustrated by the Dutch example in (iJ, whereas the latter
do not. as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of(ii).
(i)

(ii)

Er
heeft iemand
een huis
gekocht.
there has
someone a house bought
'There is someone who bought a house.'
·There (someone) has (someone) bought (someone) a house.

Two basic accounts of this cross-linguistic variation exist. Chomsky (1995: 354) has
suggested a "multiple Spec" approach to the problem. illustrated in (iii)
(iii)

TP
!

\

expletive

T'

\

/

associate

T'

According to this vie\\. T in languages like Dutch (but not English) has a strong
nominal categorial feature which is only optionally erased when it is checked off by the
associate. thereby allowing the insertion of there to recheck and erase this feature in the
second Spec position.
Authors like Zv.art (1992. 1997) have convincingly argued in favor of a different ap
proach on the basis of certain facts invohing PP extraposition. scrambling. and the am
biguit~ of certain there sentences in these languages. According to this view. the struc
ture of transiti\'e expletive constructions is as in (i\'). a structure which we would suggest
is further supported by the fact that the auxiliar~ verb actually separates the expletive
from the associate in sentences like (i).
(i\)

AgrSP
\

expletive

AgrS'
/
\
AgrS
TP
/ \
associate T'

In (iv). the associate is assumed to check off the strong Nominative Case and EPP
features of T. Although this aspect of the analysis remains unclear. there is presumably
inserted to check off some other strong feature associated with AgrS. In order to account
for the fact that the structure in (iv) is not possible in English-type languages. Zwart
(1992: 490. ft. 26) suggests that only Dutch-type languages allow Nominative Case fea
tures to be checked off in the checking domain of T. English-type languages require that
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AgrS and T be merged so that all of the strong features associated with both heads can be
checked off in the checking domain of AgrS.
What is important to note for present purposes is that under either approach to these
sentences. transitive expletive constructions an: assumed to be associated with a very
different syntactic structure than the one proposed in (41) in the text. (The structure in
(41). incidentally. has been argued by Zwart and others to also be available in Dutch
type languages.) Specifically. the expletive in (iv) is assumed to enter the derivation in its
Spell-Out position. rather than internal to a lexical domain as in (41). Given this. we
would expect sentences which unambiguousl) have the structure in (iv) to lack a presup
position of non-specificity. While the associate in Dutch transitive expletive construc
tions generally displays a non-specificity effect which our account does not immediatel)
predict. there is also e\'idence pointing the other way. That is. in such constructions. it is
possible 10 find specinc \vh-phrases corresponding to the associate as shown in Iv). due
to .lan-Wouter l\\art (p.c.).
(v)

Welke mensen hebben er
gisteren dat huis gekocht?
which peopk have
there yesterda) that house bought
'Which people (there) bought that house yesterday')'

We \vilileave the significance of these facts as a topic for future research.
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Argument Composition, Contrastive Focus,
and the Internally Headed Relative Clause
in Korean
Chan Chung
Dongseo University
1 Introduction
A typical example of the internally headed relative clause (lliRC) in Korean
and Japanese is (I), Here the overt subject totwuk-i 'thief in the embedded
constituent is understood as the object of the matrix verb capassta while the
superficial object [totwuk.i unhayng·e_vse nao-nun kes-ul] as a whole is not.
(1) Na-nun [tot\mk·j unhayng-eyse nao-nun
kes-ulJ
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod KES-Acc
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank,'

capassta,
caught

This construction is debatable because it seems to violate the locality principle
in that the object subcategorized for by the matrix verb, totwuk-i 'thief, appears
within an embedded constituent. The goal of this paper is to explore the
syntactic and discourse properties of the lliRC.

2 Some Syntactic Properties and Previous Analyses
Jhang (1991), Kuroda (1992), and Hoshi (l99~), among otJlers propose tlle NP
complement analysis of the lliRC construction, illustrated in (2) after Kuroda
(1992):
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(2) Na-nun [v{r,;p,[s totwuki-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun
kes-ulJ]
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod KES-Acc
capasstall
caught
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'
This analysis proposes that the embedded constituent [totwuk-i unhayng-eyse
nao-nun kes-uf] is an NP reanalyzed from an S, which is coindexed with
totwuk-i 'thief and plays the object role of the matrix verb capassla 'caught.'
Two other types of analyses are proposed by Murasugi (1994) and Chung
(1996). Murasugi proposes an adjunct-pro analysis as in (3): the embedded
constituent is an adjunct, and pro coindexed with torn'uk-i is assumed to be the
object of the matrix verb capassla.
(3) Na-nun [V!'[ADlh.,'P[S tot"uki-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun]
kes-ul]]
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod KES-Acc
[V!' pro l capasstaJl
caught
II arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'
Chung, D. (1996) proposes a similar analysis to Murasugi (1994) in that it
assumes the embedded constituent is an adjunct, and that pro is the argument
of the matrix verb. However, his analysis differs from Murasugils in that it
assumes another empty perception predicate (FRED), as shown in (4):
(4) Na-nun [VI' [,"Dl[:...'P[S totv,ukj-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun]
kes-ul]
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod KES-Acc
PRED] (vp prOj capassta]]
caught
'Seeing the thief coming out of the bank. I arrested him.'
According to tillS analysis, [(torn'uk-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun kes-uf] PRED] as
a whole is an adjunct, where the embedded constituent is a complement of the
empty perception predicate.
One of the problems with these previous analyses is that they do not have any
mechanism that accounts for the differences between (1) and (5):
(5) Na-nun Itot\\uk-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun
kes-ul]
mollassta.
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod KES-Ace not-knew
'I did not know that the thief was coming out of the bank.'
But not 'I did not know the thief who was coming out of the bank.'

4,"\

Sentence (I) has only an entity reading, i.e., the object of the matrix verb of (I)
is the thief not the whole event. In contrast, sentence (5) has only an event
reading. i.e., the object of the matrix verb of (5) is not the thief but the whole
event. The difference comes from the matrix verb. When the verb is a
perception verb, only the event reading is available. When it is a physicaJ
action verb, however, only the entity reading is available. Then the question is
how the difference can be predicted from the syntactic perspective. In other
words, if the internal structure of [totwuk-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun kes-ul] in (I)
and (5) is assumed to be the same, and if the coindexation between totwuk and
the whole embedded constituent is possible in both sentences, it may be hard to
explain why only the physical action verb can have the entity reading. To
account for the given fact, we need to assume two different internal structures
of the embedded constituent.
For the two different structures for the embedded constituent, we may assume
that kes in (1) is a non-referential noun, while kes in (5) is a complementizer.
However, as Uda (1998) mentioned, kes in both sentences has the same
syntactic property as a noun in that it bears accusative, nominative, or genetive
case as shown in (I) and (6), while the typical clausal complementizer, -ko in
Korean, cannot bear such case at all, as shown in (7).
(6) a. [Ai-ka
elin
kes-i]
yenge-lul
cal hanta.
child-Nom be-young KES-Nom English-Acc well speak
'The young child speaks English well.' (Chung, 1996)
b. [totwuk-i
unhayng-eyse nao-nun
kes-uy]
chepho
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod KES-Gen arrest
'the arrest of the thief who was coming out of the bank.'
h\\umchessta-ko(*-Iul)]
(7) a. MOh\u-ka [John-i ton-ul
All-Nom J-Nom money-Ace stole-Comp-(Acc)
sayngkakhayssta.
thought
'All thought that John stole the money.'
b. [1ohn-i ton-ul
hwumchessta-ko(*-ka)] sayngkak-toy-essta.
J-Nom money-Acc stole-Comp-Nom
think-Passive-Past
'It was thought that John stole the money.'
c. [1ohn-i ton-ul
hwuchessta-ko(*-uy)] sayngkak
J-Nom money-Acc stole-Comp-Gen
thought
'the thought that John stole the money'
Thus if two totally different categories for kes are assumed, it is hard to account
for the fact that kes in (I) and (5) has the same property of a noun.
Uda (1998) accounts for the two different readings involved in the IHRC
constructions with the assumption that the adnominal clause of the kes
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constructions is a syntactic complement of the non-referential noun kes, and
that the event reading arises from the structure-sharing between the semantic
contents of the adnominal clause and kes, while the entity reading arises from
the coindexation between an argument of the adnominal clause and kes.
However, Uda' s (1998) analysis has a theory-internal problem: the arguments
of the adnominal clause are not available for the coindexation under the
framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar on which her analysis is
based, since kes takes as its complement the whole clause where the arguments
of the verb are all discharged. To avoid this problem, her anaJysis assumes that
the non-head-daughter of kes, which is an S, has the ARGUMENT
STRUCTURE (ARG-S) and that the coindexation occurs between kes and an
element in the ARG-S list. The problem is that in the standard view, the ARG
S cannot appear in a phrasal category. More importantly, Uda's analysis cannot
account for the raising fact discussed below, and the constituenthood of
"adnominal verb + kes" discussed in section 3.1.
Another problem with all the previous analyses arises when the example in
(8) is considered:
(8) Na-nun

tot\\uk-ul unhayng-eyse nao-nun
kes-ul
eapassta.
I-Top
thief-Ace bank-out-of come-Mod KES-Acc caught
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'

In (8). the embedded nominative subject toru'uk-i 'thief in (I) is realized as an
accusative NP totwuk-uf, which suggests that the embedded subject can be
"raised" to the object of the matrix verb capassta 'eaught.' The problem with the
pre"ious analyses is that such raising is generally not allowed out of an NP or
an adjunct, and thus they have to augment some device to account for the
raising fact.
We may assume that (8) is not the raising construction derived from (1) but a
totally different construction where the constituent [unhayng-eyse nao-nun kes
ul] is a kind of appositive parenthetical expression. The typieal example of the
parenthetieal is in (9) where the head of the parenthetical is non-expletive nom
ul 'guy':
(9) Na-nun totwuk-ul, ku khi-ka
ku-n
nom-ul, capassta.
I-Top thief-Acc the height-Nom tall-Mod guy-Ace ·caught
'I arrested the thief, the guy who was tall.'
It seems, however, that (8) cannot be considered as the parenthetical
construction. If (8) and (9) are the same construction, the head noun of the
parenthetieal nom-ul in (9) may be substituted by kes, as in (8). However, this
prediction is not born out, as shown in (10):1
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(10)?? Na-nun totwuk-ul khi-ka
khu-n
kes-ul
I-Top thief-Acc height-Nom tall-Mod KES-Acc
'I arrested the thief, the one who was talL'

capassta.
caught

In the analysis where (10) is considered as an instance of the IHRC, the
sentence is ruled out simply because its non-raised version is also ill-formed as
shown in (11):
(11)?? Na-nun [tot\\uk-i khi-ka
khu-n
kes-ul}
I-Top
thief-Nom height-Nom tall-Mod KES-Acc
'I arrested the thief ".ho was tall.'

capassta.
caught

Presently, it is not clear why (II) is awkward, but it seems that the stative
predicate (or adjectival predicate) is not allowed in the object IHRC.
In addition to the problems mentioned above, the adjunct-pro analyses
proposed by Murasugi (1994) and Chung (1996) have another problem, when
the examples ofpro-substitution in (12) is considered:
(12) a. Na-nun [AD] tot",uk,-i
unhayng-eyse nao-ca maca]
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-as soon as
kUi-lullku tOh\uki-ul/pro
capassta.
him-Acc/the theif-Ace/pro caught
'As soon as the thief came out of the bank, I arrested him/the thief.'
b. *Na-nun [AD]tot\\uk,-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun
kes-ul]
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod KES-Acc
kUi-lullku tot"uki-ul capassta.
him-Acc/the thief-Acc caught
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'
(12a) is a typical example of the adjunct construction, and in this case, pro can
generally be substituted by an overt pronoun or R-expression when its
antecedent is within an adjunct. However, in the IHRC, such substitution is not
allowed as shown in 02b). So another problem with the adjunct-pro analysis is
that it cannot account for the grammatical difference behveen (12a) and (l2b).
To conclude this section, (i) the analysis of the IHRC needs some syntactic
mechanism that can account for the difference between the entity reading and
event reading, (ii) the IHRC involves a raising mechanism, and (iii) the matrix
verb governing the IHRC does not take pro as its argument.
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3 Argument Composition Analysis of the mRC
3.1 "Verb + Xes" as a Complex Noun
In this subsection, it is proposed that the combination of "adnominal verb +
kes" in the IHRC constitutes a complex noun. To this end, some parallelisms
are shown between the constituency of "adnominal-verb + kes," and that of the
verbal complex. The latter is usually analyzed as a combination of "verb +
auxiliary verb" (e.g., Cho (1988), Sells (1995), and Chung (1998), among
others).
In the traditional Korean grammar, kes in the IHRC is called an "incomplete
noun" in that it always requires a verb of a modifier form -(n)un and in that kes
itself cannot be used alone as a word as shwon in (13):
(13) (Na-nun tot"uk-i
unhayng-eyse) *(nao-nun)
I-Top
thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod
kes-ul
capassta.
KES-Acc caught
'I arrested the thiefwllo was coming out of tile bank.'
Example (13) shows that the adnominal verb ofIHRC, nao-nun 'come-out-Mod',
is not optional or cannot be realized as an empty category, and that kes itself
cannot exist as an independent word. This shows a sharp contrast with the
typical externally-headed relative clause construction in (14), where the entire
relative clause including the adnominal verb nao-nun is optional.
(14) (Na-nun unhayng-eyse nao-nun)
totV\uk-ul capassta.
I-Top
bank-from
come-out-Mod thief-Ace caught
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'
In the Korean verbal complex construction, the same observation can be
made as shown in (15):
(15)

(Na-nun sakwa-Iul)
I-Top
apple-Ace
'I tried an apple.'

*(mek-e) poassta.
eat
try as a test (AUX)

Here the auxiliary verb poassta 'tried as a test' itself cannot exist as an
independent word without its governed verb. However, in other constructions
such as control verb constructions, the matrix verb can exist as an independent
word without the governed verb, as shown in (16):
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(16) (Na-nun John-hanthey sakwa-lul
I-Top J-Dat
apple-Acc
'I persuaded John to eal an apple.'

mek -ulako) seltukhayssta.
eat
persuaded

Another example showing the parallelism between the IHRC and verbal
complex constructions arises from the afterthought expression construction
shown in (17) and (IS):
capassta, totwuk-i unhayng-eyse nao-nun.
(17) a. *Na-nun kes-ul
I-Top KES-Acc arrested thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'
b. Na-nun totwuk-ul capassta, unhayng-eyse nao-nun.
I-Top
thief-Acc arrested
bank-from
come-out-Mod
Here sentence (a) is an instance of the IHRC construction where the IHRC is
used as an afterthought expression. It shows that the IHRC cannot be used as an
afterthought expression differently from the externally headed relative clause in
(l7b). This suggests that kes and the adnominal verb constitute a syntactic unit
and that they cannot be separated. The same pattern is also observed in the
verbal complex construction, as shown in (18):
mek-e.
(18) a. *Na-nun poassta. sakwa-Iul
I-Top
tried
apple-Acc eat
'I tried an apple.'
b. Na-nun seltukhayssta, John-hanthey sakwa-Iul
I-Top
pesuaded
J-Dat
apple-Acc
'I persuaded John to eat an apple.'

mekulako.
eat

(1Sa) is an instance of the verbal complex where the auxiliary verb and its
governed verb cannot be separated, while (18b) is an instance of the control
verb construction where the matrix verb and its governed verb can be separable.
Another parallelism between the IHRC and verbal complex constructions
arises from the fact that the heads of the constructions, namely, kes in IHRC
and the auxiliary verb in the verbal complex are a kind of dilics, diachronically
derived from independent words whose phonetic forms are the same. For
example, the auxiliary verb potG 'try as a test' in (15) and (18) has a non
auxiliary-verb counterpart pota 'see" which can be used as an independent word.
The same observation can be made in the IHRC. The head kes in the IHRC can
never be used as a referring expression and never take a specifier such as ku
'the' and ce 'that' as shown in (19):
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(19)

* Na-nun

totwuk-i
unhayng-eyse nao-nun
I-Top thief-Nom bank-from
come-from-Mod
ku kes-ul
capassta.
the KES-Acc caught
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'

However, there exists a referential noun counterpart kes 'thing', which can be
used as a referring expression and can take a specifier as sh<mn in (20).
(20) Na-nun ku kes-ul
sassta.
I-Top the thing-Acc bought
'I bought the thing (it).'
To sum, there are some parallelisms between the verbal complex and the
combination of "adnominal verb + kes" in the IHRC, and thus the combination
in IHRC needs to be treated as a syntactic unit namely, as a complex noun. The
following subsection proposes an analysis of the IHRC under the framework of
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG henceforth, Pollard and Sag
(l99·+)).

3.2 Argumcnt Composition in thc IHRC
Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1994) introduce the mechanism of argument
composition into the HPSG framework to account for the linear order of c1ause
final verbal sequences in German. The effect of argument composition is to
"attract" or "raise" the arguments of the governed verb to the argument list of
the governing verb: roughly, when a lexical category X takes Y as its
arguments. the unsatisfied arguments of Yare raised to the argument(s) of X.
A similar notion (verbal projection raising) is also introduced in GB by
Haegemn and van Riemsdijk (1986). In HPSG, argument composition is
represented by structure sharing between the valence value of the governed verb
and that of the governing verb.
The notion of argument composition is used in Chung (1998) to account for
the verbal complexes in Korean. On this approach to verbal complexes, the
auxiliary verb selects its verb by the GOV(ERNEE) feature, and the subject and
complement lists of the governed verb are structure shared with (or "raised to")
those of the auxiliary verb. In this analysis, the argument structures of most of
the auxiliary verbs are determined by the governed verb. And the governed verb
and auxiliary verb combine first, constituting a complex predicate.
Assuming the feature GOV, I propose the schematized lexical structure of
kes of IHRC in (21 ):2
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(21) Lexical structure of IHRC kes
VAL

SUBJ [I]
SPR<>
COMPS [2]

l

GOV\ :;-~~~i~ORM
SUBJ [1]
COMPS [2]

]
CONT [INDEX [5]
REST [6] n {[3]}
Restriction: (5] = index (x) & (x

E

[11 v

kes][s]] . )
:[3]

[21)

Feature structure (21) states the following: (i) kes takes a verb of modifier form
as its verbal complement which semantically modifies it, (ii) the subject (SUBJ)
and complement (COMPS) lists of the adnominal verb are raised to the subject
and complement lists of kes, which identifies the argument structure of kes with
that of the adnominal verb, (iii) kes has an empty list as its specifier value and
thus cannot have a specifier, (iv) the index of kes is the same as one of the
arguments of the adnominal verb, and finally (v) the semantic contents of kes
are the same as those of the NP head of the externally headed relative clause
construction, .
An instance of the schematized lexical entry kes in the IHRC is as in (22),
which is the lexical entry of kes in (1):
(22)

VAL

SUBJ <[1]>
SPR<>
COMPS <[3]>

l

GO<V [VFORM
mod
MOD <N[NFORM
kes][2J>
SUBJ <[ I JNP[2»
COMPS <[3]NP[4]>

CONT [

INDEX [2J
]
REST [6] n {[5]}
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This lexical entry states the following: (i) kes is coindexed with the subject of
the adnominal verb, a thief, and (ii) the semantic contents of kes are roughly
{xl thief (x) n come-out-of (x, bank)}, and thus that the whole IHRC has the
same semantic contents as those of the eX1emally headed relative clause. On my
complex-noun approach to the IHRC, the structure of sentence (1) is as in
(23):3

s

(23)

su
NP

Na un

tot\\uk-i

H

pp

N

GO~
unhayng-eyse

V

N

nao-nun

kes-ul

I

I

cap ssta

Here the adnominal verb nao-nul1 'come from' and kes constitute a syntactic
unit, namely a complex noun (CN henceforth). Note that here nominative case,
not genitive case, is assigned to totwuk even though it is a sister to a noun. It is
not problematic at all because the valence structure of kes is identical to that of
the verb nao-nun due to argument composition.
In my analysis, the difference between the event reading and entity reading
of the NP headed by kes (e.g., (1) and (5» is accounted for by the existence and
non-existence of argument composition. That is, when argument composition
occurs, and when the expletive kes is coindexed with one of the raised
arguments, the NP headed by kes has the entity reading. However, when
argument composition does not occur, the whole NP headed by kes has the
same semantics as its complement clause and takes a proposition as its
semantic contents value.
On my approach, the subject-to-object raising fact (e.g., (8» is accounted for
in the following way. When the NP headed by kes is an element of the
complement list of a physical action verb, which semantically cannot take a
proposition as its argument, the NP headed by kes tends not to function as a
"truc" valent in some sense because kes in the IHRC is an expletive noun. Thcn
its coindexed element (e.g., torn'uk 'thief in (8» is allowed to be raised to the
matrix valence list to become a true valcnt. This assumption is supported by the
fact that a perception matrix verb does not trigger the raising:

S1

(24) Na-nun totwuk-i/*ul
unhayng-eyse nao-nun
kes-ul
I-Top thief-Nom/Ace bank-from
come-out-Mod entity-Ace
alachayssta.
noticed
'I noticed that a thief was coming out of the bank.'
To describe the raising fact, this paper assumes the IHRC raising lexical rule in
(25):
(25) IHRC Raising Lexical Rule:

phys-aclion [ VALl COMPS <NP[NFORM kes][3J>J

JJ
VAL I COMPS \ N' [NFORM kes

J)

SUBJ <[lbJ>
COMPS <>

[
Where <X> EB <Y>

<X, Y>

The lexical rule in (25) states the following: (i) a physical-action verb that takes
as its complement an NP headed by kes also takes an N' as its complement, and
(ii) the subject of N', which is coindexed with the NP headed by kes, is list
appended to the COMPS list of the physical action verb, i.e., the subject of a
complement NP headed by kes is raised to a complement of the matrix verb
when the subject is understood as a complement of the matrix verb.
According to this analysis, the structure of the raised sentence in (8) is as in
(26):

S
p
~

oo~

I
Na-nun

tot\\uk-ul

unhayng-eyse

V

I
nao-nun

N

I
kes-ul

capassta.

We may consider (26) as a nominal version of the raising construction of the
believe-type verb, where [2]NP and N' correspond to the raised NP and VP in
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the believe-type construction, respectively. Here the crucial mechanism is again
argument composition which attracts the subject of the IHRC, totwuk 'thief into
a complement of the matrix verb, capassta 'caught.'
My analysis naturally accounts for the fact that the argument of the matrix
verb is not pro (e.g., (12» because in my analysis the argument position is
already occupied by the NP headed by kes.
In the following section, some discourse facts involved in the IHRC
construction will be discussed.

4 Contrastive Focus and Discourse Properties of the mRC
One of the well-known discourse properties of the IHRC construction is that it
is not appropriate as an answer to a wh-question (park (1994), Ohara (1996),
and Kim (1996) among others). The example is in (27):
(27) A: Ne-nun

nwuk\\u-Iul capass-ni?
you-Top who-Acc
caught-Q
'Who did you arrest?'
B: a. Na-nun unhayng-eyse nao-nun
totwuk-ul
I-Top
bank-from
come-out-Mod thief-Acc
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank. '
b. #Na-nun tOh,uk-i
unhayng-eyse nao-nun
I-Top thief-Nom bank-from
come-out-Mod
kes-ul
capassta.
KES-Acc caught

capassta.
caught

According to Ohara (1996), (27b) is awkward since the IHRC represents
background information and is not good for an answer to a wh-question which
needs to carry new information.
Kuroda (1976) and Kim (1996) point out another discourse-related property
of the IHRC. An example is in (28):
tongsayng-ul Conglo-eyse
M-Top
library-in
work-Mod brother-Acc Chongro-on
mannassta.
met
'Mary met in Chongro his bother who worked in a library.'

(28) a.Mary-nun tosekwan-eyse Hha-nun
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b. # Mary-nun tongsayng-i tosekwan-eyse ilha-nun
M-Top
brother-Nom library-in
work-Mod
Conglo-eyse mannassta.
Chongro-on met
According to Kim, the IHRC construction must have some spatio-temporal
relationship between the events represented by the IHRC and by the matrix
clause (or the matrix verb). And (28b) is awkward because this relationship
does not exist there: the event of working occurs in a library, while the event of
meeting occurs on Chongro Street.
The goal of this section is to provide a unified account of the given facts,
based on the assumption that the IHRC is a type of the focus construction where
the adnominal verb bears contrastive focus. That is, the contrastive reading
involved with sentence (I) is "I arrested a thief when he was coming out of the
bank, but not when he was in the bank."
According to Kiss (1998), contrastive focus (identificationaI focus in his
terms) is usually involved with a specific syntactic construction. If this claim is
correct, it is reasonable to assume that the IHRC construction involves
contrastive focus since it is a syntactic-structure oriented focus.
Besides, if the IHRC construction is assumed to be the contrastive focus
construction, we can account for the facts mentioned above in a unifonn way.
As well-known, contrastive focus differs from information focus in that the
former represents a subset of the set of contex1ually given elements (i.e.,
presupposed or background information), while the latter represents totally new
or non-presupposed information. Then the fact that the IHRC construction is
not appropriate as an answer to a wh-question (e.g., (27» is naturally accounted
for since the answer to a wh-question must convey totally new information.
Similarly, in English, the it-that cleft answer to a wh-question is not good since
the clefted element carries contrastive focus.
The contrastive-focus approach can also account for the intuition on the
IHRC construction that some logical or spatio-temporal relation exists between
the events carried out by the IHRC and the matrix verb. In (28b), for example,
the contrastive reading is "Mary met her brother on Chongro Street when he
worked in a library, but not when he did something else." This is a very
awkward contrastive reading because in the real world, it is hard to imagine a
context where a person meets the other in a place (e.g., on Chongro Street)
when the latter is in a different place (e.g., in a library). The externally headed
relative clause example in (28a) is not awkward because it has a kind of generic
reading rather than the contrastive reading, i.e., Mary met his brother who used
to work in a library.
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5 Conclusion
The main claims of this paper can be summarized as follows: (i) the constituent
of "adnominal verb + kes" in IHRC needs to be considered as a complex noun,
as the constituent of "verb + auxiliary verb" is considered as a complex
predicate, (ii) argument composition (or raising in terms of GB) plays a crucial
role in the analysis of the IHRC construction, and (iii) the IHRC construction is
a syntactic-focus construction where the adnominal verb bears contrastive focus.
This paper also observes some parallelisms between verbal expressions and
the IHRC construction:
(29)

verbal eXllression
complex predicate

IHRC construct jon
complex noun
("adnominal verb + kes")

subjcct-to-object raising
in the believe-type
construction

subject-to-object raising
out of the IHRC

Presently, this paper cannot discuss in detail what the parallelisms suggest.
Howevcr, it seems that they can be accounted for in a more general way if we
assume the theory of the multiple inheritance of the construction types through
the sort hierarchy, which is proposed in Sag (1997). See Chung (To appear) for
more detailed accounts.

Notes
I. For some speakers, sentence (10) gets a little better when a definite determiner ku,
which modifies kes, is located at the beginning of the parenthetical as shOml in (i):
(i) ?mNa-nun totwuk-ul, [ku [khi-ka
ku-n
kes-ul]], capassta.
I-Top thief-Ace the height-Nom tall-Mod KES-Acc caught
'I arrested the thief who was tal!.'
Even though (i) is marginally acceptable to some speakers, it seems that (i) cannot be
considered as the same construction as (9) because kes in the IHRC can never be
modified by a detenniner as shown in (ii):
kes-ul]]
capassta.
(ii) "'Na-nun totwuk-ul [ku [unhayng-eyse nao-nun
I-Top
thief-Ace the bank-out-of come-out-Mod KES-Acc caught
'I arrested the thief who was coming out of the bank.'
2. The sort index has two subsorts in Korean, referential and kes. The latter represents
an expletive and is assumed to carry the head feature NFORM which was used in the
earlier version of HPSG and GPSG.
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3. Following Chung (1998), this paper assumes that Korean docs not have the rule "s ~
NP VP" and thus that it has a flat clausal structure. According to ChWlg (1998), the
head word combines first with its governee to constitute a complex word, and then the
complex word combines with the subject and complements to constitute a phrase.
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Reconsidering Weight Complementarity in
Korean Partial Reduplication*
Chung, Chin Wan
Indiana University

1. Introduction
ldeophones in Korean exhibit both full and partial reduplication. There are
several types of partial reduplication in Korean which include infixing partial
reduplication, prefixing partial reduplication, and suffixing partial reduplication.
Recent studies on partial reduplication in Korean have mainly been on infixing
partial reduplication (lun 1994, Davis and Lee 1994, 1996, Kim 1996, Chung
1997, 1998, and Kang 1998).
The main purpose of this study is to review Weight Complementarity (Suh,
1993) in Korean partial reduplication which prohibits an equal distribution of
weight between the copied portion and the original portion in Suh's terms.
Thus. if the copied portion is monomoraic (CY), then the original portion is
bimoraic (CYC) and vice versa. This study argues that it is too strong to argue
that weight complementarity applies to all types of partial reduplication in
Korean ideophones because weight complementarity is observed only in
infixing partial reduplication. It is not observed in prefixing and suffixing partial
reduplication. Instead of relying on weight complementarity in partial
reduplication. I provide an analysis for prefixing and suffixing partial
reduplication within Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993),
especially the advanced version of it named Correspondence Theory (McCarthy
and Prince (henceforth M&P), 1995).
The organization of this study is as follows. In section 2, I explain weight
complementarity in Korean partial reduplication with the data. In section 3, I
present more data for Korean partial reduplication and problems that Suh's
analysis may encounter. In section 4. I provide an analysis for prefixing,
suffixing, and multiple partial reduplication which occurs with suffixing partial
reduplication. I summarize the analysis in section 5.

2.

\Veight Complementarity in Korean partial reduplication
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Suh (1993) argues that there is weight complementarity in Korean partial
reduplication based on the assumption that coda consonants in reduplication
processes are moraic while they are not in other processes of Korean, which
could be construed that Korean reflects dual aspects of weight with respect to
coda consonants. Weight complementarity in reduplication refers to uneven
distribution of weight between the copied portion (generally known as the
reduplicant) and the original portion (roughly referring to a part of the base in
the reduplication process) which are termed the UNIT. The data for Korean
partial reduplication are presented in (I) and (2) in which the copied part is
underlined and in boldface while the original portion is not in boldface but
underlined.
(1) Prefixing partial reduplication (Suh, 1993)
Base
Redup.
Gloss
a./tulJsili
-+ [tu-!!!!Jsil)
'floating gently'
b./talJsil!
-+ [ta-!m1sil)
'dancing springly'
c./tekul!
-+ [tek-~kul]
'rolling; rumbling')
d. !kolul
-+ [kol-kolu]
'evenly'
e./t'aHml
-+ [t'al-1'."!Itm]
'indisposed; reluctant'
f./pastsl
-+ [~-p~sts]
'estranged'
g. /pattml
-+ [1!S1!-~ttm]
'having a gap between the two ends'
(2) Suffixing partial reduplication

Base
a./culuk!
b./asak!
c. Iholokl
d./faHIJI
e. IpuH1J1
f. Ip'attk!
g. lallok/
h./t'olok!
i. lk'olokl

Redup.
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+

[cu!!:!-Iu-~]
[asa-sa-~]
[ho!Q-~-~]

[t'a!:i:-H-g]
[puH-H-g]
[p'a!±-!:i:-~]
[al!Q-~-~]
[t'olo-Io-~J
[k'o!Q-!Q-~)

2

Gloss
'dribbling; trickling'
'with a crunch; crisping'
'sipping; flapping'
'ting-ting'
'with a burr'
'creaking; with a grating sound'
'mottled; variegated'
'rolling'
'rumbling'

Suh claims that the partial reduplication of Korean tends to keep three moras in
the UNIT. Thus, if the copied portion is ev, then the original portion is eve
and vice versa. Some of the examples for the three-mora weight restriction in the
unit are given in (3).
(3)
[p Illl I
I Illlll
I I I
I I I
cui u- I u- k
t e k -t e k u I
!J!..-LtLJ1S i I
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To explain weight complementarity in Korean, he relies on prosodic templates
(M&P 1986, 1990), which stipulate morphological templates in terms of
prosodic structure. He employs prosodic templates to provide constituency such
as ev and eve as the reduplicative template. The possible reduplicative
templates for Korean partial reduplication ev and eve can be prosodically
defined as a syllable. Thus, from the perspective of M&P (1986, 1990), the
reduplicative templates ev and eve of Korean are subject to the conditions on
association to a template since they are prosodically dermed templates. If they
are not prosodically defined templates, or if templates do not belong to a
prosodic constituent, they cannot be licensed as a reduplicative template. The
following are required conditions on association to a template in Korean partial
reduplication.
(4) Conditions on Association to a Template

a.

b.
c.

Template Satisfaction: Satisfaction of template constraint is
obligatory and is determined by the principles of prosody, both
universal and language specific. (M&P, 1990)
Maximization of Association: Associate as many phonemic melody
elements as possible. (M&P, 1986)
Priority Clause: In case of conflict between (a) and (b), first satisfy
the template, then maximize application. (Archangeli, 1991 :252)

With respect to dual aspects of weight, Suh uses the syllable-internal grid
structure of Hayes (1991) which says that moras form a kind of grid with the
syllable and that the height of a column is dependent upon the sonority of the
segment it is associated with (Hayes 1991). Thus, the eve structure of Korean
can be treated as both light and heavy depending on the processes involved, as
presented in (5).
(5) eve structure of Korean (Suh, 1993:159)
kap 'casket'
CJ

/1
J.l
J.l J.l
1\ I
ka p

---)0
---)0

other processes
partial reduplication

Processes other than partial reduplication treat eve as light while processes of
partial reduplication regard the eve structure of Korean as being heavy. That is,
the syllable coda consonants are treated as being moraic in partial reduplication
while they are not in other processes in Korean.
The partial reduplication processes in Korean can be presented in (6) and (7)
based on the conditions on association to a template given in (4) and the
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syllable-internal grid structure given in (5). In this study, I will focus only on
prefixing partial reduplication.
(6) Itul)sil! -+ [tu-!!l1Jsil] 'floating gently'
Abbreviations: Pref=Prefixation( (J), Sat=Satisfaction, Max=Maximization.
Ext=Extrasyllabic

cr

cr

cr

/\

/\

/I.

11
11 11
III
tUI)

III
11 11
!\ I
siI

Pref

(J

-----l>

t u D s i1 +

(J

I'

:\

11 !

11

I

~l

11

A

I

1\

tUDsil +

tuD

11 I
11 11
t\ I
t u I)

Sat
-----l>

cr
II

(J

11

(J

II
11 I
11 11
II I
si I

-----l> [tutul) SiI]

si 1

(7) ItekuV -+ [tektekul] 'rolling; rumbling'
(J

(J

cr
II

(J

t\
11
11

11
11
/\
II I
t e k u I

cr

Pref

(J

-----l>

t e k u

cr

(J

/\

11
ill
!i
t e k u I

11 11
Ili 11
II !\
te k u

I
11
I
I

Max
-----l>

+

cr
II
11 I
ill 11
II I
t ek u

11 11 I
11
11 )J.
II 1\ I
te k u I
(J

Sat
-----l>

(J

II
11 11 I
III 11 11
/\ II I
te k u I

-----l>

[tektekul]

In (6), syllable prefixation is applied first and satisfaction should be applied in
order to get three moras in the unit which is represented by the rectangular box.
However, in (6) Maximization is not applied because the weight restriction in
the unit is already satisfied. (7) exhibits another case of prefixing partial
reduplication in Korean. In (7), syllable prefixation and satisfaction are applied
just like in (6). But contrary to (6), Maximization must be applied in (7) to
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satisfy the three-mora weight restriction in the unit. Thus, the application of the
Maximization results in three moras in the unit as seen in (7).
As seen in this section, the data for Korean partial reduplication given in (I)
and (2) reflect weight complementarity in reduplication processes. However, in
the next section, providing additional data for prefixing and true suffixing partial
reduplication, I will discuss problems that Suh's analysis may encounter.

3. Additional data and problems
In this section, I will provide additional data first for prefixing partial
reduplication and then for suffixing partial reduplication. Prefixing partial
reduplication in Korean ideophones duplicates the initial CVC of the base and
can be viewed as being affixed lefuvard as seen in (8).3
(8) Prefixing partial reduplication
Base
Redup.
Gloss
'cuckooing'
a. Ip'ak'uk!
~ [p'~-p'ak'uk]
'smile sweetly'
b. Ipat]sill
~ [Pml-pat]sil]
'rolling (eyeballs)'
c. It'olmat]/
~ [t'ol-t'olmalJ]
'quivering'
d. Ipalltml
~ [I!Q!-palltm]
'most imposing'
e. ItalJktlatai ~ [!§ill-talJktlata]
In this process, the laryngeal feature (fortis or aspiration) of base consonants is
also duplicated on the reduplicant as in (8a) and (8c). But notice that the
laryngeal feature of C2 of the base consonant in (8a), which is the onset of the
second syllable of the base, is not realized on the reduplicant when it is
resyllabified as the coda in the reduplicant.
If weight complementarity is applied to the prefixing partial reduplication data
given in (8b-e), then the reduplicant (Suh's copied portion) should consist only
of CV since the initial syllable of the base (Suh's original portion) is CVC.
However, the reduplicant of each datum actually consists of CVe. This is a
violation of the three-mora weight restriction in the unit as illustrated in (9).
(9) Weight restriction in the unit

1 J.l J.l

J.l J.l

II

II

1

tl!L- P a IJ s i I

r-IJ.l-J.l--J.l~J.l
II

II

ILl?l- P a I It m

As shown in (9), the distribution of weight between the copied portion and
original portion violate weight complementarity. Thus, weight complementarity
is not consistently observed in prefixing partial reduplication. If we assume the
prosodic structure of the reduplicant for prefixing reduplication is the initial
CVC, then we can account for the data given in (I) and (8) unifidely.
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Suffixing partial reduplication in Korean ideophones duplicates the final
syllable of the base and the reduplicant is viewed as being affixed at the right
edge of the base. I divide the data for suffixing partial reduplication into two
groups. One group belongs to the data that end with a light final syllable and the
other to the data with a heavy fmal syllable. Thus, the prosodic structure of the
reduplicant for suffixing reduplication is either ev or eve depending on
whether the fmal syllable of the base is light or heavy as shown by the data in
(10) and (11).
(10) Suffixing partial reduplication with a light final syllable
Base
Redup.
Gloss
a. Isaltltl
~
[saltH-l±]
'softly'
b./pusisil
~
[pusisi-~!J
'quietly'
c. lachal
~
[acha _cha]
'gee'
d. lamal
~
[ama-ma]
'oh'
e. lilaschal
~
[tlascha-cha]
'pumping up'
f./p'oHJtI
~
[p'oHH-l±]
'bubbling'
g. liststl
~
[+s+st-~n
'shivering'
h. Iciwhacal
~
[ciwhaca-ca]
'corresponding to hand clapping'
i./ususul
~
[ususu-su]
'sound of falling leaves'
(11) Suffixing partial reduplication with a heavy final syllable
Base
Redup
Gloss
a. !kuuc'akl
~
[kuuc'ak-c'ak]
'rhythmic sound'
b. Is'akt'ukl
~
[s'akt'uk-t'uk]
'chopping'
c. lalt'alt'all
~
[alt'alt'al-t'al]
'perplexed'
d. Iwatauthaul
~
[watauthau-tha!l]
'clattering'
e. lutauthaul
~
[utaut "au- t ha!l]
'banging'
f./wacauchaul
~
[wacauchau-<:-"rul]
'clashing'
It is obvious that the suffixing partial reduplication data given in (10) and (II)
do not reflect weight complementarity between the copied and original portions.
The weight restriction in the unit is violated in (10) since the number of mora in
the unit in (10) counts only two, one short of the required mora in it. The weight
restriction in the unit in (11) is not observed either. The number of mora in each
datum is four. The violation of weight restriction in (l0) and (11) is illustrated in
(12).
(12) Weight restriction in the unit

ciwhaca-ca

ill 11

11 Ili

I I

I I

s' a k t' u k - t' u k
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As seen in this section, weight complementarity is not consistently reflected in
prefixing partial reduplication. Furthermore, it is not at all observed in suffixing
partial reduplication.
In the next section, I will provide an analysis for prefixing, suffixing, and
multiple partial reduplication. The multiple partial reduplication is found only
with suffixing partial reduplication.

4. Analysis
In this section, I will provide an analysis within Correspondence Theory (M&P,
1995). First, I will propose constraints and their interaction for each type of
reduplication. I begin with prefixing partial reduplication and suffixing partial
reduplication. Then the analysis for the suffixing type of reduplication will be
extended in order to account for multiple partial reduplication.
4.1 Prefixing partial reduplication
To analyze prefixing partial reduplication, which reduplicates the initial CVC of
the base, I have employed the constraints given in (13).
(13) Constraints for prefixing partial reduplication
a. Afx$O' (M&P 1994, Urbanczyk 1995)
The phonological exponent of an affix is no larger than a syllable.
b. MAX-BR: Every segment of the base has a correspondent in the
redu plicant. 4
c. NoCoda: Syllables are open.
d. IDENT-IO (Laryn): The laryngeal feature (fortis or aspiration) is
identical in corresponding segments between the input and output.
e. IDENT-BR (Laryn): The laryngeal feature of the base is identical in
corresponding segments in the redupIicant.
f. Coda Con: In coda position, only plain consonants are allowed.
g. Anchor-L: The left edge of the base and reduplicant contains the same
element.
h. Anchor-R: The right edge of the base and reduplicant should share the
same element.
In an Optimality-Theoretic perspective, full reduplication occurs if MAX-BR,
which calls for a complete copy between the base and the reduplicant, is
undominated. Partial reduplication results in if MAX-BR is violated under
pressure from some higher ranked constraint(s). Since in prefixing partial
reduplication in Korean, only the initial CVC of the base is copied, the MAX
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BR constraint is violated because some base segments do not have their
correspondents in the reduplicant.
The size of the reduplicant is regulated by the undominated Afx,;cr constraint
along the interaction with MAX-BR and NoCoda. MAX-BR is ranked lower
than Afx<;cr because Afx,;cr takes precedence over MAX-BR. MAX-BR, in turn,
should dominate the markedness NoCoda constraint to confine the prosodic
structure of the reduplicant to CVC. If the ranking between them is reversed, a
form which duplicates the initial CV of the base will wrongly be selected as the
optimal form. The constraint interaction among Afx<;cr, MAX-BR, and NoCoda
is illustrated in the constraint table (14).
(14) Afx,;cr» MAX-BR » NoCoda
IRED+teku II II
MAX-BR
NoCoda
Afx,;cr
IIlf

a. t'e-t' ekul
b. t'ek-t'ekul
c. t'eku-t'ekul

*1

***1

*

**

**

*

*

In (14), (a) is not the optimal form because it violates MAX-BR to a greater
extent than the actual optimal form (b). (c) fares better on MAX-BR and
NoCoda than the optimal form (b) but it does that at the cost of violating the
undominated Afx<;cr. Thus, (b) emerges as the winning output in (14).
With respect to copying laryngeal features, prefixing partial reduplication
copies any laryngeal feature of the base consonants on the reduplicant. But if the
coda consonant of the reduplicant copies the laryngeal feature of the base
consonants, the laryngeal feature does not appear on the reduplicant because any
laryngeal feature is not allowed in the coda position in Korean. Three
Optimality-Theoretic constraints Coda Con, IDENT-IO (Laryn), and IDENT
BR (Laryn) are responsible for this.
Coda Con and IDENT-IO (Laryn), which do not show any particular ranking
between them, are undominated in prefixing reduplication. These two
undominated constraints are ranked higher than IDENT-BR (Laryn). If IDENT
BR (Laryn) is ranked higher than Coda Con and IDENT-IO (Laryn), on the one
hand the constraint ranking will wrongly select a form with the redupJicant that
has laryngealized coda consonants even at the expense of violating Coda Con.
On the other hand, the ranking will incorrectly pick a form with the reduplicant
that does not have any laryngeal feature. This means that in order to satisfy the
high ranked IDENT-BR (Laryn) the laryngeal feature of the input consonants is
not realized in the correspondents in the output violating IDENT-IO (Laryn).
This ranking relation is illustrated in (15).
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(15) Coda Con, IDENT-IO (Laryn») IDENT-BR (Laryn)
IDENT-IO
Coda Con
(Laryn)
IRED+p' ak' uk!

Ji"

IDENT-BR
(Laryn)

*!

a. p'ak'-p'ak'uk
b. pak-p'ak'uk
c. p'ak-p'ak'uk

**1

.

*

...

*!
*1*

d. p'ak-p'akuk
e. pak-pakuk

(a) is not the optimal form since it violates the undominated Coda Con. (b) is not
the optimal form either because it has one more violation ofIDENT-BR (Laryn)
than (c). (d) and (e) fare better on IDENT-BR (Laryn) than (c) but neither of
them is the optimal output because they satisfy IDENT-BR (Laryn) only at the
cost of violating the higher ranked IDENT-IO (Laryn) once and twice each.
Thus, candidate (c) emerges as the best output in (15).
Regarding the affixation of the reduplicant in reduplication, anchoring
constraints can stipulate the direction of the affixation; Anchor-L ensures the
prefixation of the reduplicant and Anchor-R requires the suffixation of the
reduplicant to the base. Since this is prefixing reduplication, Anchor-L must
dominate Anchor-R as illustrated in (16).
(16) Anchor-L» Anchor-R
Anchor-L
Anchor-R
IRED+t'aHml
IlT

*

a. t'al-CaHm
b. Itm-t'aHm

*!

So far the crucial constraint relation for prefixing reduplication has been
established in the constraint tables in (14), (I5), and (16). The very high ranked
constraints such as Afx:::;cr, Coda Con, IDENT-IO (Laryn), and Anchor-L do not
show any ranking among them. The overall constraint ranking for prefixing
reduplication in Korean ideophones is given in (17).
(17) Overall constraint ranking for prefixing partial reduplication
Coda Con, IDENT-IO (Laryn),
Anchor-L
Afx s cr.

I
MAX-BR

I
NoCoda

I
IDENT-BR (Laryn)

I
Anchor-R
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4.2 Suffixing partial reduplication

Suffixing partial reduplication in Korean duplicates the final syllable of the base
and the reduplicant is affixed at the right edge of the base. In this process, any
laryngeal feature of the base consonants is also duplicated on the corresponding
segments on the reduplicant. The constraints for this type of reduplication are
given in (18).
(18) Constraints for suffixing reduplication
a. Afx:s:cr (M&P 1994, Urbanczyk 1995)
The phonological exponent of an affix is no larger than a syllable.
b. MAX-BR: Every segment of the base has a correspondent in the
reduplication.
c. NoCoda: Syllables are open.
d. IDENT-IO (Laryn): The laryngeal feature (fortis or aspiration) is
identical in corresponding segments between the input and output.
e. IDENT-BR (Laryn): The laryngeal feature of the base is identical in
corresponding segments in the reduplicant.
f. *Laryngeal: Laryngeal feature (fortis or aspiration) is not allowed.
g. Anchor-L: The left edge of the base and reduplicant contains the same
element.
h. Anchor-R: The right edge of the base and reduplicant should share the
same element
As seen in the previous section, the prosodic shape of the reduplicant for
suffixing reduplication is CV or CVe. Since the reduplicant is maximally a
syliable, Afx:s: cr is undominated in this type of reduplication. To properly narrow
down the reduplicant to CV or CVC, Afx:s:cr must dominate MAX-BR. If MAX
BR is ranked over Afx:s:cr, the result is complete reduplication. MAX-BR should
dominate NoCoda otherwise an output with the CV reduplicant will always be
selected as the optimal form for the base with a heavy final syllable.
Accordingly, NoCoda does not play an important role for the base with a light
fmal syllable because in such cases NoCoda will be satisfied trivially. This is
illustrated in the constraint tables in (19) and (20).
(\9» Afx:s:cr» MAX-BR» NoCoda
MAX-BR
NoCoda
/utatJt hatJ+RED/
Afx:s:cr
tE

a. utatJt hatJ-t hal)
b. utatJthatJ-taI)t hal)
c. utaDt hatJ-t ha

****
*'

*
*****!

: .***
****

:". **
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(20)

lacha+RED!
R'

MAX-BR

Afxscr

a. ac ha-ac ha
b. acha-cha
c. acr'a-a

NoCoda

*1
*
*1*

With respect to the duplication of the laryngeal feature of the base consonants
on the reduplicant, IDENT-IO (Laryn) and IDENT-BR (Laryn), which do not
show any crucial ranking between them, must dominate *Laryngeal. If
*Laryngeal is ranked over IDENT-IO (Laryn) and IDENT-BR (Laryn), the
ranking will wrongly select an output without any laryngeal feature in the base
and reduplicant. This ranking relation is illustrated in the constraint table (21).
(21) IDENT-IO (Laryn), IDENT-BR (Larvn)}) *Laryngeal
IDENT-IO
IDENT-BR
(Laryn)
(Laryn)
*Laryngeal
/alt'alt'al+RED/

-

R'

a. alt'alt'aI-t'aJ
b. alt'alt'aI-tal
c. alt'altal-tal
d. aJtaJtal-tal

.

*"'*
**

*1

*1

'"

*!*

In (21), (b) and (c) are not the optimal forms since they violate the undominated
IDENT-BR (Laryn) and IDENT-IO (Laryn) once each. (d) satisfies *Laryngeal
and IDENT-BR (Laryn) but it does that at the cost of violating IDENT-IO
(Laryn) which (a) satisfies. Thus, candidate (a) emerges as the best output in
(21).
The direction of affixation for this type of reduplication can be accounted for
by ranking Anchor-R over Anchor-L because this is a suffixing type of
reduplication in which the reduplicant is viewed as being affixed rightward. The
ranking relation between two anchoring constraints is given in (22).
(22) Anchor-R » Anchor-L
Anchor-R
Anchor-L
/kul)c'ak+REDI
R'

a. kUl)c'ak-c'ak
b. kUl)c'ak-kul)

..

*1

'"

So far we have established the crucial constraint ranking for suffixing
reduplication in the tables (19), (21), and (22). The high ranked constraints such
as Afx:::cr, IDENT-IO (Laryn), IDENT-BR (Laryn), and Anchor-R do not show
any important ranking among them. The combined overall ranking for this type
of reduplication is given in (23). This ranking can account for bases ending with
a light or heavy syllable.
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(23) Overall ranking for suffixing partial reduplication
Afxs:g,
lDI;NT-IO CLaryn), lDENT-BR (Laryt1.u),_----'-'A=n=cJ:lOr-R

I
MAX-BR

I
*Laryngeal

Anchor-L

I
NoCoda

4.3 Multiple partial reduplication
Multiple partial reduplication duplicates the final syllable of the base repeatedly.
This type of reduplication occurs with suffixing partial reduplication but not
with prefixing partial reduplication. All the data for suffixing partial
reduplication given in the previous subsection can undergo multiple partial
reduplication. The output forms in this type of reduplication usually have a
connotation of repeated continuous action. Some of the examples for multiple
partial reduplication are given in (24).
(24) Multiple partial reduplicationS
Base
Multiple Redup.
Gloss
a. lachacha I
~ [acha cha-... -cha]
'gee'
'oh'
b. lamama!
~ [amama- ...-ma]
'rhythmic sound'
c. /kul]c'akc'ak I
~ [kul]c'akc'ak -...-c'ak]
h
'banging'
d. lut8lJt h8lJt h8IJ1
~ [ut8IJt 8lJt h8IJ-... -t haIJ]
'clashing'
~ [wac8lJc'8IJc'8IJ-... -cban]
e. Iwacal]ch8lJcha.IJi
Since multiple partial reduplication occurs only with suffixing reduplication, I
will employ the same constraint ranking used for the analysis of the single
suffixing partial reduplication given in (23). The only difference between single
and multiple partial reduplication lies on the input form. I assume that the base
of the multiple partial reduplication mirrors an output and output relation with
the singly reduplicated form. Thus, the singly reduplicated form [ama-ma] 'oh'
serves as the input of [amama-ma], and this output form can serve as input to
an ensuing reduplication [amamama-ma], the output of which now can serve as
input to a subsequent reduplication. Other than this difference, the single partial
and multiple partial reduplication display the same reduplication processes.
Since this is the case, I will extend the analysis of suffixing partial reduplication
offered in 4.2 to multiple partial reduplication. This is illustrated in the
constraint table (25) in which the undominated Afxs(J constraint and the low
ranked constraints such as NoCoda and Anchor-L are not included.
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(25) lachacha'

~

[achacha-cha] 'gee'

Jac1'a cha+RED!
a. achad'a-ca

b*!

b. acaca-ca

a*'*

c. cha-achacha
1&

a. IDENT-IO (Laryn)
b. IDENT-BR (Laryn)

I Anchor-R

d. achacha-c"a

*1

.

a. MAX-BR
b. *Laryngeal
a***
bU
a***
a***
b***
a***
bU *

In (25), candidates (a) and (b) are not the optimal forms because they violate
IDENT-BR (Laryn) and IDENT-IO (Laryn) once and twice respectively. (c) is
not the optimal form either since it incurs the undominated Anchor-R by affixing
the reduplicant at the left edge of the base. Thus, candidate (d) emerges as the
optimal output.
The constraint ranking that is used for the analysis of the regular suffixing
partial reduplication also can account for multiple partial reduplication.

5. Conclusion
In this study instead of relying on weight complementarity, I have proposed two
constraint rankings within Correspondence Theory. One constraint ranking can
account for prefixing partial reduplication which duplicates the initial CVC of the
base. The other constraint ranking can account for the single and mUltiple
suffixing partial reduplication unifidely. The analysis offered in this study shows
that weight complementarity in Korean partial reduplication is too strong since it
is not observed in prefixing partial reduplication; it does not apply consistently in
suffixing partial reduplication. Rather weight complementarity is observed only
in infixing partial reduplication (Suh's suffixing partial reduplication data given
in (2».

Notes
*1 am grateful for Byung-Jim Lim. Kwang-Chul Park, Minkyung Lee. and the audience
of WECOL 98 for their comments. Especially, I would like to thank Stuart Davis for his
critIcal comments Of course any mistakes are my own.
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I In Korean. when two obstruent consonants occur in syllable contact (C,SC,). the second
consonant should be tensified. Thus, the onset consonant of the original portion in (I c).
(If), and (lg) should be tensified.
2 In this study I treat the data for suffixing partial reduplication given in (2) as a type of
infixing partial reduplication (Davis and Lee, 1994, 1996), because there is a type of
partial reduplication in Korean ideophones which can be viewed as true suffixation. In
such types of reduplication, the final syllable of the base is copied and suffixed at the right
edge of the base. This is discussed in section 3 and 4 in this study.
3 If we assume that the prosodic structure of the reduplicant for prefixing partial
reduplication is CVC, then the prefixing data given in (1 a) and (1 b) raise a question for
this assumption. However, these are the only data that have the CV reduplicant. It is
difficult to classify those two forms as another type of prefixing partial reduplication.
Thus, because of this paucity of data for the initial CV reduplication, I regard them as
lexically marked reduplication (cf. Kang. 1998).
4 It is regarded in this study that each segment in the input form serves as the base for
partial reduplication in Korean.
S Multiple partial reduplication also occurs with infixing partial reduplication. In this
reduplication process, the syllable core of the foot final syllable of the base is duplicated
repeatedly (Chung, 1997).
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Radically Local and Partial wh-movement in
Madurese*
\Villiam D. Davies
l'niversityofIowa
The present paper examines some constituent questions in Madurese and shO\vs
that the data cannot be analyzed as one might wish to at Grst glance-the kinds of
analyses that have been proposed in the recent literature for Indonesian and Malay,
nvo languages that Madurese is very closely related to. Despite \\idespread claims
that \lalay and Indonesian ex.1-jibit long-distance overt wh-movement and the fact
that \fadurese exhibits all the same properties identified in these languages, careful
analysis of crucial data re\'eals that all overt wh-movement of arguments is
radicaily local in the sense that only the subject in the clause immediately
dominated by the wh-focus particle se may be questioned. I then go on to show
that the proposed analysis explains certain apparently inexplicable facts concerning
"partial ,t'il-mowmenC in \fadurese.

1. Basic Questions
The data in (1) and (2) illustrate the basic constituent question formation strategies
in \Iadurese.
(I)
a, Sili maca
apa')
S AF.re3d \\hat
'What did Slti read')'
b, :-\li ngerem buku daq sapa?
A AF,send book to who
'Who did Ali send a book to?'

• Thanks to Surachman and Sri Dimyati for the ~Iadurese data and Judgments. I would like
thank Chris Culy and Stan Dubinsky for discussion of some of the issues and the data
presented here and to audiences at the University of Iowa and WECOL for interesting
quesllons and helpful discussion. Any errors or misapprehenSions are mine alone, This
work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation through grant no. SBR
9809044 to the Cmversity of Iowa.
IO
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(2)

a. Apa se e-baca Siti?
what FOC OF-read S
'\Vhat did Siti read?'
b. Sapa se e-kerem Ali buku')
who FOC OF-send A book
'\Vho did Ali send a book to'?'
In (1) we fmd ill situ questions, In (2), we fmd the focus question strategy in which
the wh-element has been clefted,
It is these focus questions that give the
appearance of \I'll-movement, and the main focus here will be on the focus strategy
and the limitations placed on this movement. I follow Finer's (1997) proposal for
Selayarese, analyzing the defted questions as focus movement, the kind of analysis
also proposed by Paul (1998) for Malagasy.
(3a) and (4a) give the appearance that Madurese has long-distance wh-movement
in addition to the possibility of 1I'h-ill situ (3b) and (4b), Such data have led Cole
and Hermon (1998), Saddy (1991), and others to propose Indonesian/Malay has
long-distance ldz-movement.
(3)
a. Sapa se
e-kera Siti [e-pokol Hasan]?
who FOC OF-think S OF-hit H
'V/ho does Siti think Hasan hi(l'
b. Siti ngera (Hasan mokol sapaF
S AF.think H
AF.hit who
'Who does Siti think Hasan hitT
(4)
a. Sapa se
e-bala-aghi Hasan [jhaq e-tegguh Marlena]?
who FOC OF-say-AGHI H
COMP OF-see M
'Who did Hasan say Marlena sawT
b. Hasan a-bala [jhaq Marlena negguh sapa]?
H
COMP M
AF.see who
'Who did Hasan say Marlena sa\,,?'
A further possibility is what has been referred to as "partial wh-movement", that
is, a structure in \vhich a w/z-element appears in clause-initial position in an
embedded clause, so that it appears to have moved part \\'ay to the sentence-initial
wlz-position, as in (5).
(5)
Hasan a-bala [sapa se
e-tegguh Marlena]?
H
AF-say who FOC OF-see :\1
'Who did Hasan say Marlena saw'?'
The long-distance movement in (3a) and (4a) is illusory, however. But to
understand why we must briefly look at two aspects of Madurese verb morphology.

2. Madurese Verb Morphology
In Madurese there are three basic ways to package transitive predicates containing
two bare arguments. The first sentence type, exemplified in (6), has been
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characterized as the active, actor focus, actor topic, actor trigger, and others in the
literature of closely related languages. This form is characterized by a word order
of Actor-Verb-Theme and nasal morphology (as in the other lavanic languages) or
the prefix a- for a number of predicates (cf. Stevens 1968 for a substantial list).
(6)
Actor Focus
Burus jhuwa ngekeq Hasan.
dog that AF.bite H
'The dog bit Hasan.'
The sentence type in (7) is what has been called the passive, object focus, theme
topic. patient trigger, object voice, and others.
(7)
Object Focus
Hasan e-kekeq burus jhuwa.
H
OF-bite dog that
'The dog bit Hasan.lHasan was bitten by the dog.'
In Madurese this is characterized by Theme-Verb-Actor order and the invariable
prefix C-. The final variant (shared only by MalayiIndonesian) is another form
frequently referred to as a passive, what Chung (1976) called the Preposed Object
construction in Indonesian. As (8) shows, it is characterized by a Theme-Actor
Verb order and a bare stem form of the verb.
(8)

Bare Stem

Hasan burus jhuwa kekeq.
H
dog that bite
'The dog bit Hasan.!Hasan was bitten by the dog.'
There are also two suffixes that playa crucial role in the analysis. Each suffix
increases the valence of a verb, semantically or syntactically or both. The first
suffix is -aghi. This suffix typically creates a causative or a benefactive predicate,
depending on the valence of the stem. With intransitives, the resulting predicate
is a causative, as in (9).
(9)
a. Kanaq jhuwa nanges.
child that cry
'The child cried.'
b. Ali nanges-aghi kanaq.
A cry-AGHI child
'Ali made the child cry.'
With a transitive stem, the result of affixing -aghi is a benefactive clause, as in
( 10).
(l0)
a. Siti maca
buku.
S AF .read book
'Siti read the book.'
b. Siti maca-aghi
Ali buku.
S AF.read-AGHI A book
'Siti read Ali the book. '
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The suffix -e is a bit more difficult to pin down precisely; however, its chief
function is to create syntactically transitive structures from syntactically intransitive
2-argument predicates, as in ( 11 b).
(11)
a. Siti entar daq Jakarta.
S go to J
'Siti went to Jakarta.'
b. Siti ng-entar-e Jakarta.
S AF-go-E J
'Siti went to Jakarta.'
In (11 b), the preposition daq is obligatorily omitted, Jakarta takes on the trappings
of an object, and the verb takes the actor focus prefix. The important point here is
that both of these suffixes extend the valence of the predicate to which they attach.

3. Revealing the Problems
The focus questions in (3a) and (4a) appear to involve wh-elements moved across
a clause boundary. Why then claim that there is, in fact, no long-distance wh
movement? It would be easier to claim that there
and it certainly would fit in
with current popular theoretical assumptions. The problem is that such an analysis
would leave too many facts unaccounted for. The fact is that it appears that long
distance wh-movement is unexpectedly blocked in a great number of cases.
For example, while the in situ question in (3b) is fully grammatical, the variety
with the fronted wh-phrase is ungrammatical, (12).
(3)
b. Siti ngera [Hasan mokol sapa]?
S AF.think H
AF.hit who
'Who does Siti think Hasan hit?'
(12)
*Sapa se Siti ngera [(jhaq) Hasan mokol]?
who FOC S AF.think COMP H
AF.hit
(Who does Siti think that Hasan hit?)
Comparing the ungrammatical (12) with the grammatical counterpart with a fronted
wh-element what we fmd in (3a), it is clear that one difference between the two is
that in the ungrammatical question the verbs occur in the actor focus form, while
in the grammatical question, the object focus form is used. In fact, it is also
possible to form a grammatical question if the verbs are in the bare stem form or
some combination of the bare stem and object focus form. The possibilities are
shown in (13).
(13)
a. Sapa se Siti kera [Hasan pokol]?
who FOC S think H
hit
'Who does Siti think Hasan hi1')'
b. Sapa se Siti kera [e-pokol Hasan]'?
who FOC S think OF-hit H
'Who does Siti think Hasan hit?'
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c. Sapa se
e-kera Siti [Hasan pokol]?
who FOC OF-think S H
hit
'Who does Siti think Hasan hit'?'
The facts are the same in Indonesian, Javanese, and Malay, and the Malay facts led
Cole and Hermon to propose a constraint in Malay that prohibited actor focus
morphology when a non-subject argument is extracted (this akin to the notion of
wll-agreement proposed by Chung (1982) for Chamorro and Georgopoulos (1991)
for Palauan). An analogue of this constraint is given in (14).
(14)
Constraint on wh-movement
AF morphology is not possible on a verb over \vhich wh-movement
has occurred.
The constraint in (14) would block the kind of extraction that has been attempted
in (12), thus ensuring that only the wh-in situ or the lvII-focus with verbs in the
object focus or bare stem forms is possible, that is, the grammatical questions in
(3a) and (13).
However, such an analysis is challenged by the data in (15).
a. Siti yaken [(jhaq) Ali taho sapa]?
(15)
S sure COMP A know who
'Who is Siti sure that Ali knows'?'
b. *Sapa se Siti yaken [(jhaq) Ali taho]?
who FOC S sure
COMP A know
(Who is Siti sure that Ali knows?)
c. Sap a se
e-yaken-e Siti [(jhaq) e-taho-e
Ali]?
who FOC OF-sure-E S
COMP OF-know-E A
'\Vho is Siti sure that Ali knows')'
The data in (15) indicate that the absence of actor focus morphology is not
sufficient to license the extraction of a nonsubject. If it were sufficient, (I5b)
should be grammatical. But the correct form is (l5c), in which both the matrix and
embedded verbs occur in the object focus form and take the -e suffix. We retum
to the analysis of the correct form below.
Of course, it is possible that yaken 'sure' and taho 'know' are lexical exceptions.
The fact is though that the inability to extract certain elements is quite robust. The
data in (16) and (17) show additional examples.
a. Hasan a-bala [jhaq Marlena negguh sapa]?
(16)
H
AF-say COMP M
AF.see who
'Who did Hasan say Marlena saw?,
b. Sapa se
e-bala-aghi Hasan [ihaq e-tegguh Marlena],>
CO:\1P OF-see M
who FOe OF-say-AGHI H
'Who did Hasan say Marlena saw?'
c. Sapa se Hasan bala-aghi [jhaq e-tegguh Marlena]?
who FOC H
say-AGHI COMP OF-see M
'Who did Hasan say Marlena saw?'
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d.*Sapa se Hasan bala [jhaq Marlena tegguh]?
who FOe H
say COMP M
see
(Who did Hasan say Marlena saw?)
e'*Sapa se
Hasan bala [jhaq e-tegguh Marlenap
who FOe H
say COMP OF-see M
(Who did Hasan say Marlena saw?)
(17)
a. Siti a-janji
daq Ali [jhaq abaqeng melle-a
apa]?
S AF-promise to A COMP she
AF.buy-IRR what
'What did Siti promise Ali that she would bUY?'
b. *Apa se
Siti janji
daq Ali [(jhaq) e-belli-a
abaqeng]?
COMP OF-buy-IRR she
what FOe S promise to A
(What did Siti promise Ali that she would buy?)
c. Apa se
Siti janji-aghi
daq Ali [(jhaq) e-belli-a
abaqengJ?
what FOe S promise-AGHI to A COMP OF-buy-IRR
she
'What did Siti promise Ali that she would buy?'
Looking only at the sentences in (16), we fmd that where we have acceptable cleft
questions that appear to focus an embedded element, we must have the -aghi suffix
on the matrix verb. as in (l6b & c). Where the suffix is missing, the result is
ungrammatical, as in (I6d & e). The sentences in (17) are analogous.
The data in ( I6d,e) and (17b) again show that when questioning an embedded
element via the focus strategy, it is insufficient to merely have the matrix verb in
a non-actor focus form. It is also necessary to include the -aghi suffix (as in
(l6b,c) and (17 c» or the -e suffix (as in ( 15c». As we have seen, these suffixes
extend the valence of the base in some \vay; in the cases of yakell 'sure', bala 'say"
and janji 'promise', these suffixes allow the addition of an "oblique" thematic
argument which, as we shall see, actually acts as the direct object.
The question we must now address is what the role of this morphology is in these
structures. The answer to this will provide the key to our analysis of apparent long
distance wll-movement in Madurese.

4. Toward a Solution
One peculiarity of the type of questions that we fmd in the grammatical focus
questions in (15-17) is the fact that it is possible to have a "resumptive" pronoun
in the embedded clause "gap". This is illustrated in (18, 19). (This cannot be
illustrated with an analogue of (17) because there are no pronominal forms used
with inanimates.)
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Sapa se e-yaken-e Siti [jhaq abaqeng e-taho-e
Ali]?
who Foe OF-sure-E S
CO~1P slbe
OF-know-E A
'Who is Siti sure that Ali knO\Ys'?'
lit. 'Who is it that Siti is sure that Ali knows him/her'?'
(19)
a. Sapa se
e-bala-aghi
Hasan [jhaq abaqeng e-tegguh Marlena]'?
who FOe OF-say-AGHI H
COMP slbe
OF-see M
'Who did Hasan say Marlena saw'?'
lit. '\Vho is it that Hasan said that Marlena saw himiber?'
b. Sapa se Hasan bala-aghi [jhaq abaqeng e-tegguh MarlenaF
who FOe H
say-AGHl CO~P sihe
OF-see M
'Who did Hasan say Marlena saw'?'
lit 'Who is it that Hasan said that Marlena saw him/her?'
So what we find in these constructions is the admissibility of a pronominal foml
that is coreferent with the wh-phrase. This type of "resumptive" pronoun is not
regularly available in questions, as illustrated in the ungrammatical examples in
(18)

(20).

(20)

a. Sapa se
(*abaqeng) Siti poko!'?
who FOe sihe
Shit
'Who did Siti hit?'
b. Sapa se
(*abaqeng) e-kerem-e rvlarlena buku?
who Foe sihe
OF-send-E M
book
'Who did Marlena send a book'?'
The question now becomes, \vhy the pronoun is acceptable in the questions in
(18,19). The reason is that the matrix verbs actually take an additional argument
an argument \vhich controls a pronominal element (most usually but not necessarily
the subject) in the inrrnediately embedded clause. Since pronouns are usually null
in the language, when it's a question word that's doing the controlling, it has the
appearance of being a gap. Howeyer, we can see the control structures outside of
question and focus constructions in the examples in (21) and
(21)
Siti ng-yaken-e Marlena i [jhaq
abaqeng, e-taho-e
Ali].
S AF-sure-E M
COMP she
OF-know-E A
'Siti is sure about Marlena that Ali knows her.'
(22)
Hasan a-bala-aghi Siti, [jhaq abaqeng, e-tegguh Marlena].
H
AF-say-AGHl S
eO~1p she
OF-see M
'Hasan said about Siti that Marlena saw her.'
The pronominal forms actually could appear as the object of an actor focus verb in
both (21) and (22). but it is more usual for the pronoun to appear in subject
position. As the translations indicate, these structures are not unknown in English.
This, in tum, proyides a
to one of the apparent cases of long-distance
movement. Recall that Madurese has an in situ strategy for question formation.
It turns out that it is possible to have in situ variants of (18) and (19).
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(23)

Siti ng-yaken-e sapa, [jhaq
(abaqeng,) e-taho-e
Ali]?
S AF-sure-E who COMP sihe
OF-know-E A
'Who is Siti sure that Ali knows?'
(24)
Hasan a-bala-aghi sapa, [jhaq (abaqeng,) e-tegguh Marlena]?
H
AF-say-AGHI who COMP sihe
OF-see M
'Who did Hasan say that Marlena saw?'
Thus, the questions in (18) and (19) are simply analogues of (23) and (24) in which
the wh-phrase has been focused. I would thus propose that the question in (4a) has
the approximate structure in (25).
(25)
[sapa; se [IP~ e-bala-aghi Hasan ~ [Cpjhaq pro; e-tegguh Marlena
tJ]]
In (25), sapa is never a constituent of the embedded clause but originates in the
matrix clause and controls a null pronoun in the embedded clause. Thus, we find
that there is no need to suppose that there is long-distance wh-movement involved
in the derivation of this sentence (4a). We simply need to recognize the control
like structure.
The other apparent case oflong-distance movement is more easily accounted for.
The question is repeated here.
a. Sapa se
e-kera Siti [e-pokol Hasan]?
(3)
who FOC OF-think S OF-hit H
'Who does Siti think Hasan hit?'
Recall that all of the possible questions with the wh-phrase in matrix focus position
require that both verbs occur without actor focus morphology. What we have in
this instance is a simple case of raising. Verbs such as kera 'think', karepaghi
'expect' and others are raising verbs in Madurese and closely related Austronesian
languages. Cases of raising are given in (26).
(26)
a. Ali e-kera Siti [e-pokol Hasan].
A OF-think S OF-hit H
'Siti thinks that Ali was hit by Hasan.'
b. Ali Siti karepaghi [ngecoq sepeda].
A S expect
AF.steal bicycle
'Siti expects Ali to steal the bicycle.'
Naturally, the raised subjects in (26) can also be clefted, as in (27).
a. Ali se
e-kera Siti [e-pokol Hasan].
(27)
A FOC OF-think S OF-hit H
'Ali is the one that Siti thinks was hit by Hasan.'
b. Ali se Siti karepaghi [ngecoq sepeda].
A FOC S expect
AF.steal bicycle
'Ali is the one that Siti expects to steal the bicycle.'
Thus the questions in (3a) and (13) can be analyzed simply as cases of raising to
subject with subsequent focus movement, and (3a) be assigned the structure in (28).
(28)
[sapa; se [IP t; e-kera Siti [IP t; e-pokol Hasan tJ]]
Now, when two raising predicates occur in contiguous clauses, it is possible to
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have a structure that looks like really long-distance movement, as in (29).
(29)
Sapa se
e-kera Siti [e-karepaghi Ali [ngecoq sepeda]]?
who FOe OF-think S
OF-expect A AF.steal bicycle
'''\Tho does Siti think Ali expects to steal the bicycle?'
Hmveyer, should a non-raising predicate such as kasta 'regret' intervene, blocking
raising, the apparent long-distance wh-movement is ungrammatical, as in (30).
(30)
*Sapa se
e-kera Siti [Ali kasta [ngecoq sepeda]]?
who FOe OF-think S A regret AF.steal bicycle
(Who does Siti think Ali regrets stole the bicycle?)
In fact it is when such movement is blocked that one case of apparent "partial"
,\'h-movement occurs. This is illustrated in (31),
(31)
Siti ngera
[Ali kasta [sapa se
ngecoq sepeda]]?
S AF.think A regret who FOe AF.steal bicycle
'Who does Siti think Ali regrets stole the bicycle?'
A similar case is the question that illustrated partial wh-movement previously,
repeated here.
(5)
Hasan a-bala [sapa se
e-tegguh Marlena]?
H
AF-say who FOe OF-see M
'Who did Hasan say Marlena saw?'
Movement into the higher clause is blocked because bala 'say' is not a raising
predicate; thus, sapa can move no farther than into a focused position in the
embedded clause. Thus the appearance of partial wh-movement can be explained
by virtue of recognizing that all but the final movement is movement to an
argument position, When movement to an argument position is blocked,
movement must cease and the result resembles partial movement found in other
languages.

5. Conclusion
The final insurmountable problem for the analysis that tries to promote long
distance wh-movement and maintain the kind of constraint in (14) as a partial
explanation is the fact that there are counterexamples to the constraint against
movement across AF morphology. An example is given in (32),
(32)
Sapa se
e-bala-aghi Siti jhaq
Hasan mokol anaq-eng?
who FOe OF-say-AGHI S eOMP H
AF.hit child-DEF
'Whose child did Siti say that Hasan hitT
lit. 'About whom did Siti say that Hasan hit hisfher child'?'
Here the possessor of the object of the embedded clause is coreferent with the
matrix fronted wh-phrase and there is AF morphology on the embedded verb,
Thus. (14) is quite explicitly counterexemplified and provides no viable account.
Once the special nature of the matrix verbs in question is recognized the need for
a constraint such as (14) disappears along with the analysis that promotes the
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notion of any but the most radically local type of wh-movement, limited to
movement of the wh-element from the immediately dominated subject position,
All other movement of arguments that takes place appears to be A-movement, a
conclusion also reached for wh-arguments in Malagasy by Paul (1998) and a
conclusion that may be applicable to some other closely related languages,
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~

Introduction

A long-standing problem in Prosodic Morphology is how to formally aCC01.mt
fir the prosodically motivated overcop),ing which is frequently found when
reduplicating vowel-initial Bases. A striking example of this is f01.md in
KLo.;'ande, a Bantu language spoken in Congo-Kinshasa. As Mutaka & Hyman
(1990) and Mutaka (1994) have shown, the reduplicative prefix (RED) is always
exactly two syllables long. Monosyllabic stems like those in (lb) double
reduplicate to ftll out the second syllable. The disyllabic vowel-initial stems in
Od) also double reduplicate. resulting in '·overcopy·'. The first problem posed
by the overcopy forms is why one copy of the base is not sufficient to satisfY the
disyllabic condition on the reduplicanr. even though the base is disyllabic.
(1) KiNande verbal reduplication (Mutaka & Hyman 1990; Mutaka 1994;
form of verbs is: infinitive preftx-(RED=)Stem; tones not marked)
Stem
Reduplicated Form
~
(a) C onsonanl-initial
eri-huma=huma
to beat
eri-hurna
eri-hurnira
eri-huma=humira
to beat fir
to beat for each other
eri-humirana
eri-huma=humirana
(b) Monosyllabic
eri-swa
eri-swa.swa=swa
to grind
to bury
eri-ta
en-ta. tao =ta
(c) Vowel-initial, infiXing
to play fir
ery-esera
ery-e=~=sera
to pick fir
ery-ohera
ery-o=hm=hera
(d) Vowel-initial, prefixing
ery-esa
ery-~=e.sa
to play
ery-oha
ery-QJlQ.Jl=o.ha
to pick
A further challenge for a formal analysis of overcopy in KiNande is to explain
why in related languages. like Kikuyu, which have a near identical reduplication
pattern for consonant-initial stems (see (23. b», vowel-initial stems like those in
(2c) satisfY the disyllabic minimality requirement on RED without overcopy.
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(2) Kikuyu verbal reduplication (consonants in Kikuyu orthography: vowels

in IPA; vowel sequences are long vowels or diphthongs; tones not
marked; form ofverbs is inflnitive prefix-CRED=)Stem)2
Infmitve
Redtmlicated Form
iik1s.s.
(a) Consonant-initial;
go-carna
go~=cama
'taste'
go-thuura
go-.tl!..l;wra=thuura
'choose'
ko-hetoka
ko-~=hetoka
'pass'
ko-hetokana
ko-~=hetokana
'pass ea. other'
(b) Monosyllabic:
ko-goa
kO-gQQJ!=goo.a
'fall'
ko-hea
ko-~=hee.a
'be burnt'
(c) Vowel-initial;
kw-EUlya
kw-~E.nya
'run'
kw-aandeka
kw-~=a.ndeka
'write'
g-ookera
g-oo.b=J.kEra
'wake up'
ko-inaina
ko-Lna=i.nai.na
'shiver'
I argue in this paper that overcopy is optimal in KiNande because it is the
only way to satisty the requirement that each syllable of the reduplicative foot be
associated with a moraic element in the reduplicative string. To fonnalize this
generalization, I propose that templatic constraints like RED=Ft must be split
into two constraints, one evaluating the alignment and the other evaluating the
weight of RED. As I show, this allows us to make explicit how the interaction
of other constraints with the weight condition on RED accounts both fir
overcopy in KiNande and for why overcopy is not found in Kikuyu. Conflating
weight and alignment conditions in a single constraint obscures these relations.

2. Consonant-initial Reduplicants in KiNande and Kikuyu
As background to my analysis of vowel-initial REDs in KiNande and Kikuyu, I
will fIrst develop an account of the consonant-initial REDs in these two
languages. As we have seen in (1), REDs are prefixes to the verb stem in
KiNande and are exactly two syllables long. Longer bases are only partially
reduplicated; shorter bases are expanded to flll up a second syllable. As Peng
has sho ....'D, the same size constraint holds for Kikuyu REDs illustrated in (2). I
follow these authors in proposing that this size condition is accounted for by
defming the RED string as a foot. This requirement is formalized in (3); (4)
formalizes the requirement that the foot be minimally and maxinially bimoraic: 3
(3) RED=Ft
(a) The RED string is coextensive with a foot;
(b) The RED string is associated with the weight-bearing elements ofa foot.
(4) FtBin: Feet are minimally and maximally bisyllabic.
As work like that of McCarthy & Prince (1995) makes clear, constraints like
those in (3) are understood to evaluate the prosodic well-formedness of RED
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along two dimensions: alignment (this is the requirement in (3a) and prosodic
weight (this is the requirement in (3b). We can see that the REDs in (1a) and
(2a) straightforwardly satisfY both of these conditions. These data also motivate
ranking RED=Ft, FtBin above MAX B-R: REDs are never longer than two
syllables no matter how long the Base is.
The monosyllabic stems in (lb, 2b) show that REDs must be disyllabic
even when the Base is subminimal. 10 KiNande monosyllabic stems are
expanded by double reduplication, in violation oflotegrity (6a; Rose, to appear;
McCarthy & Prince 1995). This is accounted for by ranking RED=Ft, FtBin
above lotegrity (6a).
10 Kikuyu, monosyllabic stems are expanded by
lengthening the root vowel. forcing hiatus between the root vowel and final faJ
in both the Base and RED. If lengthening is a violation of *VV (6b), a
constraint banning tautosyllabic vowel sequences, then ranking *VV below
RED=Ft, FtBin optimizes lengthening to satisfY RED minimality.
(6)
(a) Integrity: No element of 51 has multiple correspondents in S2. (Rose,
to appear; McCarthy & Prince 1995)
(b) *VV: No long vowels or diphthongs. (Rosenthall 1994)
The tableaux in (7) illustrate the analysis.4
(7)
a) Exemplification ofKiNande analysis. C-initial bases

eri-RED-humirana

I (a)..J eri-(huma)= humirana

RED
=Ft

I
I
I

*VV

FtBin

I

I
I
I

lotegri- •
ty

(b) eri-(humirana)= humirana

I

*!

(c) eri-(hy)=humirana

I

*!

MAX
B-R

*

,
i

I

*

I

eri-RED-swa
(d) ..J eri-{~w~wa)= swa
(e) eri-{swa)=swa
(1) eri-(~-swa

.

I

I
I

*

I

I
I
I

I

*!

*!

I
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anal sis, C-initial bases

· RED=
I. Ft
(a) -1/ ko~= hetokana
(b) ko-{hetokana)-hetokana

I (c) ko-(b(j=hetokana
I

ko-RED-goa

: FtBin

Integri-j *VV
ty

1
1
1
1
1

*!

I

1

*!

i

I

I (e) ko-(gQa)-goa

1
1
1
I

I (t) ko-(goil,gQa}=goa

*

*!

I

I

i

I

*

I
I

I
i

i

i

I

I (d)-l/ ko-(gQQJjl=goo.a

R

I

1
1
I

MAXB- •

*!

i

I

Turning now to the infIxing vowel-initial KiNande stems in (Ic). we see that
the infixing position of the RED after the stem-initial vowel has the usual
advantage of improving the prosodic well-fonnedness of both the Base and the
RED. Both are well aligned with optimal syllables; RED is a disyllabic foot.
To account fur the infIxing position of RED in these forms, I follow Mutaka &
Hyman (1990) and Mutaka (1994) in proposing that the stem initial vowel is
extraprosodic: it is excluded from the base fur reduplication because it does not
begin a syllable. As argued in Downing (1998). extraprosodicity is best
accounted for by adopting Inkelas's (1990, 1993) theory of prosodic
misalignment. In this theory! phonological processes take morpho-prosodic
constituents (P-constituents) as their domains.
In the default case, P
constituents are coextensive with the morphological constituent on which they
are based. But they may be misaligned to satisfY higher-ranked constraints.
When the misalignment excludes some segments of the morphological
constituent from the corresponding P-constituent, the excluded segments are by
defmition extraprosodic.
Within this theory, stem-initial vowels are made extraprosodic by the
constraints in (8) and (9):
(Sa) Align P-Stem-a (Stem): Align L (P-Stem, a)
(8b) Onset: *AlignL (a! Jls)5
OUTRANK
(8c) Align PoStern (default): M-Stem::o:P-Stem
The constraints in (8a, b) outrank the default P-Stem alignment constraint in
(8c), making it optimal for the P-Stem to be aligned with a syllable edge rather
than with the morphological stem (M-Stem) edge. Because a stem-initial vowel
cannot begin a syllable (all word-medial syllables must begin with an onset in
KiNande), the constraints in (8a,b) optimize misalignment of P-Stem with a
vowel-initial M-Stem to improve the prosodic well-fonnedness of the P-Stem.
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(Other constraints and rankings optimize infixation, not exflxation, in KiNande.
See Downing (l998a,b) for discussion.)
To explain why REDs of the VCV stems in (Ic) are prefixed, not infixed. I
follow Mutaka & Hyman (1990) in proposing that extraprosodicity is blocked if
the resulting constituent would be sub-minimal.
Ranking the P-Stem
minimality constraint, Min (9), above Stem (8a) optimizes prefixing the RED ct
disyllabic stems:
(9) Min: The P-Stem must minimally contain two syllables.
The tableau in (10) shows how these constraints and constraint-rankings predict
that the P-Stem will optimally exclude the M-Stem-initial vowel, subject to
minimality.
(10)
DEP
1-0

RED :Ft Bin Min Integ: Onset
I
=Ft I
I
I

I
I

?

I

I

?

I
I

I
I

?

I

(e)..J? e(ry=~+[e.sa

?

I
I

(f) * e(ry--{u.+[e).sa

?

(a)..J ery=e+( sera)+[sera

I

I (b) * e(ry.ua)+[.e.sera

Stem

.!
•

(c) *

e(ry=~+[e).sera

(d) * e(ry=~+fye.sera

*!

I

*!

I

I

•

I

(g) *

e(ry-~+[yesa

(h) •

ery-~.+[sa

.,

I
I
I
I

*!

:

.0) * eri~+[swa
(k) • eri~swa)+[sway~

I
I
I
I
I
I

(i) ..J eri=(swa.swa)+[swa

i

?

*

• !*

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

.!

•

•
•

I

*

!

I
I

•

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

As shown in (lOa), it is optimal to satisi)' Onset (8b) and Stem (8a) by making
the initial vowel extraprosodic and infixing the reduplicant. However, in shorter
vowel-initial stems (lOe), it is optimal to violate Stem in order to satisi)' Min
(9). Making the initial vowel extraprosodic, as in (lOh), violates Min, while
competing candidates that satisi)' Min (lOt: g) violate higher ranked constraints.
The monosyllabic stem in (lOi) shows that subminimal PStems are tolerated
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only when satisfYing Min would come at the expense of violating DEP by
epenthesis, as shown in (10k).

3. Problems with Confiating Weight and Alignment
Until now, the alignment and weight conditions defining RED=Ft appear to be
redundant since all the C-initial REDs necessarily satisfY both. But the tableau
in (10) shows that when REDs (and Bases) are V-initial the correct surfu.ce
candidate (lOe) cannot satisfY the alignment conditions on rea if feet are always
aligned with syllable edges. Does it satisfY RED=Ft, then, or not?
The question marks in tableau (10) emphasize why it is crucial to resolve
this problem. Notice that candidate (10f), which has only one copy of the base,
is optimal if both it and the overcopy candidate, (IOe), equally violate RED=Ft.
because overcopy violates an additional constraint, namely, Integrity. However,
in comparing (lOe) and (1Of). we can see that overcopy has the advantage over a
single copy of allowing the RED string to better fill the RED foot: both
syllables of the foot are associated with a moraic element of the RED string in
(IOe). but only one syllable of the foot is filled by the RED string in (1Of).
We now have an answer to the question of what motivates overcopy in
KiNande. Overcopy is the only means, given the other constraints and rankings
of the language, to satisfY the weight conditions on the RED-Foot. But does
the RED in (lOe) satisfY RED=Ft, as we need it to in order to be optimal, if it
satisfies the weight condition on feet but not the alignment condition?
Different authors provide different responses to this question. McCarthy &
Prince's (1995) analysis ofthe Chumash reduplication data in (11) proposes that
the reduplicative 'template' is a bimoraic syllable.
(1) Inesefio Chum ash reduplication (Applegate 1976)
(a) C-initial stems
tJhumaf
.tIhl!ID.-tihumaJ 'islanders, Chumash people'
'it is very torn'
s-tfeq
J-tkQ-tfeq
'rivers'
f-~-texex'
ftexex'
s-kon-kon'
'worms, reptiles'
skon
(b) V-initial sterns
k-ic'is
ki£-kic'is'
'my sisters'
s-ikuk
~-sikuk
'he is chopping'
s-iJ-expetf
Ji-k2i.-Sexpetf
'they two are singing'
In evaluating competing candidates, they crucially claim that candidate (l2d),
below, violates RED=ollw The RED in this candidate is bimoraic and so
satisfies the weight condition defined by this constraint. But because RED is
misaligned with a syllable, it is still considered to violate the constraint.
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(12) Chumash reduplication (adapted McCarthy & Prince 1995 , p 312, fig (80))
Anchor

I/s-RED-ikukJ
I a . ..J sik-s ikuk

*!

*
*!

sik-C ikuk

I d. s ik..k-ikuk

RED=oflfl I DEP-IO • MorphDis
I

I

, b. sik-C ikuk

I c.

IDENT
BR(F)

I

*!

I

*

I

*

i

*

I

I

*

I
*

I

I

However, Blevins's (1996) analysis of Mokilese reduplication takes a
different view. Blevins follows McCarthy & Prince (1986) in proposing that the
'template' for the Mokilese reduplication pattern illustrated in (13) is a bimoraic
syllable. In contrast to Chumash, gemination or overcopy of partial geminates,
is the optimal strategy for resolving hiatus between a vowel-initial Base and a
prefixed RED in Mokilese:
(13) Mokilese (Blevins 1996; McCarthy & Prince 1986)
BASE
Progressive
(a) Consonant initial
p:xlok
plant
~-p:xlok
pil:xl
pick breadfruit
till-pil:xl
tear
s:onk
~-s:onk
weave
pa
l2&l-pa
do
wLa
wii-wLa
(b) Vowel initial
alu
al.l-alu
walk
andip
mul-andip
spit
onop
on.n-onop
prepare
As shown in (14) it is crucial to Blevins's analysis foc REDs which are
bimoraic, but misaligned with a syllable, to partially satisty RED=oflfl'
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(14) Mokilese reduplication (adapted Blevins 1996, p. 526, Tableau 1)
Anchor I Conti
guity

IRED+andip/
I
: a. -J .i!!lJi=an.dip
!

b. an.z:=an.dip

I: c.
a ::::.n=an.dip
I

.!

d. an=.an.dip

I

e. .ilJl=an.dip
f. an.di.p=an.dip

g. z:an.d=an.dip

i
I

I
i

I

"'!

i

I RED=

DEP I
1-0
i

°1111

MAX
B-R

•

+

••

•

+

**!.

•

I

+

"'''''''

'"

I

Onset

'"

i

"'!'"
'"
'"

I

"'!

"'.'"
."''''

"'!
+

I

"''''

'"

I

As shown in this tableau, Blevins introduces a new diacritic, the '+' sign, to
indicate partial satisfaction of the 'templatic' constraint. The interpretation c{
the '+' is explained in a footnote (p.528, fu 5):
"Violations of [RED=]o~!, are of two sorts: those that satisfY the constraint but
have more material (marked with + fur each additional segment, * for each
additional syllable), and those that do not satisfY the constraint in having too
little material [also marked with *]."

In other words, the '+' diacritic indicates candidates which satisfY the weight
condition defined by RED:ollll , but which violate the alignment condition.
This new diacritic encodes Blevins's claim that candidates which satisfY weight
still minimally satisfY the heavy syllable template. Only candidates which
violate alignment and weight completely violate the template, earning a'''''.
Notice, it is crucial in this analysis to distinguish minimal and maximal
. violation of the template. Otherwise the actual surface candidate (14a) would
violate the same number of constraints as other misaligned candidates which are
underweight or overweight and so not be chosen as optimal.
Adopting Blevins's interpretation of templatic constraints like RED=oll or
RED:Ft would also solve the KiNande problem illustrated in tableau (10). The
overcopy candidate (lOe) would be given a '+' mark for the RED=Ft, since it is
misaligned but satisfies the weight condition on the foot The underweight
misaligned candidate in (lOt) would be given a ''''', and so be non-optimal.
Although this analysis would work, it is not entirely satisfactory. First, it is
undesirable to introduce a new type of constraint satisfaction, namely the
contrast between minimal and maximal satisfilction encoded in the '+' vs. '.'
distinction. Further, even if we use two cIiflerent diacritics to distinguish
violations of the weight vs alignment conditions defined by the templatic
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constraint confiating the conditions makes it impossible to make explicit which
other constraints motivate violations of the alignment condition. If those
constraints are ranked above RED=Ft, that implies incorrectly that both
alignment and weight could be violated to satisfY those higher ranked
constraints. There is no way to show explicitly that the weight condition
decides the winning candidate when alignment cannot be satisfied due to higher
ranked alignment related constraints.

4. Splitting Weight and Alignment
4.1 Misalignment to satisfy weight
These problems can be solved by splitting templatic constraints like RED=Ft
into two constraint families, one evaluating the alignment of the RED string
with the constituent defining the shape of RED, the other evaluating the
mapping between weight-bearing segments in the RED string and the required
weight units (syllables or moras) of that constituent. I follow Crowhurst &
Hewitt (1998) in proposing that alignment constraint conjunctions like the one
in (15a) best define the requirement that a RED string be coextensive with some
prosodic constituent (pC at) like a heavy syllable or a foot. 6 I propose that we
can adapt correspondence constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1995) to evaluate the
weight ofthe RED string.? MAX RED- PCat (I5b) defines RED maximality: it
is violated if the RED string contains more segments than can be mapped into
the weight units of the relevant PCat. DEP RED-PC at (15c) defines RED
minimality: it is violated if the RED string contains fewer segments than are
required to fill the weight units ofthe relevant PCat.
(15)
(a) AlilWIDent condition: AlignL(RED, PCat)nAlignR(RED, PCat)
For example, RED=Ft: AlignL(RED,Ft)nAHgnR(RED, Ft)
Weight conditions:
(b) MAX (RED, peat): Every weight unit of the RED string (syllable
nucleus if PCat is not quantity sensitive, mora if it is) is parsed into a
weight-bearing position (syllable nucleus/mora) ofthe RED PCat.
For example, MAX RED-Ft: Every nuclear element of the RED string is
parsed in a syllable nucleus ofthe RED Ft.
(c) DEP (RED, PCat): Every weight unit (syllable nucleus if PCat is not
quantity sensitive, mora if it is) of the RED PCat is associated with an
element of the RED string.
For example, DEP RED-Ft: Every nucleus of the RED Ft is is associated
with an element ofthe RED string.
Splitting the alignment and weight conditions into two constraint families
allows us to state explicitly the constraint rankings that optimize overcopy in
KiNande with KiNande vowel-initial REDs (ld). The vowel-initial REDs are
necessarily misaligned with a foot, because prosodic well-formedness constraints
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outrank RED alignment. (l am assuming feet must be aligned with syllables.)
Overcopy is the optimal way to satisi)' the weight conditions on the
reduplicative foot, because DEP RED-Ft. the constraint requiring both syllables
(nuclei) of the RED foot to be associated with elements of the RED string,
outranks Integrity (6a). The tableau in (16) exemplifies the analysis:8
(16)

I
I

Ft I MAX I DEP I.VV Integ I On- Align
I
REDBin: RED-: RED-:
I set
I Ft
I Ft
I
I
Ft
I
I
I
I

I~;;

(a) -J e(lf~+[e.sa

I
I

I
I

(b) • e(lf~-'-[e).sa

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

(e) * e(lf~+[e)sa

I
I
I
I

I
I

(f) * elf~+[e).sa

I

I

(c) * eri~.+[e.sa
(d) * e(lf~+[yesa

*!

I

(g) -J eri=(s~.s~a}+[swa

I
I

*!

I

*!

I

*

•

I

I
I

••

I
I

**

I
I
I

1*1*
I .

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

*!

I
I

*

I
I

*

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

*

**
**

•

(b) '" eri=(swa)+[swa

*!

I
I
•

•

Candidate (16a) is optimal far VCV bases, because it satisfies the weight
conditions on RED even though it is misaligned. Candidates (16b, f), while
equally misaligned, are non optimal because the second syllable of the RED-Ft
is not filled by an element of the RED string. Better aligned candidates (16c,d)
are non optimal because they violate higher ranked prosodic constraints.
Candidate (l6e) is interesting because it represents the optimal output in
Kikuyu. Notice the same constraint ranking, ·VV » Integrity, which makes
overcopy, not vowel lengthening, the optimal way to satisi)' minimality fir
monosyllabic bases like (16g) crucially also optimizes overcopy to satisi)' the
minimal weight constraint for VCV bases.
The tableau in (17) shows that simply reversing the ranking of *VV and
Integrity makes overcopy the non optimal way to satisi)' weight conditions on
the REDs ofboth CV and VCV bases in Kikuyu:
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(17)

i

(a) ~ (ko~.iJ:!a~i).naina
(b)

*

I (ko=i.nai.)na~i.naina

I
I
I

*!

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

ko. =(i.na). +[ Lnaina

I
1
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
1
I

(d) • (ko=i.na)-;-[yinaina : *1

I

I

I

I

(e) • (ko=i.n+i).naina

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

(t) '>/ ko=(gQQJU+goo.a

I

I

I

J

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

1
I

I *1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I(c) *

I

I

I
I
I

I (g) * ko=(gQa.goa)-I-goa
(h)

*

ko=(,gmtl+goa

I
I

I

.

I

*!

•
I
i

1
I

I

.,

I
I

•

I

I

I

I

1. 1•
1 .
I
I

I

i

••

I
I
I

•

I
I
I
I

•

J

*.

I
I

Candidate (17a) is optimal because the first half of the diphthong is associated
with the second syllable ofRED·Ft satisfYing DEP RED·Ft. Even though this
candidate is misaligned with RED·Ft, better aligned candidates violate higher
ranked prosodic constraints. Notice that the same constraint ranking that
optimizes lengthening to satisfy minimality for monosyllabic bases (17t)
crucially also optimizes a bimoraic syllable at the RED-Base juncture to satisfy
the minimal weight requirement on RED for vowel-initial bases.
To sum up this section. once weight and alignment are made separate
conditions on the prosodic well-formedness of the reduplicative string, the
original puzzles posed by KiNande overcopy have a straightforward solution.
Overcopy is required fix' VCV bases even though they are disyllabic because
obligatory hiatus resolution (with no long vowels) at the RED-Base juncture
means that one copy of the base will necessarily only provide one syllable fix'
the RED-Ft (see (l6b), above), There is no overcopy in Kikuyu because it has
bimoraic syllables. This allows a single copy of a VCV base to be associated
with both syllables of the RED-Ft, as shown in (17a), even though there is
obligatory hiatus resolution at the RED-Base juncture.

4.2 Gaining weight through misalignment
A further advantage of splitting weight and alignment is that it provides an
explicit account ofreduplication patterns where weight conditions are violated in
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order to improve reduplicative alignment. The continuous reduplicative prefix
of Arrernte/Aranda a N. Paman language of Australia, illustrates this sort cf
overweight overcopy. As Berry (1996) shows, the RED is a prefix. occurring in
word-initial position. If the base verb is consonant-initial,the shape ofthis RED
is a single light syllable, as illustrated by the data in (18a). ffthe base verb is
vowel-initiaL however, the RED is two syllables long, as shown in (18b):
(18) Arrernte/Aranda (Berry 1996, (46,47), pp 225,226)9
(a) Consonant-initial
kutye-me
g-lpe-kutye-me
'is gathering'
'falling/staggering'
tnye-me
~-lpe-tnye-me
'making'
mpware-me mpwe-lpe-mpware-me
'to laugh/smiling'
therrellli:-lpe-therre
(b) Vowel-initial
itirre-me
~-lp-itirre-me
'is thinking'
~-lp-atake-me
'continuously smashing'
atake'hitting'
atwe-me
atwe-lp-atwe-me
ilweilwe-lp-ilwe
'die/continually'
Berry (1996) proposes that the overcopy found with vowel-initial bases is
motivated by the ill-fonnedness of onsetless syllables. Copying an additional
CV syllable allows the RED to contain an optimal syllable. This generalization
is fonnalized in (19):
(19) RED=a: The reduplicant consists of a single well-fonned [onsetful]
syllable. (Berry 1996, p. 229, (51))
This proposal correctly links the ill-fonnedness of the vowel-intial REDs with
the ill-fonnedness of onsetless syllables. However, it misses the generalization
that word-initial vowels are excluded from the syllable count fer other prosodic
processes in Arrernte/Aranda, not just reduplication. As work like Davis 1985,
1988, Downing 1998b, and Goedemans 1998 shows, word-initial vowels in
Arremte/Aranda resist being stressed. In (20a), we see that main stress is
regularly assigned to the initial syllable if it begins with a consonant. But
onsetless initial syllables are not stressed, as shown in (20b):
(20) Arrernte/Aranda stress patterns (Strehlow 1942-44)
(a)
Consonant-initial words of three or more syllables
ni:tama
'to emerge'
kUtunglila
'ceremonial assistant'
worat'lra
place name
(b) Vowel-initial words of three or more syllables
ergillna
'to seize'
ulUrba
'cold; cold wind'
'to work'
urka:buma
As argued in Downing (1998b) and Goedemans (1998), word-initial vowels are
excluded from the stress domain (pWord) because PWord must begin with an
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onsetful syllable. (This is optimized by the constraint labeled Extrapros in
(22). See Downing (l998b) for discussion of how best to fonnalize this
constraint.) It is not an accident, then, that word-initial vowels of the RED
string are also excluded from the prosodic parse of the RED-a: word-initial
vowels are in general extraprosodic. Overcopy can be accounted fi:.r by
proposing that the RED-a is left-aligned with the PWord:
(21) AliguRED: AlignL(RED-a, PWd): Align the left edge of the RED-a
with the left edge ofPWord.
As shown in tableau (22), if this constraint outranks both Align RE])....o and
MAX RED-a (ISb) overcopy is the optimal means ofreduplicating vowel intial
bases.C[' is PWord edge; the RE])....o is in parentheses);
(22)
I
RED-Ip-ireput

I
i

I
I

b. • (il)[p-ireput

i

c.•[(n:-l)p-ireput

I

I

d. * [(Ci-l)p-ireput

I e.
I

I

a. " m-l)p-ireput

I
I

I

An- i DEP Extra-: Align DEP I MAX : Align
chor I 1-0 I pros: RED RED-a I RED-a I RED-a

I

I

I

I

J

*'.

II
J

f. * ~-lp-ireput

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

*! I
i

* [(i-I)p-ireput

I
I

I

I

*!

I
I

:

:
.!

J

i

i

i

i

•

I

I
i

.*

!

•

I

*

!

I
*!*

!

**

i

...

I .*

!

I
I
I

I

Candidate (22a) is optimal even though its RED is 'overweight' because
competing candidates which satisfY the weight condition fuil to align RED
within PWord (22b) or begin PWord with an onsetless syllable (22e) or violate
other constraints to allow PWord to begin with an onset (22c,d).

5. Conclusion
In sum, I have sho\\,TI that there are two ways that Onset can motivate overcopy
in reduplication and that in both cases overcopy is best accounted fi:.r by
splining templatic constraints on RED into two families: the alignment
constraint family and the weight correspondence constraint family. This allows
us to show explicitly how weight conditions interact with alignment conditions
on RED to optimize overcopy. In A.rrernte/Aranda. word-initial vowels are in
general extraprosodic to satisfY a constraint requiring PWord to begin with an
Onset. If word-initial REDs are to be included in PWord, a vowel-initial base
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must overcopy to avoid being entirely extraprosodic. In KiNande. Onset
penalizes vowel hiatus and syllables are monomoraic. As a result, a single copy
of a VCV base cannot be parsed into two syllables distinct from the base. To
satisfY weight requirements on RED, the same overcopy strategy is resorted to
for VCV bases as for monosyllabic bases. This analysis predicts, in fact that
any language that has a strategy fur expanding the REDs of monosyllabic bases
to satisfY weight requirements on RED will also have a strategy ftr expanding
VCV bases and that these strategies will be related. It is a topic for further
research to test this hypothesis on more languages.

Notes
I This research was supported by NSF POWRE grant #SBR-9806180. Thanks to
Larry H)-man. Sharon Inkelas, David Odden, Pat Shaw and Su Urbanczyk for
thoughtful comments and criticism on the content and presentation ofthis paper. The
usual disclaimers apply.
2 The Kikuyu data in this paper comes from Benson (1964) as well as my own work
with Muroki Mwaura a native speaker of Kikuyu from Nairobi, Kenya. Many thanks
to Muroki for his patience and cooperation in helping me learn about his language.
3 As argued in Downing (in press: to appear a, b). the best explanation for the fixed
vowel I-a! in the KiNande and Kikuyu RED is that RED must satisfY a
morphological constraint and 'sound like' a canonical verb stem by ending in the
unmarked Inflectional Final SuffIX. I·a!. The REDs in (ld, 2c) do not end in fa! to
avoid vowel hiatus. For reasons of space, only the prosodic conditions on the shape
ofRED are discussed here.
4 In all tableaux, the RED string is underlined; the RED·Foot
parentheses,

IS

indicated by

5 This formulation of the Onset constraint is as an anti.alignment constraint,
penalizing syllables which are left aligned with a strong (nuclear) mora I am
following work like McCarthy & Prince (1986) in assuming a representation in
which onset segments are linked directly to the syllable rather than to the nuclear
mora.
6 Constraint conjunctions are evaluated on analogy with logical conjunction, The
conjunction is satisfied ilfboth constraints making up the conjunction are satisfied.
If either of the constraints or both are violated, the conjunction is violated. See
Crowhurst & Hewitt (1998) and Downing (1998) for further discussion ofconstraint
conjunction.
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7 Typically correspondence constraints compare two strings. rather than a string
with the prosodic constituent which parses it. However, Ito & Mester's (in press)
have shown that alignment must be modified to evaluate the trace between a prosodic
constituent and a string. The proposal defended here extends their "realignment"
theory to correspondence. MAX (RED-PC at) is the correspondence equivalent of
their 'is a' constraint;evluating an upwards trace frcrn a string to a prosodic
constituent. DEP (RED-PCat) is the equivalent of 'is the content of" evaluating a
trace dOV,l1 from the prosodic constituent to the string. See Downing (l998a) for
more detailed discussion.
8 Constraints optimizing infixing in the longer V-initial stems have been omitted

from this tableau due to space considerations.

Compare this tableau with (10) to
confirm the PStem parses indicated here with '['.
It is worth noting that the parse in (161) is the one given to the reduplicants of
VCV bases by Mutaka & Hyman (1990) and Mutaka (1994). As we can see, this
parse violates weight conditions on RED and RED-Ft overlaps PStem. This makes it
prosodically a much worse parse than (l6a) and so not the optimal output.
9 The Arremte/Aranda data is cited in the orthography. It should be noted that the
only complex onsets permitted in this language are consonant-glide sequences; the
only coda consonants permitted are coronal sonorants and nasals homorganic with a

following consonant. All other apparent consonant sequences are orthographic
representations of single segments. The reader is referred to Berry (1996) for further
discussion.
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Root Infinitives and Full CP Structures:
Types of Dutch Wh-root infinitives
Eric Drewry
Tunghai Universit.y. Taichung. Taiwan. and the University of Delaware

1. Introduction
Data from Diederik. on.: triplet in the Dutch child language in the
Schaerlaekens corpus (S;:haeriaekens and Gillis 1987 #.+963) of the
CHILDES database (:-1cWhirmey and
Snow, 1997) includes a
significantly ltigh percentage (nine out of thirty-six. or 25%) of Wh
questions with an non-finite form of the verb in the matrix clause ("root
infinitives"). This phenomenon is incompatible with predictions made
under the "truncated structure" theory (Rizzi 199.+b. Haegemarm 1996).
Haegemann claims that the tnmcation of the CP-node from the syntactic
structure of young Dutch children in the CHILDES corpus is well
supported by the de minimus occurrence of \Vh-questions \\ith root
infinitives (1996). In contrast to pre\ iously published data. Diederik's
significant spontaneous production of such questions requires a closer
examination. This paper investigates two of the utterances published
under the rubric child Wh-rool infinitives. as well as all of Diederik's Wh
root infinitives and concludes that there are several different types of root
infinitives. some counterfeit. rather than the wliforrnity assumed in
research to date. ,A,nalyzi.ng the context of the utterance allows significant
distinctions to be made. Under this re-examination none of the data are
seen as significant counrer-examples to the tnmcation theory of Rizzi and
Haegemann
1.1. Clausal truncation

Part of what is so striking about the incidence of root infinitives in child
V2 languages is that there is a very pronowlced patterrling of nonfinite
verb forrns with clause-final position. and inflected verb forms with
clause-second position (Clahsen and Penke 1992, Poepel and Wexsler
1993. Guasti 199'+. inter alia). In order to account for tile variation in verb
placement. and alternations in finite and non-finite verb forms in
developing child syntax Rizzi has proposed the theory of clausal

UUfication (1994b). which allows children to alternate between the full
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adult CP structures. which children show early evidence of, and a structure
which has been truncated of its upper phrasal nodes. This truncation
typically occurs below the Temporal node, so llmt 111e verbs are found in
infinitive form. The tern1 for such infinitives in matrix, or root. clauses, is
"root infinitives" (Rizzi 1994b). For child Dutch, Haegemann has
suggested iliat ilie truncated child structure has ilie following nodes still
available to ilie child, after ilie structure in (3) above has had ilie upper
clausal nodes truncated (1996).
(I)AGR(O)P>NEGP>(pREDP) > VP wiili overt subjects adjoined (NOM)
1.2. V-2 language adult structures
Dutch. as a Germanic language, exhibits V2 characteristics in ilie adult
grammar as shown by the typical sentences below in which ilie verb in
matrix declaratives is in second place. while in embedded clauses ilie verb
occupies c1ause-finaJ position:
(2) Hij kocht gisteren een krant
He bought yesterday a newspaper
Yesterday he bought a paper.
(3) ... dat hij gisteren een krant kocht
. .111at he yesterday a newspaper bought
... iliat he bought a paper yesterday.
In ilie generative tradition. ilie order of ilie phrasal nodes, in descending
order, has been determined to be as follovv'sl:
(4)CP> FP >{AGR(S)P}: >TP> AGR(O)P > NEGP > (PREDP) > VP
(Haegeman 1996)
In order for ilie verb to occupy second position in matrix declaratives, it
moves to ilie Co position. In embedded clauses, ilie verb simply does not
move, as ilie VP is right-headed.
1.3. V-2 language child production
The above description of adult V2 phenomena contrasts wiili typical early
child production. Here we introduce data from ilie triplet Diederik, who
will be one of the focal points of ilie discussion to follow (Schaerlaekens
and Gillis 1987 #4963). In sentence (5) Diederik is moving ilie inflected
verb along will1 its separable particle, which should be left in clause-final
position as indicated by ilie English translation, into second position. This

is movement with less restraint than is allowed in adult Dutch, whicb
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requires that the particle remain in its original clause-final position. The
adult order is reflected in the English translation. In (6), which is from the
same file when Diederick was 2;4:14, Diederick has left the infinitive verb
in clause-final position. Clearly, at this stage, he is working out the
possibilities of verb movement. In (5) and (6) he is exhibiting the
phenomenon that has attracted so much attention: inflected verbs are
moved to V2 position. while non-finite verb forms remain in clause final
position. These latter are called root infinitives (Rizzi I 994b).
(5) Die(derik) op(r)aap zwijntje. (DIEDE06.CHA line 119)
Diederik up-pick( I S) piggie
Diederik is picking the piggie up
(6) Paa(r)d ook in (s)taan.
(DIEDE06.CHA, line 154)
Ho(r)se also in stand (inf.)
The horse [is] standing in (there) too.
1.4. The ratio of finite to root infinitive clauses
As children acquire the movement rules of the adult grammar the
occurrence of child anomalies. such as root infinitives. decreases
gradually. This decrease has been shown in a statistical way for three of
the largest CHILDES files for Dutch:
Hein. Thomas. and Niek
(Haegemann 1996). One can used the child's age to predict approximately
what percentage of root infinitives might be produced. it has been noted.
however. that when the matrix clause begins with a Wll-question word.
there is almost never a root infinitive. This is consistent with the
truncation theory. which asserts that there is no CP-node for the Wl1-term
in a root infinitive. so such a question should always have an inflected
verb fonn. Another similar phenomenon. the non-subject-initial root
infinitives have been consistently considered performance errors
(Haegeman 1996, Poeppel and Wexler 1993. Boser et al. 1992).
The spontaneous production of Thomas in the Utrecht corpus conforms
perfectly to this prediction: Thomas produced 253 Wll-questions without a
single Wll-root infmitive (Haegemann 1996).
The Hein utterances. from the same corpus, only produced two
exceptions, which require a de minim us criterion for judging the
occurrence of Wh-root infinitives in child production. Between the ages of
2;4 when Hein produced 23% root infmitives and the age of 3;1 when
Hein produced 6% root infmitives, Hein produced 721 root infinitives out
of 4,489 clausal utterances (Haegemann 1996), for an overall average of
16% root infmitives. These utterances included 90 Wll-questions. If, so
the logic goes, the child's root infinitives were not paired with clausal
truncation.. one would expect 16%, or 15. of the Wll-questions to be root
infinitives. If. on the other hand, a CP node is incompatible wilh a rOOI
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infinitive. then one would expect none of the Wh-questions to be root
infinitives. Hein produced 2 child Wh-root infmitives, which is deemed
clear support for the truncation theory under the de minimus criterion.
1.5. Reclassifying both exceptions
WIllie there are certainly instances of spontaneous Wh-root infinitives in
child data, it is instructive to look more closely at those produced by Hein.
They will disclose the possibility of subcategorizing Wh-root infmitives
into several types. The exceptions, as noted by Haegeman follow (1996):
(7) Hoe heten?
How call

(Hein 2:06)

(8) Waarom <njet> [II] nu & ni II] niet wassen
Why <not>
now
not wash
When seen in a larger context each of these exceptions proves to be
standard Dutch. In this view. the Hein corpus can also be said to perfectly
reflect the predictions made by the truncation theory (Rizzi 1994b,
Haegeman 1996). In order to understand the reinterpretation of the first
exception one must notice that Hoe heten? has a missing noun phrase,
which could be interpreted one of two ways: "Hoe X helen" in which case
it is a Wh-root infinitive as noted by Haegeman. or "Hoe heten X+Y+Z'
in which case the verb is a normal plural adult inflected fonn.
To include sufficient information to interpret each of Haegeman's
exception. a more complete entry from the CHlLDES database is
reproduced below. with glosses added:
(H800922.CHA line 830)
(9) a. Hein:Hoe heten?
How call (infinitive OR plural verb)
<Child is referring to picture book p. 19>
b. Mother: dat zijn alle kinderen van haar
that are all children of her
TIlOse are all children of hers.
c. Hein:die krijgen niets
they get
nothing
They don't get anything.
As seen by the subsequent conversation. the subject of the verb refers to a
picture and at the moment they are discussing a number of children who
get don't get anything. The first exception noted in the Hein corpus is,
therefore. not a Wh-root infinitive at all, but an inflected plural verb.
With this example as background, we can generally say that two-word
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phrases are all potentially ambiguous and need to be seen in a multi
utterance context in order to be interpreted.
A closer look at the context of the second exception also reveals that it is
not an exception at alL but ratller an adult form of a similar sort.
(IO) Contexi of Hein's WH-RI

a. Mother: Je hoeft nu niet in bad
You need now not in bath
You don't need (to go into the) bath now.
b. Hein: He -?
Huh?
c. Mother: Morgenavond
weer
Tomorrow evening again
Not until tomorrow evening.
d. Hein: Waarom <niet> [If] nu & ni [I] niet wassen
[restated without performance errors 1:
Waarom nu niet wassen
Why not wash now?
A short explanation of Wh-root infinitives in the adult graDlmar will
show that it is only Hein's performance errors which make tlle utterance
seem distinguishable from an acceptable adult form.
1.5.1 Allowable Adult elliptical(CP)root infinitive

The example in (II) below shows that in adult Dutch (and English as seen
in the translation). Wll-root infinitives are acceptable in certain discourse
contexts. A typical example of Dutch adult speech is a structural mirror of
Hein's utterance in (6) above as restated without performance errors
(Haegeman 1996 (her # 14»:.
(II)

Waarom niet eerst naar huis gaan?
Why
not first to home go
Why not first go home?

Thus Hein's second instance of a Wh-root infinitive is seen to indeed be
Wh-root infinitive. but one that is an acceptable adult form with
performance errors 3 . Neither exception deserves to be counted as a reason
to discount the truncation tlleOT)' of developing child syntax, One is an
inflected verb. and the other is an adult Wll-root infinitive.

2. Diederik's production of Wh-root infinitives
Diederik produced a total of 1708 utterances. or which 88 were
questions 4, Of the questions. 41 were Wh-questions, As mentioned in the
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introduction, ten of tlIese Wh-questions were root infinitives, or an
abnormally high 25% Wh-root infinitives. Interestingly, all of the root
infinitives were in files 9 and 10, recorded when Diederik was 2;8.1 to
2;8.28. This was a remarkable phase of Diederik's learning, since he
uttered his fust Wh-questions during the previous recording session (file
8) at 2;6.22 and had acquired to proper verb movement 'without
resumptive XPs and witllOUt deleting necessary XPs by the age of 2:10.28
(file 11) As a base line for comparison of the frequency of root infinitive
usage during this transition period, in file 8, when Diederik was 2:6.22, he
produced 71 declaratives, of which 40 were scorable root infinitives (i.e.,
more than two words long, among other criteria5), leading to a norm of
56% root infinitives. The 25% occurrence of Wh-root infinitives in the
following two recording sessions certainly can not be considered de
minim liS and tlIerefore requires further explanation. It may be noted in
passing that Diederik's 56% root infinitives at age 2;8 is exceptionally high
percentage for a child of that age, as is seen in a comparison with other
Dutch data: Heln 16% (2;4-3; I), Fedra 26% (1; 10-2;1). Tobias 36% (1;10
1: II). Laura 36% (J :8-2: 1) (Hoekstra and Hyams 1998).

2.1. The first several Wh-root infinith'es in the context of other
question forms
As noted in the discussion of (8) above, at this stage Diederik was using a
number of non-adult movement strategies. A larger number of movement
possibilities in children's developing grammar was also noted in the results
of experiments done by Thornton and Crain (1994). Diederik's Wh-root
infinitive phase begins in a frame of other question forms which make tlIe
root-infinitive look rather like a matrix VP-deletion strategy (12n-d). In
tlIe following sequential questions from file 9, Diederik's first question
uses a resumptive root infinitive (marked "Resumptive RI") instead of a
trace for the moved (and inflected) matrix verb (12a). A matter of seconds6
later he dropped the resumptive verb to produce a perfectly adult-like Wh
question (l2b). except that he had also dropped the determiner from the
NP (marked "Adult-like") Another several seconds later Diederik again
produced a Wh-question with a resumptive root infinitive (12c).
Approximately the same amount of time later, he produced the first of his
ten WII-root infinitives (12d). A little while later, Diederi~ again had an
inflected verb following his Wh-word, and the sentence-final VP served as
a resumptive root infinitive (l2e). An equally short time later, Diederik
seems again to have dropped the inflected verb and retained the sentence
final vp. which remains as a root infinitive (l2i).
(12) a. DIEDE09.CHA,line424:*DIE:Moeke wa(ar) (i)s de olifant zijn?
Mommy where is the elephant be
Resumptive RI
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b. DlEDE09,CHA. line 430: *DlE: wa(ar) is eendje Moeke?
Adult-like
where is ducky Mommy
c, DIEDE09.CHA. line 435: *DIE: waar is de olifant zijn?
Resumptive Rl
where is the elephant be
d. DIEDE09.CHA, line 440: *DIE: waar de olifant zijn Moeke ?
Rl
where the elephant be Mommy
e. DIEDE09,CHA, line 445:*DIE: Moeke waar is de olifant zijn?
Resumptive Rl
Mommy where is the elephant be
f. DlEDE09.CHA, line 461: *DIE: Moeke waar de een(d)eke zijn ?
Rl
Mommy where the du(ck)y be
g. DIEDE09.CHA. line 466: *DlE: wa(ar) zijn?
not scorable
whe(re) arelbe
This appearance of an alternation between fairly adult-like CP-structures
(l2a, b. c, and e). and structures requiring a CP node for the WlHerm but
showing the verb in its phrase-final position 02d and 1) are inconsistent
with the truncation theory, Two further uses of whole-file contexts give us
somewhat more insight
2.2. A Comllaratiye view of all ten of Diederik's Wh-Rl's
Relying entirely on the context of the questions in 2.1. is not as
informative in explaining the high percentage of Wh-root infinitives as a
direct comparison of all 10 of them with one another. These are all of the
Wh-root infmitives in Diederik's files.
(13) a.
b.
c,
d.
e.
f
g.
h.
i,
j.

waar de oIifant zijn Moeke?
Where be the elephant, Mommy?
Moeke waar de een(d)eke zijn ?Mommy, where be the duckie?
wa(ar) eekhoo(m)tje zijn?
Where be the squirrel?
wa(ar) dit zijn?
Where be this?
Wllere be the rabbit(ie)?
waar de konijneke zijn ?
waar water zijn?
Where be water?
Where be the pai!')
waar de emmer zijn?
Where be the mushroom?
waar de paddestoel zijn
wa(ar) dat zijn'7
Where be that?
wa(ar) kinneke [:kindje} zijn?
Where be kiddie?

One immediately notices two common characteristics of the data in 13:
there is no variety in the choice of either the Wh-term or of the verb.
Looking further at the next file (number II) reveals that it was not until
three weeks later at 2;9.19 that Diederik began asking his first "what"
questions. The entire set of Wh-root infinitives is seen to occur during a
time when Diederik has command of only a single Wh-tenn. and is not
able to use that one except in the frame "Where + NP + be". It is arguable

that the use of the verb be here disqualifies the utterances from being true
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root inflnitives, which have been asserted to be "restricted to event
denoting predicatcs" (Hoekstra and Hyams 1998 at 9). This, on the other
hand.. that is not an explanation, but rather a statistical observation that has
been shown to hold cross-linguistically, with English-speaking children
exhibiting apparently exceptional behavior. This data seems insufficient
to draw finn conclusions. but perhaps Diederik is an exception nOl only in
tenns of percentage of Wh-root inflnitives, but also in the semantics of his
verb choice.

2.3. Does Diederik know "Adverb i VP NP e;" - focusing of ad"erbs ?
One can ask whether Diederik has, at the age in question, mastered the
focus movement by which adverbs are pre posed to clause-initial position.
Especially in the case of locative adjuncts, both the movement rules and
the semantics are very similar to that necessary for the syntax of the
locative Wh-tenn woor. If Diederik shows a full CP structure for focused
adverbs of location. it would seem logical that he would be able to use the
same structure with \Vh-tenns of similar semantics. This would argue in
favor of Diederik's \Vb-root inflnitives as belonging to a full CP structure
and thus presenting data inconsistent Witl1 Rizzi's clausal truncation theory.
In file 9 (2:8.1), which also records Diederik's first WIl-roOt infinitives,
there are several examples of focused and non-focused locative adverbs
(bolded). 111ese are all such examples in the entire file:
(l-l) a. dalte bier zijn. (09.3l.f)

b.
c.

d.
e.

R1
That-a here be.
de hond bier zijn. (09,409)
R1
11le dog here be.
daar hangt nog papie(r)ke aan. (09,541)
adult-like
there hangs still paper
on (it)
There's paper still hanging onto it.
dat bier zijn.
(09, 799)
RI
1113t be here.
hie(r) A(r)no(l)d dat kan ook wei staan. (09, 809)
here Arnold that can also stand
adult-like
Arnold can also stand that here.

In spite of the paucity of data, the pattern of these five utterances is fairly
clear - where the adverb of place is preposed (14c and e). the verb is
inflected and has moved out of clause-final position to V2 position (l4c)
or an intennediate position (l4e). In contrast where the locative adverb is
positioned after the subject. the verb is in clause-final position and is
infiniti\'e in fonn (14a, b and d) Diederik seems to have mastered the
focus movement for locative adverbs. Where the adverbs are not focused,
however, he used only root inflnitives. Since the WIHenn is clause-initial.
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the verb should also have become finite and moved up out of clause-final
position (or been merged in its inflected form into the derivation at a
higher position, depending on one's theoretical framework) where the
locative Wh-term waar is used. But this expectation is manifestly not
fulfilled, leading to root infinitives. Because of the paucity of data, one is
left to choose between actual or pseudo-root infmitives. This writer opts
for the latter position out of respect for the overwhelming data in other
research which points away from Wh-root infinitives. At age 2;8,
Diederik seems to manifest a phenomenon of boiler-plate use of "Where +
NP + be", however unsatisfying that may be. This explanation, however.
is reminiscent of Haegeman's suggestion that "overt subjects in root
infinitives occupy an A-bar position. possibly and adjoined position "
(1996 at 290). The most satisfying explanation at this time, then. is that
the Wh-tenn in Diederik's ten Wh-root infinitives is similar to an overt
subject. in tllat the \\'h-root infinitives could oecupy an adjoined A-bar
position. There is insufficient data in the :file to detennine more precisely
whether Diederik is using a boiler-plate approach (,'Pseudo-Wh
infinitives") or whether some other explanation is more tenable.

3. Conclusion
Surface form evaluation of putative Wh-root infinitives should consider (at
least) three possibilities: adult Wh-root infmitives, Wh-movement to a
higher node (inflected verbs which are homophonous with infinitives), or
Pseudo-Wh-root infmitives. A great majority of Dutch child forms of root
infinitives eonform to the prediction that there is no CP-node in these
utterances, The proportionally insignificant number of Wh-RI questions in
the Dutch data bases is clear evidence of this. Children as young as 2;8,
however. may also be capable of producing adult-equivalent Wh-R1
questions. as evidenced by Hein's second Wh-root infmitive (8) Other
utterances which seem to be Wh-R1 questions should be closely examined
in tlleir context to see if they are robust exceptions to the predictions made
by the functional-node truncation theory of Rizzi and Haegeman. When
Diederik's production of 25% Wh-R1 questions is re-examined this way, it
can be seen as exceptional in several ways: the entire production occurred
during a very short time frame, the only Wh-term used in these WhoRl
questions is "where", and this production was during the period before he
had learned any other Wh-question word. Additionally, the only verb
form used in the Wh-R1's was the copula "to be". Inquiry into his
acquisition of the movement of focused locative adverbs has shown that
the child can demonstrate apparent mastery, or near mastery, of the
movement rules of these terms without applying that system to the Wh
term where, at least when that is the only Wh-term it his repertoire. The
shortness of this phase in Diederik's production, combined with the
exceptionally high percentage of declarative root infinitives which he was
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producing at a relatively late age make him a candidate for a child passing
through a stage in syntactic development which other children may skip
over or which may pass so quickly in other children that it is seldom
noticed.

Notes
My thanks and gratitude to my teachers at the University of Delaware,
Gabriella Hermon and Colin Phillips, and my colleague at Tunghai
University Julian Linnell for their help in analyzing the data and preparing
this paper. All errors are mine. Additional gratitude is due to the National
Science Council of the Republic of China for funding to attend WECOL,
and to Elly van Gelderen for re-creating a speaking slot for me.
I. FP = clitic projection: [Head, FP) hosts clitics; [Spec, FP] hosts weak
pronouns;
2. This node is not included in Haegeman's hierarchy
3. Hein's utterance in (8) as restated without performance errors was
confirmed by native speaker of Dutch to be an acceptable adult form. My
gratitude to MS.Esterella de Roo of the Holland Institute of Generative
Linguistics for this assistance.
4. The metIlOd of extraction was by the grep function of BBLile Editor.
5. Two-word Wh-questions were not considered scorable. For two-word
declaratives, an inflected verb counted as finite. A third-person subject
followed by a V+en counted as a root infinitive; a non-subject + infinitive
separable verb also counted as a root infinitive.
6. The distance in the file from the first question in line 424 to the second
question in line 430 in tIle CHILDES file indicate that the elapsed tinle is
very short. No exact number of seconds is indicated, nor is the potential
difference of several magnitudes of great inlportance to the point being
made.
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Easy Clauses to Mistake as Relatives: The
Syntax of English Postnominal Infinitives l
Stanley Dubinsky
University of South Carolina
1. Introduction
This paper examines postnominal infinitive phrases in English, and argues that they
have a structure in which the complement of the determiner is a functional
projection, DegP (degree phrase), rather than NP. Evidence for this comes from
their restricted distribution, and from limitations in their meaning. After looking at
in1initives that follow bare nouns, I will examine the distribution of postnominal
infinitives co-occuring v,;:ith prenominal adjectives, and show how the former affects
the distribution and interpretation of the latter. This discussion will lead to the
recognition of four classes of adjectives, derined on the basis of their distribution
in this regard.

2. Postnominal Infinitives on Their Own
The principle claim put forward here is that postnominal infinitives, when part of
a DP and not a separate purpose clause, are licensed by the head of a DegP.:: A
motivation for this claim is that DPs containing postnominal infinitives strongly
tend to refer to types (as opposed to tokens). Two sorts of evidence support this
assertion. one involving postnominal infinitives in definite DPs, and another
involving indefinite DPs.
Consider fIrst the case of definites. If we compare (l) and (2). we find that the
phrase the car to drive is more restricted in its distribution than is the car I wanted
to drive.
(1)
(2)

a. The car to drive is a Porsche.
b.*The car to drive is a missing a spark plug.
a. The car I wanted to drive is a Porsche.
b. The car I wanted to drive is missing a spark plug.

The infelicity of (I b) results from a clash between the type-denoting subject the car
to drive and the predicate missing a spark plug, which denotes a stage-level
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property that is anomalous for describing types of cars.
The preferred pronunciation of the definite determiner in (I a) provides further
insight into this paradigm. In (I a), but not in (2a) or (2b), t-h-e is likely to be
pronounced [Oij] or at least be heavily stressed. This special use, referred to as
EMPHATIC THE (see Christophersen 1939, Quirk et al. 1985, and Epstein 1994),
correlates with reference to a type or kind, rather than to a specific entity or token
of that kind. For this reason, (3a) is better than (3b) when t-h-e is pronounced [Oij].
(3)

a. The [Oij] coffee you ought to buy is Starbucks.
b.??The [Oij] coffee you thought to buy is in a leaking package.

Suppose now that emphatic the involves a covert DegP, and further that
postnominal infinitives are licensed within such DegPs. These assumptions would
yield the account given in (4), where DegP has the phonologically null head, MAX.
(4)

[DP the [DesP MAX [NP [NP carh

b

OPl [II' PRO to drive tIl]]))

In (4), car is postrnodified by the infinitive to drive, and the resulting phrase car to
drive is a complement of MAX. Since MAX prefers type-denoting complement'>, the
interpretation of the phrase is restricted, as in (I ).3
Another source of evidence for the type-denoting restriction on postnominal
infinitives are constructions that involve de dicta-de re ambiguity such as (5a),
where Jason might or might not have a particular person in mind.

(5)

a. Jason is lOOking for a person who pilots ships.
b. A person who pilots ships is whatlwho Jason is looking for.

In the de dicto reading, the object of look for is a type, while in the de re
interpretation it denotes a token or individual of that type. The two different
readings correlate fairly well with the alternation of relative pronouns in (5b), where
what indicates a de dicto reading and who tends to favor a de re reading. When the
postnominal relative clause in (5) is replaced with an infinitival phrase as in (6), the
ambiguity disappears and only the de dicto reading is available. 4
(6)

a. Jason is lOOking for a person to pilot the ship.
b. A person to pilot the Ship is whatl*who Jason was looking for.

This is most clearly seen in (6b), where only the relative pronoun what is
acceptable. From this, I would propose that the phrase a person to pilot the ship
has the structure given in (7), where DegP has a null head with the meaning
SIJFFICIENT.
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(7)

[Dr

a

[IkgP SUFF (SP [NP

person] 1 b

[IP

PRO 1 to pilot the ship]]]]]

The tendency for NP to be type-denoting can once again be attributed to the
presence of a DegP.
Finally, as shov.1l in (8), posmominal infinitives only occur with a limited range
of determiners, and as in (9), are found to have the distribution of predicate
nominals rather than definite NPs.
(8)
(9)

a. The/al*my/*this car to drive is a Porsche.
b. The/almy/this car that I like to drive is a Porsche.
a. The car that Sidney pOlished this morning is the [6ij] car to drive.
b.*This morning, Sidney polished the car to drive.

The contrasts in (8) and (9) are explainable on the understanding that (i)
posmominal infinitive constructions denote types, (ii) DegPs headed by MAX or
SL'FF impose type-denoting restrictions on their complements, (iii) possessive and
deictic determiners normally select token-denoting complements, and (iv) predicate
nominal positions are typically occupied by type-denoting DPs.

3. Postnominal Infinitives in the Company of Adjectives
POSiting a DegP immediately below DP, as in (4) and (7), has the added advantage
of providing an account of constructions such as (10) in which a prenominal
adjective and a postnominal infinitive appear to "wrap" the noun.
(10)

the [easiest] car [to drive]

First noted in Wells 1947, the semantic dependency between the prenominal
adjective and posmominal infinitive in (10) is uncontroversial, accounting for the
relative unacceptability of nthe easiest car, as well as for the fact that the best car
to drive into the ground is not necessarily the best car. If semantic dependency is
a reflection of syntactic constituency (at some level of structure), then (10) begs an
account in which the adjective and the infinitive form a constituent somewhere in
the .derivation. 5
The DegP posited in section 1 can help to explain the structure of these. The
proposed analysis of (10) has -est as the head of the DegP, and is given as the d
structure in (11) and as (12) following movement.
(11) [DP the
[DP the

(12)

[IkgP
[IkgP

-est
[NP ["'P car] [AP easy b
[IP PRO to drive Op ]]]]]]
easYI-est [,,1' [NP carh ~p tl b OP2 [IP PRO to drive t2 ]]]]]]

The AP projected by easy is analogous to a "tough"-construction, containing an
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infinitival complement. Its head, easy, moves in order to adjoin to the affix -est.
Contrary to appearances, the movement of easy in (11)1(12) is not due to the
morphological needs of the superlative affix. If this were the case, we should
expect to find (13a) to be ungrammatical rather than (13b), since the degree element
most is not a bound affix.
(13)

a. the most difficult car to drive
b.*the most car difficult to drive

As it turns out though, DegP heads always attract their corresponding adjectives.
This is especially clear for those DegPs that are above the determiner, such as too,
so, and how, and is demonstrated in (14).6
(14)

a. so/toolhow kind a man
b.*soltoolhow a kind man

That these degree elements attract adjectives is fairly incontrovertible when one
examines their interaction with phrases such as partial to hard liquor which
normally occur postnominally, as shown in (15a) and (15b).
(15)

a. a man partial to hard liquor
b.*a partial man to hard liquor
c. He is too partial a man to hard liquor
for me to want to take a road trip with him.

Example (15c) clearly shows that the degree element too can force partial to occur
pren ominall y.
The claim that degree elements attract adjectives is further supported by the
interaction of superlatives and canonical adjective orders. It is well-known that
prenominal adjectives often observe a canonical order. (16) and (17) illustrate this,
with (16a) and (17a) being more acceptable than (16b) and (l7b).
(16)
(17)

a.
a.

the tall wiry stranger
the large blue house

b. ??the wiry tall stranger
b.??the blue large house

When one of the adjectives is a superlative, though, it always precedes its
nonsuperlative partner. This is illustrated in (I 8) and (19).
(18)
(19)

a. the largest blue house
a. *the large bluest house

b. the bluest large house
b.*the blue largest house

In (18b), blue and large are in the reverse of their normal order, on account of the
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first being superlative, Both (l9a) and (19b) are unacceptable because the
superlative adjective follows the nonsuperlative in each case. This is as much the
case in (19a), where the two adjectives appear in their canonical order as it is in
(19b) where they do not?
The analysis proposed in (11 )/( 12) for easiest car to drive can explain this
phenomenon as well. Assuming that the superlative affix projects a DegP
complement of the definite determiner, canonical order is overridden in (18b)
because the adjective blue, which is introduced in its canonical order, moves to
adjoin to this affix (as in (I8b'»,
(ISb ')

[DP

the

[DegP

bluel-est

[l\1' ~

large]

[l\1'

[AI' tl ] [Nl' house]]]]]

Notice in (ISb') that each adjective, large and blue, is adjoined to the NP. Blue
moves out of this base position and adjoins to the superlative affix -est. Under this
analysis, large bluest house is ill-formed because there is no position outside of the
superlative DegP where the adjective large might be inserted.

4. Some nice predictions to consider
It is clear now that a DegP, by attracting adjectives, can affect the possible order of
modifiers within a DP, and given the analysis proposed for (10), we would predict
that any additional prenominal adjective in that example would have to occur
between easiest and the noun car. This is indeed the case, as (20) shows.
(20)

a. the easiest imported car to drive
b.*the imported easiest car to drive

The explanation for the contrast in (20) is rather straightforward, as illustrated in
(21).
(21)

a. the [DegP easyl-est [l\1' [NP imported car] ~ tl to drive]]]
b.*the imported. [DegP easYl -est [NP [l\1' car] [AI' tl to drive JJJ

In (21 a), imp0Tted is a prenominal modifier of the noun car, and the adjective easy
moves from its postnominal position and adjoins to -est. In (2Ib), the adjective
imp0Tted is inserted between the head of DP and its DegP complement, and is not
in a position from which it can modify car.
Similar contrasts can be constructed using indefinite DPs, supporting the analysis
proposed in (7), where DegP has the phonologically null head SUFF. Consider the
data in (22).
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(22)

a. an easy trashy novel to read
b. *a trashy easy novel to read

Based on the structure proposed in (7), this contrast is predicted. Compare (22a')
and (22b').
(22')

a. an [DegP easy! -StiFF [1'-1' [sp trashy novel] [AP tl to read]]]
b. a trashy [DegP easYl-suFF [NP [sp novel] [AP t) to read]]]

In (22a'), easy moves to the head of the DegP, while the adjective trashy directly
modifies the noun novel. In (22b'), trashy occupies a position between the
determiner and its DegP complement and is ungrammatical for this reason.
Notice that the contrast in (22) disappears when trashy and easy to read are both
prenominal modifiers.

(23)

a. a trashy easy to read novel
b. an easy to read trashy novel

In (23), the order of modifiers is not fixed and we might assume that this is because
each of the modifiers is an AP adjoined to NP and no DegP is involved. This is
shown in (23').

(23')

a. a [1'-1' [AI' trashy] [NP [AP easy to read] [1'-1' novel]]]
b. an [~1' [AP easy to read] [NF [AP trashy] [:-"1' novel]J]

The contrasts observed in (20) and (22) can therefore be attributed to a DegP
intervening between the determiner and the NP.
Another prediction made by this analysis has to do with the extraposition ofNP
modifiers to the end of a sentence. As (24) illustrates, this is possible for a tensed
relative clause.
(24)

a. Jacob gave [a sharp knife which he bought at the flea market]
to Michael
b. Jacob gave [a sharp knife] to Michael,
[which he bought at the flea market]

However, for postnominal infinitives (especially those having associated
prenominal adjectives) we find that extraposition is impOSSible. Consider (25).
(25)

a. Jacob gave [an easy knife to cut figurines with] to Michael
b.*Jacob gave [an easy knife] to Michael [to cut figurines with]
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Under this analysis, (25b) is ungrammatical because the extraposed infinitive
contains a trace of the adjective easy, and this trace is ungoverned.
(26)

*Jacob gave [DP an [ DogP easy] [NP hiP knife] t2 ]]
to Michael [AP t] to cut figurines withh

This is illustrated in (26), where the trace of easy is t 1, and is not governed by its
antecedent.

5. Adjective classes and their interaction with infinitives
This section will first propose a four-way classification of adjectives, based in part
on a distinction put forward in Lees 1960 and expounded upon in Nanni 1978, and
then show how these distinctions lead to slightly different interactions between each
adjective class and postnominal infinitives.
Among those adjectives that participate in tough constructions, some describe "the
work or effort involved in an activity". These include tough, easy, simple, hard,
and difficult. Others, having a similar (but not identical) distribution, measure "the
value or benefit involved in some activity", and include good, bad, annoying, nice,
convenient, and interesting. In addition to appearing in tough constructions in
which they evaluate the activity or event denoted by the infinitive clause, the latter
category can also modify an NP. In this regard, adjectives typified by good are
ambiguous, while those typified by easy are not. Consider (27).
(27)

a. This may be a very good beer, but! don't find it good to drink.
b. This may be a very easy book, but! didn't find it easy to read.

In (27a), good is used in the first instance to mean 'fine; of high quality; made with
good ingredients'. In this use, it is similar to adjectives such as trashy (in a trashy
novel) or hot (in a hot pretzel). In the second instance it functions as a tough
adjective. and measures "the value or benefit involved in" the drinking of the beer,
suggesting that (while it may be of good quality) it doesn't taste good. In (27b),
however, the adjective easy has the same meaning in both instances. that of
evaluating "the work or effort involved in" reading the book. A three-way
distinction among adjective types is further illustrated in the distributional paradigm
shown in (28), (29), and (30).
(28)

a. He is an easy person to get to know.
b. He is easy to get to know.
c.*He is an easy person.
d.*He is easy.

liS

(29)

(30)

a. *He is a polite person to get to know.
b.*He is polite to get to know.
c. He is a polite person
d. He is polite.
a. He is a nice person to get to know.
b. He is nice to get to know.
c. He is a nice person
d. He is nice.

In (28), we see that easy cannot (by itself) freely modify NPs. In (29), polite only
modifies NPs. and in (30). nice can appear in both contexts. These distributional
facts suggest two categories of adjectives (tough and NP-modifying), where good
belongs to both classes, as shown in (31).

(31 )

CLASS 1:

CLASS II:

CLASS 1& II:

TOUGH
easy
tough
hard
difficult
simple

NP-MODIF1ER
trashy
polite
red
thick
light

IQl.l:QH & NP-MODIF1ER

good
nice
interesting
bad
convenient

Yet another, separate, class of adjectives is typified by likely. As is apparent from
(32), likely fits into none of the classes described in (31).
(32)

a.*He is a likely person to get to know.
b.*He is likely to get to know.
c.*He is a likely person
d.*He is likely.

Unlike easy which applies to "activities" or trashy which modifies NPs, likely
applies to propositions. 8
In explaining for the distinctions among these four adjective classes, this account
will invoke an analysis of adjective projections fust proposed in Abney 1987, and
further developed in Bernstein 1993. Bernstein provides good evidence that the
APs projected by some prenominal adjectives are complements of D, while others
are adjuncts of NP. Some adjectives, such as poor, can be either, where the two
possibilities correspond to different senses of the adjective. For Bernstein, the
adjective poor meaning 'impoverished' occurs as an NP adjunct, while the adjective
poor meaning 'pitiable' projects an AP complement of D. The two interpretations
of the phrase the poor man correlate with the two structures shown in (33).
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(33)

a. [DP the h.p [AP poor] [sp man]]]
b. [DP the [AP poor [sp man]]]

(Le. 'the man is impoverished')
(Le. 'the man is pitiable')

Summarizing, the four adjective classes have the following distribution: (i) easy
projects an AP that can only be an NP adjunct, but it always takes an infinitival
complement (although this infinitive is sometimes omitted when understood from
context); (ii) the adjectives good and nice can either be NP adjuncts (as in (33a»
or take NP complements (as in (33b)); (iii) trashy and polite can only be NP
adjuncts (as in (33a»; and (iv) the adjective like~)! takes a clausal complement and
can appear in neither of the structures shown in (33).
Looking back, (28c) and (28d) are ungrammatical because easy is missing its
complement in each case. Turning to (29), since polite can only be a prenominal
adjunct, and since it does not take complements, it does not license postnominal
infinitives. This accounts for the ungrammaticality of (29a) and (29b). Of course,
this does not prevent a postnominal infinitive from being licensed from another
source, such as a dominating DegP. Accordingly, (34a) is possible (in contrast with
(29a» and has the structure shown in (34b).
(34)

a. The [Cij) imported beer to drink is Pacifico.
b. [DP the [DegP MAX [sp [NP lAP imported) beer) lcr to drink]]]) is Pacifico

(34b) correctly predicts that the adjective cannot appear together with the infinitive,
since they are never a constiluent. Thus, while easy to drink beer is possible,
imported to drink beer is not.
The adjectives good and nice, as we have seen, are either NP-adjuncts or take NP
complements. This property results in ambiguity in the presence of a postnominal
infinitive. The phrase good book to start afire with is ambiguous with regard to
whether the book is of good quality and can be used for kindling or whether the
book is only good for starting a fire. These two interpretations correlate,
respectively, with the representations in (35a) and (35b).
(35)

a. [NP [SP [AP good) book) lcr to start a fire with]]
b. [AP good [sP [NP book) lcr to start a fire with]]]

In (35b), good has scope both over book and over the infinitive that restricts it,
resulting in the latter interpretation. Notice that, unlike easy which moves around
the noun to the head of DegP, good does not form a unit constituent with the
postnominal infinitive in either of its interpretations. Thus, it is possible to have an
easy to bum book but not a good to bum book.
Finally, the properties of likely lead us to consider a structure for it that is wholly
unlike the other three adjective classes. I would propose that the predicate nominal
in (36a) has the structure given in (36b), and is comparable to the raiSing
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construction in (36c).
(36)

a. John is a likely person to win.
b. John is [DP a ~ likely [IP [NP person] to win]]]
c. John) is [AP likely hp t) to win]]]

What distinguishes (36b) from (36c) is that the infinitival subject is filled by an NP
rather than a DP, an element that does not need Case. The analysis predicts that
postnominal infinitives co-occurring with likely cannot have an object gap, as (37)
demonstrates.
(37)

John is a likely person to hire *(me).

It also accounts rather nicely for the oddity of (32c) without a supporting context.

6. Conclusion
This paper has proposed an account of DegPs which explains the distribution of
poslnominal infinitives, and accounts for cases in which a "tough"-adjective and an
infinitive wrap an NP. It has also provided an articulated classification of adjective
types which can explain their interaction with infinitival phrases. While there are
still additional facts to consider, it is hoped that this analysis will provide a basis for
them as well.

Notes
1. I acknowledge the helpful questions, comments, and criticism from the following
individuals: Eric Bakovic, Samuel Bayer, Judy Bernstein, Elizabeth Bloun" William Davies,
Melissa Dubinsky. Brian Joseph, Richard Kayne, Jeffrey Lidz, Gary Miller, Michael
Montgomery, Richard Norwood. Carol Rosen. David Rosen. Karen Stanley. Ioanna
Stefanescu, Gregory Ward. Colin Wilson. and audiences at ESCOL '96 and WECOL '98.
2. When postnominal infinitives follow object complement NPs, they are often confounded
with purpose clauses. A typical example of such a case is given in (i), where the infmitive
is ambiguous between a postnominal infinitive and a VP-modifying purpose clause.
(i)
Matjorie brought a nice toy to play with.
It is possible, however, to filter out purpose clauses by the careful construction of examples.
As Berman 1973 and Faraci 1974 point out, lose is much less felicitous with a purpose
clause than is bring. This is clear in (ii).
In order to please her friends, Celia brought a cake/*lost a snake.
(ii)
Where a purpose clause is not possible, constraints on the distribution of postnominal
infinitives show through more clearly, as in (iii).
(iii)
Matjorie broughtl*lost her nice toy to play with.
Example (iii) is ungrammatical with 10Sl, because (1) a purpose clause is ruled out and (2)
postnominal infmitives cannot occur in the scope of a possessive pronoun.
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3. Not all apparent DegP heads so restrict their complements. Consider the contrast
illustrated in (i), where DegP is headed by MAX and best, respectively.
(i)
a. The dog to take on a long trip is a golden retrieverl??my puppy George.
b. The best dog to take on a long trip is a golden retriever/my puppy George.
In (ia), the needs an emphatic pronunciation to be acceptable, and while the sentence is fme
with the type-denoting predicate a golden retriever, it is quite odd with the token-denoting
DP my puppy George. In (ib), though, both type-denoting and token-denoting predicates
are possible.
4. In certain cases, superficially similar to (6a), it might appear that a de re interpretation
is possible.
(i)
Jason was looking for a friend to take his place in the competition.
In (i), however, the object of looking for can denote an individual or token only because the
infinitival phrase following friend is a purpose clause attached to the VP. This becomes
evident when we attempt to permute (i) in the manner of (6b).
(ii)
?A friend to take his place in the competition is what/*who Jason was looking for.
Insofar as (ii) is acceptable, it is only under a de dicto interpretation.
5. In some syntactic frameworks, such as categorial grammar, syntactic constituency for
semantic units is not as critical a factor, since the theory permits structures in which a
"constituent" can be wrapped around another expression (see Jacobson 1992 and references
cited therein). McCawley (1995) accounts for "discontinuous constituents" by adopting
phrase structure representations in which the daughter of a node can precede a node that its
mother follows. I will not pursue such alternatives here.
6. The only degree element I am aware of that does not attract adjectives is such, which
patterns contrary to so, as shown in (i).
a. such a nice man
(i)
b.*such nice a man
However, such is also the only one of these which does not require the presence of an
adjective in the flrst place.
(ii)
He is suchl*so/*too a fool.
7. Now, the contrast between (17a) and (19a) is amenable to a very straightforward semantic
explanation (Peter Lasersohn, p.c.). One might simply say that (since a superlative picks out
a single individual) once the superlative is added to the NP, any further modiflcation is
redundant. Thus, in (19a), bluest house picks out the single house which has this property,
and the addition of large cannot serve to further restrict the reference of the NP. If the data
in (19) were ruled out purely for the semantic reason just given, then we would expect that
the canonical order should be restored whenever there is no semantic reason to override it.
Accordingly, just as two nonsuperlative adjectives observe a canonical order in (16a) and
(17a), canonical order should be preserved when both adjectives are superlative. Observe
(i).

(i)
a. the largest bluest house
b. the bluest largest house
(ia) is, of course, predicted to be grammatical, since the two forms do occur in their
canonical order. It is (ib), however, which is unexplained. Each superlative serves to single
out one house, and the combination of the two superlatives is additive, and serves to indicate
that the single house picked out by largest is the same individual as the one picked out by
bluest. There is therefore no reason under these circumstances for canonical order not to be
retained, since there is no semantic reason for overriding it. In accounting for the data in (i),
this analysis needs only to make the straightforward assumption that -est can be introduced
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recursi vel y.
8. Now, being a modifier of propositions does not in and of itself allow an adjective to
appear in an "adjective + NP + to + VP" phrase. Only raising adjectives such as likely can
do so. Consider the facts in (i).
(i)
a. John is likely/*possible to know the answer.
b. John is a likely/*possible person to know the answer.
c. It is likely/possible that John knows the answer.
d. That John knows the answer is likely/possible.
Both likely and possible predicate propositions, as (ic) and (id) clearly show. However, only
likely permits an infinitival complement, which is why (ia) and (ib) are ungrammatical with
possible. Unlike some of the other contrasts discussed above, the different distribution of
likely and possible has no obvious semantic correlate.
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'Porque sf': the Acquisition of Discourse
Markers in Spanish.
Pilar Duran
Boston University
1

Introduction

Research on Language Development has immensely enriched our understanding
of children's acquisition of lexicon and syntax. However, it takes more than the
acquisition of vocabulary and grammar to become competent in a language.
This paper will look at one aspect of coherence, namely, the use of discourse
markers in the earliest stages of language development in Spanish speaking
children.
Discourse markers (DMs) are elements that mark the relationship between
the segment of discourse that the marker introduces with a prior segment ({
discourse. DMs as connectors of discourse segments can mark speakers' turns,
speech acts, or they can connect ideas. Since DMs mark the relationship
between segments of discourse, they are indicators of discourse coherence.
Coherence is defined as the integration of discourse segments as a whole.
This study will focus on the acquisition of five Spanish discourse markers: y
(and), porque (because), pero (but), pues (well, so), entonces (then, so) by four
Spanish speaking children whose transcripts are in the CHILDES database.
'V' (and)- coordination.
'Porque' (because)-reason. It signals a causal relation between two discourse
segments.
'Pero' (but)-contrast. It marks a contrast between two segments.
'Pues' (well, so)-marker of response or result.
'Entonces' (so, then)-result or temporal sequence.
The research questions are:
1.
At what age and in what order do children start producing these
discourse markers?
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The answer to this question will be divided in two: the age of fIrst appearance
ofDMs, and the age of productive use of these markers.
2.
What is the relation between the level of language development and the
use of discourse markers by children?
3.
Which functions do discourse markers have in child language?
In order to answer this question, I will use Schiffrin's approach to DMs'
functions.

2

Methodology

The subjects belong to longitudinal studies of four Spanish speaking children
whose transcripts are available in the CHILDES database. Their ages range from
1;4 to 4; 8 months old. Their data correspond to spontaneous speech. Children
were recorded while enrolled in family activities.
To answer the research questions, I used several CLAN programs available
through CHILDES (MacWhinney 1995).

3

Results and Discussion.

Question I: At what age and in which order do children start to produce the
DMs?
In order to answer this question, I used the freq program from the CHILDES.
Results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Age of first appearance of the Spanish Discourse Markers
JUA

KOK
MAR
EDU

y

porque

pero

pues

entonces

1;9
1;9
1;9
3;1

2;4
2;2
2;1
3; 1

4;4
2;5
2;0
3;10

4;7

2;5
2;5
2;5

2; II
2;3
3;10

Note that the blank space for 'entonces' in EDU means that 'entonces' did
not appear in the child's data.
In Table I, we observe that the first DM to emerge was 'y', at the age of 1;9
except for EDU at 3.1. The second DM was 'porque', except for MAR whose
second DM was 'pero'. The rest 'pero', 'pues', 'entonces' emerged in different
order depending on the child.
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Table 1 also shows that before the age of 2;6 months old, all OMs had
appeared in the Spanish data, used by one at least one child. In addition, by the
same age of 2;6 months old all children were using a variety of OMs, with the
exception of EOU.
The productive use of OMs is represented in Table 2.
Table 2. Age of productive use of Discourse Markers.
y

porque

JUA
KOK

2;1

MAR
EOU

1;9

3;6
2;4
2;1
3;1

1;9

3;10

pero

Pues

entonces

4;7
2;5
2;3

2;3

By productive use, we mean that once a OM appears, the child uses it in the
subsequent recordings or there is a high number of uses of that marker in one
file. Note that blank space means that the OM was not used productively in the
child's data.
By looking at Table 2, we can see that 'y' and 'porque' were used
productively by all subjects. 'Pero' and 'pues' were used productively only by
some subjects. And finally, 'entonces' did not seem to be used productively by
any subject.
Another result observed by using freq was the high frequency of uses of 'y' in
comparison with the other OMs.
These results are confirmed in the literature. The fact that 'y' or 'and' is the
most frequent and the first OM to emerge was observed by Bloom et aL, and
Hood et aJ. in their study of the acquisition of English connectors, and by
Clancy et al. in their crosslinguistic study ofthe acquisition of connectors.
The order of emergence in these studies is also similar to the one observed in
the present study of Spanish OMs.
It is important to notice that even when children are using 'y' or 'and' as
their only discourse marker, they are creating coherence in discourse.
Ouestion 2: What is the relation between the level of language development
with the use of OMs by children?
In order to answer this question, I calculated the mlu of the children under
study.
Table 3 presents the relation between mlu and the first appearance of OMs.
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Table 3. Relation between mlu and the first appearance of DMs.

KOK

JUA

y

porque
pero
pues
entonces

level I

level 2

0
0
0
0
0

31
1
0
I
1

level 3

156
15
2
13
6

level 2

14
2
0
0
0

MAR
level 3

288
52
26
I
4

EDU

level 2

level 3

level 4

level I

level 2

37
10
2
I
0

40
6
10
&
0

79
32
17
24
3

1
1
0
0
0

45
5
2
2
0

Note: Level 1 I to 2 words per utterance; Level 2=2 to 3; Level 3=3 to 4;
Level 4=4 to 5.
Notice that the levels of language development in Table 3 used in this study
are slightly different from Brown's stages of development 1.
We can't make general claims because of the limits of the data but Table 3
seems to suggest that the fIrst level in which DMs emerge for the fIrst time is
Level 2, with the possibility of Level I because of EDU's production of 'y' and
'porque' at this level. In addition, we can observe that all DMs appeared at
least once at this level 2 in the data.
This section shows that once children have an average of 2 or more words per
utterance, they start using DMs. Since DMs are indicators of discourse
coherence, we can conclude that children make the discourse coherent since very
early levels of language development.
Question 3: Which functions do DMs have in child language?
In order to answer this question, I used the kwal command in the CLAN
program which helped me to check the distribution ofDMs in the Spanish data.
The result of the analysis of the data is that as soon as Discourse Markers
emerge, children use them with different functions.
Functions are coded according to Schiffrin's approach: in ideational structures
(local and global), in action structures, and in exchange structures:
Ideational structures: they are propositions, or what Schiffiin calls ideas.
Ideas are related to form one ideational structure "when the interpretation of an
element in a clause presupposes information in a prior discourse". Ideas are also
related to form one ideational structure through the "organization of the topics
and subtopics-what is being talked about". Ideas are also related through the
role they "play vis-a-vis with one another, or within the overall text" (Schiffiin
19&&). In addition, these ideational structures can function at the local level,
when the idea of one clause is connected only to the idea of the clause
immediately preceding it; and at the global level when the idea of one clause is
IBrown proposed five MLU stages: Stage I (1.0-2.0 words per utterance); Stage II
(2.0-2.5); Stage III (2.5-3.0); Stage IV (3.0-3.5); Stage V (3.5-4.0).
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connected to the idea present in a discourse segment other than the clause
immediately preceding it.
Action structures: "speech acts are situated ( ... ) in terms of what action
precedes. what action is intended. what action is intended to follow, and what
action actually does follow" (Schiffrin 1988).
Exchange structures: they are turns, but "they also include conditionally
relevant adjacency pairs-in other words, questions and answers, greetings."
(Schiffrin 1988)
Let me introduce and analyze some of the fITst uses of Spanish DMs by the
four Spanish speaking children under study:
I.

KOK:

MOT:
KOK:

voy
a
dejarlo aqui.
go-I s to
leave-it here
(I am going to leave it here)
buena
good girl
a
l'
voy
and
am-I s going
to
(and [ am going to dance)

bailar
dance

(KOK, level 2; 2;4)
(ideational structure at the local level)
In this example, 'y' is relating two ideas in an ideational structure at the local
level. These two ideas refer to the activities that the child is carrying on at that
moment. 'Y' marks the temporal sequence between the two activities. In
addition, since the idea of the clause introduced by 'y' is connected only to the
idea of the clause which immediately precedes it, this ideational structure works
at the local level.

2.

KOK:

MOT:
KOK:

MOT:
KOK:

eso
son
basura
that
are
garbage
(they are garbage)
son basura?
are they garbage?
hay
que
come(r)las
no
not
need
to
eat them
(We can't eat them)
no?
no,
porque son
basura.
no,
because are-3p garbage
(no, because they are garbage)
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(KOK, level 2; 2;2)
(ideational both at the local and global levels)
In number (2), 'porque' marks a causal relationship between different ideas in
the conversation. We have two different ideational structures, one is at the local
level and the other at the global level. At the local level, the 'porque' clause
'porque son basura' gives a reason for the immediately preceding negation.
Notice that in addition to its relation to the negation, the clause which gives
the reason is also related to the first sentence of the example. The child went
back to her initial statement 'son basura'. With the latter relation, an ideational
structure at the global level is created.
este Iibro es tuyo 0 de mama?
this book is yours or mom's?
MAR: es el de mama, pero
me 10 dejas
un poquito
Is mom's,
but
me it lend-2s a little
(it's mom's, but you will lend it to me for a while)
(MAR, Level 2; 2;3)
(action structure and ideational structure at the local level)
'Pero' in (3) marks the contrast between two ideas: first, who the possessor cf
the book is, and second, the child's desire of having the book for a little while
even though the book is not hers. This contrast is at the local level because it
works between clauses that are next to each other. 'Pero' also marks an action
struture. With the clause introduced by 'pero', the child is presenting a request
for the book. The request is in contrast with the answer to the question.
3.

MAD:

i,Que Ie vas a hacer al mufteco?
What are you going to do to the doll?
MAR: no
se,
pues
una pupa
no
know-! 5
well
a booboo
(I don't know, well a booboo)
(MAR, Level 2; 2; 1)
(exchange structure and ideational structure at the local level)
In (4), 'pues' functions in an exchange structure and in an ideational structure
at the local level. In the exchange structure, 'pues' connects the adjacency pair
of question and answer by marking the relevant portion of the ,answer. In the
ideational structure, 'pues' relates the idea of the answer with the idea of the
question. Notice that 'no se' here is not considered a clause but a routine, an
aside comment which does not add any referential meaning to the discourse.
Therefore, the clause immediately preceding the clause with 'pues' is the
question of the PAD, not the 'no se' comment.
4.

PAD:
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The last DM 'entonces' (then, so) was mainly used by all the children in a
story telling context.

5.

KOK:

<el a> [//] el oso el 050 se fueron [?] .
<the a> [/1] the bear the bear were gone
KOK: el oso chiquitito no quiere caminar .
the little bear does not want to walk
KOK: porque esta cansado .
because he is tired
KOK: 0 [=! laughs] .
MOT:y entonces ?
and then?
KOK: entonces eJ oso # grande esta <enojado &0 &0> [% singing] .
then the big # bear is <angry &0 &0> [%singing]
MOT:y entonces ?
and then?
KOK: en [II] y [I] Y entonces que?
in [1/] and [II] and then what?
MOT:el oso esta enojado, y que Ie hace a (e)1 osito chiquitito?
the bear is angry, and what does he do to the little bear?
(KOK, Level 3, 2;5)
In (5), the first 'entonces' relates the reference to different events in the course
of the narrative in an ideational structure. It relates 'el oso chiquitito no quiere
caminar' with 'el oso grande esta enojado'. The second 'entonces' in (5) marks
an action structure as well as an ideational structure. In the ideational structure,
the DM marks a relation between a sequence ofreferences to different events: that
'el 050 grande esta enojado' with the subsequent event that the child doesn't
know and that's why she asks her mother 'y entonces que'. In the action
structure, the child changes her role of story teller by passing the tum to the
mother with a request for her mother to continue with the story. With respect to
the levels of the ideational structures, in both uses of 'entonces', ideas are
connected in ideational structures at both local and global levels. The clauses
with 'entonces' are connected as mentioned before with ideas present in
segments further away in the discourse than the immediately preceding clause.
Moreover, the fact that the child is telling a successive sequence of events
signalled by the repeated use of 'entonces' brings the whole narrative together
creating an ideational structure at the global level. In addition, the ideas of the
clauses with 'entonces' are connected with the ideas of the question immediately
before them, marking the connection of ideas within ideational structures at the
local level.
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In this section, I have shown that as soon as children start using DMs, the
markers appear with a variety of functions. These results contrast with the
results that Sprott (1992) found in his study of arguments in early English. He
claims that children started by using the DMs in exchange structures and that
ideational structures at the global level were the last structures in which DMs
appear in the course of language development. These claims do not seem to
correlate with my findings in the Spanish data. However, my fmdings have
been confirmed by the study of narrative in children from 3;6 to 9;6 years old by
McCabe and Peterson. They found that in children's narrative "(Dully three
quarters of their clauses are linked by connectives, mostly by and". Moreover,
they found that the discourse markers they studied (then, because, so, but, and
and) were used with different semantic and pragmatic roles.

4

Conclusions

My study of Spanish data show that children are creating coherence even from
very early levels of language development. Even when children are using 'y' as
the only DM, they are making the discourse coherent, by connecting turns,
actions, and ideas. In addition, this paper has argued that as soon as children
can produce utterances with two words, they make use of overt lexical items,
namely DMs, which serve to connect discourse segments.
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The Structure of a Lexicon: Navajo (and
other) Verbs
Leonard M. Faltz
Arizona State University
1 Introd uction
The point of view I wish to operate from in this article is the idea that a lexicon
is (or has) a kind of grammar of its o\,n In its simplest conception (as
expounded in early versions of formal grammar), a lexicon is a set of items each
of which embodies a pairing of a semantic/cognitive unit with a string of
phonological units, augmented with whatever grammatical features (such as
syntactic categories) are needed for the syntax and morphology, and possibly
including links to other lexical items. But real lexica involve much more
structure than this. Our purpose here is to examine the sorts of structure that a
lexicon can have, ultimately towards the goal of creating a universal theory of
the lexicon which can serve as the basis of lexical typology.
Now, typological studies are typically carried out by comparing features of
languages that differ with respect to their interaction with other features of
languages that are universally definable. For example, the simplest typologies,
investigated decades ago, consisted of word-order panerns involving notions
like "subjecc' "object", and "verb"; but only on the basis that these notions
were universally definable could word-order types such as SOY, SVO, etc. be
regarded as having validity Later studies developed more articulated notions
of, for example, "subject", and typologies based on more abstract notions often
represented by means of parameters defined with respect to abstract syntactic
structures, were developed
In these theories, the general structuring
mechanisms (including principles that constrain them) are assumed to be
universal.
In this paper we use the Navajo verb lexicon as a starting point to investigate
issues in the structure and typology of the lexicon. In the typological
developments outlined above, the role played by the lexicon was sometimes
nonexistent (as in the old word-order typologies). The notion of lexicon often
found in theoretical studies, as suggested above, presupposes that the notion
"lexical item" is universally definable, but even a cursory examination of the
lexical structure of a language shows that lexical units exist at different levels of
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structure. This raises the issue of how such levels are to be defined, as well as
the issues of how they are related to each other on the one hand and to various
The Navajo verb lexicon is
semantic/cognitive domains on the other
particularly suited to a study of such matters since it has been well described,
since it is reasonably complex, and since it exhibits significant differences from
the lexica of more familiar European languages.
Our discussion will proceed as follows.
We use morphological and
grammatical categories to define levels at which lexical units of the Navajo verb
lexicon reside. We describe the combination of units at various levels by means
of unification. We associate a cognitive type with each level Finally, we note
that the facts we have found lead to consequences concerning the sorts of lexical
items that a language can have.
In this study, we are chiefly interested in derivational issues. However, it will
be necessary to make reference to inflection in order to clarify the morphology
of the Navajo verb so that we can tease apart the derivational categories and
levels that we are attempting to discover.

2 A First Pass
So let's start by familiarizing ourselves with the morphological and grammatical
categories that are involved in verb formation. To do this, we'll look carefully
at one panicular verb. We want to see what categories are manifested in this
verb, and what items can represent these categories.
The word in (l) means something like "you (sg) (are about to) club him/her": 1
(1 )

nfdiifuaat

The inflectional categories which are marked in the form in (1) are the
following:
(2)

(a) The subject is 2 person singular.
(b) The object is 3 person.
(c) The mode is Imperfective. 2

To see how these are marked, we need to unpack the word in (1) into its
constituent parts. These are shown unlabelled in (3) (we'll examine each piece
carefully in a moment)
(3)

mi -

~

-

d - ii - f - ghaM

The category values given in (2) are marked by the elements shown in (3) as
follows.
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The fact that the subject is 2 person singular is shown by using a 2 person
singular subject prefix, which appears in (3) as the morpheme -ii-.
The fact that the object is 3 person is shown by using a 3 person object prefix,
which is the zero morpheme in this case, shown in (3) in the position that object
prefixes normally appear
The fact that the mode is Imperfective is simultaneously marked in two ways.
To see what the first way of marking the Imperfective mode is, we note that the
last element of any verb is the verb stem. In (3), for example, the verb stem is
ghaat. However, verb stems actually come in stem-sets, with one stem for each
mode. The verb stem in (3) (namely ghaat) is the stem used for the Imperfective
mode Slightly different forms of this stem are used for the other modes; for
example, if the mode were Perfective, we'd find the stem ghaal; if the mode
were Future, we'd find the stem ghar; etc.
The second way of marking the mode resides in the subject prefix. Different
sets of subject prefixes are used for different modes The 2 person singular
subject prefix -ii- that we see in (3) is a member of the set of subject prefixes
used for the Imperfective mode. Different 2 person singular subject prefixes are
used in other modes.
Having picked out the inflectional signals from (3), we are now tempted to say
that the rest of the elements of (3) constitute the lexical verb whose meaning is
(roughly) "to club someone/something". These elements are, then,
(4)

(a)
(b)

The set of stems of which the stem -ghaaf is the member used
for the Imperfective mode.
The remaining prefixes in (3), namely na, d, and -1'.

3 Atomic Lexical Elements
As it happens, the situation is more complicated. Let's examine the details,
starting from the right side of (3).
First, the stems. The actual stems used for the verb in (1) in the various modes
are listed in (5)
(5)

Imperfective
Perfective:
Future
Iterative:
Optative:

-ghaat
-ghaal
-ghar
-ghat
-ghaM

We might want to say something like this: the Navajo lexicon includes a
number of stem-sets such as the one in (5); and any particular verb uses one
such set. The problem with this idea is that there are verbs that are obviously
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derivationally related to the one in (1) which use a stem-set that is extremely
similar to, but not exactly the same as, the one in (5). For example, there is a
verb that means "to give someone/something a beating with a club" which uses
the stem-set in (6)
(6)

Imperfective:
Perfective:
Future:
Iterative
Optative

-ghat
-ghaaJ
-ghat
-ghat
-ghat

The situation seems to be that stem-sets cluster into small derivational groups.
In most cases, the Perfective mode stem of the various sets in anyone such
group are the same; for example, the Perfective stem in (5) is the same as the
one in (6), namely -ghaal. For this reason, it has become customary to label a
group of related stem-sets by the common Perfective stem. In the case we've
been looking at. we can say that the sets in (5) and (6) are both members of one
group of sets which we will denote GHAAL. Such a group, named by its
perfective stem, is called a root.
So, in the case of our verb in (1), what we need to say is that the stem-set used
by this verb is one of the sets belonging to the root GHAAL. It is common in
Navajo studies to label the sets belonging to one group using terminology that
suggests aspect; for example, the stem-set in (5) is called the momentaneous
stem-set of the root GHAAL, whereas the one in (6) is called the repetitive
stem-set of this root. Because of this aspectoid terminology, I call the category
classified by such terms stem-aspecf. To summarize: to specify the stems used
by any particular verb, we need to specify what root it takes its stems from, and
what stem-aspect it uses. In the case of our verb in (1), we'll say that it uses the
momentaneous stem-set of the root GHAAL
By doing this we have made the acquaintance of an important level of the
lexicon, namely the level root. The Navajo verb lexicon provides something of
the order of five or six hundred roots. We will use the term major lexical level
to denote a level inhabited by a relatively large number of elements (large
enough to suggest that brute memory is needed by the learner of the language to
master them.) Thus, the root level is a major lexicalleve!.
In contrast, there are perhaps half a dozen stem-aspects. The system which
they constitute suggests a grammatical rather than a lexical level; in fact, it is
more comfortable to regard stem-aspect as a category rather than a level,
because of this. Note, though, that the grammar involved is derivational, not
inflectional, and hence is best regarded as forming a part of the lexicon. In
addition to the notion of stem-aspect, we will meet two other grammatical-like
categories that are part of the derivational system of Navajo verbs. In this
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article, we will use the term grammatica/derivational category to apply to these
categories. Thus, stem-aspect is our first grammaticaVderivational category.
Before further analyzing the roles of roots and stem-aspects, let's progress
leftward through the elements in (3) to see what other constituents there are in
the lexical verb that means "to club someone/something".
The consonant .f that we see immediately to the left of the stem is one of a set
of four elements known as classifiers, the other three being: I, d, and S (zero)
We'll return to this category later; for now, let's just say that each verb requires
that one of these four classifiers appear in the position immediately preceding
the stem Since there are precisely four members of this category, this is not a
major lexical leveL like stem-aspect, it is a grammatical category, but also like
stem-aspect, the classifier is a derivational unit. In fact, the classifier is our
second example of a grammatical/derivational category in the Navajo verb
lexicon. Note, by the way, that since the classifier is NOT an inflectional unit,
the same classifier appears in all inflected forms of anyone verb J
Preceding the classifier we have the 2sg subject prefix ii, an inflectional
element that we've already mentioned. In fact, we already pointed out that
different sets of subject prefixes are used for different modes, so that this prefix
also comports within it the fact that the form in (1) is in the Imperfective mode.
However, it turns out that in addition to the subject registration and mode
registration associated with this prefix, there is also a grammaticaVderivational
category hidden in it. The story is as follows.
For the moment, let's restrict our attention to the Imperfective mode only. We
said earlier that each mode has its own set of subject prefixes. This would lead
us to think that the Imperfective mode has one set of subject prefixes. But in
fact, this mode has FOUR sets of subject prefixes, which we will call the
regular-I, n-I, s-I, and long-vowel-I prefix sets 4 The choice of which set to use
is a derivational matter. As it happens, the verb in (I) uses the long-vowel-I
subject prefixes in the Imperfective mode.
To complete the story, we need to look at the other modes. It turns out that
they too have more than one set of subject prefixes. The exact number of prefix
sets per mode depends on the mode: some modes have two sets, some three,
and some four. Thus, it automatically cannot be the case that the prefix sets fall
into mode-independent classes, although some cross-mode connections can
indeed be made. More terrifyingly, two verbs might use the same subject prefix
set for one mode but different sets for another mode, leading potent!ally to a
huge number of distinct possibilities for the subject prefix sets that a speaker
would need to memorize for a particular verb. Fortunately, the real situation is
much simpler: there are only eight possible collections of subject prefix sets
(one per mode) that any (regular) Navajo verb can use. In the case of the verb in
(l), the subject prefix sets are as follows. In the Perfective mode, the so-called
y-P subject prefix set is used; in the Future mode, the regular subject prefix set is
used, and in all the other modes, the long-vowel subject prefix set is used. To be
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able to refer to this combination of subject prefixes, we'll say that any verb
carries a grammatical/derivational category called conjugation pattern Let's
use the mnemonic YLV to name the particular conjugation pattern used by the
verb in (1); as we said, this is one of eight possible conjugation patterns. S
Since there are only eight members of this category, conjugation-pattern is not
a major lexical level. In fact, the conjugation-pattern category is our third
derivational/grammatical category, along with stem-aspect and the classifier.
The remaining elements shown in (3) are the prefixes d and na. (The object
prefix, which is .0 (zero) in this case, is not only an inflectional element, but in
fact a rather easy inflectional element, in that, unlike the situation with the
subject prefixes, there is one set of object prefixes used for all modes and for all
verbs that take objects.) These prefixes are best viewed as members of a
moderately large set of derivational prefixes, with varying specificities of
meaning, that can be tapped for creating verbs. We see from our example that a
verb can have more than one derivational prefix. In fact, verbs exist with no
derivational prefixes, or with one or more such prefixes. There does not seem to
be a clear upper limit to the number of prefixes a single verb can have, although
there are practical limits Verbs with three derivational prefixes are certainly
common enough.
Because the Navajo verb lexicon provides a large set of derivational prefixes,
we will regard the derivational prefixes as inhabiting a major lexical leveL
We now have surveyed all the fundamental lexical elements which define the
verb in (1). Summarizing, we can say that, ignoring inflectional specifics, this
verb is defined by the following elements
(7)

root·
stem-aspect·
classifier:
conjugation-pattern :
prefixes:

GHAAL
momentaneous
f

YLV
na,d

The five entries in (7), namely the two major lexical levels (root and prefixes)
together with the three derivational/grammatical categories (stem-aspect,
classifier, and conjugation-pattern) constitute the five atomic categories of the
Navajo verb lexicon. They are atomic in the sense that none of them is
composed of more primitive categories. Any lexical verb in Navaj9 can be
described by giving appropriate values for the five slots listed in (7)6

4 Non-Atomic Lexical Elements
We might be tempted to stop at this point and regard the Navajo verb lexicon as
completely describable on the basis of what we've done so far. In one sense this
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is true: if we list all the roots and all the prefixes, we can create a list of
structures such as the one in (7) which will constitute a list of all the lexical
verbs of the Navajo language. The problem with this is that there are other
levels at which lexical units exist. These other levels exist by virtue of the fact
that they are inhabited by structures with clear semantic and cognitive
associations, structures which themselves must be regarded as elements out of
which verbs are built. Let's illustrate this using our example in (1 )/(7)
First of all, we have already seen that to describe the various forms of the verb
of which the word in (I) is one illustration requires stating the stem-set, that is,
the set of stems used for each mode. And we have seen that the stem-set is
defined exactly on the basis of two of the categories in (7), namely the root and
the stem-aspect. Thus, on purely morphological grounds, it would make sense
to articulate the structure in (7) further, as follows:

(8)

stem-set:
root:
stem-aspect:
classifier:
conjugation-pattern:
prefixes

GHAAL
momentaneous
f

YLV

na, d

The structure in (8) shows stem-set as a lexical level, but not an atomic one. It is
a major lexical level, since it is inhabited by a large number of members, but it is
not atomic, since any member at this level is defined by elements taken from
two other levels, themselves atomic Anticipating later discussion, let's note
that although the stem-set level is of crucial morphological importance, since it
is at this level that the forms of the stems actually used in the verb reside (the
actual stem-set defined in (8) is shown earlier in (5», this level, in itself, appears
to NOT be of significant semantic importance.
Next, it turns out that the combination of the root and the classifier in (7)
constitutes a definable unit of the Navajo verb lexicon. This unit, called a
theme, exists by virtue of the fact that a fundamental semantic content can be
associated with it, and hence it is found as a combinatorial element in many
lexical verbs. 7 In the case of the theme embedded in (7), we can identifY its
meaning as roughly "to act with a clublike object". Using the concept of theme,
we can articulate the structure in (7) as follows:
(9)

theme:
root:
classifier
stem-aspect:
conjugation-pattern:
prefixes:

GHAAL

r

momentaneous

YLV

flit d
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Comparing (8) and (9), we already see something interesting: the internal
lexical structure of a verb as viewed by the morphology does not have the same
architecture as the internal lexical structure of a verb as viewed by the
semantics morphologically, the root determines the stem-set (together with the
stem-aspect category), whereas derivationally the root determines the theme
(together with the classifier.) This mismatch is not peculiar to the Navajo
language we expect to find similar mismatches in the lexica of all languages.
But we are not finished with the verb in (1). There is another lexical unit
present in it, namely the combination of stem-aspect, conjugation-pattern, and
the lexical prefixes in that verb. We will call the level defined by these elements
satellite. Using this new level, we can further refine the structure in (9) as
follows:
(10)

theme
root
classifier

GHAAL
.f

satellite
stem-aspect:
conjugation-pattern
prefixes'

momentaneous

YLV

mi, d

Like the theme, the satellite diagrammed in (l0) exists as a unit by virtue of the
fact that a semantic value can be given to it, and that it occurs as a combinatorial
unit in a significant number oflexical verbs The meaning of the satellite in (10)
is roughly "to strike someone/something once by means of the action denoted by
the theme". Since the Navajo verb lexicon provides a considerable number of
such satellites, we consider the satellite level to be a major lexical level in the
Navajo verb lexicon
We have now made the acquaintance oftive major lexical levels of the Navajo
verb lexicon, namely: root, prefix, stem-set, theme, and satellite. The first two
are atomic. We will suggest only one more major lexical level in our analysis
here. Further articulation of the system will be left to later work.

5 Lexical Entries
Before proceeding, it will be handy to divide the five major levels that we've
seen into two groups, as follows. We notice that the choice of a root, a stem-set,
or a theme determines the choice of a verb stem in a significant way. Viewing
the verb stem as the morphological head of a verb form, we'IJ call these three
levels head levels. On the other hand, the choice of a prefix or of a satellite
either has no effect on the verb-stem, or else (as mediated by the stem-aspect
category) has what is intuitively only a modifying effect on a verb-stem that has
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already been chosen. Thus, these two levels will be called non-head levels. The
intuition here is that a lexical item chosen at a head level is in some sense a
verb-like entity, whereas a lexical item chosen at a non-head level is not in itself
verb-like.
Anticipating a later comment, we note at this point that the meaning of the
satellite in (J 0) is one which in many languages is expressed by means of a verb
or verb-like element, whereas in Navajo this meaning appears at the non-head
satellite level.
If we compare the structure diagrammed in (8) with the one diagrammed in
(10), we see that the partitioning of the elements of a verb will be different
according to whether we are interested in the morphology or in the derivational
structure of the verb. If we imagine that the Navajo verb lexicon consists in part
of a list of themes and a list of satellites, it would appear that a lexical verb is
constructed by choosing a theme and a satellite and combining them as shown in
(10) But to determine the actual forms of the verb, a representation such as the
one in (8) is better, since that representation corresponds directly to the actual
morphology of the verb forms.
Approximately following the traditional
terminology, let's call the sort of structure shown in (8) a verb base. If we
imagine, then, that a lexical verb should (at the morphological level) have the
structure of a verb base, as shown in (I I):
(11 )

verb base
stem-set
classifIer
conjugation-pattern
prefixes

where, "stem-set" has the structure shown in (12):
(12)

stem-set
root
stem-aspect

then we can create structures like (11) and (12) starting from a theme with a
structure as in (13)
(13)

theme
root
classifier

and a satellite with a structure as in (14):
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(14)

satellite:
stem-aspect
conjugation-pattern
prefixes

by assuming a generalized notion of unification: to create a verb base, each
field in (13) and (14) is copied into the appropriate slot in the structures (11) and
(12). As long as there is no conflict,S the unification succeeds and a verb base
results. In the case of a conflict, we expect to say that the elements cannot unify
to create a verb base; but in certain cases, additional principles will have to be
invoked
In general, mismatches between formal structures at different levels are
commonly found in all sorts of contexts in language structure, so we should not
be surprised to find a mismatch between the morphologically-based structure of
a lexical verb and its derivationally-based structure.
We have now met all of the levels of the Navajo verb lexicon. The major
levels are: root, theme, stem-set, prefix, satellite, and finally verb base, the latter
being the level which contains the elements that most clearly correspond to
lexical entries for verbs. (The verb base level is of course a head level, i.e a
level at which the elements are intuitively verb-like.) We also have met three
derivation/grammatical categories, namely classifier, stem-aspect, and
conjugation-pattern Finally, we have seen how all of these categories and
levels are formally related to each other. This puts us in a position to state the
basic principles of verb formation in the Navajo lexicon
(15)

A lexical entry in the Navajo verb lexicon consists of an element which
can be morphologically described as a verb base (as diagrammed in
(11» and derivationally described as the unification of a verb theme (as
diagrammed in (13» with one or more satellites (as diagrammed in
(14).)9

6 Semantic Linkages and Some Typology
But this is not the whole story. Minimally, we need to study the linkages
between the levels and categories of the lexicon and levels of cognitive/semantic
units. We've already brushed against a few examples of this; now let's take a
closer look
First, we expect that semantic sense can be made of the system outlined in (15)
by examining the derivational rather than the morphological structure of a verb;
at least we will proceed on this assumption here. One immediate consequence
of this is that the stem-set level does not correspond to any semantic/cognitive
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level, since the stem-set level exists only on the morphological side of a lexical
entry «11) and (12» but is absent from the derivational side «13) and (14).)
Next, we note that the specificity, and hence the possible clarity of definition,
of the semantic or cognitive unit associated with an element at any level is
highest at the verb base (i.e. lexical entry) level, and diminishes as we work our
way down to the atomic levels and the grammatical/derivational categories. For
example, the verb base in (8), which corresponds to the derivational structure in
(10), has the meaning "to club someone/something (once)". The theme inside
(10) has the meaning "to act with a c1ublike object", and the satellite inside (10)
has the meaning "to strike someone/something once by means of the action
denoted by the theme". If we push our way to the atomic levels, we enter a
realm of diffuse semantics. The following are abridgments of semantic
descriptions found in Young, Morgan, and Midgette 1982 for the atomic units
and category values found in (10)
(16)

root GHAAL "move in a heavy, undulating, or abrupt manner"
{classifier: (sometimes) "a causative-transitivizing agent,,10
momentaneous stem-aspect "action that takes place at a moment in
time"
YL V conjugation-pattern: (no semantics suggested)
prefix na (unclear in this case)
prefix d (unclear in this case)

Upon examining a large number of lexical elements, the following
generalizations emerge
(17)

Cognitive levels associated with the major levels in the Navajo verb
lexicon:
verb base
theme
satellite:

~tem-set

root:

a fully-specified event or state type
a general class of action or state
variety of semantic types, including specific
event-types definable without reference to
the action performed to carry them out ll
(none)
a very general notion of an action/state type,
or group of these
varying
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(18)

Cognitive types associated with grammatical/derivational categories of
the Navajo verb lexicon:
stem-aspect:
classifier:
conjugation-pattern :

inherent asp,ect
transitivity 2
???

An important and interesting particular case of these generalizations is the
following:
(19)

A Navajo theme NEVER denotes an event type.

The fact stated in (19) leads to some surprising results. To examine these, we
will need to look at some examples of Navajo satellites. First, here are three
satellites which may be thought of as creating relatively simple verbs, by virtue
ofthe fact that these satellites do not contain any prefixes!3
(20)

(a) ( ) + simple + durative
(b) { } + S + durative
(c) { } + SLV + semelfactive

semantics: "simple event, not
further specified"
semantics: "event leading to a
resulting state"
semantics: "single instantaneous
event" 14

With certain themes that denote very common actions typically engaged in for
their own sake, the satellites in (20) can be used to create verb bases that denote
events. For example, here are three themes:
(21)

(a)
(b)
(c)

,0+y~'

t+ beezh
,0+ tS'QQz

action: "ingest"
action: "boil"
action "suck"

Combining (20a) with (21a) yields a verb base that means "to eat it"J5;
combining (20b) with (21 b) yields a verb base that means "to boil it"; and
combining (20c) with (2Ic) yields a verb base that means, somewhat
idiomatically, "to give him/her a kiss"J6
Now, while a moderate number of such simple verb bases exist in the Navajo
verb lexicon, the fact is that many event types of the sort denoted by (say)
simple Indo-European verbs cannot be expressed in Navajo by means of simple
verbs. The reason is that such event types are not defined by virtue of the
actions that carry them out, but rather by virtue of some other characteristic of
the event. A common example is the notion "give", which is defined by virtue
of the change of possession that results from the event. There is no action of
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giving"; to express the "give" notion in Navajo, a special satellite is combined
with a theme that represents the real action that is performed. Typically, for
"give", the theme is one of about a dozen themes that describe various kinds of
actions of handling something 18 In fact, these "handling" themes can be used
with a considerable number of satellites whose semantics correspond to ordinary
verbs in Indo-European languages. Here is a list of a few of those satellites,
with their meanings given, and, for fun, a Latin verb theme with approximately
the same meaning 19
(22)

Navajo satellite20

semantics

{Paa} + N + momentaneous
{O1l, d} .... LV + momentaneous
{ni} + N -t- momentaneous
{ } + S + neuter

"give it to P"
"pick it up"
"set it down"
"keep it"

{'ahii} + FL V + momentaneous
"mix together"
{yisd~} + simple + momentaneous "rescue him/her"
{na} + S -+ continuative 21
"carry around"
{Pida, d) + N + momentaneous

"cover P with it"

Latin
verb theme
da+,0
toll+e
po:n-t-e
ten+e:,
serv+a:
misc+e
li:ber+a:
fer....~,
port+a:
teg+e

There are also Navajo satellites, whose meanings correspond to the meanings
of Indo-European verb themes, which are combined with Navajo verb themes
other than the ones that denote handling actions. The action themes used with
these satellites are partially determined by real-world considerations, partially a
lexical matter; working out an analysis of which satellites can be used with
which themes is a major study which remains to be done. Here are two
examples of such satellites
(23)

Navajo sateIlite

semantics

Latin
verb
theme

{P~,

"uncover P"

de:+
teg+e
c1aud+e

" d) + simple + momentaneous

{da, " d} + N + momentaneous

"close it"·

The striking thing about the examples in (22) and (23) is that a major
typological distinction between Navajo and Latin is revealed: semantic units
represented in Latin by head level elements of the verb lexicon are represented
in Navajo by non-head level elements. There are no Navajo verb themes that
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mean "give", "pick up", "cover", "uncover", "close", etc., event types for which
there are verb themes in Latin. Moreover, this distinction follows from a
general specification of the semantic/cognitive levels which correspond to
various lexical levels, shown for Navajo in (17) and (18), and in particular from
(19). of course, (19) is untrue for Latin.

7 Conclusions
By examining the Navajo verb lexicon with some care, we have seen that lexical
elements exist at a number of different levels, each of which corresponds to a
certain type of semantic/cognitive unit. Although we have not carried out a
similarly detailed analysis of the Latin verb lexicon here, a cursory examination
reveals a major typological difference between the two languages: event
structure units are linked to head levels in the Latin verb lexicon but to non-head
levels in the Navajo verb lexicon.
Clearly we have only scratched the surface of lexical structure. Our discussion
has begged a number of significant questions, such as the definition of the
notion head (which we have implicitly relegated to morphological analysis).
We have suggested (in the Notes) that the satellite level of the Navajo verb
lexicon needs to be further articulated. A proper analysis of the members of the
grammatical/derivational categories, especialIy the stem-aspect category, needs
to be carried out. It is to be hoped that further work along the Jines begun here
may yield deeper insights; in particular, a careful unpacking of the lexicon of
individual languages may lead to further typologies 22

Notes
I Navajo examples are all given in the orthography which has become current for that
language. The standard references (e.g. Young and Morgan 1987, Young, Morgan, and
Midgette 1992, or Fa1tz 1998) may be consulted for an explanation of the characters and
diacritics used.
2 The teon mode has become the usual term designating an inflectional category of the
Navajo verb that corresponds roughly to tense/aspect Imperfective mode corresponds
most closely to present tense in discourse isolation, but it can be used with reference to
other index times given the appropriate discourse structure, when it indicates roughly
time concurrent with the index time.
3 A possible exception to this statement is the process of classifier shift undergone when
a verb is used in the passive voice and other similar constructions - see for example
Young, Morgan, and Midgette 1992, pp. 879-881, or Faltz 1998, page 313 and Chapter
26. Howeyer, such constructions may be best viewed as derivational in NavaJO.
4 The terminology for these four sets of Imperfective mode subject prefixes follows

Faltz 1998.
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5 The eight conjugation-patterns are laid out in Faltz 1998, pp. 384-386, where they are
referred to as "conjugation combinations".
6 To keep things simple in this article, we are ignoring the issue of argument structure.
For completeness, there should be a sixth slot in diagrams such as (7) indicating
transitIvity and linkage with pronominal registrations; in the case of the specific example
in (7), we need to at least indicate that the verb in question is transitive, and hence takes
object pronoun prefixes.
7 Our conception of themes as presented here is slightly oversimplified. Certain themes
ha\'e prefixes, so the possibility of prefixes should be sho'wn in the diagrams even when
the particular theme involved doesn't have one. Also, transitivity should be indicated for
themes, For example, the theme shown inside (9) and (10) should be specified as having
no prefixes, and as being transitive. A terminological note: a prefix which is part of a
theme is called a thematic prefix in the literature.
8 If a theme with prefixes (see Note 7 above) is unified with a satellite with prefixes, the
unification will in general result in a verb base whose list of prefixes combines the
prefixes from the theme with the prefixes from the satellite; i.e. no conflict will result.
However, we will see that a verb base can be created with more than one satellite, which
could lead to a conflict of, for example, conjugation-pattern. This is not always fatal, but
the description of exactly what happens depends on how certain constructions are
analyzed. An interesting case is the seriative construction, which, if regarded as a
satellite, can lead to non-fatal conflicts of this sort. See Faltz 1998 Chapter 24 for some
examples.
9 In our analysis, no theme contains enough information to determine the forms of any
verb. In particular, even if a verb has no derivational prefixes, it still needs a particular
stem-aspect and a conjugation-pattern. For this reason, at least one satellite is needed to
create a lexical verb. Examples of prefixless satellites are given later in the text It is
also possible to have more than one satellite in the derivational history or a verb. In fact
it is undoubtedly the case that satellites actually constitute more than one lexical level, as
can be surmised from the semantics of satellites (see Note II).
lOIn some cases, the transiti vity of a theme can be directly linked to the classifier; this is
particularly true in the case of distinct themes that use the same root but differ in
transitivity. For example, there are many pairs of themes in which a theme using the f
classifier is the transitive partner of an intransitive theme using the same root but the i'
classifier. But there are other cases where the classifier choice has nothing to do with
transitivity; the same root with different classifiers simply have different (usually very
distantly related) semantics. In such cases we say that the classifier is thematic.
II The semantic areas covered bv satellites include a rich variety of domains, such as
aspect-creating operators like "begin", "end", and "finish", path-defining info~ation of
the sort used with motion verbs, notions like "more" and "back", etc. It is probably the
case that there are distinct lexicalle\'els of satellites carrying distinct semantic domains; a
careful combinatorial analysis will be needed to sort this issue out.
It will not have escaped the reader's attention that notions such as the ones indicated for
Navajo satellites are often represented in Indo-European languages by verb-particles
and/or affixes. However, Navajo satellites cover a far larger range of semantics. Read
on.
12 Not all classifier occurrences can be linked to transitivity. See note 10.
13 To sa\e space, each satellite in (20) is shown as a horizontal diagram of three items
separated by plus signs. The ftrst element is a list of the prefixes of the satellite, inside
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curly brackets: { ): if the satellite has no prefixes, these brackets are simply fIlled with
nothing. The second element is the conjugation-pattern. The third element is the stem
aspect
In (21), themes are similarly represented as a diagram of tv.'O items separated by a plus
silm. The first is the classifier, and the second is the root.
14 Verb bases created by (20a) and (20b) tend to fall into the category of
accomplishments, using the familiar analysis of Vendler 1967, unless overruled by
additional semantic operators. Similarly, verb bases created by (20c) fall into the
category of achievements. There doesn't seem to be a prefixIess satellite specifically
used for creating verb bases that denote actions (in Vendler's sense); however the
satellite {na) + S + continuative is frequently found with just this semantic effect. Note
that this satellite, combined with a "handling" theme, yields words meaning "carry
around" (see (22).)
15 The theme in (2Ia) is relatively nonspecific as to the action employed in order to
ingest something. The verb created by combining (2Ia) with (20a) is freely used to
indicate ordinary eating. However, there are other themes that refer to specific actions
involved in ingestion, such as the action of chewing a hard object, the action of chewing a
flat object, the action of eating a plurality of objects, etc. The satellite in (20a) can be
used with these themes to form verbs that denote eating by means of the indicated action.
16 Of course. idioms can always be expected when dealing with derivational processes.
Another example of an idIOm: combining the satellite in (20a) with the theme inside of
(10) yields a verb base meaning "to beat it (a drum)" and also '·to shell it (com)".
17 Is the absence of a "giving" action (from the Navajo theme lexicon) a fact about the
Navajo language, or is it a fact about cognition') Arguably, verbs whose meaning is
"gIVe", such as English ~. do not specify any action type; in other words, it is not out
of the question that we are dealing with a cognitive fact here.
18 It is probably the case that the various "handling" themes differ amongst themselves
in that they denote different actions, rather than, as is usually stated, that they classify the
kind of object which is handled. Handling a compact rigid solid object, or a liquid, or a
rope, or a blanket all involve different actions. Since certain actions are typical for
handling certain kinds of objects, it is generally the case that the kind of object involved
determines which handling theme is used in any expression involving handling an object
of that kind.
19 We ha\'e not presented an analysis of the Latin verb lexicon here. However, it is clear
that there is a root level in this lexicon, and that themes are created by combining the root
with a suffix. which is occasionally zero but most often is one of four vowels. The Latin
examples are shO\.vn as a root followed by its suffix, separated by a plus sign. In one case
in (23). a prefix is indicated as well.
20 Some of the prefixes in the satellites in (22) and (23) have the symbol "P" in them.
This symbol stands for a pronominal prefix. Using a satellite with such a prefIx adds to
the argument structure of the verb bases formed with that satellite. The listing under
"semantics" represents in an informal way how the referent of this pronoun enters into
the semantics of the resulting combination.
21 This satellite can be used with a significant number of action themes to create verb
bases whose meaning is "to engage in the action specified by the theme", i.e. verb bases
whose events have no additional event-structure apart from the performance of the action.
Such e\'ents are "actions" in the sense ofVendler 1967, as mentioned in Note l4.
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22 The reader will find it extremely instructive to compare the comments in this article
with the \ery careful analysis found in Talmy 1975, which deals with motion e\'ents in
Atsugewi, a Hokan language not related (or at least. not known to be related) to Navajo
but whose verb lexicon appears to resemble the Navajo lexicon in a significant number of
ways. One conclusion of the discussion here is that Talmy's style of analysis can, or
should. be carried out globally throughout the lexicon. Incidentally, I appear to have
picked up the term "satellite" from Talmy's work.
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faIt: a aSII,edll

On the Parallelism benveen Possessor
Extraction and Subject Extraction
Lena Gavruseya
Cniyersity of Iowa
1. Introduction
This papd exatlllile~ the syma:x of wh-possessive noUll phrases in a variety ct
language~ to detennine wbat s:-ntactic constraints are involved in allowing
eX"U"acLion of wIJ-pos~e;,,~()r phr3.5tS in some languages. while disallowing it in
others The datu subject tl' an analysis are drav.n from the Germanic languages
(Eugbll and GenlldJl) a~ ",ell a~ from HUllgariatL T LolLil. and ChamoITo, The
Gennanic languages represent a g.rammar type which prohibitS extraction of wh
possesse'7 DPs OU! ofa larger DP. as illustrated in (l-::n:

a,

'r

c

\\ lw~t: \:aT JiJ John break'
"'\\ -hOse. dHi John break 6> tk car]:
*\:'lw, die: JOWl break La> t, 's

carr

Germal; (fron; COi\er J 9:,'\J)
a,

]:,

[Wem seinen Wagenlc hast du b 1 h gesehen?
\\ l1l'-DA T his-ACC car-:s'OM have you seen
'Whos::: car ha'\e you seen?'
"WelT,.
hast du La> Ik seinen Wagen] gesehen?
\\lIU-DA T have you
hb-ACC car-NOM seell

By contrast. languages like Hungarian. (hamoITo. and Tzotzil full into a
grammar rype that aile,,,s wh-possesor-DPs to optionally extract out of the DP.
as illustrated in (3-5):
Hu!/garian (from Szaboksi
(3)

1983,8~):

Ki-nekk ismer-te-tek
Inp tk a vendeg-e-0-tJ]]?
V.llo-Dat know-pas!.2pl
the guesr-poss.3sg.Acc
.\\nose guest did you know?'
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Chomotro (from ChWig 1991)
(4)

Hayik un-yuland
[DP munika-fia tk ]?
Who Infl(2c)-break
doll-Agr(3sg)
'Whose doll did you breakT

TZUlzil (frurn Aissl'TI 1996)
(5)

Buch'uk av-il-be Uw
s-tot tkJ'!
\\lio
2sg-see-IO
3sg-father
'Whose father did you see?'

In lhe ianguages in (1-5), po:-sesi.ive noun phrases an: analYLed as DPs. wilh
wh-possessor-DPs occupying the Spec of DP. The data above are also similar
in that possessor extTaction takes place fi'om the object position. in the
contiguration as in (6):
(6)

[V

b

t D ... )] (word order irrelevant)

The representation in (6) shows that the trace of a wh-extracted possessor is
witllin the glJverning domain of a [TV] lexical head. llierefore. the difierences in
extraction patterns between (1-2) and (3-5) cannot be unquestionably attributed
to the failure of externai constraims (t.g. the ECP) to llcen:,e the w!l-u-dee in
Spec.DP. Technically speaking. the outside [+V) governor should be able to
license the crace ofwh-possessors in object eX1Jacrion questions.
Thus. me contrasts between (1-1) and (3-5) suggest that external constraints
aione caHnot be involved in allowing extraction of DP-specifiers and some other
syntactic properties of possessive noun phrases are likely to give rise to the
crosslinguistic variation. This paper win argue thaI the parametric variation in
(1-5) can be pared dov.TI to one property of possessive noun phrases. namely the
availability ofa peripheral A-bar position in the DP. Building on the work ot
Szabolcsi (1983184. 1994). Giorgi & Longobardi (1991). I will argue that
possessor extraction is possihle in a language L only if possessor-DPs extract
via successive-cyclic movement. The intermediate step of the successive-cyclic
operation is a DP-internal possessor movement to an A-bar position. the Spec of
DP.

2. Theoretical background
Some of the earlier approaches to extraction out of NP attempted to reduce the
parametric variation to general constraints or single syntactic conditions such as
the Left-Branch Condition (Ross 1967/81). Empty Category Principle
(Chomsky 1986. Corver 1990. Mahajan 1992. Rizzi 1990. Stowell 1989),
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Subjacency (Bowers 1988, Diesing 1992). a Condition on Extraction Domain
(Huang 1982). or the Specificity Condition (Chomsky 1973. Fiengo &
Higginbotham 1981). Furthermore. some of these researchers suggest that
certain interpretive aspects
of noun phrases (for example. specificity.
presuppositionality. referentiality) interact with the ECP or Subjacency in
determining extraction possibilities out of NP (Diesing 1992. Mahajan 1992.
Stowell 1989).
In the spirit of this line of work. the data from Gennanic in (1-2) could be
explained if the specificity of the possessive DP somehow made it impossible to
license the wh-trace in the Spec,DP. Mahajan (1992) suggests that specific
object DPs move to the Spec of ArgOP to check their case. In Mahajan's
framework. Spec.AgrOP is an ungoverned position. there10re wh-extraction from
it violates the ECP. Mahajan notes (in foomote 7), however, that the specificity
effects do not hold in V-final languages (e.g. Hindi, Hungarian). Indeed, notice
that the wh-possessor ki-nek in (3) is extracted from the specific DP headed by
the overt determiner o(Z) Cthe·). We will see below in (3.2) that Mahajan's
proposal cannot be extended to the data from Italian where prepositional
possessor phrases are allowed to extract from the specific DP projected from the
overt definite determiner. Possessor extraction is possible out of specific DPs in
Italian. even though Italian is analyzed as an SVO language.
Other researchers argue that extraction out ofNP is determined by the DPiNP
distinction in the syntactic status of noun phrases and the Subjacency or ECP
(Bowers 1988. Corver 1990). Corver. in particular. addresses the issue ri
parametric variation in possessor extraction between the Germanic and Slavic
languages and proposes that the differences follow from the interaction of the
l
[CP. the status ofnoun phrases as DPs or NPs, and Case. Specifically. Corver
stipulates that Case can block antecedent-government of the wh-trace in the spec
position ifit is assigned to a DP argument. By contrast, Case has no blocking
effects if it is assigned to a noun phrase that projects only to NP. Thus. in
Cover's framework. the impossibility of possessor extraction in Germanic
follows from the analysis of noun phrases as DPs and the possibility ct
extraction in Slavic follows from the analysis ofnoun phrases as 'bare' NPs.
It is important to point out that the data in (3-5) cannot be acconunodated
within Corver's parametric theory of possessor extraction.
Just like in
Gennanic. possessive noun phrases in Hungarian. Chamorro. and Tzotzil are
analyzed as DPs (Szabolcsi 1994, Chung 1991. Aissen 1996). Furthermore,
possessors are extracted from the case-marked DPs (notice. for instance. the
Accusative case marker -Ion the possessed noun 'guest' in Hungarian).
However. contrary to the predictions of Carver's theory. the DPs in these
languages are not rendered barriers for wh-extraction. This suggests that the
analysis ofnoun phrases as D Ps per se is not a predictor in and of itself of what
extraction options are permitted in a language L. In this connection. the
relevant question is what properties of possessive noun phrases analyzed as DPs
predict possessor extraction and what properties predict a lack of thereof. I will
address this question in (4.) after giving a brief overview of the work of
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Szabolcsi (1983/8 .+. 1994) and of Giorgi & Longobardi (l991) tbat provides a
foundation for my accowlt.

3. Origins of the proposal
An account of parametric differences in possessor extraction that I develop in this
paper is largely inspired by the work of Szabolcsi (1983/84, 1994) and Giorgi &
Longobardi (1991) (henceforth G&L) on the structure ofpossessive noun phrases
in Hungarian and in Romance respectively. First. I will present Szabolcsi's
analysis of Hungarian possessives, to which I will refer as the DP=CP
fi,1polhesis. Next. I will sketch out G&L's analysis of possessor extraction in
Italian, to which I will refer. following Godard (1992), as the Specifier
1~1pothesis.

3.1 The DP=CP hypothesis (SzaboIcsi 1983/84, 1994)

Szabolcsi assimilates the syntax of possessor extraction in Hungarian to the
syntax of subject extraction in languages like English. An important contrast
that Szabolcsi considers is the difference in extraction possibilities between the
possessive constructions with Nominative possessors and those with Dative
possessors. As shown in (7). only the Dative-marked possessor-DPs can extract
in Hungarian:

(7)

*Mari,

lnp

a.

fekete volt
Mari-Nom black was
'Mary's hat was black.'

b.

Mari-nak k fekete volt b t 'k a tk kalap-ja]
Mari-Dat black was
the hat-poss.3sg.Nom
'Mary's bat was black.'

a tk kalap-ja].
the hat-poss.3sg.NOM

Szabolcsi accounts for the contrasts in (7) by proposing that possessor-DPs can
extract only if they first move to the peripheral specifier position of the functional
head D pn:~jected from the definite determiner a(z) ('the'). The representation in
2
(8) captures the steps ofpossessor extraction in Hungarian:

In (8), the possessor originates in the spec ofthe possessed noun, then moves to
the Spec.AgrP and from there moves to the Spec,DP, Possessor extraction to
the scope position, a Spec of CP, takes place from Spec,DP. Szabolcsi claims
that the step ofpossessor movement to Spec,DP is facilitated by the need to turn
the functional head D into a proper governor for the trace in the Spec of AgrP,
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By assumption. D is inert for govenunent unless it is rendered an active
governor through Spec-Head agreement with a DP argument in its specifier.
The impossibility of extracting Nominative possessor-DPs that sit in the Spec
ofAgrP receives a straightforward explanation: an inert D is unable to govern the
trace in the Spec.AgrP and by minimality prevents a lexical [+V] governor from
licensing it from the outside.
Since possessor movement to the Spec,DP is a required step that precedes
suhsequent extraction out ofDP, Szabolcsi suggests that possessor extraction is
akin to subject extraction in English which also obligatorily proceeds through
the peripheral position. the Spec of CPo Hence, the Dpo:oCP parallel. For
comparison. I show the steps of subject extraction in English in (9):

3.2 The Specifier hypothesis (Giorgi & Longobardi 1991)
Giorgi &: Long.obardi's analysis of possessor extraction in Italian draws on the
work of Cinque (1980) who noted that (a) only arguments of the form di NP (,of
NP') can be e>..1racted out ofNP and (b) that extractable di NP constituents arc
interpreted as subjects of the head noun. To illustrate Cinque's point knO\vn a.,
Ginque's generalization, consider the examples in (10):

Italian:
(10)

a.
b.

il desiderio (pp di Gianni]
the desire ofGianni
la descrizione lw di Gianni]
the description ofGianni

The Prepositional Phrase di Gianni in (lOa) is ambiguous between the
interpretation as the theme of the desire and the experiencer of it. Likewise, the
reading ofdi Gianni in (lOb) is ambiguous between the theme of the description
and the agent of it. Cinque refers to the interpretation of di Gianni as
experiencer or agent as a subject reading and notes that this reading would
obtain if di Gianni fimctioned as a subject of the verbs 'to desire' and 'to
describe'.
The subject reading ofa di NP phrase is preserved when it is replaced with a
possessive pronoun or when it undergoes wh-extraction. In (II). di Gianni is
replaced with a possessive pronoun that can be interpreted only as the subject ct
the' desire' and the' description':
(11 )

a.

il suo desiderio
the his desire
'his desire'
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b.

la sua descrizione
the his description
'his description'

Similarly. the examples in (12) below illustrate that a wh-extracted di Gianni
receives a subject reading:
(12)

Gianni. [di cuih abbiamo ricordato til desiderio tk ]
Gianni. ofwhom (we) remembered the desire
'Gianni. whose desire we remembered.'

In (12). a wh-extracted PP appears as a relative pronoun di cui Cof whom')
associated with Gianni and interpreted as the subject of the desire. Hence.
Cinque's proposal Ulat only di /'/Ps that are interpreted as subjects can be
extracted out ofNP in Italian.
G&L take a closer look at the internal structure of nominals in Italian and
propose that di ,".'P argwnents with a subject reading occupy a structural subject
position in the NP. They suggest further. that extraction of di NPs takes place
through the Spec of NP. .Just like SzabolcsL G&L motivate this movement
step by the necessity to tum the head noun into a proper governor for Ule trace
in the base subject position .." Consider the representation in (13):
(13)

di cuik .. ·.. [i1 L"" t' k

b: Ie-; desiderio] tk

]]]]

As shown in (13). the di N P possessors cannot be extracted in one fell swoop
and are required to move through the intennediate position within the NP,
namely the Spec of N. By extension, G&L argue that di NPs with a theme
reading are base-generated as complements ofthe noun head and suggest that N
complements cannot move to the Spec of NP (presumably. N-complements
cannot trigger Spec-Head agreement with N).
3.2.1 Further extenlions of G&L 's analysis
Having presented G&L's analysis of extraction out at the NP. let me now point
out and comment on an interesting asymmetry in extraction possibilities
between the di NP possessors and possessive pronouns (G&L do not discuss
this asymmetry). G&L argue that possessive pronouns occupy the Spec,NP
position in the constructions as in (11) above. However. unlike the di NP
possessors. possessive pronouns may not be extracted from the Spec ofNP, as
sho\\n in (14):
(14)

*Suo k ha vista [il [:-,:p tk [~libro]]].
His (he) has seen the book.
'He saw his book:
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I suggest that the impossibility of extracting suo in (14) can be explained if we
assume that possessors in Italian are required to extract not only through the
Spec ofNP but also through the Spec ofDP. The head of the latter position is
the definite determiner. The representation in (15) shows the steps of possessor
extraction in Italian on the DP analysis of noun phrases:
(15)

di cui k•• .. 1Il' tk"
ofwhom the

[D

iI [:\p tk' Iibro tk ]j]
book

Suppose that only arguments ofNP may move to the Spec of DP. as suggested
in Avrutin (1994) who follows Pesetsky (p.c). Then the impossibility cf
extracting suo is explained: since possessive pronouns in Italian are analyzed as
adjectival moditlers (G&L 1991). they may not extract via the Spec ofDP.
3.3 Summary

In discussing the work of Szabolcsi and G&L. I showed that possessor phrases
in Hungarian and Italian do not extract directly from their base-position (Spec 01
NP). but rather extract successive-cyclically through a peripheral specifier
position. Spec of DP.
In the framework of these researchers. possessor
movement to the Spec.DP is motivated by the ECP. namely by the necessity to
turn the projecting heads N and D into proper governors. Thus. while being
superficially dissimilar (posmominal PPs in Italian and prenominal DPs in
Hungarian). possessor phrases in both languages follow the same extraction path
within the DP. In what follows. I will argue that the parametric variation
illustrated in (1-5) can be reduced to the availability of a successive-cyclic
movement option tor the wh-possessors in a language L.

4. Proposal of the paper
In this section. 1 aim to provide an answer to the following question: Why is a
successive-cyclic movement option available t()r wh-possessors in languages like
Hungarian. Tzotzil. Chamorro. and Italian but not in the Germanic languages?4
I begin exploring an answer to this question with an observation that some
languages that allow extraction exhibit the so-called "possessor" agreement.
Consider the wh-possessive noun phrases in (16):

(16)

a,
b,

Ki-nek
a vencteg-e-o (Hungarian)
Who-Oat the guest-poss.3sg,Nom
'Whose guest?'
Hayi munika-fia (Chamorro)
Who doll-3sg
'Whose doll'!'
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c.

Buch'u s-tot (Tzotzil)
\\110
3sg.father
'\-\Those father?"

The data in (16) show that wh-possessor DPs trigger "possessor" agreement in
person and number features with the possessed noun. This agreement is
expressed by means of an affix on the possessed N. Interestingly, the same affix
indicates clausal subject-predicate agreement in all three languages, Another
property that the wh-possessives in (16) share is that wh-possessors are not
overtly marked for case. HWlgarian may seem to be an exception, since the wh
However.
possessor ki-nek is glossed as being marked for dative Case.
Szabolcsi (1994) casts doubt on interpreting the morpheme -nek as a case
marker. She points out that the -nakinek morpheme "senes a variety of other
un-case-like purposes. such as marking modifiers in left dislocation and in complex
predicate constructions" (p.203). Given Szabolcsi's observations, the suffix -nek

on the wh-possessor ki may simply indicate that it is a dislocated constituent as
opposed to a constituent marked fi)r dative Case. Thus, on this alternative
interpretation of the -naklnek morpheme, the HWlgarian wh-possessive data are
compatible with the data from Tzotzil and Chamorro.
By contrast. English wh-possessors are overtly marked for Genitive case and
there is no owrt "possessor" agreement between the wh-possessor and the
possessed noun, as shown in (17):
(17)

\\/ho's dream? (who's =whose)

Similarly, there is no HWlgarian-lype "possessor" agreement in Gennan. In
Gennan. possessors appear in genitive Case and in some dialects (e.g. the
Bavarian dialect) in dative Case. The possessive constructions with Dative
possessors are interesting from the point of view of agreement relations in the
DP. As shown in (18-19), instead of agreeing with the possessed NP, the
possessor agrees in genda with the D head realized as the possessive pronoun:
(18)

a.
b.

c.

(19)

a.

Dem .Iungen sein Vater
the(Dat) boy his (Nom.sg.masc.) mtller
'the boy's Huher'
Dem JWlgen seine Mutter
the(Dat) boy his (Nom.sg.fem.) mother
'the boy's mother'
Dem JWlgen seine Autos
the(Dat) boy his (Nom.pl.) cars
'the boy's cars'
der Mutter ihr Vater
the(Dat) mother her (Nom.sg.masc.) father
'the mother's father'
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b.
c.

der Mutter ihre Katze
the(Dat) mother her (Nom.sg.fam.) cat
'thc mother's cat'
der Mutter ihre Autos
the(Dat) mother her (Nom.pI.) cars
'the mother's cars'

The data in (18-19) also show that the possessive pronoun agrees in number and
gender with the possessed NP. Thus, there is a two-way agreement in Dative
possessive constructions in Gennan (Possessor--D head and D head--possessed
NP).
I will first focus on the contrast in case-marking of wh-possessors between the
Hungarian-type languages and the Gennanic languages. Following some recent
analyses ofNPs and approaches to structural case (Abney 1987, Chomsky 1995.
Stowell 1989). I assume that possessor-DPs check their structural case via Spec
Head agreement with a functional head D in both types of languages. In
English. wh-possessors and D bear a [-interpretable] genitive case feature; the
case-checking operation has an overt morphological spell-out in the fonn of the
clitic 'so Similarly. in Gennan. wh-possessors and D can bear either a [
interpretable 1genitive case feature or a [-interpretable] dative case feature. The
fonner is spelled-out as the genitive's (genitive wh-possessors do not bear 's
but rather are considered to be frozen fonus) and the latter is overtly seen on the
fonn of the defmite detenniner (del1l). Since wh-possessors in English and
Gennan check their ca'le in the Spec ofDP. this position is recognized as an A
position in the two languages. I proposed earlier that wh-possessors can be
extracted in a language L only if they first move to an A-bar position inside the
DP. The case-marking properties of the wh-possessives in Gennanic suggest
that wh-possessors move to an A-position. therefore possessor extraction cannot
take place from the Spec ofDP.
Turning to the Hungarian-type languages, I propose, following Szabolcsi
(1994). that the absence of overt case morphology on the possessor-DPs
suggests that possessor phrases in these languages bear nominative Case
(nominative Case has no overt affix in all three languages), which they check
against the attracting head D that also bears the same [-interpretable] case feature.
While the Spec ot DP where possessors receive structural nominative Case
counts as an A-position. it is plausible to assume that the structure of wh
possessives in the Hungarian-type languages also makes available another Spec
of D that is an A-bar position. The higher Spec of D serves as an escape hatch
for wh-extracted Nominative wh-possessors.
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5. Conclusion
In this crosslinguistic investigation of possessor extraction, I argued that
possessor extraction is a subcase of successive-cyclic A-bar movement.
Building on the work of Szabolcsi (1983/84. 1994) and Giorgi & Longobardi
(1991). I suggested that the differences in possessor extraction possibilities
between the Germanic languages and Hungarian-type languages can be reduced
to the availability of an escape hatch A-bar position (Spec,DP) within the wh
possessive DP. With respect to the Germanic languages. I argued that there is
no A-bar position in the internal strucrure of wh-possessives. By contrast. the
wh-possessives in the Hungarian-type languages avail themselves of such a
position. I also noted that the availability of a DP-internal A-bar position in a
language L correlates with the presence of overt "possessor" agreement in the
DP and the morphologically invisible nominative case on wh-possessor-DPs.

6. Endnotes
, Caner (J 990) defines the ECP as antecedent-go\'ernment. following Chomsky
(1986 ).
2 I follo\\ Szabolcsi (l983 l 84) in assuming that the internal structure of possessh'e
noun phrases in Hungarian contains two functional projections. AgrP and DP.
3 Giorgi & Longobardi's analyses of noun phrases is executed in a pre-DP
framework. G&L suggest that the subject position of di SF phrases is the right
branch sister of the :-lobar. The possibility of generating external arguments of the NP
(e,g, possessors) on the right edge of the N-bar is taken to be a point of
crosslinguistic \ariation between the Romance and Germanic languages .
.j Incidentally. German is not a uniformly [-possessor extraction] language.
It is only
Dathe and Geniti\'e wh-possessor-DPs that cannot extract. Extraction of
postnominaJ possessors of the form von SF ('of NP') is optionally allowed. In this
way. extraction of von SF possessors in German parallels extraction of di SF
possessors in Italian. Notice that in view of this parallelism, G&L' s claim that the
possibility of projecting a spec position to the right of the l\:-bar is a point of
crosslinguistic yariation between Germanic and Romance does not hold water. The
discussion of extraction of German possessor-PPs is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Discourse Restrictions on Multiple Wh
and Syntactic Implications *
Kleanthes K. Grohmann
University of Maryland. College Park
1 Multiple \Vh and Domain-Driven Syntax
The subject of this study \\ill be multiple interrogatives, in particular questions
\\ith two \Vh-elements (henceforth. "i\1ultiple \Vh"). and the contrast bet\\'een
English and German exemplified in (1-2)::

(1) a.
b.
(3) a.
b.

Who kissed whom,)
did who kiss?
Wer hat wen gekiJne
\Ven hat \\er gekiillt'J

* Whom

(2) a. When did \\'ho kiss rvlaria')
b. * Ho\\' dId you kiss Maria \\'hy')
(.+) a.
Wann hat wer Maria gekiillt?
b. Wie hast du Maria warum gekilBt')

On a descriptive le\e!. the Superiority Condition (Chomsky 1973) supposedly
accounts for possible :Vlultiple Wh froming of ,the lo\\er Wh is blocked and
thus prohibited by an interYening. superior Wh'- There arc a number of purely
s:mtactic accounts in the lIterature. mos: of\\hich have failed to capture not only
\ariance or ewn exceptIons among different types of Multiple Wh in English
(such as (2a)) but also among dialects and other languages (cf (3-4). ~
In this paper. I \\ill investigate the possibility of discourse factors being
imolved in the contrast (1-4) abo\'C and many others. On a theoretical leveL I
will propose an analysis to the S\ntax ci :V1ultiple Wh in Gemlan (and to some
extent. English) \\ithin the minimalist framework (Chomsk;. 1995), The core ci
the S\l1l3ctic analysis. however. is of pragmatic nature: I will show that Multiple
Wh-constructions in German underhe a strict discourse requirement which I will
label "Discourse-Restricted Quantification" (DRQ)
Superiority violations in the Minimalist Program can basically be conceived ci
as a violation of some version of the Shortest MOYCIYtinimal Link Condition
(sec Chomsky 1995. for example): an element may not be fronted over a closer
element of the same type: either cross-linguistic variation (now more unlikely)
or other (possibly S\l1tactiC) processes must then be inYolwd,'
The interaction of Wh-mo\'ement and other movement operations has been
considered in recent years, In particular. many researchers argued in favour ci
linking Wh-movement to pre\'iously appl:-ing (A-)movement operations (such
as Boskm'ic 199"'. Hornstein 1995. Takahashi 1993 among others),
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In Grohmann 1997a. I apply the scrambling-approach to Gem1an. where some
types of scrambling invohe A-movement. Howeyer. I take CJerman word order
particulars to remain mysterious in general: I hence follow the following
dichotomy: re-ordering belm' the subject is the result of A-movement. while
fronting arguments over the subject invokes the C-domain as instances ci
topicalization (Grohmann 1996. 1997b. in progress)'"
Without going into detail for reasons of space and exposition. let us simply
assume the follo\\ing (Grohrnann. in progress). Clause structure consists of three
prolific domains. i.e. configurational areas \\'ith specified syntactic content and
semantic relations: VP . ."here thematic relations are established. TP where
agreement relations are established and CP where infoffi1ation relations are
established. Arguments in German may not suryive inside the thematic domain
at the interfaces but must ha\'e established agreement relations: hence movement
to FP (which might stand for "AgrOP:' yet leaving out specific checking
relations fur the time being). The sUQject canonically raises to SpecTP-at least
forreasons ofEPP,
1t is iITeleYant for the present purposes whether direct and indirect object are
generated in either order or whether the surface order is purely deriyed by
moyement. Let us for the sake of exposition assume two possible representations
for standard. subject-initial matrix clauses in German such as in (5):

(5) a.
b.

[TP ]\1artin, hat IFP Maria
das Buch, [\1' t, gegeben t, h]]]]
In Martin, hat h1' das Buch, lFP Maria, lw t, gegeben tJ ttllll
'Martin gave the book to Maria'

On the other hand. moyement into the C-domain im'olyes at least a number ci
T op( ic)P' s-adopting to some degree Rizzi's (1997) work on the left periphery.
Instances ofleft-peripheral moyement \\ill be presented throughout this paper: so
let us for now assume something like (6) for Gem1an clause structure:
(6) [10k CP-TopP*-FocP-TopP*]-[agr TP-FP*- ... ]-[theta

vpt

Of course. just as mo"ement over the subject of a non-interrogative object is an
instance of information-driven topicalization. one might account for GemlaIl
Multiple Wh in terms of this leftwards mm'emenL
More general: if there is "independently motivated" movement prior to Wh
checking. could Multiple Wh im'olve topicalization') This would imply that the
lower Wh in (3), for example. is not in situ as standardl), assumed but has also
mO\'ed to the left periphery. (7) shows. however. that German is not a languape
that fronts its Wh-elements in the same way that Bulgarian, for instance. does:
(7)* Wer wen hat gekiillt?
I \\ill present this independent motivation for mo\'ement of Wh-elements that
suggests a \'iew of"Wh-topics" in German Multiple Who
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2 Discourse-Restricted Quantification
Pesetsk;. (1987) started a by now rich history in treatment of apparent
Superiority violations in English. as exemplified in (8):
(8) a.

b.

Which student kissed which professor')
Which professor did "hich student kiss?

We can see that certain Wh-phrases may be fronted in either order: JO what
makes the Wh-phrases in (8) different from those in (I). for example. is their
complexity. Pesetsky showed that these Wh-phrases are D(iscourse)-linked. i.e.
they bear inherently referential properties that allow a deri\'ation different from
wide-seoping. non-referential bare Wh-elements.
The case ofD-lmked
Wh-phrases extends naturally• to eyen more complex WhJl
phrases. such as (9): .
(9) a

b.

.\Ia~
Ma~

asked \\hich ofthe students kissed "hich of the professors.
asked which of the professors which of the students kissed.

With D-linking in mind. let us now tum to an approach to the apparent
Superiority Yiolatiol1s in Gemlan Multiple Wh. To start \\1th. consider the two
situations depicted in (10) and (II):
(10) Situation I: A proji'ssor lalks al Ihe/aculty meeling ahoul recent evel7ls.
"I kno\\ that AI. Bob and Claire kissed-and I don't mean each other.··
a. Who kissed "hom"
b. * Whom did who kiss')
c. # Wer hat wen gektiBf'
d. # Wen hat wer gektiBt')
(11) Situation II: "-1l1oll1er prole ssor provides more infimllalion.
"1 know that AI. Bob and Claire kissed Xa,ier. Y\onne and Zed."
a. Who kissed whom,)
b. * Whom did who kiss')
c. Wer hat wen gekiifit"
d. Wen hat wer gektiBe
As the contrast in the (\\0 situations shO\\s. there seems to be a restriction on
the well-formedness ofMuItiple Wh in German which does not seem to apply in
English: in particular. Multiple Wh in German are only felicitous if possible
referent sets of both Wh-elements have been introduced into the discourse-in
.
J'
sharp contrast to EnglIsh. 
This contextual requirement on Multiple Wh in German. I capture v..i th the
felicin' condition which I call "Discourse-Restricted Quantification" as shown in
(12): iet us assume forthe time being that DRQ is operative (strictly) in German
but not (at all) in English (adopted from Grolmlann 1998).
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(12) Discourse-Restricted Quant(ficatiol1

Questions im'ol\"ing two Wh-expressions are felicitous iff the referent sets
of both Wh are detennined by the context such detennination is satisfied
by pro"iding a list of more than one possible referentin the discourse,
One might wonder whether this discourse restriction (ultimately, pragmatics)
could possibly correlate to grammatical derivations (syntax), I ,viii argue in the
ncxt section that we ha\"e both in German: special pragmatic circumstances and
special syntactic properties, I suggest to relate the two by overtly moving both
Wh-elements to thc left periphery, a fronting strategy that I will refer to as
'"topicalization" (in the general sense) In this respect. Multiple Wh in Gelman
contain two "Wh-Topics:' both in the left periphery (an articulated C-domain),
3 Support for Multiple Wh- Topicalization

The proposal is thcn that if the discourse forces the referent sets of both Wh
elements to have becn introduced in German (but not in English), it should
mark it s~11tacticall~': one way of doing so is viz. topicalization: bRth Wh
elements mo\'e oycrtly to TopP to check thIS dIscourse property [Top]. '
Preliminary support for the details of the analysis comes from Multiple Wh in
English 1m'0lving partitive Wh-phrases:
(13) II

b

* WhIch professor did who kiss')
Which of these professors did \\ho kiss'.)

The difference observed in (13) is that many speakers accept fronting of a
"lower" partili,'c Wh-phrase oyer a "higher"' bare Wh but not fronting of a mere
D-Iinked Who
Partitivity-whate\er its exact sy11tactic structure-is suggested to be involved
which I take to denote the locus of [Top] on the Wh-element. The contrast in
(13) suggests that English marks special properties (i.e [Top]) only on explicit
Wh-elements. while Gelman docs so on all Wh-elements: I we could say that
German Wh-expressions have a dceper. abstract structure, namely that ci
partitives. A suggestion of this idea is illustrated in (14-15):
(14) a.
b.
(IS) a.

b.

[IP welchen [+WhJ ,'on Ia> diesen [+Top] ProfessorenJ]

Ic;' wen [+Wh] [a> [+Top]]]
[a> which [+Wh] of [a> these [+Top] professors]]
[a> who [+Whll

Further e,idence in favour of the existence of Wh-topics in the grammar is
presented by Wu (1996): a Wh-element may be fronted in Chinese under certain
circumstances which are ,'ery similar to the circumstances in Gelman (DRQ) , 15
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(16) a,

Shci mai-le

shenmc"
whal
'Who bought \\hat')'
Shcnmc; shci mai-Ie t;'}
whal
who hu,'-AsF
. *What did who buy'"

11'110 hl/I'-ASP

b,

As in Gemmn. the possibility offronting is dependent on the context: 10
(17) Situation I: Zhangsan wenl to the supermarket.
a, Zhangsan mai-le shenmc')
Zhangsan hl/I'-AS/' ll'hal
'What did Zhangsan buy')'
b, # Shenmc Zhangsan mai-le"
whal
Zhangsal1 hl{V-ASP
'What did Zhangsanbuy'J'
(18) Situation II: Sallie as in I blll he hought itelll,l"ti'olll
Shcnmc Zhangs..ln mai-Jc')

a

known list,

With Wu wc can analysc the fronted Wh-element as topicalizcd: note that it
cannot be moyement to CPo othemise standard Wh-questions could not be
e:-.:plained (scc fn, 15) This is exactly the proposal for German: both Wh
elcmcnts mme to TopP to chcck off [Top]. hcre taken to be the fonnal
identification of DRQ: only the higher Wh-element mo\'es further to CP to
chcck [Whl, the Wh-fe<lture marking the entirc construction as an interrogati\'e,

"' Some ConCcllts of Wh-Topics: The (Rough)

S~ntax

We now ha\c an idea what Wh-topics in German Multiple Wh arc: they are
Wh-elcments that check topichood prior to interrogati\'ity, We also havc a cluc
as to the whereabouts of [Top]: \\ithin a deepcr. elaborate structure of partiti\'es
that on an abstract !e\'e! underlies all Wh in German, [Top] marks the partitive
part of thc Wh-element: hence DRQ is satisfied by checking of [Top] and all
DRQed Wh-clements in German (Multiple Wh) beruwe like partiti\'C
interrogati\'cs, A rcflcx of this behaviour was \\itnessed for English,l'
If [Top] and [Wh] are inherent to both Wh-clements. we can capture the
derinltion abstractly as in (19). focusing on the [Top]/[Wh]-interaction. and for
somc constructions shown in (20):
(19) fe,; Wh hopp t hopp Wh rTP ,"Jll]
(20) a, leI' Weill, hat hopp t, h0PP \\ask tTl' der Martin[FP 1; [FP h gegcbenJ]JllJ?
b, kp Was, hat
I, h"pp wemk h dcr Martin [FP 1., [FP h gegeben ]]]]lP
ll'hal has
10-1I'ho/ll Ihe JJarlin
given
'What did Martin give to whom')'
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Again. the specific content of "FP" shall not be of concern here~ the relevant
steps in the deriYation arc raising of both Wh-elements from their respective
positions in the T -domain to TopP to check off the feature [Top] and ultimately
satisfy DRQ. The higher one further mmes to, S~ecCP, thus satisf!ing any
locality conditions on movement (if there are any,8) .. c
One consequence of thi s approach is that non-interrogative subjects in between
two Wh-topics must also be topicalized)O
t, h"pp was, ITP ti II'!' tj gekauft]]]]]
(21) kr Wer, hat
'Who bought what?'
(22) ler Was, hat h'rr IJ
Martin, hopp wem, [rp t, [.op t; [FP tk gegeben]]]]]]p
'What did Martin give to whom?'
This. of course, is not such an umeasonable assumption, given the well-knm\1l
natural topicality of the subject in languages such as Genllan which usually
carries discourse-old information.
In sum. the approach argued for here accounts for apparent Superiority
violations b:- obligatory topicalization of both Wh-elements where all
mOYCl1lent operations conform locally to distance restrictions on movement. A
more articulated structure of the C -domain la Rizzi (1997) is nceded anyway
and the data presented so far support this view further (sec Grohmann. in
progress for a deeper discussion). Additional e,idence \\iII be provided belo".

a

5 Some Consequences of DRQ: Quantifiers and Multil)le Wh
I 'Iill nOlI present some consequences of the DRQ-driyen topicalization
approach to Multiple WI1 in Genllan laid out above which. at the same time.
prmides additional e,'idence in fa,'our of it.
Beck (1996) discusses the follo\\ing puzzle: cI subject quantifiers are
ungrammatical in bctween two Wh-elements.
(23) a.

* Was hat

niemand "ann gekauft?

lrhal has nobody when boughT

b.

'\Vhat did nobody buy when?'
hat niemand was gegeben?
/{Hr/zO/ll has noho(~v what given
.Who did nobody gi,'e what to?'

* \VC111

while they are fine follo\\ing the two Wh:
(2·0 a.

b.

\Vas hat wann niemand gekauft 0
Wem hat was niemand gegeben'J

The paradigm from (23) and (24) stands in sharp contrast to (25):
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(25) a.

b.

Was hat Martin wann gekauft"
Wem hat Martin was gegebcn')

Thus. while a quantified subject in between the two Wh-elements leads to
ungrammaticality. the presence of a non-quantified subject (such as a proper
namc) does not Note that the co-occurrence of Wh-elements and quantifiers is
not ungrammatical per se. as illustrated in (24)
Thc DRQ-approach pursued here analyses all Wh-elements in (23-25) to be
Wh-topics: it follows that the quantified subject in (23) sits in TopP as well (as
does the proper name in (25». while it plausibly occupies SpecTP in (24) We
might then argue that (23) is ruled out because quantifiers cannot be topicalized.
We know that quantifiers such as niellland or nobody make bad topics. as
illustrated by the ungrammaticalit:y of the following constructions. "'here the
quantificr is topicalizcd (with or "1thout co-reference"ith a resumptiye pronoun.
as in Ieft-dislocated constructions):
(26) a. * Nobody, Martin kissed (hil11iher)
b. * No girl. Martin kissed (hcr)
c. * Fe" girls. Martin kisscd (them)
d. * Barely any girl. Martin kissed (her)
(27) a. * Niemanden (dcn) hat Martin gekiifit
b. * Kein Madchen (das) hat Martin gckiifit
c. * Wcmgc Madchen (dic) hat Martin gektifit
d. * Kaul1l cin Madchen (das) hat Martin gekliJ)t
A first stab at this phcnomenon is thus that non-topicalizable elements may
not inten'ene in betwccn the two Wh-elements, which in tum supports thc
assumption that both Wh-elements hayc moyed to TopP at some point 22
On thc other hand. constructions likc (23) are grammatical when a different
typc of quantificr is used:
(28) a.
b.

Was haben die meisten Madchen "ann gekauft')
what hm'e the 1II0S{
girls
when hought
'What did most girls bu~ whcn')'
Wem
haben die meisten Madchen "'as gegebcn')
(cHrholll hm'e the 1II0st
girls
what give
'To whom did most girls giYe what,)'

Other quantifiers make good topics: they can be freely topicalized)3
(29) a.

b.

e
d.

All girls. Martin kissed (them)
Each girL Martin kissed (her)
Many girls. Martin kissed (them)
Most girls. Martin kissed (them)
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(30) a.

b.
c.
d.

AIle Madchen (die) hat Martin geki.i.fit
Jedes Madchen (das) hat Martin geki.i.fit
Viele Madchen (die) hat Martin geki.i.fit
Die meisten Madchen (die) hat Martin geki.i.fit

The initial h~pothesis regarding quantifer-interaction must thus be slightly
revised: those quantifiers that cannot be topicalized cannot appear in between
two Wh-elements in German Multiple Who while those that can be topicalized
are fine in that configuration. The difference between both sets (in German as
well as English) is that increasing quantifiers are topicalizable and hence
e:-..-pected to appear in between two Wh-elements. while decreasing quantifiers are
not and their intenention leads to ungrammatieality.
Beck also discusses other types of Wh-quantifier interaction which mirror the
above obsen'ation, On the one hand. the ayailability of a non-interrogative
quantified subject inside a split partitiYe Wh sen'es as corroboratiye e\idence in
faYour of the abstract partithe structure of Wh-e1ements in German Multiple Wh
proposed here. as the same pattcrn emcrges, Consider (31-32). where the split
partitiye Wh-phrasc is italicized and the quantificr is marked boldface:
(:' 1) a

b.
c.

(32) a.
b,
c.

* Wen

hat kein Student \'011 den Pro{essoren gemoche
11'holll has 1111 studenl of the professors liked
'Which ofthe professors did no student like'"
Wen hat \'0/1 den Pro.f(~s,\ore/1 kein Student gemoche
/I ("/1 1'011 del1 Pro{cssoren hal kein Student gemocht"
Wen hat Martin \'0/1 dell Professoren gemocht"
Wen hat jeder Student VOI1 den Professoren gemocht"
Wen (hat) von den Professoren (hat) jeder Student gemocht"

As in the Multiple Wh-constructions from abo\'e. decreasing quantifiers in
bet\yeen the split partitiye Wh-phrase are ungranunatieal (31a). as opposed to
increasing quantifiers (32b) or non-quantified subjects (32a): their presence is fmc
when they follow the partitiYe Wh-ophrase which may be split (31 b) or not
Olc) Increasing quantifiers (or non-quantified subjects) may also appear after the
partitiYc W11 of either Dpe. ofcoursc (32c).
Lastly. the same pattern emerges ,~n non-partithe Wh-phrases that are
ncyertheless complex and may be spJi L"
(33) a, * Was hat niemandjur J:.:urse bcsucht')
what has nobody jor courses visited
'What kind oflecturcs did nobody go to')'
b, Wasjilr J:.:lIrse hat niemand besucht"
Iras hat ,jeder jiir Alirse besucht"
(3-+) a.
b. WaS/ill' Alirse hatjeder besucht')
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The analysis for the constructions presented in this section follows
immediately. Both Wh-elements move to TopP ([Top] for DRQ) before 1Jlc
higher one mo,'es on to CP OWh] for interrogath'ity): intervening material has
also moved to TopP. Decreasing quantifiers cannot be topicalized and are thus
ungrammatical in between two Wh-elements but not following them: they stand
in contrast to increasing quantifiers which can be topicalized and occur here.
The Wh-element in Gem1an mav be split from the rest of the Wh-phrase in
partitive interrogatives.:' If the partiti,'e p.lrt is indeed the locus of [Top] as
argued here, it is not unreasonable to assume the partitive part to have mm'ed to
TopP and the interrogath'e part to CPo In this case, intervening material has
also to occupy topic positions. The same dichotomy regarding quantified
subjects can be observed in these cases: increasing quantifiers may apJX:<1T
bel\\een the \Vh-clement and its referring partitive, decreasing ones may not.
The last case considered here concerns a similar splitting option for non
partitiYes, where the same pattern emerges yet again.
These instances not only support the general approach taken here under which
they receive a straightfomard explanation: they also offer further e'idence in
fm·our of the part of the analysis that concerns the locus of the topic-feature
ITop]: "ith the cases of \Vh-partithe/quantifier-interaction in mind, we can
account for the possible intervening quantifier if the partiti,'e has moved to TopP
to check its referentiality. here taken to be [Top],

6 Conclusion
In this paper. I hme argued for a strict discourse condition that underlies all
r.luJtiple Wh-constructions in German. I identified this condition as DRQ: in
order to ask a question "ith two Wh-clements. (loose) reference to both Wh
elements must hm'e been made in the discourse,
On a theoretical leyeI. I suggested to implement DRQ s:mtactically through
topicalization: both Wh-elements move overtly to TopP in the course of the
derivation. an operation that satisfies locality conditions on movement. At
TopP each Wh-element checks the topic-feature [Top]. independently argued to
be the syntactic property of DRQ. After this Wh-topiealization-for which we
find evidence from other languages-DRQ is satisfied: only the higher of the two
\Vh-elements moves then on to CP to check the Wh-feature, One immediate
consequence is that intervening material also topicalizes obligatorily: cf
particular interest are subjects.
One major empirical advantage of this approach I have looked at here concerns
the presence of (quantified) subjects in between two Wh-elements: this approach
captures these cases based on the well-knm\1l observation that increasing
quantifiers-which happen to appear freely in between two Wh-elements--can be
topicalized. while decreasing ones-those that may not intervene--carmot.
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Notes
I am particularly indebted to Werner Abraham. Juan Carlos Castillo. John Drury.
Brigitta Hatlka. Elena Herburger. Norbert Hornstein. Chris KennedY. Howa~d
Lasnik. Dayid Lightfoot. Roland Meyer. Jim McCloskey. Karine Megerdoomian.
Ileana PauL Dayid PesetskY. Paul Portner. Juan Uriagereka. Kai yon Fintel and
Gregory Ward for fruitful discussions. encouraging criticism and helpful advIce (and
aboye aIL much needed support). I would like to ex1end my gratitude to the WECOL
audience (ASU. Tempe. October 9-11). The result is purely my fault regardless.
I Unless otherwise noted. I will employ this paradigm throughout: the German
examples will appear without glosses as the equivalents of the English examples
wherever possible.
2 In ordcr to keep the length of thIs paper somewhat under controL I will confinc
m\·sclf solelY to thc discussion of Wh-arguments such as (1) and (3)~ for discussion
ofthc data concerning the interplay ofWh-adjuncts. see Grohmann 1998, section 3.
3 ChomskY (1973:2.:16) formulates the Superiorin· Condition as follows:
(I)

a.
b

No rule can inyolye X. Y in the structure ... X. [u ... Z .-WYVj
\\here the rule applies ambIguous" to Zand Y,and Zis supenor to Y.
The catcgory A is 'su perior' to the category B ifeyery major category
dominatll1g A dominates B as well but not conyersel\

I will refer to this definitIon as a simple descriptive statement about the data~ as \\e
can \\Itncss 111 Gcrman (3b). for example. It does not easily hold for other languages:
ho\\c\cL (2a) possibh- induces the necessity forelaboration eyen for EnglIsh
1
The interprctatlon to be yielded from all Multiple Wh considcrcd hcre IS
distributi\-c: a pair-list reading bel\\een the two Wh-elements must be construed I'or
semantic approaches to (Multiple Wh- )questions, see Karttunen 1977 among many
othcrs.
, \Vhat is rclcyant hcrc is some locality restriction on movement in whichever way
it may best be instantiated. The Minimal Link Condition, for instance, can be defincd
as follo\\s (ChomskY 1995:311), where 'closeness is defined as in (ii), according to
ChomskY (1995299) and Kitahara (1997: 15):
(i) K attracts a onlv iftherc is no ~,~ closer to K than a, such that K attracts ~.
(ii) ~ is closcr to H(K) than a ifT ~ c-commands a, and ~ is not in the minimal
domain ofCH. where CH is the chain headed by y, and y-+ is adjoined to H(K).
It scems plausible that if these conditions applY to movement they should appl~
uniYersally, hcncc parameterization of some sort better not apply at this leyel
b
In this scnse, "scrambling" is not a unified opcration~ actually, it is not an
operation at all but a covcr term for (at least) n\·o different sYntactic operations: it
rcfers to obligatory argument-raising out of VP into the T-domain on the one hand,
and to topicalization into the C-domain on the other (where topicalization is used in
a general sense, such as by Birner and Ward (1998)). In this respect, the often heard
claim that scrambling and Wh-movement do not interact does not amount to much
substance. as it relates a cover term for displacement to a specific displacement
operation (c.g., Moller and Sternefeld I 993)~ consequently, I will not be concerned
with this possible objcction for the remainder.
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For motivation of assuming a head-initial structure for VP. see the In' now rich
literature and arguments as contained in. Zwart 1997 or Hinterholzl 1998. for
example
8 Let us take FocP the locus of the feature [Whl. as cross-linguistically focus and
\Vh are in complementary distribution which can be witnessed in languages that
have focus-morphemes (see Horvath 1986 for the original proposal: Megerdoomlan
(1998) recently supports this generalization with data trom Armenian). Relevant for
current purposes is that there are a number of (recursive. as indicated by the Klecne
star) TopP' s in between the position that contains the Wh-feature and TP. the
boundary betwccn the C- and the I-domains. For the sake of simplleit\'. 1 wIll
contlnuc to reter to the Wh-position as CP (but see (hohmann. to appear for good
reasons not 10).
" Bulgarian IS a representative of languages that front all Wh-e1ements obligatoril\
in Multiplt: Wh -constructions: see. qL Bosko\ie 1998. Richards 1997. Rudin

1988
Again. 1coniine mvsclfhere to the simple case ofsubject-Wh and object-Who
The relevance of these "partitive Wh-phrases" will become evident In the next
scction.
, Further examples arc the following (see also Grohmann 1998. section -'):
Jf·

II

(i)

.\/ur<, possibilities ufthe tlpe Situation I
a
"r know that students kissed (but nOl each other)"
b
c
d.

"I kno\\ that three students kissed (but not each other}."
"I kno\\ lhat certaIn students kIssed (but not each other)."
"r kno\\ that Albert and others kissed (but not each other)"

(ii) .\/ore possihilities ofllie l\pe Sill/alioll l!
a.
"Students kissed (some) protessors."
b
"Three students kissed three professors."
e
"Certain students k I sscd eerlain professors
d.
"Alhert and others kissed Xavier and others."
13 DRQ is presumabl\' not at work in English. at least not in the same wa\ as It b in
German Rcmnants ofDRQ can. however. even be observed in some English dialects.
Ihis obsenation has to rcmalll a puzzle to be discussed and solved at another time.
II Note that with this notion we can also capture dialectal variation Il1 Engltsh:
spcakers who allm\ more lreedom with D-linked or even bare Wh-elements. might
adopt the "German strategv" to some degree: I thank Bruee Moren for crucial
ohsen'ations
J' At least slIlee Huang 198:2 it is assumed that Wh-expresslOn s in Chinese do not
1110ye: Wu argues that in these cases. thn do not move for Wh-checking purposes.
Ihis is desirable: if the language does not make the overt displacement of Wh
ekments lor tim purpose available. this type of fronting should not take place for
this rason. This suggests that another feature needs to be involved. which as W u
argues IS Ilop1
;0 Wu shm\s that a distributin: interpretation of Chinese Wh-topics is not available
hen:
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1- Ihcrc arc 1I10rc Hlstances ofthc greater freedom that partitives exhibit in English.
Some have been dIscussed by Kiss (1993). others b\ Grohmann (to appear. In
wogress)
8 Norbert Horn stC1l1 suggcsts 111 reccnt class lectures that there might actuallY be no
formal localit\ conditions on movement as stipulated bv the MLC rather. every
element 1110\(:5 the shortest distance it can. Note that this view disposes of the
\'eri)ion of movement suggested b~ Attract: rather it is a return to the classical
operation Move a where movement is motivated bv the needs of the moved clement
onh. nol the target position. The main evidenee in favour of Attraet. he argues. comes
from Superiority elIcets whIch he independently dispenses \vith (cf Hornstein 1995
whIch contains 3n c"pllclt approach to Multiple Wh based on Chierchia' S (1991)
notion of functional Wh: I11terestinglv, tillS approach is not incompatible \\ ith

:o Kotc that mo\cment of the Wh·elements 0 ut of TP is indeed equidistant. althoug h
their paths ar,'
the sense of Richards 1997, though without assuming
multIple speeiliers: 111mement out of the I-domain into the C-domain concerns
closelY rebted ]1foJcctions). Crucial is the well-formedness of all movement
ib:;umeJ here.
As mllst am material in between the two Wh-elements. I \\ ill not dlseuss these
instances or multiple topicalization fllrthcL it SlllTiCCS to mention the posslbJlit\ of
"maSSI\e pleJ-pipJtlg" madc a\'ailable by many languages, (For instanee, Etxeparc
(l9S1/'i) discusses some
facts III Basque, Valld uyi (1997) in Catalan and
Grohmann (199i->. III progress) lays out the specifics for the present issues in more
detail)
21 Beck s data
of more than the bits presented here, some of which rele\ant
to the present dIS,:usslon. others not. I will only look at an alternativc treatment of
the eases sho\\ n here to keep the discussion In a manageable size,
The same rcason also prol1Jblts me from any discussion of Beck's analvsis. other
than bridh" mentlOlled in thc text. It shall be noted that she does not adopt the
mll1imalist
emplo\'cd hcre which thus motivates the following discussion
llldepcndenlh (\\hich. ofcoursc. should only be taken to mean that it oilers a further
within mi11lmaiislll and not eoneerJ1lng qualJtative differences
topic for
t~gard1l1g pre·mlllll11alism).
Beck's approach makes use of the laet that negati\'e islands often ereate "barriers"
for J11o"cmcnt and she argues in fayour ofa barriers-based prohibition on intervention
111 these cases. Apart from lack of theoretical appeal (especiall\" in a minimalist
frame\\ork that di;;pellses with barriers). further stipulations that she needs to make
the analysis \\ork arc not needed here (e.g .. not all prohibited intervening material is
negali\"c): tlH: facts follow straightforwardly from the already supported assumptions.
Also, the negatIOn-based account that extends to simple negation such as /liehl
'not' rllns into difficulties in passive·eonstruetions even without two Wh·elemen(s.
further dlscllssion \\ould drift offtoo far (see Grohmanll. in progress).
23 The reierent:; of the quantifiers must have been introduced in the discourse. i.e.
the~ haY<.: to be kno\vn to some degree~ onl\" if they' are referential are resumptive
pronollns acceptable, picking out a specific group of referents (from a possibly larger
one). Thus, In the current example (he reference of girls is restricted to a specific
group (ilat speaker and hearer ha\"(~ in mind of which the quantifier picks out the
relevant set
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There are a number of complex Wh-phrases in German that may be split (all taken
trom Pafel 1996: 1..J 5-1..J6)
was fii r-phrascs (Was habell damals fiir Leule
protestlerl 'What kind of people protesled back then~·). \1- alles-phrases (Wer hal
dell ,I[illislcr alles ZU/JI Riicktritt gezwIIllgell:;> 'Who all forced the minister to
resign"'). partitive Wll-phrases (friel'iele Iwhell sich mil Euch gemeldet.? 'How
mam of you answered'''). \1- all-phrases (Was hat jed"r a/l Aufgahen gelds!? 'Ho\\
mal1\ problems did everyone solve?') and w- adjective-phrases (Was ist Xelles
passiert:) 'What's new')'), For an ov'en'iew of extraction out ofNPs in German. sec
Parel 19'J6 and references cited there.
\\'ith respect to the present issues. all those extractable Wh-phrases follow the
pattern described here. i.e. onl\ topicalizable material may intervene .
. ' It is irre!e\'ant I~')r present purposes \\hether this split is the result of --extraction"
(m the tcclmieal sense) or no\. Notice that an extraction-approach might run into
difliculties III these cases it looks yen much like extract!on out of a left branch.
indcpcndentiv undesirable. following Ross (1967) "Left Branch Condition" and
also mon: reccnt treatmcnts bv Cor\'er (1990). Uriagcreka (1998) and man\' others.
2"
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Hopi Nominal Reduplication
Without Templates
Sean Hendricks
U. of Arizona
1. Introduction
In Hopi, a Uto-AztC"'...an language. a set of nouns is marked as plural by
reduplication. There are three main types of reduplication that I investigate in
this paper. I analyze this reduplication as a prefix to the root. The patterns can
be illustrated by the follo\\ing sets of data Figures (l) and (2) illustrate the
reduplication of a form with an initial CV syllable. I refer to this pattern as CV
reduplication. based upon the shape of the initial syllable. In (1), the root has an
initial CV syllable and a follo\\ing CV syllable. All data are from Jeanne
(I9i8).
(1)

CV -Reduplication I
como
koho
sihi
leDi
laho
poyo
kWasa
tam 0
sin
tama
kiyapi
yi!fapi
pitanakci
qot6sompi

'hill'
'wood'
'flower'
'tongue'
'bucket'
'knife'
'dress'
'knee'
'tail'
'teeth'
'dipper'
'plaque'
'hat'
'headband'

~

£Q-cmo
ko-kho
!i-sID

~

~-IDi

~

~
~

~

la-lho
I!.Q-pyo
k"a-k"'sa
ta-uno

~

~-sn

~

la-una
ki-kyapi

~
~

~
~
~
~

li-y!fapi
ru-ptanakci
gQ-qt6sompi
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In eV-reduplication, the reduplicant surfaces as the onset and nucleus of an
initial eve syllable. The base undergoes syncope of the first root vowel.
Figure (2) illustrates the reduplication of a fonn 'with an initial ev syllable and
a following eve syllable:

(2)

ev-Reduplication II
caqapta
panapca
m6cikvi
mirikho
kawayvatua

'dish'
'",indow'
'trash'
'hunting stick'
'watennelon'

~
~

~
~
~

£,!-cqapta
I!l!-pnapca
mo-mcikYi
mi-mrikho
ka-kwayvatua

Just as in (I), the reduplicant surfaces as a ev sequence of an initial eve
syllable. Again, the root undergoes syncope of the initial vowel.
Figure (3) illustrates the reduplication of a fonn with an initial evv syllable,
which I refer to as eVV-reduplication, based upon the shape of the initial
syllable of the unreduplicated root.
(3)

evv-Reduplication
saaqa
tood
sihi
sooya
?aaya
soohi
noo\'a
sii\'a
moosa

'ladder'
'shoe'
'pot'
'planting stick'
'raule'
'star'
'food'
'metal'
'cat'

~

~
~
~

~

!,!!!-saqa
too-toci
sii-shi
!QQ-soya
?aa-?aya

~

soo-sohi

~

!!!!.Q- nova

~

sii-siva
!!!,QQ-mosa

~

In eVV-rcdupJication, the reduplicant surfaces as a evv syllable, while the root
undergoes shortening of the initial vowel.
Figure (-+) illustrates the paUern of reduplication in a root with an initial eve
syllable, referred to as eVe-reduplication, based upon the shape of the syllable
of the unreduplicated rool:
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(4)

eVe-Reduplication
naqvi
tisna
napna
!)imni

'ear'
'body dirt'
'shirt'
'flour'

m -naq"i
tii-tisna
m-napna
!)i!-!)imni

In eVe-reduplication, the reduplicant surfaces as a evv syllable, and the root
does not undergo any change.
The following table shows the possible reduplicant shapes and the effect on
the base:
(5)
Prosodic Analysis
Reduplication Type
Reduplicant Shape
ev
ev
evv
evv
eve
evv

Effect on Base
syncope
shortening

-

As the table shows. the shape of the reduplicant is not consistent throughout the
paradigm. The reduplicant varies between a light ev syllable and a heavy evv
syllable. This presents a difficulty if the shape of the redupticant is detennined
by mapping to a single prosodic template. If there is a single template, then
there must be higher-ranked constraints that do not allow the templatic
constraint to be satisfied.
Further. in observing the data one can see that sometimes the redupJicant is
not coextensive with a single prosodic unit. For example, in coemo 'hills', the
reduplicant is a ev sequence, but this sequence is part of a eve heavy syllable,
not a light syllable in and of itself. Figure (6) illustrates this:
(6)

Prosodic Mismatch:
cr

1M

LlLc.mo

cr
In figure (6). the prosodic structure of the first syllable of the reduplicated noun
is above the fonn, while the prosodic structure of the reduplicant sequence is
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below the fonn, The reduplicant has a light syllable structure that is not part of
the full reduplicated fonn. Therefore, providing a template for the reduplicant
that can be satisfied on the surface is impossible, as the prosody unique to the
reduplicant cannot be coextensive with the prosody of the entire fonn.!
In 2, I present an analysis of Hopi reduplicated nouns in the framework of
Optimality Theory (prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993a), For
this analysis, I propose an account that does not rely upon a prosodic template.
This account allows for the variation in reduplicant shape \\ithout relying upon a
constraint that becomes irrelevant in some of the reduplicants of the paradigm,
It also renders the templatic mismatch relevant in some cases.

2. Analysis of Hopi Nominal Reduplication
2.1.

Position and edge-matching

Among all instances of reduplication given in this paper, there are two
generalizations that I account for in this section, and they are given in (7) below:
(7)

Generalizations
(a)
(b)

the reduplicant is a prefix to the root
the left edge of the reduplicant matches the left edge
of the root

The generalization in (7)(a) is accounted for in section 2.1. L and generalization
(7)(b) is accounted for in section 2.1.2.
2.1.1.
Placement ofthe Reduplicant: AUGN-RED-L > > AUGN-Root-L
The first generalization can be captured by the appropriate ranking of alignment
constraints pertaining to the root and the reduplicant. Such constraints are
defined in tenns of Generalized Alignment (McCarthy & Prince 1993b) This
account of placement is consistent with a theory of reduplication presented in
Hendricks (forthcoming), in whlch the ordering of morphemes in a fonn is
detennined by the relative rankings of constraints that align a morpheme to the
edge of a word, Such constraints have the following definition:

(8)

ALIGN-Morpheme-L~

Align (Morpheme, L, Word, L)
Align the left edge of a morpheme to the left edge of a word,
In this instance, the appropriate alignment constraints are ALIGN-RED-L and
ALIGN-Root-L Since the reduplicant is prefixed to the root, then the constraints
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ALIGN-RED-L and ALIGN-Root-L must have the following ranking:
ALIGN-RED-L »ALIGN-Root-L. The following tableau iUustrates for the form
naqvi 'ear' (at this point, I do not account for the shape of the reduplicant):

In tableau (9), the failure of candidate (b) illustrates the effectiveness of the
ranking ALIGN-RED-L »ALIGN-Root-L. This candidate fails because the
reduplicant is suffixed to the root, incurring violations of ALIGN-RED-L. since
the reduplicant is not aligned to the left edge. Candidate (c), in which the
reduplicant is infixed to the root, fails for the same reason. Candidate (a) is
chosen because it does not violate ALIGN-RED-L, even at the expense of
violations of ALIGN-Root-L.
2. J. 2.
Edge-Matching ofthe Reduplicant: LEFT-ANCHOR(B,R)
The second generalization to be accounted for pertains to the matching of left
edges between the root and the reduplicant. This edge-matching falls under the
domain of the ANCHOR schema of Correspondence Theory constraints
(McCarthy & Prince 1995). Since the edges that match are at the left edge, the
appropriate constraint is L(EFT)-ANCHOR(B.R), defined as the following:

(10)

L(EFT)-ANCHOR(B.R)
An element at the left edge of the base must have a
corresponding element at the left edge of the reduplicant.

Since the reduplicant attaches to the root, and the input minus the reduplicant is
the root, then I define the base for reduplication as the root. The following
tableau illustrates:

In this tableau, candidate (b) fails to satisfy L·ANcHOR(B,R) because the left
edge of the reduplicant matches a consonant closer to the right edge of the base.
Candidate (c) fails to satisfy anchoring, as the reduplicant does not correspond
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either to the segment at the left edge of the base, or any other segment of the
base. Therefore, both candidates are ruled out.

2.2.

Shape of the reduplicant

Hopi reduplicants do not circumscribe a consistent prosodic unit across the
paradigm. A1so, the reduplicants are not always coextensive with a unique
prosodic unit. For both reasons, it seems clear that an analysis without a
prosodic template would be beneficial to an account of Hopi reduplication. In
this section, I provide such an analysis.
In Hendricks (forthcoming), I propose that the shape of a reduplicant can be
detennined by competition between the root and the reduplicant for alignment to
the left edge. Therefore, the reduplicant surfaces as minimally as possible to
satisfy exponence and syllable structure. The following tableau illustrates the
evaluation of candidates for CVC-reduplication by the relative rankings of
ALiGN-RED-L and ALIGN-Root-L:
A na I 'SIS
. 0 fSh ape WI out ros 1C Template
Inaqvi. RED!
L-ANCHOR(B.R) : ALIGN-RED-L ALIG:-.J-Root-L
o a. n-naq.vi
n
b. na.-.naq.vi
n!a
,
<7' c. naa.-naq.vi
n!aa
n!aq
d. naJl.-.naq.vi
:
e. na.,g,,,.-naq.vi
:
n!l!9v
f. nl!!l:,"i.-naq.vi
:
n!aqvi
( 2)

I
I

i

I

In tableau (12). candidate (a) is incorrectly chosen as optimal, as it incurs the
fewest violations of ALIGN-Root-L. All other candidates, including the actual
surface candidate (b). are eliminated by fatal violations of ALIGN-Root-L.
In order to eliminate a candidate such as (12)(a) from competition, I turn to
constraints upon the syllable structure of Hopi. In Hopi, thcre is a general
avoidance of tautosyllabic consonant clusters (Sekaqwaptewa, pc), which can be
regulated by the constraint *Cc. defined below:
(13)

*CC
No tautosyllabic consonant clusters.

Since candidate (l2)(a) surfaces with such a cluster, it will be eliminated by
*Cc. This constraint must be ranked higher than ALIGN-Root-L, as shown in
tableau (I..J):
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(14)

/naqvi, RED!

No Clusters
L
, *CC
ANCH(B.R)

a. n-naQ.\;
., b. na.-naq.vi
cr c. naa.-naq.\'i
d. naJl..-.naq.\;
e. naJl.".-naq.vi
f. nlML\·i.-naq.vi

,,
,
,
,,

:
:
:

*'

ALIGN-RED-L
,,
,,
,

n
na
nala
nalq
naqv
nalQvi

:
,

*1

ALiGN-Root-L

:

:

In tableau (14), candidate (a) is eliminated by the fatal violation of *CC, even
though this candidate incurs fewer violations of AUGN-Root-L. However,
candidate (b) is incorrectly chosen, as it incurs minimal violations of AUGN
Root-L. while satisfying *CC. Candidate (c) is still the correct surface
candidate.
The solution to this dilemma can be found by observing the prosodic status of
the initial syllable in all reduplicative patterns, as shown below:
(15)

Initial Syllables in Reduplicated Plurals
£Q£.mo
saa.sa.qa
naa.naq.vi

In all cases, the initial syllable of the reduplicated form is either CVC or CVV.
If codas in Hopi are moraic, one can generalize that the initial syllable of a
plural form is a heavy syllable.
It turns out that there is good evidence that codas are moraic in Hopi. Some of
this evidence comes from the stress system of Hopi. Data such as those given in
(16) suggest that in polysyllabic forms, stress appears on the second syllable
from the left:
(16)

Stress in polysyllabic forms
kiyapi
caqapta
panapca
laqana
qotosompi
koyo!)o

'dipper'
'dish'
'window'
'squirrel'
'headband'
'turkey'

Jeanne (1978: 33-34)
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Howcvcr, if a polysyllabic form has a ew syllabic in initial position, the stress
appears on that syllable, as shown by the following data:
(17)

Attraction of strcss to
tiiwkavi 3
paawikya
naawisi

ew syllables

'necklace'
'duck'
'to comb one's hair'

Jeanne (1976: 34)

Such data indicates that a bimoraic syllable attracts stress. The following data
shows that eve syllables also attract stress:
(18)

Attraction of stress to
7ac"cwa
lcstavi
cayhoya

eve syllables

'chair'
'viga. roof bcam'
'child (diminutive)'

Jeannc (1978: 35)

Sincc eve syllablcs also attract strcss. likc ew syllables. then they must also
be bimoraic. Thcrcforc. codas are moraic in Hopi.
Anothcr piccc of evidcncc comes from a vowel-shortening process in Hopi.
Observc the following data:
(19)

Vowel Shortening
non-futurc
?iiya
noosa
pihn
qaaci

futurc
?iy-ni
nosoni
piw-ni
qac-ni

'plant'

'eat'
'sleep'
'be in position'

Jeanne (1978: 17)

Whcn thc future markcr -ni is added to certain stems, the final vowel does not
surface. This causes thc final consonant to become the coda of the previous
syllable. However, forms such as *qaacni do not surface. Instead, the long
vowel of the bare stem surfaces as monomoraic in the future form. If codas are
moraic. then this can be accounted for by a restriction in Hopi that bars trimoraic
syllables (*O'l'fl;;)'
Sincc codas are moraic. then the observation in (15) can be characterized by
stating that all reduplicative plural forms in Hopi have an initial heavy syllable.
This fact can be account cd for straightforwardly by a constraint which ensures
that plural forms have a heavy syllable on the left edge. More specifically, the
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reduplicant, which is at the left edge, must be aligned with the left edge of a
heavy syllable, as shown below:
(20)

ALIGN-RED-cr",,,,-L
Align (RED, L, 0"J.lJ.l' L)
Align the left edge of a reduplicant to the left edge of a heavy
syllable.

This constraint is similar to a prosodic template, but there are important
differences.
One difference is that it makes use of the machinery of Generalized
Alignment. a constraint schema that has been shown to be useful in a number of
linguistic arenas, whereas templatic constraints have a more limited field of use,
mapping a morphological category to a prosodic category in its entirety.
Another diffcrcncc is that it only defines one edge, whereas a templatic
constraint defincs both lcft and right edges at the same time. With a template,
the morphological exponent must be defined entirely by a single prosodic unit.
As discussed aboyc, the Hopi reduplicant does not always surface as a heavy
syllabIc and the reduplicant itself is not always a self.-contained prosodic unit.
The constraint AUGK-RED-crJ.lJ.l-L must be ranked above ALIGN-Root-L, so
that the reduplicant can copy enough to satisfy the heavy syllable requirement.
The following tableau shows the intcraction of this constraint with the
candidatcs presented thus far:
e Plural: ALiGN-RED-cr
·CC

As tableau (21) shows, the CV candidate (a) is eliminated as the left edge does
not define a heavy syllable. Candidate (d) is eliminated by the fatal violations of
ALIGN-Root-L. Candidates (e) and (1) show that candidates that syncopate in
the root to satisfy the heavy syllable requirement are eliminated by ·CC.
Howevcr. the current ranking still chooses both (b) and (c) as optimal.
Candidates (21)(b) and (21 )(c) each include a heavy-syllable reduplicant that
satisfies ALIm: -RED-cr",,,,-L. Candidate (21)(b) lengthens the vowel, while
candidate (21)(c) is more faithful to the root. As one reduplicant is a heavy
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CVV syllable, and the other reduplieant is a heavy CVC syllable, the main
difference is the segmental structure of the reduplicant. Observe the following:
(22)

Prosodic structure of CVV and CVC syllables

~

naq

As the diagrams in (22) show, the long vowel reduplicant is composed of two
segments, while the CVC reduplicant is composed of three segments. If
alignment is evaluated in terms of segments, then the foIlowing is the evaluation
of the candidate set under the current ranking:
evaluation of ALIGN
: . .cc : ALIGN

:

: RED-cr

ALIGN

Root-L

Under this evaluation, the correct candidate (b) is chosen as optimal, as it incurs
fewer violations of ALIm.:-Root-L than candidate (c), in which the reduplicant is
a CVC syllable.
The generalizations that must be accounted for in CVV-reduplicalion are the
same as for CVC with one exception. In CVV-reduplication, there is vowel
shortening in the root. The current ranking for CVC-reduplication should
account for CVV as well. The following tableau illustrates the evaluation of
candidates for the reduplicated form of saaqa 'ladder':
Initial evaluation of CVV
L
... cc
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Tableau (24) shows that candidates (c), (e), and (f) are all chosen as optimal, as
they all incur two violations of ALiGN-Root-L. However, only candidate (e) is
the true surface candidate.
In order to allow a candidate such as (24)(e) to be chosen as optimal, a
candidate such as (24 )(f) must be eliminated. The distinctive characteristic of
candidate (24 )(f) is the deletion of the long vowel in the root. Therefore,
candidate (24 )(f) can be eliminated by a constraint against deletion. Such
phenomena are regulated by the MAx schema of Correspondence Theory
constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1995). In this case, the output root does not
have the same number of corresponding segments as the input root. Therefore,
the instantiation of MAX is MAXIO, defined below:
(25)

MAXIQ

Every element in the input must have a corresponding element
in the output.
The ranking of tllis constraint is not crucial, so I rank it 'With ALIGN-Root-L.
The follo'wing tableau illustrates the interaction of this constraint:

/saaqa, RED/

Elimination of '''.'Tllf"CU>''
L: ALIGN- : ALIGN
A.... CH
RED- : RED-L

ALlGN- : MAx
Root-L
IO

As tableau (26) shows, candidates (d) and (e) are eliminated by MAX IO .
HO\\'ever. this allows the incorrect candidate (b) to be chosen as optimal, while
the true surface candidate (d) is incorrectly eliminated,
It is clear that the constraint ranking should bar syncope, but allow vowel
shortening. Therefore, there must be some other constraint that candidate
(26)(b) violates that allows minimal violations of MAXIO . I propose that the
resolution lies in the stress pattern of Hopi, as discussed in section 2.1. The
reason the root vowel shortens is to avoid two adjacent heavy syllables.

2.2.1.

Vowel Shortening: EVidence/rom Stress

One of the crucial stress facts of Hopi in the current circumstance is the fact that
heavy syllables attract stress. This fact can be captured by the follo\\"ing:
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(27)

WSP (Weight-to-Stress Principle)
Heavy syllables must be stressed.

By this constraint, if a syllable is heavy, then it must be stressed. The follo\\<ing
tableau illustrates:

Pri
L

*CC

AL

AL

RED

Root-L

, MAx
10

Tableau (28) shows that candidates that have two heavy syllables, but only one
stress, incur violations of WSP. However, candidate (d) is still chosen as
optimal.
Candidates (28)(d) and (28)(e) both satisfy WSP. Candidate (28)(d) fully
satisfies WSP by stressing both heavy syllables, while candidate (28)(e) fully
satisfies WSP by shortening the root vowel, incurring a violation of MAx10 .
Therefore, in order for (28)(c) to be chosen, there must be a constraint that
disallows two stresses. As shown in section 2.1, stress is assigned to either the
initial or peninitial syllabIc, regardless of the length of the form. Therefore, it
seems clear that stress must be assigned from the left. If footed syllables get
stresscd, then thc following constraint regulates leftward stress assignment:
(29)

ALlG~-2:-L

Align (2:, L, Word, L)
Align thc lcft edgc of evcry foot to the left edge of the word.
The following tab\cau illustrates the interaction of ALlGN-2:-L (l no longer
considcr the candidates that violate *CC and L-ANcHOR(B,R), for convenience):
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!saaqa, RED!

Leftward Stress
AL : WSP :

As tableau (30) shows, candidate (d), which is the true surface fonn, is chosen
as optimaJ in order to satisfy ALiGN-L-L and WSP. Both constraints must be
ranked higher than MAx IO , in order to ensure that candidates (a) and (c) are not
in competition. Therefore, the pattern of CVV-reduplication is accounted for,
including the shape of the reduplicant, without the use of a prosodic template.
However, in CVC-reduplication, the correct fonn is of a shape such as
naanaqvi, in which there are two heavy syllables, but only one stress. In order
to allow this type of fonn, there must be a constraint that does not aJlow the
second syllable to be shortened. The primary difference between CVC and
CVV-reduplication is that the second syllable in CVC-reduplication has a coda.
Therefore, the deletion of a consonant must be eliminated, while still aJlowing
the shortening of a vowel. The most obvious solution is to separate out
consonantal faithfulness from the more general faithfulness constraints. This
faithfulness can be defined by the following subcategorization of MA.,XIO:
(31)

M"-XIO-C
Every consonantal segment in the input must have a
corresponding consonantal segment in the output.

By placing this constraint higher than WSP, violations of WSP are aJlowed, in
order to maintain consonantaJ faithfulness. The following tableau illustrates the
interaction of MA.xlo-C with candidates for CVC-reduplication:
ConsonantaJ Faithfulness
MAx AL WSP:
-!
:
L
:

AL
: MAx
Root-L
10

As the above tableau shows, the correct candidate (a) is chosen as optimaJ, at the
expense of a violation of WSP. The elimination of candidate (c) shows that
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ALIG~-E-L must be ranked higher than WSP, else that candidate would still be
under consideration. As shown, both CVC and CW reduplicative patterns are
accounted for by the current ranking.

2.2.2.
Ana{vsis olel' Reduplication
]n the follo\\ing section, ] extend this analysis to CV-reduplication. Unlike
CW and CVC-reduplication, the reduplicant surfaces as CV in CV
reduplication. As a starting point for this analysis, the following tableau
illustrates the evaluation of como 'hill' under the current constraint ranking (for
this tableau. I reintroduce *CC):

Icomo. REDI

Initial Analysis of CV
MAX
AL
ro-C
E
L

ication
AL : AL
RED : RED
: -L

AL

: MAX
10

Tableau (33) shows that the current constraint ranking selects an incorrect
optimal form. Candidate (a), which is the correct candidate, is eliminated by a
violation of MAXIO. Instead. candidate (c) is chosen with a long vowel
reduplicant. similar to CW and CVC-reduplication.
In order to eliminate candidates such as (33)(a), there must be a constraint that
does not allow for a lengthened vowel in this instance. A crucial observation is
that the vowel in the reduplicant that corresponds to the vowel in the input root
does not have the same moraie structure. In candidate (33)(c), the reduplicant
vowel has two moras, while Ole input root vowel has one mora. ]f it is crucial
that corresponding input-reduplicant vowels have the same moraic structure,
then candidate (33)(c) will be eliminated. Such a constraint can be regulated by
a constraint of the IDENT schema of Correspondence Theory constraints
(McCarthy & Prince ]995), indexed for moraic structure, and evaluated over
input-redupIicant correspondence. Such a constraint is the following:
(34)

]DENTfR(lll
Corresponding input-reduplicant segments must have the same
moraic structure.

This constraint eliminates candidates such as (33)(c).
However, it should be remembered that the reduplicant in CVC-reduplication
is a long vowel, which is not the same structure as the input root monomoraic
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vowel. But, CVC-reduplication candidates which preserve this structure violate
·CC or WSP. Therefore, IDENTIR[~] must be ranked below ·CC and WSP. The
following tableau illustrates (for convenience, I eliminate AL1GN-RED-L and
MI\XIO-C from the ranking. as they are not relevant):

Icomo, REDI

AL

IDENT

MAx

IR[~]

10

Tableau (35) has three e\'aluations, one for each type of reduplication. In the
CV-reduplicalion evaluation. the correct candidate (a) is chosen as optimal, as it
preserves the moraic structure of the input root, unlike candidate (c). Candidate
(b) (which also satisfies IDENTIR[~]) is eliminated by a fatal violation of ALlGN
RED-cr",,,,-L. while candidate (d) incurs a fatal violation of ALlGN-Root-L.
In the CVC e\'aluatioQ the correct surface candidate (e) violates IDENTIR[~]'
but candidates (t), (g) and (h) show that attempts to satisfy IDENTIR[~] incur
violations of either ·CC or ALlGN-Root-L. In the CVV evaluation, the correct
surface candidate (i) violates Ml\XIO. The elimination of candidate (j) shows
that an attempt to maintain faithfulness results in a violation ofWSP. Candidate
(k) is eliminated by the violation OfIDENTlRr~].

3. Conclusion
In this paper. I have provided data illustrating Hopi nominal reduplication.
These data show that the prosodic shape of the reduplicant is not consistent
throughout the paradigm. nus inconsistency is not adequately characterized if
the shape of the reduplicant is limited by a prosodic templatic constraint. In
some cases within a paradigrQ the reduplicant does not match the same prosodic
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shape as the other members of the paradigm, and must be accounted for by other
constraints. However, if such options are available to the mismatched forms,
they may be extended to the remaining paradigm, obviating the need for a
templatic constraint to account for any of the reduplicated forms.
1 have also shown that in some instances, the reduplicants are not
circumscribed by a unique prosodic structure, but instead are sequences that
compose part of a larger structure in the full reduplicated form. The analysis
that I have proposed does not require a templatic constraint upon the
reduplicant, and, therefore, this does not present a problem for an account of this
reduplicative phenomenon. In the analysis provided, I have shown that all
reduplicants within the paradigm can be accounted for 'without a templatic
constraint.

4. Notes
1 See Weinberg (1994) for a similar discussion of reduplication in Luisefio, a related
language.
~ The choice ofieftward alignment over rightward aligrunent appears to be arbitrary at
this point. The only requirement is that the edge be consistent among all such constraints
of this t\'pe.
3 One ~ay note that the stress appears on the second vowel of a long vowel. A more
detailed analysis of the stress system of Hopi is beyond the scope of the present work.
For thc present analysis, it is only necessary to note that the stress appears on the heavy
syllable.
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Everything you always Wanted to Know
about Complementizer Agreement*
Eric Hoekstra & Caroline Smits
Meertens Institute, Amsterdam
1. Summary
'This paper deals with characteristics of complementizer agreement in Dutch
dialects (I.e. dialects spoken in the Netherlands and in the Dutch speaking
region of Belgium). 1 In section 2. we will discuss a number of generalizations
that have been made in relation to the phenomenon. In section 3 we will
discuss a number of unsolved questions in relation to complementizer
agreement:
(i)
Why do some dialects have complementizer agreement. others not 0
(ii)
Why does complementizer agreement generally have a defective
paradigm?
We propose (the beginning of) a solution to the second problem in section 4. In
section 5, we will further modIfy the initial proposal.

Complemen tizer
Generalizations

2.

Agreement:

Some

2.1. What is compIementizer agreement?
Complementizer agreement involves the phenomenon by which the agreement
ending which appears on the verb also shows up on the complementizer.
introducing a subordinate c1ause.2 As a result. there is not only agreement
between the subject and the verb as far as person and number are concerned.
but between the subject and the complementizer as well (cL also De Haan
1997). Although this phenomenon is highly uncommon in the languages of the
world. it is quite popular in German and Dutch dialects. Both German and
Dutch are Verb-Second languages. and this seems to be a necessary condition
for complementizer agreement to occur. As said. the present paper only
discusses the phenomenon in the Dutch dialects. Consider the following
examples of complementizer agreement:
(1)

Limburg:
veurtot -s
tiec h
before-2SG you

de bruk
the bridge

zuu-s
see-2SG
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(2)

South Holland:
datt-e
ze
that-3PL
they

ziek

ill

benn-e
are-3PL

2.2.
The copy generalization: the agreement ending on the verb in the
sentence in question is copied onto the complementizer.
In early studies dealing with complementizer agreement, the stand is taken that
the agreement ending of the verb in the sentence in question is simply copied
onto the compJementizer. This view is reflected by Beckering Vinckers (1872),
for instance. who, in an attempt to explain the phenomenon, claimed that the
so-called 'conjugated conjunctions' are actually slips of the tongue; a speaker
who is uttering a sentence may anticipate the end of that sentence· that is the
finite verb -, and may thus prematurely add the agreement ending of the verb to
the conjunction. Beckering Vinckers' explanation of the phenomenon cannot
be correct, however, since it completely ignores the systematic nature of the
phenomenon: it is only agreement endings that re·appear (and never the
markers for tense); these endings only occur on the complementizer (and never
on other parts of the
sentence, for instance on the subject or the
object): moreover, and as will be discussed in greater detail below,
complementizer agreement is generally limited to specific forms within the
paradigm. To give two examples of the latter: in Frisian, complementizer
agreement only occurs in clauses with 2SG subjects; in Limburg dialects. it
only occurs in 2SG and 2PL.
Similarly. Van Haeringen (1939) explains the phenomenon by stating that it
occurs in an attempt to overcome the distance between subject and finite verb, a
distance which can be quite long in subordinate clauses in Dutch. By copying
the agreement ending of the clause-final verb onto the clause-initial
complementizer, the tension between subject and finite verb is somewhat
relieved. Again. this view reflects the idea that the agreement ending of the
finite verb in the sentence in question is simply copie,d onto the
complementizer, meaning that the agreement endings occurring on the verb and
on the complementizer should be identical. Cf. the following examples which
seem to be in harmony with this view CMP' stands for 'modal particle,):3
(3)

(4)

North Holland:
je
azz-e
when-2SG you

morgenavond
even
tomorrow evening MP

North Holland/South Holland:
kwamm-e
me
toen-e
came-IPL
when-IPL we

ankomm-e
come-2SGover
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(5)

North Holland/South Holland:
(ze zegge) dalt-e
ze
ziek benn-e
(they say) that-3PL they
sick
are- 3PL

(6)

Flanders (Belgium):
(et werk) da-n
de kinders
(the work) that-3PL the children

gemaakt e-n
made
have-3PL

Groningen:
Ok wait nait) of-5
(l know not) if-2SG

kom-s
come-2SG

(S)

(9)

toe
you (2SG)

Groningen:
az-n
koin
when-WL cows (3PL)

nait in et laand
not in the land

Overijssel (Enschede):
(ik weet nig) of-s
toe
(I know not) if-2SG
you (2SG)

kom-s
come-2SG

Limburg:
(iech waet neet)
(I
know not)

ger
you (2PL)

boe-[
where-2PL

blievm
stay

wilJ-n
want-3PL

zee-t
are-2PL

2.3.
The inversion generalization: the ending on the
complementizer is identical to the agreement ending on the verb in
inversion
As becomes clear from the endings on the complementizer in dialects spoken in
the eastern parts of the Netherlands, however, the copy generalization,
discussed above, cannot be correct. It concerns a vast area (i.e. large parts of
the Provinces of Drente. OverijsseJ and Gelderland) that have a 123PL ending
t (cf. HoI 1955). Cf. in this light the following examples. taken from Van
Haeringen (1958):
(II)

ik geleuve
I believe

datt-e
that-I PL

(12)

azz-e wy de turf
if-IPL we the peat

wy et mit
we it with
niet
not

hum maar es prebeer-t
him MP MP try- I PL

verkoopn kun-t
can-IPL
sell

In the eastern dialects in question. compJementizer agreement only occurs in
IPL Obviously. in these dialects the agreement ending of the verb, ending in 
t Iprebeer-t and kun-t in (I J) and (I2) above), is not identical to the ending on
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the complementizer. which ends in -e (datt-e and azz-e in (II) and (12) above).
This means that complementizer agreement does not simply entail the
phenomenon by which the agreement ending of the verb in the sentence in
question is copied onto the complementizer. As Van Haeringen (1958) rightly
noted. it is actually the agreement ending of the verb in inversion (which is the
verb form in absentia) which is added to the complementizer. Naturally, this
can only be observed by considering dialects in which the agreement ending of
the verb in inverted order is different from the ending in non-inverted order.
The eastern dialects from which the examples in (l J) and (12) are taken
represent such dialects. In these dialects the IPL verb ending in non-inverted
order is different from the lPL verb form in inverted order; in inverted order it
ends in -e, and in non-inverted order it ends in -to Cf. (13):
(i 3) a. w)

speul-t
we play-IPL
b. speul-e
\\'Y
play-IPL we

In short. the ending which is added to the complementizer is identical to the
.1greement ending of the finite verb in inversion. For the eastern dialects under
discussion th1s means that in clauses with a IPL subject the complementizer
ends in -e, hence datt-e/*daH and a::.z-e/*as-t.

3.
Unsolved Mysteries
Complementizer Agreement

in

Relation

to

The above inversion generalization does not exhaustively characterize
complementizer agreement, however. Actually, there are quite a number of un
solved mysteries in relation to the phenomenon. One of these mysteries
concerns the geographical distribution of complementizer agreement within the
Dutch speaking area. another concerns the distribution within the paradigm of
verbal endmg".

3.1. Defective geographical distribution
Remarkably enough. complementizer agreement does not occur within all
regions or dialects within the Dutch area (i.e. the Netherlands and Dutch
speaking Belgium). Put differently, although Verb-Second seems to be a
necessary condition for complementizer agreement to take place, and although
all Dutch dialects meet this condition. the phenomenon does not occur
throughout the Dutch speaking area.
First. we should distinguish between a western part and an eastern part where
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complementizer agreement does occur. and an area in between where the
phenomenon is absent. The latter area involves the Dutch Provinces of Utrecht.
North Brabant. and a large part of the Province of Gelderiand, and the Belgian
Provinces of Antwerp and Brabant.
Second. the western and the eastern part where complementizer agreement
does occur can be further subdivided, As far as the western part of the area is
concerned. a northern part and a southern part can be distinguished where
complementizer agreement does occur. The northern part involves the dialects
spoken in the Provinces of North Holland and South Holland (Van Haeringen
1939) The southern part involves the isles of Zuid-Beve1and (Hoekstra 1993)
and Zeeuws-Vlaanderen (De Visser & Goeman 1979) in the Province of
Zeeland, the Flemish dialects in the Province of French Flanders, West
Flanders. and the eastern part of East Flanders (Vanacker 1949; De Schutter
1997). Between the northern and the southern part, however, there is a region
where complementizer agreement is absent. This involves the isles of Goeree
Overflakkee (in the Province of South Holland), and Schouwen-Duiveland and
Noord-Beveland (in the Province of Zeeland).
Similarly. the eastern part of the Dutch speaking area can be divided into two
areas where complementizer agreement does occur, and an area in between
where it is absent. Specifically. both the northern and the southern pan do have
complementizer agreement: the northern part concerns the Provinces of
Friesland. Groningen. and the eastern parts of the Provinces of Drenthe,
Overijssel and Gelderland (Beckering Vinckers 1872; Klauer 1933; Van
Ginneken 1939; Van Haeringen 1958; Van der Meer 1991; De Haan 1997); the
southern part concerns the Province of Limburg. particularly the southern
region (Van Ginneken 1939). Between these two pans, however. there is,
agam. an area where complementizer agreement is absent. At present, we do
not have a ready explanation for the remarkable distribution of complementizer
agreement throughout the Dutch-speaking area.

3.2 Defective paradigmatic distribution
Perhaps even more remarkable is the fact that in the areas and dialects in which
complementizer agreement does occur. it is rarely the full paradigm of verbal
endings (l23SG and 123PL) which appears on the complementizer. Put
differently, complementizer agreement generally has a defective paradigm.4
Moreover. it appears that different dialects exhibit different preferences for
specific forms within the paradigm. 5 Cf. the following list of complementizer
agreement in various Dutch dialects (cf. also the examples under (IH12) that
were given above):
(14)

North Holland:
South Holland:
Zeeland Flanders:

2SG -e + 123PL-e
123PL -e
I SG -n + 123PL-n
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Friesland:
Groningen:
Overijssel:
Eastern dialects:
Limburg

2SG -st
2SG -st + l23PL-n
2SG -5
IPL -e
2SG -s + 2PL -t

In sum, we can ask ourselves at least the following two questions:
Is there a system in the defectivity of the paradigms for
complementizer agreement?
(ii) Why do some dialects have complementizer agreement, others not?

0)

3.3 Comparing complementizer agreement with verb agreement
In some sense, complementizer agreement seems to be parasitic on verb agree
ment. We find dialects with verb agreement but without complementizer
agreement. However, we do not find dialects with complementizer agreement
but without verb agreement.
Verb agreement in West-Germanic can be either synthetic or analytic.
Consider the lending in the following paradigm:

(l5)

Main verb lopen 'to run'
present
IS
loop
2S
loopt
3S
loopt
PL
lope

past
liep
liep
licp
Jiepe (ofticial PL spelling: -en)

The -f encodes person/number information. on the one hand, and tense
information. on the other. Thus the -/ says: you're dealing with a singular form.
second or third person, and you're dealing with a present tense form. As the -t
encodes both person/number information and tense information, it is commonly
referred to as a synthetic ending. The plural ending. on the other hand, does not
encode tense information. It just says: you are dealing with a pluraL Hence it
is an analytic inflection.
Thus verbal agreement can be either synthetic or analytic. Does
complementizer agreement have all the properties of verb agreement'> No. it
does not. In order to come to grips with the remarkable paradigmatic
distribution of complementizer agreement it is important to stress the fact that
the agreement between the complementizer and the verb always involves
person and number. never tense (cf. already Van Haeringen \958). Put
differently. complementizer agreement never depends on marking for tense. but
on marking for person and number only. The net result is that the agreement
ending that is added to the complcmentizer is the same in both present tense
sentences and preterite sentences.
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By taking the latter fact a" a starting-point. we will propose a new
generalization which may bring us to a closer understanding of the fact that
complementizer agreement generally has a defective paradigm, We will
elaborate upon this proposal in the following section,

4.

A New Generalization

Just like the verb. the complementizer agrees with the subject. A close
inspection of complementizer agreement and verb agreement yields an
astomshing result. It turns out that the agreement ending that is added to the
comp1ementizer is the same in clauses in the present tense and clauses in the
past tense. Put differently. the ending added to the complementizer agrees with
both the agreement ending of the present tense verb and the preterite verb. This
means that the complementizer never expresses tense information, Therefore,
complementizer agreement is never synthetic.
This leads us to the following two conditions on complementizer agreement:
(16)

The PNT condition Complementizer agreement can be
agreement for Person and Number but it may not express Tense

(17)

The homophony condition
Complementizer agreement must be homophonous to verbal
agreement

The corollary of these two conditions is the following generalization,
(18)

The identity generalization (to be revised)
Complementizer agreement only occurs when the agreement
endlflg of the inverted verb in the present tense is identical to the
agreement ending of the inverted verb in the preterite

This generalization explains the defectiveness of the paradigms of dialects with
complementizer agreement that have been discussed in the previous sections.
In Frisian. for instance, the agreement ending for 2SG is identical in the present
tense and the preterite (-st). As expected, Frisian has complementizer
agreement in 2SG. However, the agreement ending in 123PL is not identical in
the present (-e) and in the preterite (-n). As expected, Frisian has no
complementizer agreement in the plural.
In the Groningen area. however, the ending for 123PL in present tense and
preterite verbs is identical (-n). Indeed, different from Frisian. the Groningen
dialects do have complementizer agreement in the plural.
In the eastern dialects that have complementizer agreement in IPL (cf, section
2.3: w,\' speult 'we play' but speule H'y 'play we" hence dane w)' 'that we') we
expect, on the basis of the condition above. that the agreement ending reads -e
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in preterite IPL. and this is indeed the case. Cf. the following examples taken
from Van Haeringen (1958):
(19)

a. speul-e wy 'play we'
b. bet-e wy 'bit we'

(present lPL)
(preterite I PL)

In 3PL," however, the present tense ending is not identical to the preterite
ending. Cf. the following examples (Van Haeringen 1958):
(20) a. speul-t ze 'play they'
b. beet-n ze 'bit they'

(present 3PL)
(preterite 3PL)

Hence. in 3PL complementizer agreement is absent in the dialects in question.
All in all. the generalization formulated under (18) explains the defective
paradigms of the dialects that have been discussed in the present paper. Cf. the
table below that sums up the facts:
Table I: Verb agreement and complementizer agreement in Dutch dialects.
REGION
North Holland
2SG
3SG
123PL
South Holland
3SG
123PL
Zeeland Flanders
ISG
123PL
Friesland
2SG
3SG
123PL
Groningen
2SG
3SG
123PL
Overijssel
3SG
IPL
3PL
Limburg
2SG
3SG
2PL

PRESENT

PAST

COMP
AGREEMENT?

-e
-t
-e

-e

yes
no
yes

0

-e

-I

0

-e

-e

no
yes

-n
-n

-n
-n

yes
yes

-51
-I

-SI

-e

-n

yes
no
no

-SI
-I

-SI

-n

-n

\l

0

-I

0

-e

-e
-n

-I

-I

-s
0

-t

-I

-s

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
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The data on complementizer agreement that we have at our disposal at present
appear to corroborate our hypothesis that complementizer agreement only
occurs if the agreement ending of the present tense verb is identical to the
agreement ending of the preterite verb (in inversion),
Zero agreement also provides evidence for or against our account, of course,
Although it is logically possible that a dialect does not have verb agreement,
whereas it does have complementizer agreement, we predict that if verb
agreement in inversion is zero, then complementizer agreement must also be
zero, In all dialects discussed above, the predictions concerning zero
agreement are borne out.

5, Sharpening up the Identity Generalization
We have claimed that the agreement ending of the complementizer must be
homophonous with the agreement ending of the verb, But verbs constitute a
large class, It is hardly conceivable that a grammatical condition checks on all
members of the class of verbs, It is far more likely that only a characteristic
closed subset of all verbs is concerned, Hence we suggest the following
revision of the homophony condition:
(21) The identity generalization (revised)
Complementizer agreement only occurs when the agreement
ending of the inverted auxiliary in the present tense is identical
to the agreement ending of the inverted auxiliary in the preterite
We will now go on to provide two pieces of evidence for the identity
generalization, as restricted to auxiliaries.
I. Limburg facts support the claim that the auxiliaries are relevant, and
not just all verbs, In the Limburg dialect of Maastricht, the 2PL verb forms end
in -/ as far as present tense verbs and irregular past tense verbs (this includes all
auxiliaries) are concerned, However. the 2PL of regular past tense verbs does
not end in -I, but in 0:
(22) Present tense irregular (hence all auxiliaries):
a.
kin-t ger 'can you'
b, * kin ger
(23)

Present tense regular:
a.
woen-t ger 'Jive you'
b, * woen ger
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(24)

Past tense irregular (hence all auxiliaries):
a,
waor-t ger 'were you'
b, * waor ger

(25) Past tense regular:
a,
woende-t ger 'Jived you'
b, * woende ger
I"ot withstanding the fact that the 2PL agreement ending -[ is absent on regular
past tense verbs. comp1ementizer agreement does occur in 2PL in Limburg
dialects. thanks to the fact that it occurs on irregular preterite verbs (among
which auxiliaries),
ThIS supports the final version of the identity
generalization,
2, Facts from Standard Dutch provide a second piece of evidence for the
proposed revision of the identity generalization, Standard Dutch does not have
complementizer agreement, notwithstanding the fact that present tense and
preterite plural verbs generally end in -e, However. an important subset of the
auxiliaries violates the identity generalisation,7 This involves the so-called
monosyllabic -/1 verbs, such as Zijll 'to be', gaan 'to go' and doen 'to do', Instead
of the usual -e plural. these verbs feature an -n in the present tense pluraL The
revised identity generalization correctly predicts that complementizer
agreement does not occur in Standard Dutch: the agreement ending of the
present tense auxiliary (in on) is not identical to the agreement ending of the
past tense auxiliary (in -e). Consequently, complementizer agreement does not
occur
Table 2: Verb agreement and complementizer agreement in Standard Dutch.

I

STANDARD
DL:TCH

I

PRESENT

PAST

CO:v1P
AGREEMENI
?

-e

no

I
I

Mono,yll.aux.,
InPL

-n

I

This is the reverse case of the Limburg case. In Standard Dutch, the auxiliaries
and only the auxiliaries block complementizer agreement.
Notice that we capitalize on the fact that all auxiliaries are strong verbs. Of
course. we could also restrict the identity generalization to strong verbs.
However. the notion 'strong verb' seems to us a less basic notion than 'auxiliaThere are several reasons for Ihis, The notion 'strong verb' is restricted to
indo-European. the notion 'auxiliary'is presumably relevant to all languages of
the world. Furthermore. there is no relation between the notion 'strong verb'
and the notion 'complementizer'. However. there is a relation between the
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notion I auxiliary' and the notion 'complementizer' (Paardekooper 196 1). We
could even go one step further and suppose that not all auxiliaries but only one
is relevant. for example. the verb zijl1 'be'. We will leave this for future
research.

6. Notes

*

We would like to thank the audience at the Meertens Institute Symposion
1994 on Complementizer Agreement and the audience at the Western
Conference on Linguistics 1998 for stimulating questions and discussion.
I.
This article is a revised version of Hoekstra & Smits (1997).
2.
Never co-ordinate clauses.
3.
The examples were taken from Van Ginneken (1939). Van Haeringen
(1939, 1958). De Vries (\ 940). and from a corpus of spoken Maastricht
(Province of Limburg) gathered in 1997.
4.
However. for a number of Flemish dialects it is claimed that
complementizer agreement is applied throughout the paradigm (cf. e.g.
Haegeman 1992: De Schulter 1997).
5.
:-.lote. by the way. that another distinction should be made. This involves
the fact that within some areas complementizer agreement is optional.
whereas in other areas it is obligatory. Specifically. complementizer
agreement is generally optional. the only two exceptions being Frisian
(2SG) and the Limburg dialects (in 2SG; in 2PL it seems to be optional).
We will not deal with the problem of the optionaJity of complementizer
agreement here.
6.
At present. we do not have any data at our disposal concerning the
agreement ending for preterite verbs in 2PL In the eastern dialects in
question.
7.
The absence of complementizer agreement in Standard Dutch may not
only be attributed to structural factors, but to cultural factors as well.
Specifically, it is claimed that due to the strong normativeness of
standard languages. natural processes such as complementizer agreement
develop far less easy in such languages than in dialects (which are
generally far less normative) (cf. Van Marie 1997).
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Case-marking and Topicality in the Korean
Causative Construction
Jong-Bai Hwang

University of Oregon

1. Introd uction
The lexical causative construction in Korean. which is represellted by seyeral
causative morphemes attached to yerb stems. shows an alternation of case
markers for the causee or the complement subject according to whether the
embedded sentence is intransitiye or transitive. That is. when intransitiye
sentences are embedded, the complement subject. or the manipulee. takes the
accusative case marker. while when transitive sentences are embedded. the
manipulee takes the dati\'e case marker and the complement object takes the
accusative marker instead:
(1) a. ku-ka
aki-Iul
kkay-\\u-et-ta
he-~O;"l
baby-ACC wake-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'He woke the baby up (= He had the baby wake up).'
b. k'U-ka
mot\m-eykey cim-ul
ci-wu-et-ta
he-1\OM eyeryone-DAT burden-ACC carry-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'He had e\'eryone carry the burden.'
The choice of case markers for the complement subject in the above causative
sentences can be predicted by Comrie's (1976) case hierarchy in terms of
transitivity as follows:
(2) Comrie' s case-bumping hierarchy
If the accusative slot is already occupied. e.g.. when the causative
operation is applied to a transiti\'e verb \\ith a direct object. then the
manipulee of the causative construction nill be assigned the ne:-..l
a\'ailable case on the hierarchy ACC > DA T > AGT.
The complement subject of an intransitive verb in Oa) takes the accusative case
marker -(IJUI. \... hic11 is predicted by Comrie's hierarchy. because the accusative
slot is not already occupied, Howeyer. in the sentence of (lb). where the verb
in the complement clauses is transitive, the complement subject takes the dative
case marker -eykey. which is also predicted by Comrie's hierarchy. Since the
accusatiye slot is already occupied by the direct object of the complement
clauses. the complement subject is assigned the next available case in the
hierarchy. that is. the dati\'e case.
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However. Comrie's prediction on the case-marking of the manipulee in terms
of transitivity of the complement verb does not seem to be relevant for the
following sentences. which show an alternation of case markers between dative
and accusative for the complement subject. The alternation results in hvo
accusative slots in one sentence. one for the object of the complement clause
and the other for the subject of the complement clause, as in (3b) and (4b):
(3) a. Younghee-ka
tongsaying-eygey pap-ul mek-i-et-ta
Younghee-NOM brother-DAT rice-ACC eat-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'Younghee fed her brother. (= Younghee had her brother eat rice.)'
b. Younghee-ka
tongsaying-ul pap-ul
mek-i-et-ta
Younghee-NOM brother-ACC rice-ACC eat-CAUS-PAST -DECL
'Younghee fed her brother.
Younghee had her brother eat rice.)"
(4) a. ku-ka
motwu-eygey
cim-ul
ci-wu-et-ta
he-NOM everyone-DAT burden-ACC cany-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'He had everyone caD}' the burden. '
b. ku-ka
m01\m-lul
cim-ul
ci-;:m-et-ta
he-NOM everyone-ACC burden-ACC carry-CAUS-PAST -DECL
'He had everyone caD} the burden.'
The sentences in (3a) and (4a) have two different case markers for the
complement subject and object respectively, which fits well in Comrie's
hierarchy. However, even if the accusative slots are occupied ,vith the
accusative case of the complement clause in (3b) and (4b), another accusative
slot is inserted. resulting in two accusative slots in one sentence. Comrie' s
hierarchy seems to fail to account for the cases at all.
How then can we account for the problem') Should we propose another
hypothesis that can explain the case involving 1\.. . 0 accusative slots') Otherwise.
is there any other ,va;. to account for those sentences') This paper tries to
explain the problem in terms of object incorporation, and to examine the
topicality of the incorporated object in Korean narrative discourse.

2. Object Incorporation in Korean
In addition to the double-accusative case in the causative construction, Korean
also shows the same case of double accusative markers in the simple clause
where the indirect object takes both the accusative case marker -(f)ul and the
dative marker -eykey:
kwaca-Iul
C\.\u-n-ta
(5) a. mmna-ka
tongsayng-eyke~'
cookie-ACC give-PRES-DECL
sister-NOM
brother-DAT
'The sister gives her brother cookies. '
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tongsayng-ul
b. ll\mna-ka
kwaca-Iul
cwu-n-ta
sister-NOM
brother-ACC
cookie-ACC give-PRES-DECL
'The sister gives her brother cookies. '
It is more natural that the indirect object of the verb like cwu (-ta) 'give' which
usually takes two objects, an animate indirect object and an inanimate direct
object. takes the dative case marker -eykey like in (Sa). However, the sentence
in which the indirect object takes the accusative marker like in (5b) is still
acceptable and grammatical in Korean, though it seems to violate the principle
of case hierarchy
Several studies on the double accusative case markers in Korean have argued
that the alternation between the accusative and dative case markers for the
indirect object is arbitrary (K. H. Kim. 1984: Shibatani, 1976: Yang, 1987). In
other words. the dative case marker -eykey is just replaced with the accusative
case marker -(/)ul with no semantic or pragmatic change, However. Y. S. Kim
(1979) explains the use of the different case markers by suggesting different
verbal structures. Kim argues that the original direct object kwaca 'cookie' in
(5b) is incorporated with the original verb cwu-ta 'give' to form a new
incorporated verbal unit, so that the incorporated verb takes the new direct. not
the indirect, object, tongsaying 'brother'. That' s why the original indirect
object tongsaying 'brother' takes the accusative case marker, not the dative case
marker. Kim cites the following pairs of conversation to support his argument
for the incorporated verbal structure:
ha-nu-nya?
(6) A: ll\mna-ga
tongsaying-ul
echi
Sister-NOM
brother-ACC
how
do-PRES-QUES
'What is the sister doing to her brother?"
(7) a, B: miwueha-n-ta.
hate-PRES-DECL
'(She) hates (him)"
b. B: simbwurum siki-n-ta
errand
do-PRES-DECL
'(She) is sending (him) on an errand.'
c. B: kwaca (-lui)
cwu-n-ta
cookie (-ACC) give-PRES-DECL
'(She) gives (him) cookies.'
Not only the simple verb like (7a) but also the incorporated verb like (7b, c) is
possible as a reply to a question like (6). Kim argues that the use of the
incorporated verb like (7b, c) in the same way as the simple predicate like (7a)
may support the hypothesis on the reorganization of the verbal structure by the
incorporation of the object into the verb.
The alternation of the two case markers for the complement subject of the
Korean causative construction may have something to do with the process of
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incorporation, too.
The following sentences in (8) show the explicit
incorporation of the complement object into the verb. The complement object
in the causative sentence can sometimes lose its accusative marker and then it
is incorporated into the verb to yield a combined single verbal structure. In this
case of object incorporation. the complement subject, or the causee. takes the
accusative case marker. not the dative case marker. That is. the alternation of
the two case markers does not occur any longer if the direct object or the
complement object is incorporated into the verbal structure with its accusative
case marker trimmed:
tongsaying-ul pap mek-i-et-ta
(8) a. Younghee-ka
Younghee-NOM brother-ACC rice-~ eat-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'Younghee fed her brother. (= Younghee had her brother eat rice.)'
b. ?*Younghee-ka
tongsaying-eygey pap mek-i-et-ta
Younghee-NOM brother-DAT rice-~ eat-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'Younghee fed her brother. (= Younghee had her brother eat rice.)'
The sentence in (8a) has an incorporated verb resulting from depriving the
complement object of the accusative marker -(/)u/. and instead attaching the
accusative marker to the complement subject. The resultant sentence has a
single accusative sentence with only one accusative marker attached to the
human causee of the complement clause.
Considering the object incorporation and the use of the case markers. this
paper hypothesizes that sentences with two accusative case markers involve the
process of the incorporation of the complement object into the verb. resulting in
the change of sentence structure. In other words. the causative constructions
with the transitive complement clause comes to have double accusative case
markers as a result of the incorporation of the complement object into the verb.
The present study will address the assumption

3. Incorporation and Topicality
Object incorporation into the verb is believed to have much to do with the
topicality of the object. Object incorporation is a process via which the
importance/saliency of direct objects that are semantically prototypical patients
is toned down or .suppressed' (Givon, 1984: 108), According to Givon, it is
most typical that a non-referential object, that is, one whose individual identity
does not matter for the purpose of the communication, is trimmed of most of its
characteristic inflectional morphology and then incorporated into the verb stem
to yield a combined single verbal word. The Korean sentence in (8a) before is a
good example of the process of object incorporation.
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Park (1990) tries to explain the use of the accusative case marker with respect
to the topicality of the referent which takes the case marker. He argues that the
pragmatic function of the accusative case marker -(l)ul in Korean is to represent
high topicality of the patient. Therefore, the use of the accusative marker -(l)ul
for the indirect object is related to the transiti"ity or topicality upgrading of the
indirect object, and at the same time, it affects of the topicality of the original
direct object. resulting in the dO\\ngrading of the topicality.
The present study will explore the cause of such mental incorporation through
the text study of Korean narrative discourse. It is expected that the text study
will reveal the difference of topicality between the three types of causative
constructions with different case marker pairs: DAT (for indirect object)-ACC
(for direct object), double accusatives (ACC-ACC), and incorporated objective
(ACC-.p).

4. Hypotheses
This study compares the topicality of the complement object and subject
between the follo\\ing three related structures:
(9) a. DAT-ACC
mek-j-et-ta
emma-ka
Younghee-cygc~' pap-ul
Mom-NOM Younghee-DAT rice-ACC eat-CAUS-PAST -DECL
'Mom had Younghee eat rice:
b. Double ACC
emma-ka
Younghee-Iul
pap-nl
mek-i-et-ta
Mom-NOM Younghee-ACC rice-ACC eat-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'Mom had Younghee eat rice.'
c. Incorporated Object
emma-ka
Younghee-lul
pap mek-i-et-ta
Mom-NOM Younghee-ACC rice eat-CAUS-PAST-DECL
'Mom had YoungI1ee eat rice,'
The three sentences in (9) are thought to differ in their degree of the
incorporation of the complement object into the verbs, That is, the sentence in
(9a) has two objects. indirect and direct which are not incorporated into the
verb at all, while the sentence in (9c) shows the full incorporation of the
complement object pap "rice" into the verb with the accusative case marker
trimmed, The sentence in (9b) has a certain degree of incorporation which the
use of the accusative marker -luI for the indirect object reveals, although the
accusative marker is also attached to the direct object.
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Incorporation has something to do with the downgrading of the topicality of
the incorporated object. Then, the topicality of the complement object or the
incorporated object is expected to show the same order as Hypothesis L which
is the first hypothesis of the study:
Hypothesis I: The topicality of the complement object (or the incorporated
object) will show the following order: DAT-ACC > Double ACC >
Incorporated Object.
Besides the topicality of the complement object or the incorporated object.
this study is also interested in the topicality of the complement subject or the
causee. That is, if the accusative case marker is related to the function of
topicality upgrading. the topicality of the complement subject is eXlJected to
show the reverse order of the topicality of the complement object.
Hypothesis 2: The topicality of the complement subject (or the manipulee)
will show the following order: DAT-ACC < Double ACe < Incorporated
Object.

5. Text Study
5.1.

Topicalit~

Assessment

To measure the topicality of the complement subject or object in the Korean
causatiYe constructions. the quantitative text-based method developed by Givon
(1983) 'was used (Givon, 1994: Wright and Givon, 1987). Generally speaking,
it is assumed that more topical (or thematically important) referents tend to be
more persistent cataphorically. The cataphoric persistence can be assessed by
measuring topic persistence (TP): the number of times the referent recurs
within the nexi 10 clauses following its present occurrence. TP values between
o and 10 are most commonly recorded. The TP measure has proven to be
particularly useful in assessing the topicality of nominal referents regardless of
anaphoric antecedence (Wright and Givon, 1987). In general, more topical
(i.e.. thematically important) referents tend to have TP values >2, while less
topical referents have values of 0-2.
5.2. Material
In order to guarantee cataphoric repetition or non-repetition of the referents in
the target structures, this study adopts an experimental method which has the
subjects continue incomplete narratives (Wright, 1989). Several informal
narratives in Korean were auditorily presented to Korean native speakers. The
subjects were told that at some point in each narrative it would stop. Then it
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was the subjects' task to continue the narrative. The narratives were created so
that the last clause of each contained one of the target structures.
Twelve experimental and eight filler narratives were constructed. All the
narratives were written in a very infoffilal. conversational dialect. The 20
narratives were randomly ordered. The last sentences in the experimental
narratives were supposed to contain the target structures which resembled each
other closely. FIller narratives were inserted to camouflage the nature of the
experimental sentences.
The narratives were recorded and given to 20 native Korean speakers. The
subjects were told to listen to the beginnings of 20 stories and to complete them
as they felt the narrator of the stories would have done. At the end of each
narratiye. the subjects were giYen 40 seconds to tell their continuation After
40 seconds, the subjects heard one single tone. If they had not finished their
continuation. they were instructed to take 20 more seconds to finish it. After 20
seconds. they heard three consecutive tones to signal them to stop. After the
tone. the subjects were given a 20 second break before the next narrative began.
To get accustomed to the experimental task. the subjects were given two trial
narratives before the experiment began. The subjects' narrati"e continuation
was recorded and analyzed for further analyses of topic persistence.
5.3. Results
Twenty subjects produced a total of 240 narratives of the target structures. It
means that SO different stories were made for each target stlUcture. The
topicality of the complement object and subject were determined by counting
and comparing the number of the narratives which have Imv or high TP values.
out of the total SO narratives of each type of structure.
Table I summarizes the distribution of low (0-2) and high (>2) topic
persistence (TP) values for the complement object in the three types of
causative structures.
Table I
Distribution of topic persistence values for the complement object in the three
constructions
I

I Structures

LowTP

I DAT-ACC

45 (56.25%)

35 (43.75%)

I Double ACC

64 (SO%)

16 (20%)

I

I Incorporated

78 (97.5%)

2 (2.5%)

I

High TP

i

I
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Overall. the topicality of the complement object in each structure is rather 10'1,\',
In all of the three target structures, more than 50% of the narratives are in the
low topicality range: 56.25% for DAT-ACe 80% for Double ACe and 97.5%
for Incorporated.
However, the difference between them seems to be
significant. That is. even if the overall topicality of the complement object is
low. the topicality seems to differ between the target structures, Planned
comparisons of chi-square between DAT-ACC and Double ACe and between
Double ACC and Incorporated confirmed the difference: i = 10,39, p = ,00 I
12.27, p .0001 between Double
between DAT-ACC and Double ACC;
ACC and Incorporated. FurthemlOre, the original object in the incorporated
object sentence hardly shows any topicality (just 2.5% of high TP), which
implies the full incorporation of the object into the verb. The complement
object with accusative case marker shows increased topicality. In particular.
the complement object of the DAT -ACC construction shows the highest
topicality. and that oftIle double accusative construction is in-between.
On the other hand. Table 2 summarizes the distribution of lo\\' and high topic
persistence (TP) nlues for the complement subject in the three types of
causati\e structures

i

Table 2
Distribution of topic persistence values for the complement suject in the three
constructlOl1S
Structures

LowTP

High TP

DAT-ACC

33 (41.25%)

47 (58,75%)

Double ACC

29 (36.25%)

51 (63.75%)

Incorporated

21 (26.25%)

59 (73.75%)

I

The topicality of the complement subject in each construction is rather high.
All of the three target structures have a rather high topicality range of more
than 50%: 56.25% for DAT-ACe 80% for Double ACe and 97.5% for
Incorporated. However. the differences between them are not significant. That
is. even if the owrall topicality of the complement object is rather high. the TP
value shows insignificant differences between the target structures: i
4.13. P
'" ,13, Though the topicality range increases from the DAT-ACC construction
to the incorporated object construction, it does not necessarily mean that the
topicality of the complement subject in the incorporated construction is higher
than in the double accusative or the DAT-ACC construction,
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6. Discussion
According to the results of the text study of topic persistence, Hypothesis 1,
which predicts that the topicality of the complement object (or the incorporated
object) will show the order of DAT-ACC > Double ACC > Incorporated, is
supported. In contrast, Hypothesis 2, w11ich expects that the topicality of the
complement subject (or the causee) will s11m',' the order of DAT-ACC <
Double ACC < Incorporated, is not supported.
Object incorporation into the verb suppresses the importance or saliency of
direct objects and trims them of their inflectional morphology. The Korean
causathe construction which is trimmed of its accusative case marker is an
example of such object incorporation. and the topicality of its incorporated
object is found to be extremely low in the present study. Compared to the
topIcality of the incorporated object, that of the unincorporated object in the
DAT -ACC construction is rather high. which implies that the process of
incorporation is very much related to the topicality of an incorporated referent.
11 also suggests that the double accusative construction, which shows a degree
of topicality in between the other two causatiye constructions, is in the middle
of incorporating the complement object into the verb.
Though the text study which measures TP shows a clear difference in the
topicality of the complement object among the three target structures, there is
no significant difference in the topicality of the causee in the structures. Based
on the argument that the use of accusative case marker for the indirect object is
related to the transitivity or topicality upgrading of the indirect object, the order
of topicality of the causee in the three causative structures is expected to
increase from the DAT·ACC to the incorporated object construction. However,
the increase is not significant, which makes it difficult to say that there is any
topicality difference between the structures. The non-increase of the topicality
of the causee may be related to the intrinsic saliency of the causee itself. All of
the causees in all of the three causative constructions are human beings. The
human beings are one of the two or three participants in almost all the
narratives ,vhich the subjects produced in the experiment. Even if the different
case markers affects the topicality of the causees in the three constructions,
their saliency or importance as a participant in the short narratives may have
made it difficult to downgrade their topicality.
In summary. the use of the accusative case marker for the causee is related to
the topicality downgrading of the complement object which results in the
incorporation of the object into the verb, while it is not much related to the
topicality upgrading of the complement subject
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7. Conclusion
The results of the experiments in the present study provides a way to explain
the problematic case marking of the Korean causative construction in tenns of
the process of incorporation and its accompanying topicality change. The
downgrading of the topicality of the complement object in the causative
construction causes the incorporation of the object into the verb. The two
accusative slots in one of the Korean causative constructions are the outcome of
the process of the incorporation. and it is revealed in the topicality of the
incorporated object in the speaker's utterance.
Consequently. Comrie's hierarchy of case marking can still be maintained as
a principle to account for the case marking of the causative constructions. Even
if there are two accusative slots for the complement subject and the object
respectively, the accusative case marker for the complement object will lose its
function, and finally its form. as the incorporation of the object into the verb
proceeds. However. various case marking problems in other languages should
be examined before we make a concIsion about Comrie's case hierarchy.
because some languages which have many cases of syntactic incorporation may
show different aspects of case marking.
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WH- Clefts

In

Lummi (North Straits Salish)

Eloise Jelinek
University of Arizona
1. The Question of \Vb- Movement.
Wh- roots in Lummi and other Northern Straits Salish dialects appear in the
clause initial predicate position, followed by a second position c1itic string. 1
They cannot serve as relative pronouns, or appear in argument positions.
1) a. wet

who/person =~sgN O:\f
Who are you?

b. ';)xin=y;)xw =+
whereiplace=CONJECT=lpINOM
Where are we, [I wonder]?

There is no oven copula is any paradigm in Straits. Main clauses with Wh
rool" as shown in (la), can be followed by a relative clause in a "\Vh-cleft":
kW lel)-n-;)xw
2) stel)= I;)' =0
what/thing=PAST=3ABS DET see·NC:TRAl'JS·2sgSUBD SUBJ
What was it, that you saw?
The traditional term "cleft" here refers to a construction type with an initial
cquativc main clause followed by an adjoined subordinate clause, as in (3a).
3) a. What was it, that you saw?
b. What did you see?
In Straits, there are no single-clause constructions corresponding to (3b). Who
roots never occur in A-positions, and there is no overt Wh- movement. This
is consistent 'ovith the claim that Straits is a Pronominal Argument language,
where lexical items are excluded from argument positions (Jelinek 1995).

2. Predicate Raising and the Second Position Clitics.
The second position INFL c1itic string in Straits comprises functional
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projections where Mood, Tense/Aspect, Modality, and the Subject pronoun
appear, as shown in Ex. (1, 2). In the examples here, affixes to the root are
marked with a hyphen, clitics with an equal sign. The root plus its affixes
(shown in brackets in Ex. 4) is a phonological word, the Predicate. the domain
of word stress. The clitics are always unstressed. In main clauses, the
Predicate raises to adjoin the clitic string, at a FOCUS position adjoining
COMP, where it checks MOOD.
4) a. [n<')p-t-ol)<')+]=lg'=sxw
advise-C:TRANS-lplACC=PAST=2sgNOM
You advised us.
There is a Question particle = C1 that appears in COMP in yes/no questions.
4) b.

FOCUS
/
\
COMP (Mood)
n9p+0
/ \
Q? ;) Tense
/ \
PAST =1<')' VoiceP
\,
1
/
\
=sxW
\

i

\
\

\\

/
\
TRANSP
ACTIVE
/
\
TRANS'
-0
/
\ 3ABS
Root -T

>

/

I

n~p-

[n~p-t-0] =g=lg'=sxw

advise-C:TRANS-3ABS =Q'!=PAST=2sgNOM
Did you advise him'!
There is no overt Mood marking in Declarative sentences, and no overt Voice
marker in Active sentences.
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2.1. Composition of the predicate.
The predicate includes TRANSITIVITY and VOICE projections, where direct
arguments check case. + TRANS is overtly marked. The root may be
followed by one of a set of Transitivizers ("light verbs") which mark the
volitionality of the agent (traditionally called "control" in Salish studies):
5) t'~m'-t-OIp+=I~=sxw
t = "Control" TRANS
hit-C:TRANS-lpIACC=PAST=2sgNOM
You hit us (on purpose).
6)

t'~m'-n-OIp+=I;)'=sxw

n(;)xw) = "Non-Control" TRANS
hit-NC:TRANS-lpIACC=PAST=2sgNOM
You hit us (accidentally).
Or: You finally managed to hit us.

There is no overt Valence marker in simple intransitive clauses.
7) a. tey=s;)'=sxw
work=FUT=2sgNOM
You will work.

b.

si'em=~=s~'=sxw

noble=Q?=FUT=2sgNOM
Will you be a/the chief?

A Transitivizer is obligatorily followed by an internal argument (8a). There
is "Activity" or Anti-Passive suffix that derives an Intransitive construction,
with no Transitivizcr:
8) a. lel)-t-OIp+=I~'=sxw
see-C:TR-IpIACC=PAST=2sgNOM
You looked at us.

b.

lel)-el's=s~n

see-ANTIPASS= lsgNOM
I'm looking.

When no phonologically overt pronoun is present following TRANS, a third
person Absolutive argument is entailed, as in (4, 9). These ZERO third
person Absolutive arguments are specific and referential (unless bound by a
quantifier). Reading (9b) is excluded.
9) lel)-t-0=1~'=sxw
see-C:TR-3ABS=PAST=2sgNOM
a. You looked at him/it.
b. *You looked at somebody/something.
There is an "ergative split": first and second person pronouns are
Nominative/Accusative, while third person pronouns are Ergative/Absolutive.
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Third person Ergative is an overt internal argument. In (9) the Nominative
external subject pronoun =sx'" follows the PAST clitic; in (10) the internal
Ergative -s pronoun precedes PAST, as shown in the underlined sequences.
10)

see-C:1R-3ERG=PAST=3ABS
a. He looked at him/it.
b. *He looked at somebody/something.
The Absolutive (third person intransitive subject or transitive object) is the
only null pronoun in any paradigm. The Pronominal Arguments are not
agreement features. There are no free-standing pronouns in Straits with
which the pronominal affixes that check case at TRANS and VOICE could
"agree" in the feature of person. Thus, "pro-drop" is excluded.
Above the TRANS P is the VOICE projection (Active, Passive, Middle,
etc.), where the Subject appears (Kratzer 1994). In Passives (10), the VOICE
suffix -IJ marks the suhject as affected, and derives an intransitive construction;
it is mutually exclusive with ERG or ACC pronouns. The Passive marker is
also integrated into the predicate word; in (11) it receives word stress.
11) t"::Im'-t-I)=lg'=s::In

hit-C:TR-PASS=PAST=lsgNOM
I was hit

('::I C::l sW::ly'q::l)
OBL DET male
(by the man).

Note that the Transitivizer still marks the volitionalityof the "implicit" agent
in (11). This agent may optionally be identified in an oblique adjunct, as
shown. In MIDDLES (12), -lj also marks the subject as affected, but no
distinct agent is presupposed in the absence of a Transitivizer.
12) so'k,w-l)=lg'=sxw
bathe-MIDDLE=PAST=2sgNOM
You bathed.
2.2. Evidence for tbe raising analysis: serial predicates.
In the information structure of the Lummi clause, the root, TRANS and
VOICE markers, and any internal argument, constitute the new information.
This new information is packaged into a phonological word with primary
stress. The INFL clitics, including the Subject, are unstressed backgrounded
information. The Predicate + the INFL clitic complex contains both the
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direct arguments, which are exclusively pronominal affixes, discourse anaphors.
In Straits, information new to the discourse is never introduced in an
argument position, only as a predicate, an adverbial, or an adjunct.
In complex or serial predicates, only the first word of the complex raises to
adjoin COMP; the second remains in situ. In Ex. (13) below, there is only
one clause. There is just one clitie string, and no subordinate clause marking.
13) a.

IC1)-n- 61)~+
eome=Q?=PAST=2sgNOM see-NC:TR-lpIACC
Did you come-[to]-see [visit] us?
( w
';:m'e=~=I~'=sx

The final word of the serial predicate is followed by the TRANS P.
13) b.

FOCUS

\
COMP (Mood)
/ \
DEC Tense
/ \
PAST =1;:)' VoieeP
w

=sx
2sgNOM

\
\

\

\
\

Voice'
/
\
TRANS P ACTIVE
/
\
TRANS'
-61);:)+
/
\
IplACC
Root' -n
/
\
[' ;:)n'~] leI)

';:)n'~=I;:)'=sxW
leI)-n-6I);:)+
come=PAST=2sgNOM see-NC:TR-lpIACC
You came [to] see [visited] us.

2.3. Relative clauses are Determiner Phrases.
Relatives have no MOOD COMP; Question particles are excluded, but
Tense/Aspect/Modality may be marked. The Relative clause COMP is the
Determiner, and with serial predicates, both lexical roots remain below
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COMP, as shown in (14),
14) seem=I;:)'=0
c;:) ';:)n'e
lel)-n-ol);:)+
noble=PAST=3ABS
DET come see-NC:TR-lpLACC
It was a/the chief, that came to see us,
Determiner Phrases are adjoined subordinate structures that never appear in
sentence initial position, Any root may be focused in a main clause, or
backgrounded in a relative,
15) a, qil;')s=I;:)'=0
c;:) si'em
lonely=PAST=3ABS DET noble
He was lonely, the chief.
b, si'em=I;:)'=0
c;:) qil;')s
noble=PAST=3ABS
DET lonely
He was a/the chief, the lonely [one].
Relative clauses that may follov.' a Wh- main clause do not differ from the
ordinary Relative clauses seen in examples (14, 15). Relative clauses in Straits
are "internally headed" adjoined subordinate clauses; there are no embedded
clauses. Relatives contain a "gap" or variable that is bound by the Determiner,
which functions as an iota operator; this gap does not rcpresent movement of
an argument out of the relative clause. By definition, relative clauses
universally are linked by predication to some main clause argument, The
head of the relative in Straits is exclusively third person, There are the
following SUbtypes:

16) Determiner Phrase ("headless relative") types:
c;:) lel)-t-;:)n
c;:) lel)+Olps
c;') cey

the one that I see
the one that sees me
the one that works

Patient headed
Agent headed
Subject headed

17) Other examples of Subject headed relatives:
C;'l lel)+1)
c;,) ';'ly'

C;:) n;:)-ten
c;') 1);:)n'

the one that is seen
the [one that is] good
(the) my mother
the many

(Passive subject)

There is no class of lexical roots that is confined to relative clauses, to a
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position following a Determiner, and excluded from serving as head of a main
clause. NPs are derived by the Determiner, and there is no category of NPs
that is syntactically distinct from Relatives. Proper names also occur with
Determiners. The default reading of Relatives is definite, but they may
receive indefinite readings in certain contexts, for example, in existential
constructions. There is no Determiner quantification in Straits (Jelinek 1995);
thc Determiner/Complementizers are Demonstratives that do not mark
number, but mark gender, proximity, and visibility.

3. The Two Cleft Types.
Wh- questions in Straits occur in two types of cleft constructions, that differ
in including either a) Relative clauses or b) Nominalized Clauses.
Lambrecht (1994) defines "anti-topics": baekgrounded "afterthought"
adjuncts that re-identify the familiar referent of a main clause pronoun.
18) He's a nice guy, your brother.
Straits Relative Clauses function as anti-topics, as in the following clefts.
19) wet=I,,'=0
kW lel)-n-ol)"+
DET scc-NC:TR-lpIACC
who/person = PAST = 3ABS
(Agent headed REL)
Who j was it i , that i _i saw us?
20) stel)=];}' ="
kW lel)-n-;}xw
what/thing=P AST=3ABS DET see-NC:TR-2sgSUBD SUBJ
(Patient headed REL)
What j was it i , that i you saw -i ?
The kW Determiner marks the referent as not currently in sight, or abstract.
The examples in (21, 22) show comparable clefts where a non- Wh root has
the main clause focus.
21) stom;}s=I;:'l'=0
kW lel)-n-ol);:'l+
warrior=PAST=3ABS DET see-NC:TRAN-lpIACC
He j was a warrior i , that i _i saw us.
22) sn;}xw ;}+=];:'l'=0
kW lel)-n-;:'lxw
canoe=PAST=3ABS DET see-NC:TR-2sgSUBD SUBJ
Iti was a canoc j , that i you saw -i'
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We saw above (Ex. 4) that yes/no questions have a question particle in
COMP, producing a +WH COMPo The Wh- roots are either +WH or -WH
("who/person", "what/thing", etc.) In main clauses, they are + WH, and select
a + WH COMPo As lexical heads of Relative clauses, which have no Mood
COMP, Wh- roots are -WH, and may be glossed as indefinite quantifiers. In
languages where Wh- words do not serve as relative pronouns, this
quantificational reading of Wh- words is commonly seen (Cheng 1991).
23) a.

let)-n-0=1~=s~n
c~ stet)
see-NC:TR-3ABS=PAST=lsgNOM DET thing
I saw it, the/a thing.

b. lel)-n-0=g=lg'=sxw
c~ wet
see-NC:TR-3ABS=Q?=PAST=2sgNOM DET person
Did you see him, the/a person?
The second cleft type contains a Nominalized clause. These clauses differ
from Relatives morphologically in having a Possessive pronoun as Subject. In
contrast to Relative clauses, there is no "gap"; all arguments are overt. The
head of a Relative clause is some participant in the event or situation
described in the clause. For Nominalized clauses as in (24), Partee (p.c.)
proposes that the "distinguished argument" is the event argument. 2 Examples:
24) a. 'gy'=0
kW gn-s-kw~nit)-t-ol)~+
good=3ABS DET 2sgPOSS-NOML-help-C:TR-1pIACC
It's good, your helping us (that you help us).
b. xci-t-0=sgn
kW gn-s-ye'-lg'
know-C:TR=lsNOM DET 2sgPOSS-NOML-go-PAST
I figured it out, that you went.
Further evidence that the distinguished argument in Nominalized clauses is
the event argument is provided by adjoined temporal clauses, in stating
temporal relations between events. Temporal clauses are nominalizations.
25) q'gq'eng+=0 'at
~-~gt-t)-s
c~ '~s'el~xw
slow=3ABS CON] NOML-walk-MIDDLE-3POSS DET elder
He is slow when he walks, the old man.
There is a second important question type in which Nominalized clauses
appear, where the event argument is primary. Straits has a class of roots that
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can be used to question locative, temporal, purpose or manner notions; 'axil!
"where/place", call 'tel} "when/time", xWanil} "why/reason", xWali 'elJ
"how/manner".3 This group of Wh- roots corresponds to adverbial Wh
expressions across languages, that take scope over the event argument.
kW;}n'-s-lel)-n;}xw -0
26) c.m'tq=I~'=0
when!time=PAST=3ABS DET 2sgPOSS-NOML-see-NC:TR-3ABS
When was it, your seeing it?
Compare the object-headed Relative Clause Wh- cleft in (2) above:
kW lel)-n-;}xw
2) sle!)=lo'=0
what/thing=PAST=3ABS DET see-NC:TR-2sgSUBD SUBJ
What was it, that you saw?
Another example of this "adverbial" type of Wh- root in a Nominalized clause
cleft:
27) xW;}nil) = I;}' = '"
why/reason =PAST=3ABS
Why was it, your going?

kW ;}n-s-ye'
DET 2POSS-NOML-go

These Wh- roots cannot occur in clefts with a Relative clause, since they do
not question participants that may be relativized. The generalization is:
28) Relative Clause Wh-c1efts are employed when the subject of the Wh
predica te is interpreted as coindexed with a Pronominal Argument of the
predicate selected for relativization. Otherwise. a Nominalized clause
cleft is employed.
The generalization stated in (28) applies to additional construction types in
Straits. Syntactically oblique arguments are not represented by Pronominal
Arguments in Straits, only by oblique nominals. There are no prepositional
phrases with pronominal objects in Straits (Jelinek, 1998).
29) Oblique adjuncts cannot be relativized; there are only Subject and
Direct Object (or Ergative) Pronominal Arguments.
Therefore, "indirect objects" (Obliques) cannot be focused in Relative Clause
clefts. In constructions that focus a referent that cannot be relativized, a
Nominalized Clause cleft is employed. For example, the root JUan "eat" is
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syntactically intransitive. To identify the object consumed, an oblique nominal
may be optionally included.
';)
c;) s-Ceen;)xw
30) 'i+;)n=I;)'=0
eat=PAST=3ABS OBL DET NOML-catch
He ate [a/the] salmon.
In (31), a Nominalized clause "his food/eating" is included.
31) s-Ceen;;lxw =pxw =0
kW s-'jf;)n-s
salmon=CONJECT=3ABS DET NOML-eating-3POSS
It's probably salmon, his food/eating.
Some adjoincd nominals can refer to an object as well as an event. This may
be a question of predicate class, having to do with the telicity of the root.
Similar ambiguities are observed with some gerunds and derived nominals
across languages: "the cooking", "the serving" can refer both to events or
products. A Nominalized Clause Wh-cleft with the root 'i/;m is given in (32):
32) stel)=y;)xw =0
kW s-'jf;)n-s
what/thing=CONJECT=3ABS DET NOML-eating-3POSS
What could it be, his food/eating?
(Or: I \\'onder what it is, his food?)
There are no ditransitive stems in Straits. Only one Object pronoun is
licensed by TRANS. With the stem 'Of}<Js-t, "give"+C:TRANS, the direct
ohject pronoun marks the animate recipient. The item exchanged may be
optionally identified in an oblique nominal (33).
';)
c;) s-Ceen~xw
33) 'Ol);;ls-t-Olp+=I;;l'=SX....
give-C:TR-lpIACC=PAST=2sNOM OBL DET salmon
You gifted us [with] a/the salmon.
Example (34) shows a cleft construction with focus on what was given.
kW \m-s-'ol]~s-t-Olp+
34) s-ceen;)x w =I;)'=0
salmon = P AST=3ABS DET 2sPOSS-NOML-giving-C:TR-lpIACC
It was salmon, your gift/giving us.
Ex. (35) shows a parallel Wh-cleft construction:
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35) stel]=I~'=0
kW'~n-s-'ol];')s-t-ol];')+
what/thing=PAST=3ABS DET 2sPOSS-NOML-giving-C:TR-lplACC
What was it, your gift/giving us?
There is no gap in the Nominalized clause, and no syntactic derivation of the
cleft in (35) from some other sentence. Lummi has no constructions
corresponding to (36), only clefts as in (35).
36) What did you give us?
The examples given above show that the focused elements in both Relative
and Nominalized Clause clefts are not restricted to Wh- roots. There is no
preposition or oblique marker in either the main or subordinate clauses in
these clefts, or other syntactic evidence of a "gap" or agreement suggesting
extraction or Wh- movement.

4. Indirect Questions: Hypothetical clauses.
We have seen that Wh- roots in Straits can have either a + WH or -WH
feature. In main clauses, Wh- roots are + WH, while as lexical heads of
Relative Clauses, they are -WH, denoting "person, thing, place", etc. In
Hypothetical or Irrealis subordinate clauses, Wh- roots appear with Irrealis
Subject marking, and are + WH. Third person Irrealis subject is overt. Just
as with Nominalizcd clauses, there are no "gaps" in this clause type.
kWstel)-;')s
37) cte-t-l]=s~n
ask -C:TR -PASS = IsN 0 M DET what/thing-3IRR
I was asked what it was.
38) cte-t-I)=s;')n

kWwet-~s
DET who/person-3IRR

I was asked who it was.
kW';')xin-;')s
DET where/place-3IRR
I was asked where it/he was.

39) cte-t-l]=s;')n

Hypothetical clauses can have any lexical root as head, including weak
quantifiers. Hypothetical clauses that do not contain a Wh- root are often
interpreted as "if' or conditional clauses.
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40) cte-t-I)=s<ln
kW I)<ln'-<ls
ask-C:TR-PASS= IsNOM DET many-3IRR
I was asked if there were many.
41) cte-t-1)=s<ln

kW ni' -<lS

DET EXIST-3IRR
I was asked if there were any.
42) cte-t-I)=s<ln

kW ye'-<lxw
DET go-2sgIRR

I was asked if you went.
Hypothetical clauses also appear in environments corresponding to those
where subjunctive or other IrreaIis inflection occurs across languages.
43) n<lp-t-lJ=s<ln
kW ceY-<ln
advise-C:TR-PASS=lsgNOM DET work-lsgIRR
I was advised to work [that I work].
I conclude that there is no clause type in Straits, either main or subordinate,
containing a gap that can be attributed to Wh- movement.

5. Other Evidence on Pronominal Arguments.
We have seen that the particle 'a that introduces oblique DET P in Straits
cannot occur with object pronouns, only with nominals. Pronominal Objects
are confined to the position following TRANSITIVE.
5.1. The person-deictic roots.
If arguments are restricted to pronouns that are confined to functional
projections in IP, then certain problems for the grammar must follow:

44) a. How are pronominal referents to be focused, since clilics
cannot have focus?
b. How are oblique pronominal objects to be expressed?
c. How can pronouns be used predicationally'?
Straits grammar solves these problems with the use of a set of "person-deictic"
roots. Partee (1987) notes that pronouns across languages typically show type
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shifting from referential e to predicational <e,t> uses in context.
45) a. I saw you.
b. The one I saw was YOu.

Referential ·you"
Predicational "YOU"

In Pronominal Argument languages, pronouns do not show type-shifting of
this kind; they are exclusively of semantic type e, serving as discourse anaphors
that cannot be focused. The Straits person-deictic lexical roots are a distinct
paradigm of predicates, of type < e,t>. They inflect for a third person subject.
They do not appear in A-positions, and do not resemble the Pronominal
Arguments in morphological shape. They occur only as lexical heads, either
of finite clauses (46a), or under the scope of a Determiner (46b). They are
used to mark contrastive focus. 4
46) a. ngk w =ygxw =lg'=0
C0 lel)-n-0n
YOU=CONJECT=PAST=3ABS DETsee-NC:TR-IsgSUBD SUBJ
It must have been YOU, the one I saw.
b. kWgnilJ-t-0=s0n
S0 n;)kw
help-C:TR-3ABS= IsgNOM DET:FEM YOU
I helped [the one who is] YOU.
These person deictic roots cannot occur with first or second person subject or
object Pronominal Arguments. Compare (46) and (47).
47) a. * n0kw
YOU=2sgNOM

C;)
lelJ-n-;m
DET see-NC:TR-IsgSUBD SUBJ

b. * kW gnil)-t-oI)0s=sgn
sa
n0kw
help-C:TR-2sACC= IsgNOM DET:FEM YOU
These roots are also used for oblique pronominal referents:
48) t'gm'-t-I)=s,m
hit-C:TR-PASS=2sgNOM
I was hit by YOU.

'0
C0 n0k w
OBL DET YOU

We have seen that in an IrreaJis clause third person subject marking is overt.
This overt person subject inflection is further evidence that the person-cteictic
roots are third person.
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49) cte-t-lJ=s;}n
kW;} n;}kw-;}s
ask-C:TR=PASS=1sgNOM DET YOU-3IRR
I was asked if it was YOU.
The fact that the person-deictic roots have the feature of third person rules
out the possibility that the Pronominal Arguments eould constitute agreement
with "dropped" person-deictic roots.
5.2. The absence of Determiner Quantification.

Jelinek (1995) shows that "strong" quantifiers in Straits are unselective
adverbials (Lewis 1975). These adverbials have a special LINK syntax; they
appear in clause initial position, linked to the main clause by a eonjunctive
particle 'aw'. They are followed by the clitic string, showing that, as the first
element in the predicate eomplex, they have raised to the Focus position.
50)

FOCUS
m~k'w

t\

\

/

COMP (Mood)
Q?

/\

Q Tense
/ \
PAST =IQ' VoiceP
/
\
=sxw
\
2sgNOM
Voice'

\",

TRANS P I

~CTIVE

~
/ I \
"'-ADV LINK TRANS P
/
\
TRANS'
-0
I
\
3ABS
Root -T

I
Ifo
mak,W=Q=IQ'=sxW
'QW' lJa--t-0
ALL=Q?=2sgNOM LINK eat-C:TR-3ABS
Did you eat it up eompletely/eat all of them?
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Ex. (51) shows the variability in scope of the unselective adverbiaL
'~w'
l)a-t-0
51) m;}k'w=+
ALL:::::lpINOM LINK eat-C:TR-3ABS
1. We ate it up completely.
2. We ate all of them.
3. All of us ate it/them .....

Another example of an unselective adverbial:
52) ,,'e'=s<)n
'aw'
ADD-lsgNOM LINK
1. I hit him again.
2. I also hit him.

t'am'-t-0
hit-C:TR-3ABS

(ADD

= "additionally")

In languages with Determiner quantification, strong Determiner quantifiers
have inherent focus; the lexical head of the quantified NP is presuppositionaL
There is focus on the A-position in which the strong quantified NP occurs.
In Straits, as in all Pronominal Argument languages, arguments never have
focus. Focus is confined to lexical heads, and arguments are restricted to
backgrounded discourse anaphors. In Straits, the predicate (or the initial
word of the complex predicate) raises to the Focus position. This initial word
may be a strong adverbial quantifier, followed by the clitic sequence, the
LINK particle, and the predicate to which it is linked.
Within Relative clauses, the strong quantifier also manifests variable scope,
evidence of its adverbial character:
53) ca m;)kw , paq'
DET ALL white
those that are all white
1. the completely white one[s]
2. the set all members of which are white

(not parti-colored)
(no red ones)

Weak quantifiers in Straits are ordinary open class rools. Unlike the strong
quantifiers, they are not LINKED to another root, and may be the only root
in the clause.
54) I)an'=+

many= IplNOM
We are many.
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6. Conclusions.
The raising to Focus process shown by Wh- words in Lummi is identical to
the raising shown by all predicates in the language. The Lummi data support
the findings of Troike (1990, 1992), and those of Cheng (1991), who identifies
a parametric class of languages, including Mandarin Chinese, that lack Wh
movement at spell-out, and have question particles and Wh- clefts. These
languages also have Wh- words that serve as indefinites, and never serve as
relative pronouns other attributes shared by Straits. Georgopoulos (1989)
argues that Palauan also confines Wh- words to clefts with variable binding,
and Richards (1993) shows that Tagalog has only Wh- clefts. Lummi has no
clause types, main or subordinate, unique to Wh- constructions, and I
conclude that in Lummi there is no "Wh- agreement" of the kind Chung
(1994) identifies in Chamorro. 5
To summarize: In Lummi main clauses the Predicate (or the first word of
a complex predicate) raises to Focus, and checks Mood in COMPo The
COMP selected is + WH, when the "yes/no" question particle or a + WH root
is present. In Hypothetical or Irrealis clauses, Mood is also +WH; other
subordinate clause types, including relatives, are -WHo Some typological
features of Wh- constructions in Lummi that follow from argument type:
55)

a. There are no clauses with two Wh- roots, since each root heads a
clause (main or subordinate).
b. There are no "Wh-in-situ" constructions, since there are no lexical
items in A-positions.
C. There is no Wh- movement; all predicates raise to the Focus position
in their clauses before spell-out.

The fact that Wh- questions in Straits Salish are cleft constructions, and that
these roots never occupy A-positions, but appear in the predicate position, is
consistent with the proposal that Straits has the parametric property of
Pronominal Arguments: that is, lexical items are uniformly excluded from A
positions. This in turn follows from the constraints on Focus structure and
information structure in the language, and the consequent lack of Determiner
Quantification. Arguments are restricted to discourse anaphors, and referents
are introdul'ed or re-identified in context via clausal predicates.
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5 There are extensive parametric differences across the members of the large
Salishan family. In the Interior Salish languages, in contrast to the Straits
dialects, we find a) no second position clitic string including the subject; b)
free-standing pronouns; c) DET P occurring initially in the clause; d) no
LINK syntax for the strong quantifiers; and e) Determiner Quantification,
including plurality and a Realis/lrrealis contrast (Matthewson 1996; this
differs from the Lummi kW , which may mark a familiar referent that is not
currently in sight). Many of these languages also lack Ergative case. Straits
has a person hierarchy, not discussed here for lack of space, that is not
manifested in most of the Interior languages. The syntax of Wh- words is also
different in Interior Salish. Wh- clefts seem to be common to the whole
Salishan family, but their properties vary across the sub-branches; for example,
there is a greater range of subordinate clause types appearing in Wh- clefts
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(Davis, Gardiner and Matthewson, 1993; Gardiner 1998). See Levine (1984)
on argument structure in Kwa1:wala, a non-Salish language of the Northwest
Coast area, for evidence that some of the parametric properties considered
here are areal in distribution, appearing outside the Salishan language family.
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The Role of Typology in L2 Acquisition
Euen Hyuk (Sarah) Jung
Georgetown University

1. Introduction
Previous ::;tudi~s on the role oftopic-prominenti subject-prominent typology in
second
(L2) acquisition have led to two controversIal claims. One set of
tindmgs has argued that independent of learners' fIrst language (L 1), the process
of~2 acquIsiuoG is characterized by w. earl\' uni\'ersal topic-prominent stage and
has suggested that topic-prominentlsubject-prominer.t typology is not transferable.
Fuller anJ Guned C 987) compared oral narratives from English native speakers
and learne:-s of English as an L2 from both topic-prominent L 1 (e.g. Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean) and non-topIc-prominent L1 (e.g. Arabic, Farsi, and
Spanish) backgrounds with regard to ::;ix topic-prominent features (e.g. zero
a.'1aphora, ::;urface coding of topic, dumm\' subjects, double subject constructions,
sub}ec,-creatin~ constructIOns, and ::;ubject-verb agreement). In order to measure
of lOpc-prominence of each narrative. a three-point implicational
the
scalmg \\:.I~ cmplo\'ed, in wluch no dirference \vas found between speakers of
top:c-promiEent ~md non-topic-promment languages in their English oral
production In adJnion. it \\ as found that L] learners :.IS a whole produced more
topic-prommcnt features in their interlanguage than the subject-prominent target
language sreaker~ (i.e English) and that their inter language is intermedi:ite in
topic-promine;:Jce betwecl1 topic-prominel1t and subject-prominent nati\"e
la.'lguages
:\nother ,et of studiCS has maintained that learners from topic-prominent L I
backgrounds trar.sfer the topic-prominent features in their L2 production. Heubner
t 1983) conducted a one-year longitudmal study of a Hmong adult speaker (in his
earl;: 20's) learning English as an L2 in a natural conte:-."t with no formal instruction
and found that the learner's interlanguage progressed from the initial topic
comment to subject-predicate stages through morphological syntactization, The
learner treated the copula "is" as a topic boundary marker at the beginning stage of
learning. He also consistently omitted the English detinite article in the subject
noun phrase pOSitiOns, but not in the object noun phrase positions. It was claimed
that this phenomenon is due to the carryover into the target language of topic
prominent features in Hmong. Since in Hmong a topic is typically defInite and it is

positIoned sentence-mitially, the leamer regarded any sentence-initial noun phrase
in English as a topic which carnes the feature of definiteness and did not see an
(extra) need to mark sentence-initial noun phrases with definite articles.
Similarly. Schachter and Rutherford (1979) found numerous examples ofLI
topic-prominence transfer in the L2 written English by speakers of topic-prominent
languages (e.g. Chinese and Japanese). They argued that constructions which
appeared to be malfOlmed passives produced by Chinese and Japanese learners
\\ere actually instances of typological transfer from L1 discourse functions (i.e.
topic-conunent constructions) to L2 syntactic forms. Before discussing their
arguments, a brief distinction between topic and subject given by Li and Thompson
(1976: 466 cited in Schachter and RutheIi()ld 1979 6) will be useful'
We may single out 3 baSIC factors in underlying these CrIteria ... for
distinguishing between T[opic] and S[ubiect]: discourse strategy, noun-verb
rdations, and grammatical processes. The subject has a minimal discourse
function in contrast with the topic ... the tOPIC, but not necessarily the subject
is dis"ourse-dependent serws as the "enter of attention in the sentence, and
must be definite. As for K- V relations and grammatical processes, it is the
subiect rather tlUll1 the topic that tigures prominently. Thus subieci is norn1ally
detennined by the Yerb and sdectionallv related 10 the yerb: and the subject
often obligatorily controls verb agreement. These properties of the SUbject are
not shared by the topic. In conclusion the topic is a discourse notion whereas
the subject is to a greater extent a sentence-intemal notion ...
According to Schachter and Rutherford's analysis, each initial noun phrase in the
examples belm\' (examples (1 ) and (2») was treated as a topic rather than a subject.
\yluch IS grammatically unrelated to the follm\'ing verb. Subjects and objects \vere
al,;o dropped by the topic-prominent language discourse conventions that subjects
and often objects are not obligatory in a sentence structure whenever they are
recoverable from a context:
(1) ') Most of food which is served in such restaurants! have cooked already.

(2)" In'ational emotIons are bad but '-"""""~-""",~~=-~~~:::::...o"""-",-,,,,,=~.
(Schachter and RutheIford 1979: 7)
Bv this reasoning, they provided fuller reading of examples (l) and (2) as:
(I) a. Most of the food which is served in such restaurants [they] have cooked
[it] already.
(2) a. lnational emotions are bad but rational emotions, [one] must use [them]
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for judging
(Schachter and Rutherford !979 8)
FUlthelIDore, Rutherford (1983) examined writing samples produced by ESL
learners from both topic-prominent (e.g. Mandarin, Japanese, and Korean) and
subject-prominent (e.g. Spanish and Arabic) languages and found that learners
from topic-prominent L1 backgrounds significantly overproduced topic-prominent
structures in their English L2 writing. He also found in L2 written productions by
these learners at different proficiency levels that there was a general shift in the use
of topic-comment to target-like subJect-predicate structures as the learners' L2
proticiency leye! increased. The follOWing examples of learners' interlanguage
represent a typical developmental sequence of such a syntactic emergence
Csyntacticization" in Rutherford's tenns) (Ruthelford 1983: 362):
(3)

H.

In my. country. man and woman choose:; husband or wife rl
is very simple
'f'~
Subject

Predicate

~

Topic

Comment

(leyeJ 3)
b. Chome a

husband or wife, this is very important problem for everybody

--.....,.

..........
~

'
TOpK

~

Subject
Predieate
~
Comment

-------

(level 4)

c... choosing a husband and a wife is one oflhe essentials oflifc .
Subject
~

Predicate

----------

(Topk)

(Comment)

Sentenee

(level 5)

In example
tollowing his argument the earliest stage of L2 learning is
characterized by absence of the "subject category" if it is coreferential ,vith a topic
(3a): at the middle stage the category "subject" coexists with coreferential topic
(3b): and at the final stage topic has been reanalyzed by the learner as a "subject"
(3c)
Such conf1icting conclusions discussed above, as .lin (1994) has pointed out, may
be due to the fact that these studies ' . . ·ere based only on data involving English as a
second language, a subject-prominent language and the fact that they investigated
only two directions oflanguage transfer, either topic-prominent to subject
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investigated the
trom the direction of subject-prominence to topicprominence, such as
to Korean. The role oftopic-prominenti subjectprominent typology in L2 acquisition cannot be fully accounted for until more
studies are can'ied out in the direction of subject-prominence to topic-prominence
(Jin 1994). The present study aims to proyide further illsight into the role of topic
prommentisubject-prominent tvpology by investigating English learners'
acquisition of Kore:m as an
more specifically, by investigating a relationship
bet\\een the learners' proficiency levels (i.e. "advanced" vs. "intermediate") and
the learners' use of topic-prominent features (i.e. zero anaphora, topic markers
"(ll)un," and double subject comtlUctions) in their L2 oral productions.

2. Topic-prominent Features in Korean versus Subject-prominent Features
in English
Li and Thompson (1
first introduced the notion of topic-promment versus
subject-prominent typolog\,. in which English is
as a subject-prominent
language, \\hlle Korean is \ie\\ed as a topic-prominent language (Sohn 1980)
Tuplc-prominent featurcs in Korean can be discussed in tern1s of zero anaphora,
topic marker "(n)un, and double subiect constluctions.

2.1. Zero anaphora
and objects to drop when they are recoverable fI'om
Korean allows
conte\:ts as in e\i.il11ple
(4) A: ne ikc~ philyohani
You this need"
'Do \'0\1 need thiS'"
B

C
)

if phihohay !1

y

need )if
'Ye;;, I need it.'
In answer to speaker A's question "ne ikes philyohani'T' (,Do you need this')'),
Speaker B' s response "phih'oh;I\" (the wrb 'need' alone) is grammatically con-eel.
eyen though the subject and the object ::lre not o\'ertly marked. However, as in
e\ample (5), English doe:; not allO\\ subjects and objects to drop as Korean does
Speaker B's response to speaker A's question is ungrammatical \vhen the sublect
and/or the object are not overtl\' marked
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(5) A: Do you need this')
B: a. * 1< need it.
b. * I need 6
c. * ~need t

2.2. Topic marker "(n)un"
\Vhile English has left-dislocation as a way of topic-marking as illustrated in
example (6). Korean as a topic- prominent language has a specific morphological
device tor such purposes, in addition to the use of syntactic positions. In Korean,
topic is morphologically marked by topic markers "(n)un" as in example (7), in
\vhieh the Iirst noun phrase, "saynsen" Cfish ') was toplcalized by the use of topic
marker "un":
(6) a. Mary, John saw her yesterday
(Prince 1983: I cited in Nishimura 1990 367)
b. Beans. I don't like.
(Prince 1981 249 cited in Nishimura 1990: 367)
(7) sa:msen-lIll Yene-ka

massissta
Fish-T salmon-S dehciuus-Dr:C
.As tllr lish, salmon IS delrclUus ..
T TopIC markeL S Subject markeL DEC: Declarati\'e

2.3. Double subject construction
Double subject constructions are among the basic sentence types Cunmarked"
Illm1s) in topic-prominent languages such as Korean, whereas they occur

exdusi,'eh in a Yel\' casual spoken register ("marked" form) in subject-prominent
languages such as English (Bland 1981). Example (8) illustrates the use of double
subject constructions in Korean, in which a topic and a subject can occur
simultaneousl\':

kho-ka kilta
(8) a. khokkili-ka
Elephant-S
nose-S long- DEC
'An elephant's nose is long/ An elephant has a long nose,'
b. khokkih-null kho-ka kilta,
Elephant-T
nose-S long- DEC
'As for an elephant its nose is long. '
T: Topic marker, S Subject marker: DEC Declarative
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3. Experiment

3.1. Research question
Is then: a relationship bet\\een the English leamers' Korean proficIency levels (ie
"ad\'anced" \'S, "intemledwte--) and the use of topic-prominent features
zew
anaphora, topic marker,; "n(un). -- and double subject constructions) in L2 oral
produetion tasks"

3.2.

H~'potheses

T\H) different hypotheses can be fOIl11Ulated in relation to the tv. 0 oPPOSite
described earlier in this paper

claim~

Hypothesis A: If intel111ediate leamers are not likely to transfer subject-prominel1l
features to their Korean mterlanguage and predominantly use topic-prominent
features. it wi]! support Fuller and Gundel s (1987) claim that topit.:-prominence is
an
uni\'ersal stage in L2 acquisition
H~'pothesis B: If II1kll11edlUte leamers tend to transfer subjet;t-prominent lemures
to their Korean inkrlanguage and if ad\ anced leamers shll\\ a decrease in the use
of omch subject-prominent features and an increase in the use of topic-prominent
feature;;, it \\ill supp0l1 the claim made
Heubner (1983). Ruthedixd (1983) and
Schachter and Ruthelford (1979)
3.3. Method

3,3,1. sub/eelS
A total of sixteen adults including ten subjects (eight males and t\Yo females) and
six interlocutors (three males and three kmales) participated in this study, FiYe
adyanced and tiYe intelmediate leamers were drawn fi'om Level II and Level III m a
Korean cuniculum at an American university respectively. All the subjects were
in their early 20's and were nati\'e speakers of English, Interlocutors were all
native speakers of Korean, who were enrolled in the graduate programs at the same
institution, \\hose age ranged from mid 20's to nlld 30's
3,3,1. procedures
When the subjects \\ere recruited, each paJ1icipant tilled out a background
questiormaire dealing with his or her personal intormation and Korean language
education, The procedures of this stud,' had two pans, In the first session, each
subject \yatched a Charlie Chaplin's twenty-minute film, Alodem Times, initially
with his or her interlocutor. Then the interlocutor left the room while the subject
contmued to watch the remaining pm1 of the film. The subject met up with his or
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her interlocutor and was asked to retell the second half of the story (starting from
the scene when Charlie Chaplin gets out ofjail) to the interlocutor. This session
was audio-taped. In the second part, two subjects discussed up to four topics
among themselyes, which "vas Yideo-t<:lped. In this session, the interlocutor plan:d
a role as a facilitator to smoothly introduce the discussion topics The four topics
were the following
TopIC I
This is. u Charlie Chaplin mo\ie of the silent film era. Chaplin is famous for being
considen:d to be the best comedian of his time. Otwiously people found him funny.
I'm not sure I \;<111 quite see it that \yay Based on this peIi'ormance, would ~'ou
(;onsider him to be a
comedian? Why') Why not? Is this the kind of humor YOU
are tamilHlf with" \Vhere are the similarities. where the differences?
Topi\; 2
We talked earlier how the movie ends with the young couple happilY walking off'
into the sunset, the cliche of a Happy Ending in American movies. Is there
un\1hlllg pm11culurh "American" about the brand of happiness the moyie
characters seem to aspire to') Does this kind of happiness also haye appeal in
Korean culture') Is there something like a "right to happiness" in i\meriean culture
that contributes to the power of the cliche of a "happy ending" in American movies')
HO\y does that relate to the economic and pobtical tensions of the time when the
movie \\'as made" \\'hat constitutes happiness today') How is it depicted III
contemporary moyies"
The whole notion of heroes changes oYer time, In the past heroism was often
linked quite dosch to combat and war, to physical accomplishments, but also to
strl\'ing 1~)j impeL:cable ethical standards. W1lUt kinds of heroes does this movie
sbow" Wll111 makes them people that set an example'! What is problematic about
that')
Chaplin is ohyiousl\' the hero of the story, a hero of the little people, What makes
\\'hat does that tell us about the need::: or the aspirations of
him a h.:ro in this
people at the time') \\110 are our heroes today, how do we depict them in movies,
what does that say about major societal developments and concems')
3.3. 3, data alla/,'sis
The oral production data from each subject were separately analyzed with respect
to the use of zero anaphora, topic marker "(n)un," and double subject
constructions. Both quantitative and qualitative approaches were adopted to
anal~7e the data: (a) calculation of the frequency with which the subjects used each
topic-prominent teature in the oral production, in which Yates' correction factor
was used lor the statistical analysis; and (b) comparison of the actual utterances by
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the advanced and the intenl1ediate leamers in each category
The basic un1t of analys1s used 111 thls analysis was a clausal unit adapted from
Kim \ 1989) s pear story nanaliws in Korean. which \\ere originally used by
\\'allace Chafe (1980) In defining a clausal unit (Kim 1989: 432), the notion that
"'a n:rb with its arguments to which a conjunctive morpheme is attached" is
important, in which a conjunctive morpheme signals clausal relations such as
coordination, reason. condition, and so f011h. In relation to a clausal unit, a
sentential unil is defined as "'a proposition which contains at least one sentence
tinal sutlix (Ie. tense, aspect, and modality (T AJ'vf)) and is associated with
.. and it is "a grammatical tC)Jm which includes tenninal suffIxes \\hich
the speaker's assessment of the propositional content." The following
example illustrates the relationship between the dausal unit and the sentential unit
defll1ed here:
a ku yeca-ka
ppang-ul
h\\llmchv-ess-ki-tfaymwuney
The \\'Omall-S bread-ACe steal-PAST-NOM-('O\:J ('because ')
b. hengchal-1
cap-as:Ha.
Poltceman-S (the woman) atTest-PAST-DEeL
'The puhceman anested the \\oman because she stole the bread.'

r

S SubJect marker: ACe Accusative marker. CONJ: Conjunctive morpheme~
DECL Dedarati\'t:~ NOM Norninailzer sufilx~ PAST: Past tense marker.
The abo\'C e:\ample (9) has one sentential unit. consisting o1't\\o clausal units. In
a conjunctive morpheme
Cbecause') is attached ll1 the verb
"h\\lll11chy-ess" (,stole '), signaling a reason relation, which marb the clausal
boundan "ta" in (9b) 1S a sentence-final
and this marks the sentence
boundan Thus. the example (9) consists of one sentential unit, which is composed
of t\\'o dausal units.
3A. Results! Discussion

3.1 1. zero anaphora
Results are discussed with respect to (a) zero anaphora, (b) topic marker
"'(n)un,"and (e) double subject constructions in the oral production tasks. Table I
presents the frequency of clauses with zero anaphora in the oral productions. The
findings indicate that L2 proficiencY appears to playa role in the production of
clauses with zero anaphora. The ad\'aneed learners generally tended to omIt
subjects and objects more tj'equently than the intelmediate learners. The advanced
leal1lers dropped noun
47% of the time while the intennediate learners did
so 44% oflhe time, although statistical significance was not found (xl.= 1.00, df=
l~p=ns).
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Table 1. Frequency of clauses with zero anaphora in oral production tasks
Groups
Clauses
No. of Zero Anaphora Clauses
% of Zero Anaphora Clauses
No. of Total Clauses

Advanced

InteImediate

IS3
47%
38S

154
44%
354

Furthem10re, the advanced leamers tended to drop subjects in sentences with
reference to a cunent topic, "'hereas the intem1ediate Ieamers tended to preserve
sUbjeCb "Ith subject case markers, a phenomenon due to the transfer of theIl' L I,
that IS. one of the subject-promll1ent features that subjects arc obligator. in a
sentence.
A closer look at the use of zero anaphora bv these Ieamers reveals that, as Table
:2 sh(1\\s, there", a general tendency among these groups that leamers tended to
omit subjects far more ii'equentlv than they omitted objects The advanced and the
intem1ediate leamers dropped subjects 91 % and 97% of the time, respectiveh-. The
tendenc,' that the subject noun plu'ases arc far more ii'equently omitted than the
object noun plu'ases ""'.IS abo obserwd 111 Korean Ll acquiSItion (Cho 1994: Kim
1995), L 1 nanatiw stud,' (Kim 191\7), and other topic-prominent languages such
as Chinese Ll (Cullen and HarlO\,· 19S6 cited in Cho 1994: Wang et a!. 1992 cited
in Cho 1994) and Chinese L2 studies (.Tin 1994)
The asmm1etrY between subject- and object-drop II1 Korean might be accounted
for by the From-Old-To-Ne" Principle, according to which old, predictable
infom1ation comes first and new, unpredictable infonnation come,; last in
conjunction "ith the unmarked "'ord order SOV in Korean (Kim 19Y5). Thus, it IS
natural to expect to see that subjects are more ti-equenth omitted than obJects are
since the subject posItion ten,b to encode olel C'established") information while the
object positIOn tends to represent ne" mfol11wtion.
Table 2. Subject- vs. Object- drop asymmetry in oral production tasks
Groups
Types of zero anaphora
Subject-drop
Objects-drop
Total

Adnnced
166(91%)
17 (9%)
IS3 (100%)

InteImediate
150 (97%)
4 (3%)
154 (100%)

3.--1,2. lise a/topic marker "(11)1111"
Table 3 displays the frequency of oral productions of clauses with topic markers
"(n)un" by subjects in the tasks. It was found that the ti-equency of production of
targeted form increased "'ith leamers' L2 proficiency. That is, the adnnced

leamers tended to topicahze sentences \Yith a topic marker "Cn)un" far more
li'equently than the imelmedIate leamers. The advanced kamers topicalized
sentence" 23<l/o of the time while the intermediate leamers did so 14% of the time,
and the ditkrence bet\,'een these groups was found to be statisticallv significant
~
.
(x =9,6Ldf=Lp<,OI)
'

.

Table 3. Frequenc\' of topic-marked clauses in oral production tasks
Gmups

Adnmced

No, of Topic-marked Clauses
No. of Total Clauses

lntennediate

88

49

388

354

In examining the smtactic categories that can be marked b\ a topi;; marker
"(n)un" across groups, Table 4 sho\\'s that a noun phrase was most often marked by
"Cn)un," and a similar phenomenon \\as found in the use of a Japanese topic marker
""a" in Kuno (1978) and Ni;;himura (1989)
Table 4. 1\pC5 of to pica It zed grammatical categorIes by topic marker "(n)un" in
orai production lasks
Gruups

AdnlllceJ

t\Tl'
pp

76

Total

8il (l O()'Yo)

"I

(8%)

lntem1ediatc
43 (88%)
4 (8'%)
49 (100%)

In addition, as Table 5 presents, both groups tended to use a topic marker "(n)un'
to mark the subject noun phrase more frequently than the object noun pm'ase, The
adnmced and the intem1edlate leamers used topic markers "(n)un" 88% and 95%,
of the time, respectlyelY. The tendency to topicalize the subject noun phrases far
more frequently than the object noun phrase:; parallels the use of Japanese topic
marker "wa" in Nishimura's (1989) stud,' on English-Japanese bilingual speakers,
in which ''''a' topicalized the subJcct noun phrases far more frequentl\' than the
object noun pm'ases, H"ang (1995) also itJUnd thal ilTespective of their function:;
within the clause, almost all the noun pm'ases marked by "(n)un" occurred 111 the
sentence-initial position, which is consonant witl1 the crosslinguislIcally attested
fact that topics generally take place in the sentence-initial position (Li and
Thompson 1976),
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Table 5. Types ofNP marked by topic marker "(n)un" in oral production tasks
Groups
Subject
Object
Total

Advanced
67 (88%)
9 (12%)
76 (100%)

Intennediate
41 (95%)
2 (5%)
43 (100%)

3. -I. 3. double subject cOnstl1lCtlOllS (DSCs)
Table 6 presents the ti'equency of clauses with double ~ubject constmctions used bv
these leamers in oral productIOn tasks. Consistent with the trends observed in their
use of zero :maphora and tOpIC markers "(n)un," learners were found to increase
the use of double subject constmctions as their proficiency increased The
adnmced learners generally used more double subject constmctiol1S than the
intem1ediate learners did. The advanced learners used double subject constluctions
6% of the timt:', whereas the intermediate learners did so 1% of the time, whose
difference was statistically significant (x;: 14.99, df I; P < .001).

Table 6. Frequency of clauses with DSCs in oral production tasks
Groups

No. of DSC Clauses
No. of Total Clauses

Advanced

24

Intelmediate

3
354

4. Conclusion
The results o1'thi;; pilot study can be sununarized as: (a) The intennediate leamers
tended to transfer subject-prominent features such as preserving subjects of
sentence to their Korean interlanguage, and the advanced leamers tended to omit
subjects and objects more frequently than their counterparts in the oral productions
(47% \'$ 41 %). although statistical significance was not found (x,.", 1.00, df I;
p '" n.s.): (b) The advanced learners tended to topicalize sentences with topic
markers "(n)un" more frequently than the intermediate learners when introducing a
known reference as a topic in the oral production tasks (23% vs. 14%). These
tendencies were statistically significant (x ....= 9.61, df = I; P < .0 I); and (C) The
adyanced learners used more double subject constructions than the intennediate
learners in the oral production tasks (6% vs. 1%), in which a statistical significance
wasfound(x2."'14.99,df J;p< .001).
This study indicates that tllere was a general shift in the use of subject-prominent
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to topic-prominent features Il1 Korean L2 acquisition D\' English L I leamer:c;
aecordlllg to their L2 profiuencY len'ls The intelmedwte kamel's tended to
transfer sub\eet-prom1l1ent teatures to their Korean 1I1terlanguage, whlk the
adyanced leamers shO\\ed a decrease 111 the use of such features and used more
topic-prominent features in the oral productions, The present findings are more
consistent with the claim made by Heubner (1983), RutheIford (1983), and
Schachter and Rutherford (1979), than the claim made by Fuller and Gundel
(1987) regarding the earlY uniwrsal stage of topic-prominence in L2 acquisition,
that leamers in the early stuge of leaming tend to transfer their L I features lJ1 L2
leamll1g and that \\'ith increasing proficiency leamers gradually become sensitiw
to the charllcteristics of the turget language, approximating to the target language
nom1.
This pi lot stud\' has atteI1Ipted to expand the depth of research on the status of
subiect-prominent! topic-promiuent typolof\' in L2 acquisition by inyestigating the
mterlanguage from the direction of subject-prominence L I to topic-prominence
\\'hich has been studied relatiyeh' little so far. Giwn the small sample
caution
should be exercised in that the present findmgs cannot be generalized to a larger
population. In order to more acctllateh' ODSen'1:! thl:! general pattem of deVeloping
:o;hould be supplemented
topic-prominl:!nt featurl:!s in 1,2 Korean, thl:! prl:!sent
by collecting not onlY more sufticient data frlll)1 "intelmediate" and "ad\'ancl:!d'
English kamers of Korean hut also data from beginning kamers, as well as
productions ii'om nati"l:! speakers of Korean as baseline data,
For future research, a longitudinal study should be carried out in order to examine
the developmental sequencl:!s of topic-prominent features in Korean L2 acquisition
b\ speakers of subject-prominent languages It would also be intere'5ting to
compare the L2 acqUIsition of topic-prominent features in Korean hetwel:!l1 a
naturalistic \'ersus an instructed setting to see any possible effects of expEcit tbnnal
instruction in helping leamers to de\elop topic-prominence in their leaming
process, In addition, more studies need to be conducted on the native speakers of
subject-prominent language leaming the topic-prominent language as an L2 in
order to verif\' whether the trends obsen'ed in the present study will be supported.
Fm1herrnore, research needs to il1\'estigate the acquisition of topic-prominent
languages as an L2 Dr comparing leamers from both topic-prominent and subJect
pmminent Ll backgrounds, "hich will enable us to gain a better understanding of
the role of subject-prominent!topic-promment typology in L2 acquisition,
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A Two-Root Theory of Korean Geminate
Consonants *
Eon-Suk Ko
Cniversity of Pennsylvania
Since the proposal of an autosegmental CV tier by McCarthy (1979), there have
been debates regarding how to represent the length of segments to properly
capture relevant phonological phenomena that are length-sensitive. Central
among the different standpoints regarding this issue is the treatment of
geminates. There have been largely two standard viewpoints of representing
geminates: earlier versions of autosegmental phonology assume that the quantity
of a segment is represented as ::I smgle melody unit linked on a skeletal tier
composed of so-called timing units such ::IS CS and y' 5, or simply X's. More
recently. ~kC::Inhy and Prince (1986) and H::Iyes (1989) have contended that the
skeleta of templatic morphology ::Ire solely composed of prosodic constituents
such as foot, syllable and mora. but no use is made of a skeletal tier composed of
C. Y. or X.
Parallel to the development of the theories of skeleton. there has also been a
development of the theories of feature structure. In earlier versions of
autosegmental phonology, the feature content of a segment was represented on a
melody tier as ::I simple distinctive fe::lture matrix. However, it is now generally
assumed that features are organized into a structured representation called
feature geometry (Clements 1985). Although there are different opinions as to
the detailed structure of the feature geometry. what is generally assumed is that a
root node dominates all other features that specify a segment.
Putting together the theoretical development of featuml representation and
prosodic structure. Selkirk (1990) proposes a two-root theory of length. She
basically accepts the McCarthy-Prince notion of the skeleton as constituted, in
its lovler reaches, by a syllable and mora structure, and lacking any
representation of a skeletal tier. Incorporating the feature structure of Clements
(1985). the root tier is the interface between feature structure and the prosodic

• I thank Gene Buckley anJ Rolf :\oyer for helpful discussions on this issue. However, I
alone am responsible for the: argume:I1ts made in thiS paper and any remaining errors.
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structure of the skeleton. Nmv, the arising question is how to represent the
length in such framework.
Many of the proponents of moraic theory assume a one-root theory of length
as follows:
(1) One-Root Theory of Length

a. Geminate Vowel
/ \
j.l

b. Geminate Consonant
()

()

j.l

\ /
RV

()

/ \ /
J..l

I

RC

As in the above lexical represenration (I b). geminate consonants consist of a
single root node linked to a single mora, and the double-linking is produced by
general rules of syllabitication.
Alternati vel y, Selkirk (1990) contends that geminate entites in vol ve two
identical root nodes and some amount of shared feature specifications, including
shared features for Place:
(2) Two-Root Theory of Length
a. Geminate Vowel
RV RV
\ /

Place

b. Geminate Consonant
RC RC
\ /
Place

In her representation, full geminates involve sharing of all features whereas
partial geminates are structures where speCifications for laryngeai features or
nasality may differ in the two halves.
In this paper, adopting Selkirk's two-root theory of geminates, I will give an
analysis of some geminate-related phonological phenomena in Korean. In
section 1, I will briefly review the debates on the representation of the Korean
tense consonant and will propose to see it a geminate. In section 2, I will go over
some arguments of Selkirk in support of the two-root theory of length, and will
apply it in explaining Korean degemination and post obstruent tensing. In
section 3. the two-root theory of Korean fortis consonants will be strengthened
with a more elaborated theory of the moraic tier in Korean. An account of /hi
related phonological phenomena will also be given. In section 4, I conclude that
a two-root theory is better in representing the geminates and the separation of
weight from length.

1. Korean Fortis Consonant
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Korean obstruents show a three-way laryngeal surface contrast between plain,
aspirated and tense. There have been two opposite views regarding proper
representation of the underlying distinctiveness among these consonants. While
many assume that Korean has a three-way underlying phonation contrast (Kim
Renaud 1974, Cho and Inkelas 1994, etc.), there also have been attempts to
reduce the contrast to a binary one (Han 1992, lun 1995, etc.).
Most works that assume the Korean tense consonant as singleton represent
its distinctive laryngeal status with the [+constricted glottis] feature. However,
in a cineradiographic study of Korean consonants, Kim (1970) provides a
persuasive argument that the Korean tense consonant should not be treated as a
glottalized consonant which involves an ejective aerodynamic mechanism in its
pronunciation.
One of the strongest phonological arguments against the geminate analysis
of the Korean tense consonant has been that it violates Korean syllable structure,
which does not allow a consonant cluster in an onset. However, this constraint is
a byproduct of the CN or X theory. If we shift our representational theory to the
system thaI does away with the timing slots, the only restriction on the onset
position will be that it should be nonmoraic. As will be discussed in later
sections. I assume that only sonorant geminates are moraie in Korean.
Therefore, the existence of an obstruent geminate onset is no longer a problem.
Under such a mora-based restriction on the distribution of onset, the absence of
sonorant geminates in lhe onsel position won't be a mere coincidence if it is
moraie as will be argued in seclion 3.
Among lhe arguments for the geminate analysis of Korean tense consonants
have been the following:
(3) Geminate Analysis of Korean Tense Consonants (Han 1992)1
a.

morphological gemination: morphological tensification happens in
co-compounds. Since sonorant consonants involve gemination in
the same environment. tensification of obstruents can also be seen
as gemination.
i) Ii + mom! 7 [immom] 'tooth + body 7 gum'
ii) Iso + cm)/7 [soc'aIJ] 'call + paper 7 subphoena'

b.

surface fake geminates are phonetically identical to tense
consonants
i) ftok + kif
7 [tok'i]
'poison + temper 7 vice'
7 [tok'i]
'ax'
ii) ftok'if

I I have not listed other evidence that is not phonologically very interesting among her
proposals.
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Besides the above, there is also convincing acoustic evidence that the Korean
tense consonant is geminate. That is, two of the important phonetic cues for the
Korean tense consonant is its long closure duration intervocalically and its
strong burst at the onset of voicing. which is also a typical phonetic cue for
geminates cross-linguistically (Hume et aL 1997).
Based on the above, I will assume that the Korean tense consonant is a
geminate and will give an analysis of some phonological phenomena involving
Korean tense consonants based on this assumption. It will be shown that tense
consonants related phenomena are best explained by the geminate analysis of
tense consonants with two-root theory.

2. The Two-Root Theory of Length
Having defined the Korean tense consonant as a geminate, I will argue that its
length is best represented using the framework of the two-root theory proposed
by Selkirk (1990). In the following subsections, I will first go over some data
and arguments supporting the two-root theory of length from Klamath. Then I
will look at post-obstruent tensification from Korean and argue that it is best
explained using the two-root theory. being the kind of rules that affect the
feature content of just one half of a geminate.

2.1

Laryngeals in Klamath and Icelandic (Selkirk 1990)

The first argument for a two-root theory of length can be found in Steriade
(1987a), where she presents evidence for the existence of rules which modify
only half of a geminate. The following is an example which Selkirk names
laryngeal fission.
In Klamath. obstruents are phonemically voiceless [p, t, c, k, q], voiced [b. d,
j, g. G], and glottalized [p'. t', c', k', q'j. Within the rime, however, this
distinction is neutralized. Selkirk proposes the following rule for this
explanation:
(4) Klamath Laryngeal Neutralization

Rime
I
Robst

f

Laryngeal
It is assumed that a default rule later fills in the voiceless plain value observed in
this position.
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When the rule applies to a helerosyllabic obstruent, it will produce a
derivation like the following:
(5) Klamath Laryngeal Fission: Nongeminate Obstruent Clusters
Ip'kJ -7 [pk], Idk'i -7 [tk']

Robst

Robst

Robst

p~ Pla~r

PIaL

Robst

Plac~

Interestingly, the neutralization rule affects the first half of geminate
consonants, too.
(7) Klamath Laryngeal Fission: Geminate Obstruent Clusters

Ip'p'l -7 [pp']. Idd! -7 ltd]

Robst

Robst

Robst

Robst

~

~

In the above example. the first half of the geminate is neutralized and by default
changed into a voiceless. In the proposed two-root analysis, each root node is
separately specified for laryngeal features.
In an alternative one-root theory of the geminate, the dual laryngeal
specitications should be assigned to a single root node.

(6)

(j

(j

~

Robs!
I
Lar

-------

[-voice]

[+voice]

In this approach, however, the problem of proper ordering of features arises.
Drawing arguments from Sagey (1986) and Lombardi (1989), Selkirk argues
that there is no independent basis for assuming that an ordering of feature
specification is possible under the root node (i.e, No-Feature-Ordering
Generalization). This problem could be obviated if universal principles could be
called on to guarantee the proper ordering of the two laryngeal specifications in
geminate obstruents (Kingston 1986). However, Selkirk points out that we are
still left with the necessity of seeing the ordering of the laryngeal features in
geminates and nongeminales in different terms, which is really the essential
drawback.
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Selkirk also gives an explanation of Icelandic preaspiration in tenns of two
root theory. Icelandic preaspiration involves the delinking of aspiration from an
underlying aspirated stop and a transfer of that aspiration to the preceding
consonantal segment. Readers are referred to her original analysis due to space
lirrutations, but the essential point is that a two-root representation of geminate
stops permits preaspiration in geminates to be subsumed under the more general
phenomenon of preaspiration in consonant clusters. With one-foot theory of
geminates. however, it becomes a mystery why geminates should pattern with
consonant sequences. This point will be repeated with other similar phenomena
from Korean in following sections.

2.2

Post Obstruent Tensfication in Korean

In Korean. there are several sources for the so-called 'tense' consonants. For
example. the following IV s are identially realized as [k')" at the phonetic level:
(7)

a./tokkil
b./tok+kil
c./top-kil

[tok'il
[tok'i]
[topk'i]

'ax'
'poison + temper
'help-nml'

vice'

(7a) is an underived word, while (7b) and (7c) are each derived by compounding
and norrunalization.
Proponents of the singleton analysis of tense consonants have argued that the
tense kk {k'] in (7a) is underlyingly a singleton specified with a [+cg] feature,
while the ones in (7b) and (7c) are derived by the following rule of Post
Obstruent Tensification:
(8) Post Obstruent Tensification (Cho and Inkelas 1994)
J.l
J.l
I
I
o
o(Root Node)
[-son]
o (Laryngeal Node)
I
[+cg]
Cho and Inkelas argue that the above rule faces a paradox if applied to
geminates:

Throughout the paper, this notation does not commit itself to any lexical status of the
tense consonants but is used as a shorthand for representing phonetic 'tense'ness.

2
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(9) Geminate

v

U

a Root
[-son]
According to the Linking Constraint (LC, Hayes 1986), which interprets the
association lines of a rule exhaustively, the POT rule (8) cannot apply to the
geminate with the configuration as (9). Thus the LC incorrectly predicts no
tensitication of a geminate. Also, according to the Uniform Applicability
Condition (UAC. Schein and Steriade 1986), it is not possible to insert the [+cg]
feature only to the second half of a geminate. Therefore, UAC will also
incorrectly block the tensification of geminate. Based on this line of argument.
Cho and Inkelas contend to abandon the geminate hypothesis of Korean tense
consonants rather than abandoning the LC and the UAC.
Note. however, that in the representational system of the two-root theory, the
problems associated with the LC and the UAC do not arise. Since the
representation has two linking lines under each Root node. the violation of the
LC will not arise. Also. UAC is no longer a problem since one of the main
advantages of the two-root theory was exactly aimed at this-altering featural
content of only half of the geminate.
(J 0)

Geminate in Two-root Theory
Rt
Rt

V

[-son]
Thus. as in the Icelandic preaspiration case. a two-root representation of the
tense consonant seems to permit the tensitlcation of geminates to be subsumed
under the more general phenomenon of POT.
However, the above paragraph which entails a possibility of analyzing the
tensing of geminate and the POT as a unified phenomenon has a serious logical
paradox. Recall that. adopting the two-root theory of Korean tense consonants,
we decided to get rid of the [+cg] feature in Korean phonology since what
makes the geminate sound 'tense' is not any featura} specification under the
laryngeal node at the underlying level. but a phonetic implementation. We cited
Kim (1970) to support our intuition that [+cg] is not really a proper feature to
represent the 'tenseness' of Korean tense consonants. Therefore, the POT
analysis of geminate reinforcement which assumes an insertion of the [+cg]
feature to the latter half of the geminate is not a viable analysis. The same is true
with the POT of obstruent clusters.
If there is no [+cgj feature in Korean phonology, then, we are forced to come
up with a new analysis of the POT that does not involve an insertion of the [+cg]
feature. The 'tenseness' of underlying geminate consonants and the result of
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POT seem to be at least an identical phonetic entity: they are indistinguishable
both acoustically and perceptually (Han 1996). Then one possibility would be to
think of the POT as a gemination process rather than tensification: in other
words, we shift our focus from the featural specification to the segmental tier.
I suggest that the POT be seen as a Post Obstruent Gemination whereby the
features of the right hand side obstruent spreads to the root node on its left in a
concatenation of two obstruents, whether they be geminate or not.
(11)

Post Obstruent Gemination (phonological gemination3 )
Rops Robs
I ·············.1
Place Place

For example, in the obstruent sequence Iks/ in the following example, lsi ends
up with two root nodes via the gemination rule (11).
(12)

Id'reksm]l-7 [chreks'aIJ]

'desk'

Robs
Robs
t·...1
Dorsal
Coronal
Once the features of the obstruent /sl is linked to two root nodes, the way it gets
'tense' is by phonetIC implementation as in the case of underlying geminates.

3. Moraic Theory of Korean Consonants
In this section, we will turn our attention to the moraic tier to explain some
phonological phenomena that are hard to explain at the segmental level.
As mentioned before. the lexical representation of a two-root theory itself
does not make any commitment as to the status of geminate vowels and
consonants in a syllable/mora structure. The moraification and syllabification of
geminates is presumed to be accomplished by general principles and rules in the
grammars of individual languages. and, therefore, the moraic status of geminates
may vary from one language to another. In this way, two-root theory makes
potentially different predictions from one-root theory (Selkirk 1990).
In the following subsections, I will examine the moraic status of Korean
geminates with two phonological phenomena: degemination (3.1) and umlaut
(3.2). Then I will also take a look at the moraic status of aspirated consonants in
3.3.
There is also a corresponding morphological gemination process in cocompounds as
we've seen in section I. It applies to both sonorants and obstruents, unifying the source
of the 'tensing' from phonology and morphology.
3
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3.1.

Umlaut

Lee (1993, cited in Tak&Davis 1994) argues that umlaut occurs only when the
taIget and trigger are moraical Jy adjacent. 4 In the following, we see that umlaut
occurs across a singleton consonant as in (13a), but does not occur across a
geminate as in (I3b). Interestingly, umlaut is not blocked for the tense
consonants as in (l3c), nor across consonant clusters as in (13d).
(13) Umlaut
a. Italimil
Im:)kil
b. lall-i-I
It' :)]j-i-/
c. lak'i-I
Ithok'il
d. Inampi/
lan-ki-I

-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7

[trerimi]
[mekij
[alii] (*[relliJ)
[t':)l1iJ (*[t'elliJ)
[rek'iJ
[thok'iJ
[nrembi]
[relJgiJ

'iron'
'food'
'notify'
'tremble'
'dear'
'rabbit'
'pot'
'be hugged'

These data are interesting in two respects. First, tense consonants in (13c)
pattern with the singletons as in (13a) rather than the sonorant geminates in
(13b). Meanwhile, they also pattern with the consonant clusters in (13d) rather
than the sonorant geminates in (13b). Their patterning with both the singleton
and consonant clusters appears to be paradoxical.
In a one-root theory of length. it becomes a mystery why geminates pattern
with consonant clusters. Howevcr, in the two-root representational system of
geminate combined with a language specific moraic projection theory, these
data can be nicely explained. The following are illustrations of each of the four
cases (13a )-03d):
( 14)

a.

b. cr

r,

Rt

Place
Singleton

c.

I

1

Rson

d.

r r r

Rson

~

Place

Son Geminate

Robs

Robs

------Place

Obs Geminate

Ir

Rt Rt
,
I
Place Place
Cons Cluster

A better explanation for umlaut blocking could be found in the secondary articulation of
the intervening consonant. Namely, the reason umlaut is blocked in 'alli-' and 'mati' is
probably because of the palatalization of [I] and [tj (Hong 1997). However, since Lee's
explanation nicely filS with the analysis of degemination, I will accept his analysis for
now.

4
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With the the representational system as above, moraic adjacency of some of
the examples are represented as follows:

( 15)

a. 11
i

~
:

a.ki

b.

).lM

~

J I
a.L.ll
i

d.

~

~

nam.pl

In the above illustration, we can see that the moralc tier plays a crucial role and
that umlaut is blocked in (lSb) because Ia! and Iii are not adjacent in moraic tier.
What the data of umlaut above shows us is that the weight (i.e. mora) and
length do nol necessarily coincide, but they could be separated from each other.'

3.2.

Degemination

In Korean, certain suffixes impose prosodic requirements on stems to which
they attach. One such case is degemination which occurs when the suffix I-inil
attaches to a monosyllabic stem
(16)

Degemination in Korean (data adapted from Tak & Davis 1994 6 )
a.
Isak-ini/ ~ [sakiniJ
'decomposed-sfx'
/s'ip-inil ~ [s'ipiniJ
'chew-stx'
b.
Icoll-inil ~ [corini]
'nag-sfx'
!k~lI-ini! ~ [k~rini]
'filter-stx'
/null-ini/ ~ [nurini]
'press-sfx'
c.
Itak'-ini! ~ [tak'ini]
'wipe-sfx'
Is~k'-mil ~ [s~k'ini]
'mix-sfx'
Ipok'-inil ~ [pok'ini]
'fry-sfx'

The above examples illustrate that when a stem ending in a geminate II/ is
followed by the suffix I-ini!, it is degeminated (J 6b). If the obstruent tense
consonants in (I6c) are also geminate. then. we would expect the application of
degemination there. too. However, on the contrary, we find that they pattern
with the singletons as in (16a) rather than the sonorant geminates in (l6b).
There are logically two possibilities to get around this problem. First, we
could simply abandon the geminate hypothesis of the tense consonant and go
back to the singleton analysis of it. However, since we have already seen
convincing arguments for the geminate analysis of the tense consonant in
section 2.2. this is not an attractive option. Alternatively, we could solve this
5 Further data illustrating the separation of weight and length can be found in Leti (Hume
et al. 1997) and Trukese (Hart 1991).
6 Tak & Davis (1994) uses this phenomena to argue that the Korean tense consonant is a
non-moraic singleton. In my analysis, they are still geminates, despite being non-morak.
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problem by turning to the representation of the moraic tier as in the previous
section 3.1.
Following the momic status of geminates as has been established in the
previous section with umlaut, we could say that degemination applies only to
moraic geminates. but not to nonmoraic geminates such as obstruent geminates.
This could be more properly called, then, 'demoraitication' and formally
represented like the following:
(17)

Demoraification

1I
Rt

tIli

Rt

Since it is only half of the geminate that is deleted. this phenomenon supports
the two~root theory of geminate.
There might have to be an additional constraint, like the following, which
prevents the t10ated root node from being linked to the following syllable.

(18)

Constraint

*

0'

II
Rt Rt (Rt=[ +Son))

Note that this constraint independently captures the fact that there is no sonorant
geminate in onset position in Korean.
If geminates are represented in a one-root theory. the above explanation will
face a problem. Given the moraic status of the sonorant and obstruent geminates
assumed here, the representution of singletons and geminates in a one~root
theory would be as follows:
(19),

V

[ +lateral]

[11]

h

t

c.

0'

0'

d"r

I

V
Place

Place

[11

[tt]

[t]

[+lateral]

I

I

In the above representation (l9c), obstruent geminate appears as
ambisyllabic in contrast to the singleton. However, Suh (1993) has argued that
ambisyllabicity should be considered separately from geminates since Korean
exhibit a case where singleton should be represented as ambisyllabic. His
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argument is based on the following data of delateralization m syllable onset
position:
(20) Delateralization in Korean
a./lakw;)nl
-7 [nakw;)nj
b. Isillakw;)n/
-7 [sillakw;)nj
-7 [pOI]nakw;)n]
c. /poklakwen/
d. Isoli/
-7 [sori]

'paradise'
'paradise lost'
'paradise regained'
'sound'

His argument. in a nutshell. is that delateralization is blocked in (20b) and (20d)
because they do not meet the structural description of the rule. Crucially, (20b)
is explained best when treated as ambisyllabic.
Thus. with two-root representations of the singletons and geminate as in
(14), we can save the argument of Suh (1993) for explaining delateralization as
well as explaining other phonological phenomena.
As articulated by McCarthy & Prince (1986), one-root theory is a moraic
theory of length; in lexical representation, long segments consist of a single root
node linked to a single mora. However. the lexical representation of two-root
theory does not make any commitment as to the status of geminate vowel and
consonants in a syllable/mora structure. We have seen that this is an advantage
of the representation system of the two-root theory which gives us the richness
of a representational system to accommodate various sorts of relation between
length and weight.
Note that one-root and two-root theories are couched within a
representational system that does away with the X-tier. From the point of view
of the theory of phonological representation, two-root theory could be seen as a
revision of the early autosegmental thoery where features of the melody are
associated to two positions in a CIY or X tier. What distinguishes the conception
of the root tier from the conception of C/V or X tier is that root nodes are
understood to be part and parcel of the feature organization of the
representation. On this view. the C/V tier is a proto-root tier, and properly
belongs to feature structure (Selkirk 1990). Therefore, unlike in Clements
(1985), it is not a well-formed representation to link the root node to the timing
tier again. For example, it is not possible to doubly link a root node to two
timing slots.
So far, we have seen that the umlaut and degemination phenomena can be
well explained with a combined theory of two-root and moraic tier. In the
following section, we will look at another mora-related phenomena from
aspirated consonants of Korean.

3.3 Moraic phonology of Korean /hi and aspirated consonants
This section is not directly related to the central issue of this paper, i.e. one-rool
vs. two-root theory of geminates. However, to give a full theory of moraic scale
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in Korean consonantal phonology, I will i1iustrate some additional data
involving Ihl,
Compensatory lengthening has served as a good indication of the existence
of the momic tier in each language, In the following data, we see that instead of
the deletcd Ihl. the vacancy C<.ln be filled in by a default vowel liJ or by spreading
the following consonant Inl.
(21) Compensatory Lengthening

a,/olh-nil -7
b, Inoh-nil -7

[olini]
[nonnij

'be right-Q'
'put-Q'

Although the above could also be represented in a X-tier theory, Hayes
(1989) argues that moraic structure pennits a more natural account of the
compensatory lengthening process. which occurs mostly when something in the
rime is deleted,
On the assumption that Ihl is moraic in Korean as is seen in the
compensatory lengthening fact in (21), we can now ask what the moraic status
of an aspirated consonant is. The following data show some Ihl related
phonotactic facts:
(22)

a. /Coh -tul
b. !coh-nil

c. Icoh-sol

-7
-7
-7

(coltha]

.good-ending'
'good-Q'
.good-ending'

[conni]
[cosso]

First. note that under one-root theory of Korean tense consonants, the data
(22c) has been a problem since. although the phonetic realization seems to
conform to the POT, the triggcring segment Ihl has never satisfactorily reached a
unanimous agreement that it is an obstruent. However, by attributing the
'tenseness' to the phonetic implementation of the obstruent geminate as
suggested by the phonological gemination rule (II), (22c) can get a natural
account by spreading the features of lsI under the root node of Ih/.
To illustrate. let us assume that the onset spreads to the root node of /hI and
vice versa at a morphological boundary.
(23)

a.

b.

Il

I
Rtl cr
I ..

Rt
I
P"lace

"""""""'"
.'
'

Lar

'

.

Il
I
Rt
Rtl cr
{ ',·1
Lar Place

(23a) illustrates the process happening in (22a) and (22c), and (23b) illustrates
the one in (22b), In (23a). laryngeal feature can be licensed by the onset of the
following syllable and it survives to the surface realization. However, in (23b),
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since In! cannot have a laryngeal node. it cannot be licensed by the onset of the
following syllable, and deletes.
Note that one consequence of the above explanation is that derived aspirated
consonant ItOI and geminates such as Issl and Inn! are now moraic. This seems to
be true when we see the following data:
(24)

Inoh-kil
Inah-cil
b. /cap-hil
Ic;:)c-hil

a.

~

[nokoiJ
~ [nachiJ
~ [crephiJ
~ [cechiJ

*[nokoiJ
*lnrechiJ

'put-nmI'
'bear-conj'
'catch-passive'
. push-causati ve'

Although phonetically identical, the derivational process of the aspirated
consonants are different in the data (24a) and (24b). Namely. the aspirated
consonants in (24a) arc derived by the process in (23a), where the underlying
mora of the coda Ihl is inherited by the output consonant. However, the aspirated
consonants in (24b) arc nonmoraic since their aspiration comes from a
nonmoraic Ihl in the onset position. as illustrated in the following (25):
(25)

Rt]"

I'....>

Rt
:]

Place Lar
To sum the discussion of this section, the following have been argued 10 be
moraic in Korean:
(26)

4.

vowel. sonorant geminate, /hI. derived aspirate and geminate consonants
involving moraic /hI

Conclusion

In this paper we have seen several phonological phenomena that are
problematic when represented with a system that is solely dependent on the
length of the segments, such as elY or X theory. or on the weight of the
segments. such as the one-root version of the moraic. Using the two-root theory
of length by Selkirk (1990). which leaves the moraification and syllabification
of geminate open to be accomplished by general principles and rules in the
grammars of individual languages, I have shown that such phonological
phenomena can be nicely explained without a further costly complication of the
representational system. Specifically, I have argued that Korean tense
consonants should be seen as underlyingly nonmoraic geminates, whose
phonetic implementation is achieved by a general rule of post-obstruent
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tensification. Such a representational definition of Korean tense consonants as
has been applied in explaining umlaut and degemination of Korean is expected
to further clarify other phonological phenomena that involve either length or
weight or both.
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Audible Silence:
Silent Moras in Japanese Verse*
Kumi Kogure, Mizuki Miyashita
University of Arizona
1 Introduction
Most metrical analyses rely on the stress systems of a language (Hanson and
Kiparsky 1996), and some (Fitzgerald, 1995, 1997, Golston to appear) are
analyzed in terms of Optimality Theory (OT, McCarthy and Prince 1993, Prince
and Smolensky 1993). This paper also deals with Japanese verse in the
framework of OT. There are three goals and points in this paper. Our fIrst goal
is to describe the data concerning moras in Japanese verse, specifIcally in the
haiku poetry of Kobayashi Issa (1763 - 1827), a renowned poet in Japan. Our
second goal is to account for native speakers' intuitions regarding pause
positions in haikll in terms of OT. Third, we show that the analysis of Japanese
verse requires the notion of an empty mora (Carter 1996, 1998) as well as non
headed moraic binary feet (Poser 1990, Kozasa 1997).
The organization of this paper is as follows. We give background on the mora
in Japanese verse, specifically haiku.
Then, we show the data and
generalizations that can be made about the location of pauses in haiku poetry.
We explain our analysis, followed by a conclusion.

2 Background
In this section, we provide background in order to better describe our data and to
lay the groundwork for the analysis which follows. A description of Japanese
moras and the basic structure of haiku poetry, as well as a discussion of the
significance of pauses in haiku recitation are described in the following
subsections.

2.1 The mora in Japanese
A mora is an abstract unit in phonology. A syllable in Japanese may have either
one or two moras. A monomoraic word (or syllable) such as te, as shown in
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(Ia), has one short vowel. A bimoraic or heavy syllable is as in ten or tee in
teepu, having either a long vowel or a coda consonant.
(I)

(a) one mora:
(b) two moras:

.te.
.ten.
.tee.pu.

'hand'
'dot'
'tape'

Also, native speakers intuitively consider that the temporal distance between
moras is equal; that is, that moras are of equal length. Recitation of haiku
reveals this fact more robustly than in normal speech.
2.2 Basic structure of haiku
Next, let us introduce the basic structure of a haiku. A haiku consists of three
lines, each line having a fixed number of moras. The first line has five moras,
the second line seven moras, and the third line has five moras. An example
haiku is given in (2). Please note that a mora is indicated by a f.l.
(2)

Haiku by Kobayashi Issa
ya se ga e ru
(5 moras) 'skinny frog'
f.l f.l f.l f.l f.l

rna ke ru na Is sa
f.l f.l f.l f.l f..lf..l f..l

(7 moras) 'do not lose'

ko re ni a ri

(5 moras) '1 (Issa) am here'

The first line has five moras (va, se, ga, e, ru), the second line has seven moras
(ma, ke, ru. na, i. s, sa), and the third line has five moras (ko. reo ni, a, ri). This
string of three lines which consist of five-seven-five moras is the basic structure
of a haiku verse.
2.3 Pauses are inserted in each line
For a haiku recitation, pauses are inserted in each line. Bekku (1977) claims that
each line has a relatively equal length in time, resulting in eight-moraic beats for
every line. Kawakami (1973) also reports that this is true, based on the results
of his experiments. Therefore, the gap between the eight-moraic template and
the actual number of moras in a line (five or seven) is filled with the appropriate
number of pauses. The length of one pause is the same as that of a mora.
Therefore, we treat a pause that is inserted in a verse line as an empty mora
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(Carter 1996, 1998). Our analysis, given in following sections, assumes the
existence of an empty mora.
The following is the same haiku as in (2), with an indication of the pauses in
each line. A pause is indicated by a hand sign: ~.
(3)

Issa

t}

= a pause

•

line 1: 5 moras + 3 pauses == 8 beats
ya se ga e ru t} t} t}
'skinny frog'
!l !l !l !l !l !l !l !l

•

line 2: 7 moras + 1 pause
ma ke ru na Is sa t}
!l Il Il !l !l !l Il !l

8 beats
'do not lose'

•

line 3: 5 moras + 3 pauses
ko ko ni a ri t} tt t}

8 beats
'I am here'

Although the second line of the haiku in (3) has a pause at the end of the line,
the position of the second-line pause varies haiku by haiku. It is either at the
front, middle or end of the line. A native speaker knows intuitively where to put
a pause when sihe encounters a new haiku. It is predictable based on the
structure of the haiku.
Our focus for this paper is to look at the second lines of haiku since they show
interesting variations in pause-position: they are front-, middle-, or end-pause
patterns. However, we focus specifically on the front- and end-pause patterns,
because many cases ofthe middle-pause pattern are caused by prescriptive rules.
Our data is introduced in the following section.

3 Data and generalization
In this section, we describe the notation we use in this paper. Then we outline
generalizations of the data in the section 3.2.

3.1 Introduction of the data and notation
We examined over two hundred haiku by Kobayashi Issa (Raboku 1929,
Kobayashi 1997).1 We looked for lines that consisted of two words, which is
very common, and we divided haiku depending on the location of word breaks?
For example, there are lines that consist of two words, with the first word having
two moras, and the second word having five moras, and so on. Types of word
boundaries are shown in (4) below.
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(4)

Word boundaries represented by < >; !J. stands for mora.
<!J. !J.><IlIlIlIlIl>
2-5
5-2
<Il Illl Il 1l><1l Il>
3-4
<Il 11 11><11 11 11 11>
4-3
<111111 11><11 1l11>

We also looked at syllable weight and considered whether the position of a
heavy syllable would make any difference in pause location. Again, a word
boundary is indicated by angle brackets, and a syllable boundary is indicated by
dots.
(5)

Notation:

word boundary <1111>;
syllable boundary . 11 ·1111 . 11 . 11 .
(e.g: .light.heavy.light.light.)

In the following section, the data are shown. The first examples of haiku
(second lines only) are lines consisting only of light syllables. The rest of the
data are lines with one heavy syllable. All lines are shown using the same
method of notation.

3.2 Light syllables
Let us examine light-syllable lines first.
(6)

Light syllables
(a) 2-5: end pause
<.hi.to.><u.ra.ya.ma.shi,>~}

'envious of a person'

(b) 3-4: front pause
'&<.gu.sha.mo.><tsu.ki.yo.mo,>

'foolish, on this moonlit night'

(c) 4-3: end pause
<.ne,zu.mi.mo.><na.me.ru.>t}

'a rat is slowly drinking'

(d) 5-2: end pause
<,i.ri.do.ko.ro.><ra.ri.>'&

'place where sun sets'

The first example line in (6a) shows a second line that consists of light syllables
only. Also, the line has two words. The first word, hilo, has two moras, and the
second word, urayamashi, has five moras. These numbers are shown as the
number indicated above the line (2-5), and we call it the 2-5 case. In this case,
the pause is placed at the end of the line.
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The next case is in (6b). The first word has three moras, and the second word
has four moras. In this 3-4 case, the pause is placed in front. (6c) and (6d) show
4-3 and 5-2 cases. (7), below, shows a summary of light syllable second lines.
All cases except for the 3-4 case have a pause at the end of a line. The 3-4 case
alone has a pause at the beginning.
(7)

Summary of light-syllable haiku:
(a) End pause: 2-5,4-3, 5-2
(b) Front pause: 3-4

3.3 Heavy Syllables
Haiku second lines can include a heavy syllable. We divided the data according
to which syllable is heavy. The data of lines with a heavy syllable are shown in
(8) - (11). We describe the 2-5 case lines.
(8)

2-5: end pause
(a) lSI cr heavy:
<.nyoo.><ya.ri.na.ga.ra.> tie

'while urinating'

(b) 2 nd cr heavy: nla
Logically impossible to have a 2 J.l word with a 2 nd heavy cr.
(c) 3rd cr heavy:
<.mu.ra.><ip.pai.no.>':}

'a village-full of

(d) 4t1r cr heavy:
<.do.ko.><no.bot.te.mo.>t}

'wherever I climb'

(e) Stir cr heavy:
<.su.so.><hLki.zutte.>t}

'drugging the sleeve'

(t) 6 t1r cr heavy:
<.te.ri,><ko.ro.sa.ren.>t}

'burned and killed'

The first example (8a) has two words in a line. The first word has two moras,
and the second word has five moras (2-5). In this example, the first syllable is
heavy, and the pause comes at the end of the line.
(8b) shows that it is logically impossible to have a heavy second syllable when
the word is a bimoraic word. This is because the haiku line is divided by a word
boundary, and a heavy syllable, which must be within a word, cannot appear
across a word boundary.
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The next example (8c) has a heavy third syllable, and the pause comes at the
end of the line.
The rest of the data are shown in (9) - (11) using the same method. A summary
of the lines containing a heavy syllable is shown below the data set.
(9)

3-4: front pause
(a) 1st cr heavy:
t}<.en.no.><u.e.na.ru.>

'above the balcony'

(b) 2nd cr heavy:
&<.a.ran.><ka.gi.ri.wa.>

'endless direction'

(c) 3rd cr heavy: n/a
Logically impossible to have a 3 11 word with a 3rd heavy cr.
(d) 4th cr heavy:
t}<.ko.na.mo.><pap.pa.to.>

'weed also, (sweeping) swiftly'

(e) 5th cr heavy:
t}<.ho.to.ke.><o.gan.de.>

'prays for buddha'

(f) 6th cr heavy:

t}<.to.ki.ya.><tsu.ku.ran.>
(10) 4-3: end pause
(a) 151 cr heavy:
<.shoo.ji.no.><a.na.no.>'tP

'tell the time'

'the hole in my shoji screen'

(b) 2nd cr heavy:
<.ji.zoo.no.><so.de.ni.>t}

'to the sleeve of Jizo'

(c) 3rd cr heavy:
<.fu.ku.roo.><na.ku.ka.>'tP

'owl cries'

Cd) 4th cr heavy: n/a
Logically impossible to have 4 11 word with a 4th heavy cr.
(e) 5th cr heavy:
<.ho.to.ke.no.><yoo.ni.>t}

'like a buddha'

(f) 6 th cr heavy:

<.fu.ru.ya.no.><bo.tan.>t}

'peony at the old house'
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(11) 5-2: end pause
(a) lSI 0 heavy:
<.oo.a.ku.bi.><shi.te.>'t1

'yawns, and ... '

(b) 2nd 0 heavy:
<.sa.wat.te.mo.><de.ru.>'t1

'even touching it, (tear-)drops'

(c) 3rd 0 heavy:
<.ka.ku.rem .bo.><su.ru.> tJ

'plays hide-and-seek'

(g) 4th 0 heavy:
<.go.shu.tsu.gen.><a.re.>t\

'wish to came'

(h) 5th 0 heavy: n/a
Logically impossible to have 5 f..I word with a 5th heavy o.
(i) 6th 0 heavy:
<.ru.su.ni.shi.te.><min.>tJ

'see after absence'

(12) Summary of heavy syllable
(a) End pause: 2-5,4-3,5-2
(b) Front pause: 3-4
In (12), a summary of the lines with a bimoraic syllable with respect to the pause
position is shown.
(13) Summary of the data
End
./
./

-4

./
./

"

't1<f..I f..I f..I><f..I f..I f..I f..I>
./

-.:)

<f..I f..I><f..I f..I).1 f..I

<).1).1).1 ).1><).1).1 f..I>t}

./

light
heavy

./
./

The chart in (13) shows the summary of both light and heavy syllables. The
left-most column shows the number of moras in the words of a line, while the
right-most column illustrates this schematically, along with the location of
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pauses. A check mark shows whether a pause will be at the front or end of a
line.
For example, in 2-5 lines, both Iight- and heavy-syllable lines have a pause at
the end. In 3-4 lines, both light- and heavy-syllable lines have a pause at the
front, and so on.
From this chart, it is apparent that both heavy and light syllable lines behave
identically. Therefore, syllable weight has no effect on pause position. Also,
only 3-4 lines have a front pause, while 2-5, 4-3 and 5-2 lines have a pause at
the end. In our analysis we will account for this asymmetry in terms of QT.

4 Analysis
We provide our analysis in this section. The notions of non-headed feet and
Alignment are introduced first, then the actual QT analysis follows. In addition,
we make a prediction regarding other possible cases of word boundaries in haiku
lines.
4.1 Non-headed feet and Alignment

First of all, we show that the notion of the foot can be applied to this data. Poser
(1990) states that Japanese has non-headed bimoraic feet, and Kozasa (1997)
applies this notion of the foot to haiku recitation. We assume that there are four
feet present in a line of haiku.
(14) Foot Boundary represented by ( )
(J..!J..!)(J..!J..!)(J..!J..!)(J..! t})
(~ J..!)(J..!J..!)(J..!J..!)(J..!J..!)
As shown in (14), foot boundaries are represented by a pair of parentheses. A
second line in haiku can be schematically represented as well-formed or ill
formed with respect to the location of a pause, as shown in (15).
(15) 3-4 lines:

(a) well-formed .r(~<Il)(IlJ..!»«J..!Il)(J..!J..!»
(b) ill-formed
*«IlJ..!)(J..!><Il)(J..!J..!)(J..!>t})

The above example illustrates the following facts. In the well-formed line in
(15a), every word boundary, which is an angled bracket, is aligned with the edge
of a foot boundary, which is a parenthesis, except for the first one. In the ill
formed line in (ISb) only the first word boundary is aligned with the foot
boundary. Therefore, it seems that there is some kind of alignment requirement
at work.
McCarthy and Prince (1993) introduced Generalized Alignment in the
framework of QT. The Align constraint demands that one edge of a certain
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category must be aligned with an edge of another category. The category may
be either prosodic or morphological, as follows.
(16) Generalized Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993b)
e.g. ALJG~ (Catl, Edge 1, Cat2, Edge2)=def
'if Catl 3 Cat2 such that Edge I of Cat! and Edge2 of Cat2 coincide.
McCarthy and Prince states that a Generalized Alignment requirement
"demands that a designated edge of each prosodic or morphological constituent
of type Cat I coincide with a designated edge of some other prosodic or
morphological constituent Cat2" (p. 2).
Following the above statement, we propose a constraint that demands that a
word boundary be aligned with a foot boundary as shown below.
(17) Align -Wd Boundary, Ft Boundary: ALIG~(W, F)
Align every word boundary with a foot boundary
In this constraint, the direction of boundary edges is not specified, although
traditional Alignment constraints specify the edgedness of an alignment
requirement. This is because the ideal prosodic structure of a haiku line has
'perfect' alignment between word and foot boundaries, such as in (18) and (19),
so that alignment of both left and right edges is equally important.
(18) The best prosodic structure: «Jl Jl», «Jl Jl)(Jl Jl»
(19) » and

«

In the following section, optimal pause position is evaluated in terms of QT,
with respect to non-headed feet and this new Alignment constraint.
4.2 OT evaluation

For the evaluation of the constraint given above, we look at each word
boundary, both right and left edges, to see if it is aligned with a foot boundary.
We have substituted the actual words of the haiku with Il, in order to simplify
our explanation.
(20) Tableau: 3-4 case

I
I

<:r

(a)
(b)

«JlJl )(Jl><Jl)(JlJl)(Jl>~)
(t}<Jl)(JlJl»( <JlJl)(,.q..l»

ALIGN(W, F)
**! '"
*

I

I
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(20) shows the evaluation of a 3-4 case. In (20a), the first word boundary,
shown by an angle bracket, is aligned with the first foot boundary. However,
the 2 nd , 3,d and final word boundaries are not. Therefore, candidate (20a) has
three violations of the Align constraint. In (20b), the first word boundary is not
aligned with a foot boundary because it has a pause in front of it. However, the
second, third, and final boundaries are adjacent to foot boundaries. Therefore,
(20b) has only one violation, and it is select~d as the optimal output.
The tableaux in (21) and (22) show that 4-3 and 2-5 cases can be accounted for
by the same constraints.
(21) Tableau: 4-3 case
I
w (a)
(b)
I

«IlIl)(IlIl»(<Il1l)(1l > ~})
(~<Il)( Illl )(IJ><1l )(IJIl»

I

I

ALlGN(W, F)
*
**!*

I

ALlGN(W, F)

!

(22) Tableau: 2-5 case

I
I

W

(a)

I

(b)

I

I

**!*

I
I

However, we have a problem in the 5-2 case, as shown in tableau (23).
(23) Tableau: 5-2 case: end-pause

I
I

I

J

ALlGN(W, F)
.... 1*

.

I

In this case, (23a) violates the constraint three times, while (23b) violates it only
once. Therefore, the wrong candidate (23b) wins. This is due to the fact that the
5-2 case is a mirror image of the 2-5 case, which has a pause at the end. As a
result of this, the 5-2 case is incorrectly shown to have a pause at the front.

4.3 Cola in OT
In order to account for the asymmetry of the pause insertion above, we need a
constraint that dominates ALlGN(W, F), as shown in (24).
(24) Tableau: 5-2 case:

"'IJUI-UQU"'"
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If there is a constraint which dominates ALIGN(W, F), and it is violated by (24b)
and not by (24a), then the correct candidate (24a) will be selected.
In order to formulate this new constraint, we make use of another prosodic
unit, the colon, for the evaluation of haiku lines. A colon is a prosodic unit that
consists of two feet (Halle and Clements 1983, Hammond 1987).
We represent a colon by a pair of square brackets. (25) schematically
illustrates both well-formed and ill-formed second lines, showing word
boundaries, feet, and cola.
(25) Colon = two feet: represented by ( ]
v"(«!l!l)(!l!l)][(!l><!l)(!l>t})]
(a)
well-formed
(b)
ill-formed
* [(t}<!l)(!l!l)][(!l!l»«!l!l»]
In the well-formed line in (25a), the first colon boundary, which is the first
square bracket, is aligned with the left edge of a word, which is the first angled
bracket. The second colon is not. In contrast, in the ill-formed line in (25b),
neither of the left edges of cola aligns with word boundaries.
Thus, we propose the following constraint.
(26) AUGN - Colon boundary, Left, Word boundary, Left:
AUGN(Colon, L, Word L)
The left edge of a colon is aligned with a left edge of a word.
The above constraint demands that the left edge of a colon is aligned with the
left edge of a word. We specify the edge for this constraint, while we did not
specify it for the previous one, AUGN(W, F), because it seems that there is
pressure to start a line with an actual uttered mora rather than an empty mora, a
pause. The tableau below shows the new evaluation ofthe 5-2 case.
(27) Tableau: 5-2 case: end-pause
AUGN(C, W)

I
I

til"

(a)
(b)

[( <!l!l)(!l!l)][(!l><!l)(~!>'tJ)]
[(t1<!l )(!l!l)][(!l!l»(<!l!l»]

*
*!*

AUGN(W, F)

***
Ii) .;{4 i·:~.;·'

The tableau above shows that (27a) is correctly chosen as the optimal output.
The first left colon boundary, which is a left square bracket, is aligned with a left
word boundary, which is a left angled bracket. This violates AUGN(C, W) once,
because the second left colon boundary is not aligned with a word boundary. In
contrast, in (27b), neither of the left colon edges are aligned with word
boundaries. Therefore, candidate (27a) wins out as most optimal.
The new constraint, however, must not effect the evaluation of the other three
cases. The tableaux (28) through (30) show that this new constraint has no effect
on the evaluation of the cases we have already considered.
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(28) Tableau: 3-4 case
AUGN(C, W)

I
I <IF

(a)
(b)

[(<1111 )(11)<11)] [(1111)(11> t})]
[(~<Il)(IlIl>
<1111 )(1111»]

m(

*
*

AUGN(W, F)
**!*

*

(29) Tableau: 4-3 case

(30) Tableau: 2-5 case

The correct candidates are selected in all cases, when AUGN(C, W) is ranked
above AUGN(W, F). We have accounted for the placement of pauses in haiku
second lines using prosodic constraints regarding non-headed feet, non
directional alignment, and cola.

4.4 Predictions
There are other possible types of haiku second lines besides the ones we have
analyzed as discussed in previous sections. We have not presented actual data
for 1-6, 6-1 or 7 lines, shown in (31) below, because these are truly rare cases in
Issa's haiku; but we expect that there are such data in other authors' poetry.
However, from our analysis given above, the pause positions of 1-6, 6-1, and 6
mora lines are predicted.
(31) 6-1, 1-6, and 7
1-6
6-1
7

<11><11 11 11 11 11 11>
<11 11 11 11 11 11><11>
<11 11 11 11 11 11 11 >

The tableaux in (32) - (34) show the evaluation of these three cases.
(32) Tableau: 1-6 case

(33) Tableau: 6-1 case
AUGN(C, W)
<7

(a)
(b)

[(<1l1l)(1l1l)] [(Illl>)( <Il>t})]
[(t}<1l )(IlIl):I [( Illl )(Il><Il»]

AUGN(W, F)

'"

'"

"'!'"

,,*CW;h

',::

,~::

(34) Tableau: 7 case
<7

(a)
(b)

[(<Illl )(Illl)][(Illl )(Il> t})]
[(t} <Il )(Illl )][(Illl)(Illl»]

ALlGN(C, W)

AUGN(W, F)

'"
"'!'"

'"
'Y;:"

As shown in (32), the chosen pause position in the 1-6 case is the front position.
However, the optimal lines for the 6-1 and 7 cases have a pause at the end, as
shown in (33) and (34). The summary of these predictions is shown in (35).
(35) The pause positions predicted:
1-6
6-1
7

t}<Il><1l Il Il Il Il Il>
<Illlllllll 1l><Il>t}
<Il Illlll Illlll >t}

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have given an analysis of pause position in Japanese verse
within the framework of OT. Utilizing the data from Issa's poetry, we have
described the basic structure of haiku and shown that an empty mora, a pause, is
inserted in the haiku for recitation. Our analysis has focused on the position of
pauses in the second line of haiku due to the interesting fact that second-line
pause position varies according to the structure of a line. We also limited our
data to the 2-5, 3-4, 4-3, and 5-2 cases.)
We have analyzed native speakers' intuitions regarding pause positions in
haiku in terms of OT. The prosodic elements which are required in our analysis
are the notion of an empty mora, non-headed moraic binary feet, and cola. We
have proposed two new Alignment constraints: AUGN(Word, Foot) and
AUGN(Colon, L, Word L). The edgedness of AUGN(W, F) is not required, since
both right and left edges are treated equally in the evaluation. Our use of non
specified edgedness is new in the history of Alignment. On the other hand,
AUGN(Colon, L, Word L) requires the specification of edgedness, following the
traditional interpretation of Generalized Alignment.
In addition, our analysis makes predictions regarding three types of second
lines that are not found in Issa's poetry, as discussed in section 4.4. Finding the
actual data which includes these cases, and the evaluation of such cases, is
anticipated in our future research.

Notes
• We would like to thank Diana ArchangeJi, Uldis Balodis, Sonya Bird, Allyson Carter,
Debbie Cole, Colleen Fitzgerald, Mike Hammond, Sean Hendricks, Eloise Jelinek,
Terry Langendoen, Laura Moll, Peter Norquest, Kazutoshi Ohno, Sachiko Ohno,
Keiichiro Suzuki, Nicole Theobald, Tanya Zamuner, the WECOL 1998 commiitee
members, and the audience of our presentation at the conference. We would also like
to express our special appreciation to Jessica Maye. All mistakes are ours.
I We selected only one author for our analysis to regulate the data. Poetic verses
sometimes vary their forms depending on the style of individual author. We agree
upon the idea that it is important to look at one author before we make a whole
generalization of Japanese verses.
We tentatively call both a word and a word with particle(s) a "word" in this paper.
3 Although this analysis shows that a 5-2 line will have an end pause, when 5 mora
words result from 3-2 moraic word compounds, the pause may instead occur in the
front-position, due to the integrity of the 2 mora word.
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A Constraint-Based Account of Ordering
Paradox between Aspiration and Cluster
Simplification in Korean *
Shinsook Lee and Mi-Hui Cho

Hoseo University and Pukyong National University

1. Introduction
In Korean heteromorphemic sequences of Illl plus Ip, I. kI and Ip, I. k/ plus /hi
both emerge as ;]spirated [Ph, th, khl. Korean also has Cluster Simplification by
which underlying CVCC fonns surface as CVC when the cluster is in word
final position or \"hen it is followed by a consonant-initial

~'lIable.

TIle

interaction between Aspiration Merger and Cluster Simplification, however. has
posed a serious problem to a nonderivational approach. For example. in
k'inh~ta

[k'in.tha] 'cut-Declarnth'c' the second consonant Iltl of the cluster

merges with the following consonant when the aspiration is progressive. TIus
suggests that Cluster Simplification occurs after Aspiration Merger: otherwise,
we would have a \\Tong output *[k'jn.daJ. But unlike progressive Aspiration
Merger. regressive Merger applies after Cluster Simplification., as the example
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kaps-hako Ika.pha.g01 'price and' demonstrates: the second consonant lsI

should be deleted before Aspiration Merger. The intenlction between Aspiration
Merger and Cluster Simplification also shows difference between Seoul and
Kyongsang dialects. For instance, hilk' hako IhLkha.gol (Seoul)/[hi.la.gol
(Kyongsang) 'with dirt' illustrates that the stop consonant IkI is merged with Ihl
after Cluster Simplification in Seoul dialect while the lateral segment III is
realized after Cluster Simplification in Kyongsang.
Based on these facts. Shim (1995) claims that Optimality Theory (henceforth
OT. Prince and Smolensky 1993. McCarthy and Prince 1993<1. b) cannot
account for the ordering paradox between Aspiration Merger and Cluster
Simplification because there are no deri\'ational steps within OT But Korean
clearly shows tlmt there should be derivational steps: progressiYe Aspiration
Merger precedes Cluster Simplification. which in turn precedes regressiYe
Aspiration Merger.
In tItis paper. however. we argue that a constmint-based model provides a
better account of tltis phenomenon than a rule-based one does. Specifically. we
will show that both progressive and regressive Aspiration Merger can be

uniformly analyzed by markedness and faithfulness constraints. without
extrinsic rule ordering between Aspiration Merger and Cluster Simplification.
We will

also

demonstrate

that

faithfulness

constraints.

in

particular

Max(peripheral) and Ma\:(sonorant) are responsible for the difference between
Seoul and Kyongsang dialects.
TIle organization of tltis paper is as follows. Section 2 presents data
concerning Aspiration Merger and Cluster Simplification. Section 3 exantines
previous analyses and problems. Section 4 provides a constraint-based analysis
of the interaction between Aspiration Merger and Cluster Simplification.
Section 5 swmnarizes conclusions reached.
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2. Data
In Korean sequences of heteromorphemic fh/ plus Ip. 1. k/ arc merged into a
single aspirated stop. as

ShOWI1

in (1). Thc re\'crse sequences of Ip, 1. k/ plus Ihl

arc also mcrged into a single aspirated stop, as in (2).

(I ) Progressi ve Aspiration Mergcr 1
a.coh+ko

[co. kilO]

'like-COIUlective'

nah+ta

[na.thaJ

'give birth-Declarative'

suh+pa11l

[SU.ph<lIllJ 'mule-tiger'

suh+k'w<l!}

[su.khW<lDl 'male pheasant'

b. k'inh+ta

[k' ild1aj 'cut-Dcclarativc'

hinh+ko

[hin.kho]

'commol1-COlUlectivc'

silh+tl.l

Uil.lha]

'dislikc-Declarati vc'

olh+ko

[o1.kho]

'right-COIUlective'

(2) Regrcssive Aspiration Mcrgcr
ip+hl.lk

[i.phak]

'admission'

sok+hi

[SO.khi]

I

kaps+hako

[kU.pha.go] 'price and'

pak'+hako

[pa.khn.go] 'e:\1erior and'

fast-Adverbial'

As mentioned in Scction L progressive Aspiration Merger must precede Cluster
Simplification. which will be discussed below (cf. k 'il1h~ la [k'in.thal *[k'in.daj).
On the other hand, regressive Aspiration Merger must follow Cluster
Simplification (cf. kaps+hako [ka.plia.go]).
Korean also has Cluster Simplification wInch forces underlying CVCC forms
to be realized as CVC when the cluster occurs word finally or when a
consonant-initial syllable follows. as illustrated in (3). ("'"

indicates the
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urueleasing of a segment in the coda.)

(3) Cluster Simplification
a. Seoul and Kyongsang Dialects

UR

Suflh

kaps
kaps+

to

kaps+

PR

Gloss

[kap~]

'price'

[kap~.ro]

'price-and'

[kap ~ .fi]

'pnce-Nominati ve'

PR

Gloss

[pap~]

'to step on'

b. Seoul Dialect
UR

Suffi:'>

palp
palp+

ko

[pap~.k'o]

'to step on-COImective'

palp+

a

[paI. ba]

, to step on-S tati ve'

PR

Gloss

[pal]

'to step on

c. Kyongsang Dialect
UR

Sufi'ix

palp
palp+

\.:0

[pal.k' 0]

'to step on-Connective'

paJp+

a

[pal.ba]

'to step oll-Stative'

In (3a) the underlying coda cluster I-psi is simplified as [p] in both Seoul and
Kyongsang dialects. However. when the underlying coda cluster consists of a
sonorant consonant and a stop such as I-Ip/. it is the stop that surfaces in Seoul
dialect (3b). whereas it is the sonorant consonant which sUIVives in Kyongsang
dialect (3c).
Cluster Simplification also interacts \\itll Aspiration Merger in a different
way depending on dialects, as shown in (4).
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(4) Cluster Simplification and Aspiration Merger
a.

Seoul and Kyongsang Dialects
kaps+hako

[ka.p"a.go] 'price and'

saks+hako

[sa.khago] 'share and'

Seoul Dialect

b.

hilk+hako

[hi.kha.go] 'with dirt'

talk+hako

[ta.k"a.go] '\\1lh a chicken'

Kyongsang Dialect

c.

hilk+hako

[hUa.gol 2 'with dirt'

talk+hako

[taJa.go]

'\\1tll a chicken'

In (4a) Ihl is merged with a surviving stop resulted from Cluster Simplification
both in Seoul dialect and Kyongsang dialect. Similarly, Ihl is coalesced with the
velar stop /kJ in Seoul dialect as in (4b). However. in Kyongsang dialect
Aspiration Merger does not occur since the liquid /1/ survives from Cluster
Simplification as in (4c). Thus. /Ill deletes because there is no stop that can sen'e
as a docking site for Aspiration Merger. In the next section we will examine
previous analyses concerning these phenomena and shortcomings of the
analyses.

3. Previous Analyses and Problems
Based on the ordering problem, the interaction between Aspiration Merger and
Cluster Simplification has been analyzed within a derivational model which
assumes extrinsic rule ordering. For instance. Iverson and Kim-Renaud (1994)
analyze Aspiration Merger. either progressive or regressive. by spreading the
specified features (or nodes) from coda to the unspecified onset. Thus, in case of
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Icoh+kol 'like-Connective'. it first becomes Icoh+khol by the spreading

procedure, and then (co.kho] by simplification. Likewise. lip+hak/ 'admission'
becomes lip+pl'ak/ by spreading and then it is simplified as [i.pbak]. 11leir
analysis. however, has serious problems. First. their analysis produces an
intermediate stage, such as Icoh+khol and lip+p"akl. which is never surface-true.
Second. we would have a wrong output *(hH.kha.go] for nlilk+hakol 'with dirt'
in Kyongsang dialect as a result of spreading and Cluster Simplification. TImt is.
Ihilk+hakol becomes Ihilk+kbakol by spreading procedure and it further
becomes Ihilk "'+khaI<ol by Coda Neutralization which allows only nonreleased
lax stops in syllable-final position. At this point. Ihilk"'+kbakol surfaces as
*[hil.k"a.go] by Cluster Simplification in Kyongsang since in a sequence of a
sonorant plus stop only a sonomnt consonant nI is a legitimate segment in coda
position in this dialect.
Similarly. Shim (1995) contends tImt

~T.

which assumes a parallelistic mode

of constmint interaction, cannot account for the ordering problems between
Aspimtion Merger and Cluster Simplification. TIns is because progressive
Aspimtion Merger precedes Cluster Simplification, winch in turn precedes
regressive Aspimtion Merger. Thus. he claims tImt the rule-based model winch
assumes derivational steps provides a better account of Korean phonology tlmn
OT does. 3 However, Shim's analysis also lms some drawbacks. Most
importantly, his account cannot provide a unified analysis of Aspiration Merger
since he treats progressive and regressive Aspiration Merger separately,
although it can be viewed as a single phonological phenomenon. In addition, Ills
analysis posits ex1rinsic rule ordering between Aspimtion Merger and Cluster
Simplification winch imposes a burden on tIle Korean grammar. TIms. in the
following section, we will provide an alternative to the derivational approach.
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4. A Constraint-based Analysis
4. 1 The COrreSI)ondence theory framework

Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1995) is a recent development of
Optimality Theor),. Like OT. Correspondence Theor)' is a model of constraints
and constraint interaction which claims that an optimal fonn is selected through
the evaluation of an array of candidate outputs in a parallel mode. Unlike

~T.

however, Correspondence Theory emphasizes an identity relation between input
and output. as the definition given in (5) illustrates.

(5) Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince 1995):
Given two strings S, and S:;, correspondence is a relation R from the elements of
S, to those of S:;. Elements aES, and

~ES:;

are referred to as correspondents of

one another when uR~.

In the context of Correspondence Theory. faithfulness constraints in OT are
redefined as constraints on correspondence. Namely, the Parse and Fill
constraints in OT are replaced by Max and Dep. respectively. along with newly
added Ident constraints.

(6) a. TIle Max Constraint Family

Every element of the input has a correspondent in the output. (No
phonological deletion)
b. The Dep Constraint Family
Every element of the output has a correspondent in the input. (No phonological
insertion)
c. The ldent (F) Constraint Family
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Correspondent elements in the input and output have identical values for some
feature [FJ. (No feature change)

... 2 A unified analysis of I)rogressh'e and regressive aspiration merger

In this subsection we show that a correspondence theoretic analysis provides a
unified account of Aspiration Merger without derivational steps. Specifically.
we demonstrate that Aspiration Merger can be accounted for by the constraint
interaction between markedness and faithfulness constraints.
First. let us consider constraints relevant to our analysis. As seen in Section 2
(cf (3)). Korean syllable structure does not allow onset or coda clusters.

TllUS.

underlyingly tautomorphemic sequence of CVCC is simplified when it occurs
word-finally or when a consonant-initial syllable follows. This fact can be
captured by the following *Complex constraint. which is undominated in
Korean.

(7) *Complex (Prince and Smolensky 1993)

No onset or coda clusters are allowed

Syllable-final consonants in Korean are also subject to Coda Condition by
which obstruents in coda position emerge as neither aspirated nor tensed but as
unreleased

la~

stops. As a consequence, Ip. p'. ph I realize as the unreleased

la~

[p"']. It, 1', tho C, c', c", s, s', hI as [t"']. and Ik. k" khl as [k"'], Iverson and KimRenaud (1994) interpret the coda neutralization effect in terms of the phonetic
implementation principle whereby oral contact in syllable-final consonants is
maintained throughout the segment's articulation in Korean. We assume that the
coda neutralization effect is captured by the following constraint of Coda
Condition, which is also undominated in Korean.
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(8) Coda Condition
Only nonreleased lax stops are possible ill the coda.

As seen by the data in Section 2. Ihl is not realized in certain envirorunents.
and thus there should be a markedness constraint *h which forbids the
occurrence of 111/. given below.

(9) *h: no Ihl

TIle motivation for tIns constraint comes from tIle phonetic fact tIlat tile glottal
fricative Ih! does not require tIle vocal tract configuration. Accordingly. tile
shape of vocal tract during /hi is often determined by the adjacent segments.
TIle nonrealization of Ihl by the makedness constraint *h is penalized by the
faithfulness constraint Max-IO(spread glottiS) which prolnbits tile deletion of
tIle feature [spread glottisl. as shown in (10).

(10) Max-IO(spread glottis): TIle feature [spread glottis] in the input has a
correspondent in the output.

Since Ihl tends not to be realized. the markedness constraint *h dominates the
faitIlfulness constraint Max-IO(spread glottis).
TIlere is another faitIlfulness constraint on tIle number of segments between
input and output. as provided in (11).

(II) Max-IO( segment): A segment in the input has a correspondent ill the output.

The constraint Max-IO(segment) penalizes deletion of segments from the input.
Because the constraint *h is ranked higher than tIle constraint Max-IO(spread
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glottis). fhl may be deleted or be coalesced with an adjacent obstruent becoming
an aspirated stop. depending on the environment. When Ihl deletes. the
constraint Max-IO(s.g,) is violated in order not to violate the constraint *h.
However. there is a way not to violate both constraints *h and Max-IO(s.g.)
when there is a neighboring obstrueIlt.

Namely. the constmint *h may not be

violated by merging 1111 with a neighboring obstruent. At the same time. Max
IO(s,g,) is not violated since /hl survives in the form of aspiration, even though
this leads to a violation of the constraint *MC (Multiple Correspondence) in
(12),

(12) *MC (Lamontagne and Rice 1995):
Elem(;.'I\ts of input and output IIlllst stand in a one-to-one correspondence

relatIOnship with each other,

The constraint *MC rules out candidates whose elements of the input do not
stane: in a one-to-one correspondence relation with elements of the output.
Based on the discussion above. we tentatively propose t he following ranking:
*Complex. Coda COlld»*h»Max-IO(s,g.»>McL,>·IO(segment). *MC. 4 With
this constraint ranking we provide a principled account of Aspiration Merger.
Let us consider Ule following wbJeau in (13) which shows progressh'e
Aspiration Merger.

(13) Progressive AspiratIOn Merger
:

Coda
Cond
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In (13) candidate (a) ,villI

~I

coda cluster is ruled out because it violates the

undominated constraint *Cc. Candidate (c) with [hJ in coda position is also
eliminated from consideration. E,'en though candidate (d) satisfies h.igh-ranked
constraints of *Cc. Coda Condition. and *h. it is out due to Max-IO(s.g.). Thus.
candidate (b)

is optimal. only violating low-ranked constraints Max

IO(segment) and *MC.
Regressive Aspiration Merger receives the same treatment as progressive
Aspiration Merger as the following tableau illustrates.

(14) Regressive Aspiration Merger 5
Kaps+huko
Coda

In (14) candick'1te (a) is out of the competition because it fatally yiolates
undominated constraint s.

Similarly. candidates (b) ,md (c) violate the

undominated constraint of Coda Condition. Candidate (f) with fhl realized in the
onset results in the "iolation of the markedness constraint *h, which is falal.
Candidate (e) is not optimal due to its violations of Max-IO(s.g.) and Max
IO(segment). In contrast candidate (d) emerges as the wilmer, even though it
violates Max-IO(segment) twice. Therefore. Max-IO(s,g.) outranks Max
IO(segment), as suggested above.
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4.3 The interaction between aSlliration merger and cluster simlJlification in
Seoul and Kyongsang di,dects

Now let us tum to Cluster Simplification in Korcan. which shows a dialectal
differencc bctwecn Seoul and Kyongsnng. Whcn a consonnnt cluster consists of
obstruents. only pcripheral consonants such as labials and "elars survive in both
dialects (e.g .. /kaps! [kap'j 'price'). Howcvcr. if a consonant cluster consists of
a scquence of n sonorant plus obstruent. dialcctal variation occurs. In particular.
peripherals surface in Seoul dialect whereas sonorant consonants surface in
Kyongsang dialcct. Thus. Ihilk! 'dirt' becomes [hik'! in Seoul dialect and fhil]
in Kyongsang dialcct. Based on this fact. wc propose the following Max
constraint family (lvcrson and Lcc 1995).

( 15) Max-lO( peripherol)

TIle feature [peripheral] in the input has a correspondent in the output.
(\6) Max-IO(solloront)

The fc.1ture [sonon1nt] in the input has n correspondent in the output.

The constraint Max-IO(pcripheral) penalizes the deletion of the feature
[peripheral]. w]lile Mnx-IO(sonorant) gives a penalty against the deletion of the
feature [sonorant]. In Seoul dialect Max-IO(peripheral) dominates Max
IO(sonorant) ensuring that peripheral consonants survive in the sequencc of a
sonorant plus obstruent. In contrast. in Kyongsang dialect Max-IO(sonorant)
ranks over Max-IO(peripheral). resulting in the occurrence of the sonorant in tIle
same sequence.
With these two constraints. tIle interaction between Aspiration Merger and
Cluster Simplification in Scoul and Kyongsang can be accounted for in a
principled ",·ay. as the following tableaux illustrate.
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( 17) Seoul Dialect"
: Max-lO

Coda
CouJ

hilk+hako

'"MC

'"h

In (17) candidate (a) fatally violates

*Cc.

in addition to Coda Condition and *h.

Candidates (b) and (e) also fatally violate *h. Candidate (c) is ruled out because
of its violation of the undominated constraint Coda Condition.

Candidate (f)

\"jtll sonorant II! instead of velar fkJ leads to a fatal violation of MaxIO(peripheral). Consequently. candidate (d) emerges as the optimal form
In Kyongsang dialect. the realilation of sonorant II! over fkJ can be accounted
for by putting Max-IO(sonorant) over Max-IO(peripheral). as shown in (18).

(18) Kyongsang Dialect"
hilk+hako

'"cc : Coda

: Cond

'"h

Max-IO
(seg

'"MC

In (18) candidate (a) with a coda cluster violates undominated constraints,
Candidates (b) and (e) with a fatal violation of *h are out of the competition.
Similarly. candidate (c) is also out due to a violation of Coda Condition. in
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addition to *h and other constraints. Candidate (d) wilh a surviving velar is not
the optimal form since it violates high-ranked Max-IO(sonorant). Therefore.
candidate (f) with the sonorant III wins 0111.
In

SUIll.

we propose the following constraint hierarchy for Aspiration Merger

and Cluster Simplification in Korean.

(19) TIle Constminl Hiemrchy
8.

Seoul

Dialecl: *CC, Coda Cond»*h. Ma,\-IO(peri»>Max.

IO( son»>Max-IO( s.g.»> Max-IO( segment), *MC
b.Kyongsang

Dialect:

*Cc.

Coda

Cond»*h,

Max-IO(son»>Max

IO(peri»>Max-IO(s.g.»>Max-IO(segmenl), *MC

5. Conclusion
A constraint-based analysis has been shown to handle successfully phonological
phenomenon involving Aspiration Merger and Cluster Simplification in Korean.
Specifically. we have demonstrated that both progressive and regressive
Aspiration Merger can be uniform.ly analyzed by the constraint ranking given in
(19) in which the markedness constraint *h dominates the faithfulness constrainl
Max-lO(spread glottis). without extrinsic rule ordering as in a rule-based model.
Consequently. the ordering problem which seems to require derivational steps is
easily resolved within Correspondence llleOI)'. Further. the dialectal difference
between Seoul and Kyongsang resulted from tlle interaction between Aspiration
Merger and Cluster Simplification has been accounted for in a principled way
by the alternating ranking between Max(pcripheral) and Max(sonorant).
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End Notes
'" We are grateful to Stuart Davis and Gregory Iverson for their valuable conunents and
suggestions 011 tlle paper.
I In Korean lsi becomes Ul before tile high front vowel Ii/. Also, obstruents and III
become voiced and [1'], respectively, in intervocalic position. However, we will not deal
with palatalization, voicing and r weakening which are not relevant to our discussion.
2111 extra careful speech the pronunciation of [hiLha.goj and [taLha.goj is also possible.
3 Shim (1995) also deals with th...: interaction between Cluster Simplification and
Tensification, which seems to require derivational steps. Like other scholars, however,
we assume that tillS phenomenon can be accounted for by adopting output-output
constraints or sympathy-related concepts (Benua 1997, Davis, 1997., McCartllY 1998,
Rachel 1998, Tak 1997).
.\ We \\-ill show evidence for the ranking between Max-IO(s.g.) and Max-IO(segment)
shortly.
5 In principle, we may think of another candidate [ka p~.sha.goJ, However, as Kang
(1992) suggests, Cluster Simplification and Coda Neutralization in Korean are prosodic
word bounded phenomena. Specifically in Korean, a stem and a prefix fonn a separate
prosodic word whereas a suffix cannot fonn a separate prosodic word of its own. TIlliS,
in case of kaps+hago. kaps and hago fonn a separate prosodic word, and witllln this
domain '"Complex and Coda Condition apply. As a result, the candidate [ka p~.sha.goj
where both consonants are realized loses because it fatally violates the constraint of
·Complex. In the same vein, the candidate (e) of the tableau (14) in which both
consonants of the cluster survive can be regarded as fatally violating ·Complex.
However, we do not pursue tillS in detail because it is beyond the scope of this paper.
" 111 spite of tile markedness constraint '"h., 1111 surfaces in word-illltial position (e.g.,
Ibilk!). -nus is because of the role of an undominated constraint, Aligll-Left(stem,
syllable), willch has the effect of prohibiting the deletion of word-initial 1111. Additionally,
we may think of another candidate [hH.kha.go]. As mentioned in footnote 5, however,
this candidate cannot be tile optimal fonn since hilk and hago each fonns its o\\-n
prosodic word and \vithin tills domain both consonants I and k are realized, thus violating
'"Complex.
7 As mentioned in footnote 2, [hiLha.go] is possible in extra careful speech. We suggest
that tillS foml can be chosen as tile optimal output by putting the constraint ·h below
Max-IO(spread glottis).
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Embedded Topicalization
in English and] apanese
Hideki Maki, Lizanne Kaiser, and I\lasao Ochi
Salem-Teikyo U., Yale U., and U. of Connecticut
1. Introduction·
There have been two approaches to embedded topicalization in English. Baltin
198:::: and Lasnik and Saito 1991, among others, argue that it involves IP
adjunction. while Authier 1991 and Watanabe 1993, among others, argue that it
ifl\olves CP recursion. The purpose of this paper is to defend the IP adjunction
analysis and to derive restrictions on embedded topicalization from an
independently motivated condition. In Section 1 we \vill argue that embedded
topicalization requires two kinds of licensing: 1) a topic is licensed in the
projection of [NFL: and 2) I}lFL is licensed by adjoining to COMP in LF. In
Section 3 \\e also show that English and Japanese have the same restrictions on
embedded IOpicalization, and based on the Japanese data we provide evidence for
movement of I)lFL to COMP in the construction.
We also discuss an
implication of the proposed analysis. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. English
Let us ftrst consider the issue of the landing site of embedded topicalization.
The examples in (1) from Lasnik and Saito 1992 constitute evidence against the
CP recursion analysis:
(l)

a.
b.

John thinks that himselfi. Mary likes Ii.

* John thinks that himselfj (Ii) likes Mary.

(J a). which involves topicalization of the object in the embedded clause, is
grammaticaL while ( 1b), which involves the subject under either the canonical
in-situ or topicalization readings, is ungrammatical. In (1 a), the anaphoric
embedded object himself has moved to a position (either adjoined to IP or
moved to CP SPEC) where it can be properly bound by the antecedent John in
the matrix clause. In (1 b), however, if the anaphoric subject were to remain in
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situ in the IP SPEC of the embedded clause, it would be ruled out due to a
Binding Condition A violation. Alternatively, if this subject were topicalized
and thus presumably adjoined to IP or moved to CP SPEC, (Ib) would be
expected to be grammatical, just like (1 a).
Under the CP recursion analysis, the embedded subject would move to the
SPEC of a phonetically null COMP contained within the clause headed by that,
and there would be no obvious way to rule out the derivation of (1 b). Therefore,
the CP recursion analysis cannot be maintained as it is.
On the other hand. under the IP adjunction hypothesis, there is a way to
explain the ungrammaticality of (1 b). Let us consider Lasnik and Saito's 1992
analysis. They account for (l b) by proposing that only X O categories can be
proper governors. In (I b) the trace of the embedded subject is not properly
governed by any X O category before LF, and thus this trace runs afoul of the
Empty Category Principle (ECP). However, under the Minimalist Program put
fOl1h by Chomsky 1993, 1995, the ECP is not assumed, and thus a new account
of ( 1b) needs to be sought.
Under the Minimalist Program, movement operations must be triggered by
feature checking. Given this, the question arises as to how feature checking
might be done in the embedded topicalization construction under the IP
adjunction analysis. Because the topic adjoins to IP, feature checking should be
done between it and the head INFL. I In the case of (I a). the topic adjoins to the
embedded IP. and feature checking is done bet\veen the topic and INFL.
In (1 b), on the other hand, there is no need for the topic to adjoin to the
embedded IP. If this subject has a topic feature to be checked, then this feature
checking could be done under a SPEC-head relation between the topic in its
surface position (i.e., IP SPEC) and INFL. Therefore, under this system the
ungrammaticality of (I b) is explained simply as a violation of Binding
Condition A since himse((in IP SPEC cannot be properly bound by John in the
matrix clause. Note that since himself in (I b) is already licensed as a topic in
its in-situ position via SPEC-head agreement with INFL, it has no motivation
to adjoin to IP, and therefore it is prevented from moving merely to satisfY some
later binding relation (cf. the Last Resort Principle due originally to Chomsky
1986). Thus, our hypothesis that topicalization involves SPEC-head agreement
between a topic and INFL directly accounts for the contrast in (1).2
Let us now tum to restrictions on embedded topicalization in English. As
discussed in the previous literature and illustrated in (2), embedded
topicalization is only possible in certain environments. It should also be noted
that there is some variation in the judgments of these data, as will be discussed
below:
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(2)

a.
John believes ok/*(that) this book, Mary read.
b. ok;'? John wonders if/whether this book. Mary read.
c. ok!* John regrets that this book, Mary read.
d. ok i * John believes the rumor that this book, Mary read.
e.
* Before this book. Mary read, John had already read it.
f.
* That this book, Mary read is true.

As in (2a), embedded topicalization is permissible within complement clauses
of bridge verbs. although there is speaker variation as to whether or not the
complementizer Ihal can felicitously be omitted. Both our American and
British consultants generally accept the omission of that in this context. but this
contrasts with the judgments given in Watanabe 1993 and other sources cited
therein. (2b) shows that embedded topicalization is also generally acceptable in
interrogative clauses. These initial facts suggest that the type of COMP (e.g.,
whether it be overt or null in some dialects) plays an important role in the
licensing of embedded topicalization. Next, (2c) and (2d) again reflect some
dialectal variation. According to Authier 1992, Watanabe 1993. and in
accordance with our own American judgments, embedded topicalization is
impossible both in complement clauses offactive verbs and in noun-complement
clauses. Authier 1992 assumes that factive complements are not L-marked. and
Stowell 1981 and Grimshaw 1990, among others, argue that noun-complement
clauses are adjuncts. According to our British consultants, on the other hand.
(2c) and (2d) are acceptable. An explanation for this variation will be given
further below. Finally, (2e) and (2f) show that embedded topicalization is
consistently impossible in an adjunct clause and in a sentential subject. 3 The
above examples suggest that either a topic or INFL has a close relation with an
L-marked COMP. Thus, it is plausible to assume that a relevant feature in
either the topic or INFL is licensed by such a COMP.
There are two possible ways to license a feature. One is by binding, and the
other by movement. (See Baker] 970 and Pesetsky ] 987, among others, for
licensing of wh-phrases by binding.) Suppose that this licensing by the
L-marked COMP in the embedded topicalization construction involves binding.
Then, all the examples in (2) would uniformly be predicted to be grammatical,
since in each example the COMP would bind the relevant feature. Therefore,
licensing by binding is not a plausible account for these data.
Suppose then that the licensing by COMP in embedded topicalization
constructions involves movement. The question is what moves when to
COMP. As for the timing of movement, since the topic does not move across
COMP and lNFL does not move to COMP in overt syntax, let us assume that
the movement takes place in LF. Then, the question is what moves to COMP
in LF. The candidates are shown in (3):
(3)

a.
b.
c.

a feature in the topic
a feature in INFL
!NFL
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}.;ote that the ungrammaticality of (I b) precludes the possibility of the entire
topic moving to COMP in LF, otherwise we would expect no contrast in the
acceptability of (l a) versus ( I b). For reasons to be clarified in Section 3, let us
assume here that I}';FL moves to COMP in LF. Following Takahashi 1994, we
will show below that this LF movement hypothesis correctly predicts the
grammaticality judgments of the examples in (2).
Takahashi 1994 provides evidence that adjunction to non-L-marked phrases,
namely, adjuncts and derived subjects, is prohibited. In showing the evidence,
he assumes that specifiers are created by adjunction rather than substitution,
following Fukui and Saito 1992, Kayne 1994, Chomsky 1994, among others.
First, based on a Case conversion phenomenon in Japanese, he shows that
adjunction to adjuncts is prohibited. Consider the examples in (4):

(4)

a.

b.

[NP [IP kyonen Mary-galno
katta] hon ]-0 yonda.
last year
-nom/gen bought book-acc read
'1 read the book Mary bought last year.'
kyonen Mary-ga/*no hon-o
katta.
last year
-nom/gen book-ace bought
'Mary bought a book last year.'

The above examples show that a subject may be marked with genitive Case
only in a clause that constitutes a complex NP. To account for this, Miyagawa
1993 and Ura 1993 argue that while nominative Case is licensed inside the
clause, genitive Case is checked in NP SPEC. Assuming this, Takahashi gives
the examples in (5) from Fujita 1988 to show the argument/adjunct asymmetry
of Case conversion:
(5)

a.

b.

[NP [IP oogoede Mary-gano waratta] toki]-o
loudly
-nom/gen laughed time-acc
oboeteimasu ka"
remember Q
'Do you remember the time when Mary laughed loudly?'
[NP [IP oogoede Mary-gaf?*no waratta] toki] John-ga
loudly
-nom/gen laughed time
-nom
naiteita.
was crying
'John was crying when Mary laughed loudly.'

In (Sa) the NP headed by loki "time" is an argument, and Case alternation is
allowed: while in (5b) the NP is an adjunct, and the embedded subject cannot
have genitive Case. Based on this, he argues that given the assumption that
genitive Case is checked in NP SPEC (by adjunction to N'), the impossibility
of genitive Case in (5b) follows if adjunction to adjuncts is prohibited.
Second. Takahashi also shows that adjunction to derived subjects is
prohibited based on the que/qui alternation in French. He assumes with
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Sportiche 1988 that in French subjects obligatorily raise from inside VP to IP
SPEC in overt syntax. In French the complementizer que must be realized as
qui when the subject of its complement undergoes A'-movement, and otherwise
as que, as shown in (6):
(6)

a.

b.

Qui crois-tu
[CP qujl*que [IP 1 est parti]]?
who think-you
that
has left
'Who do you think left?'
Quel livre crois-tu
[CP *qui/que [IP Jean a
achete 1]]?
which book think-you
that
has bought
'Which book do you think that Jean bought?'

Following Rizzi J 990, Takahashi assumes that the alternation is a reflection cf
agreement between the COMP and what moves to the SPEC of the COMPo
Under the assumption that specifiers are created by adjunction. the alternation
stems from adjunction of a wh-phrase to C'.
He then considers the examples in (7) from Deprez 1989:
(7)

a.

b.

C.

Je crois [CP que [IP [CP que Jean a recontre Marie] ennuie
1 think
that
that
has met
bores
Pierre]].
'I think that that Jean met Marie bores Pierre.'
* Quel homme crois-tu
[CP que [IP [CP que/qui [IP 1 a
which man
think-you
that
that
has
recontre Marie] ennuie Pierre]]?
met
bores
'*Which man do you think that that 1 met Marie bores Pierre?'
??Quel homme crois-tu
[CP que [IP [CP que Jean a
which man
think-you
that
that
has
recontre 1] ennuie Pierre]]?
met
bores
'?"Which man do you think that that Jean met 1 bores Pierre?'

(7b), which is derived from (7a), involves extraction of a subject wh-phrase out
of a sentential subject introduced by COMP, and the alternation is impossible.
Note that (7b) is totally ungrammatical and worse than merely a Subjacency
violation such as (7c), which involves extraction of an object wh-phrase out cf
the sentential subject. If in (7b) the subject wh-phrase could adjoin to C' of the
sentential subject on the way to its fillal destination, (7b) should be as bad as
(7c). Thus, the ungrammaticality of (7b) is evidence that adjunction to derived
subjects is banned ..t
Therefore, the aggregate evidence presented above points to the conclusion that
adjunction to non-L-marked phrases is prohibited. Given this, it is natural to
assume that adjunction to a projection of a non-L-marked head is banned, since
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the head of a non-L-marked phrase is not L-marked either. Assuming this to be
the case, all of the examples in (2) are straightforwardly explained. In the
grammatical examples, INFL adjoins to an L-marked CaMP in LF without
causing any violation. In the ungrammatical examples, on the other hand, INFL
adjoins to a non-L-marked head in LF, violating the ban against adjunction to a
projection of a non-L-marked head.:;
Finally, the dialectal variations exhibited in (2) may be explained as follows.
Firs!' consider (2a) containing the overt complementizer that, which all dialects
accept. Since this CaMP projection is L-marked. adjunction of INFL to the
head C does not violate the aforementioned ban, and so (2a) is correctly
predicted to be grammatical.
Alternatively. consider (2a) without that.
Boskovic 1996 has proposed that a clause that can be headed by that but for
which the that does not appear in the overt syntax is actually an IP rather than a
CPo Let us assume this to be the case in those dialects which do not accept
embedded topicalization in the absence of that. In this case, the complement
clause would be IP, consequently there would be no C to enter into a checking
relation with INFL, and therefore (2a) without thai would be correctly ruled out
for these dialects. On the other hand, for those dialects which do accept (2a)
without that, we can assume that these speakers have lexical entries which may
subcategorize for a CP headed by a null CaMP, and it is this null CaMP to
which the INFL covertly raises in order to license embedded topicalization.
Second, consider the data in (2c) and (2d), which our American speakers did not
accept but our British consultants did. It may be that for those speakers who
accept these data, these clauses are analyzed as L-marked complements as
opposed to non-L-marked arguments or adjuncts.
It is standardly assumed that lexical entries contain information about theta
role assignment (which is related to the property of L-marking) and
subcategorization frames (which may specifY selectional restrictions on the
grammatical category of an argument or some property related to the head of that
argument). Since the lexicon is the locus of dialectal and speaker idiosyncrasy,
it is not surprising that some variation might be found along these Jines.

3. Japanese
Let us next consider embedded topicaJization in Japanese. In Japanese a topic is
followed by the particle wa and appears in the clause-initial position, as shown
in (8):
(8)

a.

10hn-wa kono hon-o
yonda.
-top this book-acc read
'As for John, he read this book.'
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b.

Kono hon-wa John-ga yonda.
this book-top
-nom read
'As for this book, John read it.'

If a wa-phrase appears in a clause-internal position. as in (9). it cannot be
interpreted as a topic of the clause, but it instead carries a contrastive meaning:

(9)

John-ga kono hon-wa yonda.
-nom this book-top read
'John read this book. as opposed to some other book.'
,* As for this book. John read it.'

See Hoj i 1985. among others, for a study of contrastive wa.
C eyama 1989, 1994 and Sato-Zhu and Larson 1992 point out that Japanese
topic phrases show the same pattern as English ones in embedded clauses. Let
us consider the Japanese counterparts of (2a-f) in turn below.
First. embedded topicalization is possible in complement clauses of bridge
verbs. as shown in (10):6
(10)

a.

b.

John-wa [kono hon-walo
Mary-ga yonda
-top this book-top/ace
-nom read
sinziteiru.
believe
'John believes that this book, Mary read.'
John-wa [Mary-walga kono hon-o yonda
-top
-top/nom this book-acc read
sinziteiru.
believe
'John believes that Mary read this book.'

to 1
COMP

to]
COMP

In (lOa) the object of the embedded clause kono hon "this book" is topicalized,
and the example is good. In (lOb) the subject of the embedded clause Mary is
topicalized, and the example is also good.
Second, embedded topicalization is also possible in interrogative clauses, as
shown in (11):7.8
(II)

a.

John-wa [kono hon-walo
Mary-ga yonda kadooka]
-top this book-top/ace
-nom read whether
Strl
tai to
omotteiru.
know want COMP think
'John wonders whether this book, Mary read.'
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b.

John-wa [Mary-walga kono hon-o yonda kadooka]
-top
-top/nom this book-acc read whether
SIfI
tai to
omotteiru.
know want COMP think
'John wonders whether Mary read this book:

In (J I a) the embedded object is topicalized, and in (lIb) the embedded subject
is topicalized.
Third. embedded topicalization is impossible in complement clauses of factive
verbs and noun-complement clauses, as shown in (12) and (13):
(12)

a.

b.

(13)

a.

b.

John-wa [kono hon-*walo Mary-ga yonda no]-o
-top this book-top/acc
-nom read COMP-acc
kookaisiteiru.
regret
'John regrets that this book, Mary read:
John-wa [Mary-*walga kono hon-o yonda no]-o
-top
-top/nom this book-acc read COMP-acc
kookaisiteiru.
regret
'John regrets that Mary read this book:
John-wa [kono hon-*walo Mary-ga yond a to]-no
-top this book-top/acc
-nom read COMP-gen
uwasa-o sinziteiru.
rumor-acc believe
'John believes the rumor that this book, Mary read:
John-wa [Mary-*walga kono hon-o yonda to]-no
-top
-top/nom this book-acc read COMP-gen
uwasa-o sinziteiru.
rumor-ace believe
'John believes the rumor that Mary read this book.'

In the a-examples the embedded object is topicalized, and in the b-examples the
embedded subject is topicalized. All of these examples are ungrammatical,
parallel to the judgments of the American speakers as stated above. Note,
however. that if the particle wa is interpreted instead as a contrastive marker, all
of the above Japanese examples become grammatical.
Fourth. and finally, embedded topicalization is also impossible in an adjunct
clause and in a sentential subject, as shown in (14) and (15):
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(14)

a,

b,

(IS)

a,

b,

[Kono hon-*waJo
Mary-ga yomu maeniJ, John-wa
this book-top/acc
-nom read before
-top
sudeni yondeita.
already had read
'* Before this book, Mary read, John had already read it.'
[Mary-*waJga kono hon-o yomu maenij, John-wa sudeni
-top/nom this book-ace read before
-top already
yondeita,
had read
'Before Mary read this book, John had already read it.'
[Kono hon-*wa/o
Mary-ga yonda noJ-wa
hontoo da,
be
this book-top/ace
-nom read CaMP-top true
'*That this book, Mary read is true.'
[Mary-*waiga kono hon-o
yonda noJ-wa
hontoo da,
be
-top/nom this book-ace read CaMP-top true
'That Mary read this book is true.'

Just as in (12) and (J3), the a-examples above involve topicalization of the
embedded object, the b-examples involve topicalization of the embedded
subject, and all of these examples are ungrammatical. Again, if the particle wa
is interpreted as a contrastive marker, these examples too become grammatical.
Thus, Japanese embedded topicalization has exactly the same restrictions as
English embedded topicalization, modulo some minor variations found in
9
certain English dialects as discussed earlier. Therefore. it is natural to expect
that these restrictions should follow from principles allowed by UG. Given the
analysis of English embedded topicalization developed above, the same analysis
should also be applied to Japanese embedded topicalization. Therefore, we can
posit that Japanese embedded topicalization similarly involves IP adjunction
and LF movement of some element to the embedded CaMP.
Let us now consider what actually moves to the embedded CaMP in LF. In
Section 2 we tentatively assumed that among the candidates in (3), repeated here
as (16), it is lNFL which moves to CaMP:
(16)

a.
b,
c.

a feature in the topic
a feature in !NFL
INFL

The question is whether a relevant feature moves or the category INFL moves in
LF. Travis 1984, among others, shows that head movement is strictly local in
such a way that a head cannot move across another head, On the other hand,
Maki J 995 shows that feature movement is not local, and a feature may move to
its target across an island (in the sense of Ross 1967) unless there is an
intervening feature that can contribute to the checking of the target feature. For
instance. he argues that in examples such as (17), which are possible in
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languages like Japanese, the wh-feature of the wh-phrase in a complex NP moves
to the matrix COMP to check off the feature of the matrix COMPo See Kuno
1973, Huang 1982, Nishigauchi 1986, and Watanabe 1992, among others, for
analyses of wh-in-situ.
(17)

kimi-wa [NP [IP nani-o katta] hito ]-ni atta no?
you-top
what-acc bought man-to met Q
'*What did you meet the man who bought?'

With this in mind. let us consider the examples in (18) and (19):
( 18)

* John-ga [NP

( 19)

* Mary-ga [John-ga [NP [IP kono hon-wa pro yond a]
-nom
-110m
this book-top read
hito]-ni atta to]
sinZlteiru.
man-to met COMP believe
'*:-'1ary believes that John met the man who this book, read:

[IP kono hon-wa pro yonda] hito]-ni atta.
-110m
this book-top read
man-to met
'* John met the man who this book. read.'

(18) has a topic in a relative clause and is ungrammatical. We are assuming
The
with M urasugi 1991 that Japanese relative clauses are IPs.
ungrammaticality of (18) is expected, since there is no COMP that can license
the relevant feature in the topic or INFL (19) contains (18) as an embedded
clause, and again the example is ungrammatical. Note, however, that (19) does
have an L-marked COMP which is potentially able to license the relevant feature
in the topic or lNFL Suppose that what moves to COMP is the feature in the
topic or INFL Based on Maki 1995, the feature should be able to move to the
embedded COMP in LF, and example (19) therefore would incorrectly be ruled
in. On the other hand. suppose that what moves to COMP is instead INFL
According to Travis 1984. INFL cannot move to the embedded COMP across a
complex NP, and as such this example will correctly be predicted to be
ungrammatical. Hence, it must be the case that in embedded topicalization it is
INFL which moves to COMP in LF.
Before concluding. let us discuss an implication of the above analysis. i 0 If the
present hypothesis is correct. it suggests that INFL and COMP are responsible
for embedded topicalization. and there is no strong motivation to assume an
independent functional category for this construction. Sato-Zhu and Larson
As pointed out above.
1992 argue for a new functional category Top.
postulation of such a head would incorrectly predict examples such as ( J b) to be
grammatical. Ueyama 1989 also proposes a new functional category M, which
is realized as the Japanese complementizer to "that" and is distinct from an
interrogative COMPo In Ueyama's system a topic is licensed by to. However,
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since examples such as (ia) in footnote 8, repeated here as (20), are grammatical
without to, Ueyama's hypothesis cannot be maintained as is:

(20)

John-wa [kono hon-wa/o Mary-ga yonda kadooka] sitteiru.
-top this book-top lace -nom read v.hether know
'John knows whether this book, Mary read:

Therefore. the embedded topicalization construction should not involve an
independent functional category such as Top or M.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have reached the conclusion in (21):
(21 )
a.

b.

Embedded topicalization requires two kinds oflicensing:
A topic is licensed in the projection of INFL: and
INFL is licensed by adjoining to COMP in LF.

We derived restrictions on embedded topicalization from the ban against
adjunction to a projection of a non-L-marked head. Then, \\e argued that given
the proposed analysis. there is no motivation to assume an independent
functional category such as Top or M for embedded topicalization.

Notes
Certain aspects of the section on English are baSed on an earlier paper by Maid and
Kaiser (in press). The interested reader is referred to that work for discussion of
r..:ll1tt'd topics which \\ill not be explored in depth here (e.g .. the relation bet\\'een
embedded topicalizmion and neg~ti\'e 1l1\·ersion. deri \
the correct word order of
the embedded topic and subject. etc.).
We \\ould like to thank
Bosko\'ic. Hownrd Lasnik. Neil Smith. Daiko
Takahashi. and some anonymous reYie\\'ers for their helpful comments. For a couple
of the English examples. the judgments of the British reviewers differed from those of
our American consultants. Such differences are noted in the text along with a
possible explanation for these dialectal \'ariations, Keedless to say. all errors are our
own.
I At this point lye Iea\'e the question open as to which of the two has a feature to be
checked off.

1997 proposes the same account independently. which we noticed in the
course of re\'ising this paper. Ho\\ever. he has not discussed restrictions on
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embedded topicalization. Since this paper deals extensively with those. this research
IS independent of his.
) Neither our American nor British consultants accept embedded topicalization in an
adjunct clause or in a sentential subject. However. embedded topicalization in a
sentential subject is subject to some dialectal variation within American English.
While it is not accepted in Authier (1992: 331). it is in Lasmk and Saito (1992: 77).
This dialectal variation remains unexplained under the general hypothesis developed
here. We leave this intriguing issue for further researeh.
The que/qui alternation in French also constitutes e\idence for the ban against
adjunction to adjuncts. Suppose with Sto\vell 1981 and GrimshU\\ 1990 that factiYe
complemt:nts are adjuncts. Then. the fact that qlli is impossible in (ib) suggt:sts that
adjunction to adjuncts is disallowed.
Wt: owe these data to Zeljko Boskovic
(personal communication):
o

(i)

a,

b.

Jean regrette que Marie a lu Ie livre,
regret that
read the book
'Jean regrets that :Vlarie read the book:
* Qui Jean regrette-t-il qui 1 a lu Ie livre')
who
regret
that read the book
,* Who does Jean regret that 1 read the book')'

The proposed analysis is also relevant for negative inversion in embedded
eontexts. Hooper and Thompson 1973, Authier 1992. and Watanabe 1993. among
others. observe that embedded IOpicalization and embedded negathe inversion are
allowed in the same contexts. Namely. negative inversion is possible in the
complement clause of a
verb. as in (ia). but not in the complement clause of
nouns. as in (ib). for example:
(i)

a,
b.

John believes that at no time would Mary agree 10 visit him.
believes the rumor that at no time would Mary agree to visit
him,

* John

t;nlike topicalization, negative inversion is accompanied by inversion of the subject
and auxiliary verb (AUX). Givcn the assumption that a head moves to a head
position. AUX should move to a some head, For the sake of discussion. let us assume
with Authier 1992 and Watanabe 1993 that AUX moves to COMP with the imerted
element moving to CP SPEC in overt syntax. Ifnegative inversion did not involve
any other operation, there would be no way to account for the contrast in (i).
However. the fact that embedded topicalization and embedded negative inversion
take place in the same contexts suggests that the LF movement proposed for
embedded topicalization should also apply to embedded negative inversion. If this
is the case, embedded negative inversion also involves two kinds of licensing: I) an
inverted element is licensed in the projection of COMP: and 2) COMP is licensed by
adjoining to the higher COMP in LF. Given this and the restriction on adjunction.
the contrast in (i) is correctly accounted for.
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Note. however. that as discussed earlier in this section. embedded topicalization
cannot be directly incorporated into the same analysis as embedded negative
inversion (i.e.. the CP recursion analysis). sine.;: this would incorrectl;. predict
exampks such as ( I b) to be grammatical.
6 l:nlike English. the Tokyo dialect of Japanese does not allow COMP deletion.
Thus. the examples in (10) are ungrammatical without 10 "that". On the other hand. as
Saito 1987 discusses. the Osaka dialect of Japanese does allow COMP deletion in
colloquial speech. COMP deletion easily takes place with bridge verbs such as ylill
"say" and 011100 "think". Thus. embedded topicalization is possible without COl\-1P
in the Osaka dialect. as sho\\n in (i):

a.

b.

John-wa [kono hon-\\alo
Mary-ga yonda] yuutaiomooteru.
-top this book-top/ace
-nom read
said/think
'John said/thinks that this book. Mary read.'
John-wa [Mary-walga
kana hon-o
yanda] yuutalomooteru.
-top
-top/nom this book-ace read
said/think
'John said/thinks that Mary read this book.'

Therefore. the Osaka dialect has a null COMP to which the INFL covertly raises in
ord"r to license embedded (opicalization. just as the dialects of English \\hieh accept
(2a) without lhal.
Japanese does not have a verb which expresses the meaning of the English verb
IroJ1der in one word. The closest counterpart of wonder is made out of a set of words
as In slri-lai-to-011100 "know-want-COMP-think".
Note that in Japanese embedded topicalization is also possible in interrogative
ciau,.;:s subcategorized by the verb silteiru "know", as shown in (i):

S

(I)

a.
b.

John-wa [kono hon-walo Mary-ga yonda kadooka] sitteiru.
-top this book-top/ace
-nom read whether know
'John knows whether this book, Mary read.'
John-wa [Mary-\'ialga
kono hon-o
yonda kadooka] sitteiru.
-top
~top/nom this book-ace read
whether know
'John knows whether Mary read this book.'

On the other hand. the English counterpart of (ia). where this book is topicalized. is
not as good as that of (II a). It is marginal in American English and almost
ungrammatical in British English. At this point. we cannot provide a conclusive
explanation for this. However, one possible factor behind this may be the factivity of
the verb that takes the clausal complement. Suppose that the degree of factivity of a
given verb varies slightly from language to language and from dialect to dialect.
Then. the higher the degree of factivity, the less possible embedded topicalization
would be. giv'en that example (2c), which has a factive verb, is better in one dialect of
English than in another. If the factivity of the verb know is low in Japanese and high
in British English. the variation in grammaticality with respect to (ia) will follow.
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Note thai Japanese does not have the dialectal variations with respect to embedded
topicalization as found in English. and the grammaticality judgments of the Japanese
examples mdicate that Japanese behaves in the same way regarding embedded
topical1zation as the American dialect of English stated above.
9

10 Maki and Kaiser in press explore further implications.
They discuss three points.
which are summarized below
First. the present approach suggests that lNFL in
English may have multiple SPECs for a derived subject and a topic. This in turn
suggests that a functional head may have multiple SPECs even in
like
English depending on the nature of the head.
Second. if adjunction to a projection of a non-L-marked head is prohibited. Japanese
\\h-constructions must imohe overt \\h-feature movement.
Maki 1995.
reinterpreting Nishigauchi's 1986 LF \\h-phrase movement hypothesis in terms of
the Minimalist Program. proposes that ir; Japanese wh-constructions wh-feature
movement takes place in LF. However. the LF wh-feature movement hypothesi s
would incorrectly also rule out concessive clauses in Japanese such as (i):

(i)

[CP dare-ga
kite mo). ii
desu.
who-nom come COMP good be
']t is OK. no matter who comes.'

A concessi\ e clause counts as an adjunct at the point when it is introduced into the
phras~ structure by generalized transformation. Hence, if the wh-feature in (i) moved
to COM P in LF. it would adjoin to a non-L-marked head. and thus the example
would be incorrectly ruled out. Therefore. wh-feature movement in Japanese must
take place in overt syntax. since a concessive clause does not count as an adjunct
before it is adjoined to the main clause by generalized transformation.
Third. and finally. examples such as (17) suggest that a feature must move to the
target in one step without adjoining to an)" intervening heads. If the wh-feature of
the \vh-phrase in the relative clause moved to the target by adjoining to the
intervening heads. it would necessarily adjoin to the head of the relative clause
INFL. which is not L-marked. and thus (17) would incorrectly be predicted to be
ungrammatical. Hence. when a feature moves. it must move to the target in one step
without adjoining to any intervening heads.
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The DP Hypothesis and Connectedness in
Specificational Sentences·
Yuki Matsuda
University of Washington

1. Introduction
This paper discusses so-called CONNECTEDNESS effects observed in
SPECIFICATIONAL SEf','TENCES and makes the following claims: (i) the source of
the obligatory connectedness effects is that it has an inverse predication structure;
(ii) as a predicate, the presupposed portion in specificational sentences must
assign a theta role to the focused referential DP via an operator; (iii) the
presupposed portion contains a trace of operators. which is visible for the
pUfjX)se of checking the binding conditions and quantifier scope.
A SPECIFICATION.-\!. SENTENCE is defined as a sentence that is divided into a
part that states what is presupposed and corresponds to an implicit wh-question.
and another part that is "focused" in that it provides the answer to the implicit
question. It-clefts and pseudo-clefts in English are typical specificational
sentences. Consider the pseudo-deft sentence in (I).
(I)

(\Vhat John is) is silly.

(Higgins 1973)

This sentence is two-way ambiguous. According to Higgins (1973). (1) can be
either SPECIFICA TIONAL or PREDICA TIONAL. In a specificational reading. this
sentence presupposes that John can be characterized in terms of some propeny
and assens that it is the propeny of being silly. In other words, this sentence
indeed states that John is silly. Higgins argues that the free-relative clause in a
specificational sentence supplies a list of items (e.g. list of John' s possible
characteristics) and the focused constituent picks an item from the list (e.g. being
silly). By contrast. on the predicational reading (I) assens that John's job or
social position (e.g .. being a romance novel writer) is silly and does not say
anything directly about the person John.! On this reading. John could be a very
intelligent person who happens to have a silly job or position. In contrast. John
himself must be silly on the specificational reading of (1).
Akmajian (1970) and Higgins (1973) show that all specificational sentences
exhibit what they call CONN'ECTEDNESS effects as shown in (2).
(2)

a. [What Johnj was looking at] was a picture of himselfi.
b. It was a picture of himselfi [that Johnj was looking atl.
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In (2a-b). R( eferential)-expression John, which is embedded inside a free relative
clause in (2a) and that-clause in (2b), can be co-referential with the reflexive
himself. which is located outside. Given binding Condition A, we expect this
type of long distance binding of reflexives to be illicit. Indeed, the long distance
binding of the reflexive is impossible in example (3).
(3)

"'[What Johnj was looking at] has turned out to be a picture of himselfj.
(Higgins 1973)

What sets (2) apart from (3) is that the former is specificational but the latter is
not. The term connectedness is used in this paper to refer to the fact that in some
sentences (e.g., specificational sentence, wh-interrogatives) binding and scope
possibilities are determined not on the basis of surface representations but on the
basis of their counterparts that represent thematic relations in a more
straightforward way.
Connectedness effects observed among specificational sentences are not limited
to binding Condition A but also concern Conditions B and C as welL Condition
B states that pronouns must be free within their governing category. To see the
connectedness effect with respect to Condition B, compare the following
specificational and predicational sentences. 2
(4)

a. "'[What Billi read] was a book about himj. (specificational)
b. [What Billj read] is a book about himj. (predicational)

In (4a) and (4b), the binder Bill is contained inside a free-relative clause, and
bindee him outside the free-relative clause. According to the Binding Theory, this
configuration should not result in a violation of Condition B. However, only in
predicational (4b) can the pronoun be co-indexed with Bill. As far as binding
possibilities are concerned, (4a) behaves exactly like its non-cleft version (5)
below, which has the same truth condition as (4a) in the narrow sense. (4a) and
(5) differ from each other only with respect to presupposition and focus. (5) is
ruled out by Condition B.
(5)

"'Billj read a book about himj.

In order to preserve the standard assumptions about the Binding Theory, we must
assume that (5) is the proper syntactic representation for (4a) and that the binding
rules apply to (5). Then we could argue that (4a) is ruled out by virtue of the fact
that (5) is ruled out by Condition B. Similarly, the example in (6) shows
connectedness in specificational sentences with respect to Condition C.
(6)

a. '" [What shej was] was proud of Maryj.
b. "'Shej was proud of Maryj.
(Heycock and Kroch 1996)
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In (6a), although Mary is not c-commanded by she, they cannot be co-referential
on a par with (6b). (6b) is ruled out by Condition C. Thus, if we are to preserve
the existing binding conditions. we must assume that binding conditions apply
to specificational sentences at some non-surface syntactic level.

2. An Account of Obligatory Connectedness in Specificational
Sentences
One important characteristic of connectedness in specificational sentences is that
as far as pronominal binding is concerned it is obligatory. That is,
metaphorically speaking, we must "convert" them into non-specificational
counterparts and then apply the binding rules. For example, (7) is a
specificational sentence, and only one interpretation of himself is permitted,
although this sentence has two R-expressions. This means that the DP a picture
of himself must be "moved back" to the object position of the verb watching
before the binding conditions apply to (7).
(7)

[What Billi thought Johnj was watching t] was a picture of himself*i/j.

Many English constructions exhibit connectedness effects. In some cases, the
effect is Obligatory. In others, it is optional. The case of wh-interrogatives
exemplified by (8a) is a case of optional connectedness discussed by Barss
(1986). 00 the other hand, the case of predicate preposing discussed by Barss
(1986). Hoji (1989) and Huang (1993) is exemplified by (8b) and is a case of
obligatory connectedness.
(8)

a. [Which picture of himselfi/Ie]j does Billie think [ tj Johni like tj ]?
b. [Criticize himself*i/j]le, Johnj thought Billj would not tk'

Examples like (8b) seem to show that predicates such as VPs and APs are
subject to obligatory connectedness effects. Heycock (1995) however argues
against this view by showing that some non-predicates also exhibit the same
obligatory connectedness effects and claims that the relevant dichotomy is that
between referential vs. non-referential expressions.
At any rate, it is clear that this type of classification of moved expressions do
not explain the obligatory connectedness observed in specificationai sentences
because in many cases, the "dislocated expression" is clearly a nominal that is
referential in nature. (9) is the case in point.
(9)

[What Johni thought Billj liked] was that picture of himself*i/j.
(pointing at a particular picture in the room where the speaker and the
hearer are located)
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In (9), the focused expression. which is the "dislocated expression," is a deictic
expression and clearly refers to a particular object. Thus, we must find a different
way of accounting for the connectedness effects found in specificational
sentences.
I shall analyze this obligatory nature of connectedness in specificational
sentences by assuming that a presupposed ponion of specificational sentences is
generated as a predicate. Many researchers argue that specificational sentences
involve an inverse predication structure (Williams 1983, Partee 1986. Heggie
1988. Moro 1991. Gueron 1994. Matsuda 1997, Iatridou and Varlokosta 1998).
For example. Williams (l983) claims that specificational pseudo-cleft sentences
should be analyzed as having an inverse predication structure. as shown in (10).
(10)

What S PRED NP IS XPSUBJECT (specificational pseudo-cleft)

Furthermore, he argues that just like normal predicational sentences.
specification::tl sentences are base-generated as in (II b) in which the subject c
commands its predicate.
(II)

a.
b.

What S is XP
Predicational Sentence
...,X""P_ _ s'---!.W-'-'h"'a""t-"S'---_ _ Specificational Sentence
Subject Predicate
I",·

Williams claims that specificational pseudo-cleft sentences are base-generated as
(lIb) and then Subject-Aux inversion occurs when a free relative clause is
preposed. as shown in (10). In fact. there are two types of specificational pseudo
cleft sentences - one is ovenly invened and the other is not, as shown in (12).
By contrast. only one type of predicational pseudo-cleft sentences is available. as
shown in (13).3
(12)

a. [What John isJ is important to himself.
b. Important to himself is [what John is].

(specificational)

(13)

a. [What John isJ is important to him.
b. *Important to him is (what John is].

(predicational)

Furthermore. the subject raising test suggests that the free relative clause in a
specificational pseudo-clefts is indeed a predicate. Predicates cannot be raised in a
subject raising construction as shown in (14).
(14)

a. John is happy.
b. John seems to be happy.
c. *Happy seems to be John.
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Unlike (l4b) in which the subject is raised. (14c) is unacceptable because a
predicate is raised to the subject position. With this paradigm in mind. consider
the examples in (15).
(15)

a. [What John is] seems to be important to him. (predicational)
b. * [What John isJ seems to be important to himself. (specificational)

(16)

a. *Important to him seems to be [what John is]. (predicational)
b. Important to himself seems to be [what John isJ. (specificational)

(15a) is acceptable because the subjeet of a predicational sentences is raised. In
contrast, (I5b) is not acceptable. This sentence shows that what is raised in this
example is not a subject. (16a) is unacceptable because the predicate in a
predicational sentences is raised. In contrast, (16b) is acceptable. This example
shows that the focused phrase in specificational sentences is indeed a subject.
which in tum supports Williams' claim that all specificational sentences are base
generated as in (11 b).
Further support for the inverse predication structure posited for specificational
sentences comes from the examples in (17) and (] 8) discussed by Mora (] 990).
(17)

a. [NP The photograph of the president) was [NP the cause of the riot].
b. Whati do you think [NP the photograph of the president] was
[NP the cause of tiJ?

(18)

a. [NP The cause of the riot] was [NP the photograph of the president].
b. *Whatj do you think [NP the cause of the riot] was
[NP the photograph of ti]?

The intended interpretation of (17a) here is a predicational one. By contrast. the
intended interpretation of (18a) is a specificational one in that the first definite
NP describes the "presupposed portion" and the second definite NP the focus.
That is, (18a) presupposes that there is a unique cause of the riot and asserts that
it is the photograph of the president. Note that (17b) is well-formed. whereas
(l8b) is iII-formed. Ifwe follow Willliam's proposal, (17a) and (18a) differ from
each other in the following respects: In (17a), the first NP is the subject and the
second NP is the predicate since it is a normal predicational sentence. On the
other hand. in (18a), the first NP is the (underlying) predicate, and the second NP
the (underlying) subject. If so, the above data receive a simple account: a wh
phrase can be extracted from a predicate as in (l7b) but cannot be extracted from
a subject NP as in (I8b). According to Moro. this in tum follows from the
generally understood properties of the subject.
Following Williams and others, let us assume that specificational sentences
have D-structure configurations schematically represented as in (11 b). For the
purpose of exposition. let us take (12a) as an example. This sentence has a D
structure configuration given in (19). I assume with Chomsky (1977). Hoji
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(1987). Heggie (1988) among others that pseudo-cleft and cleft sentences involve
an operator movement. A wh-operator is involved in pseudo-clefts, and a null
operator movement is involved in it-clefts. That is. (19) involves a wh-operator
movement from the predicate t.race position to the Spec of CP position.
(19)

[YP[AP Important to himselfj My' is (cp whati Johnj is ti ]]]

On this analysis. (19) is an instance of an ordinary predication structure in that
the focused phrase is a subject and the free relative clause is a predicate. The
subject receives a theta role from the free relative clause in this configuration via
theta-role t.ransmission. At this point. I posit the principle in (20) to account for
the connectedness effects found in specificational sentences.
(20)

When a predicate is a complex one involving an operator. assume that
the trace that is co-indexed with its argument and is the tail of the chain
actually is identified by the argument when the binding and scope
principles apply.

For instance. we should pretend that (19) looks like (21) when the binding
principles apply.
(21)

[yp[AP Important to himselfJ My' is [ep whati Johnj is
[AP Important to himselfj ]]]]

Condition A applies to (21) and licenses it because John c-commands himself
(the lower occurrence) within its governing category. This in turn licenses the
higher occurrence of himself as well as being co-indexed with John. This
accounts for the obligatory connectedness phenomenon in specificational
sentences.

3. A Problem with Headed Relath'es
It is however too early to conclude that we can account for the connectedness in
specificational sentences completely in terms of the above account. On the basis
of examples due to Green (1971). Morgan (1973), and Kajita (1972), Higgins
(1973) argues that specificational sentences cannot be derived by a syntactic
transformation because some examples simply do not have a putative D-structure
source in which the focused expression occupies an argument position of the
main predicate in the free relative. Higgins presents (22a-b) to demonstrate a
parallel with respect to connectedness between pseudo-cleft sentences and
copulative sentences, whose presupposed portion is a definite NP. The problem
is that even though (22a) lacks a gap for the focused NP, connectedness is
observed in this sentence. 4
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(22)

a. [NP The approach [cp yOUj should try instead]] is shaving yourselfj in
the evenings.
b. [ep What yOUj should try instead] is shaving yourselfj in the
evenings.

One could for example maintain that (22b) is derived from a base sentence like
(23).
(23)

[NP Shaving yourselfj in the evenings]j is [cp whatj yOUj should try tj
instead].

As mentioned above, the trace in the free relative can be regarded as a copy of its
original for the purpose of checking the binding conditions and the scope
principle. Thus, a copy of shaving yourself in the evenings is found in the
object trace position of try in (23). Consequently, the second person pronoun
you can be co-referential with yourself. However, such derivation is not possible
with (22a). Given that the focused NP is the (underlying) subject, we expect (24)
to be its D-structure form. As shown in (24), it would be most natural to regard
the whole relativized definite NP as a closed expression (a referential expression)
rather than a predicate.
(24)

[NP Shaving yourself in the evenings] is [NP the approachj [cp Opj
YOUj should try tj instead]] .

This means that there is no gap to which the focused NP, shaving yourself ill
the evenings. is related. Thus. there is no way for the focused NP to be
"connected" with a position inside the relative clause. Using this type of
example as evidence, Higgins argues against any transformational analysis of
cleft and pseudo-cleft sentences.
However, the fact that (22a) has an inverse structure counterpart as shown in
(24) suggests that this relatived NP can be a predicate. Recall that only
specificationai sentences have a reversed structure counterpart. If so, (22a) is a
specificational sentence. and the definite NP, the approach you should try
instead, in (22b) must be a predicate in the sense delineated above.

4. Two Types of DPs and Connectedness
4.1. Structural difference between referential and predicative DPs
Williams (1994) presents examples (25a-b) to show that definite NPs can be
used as predicates.
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(25)

a. I consider John the mayor.
b. I consider the mayor John.

Rapoport (1987) points out that small clauses such as the ones in (25) must
contain a subject as the first expression and a predicate as the second expression ..
For example. (26b) is ill-formed because the small clause has a deictic
expression in the predicate position. A deictic expression is always a designator
and can never be a predicate.S
(26)

a. I consider that man my first teacher of linguistics.
b. *1 consider my first teacher of linguistics that man.

The contrast between the acceptable (26a) on one hand and the unacceptable (26b)
alone suggests that definite NPs, but not deictic NPs, can be a predicate.
Williams points out that (25a) and (25b) have distinct interpretations. (25a) is
used when the speaker knows the person who bears the name John, and this
sentence says that there is a unique individual who is a mayor and that John is
the unique individual who is a mayor. In this case, the expression the mayor is
a description of what John is. By contrast, (25b) is used when the speaker only
knows that there is a unique individual who bears the name John, and this
sentence says that the mayor who the speaker knows bears this name. Therefore
in (25b) the expression John is a description of what the mayor is.
If the entire definite NP in (22a) presented in the last section is a predicate.
then we can account for the connectedness observed in this example on a par
with (22b). In order to recognize the structural differences between referential and
predicational definite NPs. I will adopt a modified version of Longobardi's
(1994) proposal. 6 I argue that a DP that originates in a predicate position has the
nominal structure at LF as shown in (27).
(27)

DP
~

D'
~

fA
e

Let us refer to predicative definite NPs as predicative DPs, and referential
definite NPs as referential DPs.1 As shown in (27), D is not occupied by N in
predicative DPs. By contrast, referential DPs, which cannot be found in a
predicate position. are represented as in (28).
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(28)

Thus with this analysis of DP structure. the semantic difference between
referential and predicational DPs is represented as a structural difference between
(27) and (28). respectively.
I further assume that referential features are specified in the lexicon. That is,
nouns bear the features [±referential] and [±quantificationa]]. When an N head is
occupied by a nominal with a [+referential] or [+quantificational] feature. it must
move to D. By contrast, when an N is occupied by a nominal with [-referential]
and [-quantificational] features, then it cannot move to 0 and must stay in N. As
a result of N's movement to D. the whole DP inherits from N a referential or
quantificational feature. I assume that these referential and quantificational DPs
constitute a blocking category. By contrast, predicative DPs do not inherit any
referential features. and therefore they are not considered to be a blocking
category for predication. This is why the DP the approach you should try
instead in (22a) (repeated here as (29» can serve as a predicate containing a null
operator. which is then identified by the focused referential DP.
(29)

[DP The [NP approach [cp YOUj should try instead]]] is [DP shaving
yourselfj in the evenings].

According to our proposal. a specificational sentence has an inverse predication
structure. and the constituent thaI carries presupposed information is born as a
predicate. Since the entire predicative DP in (29), the approach you should try
instead. originates as a predicate. the gap within the DP is not saturated by the
definite determiner the. Rather. as shown in (30) below. the null operator moves
up to the Spec of NP. and the focused DP identifies the null operator in the Spec
of NP which in turn identifies the trace at the tail of the chain. According to this
analysis, the internal structure of (29) is given as in (30).
(30)

(vp[op Shaving yourselfj ]i is (v' [DP the [N}>0Pi[N' approachi [cp ti
yOUj should try Ii instead]]]]]

According to (20). we can conclude from (30) that the trace inside the relative
clause is a copy of shaving yourself, and the relative head. approach. is a
predicate modifier. When the binding conditions apply to (30), the referential
pronoun you indirectly c-commands the reflexive yourself within its governing
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category. Therefore. yourself and you must be co-referential. In this way, the
connectedness observed in (22) and in similar examples is accounted for. (31)
shows how (30) is interpreted. 8
(31)

1. the::::;. APlX[P(X)]
2. 0Pi [W approachi [CP ti yOUj should try ti instead]] ::::;.
AY[y is an approach & you should try y instead]
3. [DP the 0Pi [wapproachi [CP ti yOUj should try ti insteaQ]]] ::::;.
APlx[P(x)] (AY[y is an approach & you should try y instead])
4. LX[X is an approach & yOUj should try x instead]
5. Shaving yourself::::;. AZ[Z = shaving yourselfj ]
6. [VP[NP Shaving yourselfj Ji is [V' [DP (the) 0Pi [W approachi [cp ti
yOUj should try ti instead]]]]] ::::;. A.z[z = shaving yourselfj ]( LX[X is an
approach & YOUj should try x instead])
7. LX[X is an approach & yOUj should try x instead] shaving yourselfj

=

Although the definite determiner is an expletive in the syntax, it contributes to
semantic interpretation. Given the way the iota operator is interpreted, the
definite DP induces an existential presupposition characteristic of a
specificational senlence.9
In conclusion, the proposal we defend not only accounts for the fact that it
clefts and pseudo-cleft sentences exhibit an obligatory connectedness effect, but
also accounts for the fact that specificational sentence with a relative clause that
describes what is presupposed exhibits an obligatory connectedness effect. This
is so because in all specificational sentences, a predicative DP is born as a
predicate.

4.2. Connectedness and the scope of operators.
This analysis also explains why connectedness with respect to the interpretation
of various operators is observed in all specificational sentences but not in
predicational sentences. Let us consider some Japanese examples that involve
quantificational DPs. Consider (32a), which is a specificational sentence, and
(32b). which is a predicational sentence. As we have seen, only specificational
sentences demonstrate connectedness. to
(32)

a. [DP[CP[Dphotondo-no depaatoJi-ga taisetu-ni suru] no]-wa
most-GEN dept. store-NOM treasure do NC-TOP
[DP sokOi-nO kotei-kyaku]
da.
it -GEN regular-customer COP
, [r)pThe one that [DP most department storesJi treasure] are theirj
regular customers.'
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b. ?*[DP[cphotondoj-no depaato-ga taisetu-ni suru] no] -wa
sokoi-no katarogu-ga suki da
P
catalogue-NOM like COP
'*[DpThe one that [DP most department storesJi treasure] like theirj
catalogues ..
We can account for the fact that connectedness is observed in (32a) but not in
(32b) because (32a) is base generated as in (33). (32b) is not.
(33)

[VP[DPsokoj-no kotei-kyaku] [v' [DP[NpOPj [CP tj [Dphotondo-no
it -GEN regular customer
most-GEN
depaato]j-ga tj taisetu-ni suru] no]] da]
dept. store-NOM treasure do
COP

The predicative DP is born as a predicate. In this way, the referential DP in the
VP Spec position can identify the null operator. Subsequently, the gap in the
NP in (33) is understood to be a copy of the DP in the Spec of VP position
according to (20). At this point, hotondo-no depaato 'most department stores'
and soko 'its' can be co-indexed (though this is not obligatory).
In order to obtain the bound variable interpretation observed in (32a), however.
the quantifier hotondo-llo depaaw 'most department stores' must be moved to a
position from which it can bind the variable soko-no 'its' at LF. This
requirement is not imposed on referential expressions that we have been
considered so far. As long as a binder and a bindee are co-indexed when the
binding conditions are checked. the desired co-referential interpretation is
obtained. However. in case of quantified antecedents. receiving the same index
with a variable is not enough to produce the required bound variable
interpretation. Quantified antecedents must c-command a variable at LF (May
1985. Hoji 1997).
I argue that just as the tail of the chain in (30) is "visible" for the purpose of
co-indexing, the tail of the chain is "visible" for scope interpretation. That is. in
(34) below. the quantified expression within the relative clause undergoes a
quantifier raising at LF and adjoins to IP inside the relative clause. A bound
variable interpretation is available in (34) because the raised quantifier c
commands the tail of the chain at LF.
(34)

[DP(NPOpj [CP [IP [Dphotondo-no depaato]j-ga [IP tj ti taisetu-ni suru]
most-GEN dept. store-NOM
treasure do
nol-wa [DPsokoj-no kotei-kyakulj da]].
NC-TOP
it -GEN regular customer COP
'The ones that [DP most department stores]j treasure are theirj regular
customers:
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The following example in (35) illustrates that when a quantified expression does
not c-command the tail of a chain at LF, a bound variable interpretation between
the quantified expression and the pronoun in the foeused position is not possible.
(35)

*[nP[NP0Pi [CP [IP [Dphotondo-no

depaato]j-ni [IP ti tj monku-o
most-GEN dept. store-DAT complain- ACC
iu] no]-wa [DPsokoj-no kotei-kyaku]j
say P -TOP
it -GEN regular customer COP

dan.

'The ones that always complain to [DP most department stores]j are
theirj regular customers. '
Notice that the quantified expression in (35) precedes the pronoun in the focus
position. Nevertheless, a bound variable interpretation is not possible in (35).
This data suggests that a quantified expression will not literally be raised out of
the predicative DP to take a sentential scope. Rather, (35) suggests that the
dependency relationship between quantifiers and the tail of a chain must meet a
syntactic principle of c-command at LF in order to obtain a bound variable
interpretation.
The examples in (36) through (38) present additional evidence for our proposal
regarding the contrast between predicational and specificational sentences.
Akmajian (1970) and Higgins (1973) note that connectedness phenomena
involve not only binding but also what Higgins call the tense harmony.
(36)

a.
b.

c.
d
(37)

(38)

*[What John was] is very rude.
*[What John is] was very rude.
[What John is] is very rude.
[What John was] was very rude.

a.
b.

*[What John used to be] is very rude.

a.

*It is a history book that John bought.
It was a history book that John bought.

b.

[What John used to be] was very rude.

(36a) and (36b) are unacceptable on their specificational interpretation. For
reasons having to do with selectional restrictions, a predicational interpretation is
excluded from (36) and (37). (36c-d) show that in specificational sentences the
free-relative and the matrix clause must be in the same tense. (37a-b) illustrate
the same contrast. Similarly, (38a-b) show that the matrix predicate and the
embedded predicate must be of the same tense in it-cleft sentences as well. Under
the assumption that tenses are sentential operators, we can account this tense
harmony phenomenon in the following way: If the matrix tense form and the
tense form in the predicative DP (i.e., the part that contains the presupposed
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information) did not agree, the focused DP and the tail of the chain, which is
identified by this focused DP, would be placed under different tense operators.
This means that the "same DP" in the scope of different tense operators. This
produces a semantic anomaly. We can say that the tense harmony requirement
must be imposed on specificational sentences to avoid this undesirable outcome.
By contrast, the examples in (39) show that such a tense harmony requirement
is not imposed on predicational sentences such as (39a-d).
(39)

a.
b.
c.
d

[What John is] is very lucrative.
[What John was] is very lucrative.
[What John is] used to be very lucrative.
[What John is] was lucrative.

Our analysis can also be used to account for the connectedness effect with
respect to NPls in specificational sentences such as (40).
(40)

(He bought a lot of textbooks.) What he dido't buy was any good
novels.
(Heycock and Kroch 1996)

(40) shows that a negation operator which is inside the free-relative clause can
license the all)' located outside. On the assumption that the negative operator is
raised at LF within the free-relative clause and c-commands the tail of the chain.
which is identified by an NPI. from that position. the connectedness effect in
(40) is easily explained. ii

S. Conclusion
In sum, this paper provided an account of so-called CONNECTEDNESS effects
observed in SPECIFICATIONAL SENTENCES. My basic position is that the
presupposed constituent of a specificational sentence is a predicative DP
originating in the predicate position of the sentence. As a predicate, the
presupposed constituent must assign a theta role to the focused referential DP via
an operator. The presupposed portion contains the lowest trace of the operator.
which is visible for the purpose of checking the binding conditions and scope
interpretations. I have also shown that the same analysis can be extended to cases
which involve predicative DPs containing headed relative clauses.
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Notes
.. I am indebted to James Lyle. Kaoru Ohta, and Toshiyuki Ogihara for their helpful
comments and suggestions.
1 Not every language has pseudo-cleft sentences In which a predicate is focused.
Japanese is one such language. as shown in (i).
(i)
*[John(-ga) t na no]-wa bah da
-~OM
COP NC-TOP silly is
Intended reading: 'What John is is silly.'
Heggie (1988) argues that unlike a wli-operator, a null-operator cannot be extracted
from a predicate position. For this reason, it-cleft sentences, which is derived from a
null operator movement, cannot focus a predicate.
(ii)
"'It is silly [Opi that John is til.
Hoji (1987) argues that Japanese cleft sentences are derived via a null operator
movement. If he is correct. the fact that Japanese does not have a pseudo-cleft
sentence like (1) receives a natural account: unlike English, Japanese does not have a
wli-operator compatible with predicates. See Iatridou and Varlokosta (1998) for some
related discussion.
2 As Higgins (1973) notes, tense agreement between matrix and embedded clauses
plays an important role in distinguishing between specificational and predicational
sentences. In specificational sentences. matrix and embedded tenses must agree, but
such restriction is not imposed on predicational sentences. In this sense, (4a) is
ambiguous and can be either specificational or predicational. The co-reference
interpretation in (4a) is acceptable with a predicational interpretation. See section
4.2 for an explanation of this tense agreement phenomenon.
3 Matsuda (1997) argues that two types of Japanese specificational sentences, one is
overtly topicalized and one is not, are represented identically at LF.
4 Bracketing is mine.
5 See Rapoport (1987) and Heggie (1988) for a proposal for referential hierarchy
among nominal expressions and their syntactic distributions.
6 Vergnaud and Zubizarreta (1992) express the same idea when they contend that we
need to recognize an expletive definite determiner to account for the binding facts in
French inalienable possessive constructions.
7 Matsuda (1999) follows Heycock (1995) and argues that predicative DPs are a
subset of non-referential DPs. Thus, (27) is an instance of non-referential DPs.
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8 I assume with Partee (1986) and Heggie (1988) that the copula is a natural language
correlate of a lam lxla operator and shifts the type of referential DPs. as indicated in #5
in (31).
9 I assume (i) below for the semantics of the iota operator l
(i) For anyone-place predicate P. lX[P(X») denotes the sole object that belongs to the

extension of P. if such object exists. Otherwise. n:[P(x») has no denotation.
Furthermore. I assume that the gerundive form shaving yourselfj denotes the
individual correlate of the denotation of shave yourself}
10 The morpheme no as it appears at the end of the topic phrase in (32a) and (32b) is
generally regarded as a nominalizing complementizer (NC) and a pronoun (P)
respectively. Matsuda (1999) on the other hand argues that both types of no are Ds.
11 Marc Authier (personal communication) pointed out that in order to have an NPI
interpretation. a negative operator must c-command NPI items at Spell-Out (S
structure). Otherwise. we unexpectedly rule in the following unacceptable sentence.
(i) *Anyone won'( come today.
Even under this syntactic constraint on NPI interpretation. our analysis can predict
that (39) demonstrates the connectedness effect with respect to NPIs because the
negation operator c-commands any at Spell-Out via the mechanism of theta-role
transmission stated in (20).
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Nominative Objects and Lack of Multiple
Feature-checking in Child Japanese
Kazumi Matsuoka

Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures
University ofMemphis

1. Checking of Multiple Nominative Case
The Japanese Nominative Object typically appears with [+stative] predicates.
Some Japanese predicates, such as wakaru (to understand), iru (to need), d.ekiru
(to be able to handle), hoshii (desirable), suki (be fond of), are inherently
[-;-stativeJ.
Only Nominative Objects are allowed to appear with those
predicates.
(l)a

Misato-ga
doitsugo-ga
deki-ru
(koto)
Misato-NOM German-NOM able to handle-NPAST (fact)
'(The fact that) Misato can speak German.'

b.

*Misato-ga
doitsugo-o
deki-ru
(koto)
Misato-NOM German-ACC able to handle-NPAST (fact)
'(The fact that) Misato can speak German.'

The [-stative] verbs can be converted into [+stative] by the potential verbal
morpheme, -(rar)e-. When this happens, the object can appear either with the
Nominative or the Accusative Case-particle.
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(2)a.

b.

Misato-ga
doitsugo-ga hanas-e-ru
Misato-NOM Gennan-NOM speak-can-NPAST
'(The fact that) Misato can speak Gennan.·

(koto)
(fact)

Misato-ga
doitsugo-o
hanas-e-ru
Misato-NOM Gennan-ACC speak-can-NPAST
'(The fact that) Misato can speak Gennan.'

(koto)
(fact)

In his extensive investigation of multiple feature-checking, Ura (1996) argued
that 'the Nominative Case-feature of T in Japanese and Korean may enter into
multiple feature-checking relations ...' (1996: 336). He assumed that mUltiple
feature-checking is subject to parameter-setting. Tense in Japanese and Korean,
for example, has mUltiple sets of the Nominative Case-feature, while that is not
the case in languages such as English. This implies that children need to process
primary linguistic data to detennine if their language allows multiple Case
checking. This process interacts with the default value of the parameter in the
following fashion.
Suppose that UG contains a parameter for the availability of multiple Case
checking. The negative value of the parameter rules out (3b) and (3d) in the
examples below.

(3)a.

John-ga
chiizupan-o
yak-e-ru
(koto)
John-NOM cheese bread-ACC bake-can-NPAST (fact)
'(The fact that) John can bake cheese bread.'

b.

John-ga
chiizupan-ga
yak-e-ru
(koto)
John-NOM cheese bread-NOM bake-can-NPAST (fact)
'(The fact that) John can bake cheese bread.'

c.

I want him (for the project).

d.

* I want he (for the project).

However, the (b) sentence is perfectly grammatical in adult Japanese, and hence
Japanese children have opportunities to hear similar constructions as positive
evidence. This positive evidence can guide the children as they re-set the value
of the parameter. This learnability consideration leads to the prediction that the
value of this parameter is set to be negative as a default.
On the other hand, if the default value of the parameter is set to be positive,
the grammar would rule in all sentences in (3). In this situation, children who
are acquiring English will face the dilemma of the absence of negative data. One
possible source of the negative evidence is a direct correction from adult
speakers. However, it is commonly observed that young children do not rely on

grammatical corrections from parents (Morgan and Travis 1989).
Assuming that the default setting of the parameter is negative, it is predicted
that at an early age, Japanese young children would not produce the multiple
Nominative construction, in which both the subject and the object appear with
the Nominative Case-particle.
An empirical prediction from this asstunption is that at some early point,
children will not produce any multiple Nominative constructions, such as (4),
early in the time course of language development:
(4)

Yuchan-ga
omizu-ga
hoshi-i.
Yuchan-NOM water-NOM desirable-NPAST
'Yuchan wants \A,'ater.·

2. Method
The data were taken from three sets of databases, independently transcribed in
the CHILDES format (Mac\\,hinney and Snow 1990, Oshima-Takane and
MacWhinney 1995): the AKl Corpus (Miyata 1995), the Noji Corpus
(computerized for Morikawa 1997), and the KAN Corpus (currently in
construction at the University of Connecticut). The age ranges of the children,
during the time that their utterances were collected, are as follows:

•
•
•

AKJ:
Sumihare (Noji):
KAN:

1;5;7-3:0;0
1:11-3;3
2~2;3 - 3;0;12

The CLAN program was used to identify 2699 spontaneous utterances including
the particle gao Those sentences were sorted according to predicate types.

3. Results
The Nominative Case-particle ga is observed to appear early in the transcripts.
Most of those early uses of ga are attached to the subject of intransitive verbs or
non-stative transitive verbs, though. The stative predicates, with or without
Case-particles, seem to appear a few months later than the first use of gao The
following table summarizes the age of the first appearance of ga and the stative
predicate.
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Table 1
The First appearance of the Nominative particle and stative predicates

ga

Stative predicate Nominative object

AKI

2:2;22

2:4:29

2;6; 15

KAN

2;2;3+

2:3:14

2;4;25

Sumihare

1;11+

1;11+

2;3

the fIrst fIle in the database)
The following is a summary of the number of stative predicates, with or without
particles, and the number of multiple Nominative constructions.
Table 2
Multiple Nominative construction in child speech
Stative predicates

Nominative Objects

Multiple Nominative
(with the stative pred)

AKI

199

19

0

KAN

42

3

0

Sumihare

48

18

0

In any corpus, there were no multiple Nominative constructions with stative
predicates.
When two arguments appear with a stative predicate in children's speech, only

J A few double Nominative constructions were observed with non-stative predicates. One
utterance was observed in the AKI Corpus (age 2;9; 14, ana ga aiterunde ne, sennnako
gao 'There is a hole. on the back.). and another from the Noji Corpus (Age 3:2, niichan
go shita-ga akoku nat/ora toro n yo. 'When the big brother gets a red tongue, you take it
out.) This t)-pe of multiple Nominative construction occurs only when a certain semantic
restriction is satisfied. (Kuno 1973: Chapter 3) We do not consider this t)-pe of multiple
Nominative construction in this study.

3::5

one Nominative Case-particle was used, mostly on the object. 2
(5)

AId-chan are-ga
hoshi-i yo.
AKI
that-NOM want-NPAST
'I (AKI) want that thing.'

(AKI48, 2; 10;7)

(6)

Kore-ga deki-na-i.
this-NOM can-NEG-NPAST
'(I) can't do this.'

(KAN 10-1,2;4;25)

(7)

hiru-wa
omanju-ga
tabe-ta-i.
(Sumi27,2;7)
noon-TOP sweet bun-NOM eat-want-NPAST
'I want to eat a sweet bun for lunch/afternoon snack.'

This observation indicates that the Nominative Case, on the subject and the
object. is licensed by the Tense head, which carries only one set of fonnal
features to check the Nominative Case.

4. Conclusion
Young children seem to assume the negative value of the mUltiple Case
checking parameter at early stages of language acquisition. Children begin with
the most conservative option, namely assuming that one head can check a
certain fonnal feature only once. This is consistent with the following
assumptions.
•
•

Multiple feature-checking is subject to parametric variation. (Ura 1996)
The default value ofthe parameter is negative.

Double Nominative constructions in adult speech, such as (8) below, can serve
as positive evidence for re-setting the parameter:

It is possible that children have a tendency to assign the Nominative Case-particle to an
internal argument, whenever possible. More than 60"10 of early use of the Nominative
particle ga was assigned to the internal argument of ergative verbs. Further research is
needed to confirm this informal observation.

2

3 Note that a simple strategy, in which ga is mapped to logical su~iect is inconsistent with
the children's willingness to use ga on objects ofstative predicates. (W. Snyder, p.c.)
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(8) kotori-ga
omizu-ga
nomi-ta-i
tte
(iw-te-ir-u).
little bird-NOM water-NOM drink-want-NPAST COMP (say-teir-NPAST)
'The little bird is saying that she wants to drink some water.'
Sentences such as (8) abound in adult speech.
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On the Extent of Trace Deletion in ACD
Jason l\lerchant
University of California, Santa Cruz
This paper in\esrigares the nature and syntactic placement of the restrictIOn of
quantificational determiners under the copy theory of movement and presents a
bnef argument from the interaction of antecedent-con wined deletion (ACD) and
Principle C that while relative clauses in ACD must be deleted from their base
positions, complements and adjuncts in !\'P n..:ed not be. and hence must not be:

1

Background

The paradigm in (I) has been discussed by Fiengo and r-.lay 1994 and Fox 1995.
These authors note. following Chomsk~ 1981 among many others. that R
expressions in relati\'e clauses on quantificational DPs trigger Principle C effects
with respect to c-commanding pronouns. as in (I).:
(1)

a.
b.

'nI introduced himl to every guy Peter] found attractive.

??I sent her: every swe::tter Sheila: saw in the brochure.

This has traditionally been taken as an argument that LF-movement does not
bleed Principle C of the binding theory (BT(C)), that is. th::tt BT(C) must apply
at S-structure. Ch(lmsky 1995 howe\cr. who argues that the binding theory
applies only at LF. reinterprets this fact to indicate that the restriction of the
. I would like to thank Danny Fox and Jim \lcCloskey for hdpful comments. The
main argument presented here has been independently discovered by L:li Sauerland
(see Sauerbnd forthcoming). This work was supported by a Fulbright grant to the
author.
The stalus of examples like (I) has been the source of some debate. The traditional
discussion of bleeding of BT!C) by QR has been largely limited to cases where the c
commandll1g pronoun was in subject position. as in 0):
0) * He; liked every guy I introduced Peter, lO.
No-one disputes the ungrJmmat1cality of examples like (I). The evidence is Jess clear
with double object CJses as in (1). however. \Iany speakers find the indicated
coreference in examples similar to \ I) perfectly grammatical: see Kenned) 1997: fn22
and Fox \(0 appearJ:fn 50 for discussion. The iorce of the argument in this squib goes
through regardless of the status of such examples: everyone agrees that (at least) in
ACD constructions. In apparent BTlC) violation is not found.
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quantificational DP deletes from the moved constituent and remains in situ at
LF. as in (2). motivating this selection by economy considerations: his
'Preference Principle'. In such a representation. the name will still be c
commanded b) the pron0un. triggering a BT(C) violation at LF. after QR and
deletion:
(2)

[every x: x !!t1) Peter.j.
Peter l found attractive]

futlftd

attraeti,e] I introduced him, to [x guy

However. as pointed out by Fox 1995. requiring that the restrictions of QRed
constituents to remain in situ in all cases would be problematic for the account
of ACD cases like (3).
(3)

I talked to every guy you did.

If the restriction is left in situ. the appropriate antecedent for resolving the
ellipsis cannot be found. since the ellipsis site is still contained within its
antecedent (the matrix) VP (the antecedent VP is enclosed in angled brackets.
while the e!llptical VP is in bold):
(4)

[every xlI <talked

10

[x guy you did talk to x]>

Fox therefore argues that in the case of ACD. the only converging derivation is
the one in which the moved restriction remains. and the in situ one deletes.
yielding
C In this representation. the antecedent-containment is eliminated.
and the matrix and embedded VPs are identical. satisfying the licensing condition
on ellipsis.
(5)

x: x guy you did talk to xl I <talked to x>

This modification of the appl icati0n of the algorithm for deletion has an
additional interesting consequence. as Fox points out. If the restriction must be
eliminated from its base position for independent reasons. we predict that the
BT(C) effect noted above for (l) should be obviated. since in these cases the R
expression will be interpreted at LF only in its higher position.
Indeed. this is exactly right. In cases such as (6). as noted by Fiengo and May
1994. the indicated coreference is possible. in contrast to (I).
(6)

I introduced himl ro every guy Peter l wanted me to.

This sentence will have the representation in (7) as its only licit LF. with the
in situ restriction eliminated to allow ellipsis resolution. In this structure. the
, This account assumes. as I will here. that QR is phrasal movement at LF: see Wilder
1997 for discussion with respect to ACD especially.
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R-expression Peter] is no longer c-commanded by the pronoun him} in the
matrix clause.
(7)

[every x: x guy Peter l wanted me to introduce him! to x]
I <introduced him I to x>

Hence QR call bked BT(C). if ACD is involved.
This bleeding effect does not hold for co-indexed pronominal subjects. however.
as the data in (8) indicate:
(8)

a.
b.
c.

* He , liked most (of the) guys I wanted Peter J lO.

* She c read (us) every story Beth: 's mom did.

* She; didn't

me a single book Beth1 promised to.

These show that the grammaticality of (6) docs not arise from BT(C) being
'turned off in ACD or the like-rather. the contrast between (6) and (8) shows
that the landing site for QR (in (8), of the object DP) must be in the c-command
domain of the subject (either via a segment theory of m-command a la May 1985
if QR targets IP. or because QR here targets a position below the subject as in
Fox 1995. Merchant 1998. and Johnson and Tomioka to appear). For reasons of
simplicity. I will ignore this complication in what follows. and continue to
represent the adjunction sile of QR as above the subject. as in (7).

2

The extent of deletion in restrictions

The above discussion assumed that the deletion of the restnctIOn of a moved
quantificational DP was an all-or-nothing affair: the entire restriction either
deletes or is retained. However. nothing forces this conclusion; in fact, as Fox
(to appear) argues. we should expect deletion to be costly by the Economy
metric. up to interpretability. Economy should in fact favor representations with
minimal deletion in both positions, yielding (9b) for a simple case of
quantification like (9a) (see Fox (to appear) for suggestions and references on
how to interpret such LFs):
(9)

a.
b.

Abby read every book.
[every x: x book} Abby read Ix book}

Since the restriction docs not delete in the lower occurrence, the above
explanation for Principle C effects at LF goes through under this modification,
as the cases in (10) and their associated LFs in (II) show. (II a,b) demonstrate
this for nominal arguments, and (II c,d) for adjuncts.
(10)

a.
b.

*I gave him, every evaluation of Bob,.
*1 gave him: every report on Bob,Cs division).
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(II)

c.
d.

*1 reported her, to every cop in Abby;s neighborhood.
*1 showed her, every picture from Abby,'s mantil:piece.

a.
b.

[every x: x evaluation of Bobc] 1 gave him" [x evaluation of Bob:]
[every x: x report on BobeCs division)] 1 gave himc [x report on
BobeCs division)]
[every x: x cop in Abby,'s neighborhood] 1 reported her, to [x cop
in Abby,'s neighborhood]
[every x: x picture from Abby,'s mantlepiece] 1 showed her, [x
picture from Abby,'s mantlepiece]

c.
d.

While this effect of minimizing deletions is harmless (if semantically
redundant) in the general case. it is exactly in ACD structures that deletion must
apply. non-economically. in order to satisfy Parallelism. Fox (10 appear) notes
that "the problem of ACD is solved only if the restrictor is eliminated from the
base position" (p.19).
The assumption so far has been that when ACD requires deil:tion. the deletion
is complete. yielding a simple variable as in (5) above. Combining this
assumption with the ability of ACD to bleed BT(C). we expect that an R
expression which is embedded Clnnl'ilere in the restriction of a quantificational
DP in ACD structures will evade BT(C), since it will be deleted at LF.
Surprisingly. however. this prediction is not borne out:
(12)

a.
b.
c.

*1 gave him: every report on Bob:(s division) you did.
*1 reported her, to every cop in Abby;s neighborhood you did.
*1 showed her, every picture from Abby;s mantlepiece you did.

Cngrammaticality here is caused by the c-commanding pronoun. as can be seen
in the following example. where the ungrammatical (13a) contrasts both with
the grammatical (l3b) Jacking the c-commanding pronoun. and (Dc). where the
pronoun is not co-indexed with Bob:
(13)

a.

*1 gave him: back every report on Bobe('s division) he: wanted me
to.

b.
c.

1 gavt! back every report on Bob:Cs division) he: wanted mt! to.
1 gave him, back every report on Bobers division) he, wanted me
to.

If in such cases the entire restriction in the lower occurrence of the raised DP
were to delete. we would derive the following representative LFs. given for the
sentences in (12).
(14)

a.

[every x: x report on BobeCs division) you did give him2 x]
I <gave him" x >
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b.

[every x: x cop in Abby,'s neighborhood you did

c.

I <reponed her 1 to x>
[every x: x picture from AbbYl's mantlepiece you did

report her) to xl
show her., xl
I <showed her1 x>
But in these LFs. the relevant R-expression no longer is c-commanded by the
co-indexed pronoun. While this is the correct result for cases like (6) above.
where ACD does bleed BT(C). it gives the wrong result for these cases,
The difference between (6), which is representative of the data examined in
Fiengo and May J 994 and Fox 1995, (to appear). and the data in (I2) is in the
position of the R-expression which triggers the BT(C) violation. In the bleeding
cases. the offending R-expression is in the relative clause which contains the VP
ellipsis, while in the present cases. the R-expression is an argument or adjunct
in the NP. but outside the relative clause. The fact that R-expressions in
adjuncts pattern with those in arguments prevents any explanation of these facts
which depends on the adjunct nature of the relative clause. Instead, I would like
to suggest that the reason that such R-expressions continue to trigger Principle
C violations. even in ACD, is that they belong to a part of the restriction which
is not deleted.
In order to satisfy parallelism (in PF-deletion approaches to ellipsis resolution)
or avoid regress (in LF-copying approaches), it is only necessary to delete that
part of the structure which contains the ellipsis site-any further unmotivated
deletion is in violation of economy considerations. The relevant LFs for (12),
then. are not those in (14). but rather would seem to be those in (15). In these
structures. the offending R-expression remains in situ, triggering the BT(C)
violation.
(15)

a. [every x: x report on Bllb:Cs division) you did give him2 x]
I <gave himc [x report on Bob:('s division)] >
b. [every x: x cop in Abby;s neighborhood you did report her) to x]
I <reported her, to [x cop in Abby;s neighborhood] >
c. fevery x: x picture from Abby,'s mantlepiece you did show her} x]
I <showed her, [x picture from AbbY1's mantlepiece]>

But surely such structures do not satisfy parallelism. After alL in (15). the
bracketed antecedent VP is not the same as the elided VP in bold. The apparent
problem comes from the implicit assumption that the relative operator can only
bind a simple variable. But if we assume that QRed constituents can bind
'restricted' variables as in (9b), there is no reason for us not to expect this
mechanism to extend to the binding of 'restricted' variables by relative operators
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as well'. A simple ACD construction like (l6a), then. will have the LF in
(16b). where the restriction of the QRed DP has been only partially deleted.
(16)

a.
b.

I talked to every guy you did.
[every x: x guy Op you did talk to [x guy]]
I <talked to [x guy»

In particular. only the relative clause must delete in the lower occurrence, since
it is the relative clause which contains the ellipsis site. The remaining material
in the NP (here the descriptive content gllY) is subject to the same considerations
of economy brought to hear above-since it need not delete to resolve the
ellipsis. it may not. Whether the additional material is an argument or an
adjunct is thus irrelevant-since these phrases do not contain the ellipsis, they
may not delete.
Given this line of reasoning, one may wonder whether the entire relative clause
itself need delete. that is. whether partial deletion (better obeying economy)
internal to the relative clause may be possible.
Perhaps, for example. the
absolutely minimal amount of deletion would larget only the regress-inducing
VP. yielding (17):
(17)

[everv x: x guy Or you did talk to (x guy Op you did]]
I <talked to [x guy Op you did] >

This LF. however. suffers from the multiple defect that two of the three
relative operators present have no variables to bind. 'restricted' or otherwise. We
can thus conclude that when the relative clause contains the ellipsis site, the
entire relative clause must delete to avoid regress:'

In fact. under the head·raising analysis of relatin~ clauses resuscitated by Kayne
199-1. the trace" of relative operators would seem to he exactly what is proposed in
the text for the ACD cases. where the relative oper<Hor's trace is supplied by the trace
of a QRed constituent. Howeyer. it is unclear whether the head-raising analysis is
correct (see Platzack 1997. Borsley 1997). Certainly the logic in the texl with
respect to BT(C) considerations cannot be extendt:d generally to the traces of relative
operators. since R·expressions in the external head of a relative clause (the bracketed
material in (il) do not trigger BT(C) violations:
(i)
a.
I have a [report on Bob,'s division] that he, won'[ like.
b.
I read every [report on Bob,'s division) he, ever suhmitted.
If the trace of the relative operator contained a copy of the external head and was not
deleted, the LF of the relative clause in (ia) would be that in (iil. and we would expect a
BT( C) effect. contrary to fact.
(iil
... [hat he, won't like [x report on Bob,'s division]
See Munn 199.+ and Safir 1998 for discussion.
Thou£h the discussion in the teXl estahlishes this conclusion only for cases where
QR is ne~ded to proyide a variable for the relathe operator to bInd, the conclusion is
completely general and extends to cases of ACD. discussed by Haik 1987 and Fiengo
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Under this conception of licit deletion targets. the LFs for the examples in (12)
will be like that in (ISb). given for (l2a). repeated here as (l8a).
(IS)

a.
b.

*1 gave him2 every report on Bob2rs division) you did.
[every x: x report on Bobe(,s division)
Op you did gh'e him2 [x report on Boble's division)]]
I <gave him2 [x report on Bob 2Cs division)] >

In this structure. the offending R-expression Bob; remains in situ. correctly
triggering the BT(C) violation.
With this re\'ision to the theory of deletion in mind. let's re-examine the
original cases examined by Fiengo and May and Fox. in which Principle C is
bled by ACD-driven QR. The relevant example, repeated here in (19a). will have
the LF in (19b) under the curren! proposal.
(19)

a.
b.

I introduced himl to every guy Peter l wanted me to.
[every x:x guy Peter l wanted me to
introduce him] to [x guy]]
I <introduced l1il11l to [x guy]>

Here. Fox's explanation remains unaltered. since what is left of the restriction
in situ does not contain the R-expression.
One final case must be considered under th!.? present proposal. One might
\'.'onder whether a BT(C) violation could arise at LF. due to the ellipsis
resolution. if the relative clause contained a pronoun c-commanding the ellipsis
site. and the restriction contained an R-expression coindexed to that pronoun. In
such configurations. however. no Principle C effect arises:

CW)

I read every report on Bob 2 's di\'ision he, wanted me to.

This sentence should have the LF in (2]). parallel to those seen above:
(21)

[e\ery x: x report on Bob:: s division he, wanted me to
read [x report on Bob! 's dh'isionl]
I <read [x report on Bob:' s division]>

and May 1994. where the relative operator already is supplied with a variable. as in
(i):

(il
I talked to every guy who wanted me to.
Since argument structure may not change under ellipsis (see Chung et a1. 1995 for
extensive justification). every element in the ellipsis site will have (0 preserve the
number amJ kind of arguments its overt counterpart exhibits. ruling out non-meaning
preserving panial deletions like that in (ii):
(ii)
~levery x: x guy who wanted me (0 talk to [x guy who wanted me]]
I <!alked to [x guy who wanted mel>
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While there is no BT(C) violation in the matrix. the fact that the relative clause
is not elided in the higher occurrence of the raised quantifier means that the R
expression Bob: is c-commanded by the subject of the relative clause. This
arrarent violation of BT(C) at LF is not unique to the proposal here, though. It
fon11S part of a large body of evidence presented in Fiengo and May 1994 that
indicates that R-expressions can be treated as pronominals under ellipsis. Fiengo
and May dub the operation that performs this conversion \'ehic!e change. and use
it to account for facts like that in (22a) (p.275), which has the LF in (22b):
(22)

a.
b.

Mary introduced Johnl to everyone that he l wanted her to.
[every x: x one that he I wanted her to

introduce John( to [x one]]
Mary <introduced Johnl to fx one]>
This LF has the same d..:fect seen above: the R-expression John j comes !O be c
commanded by a coindexed pronoun in the relative clause after ellirsis
resolution. Application of vehicle change in both cases, however. turns these R
expressions into their pronominal correlates, yielding (23a.b):
(2:i)

a.

[every x: x report on Bob:'s division

wanted me

to

read [x report on his! division]]
b.

I <read fx report on Bob:'5 division]>
[e\'ery x: x one that he l wanted her to

introduce him) to [x one]]
Mary <introduced Johnl to [x on..:]>
The fact that there is no BT(Cl \'iolation under ..:Ilipsis in (20) is thus
independ..:nt of the proposal made here. Vehicle change. which applies only in
ellipsis. will not be able to am..:liorate the violations found in the matrix clauses
of examples like (12). however.

3

Conclusion

We have seen that a surprising asymmetry in sensitivity to Principle C in ACD
configurations can be simply accounted for if the r..:strictions of QRed DPs in
ACD are subject to the same consid..:rations of ..:conomy that are assumed to hold
for non-ACD QRed DPs: as much of the restriction must be left as is
compatible with parallelism.
In general. this will mean that the entire
restriction is left in situ, except in ACD cases. where the relative clause must be
deleted to prevent regress. The parts of quantificational DPs in ACD which do
not contain the ellipsis site. however, do not delete. and trigger BT(C) effects
exactly like their non-ACD counterparts.
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Linearization Properties of Ronlanian Clities
Paola l\lonachesi
Utrecht University, Uil-OTS
1 Introduction
The Romanian dH;,: sy~tem comprises negation, auxilial~e,. pronouns and inten
sitiers wili-:h Gll1 a!; ap:~.:ar before [he \('ft::
mai

vaZUL

'1 haven't seen them agair..'
Previous syntactic ailalYsis of the Ror.unian verhal complex such as Rivero (1994)
or Dobruvie-Sorin ( 199.+) have accounted for the rigid order of the elements in (I)
by postu!Jting ilIl appropriate grid of functional projections. Similarly, within a
lexico-morphologic:ll approach such as that advocated by template morphology
(Simpson & Withgott 1986), clitics would be assigned to different position slots,
dealing in this way with the idiosyncratic properties of their linearization.
I will propose an alternative approach to the linearization of the Romanian ver
bal complex, cast within the HPSG (Pollard &
1994) framework, which does
not rely on the descnptlve notion of template. It is based on the assumption thJt
Romani::m clitks do not constitute a uniform class. I will show that object pro
nouns and intensifiers like mai exhibit affixlike properties: they combine with the
verb as result of kxical processes. On the other hand, auxiliaries ~uch as am ap.d
negaticn nu share wordlike beha\'ior: they are thus lexical items which combine
with the verb in synta'(. Under this view, the order of the elements in the verbal
complex doesn't need w be stipuiated, but it is the expected one given the different
status or the ditlcs and the general architecture of the grammar.
The st!'l;cture of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents eviden.:e in favor cf
the affixal status of Romanian pronominal C\itIcs while an analysis of their proper
ties IS presented in section 3. Section.+ discusses Romanian auxiliaries and argues
in favor of an analysis of clilic climbing m terms of argument composition. Sec
tion 5 deJ!~ with monosyllabic intenSIfiers. \lotivations are provided in favor of
their affixal status and a lexical treutmenr of theIr prorerlies is proposed. Finally,
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in section 6, an analysis of Romanian negation is presented. Section 7 contains
some concluding remarks.

2 The affixal status of Romanian pronominal elides
There is convincing evidence that Romanian pronominal clitics behave as affixes
(cf. also Miller (1992) for French and Monachesi (1996). Monachesi (1999) for
Italian). The arguments to support this position are mainly based on Zwicky
(1977), Zwicky & Pullum (1983). Zwicky (1985) in which tests are proposed
for distinguishing affixes from nonaffixes (or words from nonwords).
Romanian has only accusative and dative object clitics and they occur in the
fixed order dative-accusative. The opposite order would be ungrammatical as can
be seen in (2b):
(2)

a. Alexandru mi-!
trimite astazi.
Alexandru cL(dat) c1.(acc) sends today
'Alexandru sends it to me today.'
b.

* Alexander il-mi

trimite astazi.
Alexander cl.(acc) cL(dat} sends today

There is thus a clear similarity between clitks and affixes, which also exhibit rigid
order.
Additional evidence against the word status of Romanian pronominal clitics
comes from the fact that they do not have wide scope over coordination (3a), but
they must be repeated in front of each conjunct (3b):
(3)

a.

* El

0
dorea ~i duta.
he cl.(acc) desires and looks for

'He desires her and looks for her:
b. EI 0
dorea ~i 0
duta.
he cl.(acc) desires and cl.(acc) looks for
'He desires her and looks for her:
It should be noted that independent words can usually have wide scope over coor
dination.
Romanian pronominal clitics also present arbitrary gaps in their combinations,
as in certain intlectional paradigms. Farkas & Kazazis (1980) mention that not all
daril'e-accllsarive person and number combinations are grammatical in Romanian.
In particular. it is not possible to have the first person accusative chtlc mil together
with a dative one:
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(4)

a.

"Ii
m-au
dat de nevastA numai pentru cA
cl.(dat-2sg) cl.(acc-lsg) have given as wife
only because
ai
insistat.
have insisted
'They gave me in marriage to you only because you have insisted.'

b.

* Am

auzi! ea pArinli mei vor sa i
rna
have heard thm parents mine want that el.(dat-3sg) c1.(acc-1 sg)
dea de nevastil.
give as wife
'I have heard that my parents wan! to give me in marriage to him.'

Similarly, a first person singular or plural elitic together with a second person
plural one doesn't yield a grammatical result:
(5)

a.

.. Vor sa mi
va
omoare.
want that c1.(dat-1 sg) c1.(ace-2pl) kill

b.

"Vor sa ni
va
omoare.
want that c1.(dat-1 pI) c1.(acc-2pl) kill

'They want to kill you on me.'

'They want to kill you on us.'
However, the most convincing evidence in favor of affixal status for Romanian
pronominal c1itics comes from the fact that, under certain conditions, they can
cooccur with full complements behaving virtually as agreement markers:
(6)

a. Maria Ii
da
pre~edintelui un buehet.
Maria c1.(dat) gives president-the a bouquet
'Maria gives the president a bouquet.'
b. Ion m-a
vazut pe mine.
Ion cl.(aec) has seen PE me
'Ion saw me.'

In example (6a), the dative clitie ti cooccurs with the indirect object pre,edintelui,
while in (6b) the object clitic cooccurs with the direct object. In this case the
doubled NP is usually preceded by the marker pe. It should be noticed, however,
that a direct object or indirect object can also be expressed simply by means of a
cHtie:
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(7)

a. Maria Ii
da
un buchet.
Maria cl.(dal-3sg) gives a bouquet
'Maria gives him a bouquet.'
b. Ion m-a
vazut.
Ion cl.(acc-I sg) has seen
'Ion saw me:

It is usually assumed that the phonological shape of affixes can be affected by
the phonology of the stem or of other affixes with which they combine. Roma
nian pronorrjnal clitics behave, thus, as affhes since in sped fic contexts they can
undergo certain changes.
Optional vowel deletion occurs if a eli tic ending in ii precedes a verb beginning
with unstressed a or 0:
(8)

a. Mil.
a~teaptil..
cl.(acc) waits
'He waits for me:
b.

M-a~teaptil..

cl.(acc) waits
However. if the verb is an auxiliary, vowel deletion is obligatory:
(9)

a. M-a
invitat.
cl.(acc) has invited
'He has invited me.'
b.

* Ma

a invitat.
cl.(acc) has invited

On the other hand, if the verb a avea 'to have' is present. vowel deletion is optional
even when the forms of the verb are identical to those of the auxiliary:
(10)

acolo.
a. M-ai
cl.(acc) have there
'You have me there.'
ai
acolo.
b. Ma
cl.(acc) have there

Optional vowel deletion occurs also in the case of the clilic se if it surfaces in front
of a verb which begins with unstressed a or 0:
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(II)

a, Se
a~ez1L
d(acc) sits
'He sits.'
b,
cl.(acc) sits

However, there is no vowel deletion if the clitics Ie, ne or Ie occur in a similar
context:
(12)

a, Te
a~teapUL
cL(acc) waits
'He waits for you:
b,

* T-a~teapt1L
cL(acc) waits

These processes don't seem to be explainable in terms of productive phonological
rules: different allomorphs should be postulated, I would like to suggest that, in
Romanian, there are three classes of pronominal clitics: those that occur in front
of any verbs (Class I), those that occur before verbs that begin with a or 0 (Class
2) and those that occur as enclitics (Class 3):
(13 )

Different classes of clitics
I~

3
A

DA

m. If.

il
1

0

-J

-0

o

ne
ne
-ne

On the basis of the evidence presented in this section, I will thus conclude that
Romanian pronominal clitks exhibit affix behavior. They will not be considered
lexical items but featural information which is provided in the lexicon and used in
morphology and phonology for the realization of the cliticized verb form.

3 The analysis of pronominal cIitics
In the previous section, I have provided arguments in favor of the affixal status of
Romanian pronominal elitics.
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J will assume that cliticization of pronominal elements is a lexical operation
which has both a syntactic/semantic effect and a morphophonological one (cf.
also Monachesi (1996), Miller & Sag (1997)). The syntactic/semantic effect is
reflected on the fact that pronominal clitics satisfy the subcategorization require
ments of the verb they are an argument of. as the example below shows:
(14)

Le
vild.
cL(acc) see

'I see them.'
A lexical rule can be proposed to license cIiticized verb forms: 2
(15)

Complement Cliticization LR (CCLR)
word
HEAD
VAL I COMPS
[
CLTS

J

verb

m0

[II

VAL I COMPS
[ CLTS

ml
rnJ

elisr

The rule will thus relate verbs with other ones with the same properties except that
their subcategorization list is reduced. 3 In other words. the effect of the rule is that
the complements of the verb are removed from the COMPS list and are added as
members of the CLTS list. The CLTS list contains thus the relevant information
related to the clitics. which will be necessary for the spell out of the cliticized
verb form. The crucial issue is then how to relate this information to the actual
phonological realization of the pronominal clitic. I will propose that different
constraints can be formulated to account for the realization of the cIiticized verb
form. In particular. the following one will account for the cliticized verb form in
(14):
(16)

1

word
[ MORPH

I STEM i SS I L I C ICLTS (N1acc]SiP1)J

preft'(
]]
[ AFFIX [ PHON ( Ie )
The constraint says that if there is a host with a CLTS list with an element which
is a third person, plural, feminine NP, there must be a pronominal clitic whose
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phonological realization is Ie. It should be noticed that the only appropriate at
tribute for the type affix is PHON:
(17)

affix
]
[PHON phon

This implies that affixes (and pronominal clitics) are not signs: only phonological
information is associated with them. This approach shares thus insights with re
alizational approaches to morphology such as those of Anderson (1992) or Stump
(1992) that assume that morphemes do not exist as lexical entries. but only as re
alization of certain morphosyntactic properties of the host. However, in this case
a feature is employed to spell out the phonological information and not a func
tion. In this way, it is also possible to encode the prosodic properties of clitics and
affixes.
Within this system. it is also possible to account for the combination of two
pronominal ditics. The following is an example of the realization of the dative,
first person plural clitic and the third person. accusative. masculine, plural clitic:
(18)

-+

It can be shown that the combination of two eli tics constitutes a new unit and
doesn't result from the composition of two monosyllabic forms. In fact, the
phonological changes that occur cannot be explained in terms of productive phono
logical rules 4
Within this system. certam generalizations can be expressed with respect to the
direction of attachment of the pronominal elitks. It is possible to formulate a
constraint like the following that accounts for the fact that proelitics must precede
a finite verb: 5
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(I9)

word

MORPH

[comPlex[::;h
STEM SS I Lie I H

l]
verb[+finJ.

PHONwem

complex-morph

[;':~Nm]
AFF1X[~;:~ w]

MORPH STEM

l

The constraint above requires that the phonology of the pronominal clitic (indi
cated by the tag w) must precede that of the host (indicated by the tag m), if this
is a finite verb. The interaction of the lexical rule with the constraints presented
above licenses a cliticized verb form like Ie vtid ') see them':
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(20)

word
PHON (Ie

VI1d)
complex-morp/z
word
PHON

(vad)
HEAD verb[ +fin]

STEM
MORPH

VAL[SUBJ
IT] SS I L I C

AFFIX

[::~

( Ie

(1Il) ]

COMPS ( )
CLTS \

[£Np[aCC]SIPI)

ARG-S

(1Il. ITl)

>]

SY:,,\SE\1 ITJ
The description above states that Ie ...ad is a finite verb with an empty complement
list and with the infonnation about its direct object contained in the CLTS list.
This is obtained as result of the lexical rule in (15), while the constraint in (16)
is responsible for the spell out of this infonnation as the c1itic Ie. Since vtid is a
finite verb the c!itic will precede the host. according to the constraint in (19).

4 The status of auxiliaries and clitic climbing
The lexical rule presented in the previous section can account for cases of c1iticiza
tion with simple tenses. However, if an auxiliary verb is present. the pronominal
c!itic, which is an argument of the embedded verb, does not attach to the past
paniciple. but must precede the auxiliary:
(21)

Le·am
vilzut.
cL(ace) have seen
'I have seen them.'
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Incidentally, it should be mentioned that in Romanian. auxiliaries can be found in
the present perfect. conditional and future paradigms, as shown in the table below:
(22)

Di fferent foons of the Romanian auxiliaries

I
I Aux Psp.

I

I Aux Condo
I Aux Fut.

I a~

2 Sg

J Sg

i am

I voi

I ai
lai
'lei

J

I PI
2 PI I 3 PI
am I ali I au
am i ali I ar
'lorn I veli I vor

3 Sg
a
ar
va

past participle
bare infinitive
bare infinitive

I will suggest that auxiliary verbs have word status in Romanian and that an anal
ysis in teons of argument composition, as proposed for French (Abeille & Godard
1994) and Italian (Monachesi 1993) can account for the clitk climbing cases illus
trated in (21). Argument composition is a lexical mechanism according to which
the auxiliary inherits the complements of the embedded verb, including those ones
which might be realized as pronominal c1itics. The auxiliary verb am will thus be
described by the lexical entry below:

(23)

PHON (am)

verb ]
HEAD [AUX+

SUBJ (rr:;NP)
"'-s.\"

SS!L1C
VAL

/
COMPS \

HEAD verb
VAL

[seBJ (ITl'JP)]
COMPS

:;u

The auxiliary verb subcategorizes for the verbal complement and the complements
of the latter. The operation of argument composition is illustrated by the structure
sharing of the elements in the COMPS list, indicated by the tag [II. In this way.
it is possible to account for the fact that pronominal clitics attach to the auxiliary
verb. The auxiliary and the embedded verb act thus as a unit with respect to the
placement of pronominal clitks.
The cliticized verb foon Ie am which occurs in sentence (21) above, is thus
obtained as result of the interaction of the Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule
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and the constraints discussed in the previous section. The result is a description
like the following:

(24)
word

PHON (Ie am)

comple.x.morph
word

PHON (am)
verb ]
HEAD [AUX +

STEM
MORPH

f.II SS I L I C

CLTS

1[2] NP[ace] 3fP/)
\

VAL I COMPS

AFFIX
SYNSE~1

prefi-t

([~~:D

verb
VAL I COMPS

])

([2])

]

\
[PHO:-';( Ie )

[]

It states that the verb am is an auxiliary which subcategorizes for a verbal com
plement and the complement of the latter as result of the lexical mechanism of
argument composition. The information about this argument is encoded in the
CLTS list as result of the cliticization lexical rule and it is realized as the clitic Ie.
There is an exception to the generalization that object clitics must precede the
auxiliary verb in Romanian. The third person feminine clitlc 0 must attach to the
past participle (25a) and cannot precede the auxiliary (25b):6
(25)

a. Am viizut-o.
have seen cl.(acc)
'I have seen her:

b.

* O-am

V3zUt.

c!.(acc) have seen
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The reason for the ill-formedness of these examples seems to be of phonological
nature; the ditic a cannot precede an auxiliary which begins with a vowel. It
should be noticed that in the case of the future paradigm, the auxiliary begins with
a consonant (e.g. vail and the clitic a can occur either after the infinitive (26a) or
in front of the auxiliary (26b): 7
(26)

a. Voi vedea-o.
will see cl.(acc)

.I will see her.'
b. 0
voi vedea.
cl.(acc) will see
Given the analysiS for pronominal clitics presented in section 3. it is quite straight
forward to account for these facts. The past participle is excluded as possible host
in the constraints formulated for the realization of the pronominal clitics. The
constraint in (16) should be thus revised in the following way:

(27)

1

[camPlex-marph
STEM I SS I L I

c[

CLTS \ NP[ accJSIPI )] -+

1
STE) [ : : : I C I HEAD [VFOR"

AffiX

l;:~~ (

I,

(P'P V ba,,"'"i)]]]

>]

The additional condition says that the VFOIUvl of the host must be different from
past participle (or from bare infinitive). In this way it is possible to account for
obiigatory clitic climbing in the general case. This condition will not be present
in the constraint which is responsible for the realization of the cIitic 0, allowing
thus examples such as (25a) and (26a).
As already mentioned. the ill-formedness of the example in (25b) in which the
chtic a has climbed should receive a phonological explanation. A phonological
condition should be added in the constraint responsible for the spell out of the
dillc 0:
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(28)

word

]

[ MORPH I ST I SS I L I C I CLTS \ l\1>(acc ]3/8 9 )
complex-morph
word

MORPH

The constraint says that if there is a host with a CLTS list with an element which
is a third person. singular, feminine NP. then is must be realized as the clitic 0
provided the host is not an auxiliary which begins with a vowel.

5 The analysis of monosyllabic intensifiers
In Romanian, the auxiliary can be separated from the non-finite verb by a small
class of monosyllabic intensifiers, as shown in (I). They are; mai, 'again', cam
'little'. prea 'very', ti 'also', tot 'still'. A peculiar propeny of these elements,
which distinguishes them from standard Romance adverbs, is that they can also
intervene between a finite verb and pronominal clitics, arguing thus in favor of
their affixal status:
(29)

il
mai vad.
d.(acc) again see

'1 see him again:
The example above shows that mai occurs between a pronominal ditic and the
verb, suggesting that, like pronominal clines, these intensifiers exhibit affix be
havior.
It should be noticed that other types of adverbs cannot occur in these positions:
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(30)

a.

·:"<u (!)I-am
adesea vil.zut.
not cL(acc) have often seen

b.

* Nu (l)l-adesea

'I have not seen him often.'
vad.
not cl.(acc) often see
'I do not see him often,'
Additional evidence in support of the affixal status of these intensifiers is provided
by the fact that they can also intervene between the negative element ne and the
gerund:
(31)

Nemaiavind
bani. Radu a precat.
not more having money. Radu has left
'No longer having money. Radu left:

The prefi,\ ne is used to negate adjectives. paniciples and gerunds:
(32)

Sint nefericit.
am unhappy
'1 am unhappy.'

The status of this element is rather uncontroversial. it is comparable to that of the
English prefix un-.
Even though pronominal clitics and the intensifiers share affixal behavior, there
is a crucial property that differentiates them. Unlike pronominal clitks, the in
tensifiers do not relate to an argument position. therefore they cannot be inherited
by the auxiliary as result of argument composition. This implies that they cannot
occur before an auxiliary', which is a desirable result given that a sentence like the
followmg is not grammatical:
(33)

* Ion mai a

scns profesorului.
John again has written the teacher
'John has written to the teacher again.'

Therefore, I will suggest that monosyllabic intensifiers attach to the verb by means
of appropriate lexical rules:
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(34)

Intensifier Lexical Rule (ILR)
word

PHON CD
SS I L[CAT

]
PHON mai e CD
...... [ SS I L I CONT mai (ill)

[~~:e;i:~b]l

cm,rrW
The condition CLTS elist accounts for the fac!. that the intensifiers are closer to the
verb than pronominal clitics,

6 The analysis of negation
Romanian distinguishes two ways to express negation, either by means of the affix
ne, discussed in the previous section, or by the element nu. While ne is a prefix
which is used to negate adjectives, participles and gerunds. nu is used to negate
constituents. I will suggest that the latter has word status,
can be
Evidence in favor of this hypothesis can be seen in the fact that
stressed and can function as a host for pronominal clitics, acting thus as word:

flU

(35)

Nu-l
da.
neg. c],(dat) gives
'He doesn't give it'

Funhennore, it can be used in isolation, which is not the case for affixal elements:
(36)

Radu a venit dar Ion nu.
Radu has come but Ion neg
'Radu has come but Ion hasn't:

Therefore fill will be considered a negative adverb which modifies a phrasal head:

(37)

PHON

CAT I HEAD

ss IL

1

(flU)

[~~D ]11

not-rei
CONI [ ARG []]

VP:!TI

j
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Under the proposed analysis, it follows correctly that the position of negation will
be that of the most external element in the verbal cluster, as shown in (I). This
order follows as consequence of the word status of negation and of its subcatego
rization requirements.

7 Conclusions
I have argued for an approach to the linearization of the Romanian verbal complex
which relies on a division of labor between the lexicon and syntax. In particular,
I have shown that pronominal clitics and intensifiers have affixal status and com
bine wHh the host as result of a lexical process. On the other hand. auxiliaries
and negation have word status and combine with the verb by means of syntactic
processes, Alternatively. it could be possible to account for the rigid order of the
clitics in (I) by relying on the traditional notion of position classes. Within HPSG.
it is possible to formalize this concept by introducing an additional mechanisms
such as that of order domain fonnation proposed in Reape (1994) and Kathol
(1995) together with appropriate linear precedence (LP) statements. However, a
disadvantage of such an approach is that it would merely describe the facts with
out offering any insight on why the order is the way it is. On the contrary, under
the analysis presented here. the order of the clitics in the verbal complex is the
expected one given the different status of the elements involved and the general
architecture of the grammar,

Footnotes
! I wouid like to thank the audience of the HPSG seminar in TUbingen. In particubr Tilman HoWe
and the audience of the EUROLAN summer school in TusnJd, especially Ana Maria Barbo and Emil
lonescu for comments and suggestions, Thanks also to Michael Moongat for his comments on an
eariler dmft of this paper. Many thanks to all the people who helped me with the data: Ana Maria
Barbu, Agnes Bende Farkas. Edward Goebbel. Em!1 lonescu. Amalia Todira~cu and Diana Zaiu. This
work was partiall~ supponed by a grant from the Netllerlands Organi:arioll for Scientific Research
(1\1'\\'0) while an N"WO SIR-2ratlt allowed me to attend the conference,
21 will assume a formaliz~tion of leXIcal rules :JS proposed In Meurer.; & Minnen (1997) which
em'isages them as descriptions relating word objects and not :JS meta-descripuons relating lexical en
Iries. Note, that the input and output descriptiOns will be connected via "..... ", while in the case of
implicational constr::lintS "..... " will be used. In the rule. 0 is the shuffle operator defined in Reape
(l99-l )
3The rule doesn't account for cases of dirk doublmg exemplified in (6) which are outSide the scope
of this paper, Ho",ever. it is possible to extend the analysis by adding to the subcategorizalion list of
the verb, VIa lexical rule. only those complements that satisfy the semantic and pragmatic conditions of
doubling, An addition.al reqmrement is that the pronominal c1itie and the doubled complement should
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share agreement and case information.
'C(. Monachesi (1998) for a detailed discussion.
~ A simiIJr constraint should be formubted in the cose of enclitics which QCcur after imperatives and
2erunds.
- 6This is the case also for the conditional
7 Another environment where pronominal clitics precede a complex verb is in the presence of the
modal verb a pUleo ·can'. In this case, the modal begins with a consonant and the pronominal elitic 0
must attach to it and not to the embedded verb.
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Case Conversion in Japanese and
the Nature of Move F*
Masao Ochi
University of Connecticut
1. Introduction
Since Harada (1971). galno conversion, the case conversion observed in a
sentential modifier of a nominal. has been discussed extensively within the
Japanese generative literature (Bedell (1972), Shibatani (1975). Nakai (1980),
Saito (1983). Miyagawa (1993), and Watanabe (1996), to name a few).
(1)

a.

b.

kuru kanousei
John-galno
John-NomGen come probability
'the probability that John will come'
John-gano
t katta hon
John-Non/Gen bought book
·the book that John bought'

Recently, Miyagawa (1993) has offered an insightful analysis of this
construction. arguing that the genitive subject raises into the spec of NPIDP in
coven syntax. Departing from Miyagawa in some crucial respects, I suggest in
this paper that the relevant movement takes place optionally in oven syntax.
This claim is crucially based on Lasnik's (to appear) analysis of Exceptional
Case Marking (ECM) constructions in English, according to which the ECM
subject raises into a higher clause optionally in oven syntax. As will be ShOVvl1
below. the two constructions display a parallel distribution and hence should be
given a unified account.
This paper is organized in the following way, In section 2, some imponant
propenies of English ECM constructions will be summarized. In particular,
Lasnik's (to appear) optional oven raising analysis will be introduced. which
\\111 fonn the basis of subsequent discussions. Section 3 shifts our focus to
galno conversion constructions. Miyagawa's (1993) analysis is summarized and
critically examined. In section 4. an alternative hypothesis is proposed to
accommodate data which pose a serious problem for Miyagawa's analysis.
Concluding remarks are given in section 5.
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2. Exceptional Case Marking and Optional Overt Raising
Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) constructions have received a great deal <i
attention within the generative literature. Recently. Lasnik and Saito (1991)
have argued. based on Postal's (1974) analysis, that ECM subjects raise into the
spec of AgroP in a higher clause. Their claim is based on examples such as (2)
(3). in which the ECM subject shows 'high binding' behavior. The data in (2),
for instance, show that the ECM subject in (2a) behaves as if it is in the higher
clause. licensing the reciprocal each other in this higher clause. This sharply
contrasts with (2b) containing a nominative subject. which is degraded.
Similarly. (3) illustrates that a bound pronoun within an adjunct clause in a
higher clause is licensed by an ECM subject. but not by the nominative subject
in an embedded clause.
(2)

a.

b.
(3 )

a.
b.

The DA proved [two men to have been at the scene of the
crime] during each other's trials.
?*The DA proved [that two men were at the scene of the
crime] during each other's trials.
The DA proved Ino suspecti to have been at the scene of the
crime] during his: trial.
?*The DA proved [that no suspecti was at the scene of the
crime] during his i trial.

Given this contrast. Lasnik and Saito (1991) (d also Postal 1974) argue that the
ECM subject raises into the higher clause (i.e .. the spec of AgroP) at some point
in the derivation. which accounts for 'high binding' effect" observed in the (a)
examples.
Ai'> tor the "timing" of the raising. authors such as Boskovic (1997a, b),
Koizumi (1995) and Lasnik (1995) provide arguments that it occurs in overt
syntax. For instance. Lasnik's (1995) argument is based on fucts concerning
there-constructions. Ifwe follow Chomsky (1986) in assuming that there is
covert movement of the associate to the position of there, 1 then paradigms such
as the following indicate that covert movement does not affect scopeibinding
relations. Rather. such relations can be affected only by overt movement.
(4)

a.
b.

Many linguistic students aren't here.
(many> not)
There aren't many linguistic students here. (not> many)

Given this conclusion. the fuct that movement of the ECM subject does affect
scope.lhinding relations as in (2)-(3) indicates that the relevant movement takes
place in overt syntax.
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Note that it is in fact expected under the Move F hypothesis (cf Chomsky
(1995: chapter 4» that covert movement does not affect scope and binding
relations. Chomsky assumes that a lexical item consists of an array of features.
including formal features. phonological features, and semantic features.
According to Chomsky, only formal features are relevant for syntactic operations.
For example, movement is triggered by the morphological need of a fimctional
head to check off its own fortnal feature(s) by attracting the closest relevant
formal feature(s) within its c-command domain. It is then natural to assume, in
the spirit ofminimalism, that only fortnal rature(s) are affected (or attracted) by
movement. The fact that overt movement 'pied-pipes' the whole lexical item
which contains the relevant fonnal feature(s) is attributed to properties of the
phonological component. If. for instance, only fortnal features (FFs) of a lexical
item LI are moved (attracted), then the FFs ofLI and the rest of the category LI
are not pronoWlceable: in Chomsky's tenns, "isolated features and other
scattered parts of words may not be subject to [PF] rules, in which case the
derivation is canceled" (Chomsky 1995: 262-263). One implication of this
reasoning is that covert movement need not involve pied-piping, since LF does
not feed into PF. by assumption. Rather. covert movement should affect only
fonnal features of a lexical item LI. leaving the phonological and semantic
features of LI intact. Assuming with Lasnik (1995), but contra Chomsky
(1995), that features relevant for binding and scope are not part of formal features
- an assumption which is certainly plausible on conceptual groWlds - it follows
that coven movement does not affect scope and binding relations. This line <i
reasoning correctly predicts the 'in-situ' behavior of the associate of there in (4b)
with respect to scope.
Returning to ECM constructions, Lasnik (to appear) has provided
arguments that movement of the ECM subject is in fact optionally overt. This
claim is in part based on certain scope facts. Following Chomsky (1995).
Lasnik first argues that there are no reconstruction effects with A-movement. 2
For example, as noted by Zubizaretta (1982) among others. examples like (5a)
are ambiguous with respect to the scope relation between a clausal negation and
a Wliversal quantifier in subject position. Yet. raising to subject constructions
like (5b) do not show such scope ambiguity; in this case negation cannot take
scope over everyone.
(5)

a.
b.

Everyone isn't there yet.
Everyone seems not to be there yet.

Lasnik points out that in a subclass ofECM cases in which the ECM subject is
clearly raised into a higher clause (such as make ... out cases discussed by Kayne
(1984». the ECM subject does not fall within the scope of negation, which is
consistent with the idea that there is no reconstruction with A-movement.
assuming that ECM in this case involves overt raising of the embedded subject
into a higher clause. This example is particularly telling, since the ECM
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suhject precedes the particle out. which is clearly an element of the higher
clause.
(6)

The mathematician made every even numher out not to be the sum cf
two primes.
(Lasnik. to appear)

Curiously however. in other ECM cases. where the raising is string vacuous.
speakers fmd relevant examples ambiguous with respect to the ,scope relation
between negation and the lUliversal quantifier in subject position.' Thus. there
is a difference hern'een cases like (6). which is lUlambiguous. and (7), which is
ambiguous.
(7)

a.

h.

I believe everyone not to have arrived yet.
I proved every Mersenne number not to be prime.
(Lasnik. to appear)

Lasnik argues that this seemingly paradoxical situation is resolved if we assume
that overt ECM raising is in principle optional. That is, the examples in (7) are
structurally amhiguous; the ECM subject mayor may not have raised overtly
into the highcr clause. On the other hand. in (6) the ECM subject is clearly
raised into the higher clause in overt syntax. Hence the lack of the reading in
which the lUliversal quantifier is within the scope of negation is expected in (6)
on a par with examples like (5b).
To summarize. Lasnik (to appear) claims that overt raising ofECM subjects is
4
in fuct optional. When it is clear from independent factors such as word order
that the ECM subject is raised overtly. its movement affects scope possibilities.
Concerning the question of how to capture this optionality within the current
theory. Lasnik suggests several possibilities. one of which is that Agro is
optionally present in the structure. When it is present. it triggers overt raising
oran accusative NP. Vv'hen it is not. the nominal's Case is checked via covert
5
raising ofits formal features to the relevant verb.
In the next section. I will argue that the galno conversion construction in
Japanese parallels English ECM constructions in crucial respects.
My
discussion will be largely based on Miyagawa (1993).

3. Nom/Gen Case Conversion In Japanese
Nominative/genitive (or galno) conversion in Japanese is observed within the
sentential modifier of nominaIs. In Japanese, the subject is nonnally marked
with the nominative marker -gao
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(8)

a.
b.

John·ga/*no
kita.
John-Noml*Gen came
'John came:
John·ga/*no
kita no?
John-Noml*Gen came Q
'Did John come?'

On the other hand. as originally observed by Harada (1971), the subject in a
clausal modifier of a nominal can optionally be marked with the genitive particle

·no:
(9)

John·ga1no
kuru kanousei
John-Nom/Gen come probability
'the probability that John will come'

Bedell (1972) and Saito (1983) among others ow an analysis of ga/no
conversion, which is crucially based on the generalization that in Japanese, the
XPs immediately dominated by a projection ofa nominal bear no.
(10)

a.

b.

Taro*(-no) hon
Taro-Gen book
'Taro's book'
Tokyo-kara *( -no) densha
Tokyo-from-Gen train
'a train from Tokyo'

The authors mentioned above attempt to assimilate ga/no conversion to the
generalization in (10) by arguing that the subject of a sentential modifier of a
nominal. when marked with -no, is in fuet in a position immediately dominated
by a projection ofa nominaL such as the spec ofNP.
(11)

[NP John-no; [t, kuru] kanousei]
John-Gen come probabililY

3.1. LF case cbecking: Miyagawa (1993)

Recently, Miyagawa has provided empirical arguments that 1) the gemtIve
subject within the sentential complement clause of nominals raises out of its
OW11 clause, and 2) such movement takes place in covert syntax.
Miyagawa's first claim is based on scope interactions between
nominative/genitive subject and the head noun. (12a), with a nominative
subject, has only the reading in which the head noun kanousei 'probability'
takes scope over the nominative subject John-ka Mary 'John or Mary.'
However, (12b). with genitive subject, has the additional reading in which John
ka Mary 'John or Mary' takes scope over kanousei 'probability.'
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(12)

a.

b.

[[[John-ka Mary]-ga kita] kanousei]-ga
50% izyoo da.
John-or Mary-Nom came probability-Nom 50% over is
i.
'The probability that John or Mary came is over
50%.'
i i . ' *The probability that John came or the probability
that Mary came is over 50%, .
probahility> [John or Mary]; *[Jobn or Mary] > probability
[[[John-ka Mary]-no kita] kanousei]-ga
50% izyoo da.
John-or Mary-Gen came probability-Nom 50% over is
I.
'The probability that John or Mary came is over
50%.'
ii.
'The probability that John came or the probability
that Mary came is over 50%.'
prohability> [John or Mary]; [John or Maryl > prohability

According to Miyagawa. the (12a) is unambiguous because a nominative subject
docs not raise out of the sentential complement clause. Hence, it is always
within the scope of the head noun. Miyagawa suggests that (12b), with a
genitive subject. allows scope ambiguity because a genitive subject raises into
the spec of NP,DP at some point in the derivation. Intuitively speaking.
therefore. this movement is the source of the additional reading in the latter
example (I will discuss the exact nature ofthis movement shortly).
Miyagawa's second claim, that such movement takes place in covert syntax, is
based on examples like (13£1). in which other elements of the same sentential
complement clause can occur to the left ofa genitive subject (cf. Nakai (1980».
(13)

a.

h.

[asita
John-no kurul kanousei
tomorrow John-Gen come probability
'the probability that John will come tomorrow'
I.lolli-no asha
kuru] kanousei
John-Gen tomorrow come probability

Modifiers such as asila 'tomorrow' must be accompanied hy no when they
occur within an immediate projection ofa noun, as shoVvll below.
(14)

a.

b.

asita-no
kougi
tomorrow-Gen lecture
'tomorrow's lecture(s)'
*a5ita
kougi
tomorrow lecture

The data in (14) suggest that asila 'tomorrow' in (13a), which lacks -no, is
inside the complement clause. The conclusion to be draVv1l is that the genitive
subject in (13a). which follows asita 'tomorrow,' must then also be within the
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complement clause in overt syntax. On the basis of these considerations,
Miyagawa concludes that genitive subject raises out of the sentential
complement clause into the spec ofNPIDP in covert syntax.
3.2. Questions

There are questions with the analysis of Miyagawa (1993), however. First,
according to this analysis, covert movement (of the genitive subject) creates a
new scope relation (cf. (12b». Yet as Lasnik (1995) demonstrates. there is
evidence to the contrary. As seen in Section 2, English expletive constructions
demonstrate that covert movement (i.e. movement of formal feature(s» is not
sufficient to affect binding and scope relations. Thus, we would be led to say,
given Miyagawa's analysis. that covert movement in Japanese, unlike in
English. affects more than formal features. Once we accept this, however, a
question arises as to why there is such a cross-linguistic variation with regard to
the nature of covert movement.
Secondly, the specific proposals of Miyagawa (1993) regarding the nature cf
movement of the genitive subject raise further questions. In particular, certain
empirical fucts led to the addition of several complications to his analysis. which
will be shown below to be untenable. Although not specifically enumerated in
Miyagawa (1993), there are only three logical possibilities to consider with
regard to the type of the movement of genitive phrases:
(15)

a.
b.

c.

A-movement
A-bar movement
A or A-bar movement

Miyagawa (1993) argues for (15c). Let us consider why such a complication is
needed. Given that A-movement in general shows no reconstruction effects (an
assumption shared by Miyagawa as well), the hypothesis in (15a) must be
discarded. Under such a hypothesis. the ambiguity of examples such as (12b)
would not be expected. Rather. we would only expect the reading in which the
genitive subject is outside the scope of the head noun, contrary to fuct. How
about (15b)? Given that A-bar movement is generally assumed to allow
reconstruction (optionally), this option seems to be a good candidate fir
capturing the ambiguity of the relevant data. Yet Miyagawa does not adopt this
hypothesis. apparently for empirical reasons. Miyagawa reports that in cases
where genitive subject is preceded by another element of the same sentential
6
complement clause. the example is no longer ambiguous. The crucial (16b) is
taken from Miyagawa (1993: 233).
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(16)

a.

b.

[[[John-ka Mary]-no disuko-de odona] riyuu]-o osiete.
John-or Mary-Gen disco-at danced reason-Acc tell me
i.
'Tell me the reason why John or Mary danced at the
disco.'
ii.
'Tell me the reason why John danced at the disco or
the reason why Mary danced at the disco:
reason> pohn or Mary]: [John or Mary] > reason
[[disuko-de [John-ka Mary]-no odona] riyuu]-o osiete.
disco-at
John-or Mary-Gen daneed reason-Ace tell me
i.
'Tell me the reason why John or Mary danced at the
disco.'
ii.
'*Tell me the reason why John danced at the disco or
the reason why Mary danced at the disco.'
reason> [John or Mary]; *[1ohn or Mary] > reason

This lack of ambiguity in (l6b) is puzzling under the hypothesis in (I5b): it is
not clear why the presence of elements such as the PP disulw-de 'at disco'
preceding the genitive suhject would hlock reconstruction. This mct appears to
have led Miyagawa (1993) to adopt the hypothesis in (l5c). Specifically. he
proposes the following.
(17)
(18)

(Miyagawa 1993: 227)
Spec ofDP may be A- or A'·position.
a.
A-movement allows no reconstruction.
b.
A'-movement allows reconstruction.

Miyagawa argues that the amhiguity of(16a) is due to the nature of the specifier
position of NP/DP in Japanese; it is ambiguous between an A and A-bar
position. Vv'hen it is an A-position. we only obtain the reading in which the
genitive subject is outside the scope of the head noun. since, by assumption,
there is no reconstruction with A-movement. The other reading, in which the
genitive suhject is within the scope of the head noun, obtains when the spec c(
NP/DP is an A-bar position; A-bar movement allows reconstruction.? Given all
these considerations. Miyagawa claims that in examples such as (l6b). the
presence ofa PP between the genitive subject and the spec ofNPIDP blocks A
movement of the genitive subject.
... even a PP occurring to the left ofthe genitive quantifier blocks the quantifier from
taking wide scope over the head noun 'reason.' indicating failure of A-movement to
occur (Miyagawa 1993: 232).

Rather. only A-bar movement of the genitive subject is allowed in (I6b).
Hence. only the reading in which the genitive subject is within the scope of the
head noun is possible in this example.
However. this part ofMiyagawa's analysis is questionahle for several reasons.
First. it is not obvious why adjunct PPs, which need no Case, would block A
movement of the genitive subject. Second, suppose for the sake of discussion

that Miyagawa were in mct right in claiming that only A-bar movement of the
genitive phrase is possible in such examples. However, this A-bar movement
would still have a curious property, namely. that its (scope) reconstruction is
obligatory. Ifreconstruction of A-bar movement with a genitive subject were
optional, then we would expect data such as (l6b) to be ambiguous, contrary to
fact. Hence, it is crucial for Miyagawa that this particular instance of A-bar
movement is obligatorily reconstructed. However, there are data shov.iug that
this obligatory scope reconstruction is not a property of A-bar movement in
general. For example, as noted by Liu (1990), downward monotonic quantifiers
in object position do not take scope over the subject as shown in (19a). Yet as
pointed out by Szabolsci and Zwarts (1993), the objectfew books can take scope
over the subject once it is preposed (Negative Preposing). as shown in (l9b).8
(19)

a.
b.

Every man read few books.
every> few. *few> every
Few books did every man read.
every> few. few> every

The ambiguity of (19b) suggests that scope reconstruction with A-bar movement
in general is not obligatory. If so, Miyagawa's account of (16b) does not go
through. In the next section, I will propose an alternative way to interpret the
data, which dispenses with the complications ofMiyagawa's analysis.

4. Optional Overt Movement of Genitive Phrase in Japanese
I suggest that the whole range of data discussed so fur points to the follov.ing
conclusion.
(20)

a.
b.

Genitive phrase raises into the spec of NPIDP optionally in
oven syntax (via A-movement).
The reading in which the genitive subject is outside the scope
of the head noun obtains only when the genitive subject has
raised into the spec ofNPIDP in oven syntax.

Adopting Lasnik's (to appear) idea about the optionally oven movement in
ECM constructions in English, I suggest that the D head (or whatever functional
head which mediates the checking of genitive Case) in Japanese is optionally
present in the structure. 9 If present, this head triggers oven movement ci
genitive subject. Ifnot, its genitive Case is checked offby the movement of the
formal features of the genitive subject to the position of the head N (kanousei
'probability' etc.).
Note that I will not assume a dual status for the spec of NPIDP in Japanese,
contrary to Miyagawa. Rather, the relevant movement is unequivocally
identified as an A-movement which allows no scope reconstruction (cf.

Chomsky (1995) and Lasnik (to appear». (20b) is due to the fuet that only overt
movement affects scope/binding relations (cf. discussion in Section 2): covert
(feature) movement ofa genitive subject does not create a new scope relation.
According to the present proposaL examples such as (16b) are unambiguous
becausc the genitive subject has not raised out of the sentential complement
clause in overt syntax. a fu.ct which is clear from the word order. I assume that
the genitive subject (or its formal features) in such examples undergoes
movement in covert syntax for genitive Case licensing. but this covert
movement does not affect scope/binding relations. In contrast. examples such as
(16a) do show a scope ambiguity because they are structurally ambiguous;
genitive phrase mayor may not have raised out of the sentential complement
clal.L'ie in overt syntax. The availability of the reading in which the genitive
subject takes scope over the head noun in (16a). but not in (16b). is due to the
fuet that only in the former is the structure available in which the genitive phrase
has raised into the spec ofNP/DP in overt syntax.
Thus. under the current proposal. there is no difference between Japanese and
English with respect to the nature of covert movement. In both languages (and
quite possibly, universally). covert movement (Le. movement of fonnal
feature(s» does not affect scope (and binding) relations.
Note also that the behavior ofthe genitive subject in Japanese parallels that cf
English ECM subjects: its overt movement is in principle optional, and when
the word order clearly shows that overt movement has/bas not occurred, scope
interpretations come out as expected. The two constructions considered are the
mirror image of each other in the sense that in English ECM constructions,
word order evidence shows that overt A-movement has taken place (Le. make ...
our constructions) whereas in the ca'>e of genitive subject in Japanese. the same
type of evidence indicates that the genitive subject has not raised in overt syntax
(i.e. locative PPs etc. preceding the genitive subject).lo
4.1. Lack of reconstruction effects with genitive subjects

In the previous subsection, I argued that the genitive subject raises into
the spec ofNP/DP optionaIly in overt syntax. Recall also that we pursued the
parallelism between this construction and English ECM constructions. Let us
consider more data from Japanese. in which an additional modifier of the head
noun is present. preceding the sentential complement clause (of the head noun)
containing the genitive subject.

(21)

Relative clause + complement clause + N
a.
[kono comp),uutaa-ga keisan-shita] [[Nomo-ka Irnbu]-ga
this computer-Nom calculated
Nomo-or Irnbu-Nom
kotoshi 20 shoo-suru] kanousei
this year 20 win
probability
'the probability [that Nomo or Irnbu will win 20 games this
year] [which this computer calculated]'
·*[[the probability that Nomo will win 20 games this year] or
[the probability that Irdbu will win 20 games this year]]
[which this computer calculatedf
probability> Nomo or Irabu; *Nomo or Irnbu> probability
b.
[kono compyuutaa-ga keisan-shita] ![Nomo-ka Irnbu]-no
this computer-Nom calculated
Nomo or lrabu-Gen
kotoshi 20 shoo-suru] kanousei
this year 20 win
probability
'the probability [that Nomo or Irabu will win 20 games this
year] [which this computer calculated),
'('!)[[the probability that Nomo will win 20 games this year]
or [the probability that Irabu will win 20 games this year]]
rwhich this computer calculated]'
probability> Nomo or Irabu; (?)Nomo or lrabu > probability

The fact that (2Ia) is unambiguous is not surprising. The subject NP of the
sentential complement clause bears nominative Case, so there is no reason for us
to expect it to raise out of the sentential complement clause. (21 b) has a
genitive subject. For many speakers. this example is ambiguous, although the
reading in which Nomo-ka Irabu 'Nomo or lrabu' takes scope over the head
noun kanousei 'probability' is slightly more difficult to obtain than in the
example without the preceding relative clause. This shows that the presence ci
another modifier preceding the sentential complement clause (and the genitive
subject) does not force the genitive subject to be within the complement clause
in overt syntax. Rather. (21 b) is structurally ambiguous with respect to the
position occupied by the genitive subject. We assume that the relative clause in
this language (at least) has the option ofappearing in a position higher than the
landing site ofthe genitive phrase (Le. the spec ofNP;DP).
Now we examine examples minimally different from (21) in that the subject ci
the sentential complement clause precedes the relative clause. Only (22b) with
genitive subject is grammatical. Furthermore, this example is unambiguous.
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(22)

Nom/gen phrase + reI. clause + (subjectless) complement clause + N
a.
*[[Nomo-ka Irnbu]-ga, [kono compyuutaa-ga keisan-shita],
Nomo-or Irnbu-Nom this computer-Nom calculated
kotoshi 20 shoo-suru] kanousei
this year 20 win
probability
'the probability [that Noma or Irnbu will win 20 games this
year] [which this computer calculated],
b.
[[Nomo-ka Irnbu]-no, [kana compyuutaa-ga keisan-shitaJ.
Noma-or Irabu-Gen this computer-Nom calculated
kotoshi 20 shoo-suru] kanousei
this year 20 win
probability
'?*the probahility [that Noma or Irnbu will win 20 games this
year] [which this computer calculated]'
'll the probability that Noma will win 20 games this year] or
[the probability that Irabu will win 20 games this year]]
rwhich this computer calculated]'
?*probahility> Noma or Irabu; Noma or Irabu > probability

Some speakers tind (22b) rather awkward. but the contrast between (22a) and
(22b) is clear. A pause (right) before and after the intervening relative clause
(kana compyuulaa-ga keisan-shila 'this computer calculated') dramatically
Now
improves the status of (b). but not (a). which is unsalvageable.
interestingly. the speakers I consulted fmd the reading in which Nomo-ka lrabu
no 'Nomo or Irabu-Gen' is within the scope of kanousei 'probability' rather
difficult to obtain in (22b). This difficulty is in fact what is expected under our
analysis. which claim;;, that movement of genitive subject is optionally overt. In
(22h). we can indeed see that the genitive subject has raised into spec ofNPIDP
in overt syntax. which accounts for the availability of the reading in which
Nomo-ka lrahu-na 'Noma or Irabu-Gen' is outside the scope of kanousei
'probability ..
(23)

[Genitive NP i

(r<i.tlH dall" .... ]

[e ........ ] probability]

The lack ofthe other reading (i.e. Noma or lrabu < probability) also follows if
we assume. following Chomsky (1995) and Lasnik (to appear). that there is no
(scope) reconstruction with A-movement. This example is thus analogous to
(6). repeated be 10\\ . in which the universal quantifier necessarily takes scope
over negation.
(24)

The mathematician made every even number out not to be the sum ci
two primes.

Note that the data above have clear theoretical implications. First, we must
conclude that the movement of a genitive subject is unequivocally A-movement.

Ifit were an instance of A-bar movement, examples like (22b) would be expected
to be ambiguous. due to an (optional) scope reconstruction. In addition, the filet
that the majority of speakers find (21 b) ambiguous and (22b) unambiguous
indicates that relative clauses in Japanese do not have a unique adjunction site
(assuming that the genitive subject is raised into a unique spec position for its
Case licen..<;ing): the ambiguity of (21 b) suggests that the relative clause can
(optionally) be attached to a position higher than the genitive subject in the spec
ofNPiDP. while the fuct that the relative clause can be preceded by the (raised)
genitive subject as in (22b) shows that the relative clause can also (optionally)
be below the landing site of the genitive phrase.
5. Conclusion
In this paper. I argued that the genitive subject in Japanese raises into its Case
licensing position optionally in overt syntax, departing from Miyagawa's (1993)
claim that the relevant movement takes place in covert syntax. The proposed
analysis is crucially based on Lasnik's (to appear) analysis of ECM
constructions in English. As was seen, the two constructions show a striking
parallelism and hence should be given a unified account. The optionality in
each case consists in the optionality of a node - AGRo in English and D in
One
Japanese - which. if present. triggers obligatory overt movement.
consequence of the proposed analysis is that covert (feature) movement does not
affect scopefbinding relations cross-linguistically. As discussed in Section 2,
such a characteristic is a natural consequence of the Move F hypothesis.
NOTES
• For helpful comments. I thank Zeljko Boskovic. Kazuki Kuwabara, Howard Lasnik
Hideki Maki. Kazumi Matsuoka. Shigeru Miyagawa. Masatake Muraki. and Miyoko
Yasui. I am also grateful to Rosanne Pelletier for proofreading the entire manuscript.

lOne motiYation for this hypothesis is the agreement pattern shown by there
constructions. Apparently. the verb agrees with the post-copular NP in a non
subject position. This is accounted for ifwe assume that the post-copular NP raises
to the position occupied by there at some point in the derivation.
(i)

(ii)

a
b.
a
b.

There is/*are a man in the garden.
There are/*is men in the garden.
A man is/*are in the garden
Men arei*is in the garden.

: This is also assumed by Miyagawa (1993), which will be discussed in the next
section.
3 Hornstein (1995: 239) is an exception in this regard. See Lasnik (to appear) for
more discussion ofthis issue.
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4 The only paradigm in Lasnik and Saito (1991) (c£ Postal (1974)) which argues for
obligatory raising of the ECM subject imoh'es Binding Condition C. (i) shows that
the ECM subject is obligatorily raised into a higher clause. Otherwise. we would
not expect the example to be in \iolation of Condition C.

(i)

(ii)

*John beJie\es him to be a genius even more fervently than Bob,
does.
John believes he; is a genius even more fervently than Bob, does.

Lasnik argues that pronouns are obligatorily shifted in overt syntax. citing other
cases of object shift in Germanic languages. where pronouns as opposed to lexical
NPs shift obligatorily
See Lasnik (to appear) for more discussion and some
evidence from English for this conclusion.
~ An alternath'e approach to this optionality is to say that Agro can be inserted into
the structure overtl~ or covertly. Ifit is inserted overtly, it triggers overt raising. If
inserted co\'ertl;.. it triggers covert raising. which should affect only formal features.
~i\en Chomsky's (1995) MO\e F hypothesis.
Miyagawa claims that relevant examples are ambiguous in some dialects when the
preceding element is a bare adverb like kinoo 'yesterday'.
(i)

a.

b.

Gen subject + (bare) adverb
[[John-ka MaryJ-no kinoo
kitaj kanousei
John-or Mary-Gen yesterday came probability
i.
'The probability that John or Mary came'
'The probability that John came or the
ii.
probability that Mary came'
(bare) adverb'" Gen subject
[kinoo [John-ka MaryJ-no kitaJ kanousei
yesterday John-or Mary-Gen came probability
i.
'The probability that John or Mary came'
'The probability that John came or the
ii.
probability that Mary came'

Miyagawa judges (ib) to be ambiguous. yet reports that there is a dialectal variation:
..... with the sentential adverbs placed to the left. some speakers find the wide-scope
reading of the genilh'e subject less preferred: in a few instances. this reading was
judged as very difficult to get (Miyagawa 1993: fr. 3)." I also fmd the reading in
question hard to obtain. Most speakers I have interviewed also find the example
unambiguous. At any rate, it should be noted that even in the dialect with which
Miyagawa is concerned, this behavior of bare adverbs is exceptional. As discussed
in the text, other elements preceding the genitive subject systematically exclude the
reading in which the genitive subject is outside the scope ofthe head noun.
7 It should be noted that although A-bar reconstruction should in principle be
optional. it is in fact crucial for Miyagawa that scope reconstruction with A-bar
movement indeed be obligatory. This point will be discussed below.
8 That this type of preposing is an instance of A-bar movement is demonstrated by the
fact that it exhibits a Weak Cross Over effect (c£ Koizumi 1995: 143 fu.. 3). as (i)
shows.
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(i)

*No book; would I expect itS! author to praise t; publicly.

See footnote 5 for an alternative line of approach to the optionally overt A.
movement.
10 In the next section. we will consider Japanese examples in which the word order
clearly shows that the genitive subject is raised in oyert syntax.

9
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Thetic /Categorical Judgment and Relative
Clauses in Korean
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1. Introduction
Korean has internally headed relative clauses (henceforth lHRC) as well as
externally headed relative clauses (henceforth EHRC). The EHRC and the
IHRC in Korean are illustrated in (1) and (2), respectively]:
1. John-i

tel pang-eyse nao-n ] tomllk1·ul
chap-ass-ta.
John-nom room-from come out thief -ace
catch-past-ded
2. John-i
[totwuk-i pang-eyse nao-n] kes] -ul
chap-ass-ta.
John-nom thief -nom room-from come out camp-ace catch-past-decl.
, John caught a thief who was coming out of a room. '
In (1) the semantic head noun of the relative clause, totwuk 'a thief', is located

e>.1.ernal to the embedded clause, and the gap which is coindexed with the head
is in the embedded clause:. On the other hand, in (2) the semantic head noun
tont-uk 'a thief' occurs within the embedded clause.
It has been argued that in many languages the head of an IHRC undergoes
either overt or covert movement, and a structure similar to or the same as an
EHRC is derived (Cole, 1987; Williamson, 1987; Barss et a1., 1990; Basilica,
1996). In this paper, I examine the structure of Korean IHRCs and compare
them with EHRCs. My main proposal is that in Korean IHRCs, the internal
head moves at LF (or after Spell.aut) and both IHRCs and EHRCs have the
same LF fonns; that is, EHRCs and lHRCs have the same logico-semantic
meaning. I argue, however, that EHRCs and lHRCs differ from each other in
their pragmatic meaning. I propose that EHRCs and lHRCs have the same
propositional content, but have different cognitive representations, which are
called 'thetic' and 'categorical' judgments, respectively (Kuroda, 1972, 1990;
Sasse, 1987; Raposo & Uriagereka., 1995).
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, I review the literature on
the structure of IHRCs and argue for the view that there exists a head external
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to the embedded clause at LF. In section 3, I discuss the structure of Korean
IHRCs and support the view that I argue for in section 2. In section 4, I
discuss the difference between EHRCs and IHRCs in Korean in terms of the
theticlcategorica1 distinction. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Previous Approaches to IHRCs
There are two different proposals with regard to the head position of IHRCs.
One view, which is suggested by Cole (1987) for Quechua and Hoshi (1996)
for Japanese, proposes that there exists an empty head external to the
embedded clause, and that this head is coindexed with the internal head. Cole
(1987) further proposes that the internal head moves to the empty head position
at LF. The other view, which is suggested by Williamson (1987) for Lakhota,
Barss et al. (1991) for Navajo, and Basilico (1996) for the Yuman and Northern
Athabaskan languages, proposes that there is no head external to the embedded
clause; the internal head moves either at LF or SS, but stays within the
embedded clause. In the following subsections, I will review the two
approaches.

2.1. Empty head external to the embedded clause
Cole (1987) proposes the following as the SS and LF structures of IHRCs in
Quechua:
SS

LF

NP

NP

~
S

NP

~

I
e.:

NPk

~
S
NPk
~
~
lexical
fK

(lexical)
(Cole, 278)
Cole argues that the S·structure with an empty head is possible in SOY
languages if the following restriction on anaphors is assumed:
An anaphor cannot both precede and command its antecedent.
(Cole, 283)
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In the S-structure, the empty head NP commands its antecedent, but does not
precede it, so the sentence is grammatical. SVO languages do not have an
IHRC because an empty head external to the embedded clause will both
command and precede its antecedent, and violate the proposed condition on
anaphors.
Cole further proposes that the internal head moves to the external head
position at LF. His argument is based on ECP and subjacency effects. In
Quechua, extraction of the subject from an IHRC results in an ungrammatical
sentence, while extraction of the object does not, as illustrated in the following
examples:
3. [Marya [Juan wawa-ta riku-shka]-ta
Maria Juan child-ace see-nominal-ace
ni-skha]
llugshi-rka.
say-nominal
leave -past
'The child that Maria said that Juan saw left.'
4. *[ Marya [wanni Juan-ta riku-shka]-ta
Maria woman Juan-ace see-nominal-ace
ni-skha
llughshi-rka.
say -nominal leave -past
'The woman that Maria said that saw Juan left.'
(Cole, p 297)

The ungrammaticality of (4), according to Cole, can be explained only if LF
movement of the internal head is assumed. The asymmetry between (3) and (4)
is due to the violation of the ECP in the case of subject extraction. When an
object moves at LF out of the embedded clause, its trace is governed by the
verb, which assigns a theta role to the object. On the other hand, when a
subject moves out of the embedded clause, the trace is not properly governed
either by its antecedent or by any theta role assigning head.
Hoshi (1996) is another study which proposes the existence of an empty
head external to the embedded clause. Supporting evidence for the empty
head, according to Hoshi, comes from the distribution of floating quantifiers. It
has been observed that floating quantifiers in Japanese are restricted by a
locality condition, which states:
FQs are licensed only when FQs and host NPs are in mutual e-eommanding
relation. (Veda, 1986; Miyagawa, 1989)

The contrast between (5) and (6) shows that violation of the locality condition
results in an ungrammatical sentence:
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5. sono doroboo-wa [[ hooseke-ga mittu [e1 k:akusiteattaJ
that
thief - top
jewel-nom three
had been hidden
kinkOj]-o nusunda.
safe- ace stole.
'That thief stole the safe in which three (of the) jewels had been hidden.'
6.· sono doroboo-wa [[ hooseki-ga [et k:akusiteatta]
that
thief -top
jewel-nom
had been hidden
kinkOj J -0
mittu nusunda.
safe-ace
three
stole.
'That thief stole the safe in which three (of the) jewels had been hidden.'
(Hoshi,259)

In (5) the FQ mittu 'three' is in a mutual c-command relation with its head
hooseke 'jewel', and the sentence is grammatical. In (6), on the other hand,
the FQ mittu 'three' moves out of the relative clause and it is not in a c
commanding position with regard to the head any longer, hence the sentence is
ungranunatical. When an FQ occurs in an IHRC, the situation is different;
the FQ can float out of the embedded clause and stand alone external to the
embedded clause:
7. Ken-wa [[ Risa-ga teeburu-no ue-ni ringo-o mittu oiteoita]no]-o
nom table-gen
on apple-ace three
had put-ace
top
totte
tabeta.
picked up and ate.
, Risa had put three apples on the table and Ken picked up and ate them.'
8. Ken-wa [[ Risa-ga teeburu-no ue-ru nngo-o oiteoita]noJ-o
top
nom table-gen
on apple-ace had put- ace
mittu totte
tabeta.
three picked up and ate.
, Risa had put three apples on the table and Ken picked up and ate them.'
(Hoshi, 260)

In (7), the FQ is local to the associated NP, which is the head of the IHRC,
and the sentence is well formed. In (8), the FQ occurs in the matrix clause, far
away from its associated NP. Though the locality condition on the FQ and its
associated NP is not satisfied, the sentence is well-formed. Hoshi argues that
in order to explain the grammaticality of (8), the existence of an empty head,
which is coindexed with the head of the IHRC, should be assumed in the matrix
clause next to the FQ. Though Hoshi proposes the existence of an external
covert head in the IHRC, he does not assume that the internal head moves at
LF. I will propose in section 3 that there is no external empty head at SS,
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but the internal head moves at LF and the locality condition on the FQ is
satisfied at LF.
2.2. No external bead
In contrast to the external head analysis, there is another proposal which does
not assume an external head. For example, Basilico (1996), in his discussion of
IHRCs in some Amerindian languages, proposes that the internal head moves
overtly out of the VP of the embedded clause, but the landing site is within the
embedded clause. His main argument is based on the view that the IHRC is
not a case of relativization semantically, but a case of quantification: the IHRC
is associated with quantificational elements that bind variables within the
embedded clause. For example, in the follOwing Diegueno relative clause, the
demonstrative -pu functions as an operator which binds the variable within
the relative clause. Thus, (a) is interpreted as (b):
9.a. i:pac 'wu:w-pu-c
man I.saw-DEM-SUBJ
, the man that I saw'
b. t(x) [man (x) & I saw (x)]
(Basilico, 507)

It has been claimed (Williamson, 1987; Basilico,1996) that due to the
quantificational nature of the IHRC, there is a restriction on the internal NP
head in these languages; that is, the internal head NP should be indefinite.
Basilico explains the definiteness effect and the movement of the internal head
in the following way: as an operator, the demonstrative has to bind a variable
in order to avoid vacuous quantification. According to Heim (1982), an
indefinite does not have any quantificational force of its own, but is a variable,
which is bound by an operator. If the indefinite does not move out of the VP,
it will be bound by an existential operator. Thus, in order to avoid existential
closure and vacuous quantification of the iota operator, the indefinite NP has to
move out of the VP, a la Diesing's (1992) Mapping Hypothesis.
I will show below that in Korean the definiteness effect does not hold, and
the internal head moves and lands externally to the embedded clause at LF. I
will also assume that the EHRC as well as the IHRC can be quantificational,
following the Russellian view of definite descriptions. Thus, both the IHRC
and the EHRC form the same tripartite semantic structure at LF, which is
proposed as the structure of EHRCs by Partee (1976)3 and Neale (1990), and
of IHRCs by Basilico (1996):
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quantifier
restrictor
scope
the
man
I saw
~(x) [man (x) & I saw (x)]

3. Structure of Korean mRCs
I have proposed above that there is an external empty head at LF in Korean
IHRCs. The first evidence for the existence of an external semantic head in
lliRCs can be found in the comparison of lliRCs and event nontinalizations
discussed in Hirose (1992). Hirose notes that in Japanese, IHRCs and event
nominalizations are syntactically very similar: neither has a gap in the
embedded clause; both are marked with the complementizer no and case
particle; and both function as the syntactic argument of a main predicate.
However, she also notes that in the case of event nominalizations, the
embedded clause itself can be a semantic argument of the predicate, while in
the case of IHRCs, the internal head, not the whole relative clause, is the
semantic argument of the main predicate. The same similarities and contrasts
are also found in Korean, which are illustrated in the fonowing examples of
event nominalization (10) and IHRC (11):
10. John-un [kay-ka
tallYO-<Jko-iss-nun] kes]-ul
an-tao
top dog-nom
run -come-hewing
comp-ace know-decl.
'John knows that a dog is coming running'
11. John-un [kay-ka tallYO-<Jko-iss-nun] kes ]-ul
chap-sss-ta.
nom run-come-he-ing comp-ace catch-past-decl
top
'John caught a dog that was coming running.'

In (10) the embedded clause, which is marked with the complementizer -kes
and the accusative case marker -u/, is both the syntactic and semantic
argument of the main verb. On the other hand, in (11), though the embedded
clause is a syntactic argument of the main predicate, the semantic argument of
the main verb is the internal head kay 'dog' and the relative clause is a
modifier of the head. This suggests that there has to be an external head at
some interpretive level.
The distribution of floating quantifiers, which parallels that discussed in
Hoshi (1996), is further evidence supporting the existence of an external head.
I agree with Hoshi (1996) that an FQ needs to be in mutual c-command
relation with the associated NP, but I would argue, based on the data I will
discuss below, that the c-command relation is formed at LF after head raising.
12. Mary-nun ( e[ table-uyey iss-nun] sakwal]-Iul sey-kay· mek-ess-ta.
top
table-on exist
apple-ace
three-CL eat-past-decl.
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sey-kay mek-ess-ta
top apple-nom table-on exist comp-ace tbree-CL eat-past-decl.

13. Mary-nun [sakwa-ka table-uyey iss-nun] kes]-ul
'Mary ate three apples that were on the table. '

In (12), the head of the EHRC is in mutual c-command relation with the FQ
sey-kay 'three' and the sentence is well formed. In (13) the FQ sey-kay 'three'
is distant from the associated NP at 55, but the sentence is still grammatical.
The grammaticality can be explained by assuming that the associated NP
moves at LF and licenses the FQ in a c-command relationS,
I assume, for the following reasons, that there is no empty head external to
the IHRC at 55, but the head moves at LF. First, I argue, following Whitman
(1990, cited in Lee 1992), that the structure proposed by Cole (1987), in which
an external empty head exists at 55, is not possible due to a violation of
Condition C. Cole's condition on the distribution of anaphors, which is
repeated below, might allow the licensing of the empty head:
An anapbor cannot both precede and command its antecedent.
(Cole, 283)

However, this condition cannot rescue the internal head from violating
Condition C~ the null pronominal head would bind the internal head at S
structure, resulting in a Condition C violation. However, if we assume that
the internal head moves at LF to the external head position and binds its trace,
there will be no violation of binding conditions.
The claim that the internal head raises at LF to a position external to the
embedded clause may find support in the fact that in Korean the internal head
can be a definite NP. Contrary to the proposal by Williamson (1987) that the
internal head of IHRCs would be universally indefinite, the internal head in
Korean IHRCs ean be either indefinite or definite. Thus, the definiteness effect
does not hold in Korean. 5ince Korean does not have definite/indefinite
articles, demonstratives, which can occur optionally, playa role similar to the
definite article in English:
14. John-i [ku totwuk-i pang-eyse nao-n 1 kes] -ul
cap-ass-ta.
nom the thief -nom room-from come out-comp-aee catch-past-decl.
, John caught the thief who was coming out of a room. '
15. Mary-ka [ku eip- ul pha-n ] kes] - i John-eyuyhay
nom the house-ace sell -reI -romp-nom
by
kwuip-toy-ess-ta.
buy-pass-past-decl.
, The house that Mary sold was bought by John. '

Seeing that a Korean IHRC allows a definite NP as a head, there does not seem
to be enough evidence so support the view that the internal head stays within
the embedded clause to be bound by an operator. Thus, I will assume that the
head moves outside the embedded clause at LF, and fonus the semantic
tripartite structure6 •

4. Pragmatics of EHRCs vs. IBRCs
I have proposed that in Korean the internal head of the IHRC moves at LF,
giving the IHRC the same LF form as the EHRC, so that both have the same
logico-semantic meaning. Then a question we want to ask is why a language
should have two different syntactic forms to convey one and the same meaning.
I would like to suggest that the two structures are different in their non-Iogico 
semantic meaning; that is, they differ in their pragmatic meaning. My proposal
is that an EHRC is the manifestation of categorical judgment, while an IHRC
conveys thetic judgment. In the following subsections I will discuss the
thetic/categorical distinction and its relation to the two relative clause
constructions in Korean.
4.1.Thetidcategorical judgment
Thetic and categorical sentences are two different sentence types which
manifest two different cognitive representations of the same propositional
content. Categorical judgment is composed of two successive acts; naming an
entity and making a statement about it. On the other hand, thetic judgment
expresses an event, or state, or situation without distinguishing the entity and
its description of it. According to Kuroda (1972, 1990), categorical and thetic
judgments are distinguished in Japanese by the particles -wa and -gao For
example, the difference between the two sentence type is analyzed by Kuroda
as follows:
16. Inu-wa hasitte-iru.
dog-top running is
17. Inu-ga hasitte-iru.
dog-nom running is
'ThetA dog is running.'

In (16), which is a categorical judgment sentence, the speaker pays attention to
the entity, the dog, and then she comments on what the dog is doing. In (17),
on the other hand, the focus is on the event, , dog be running. '
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In Korean, the particles -nun and -ka have the same function as the
Japanese -wa and -ga, respectively:
18. kay-nun taliko-issta. (categorical)
dog-top running is
19. kay-ka
taliko-issta. (thetic)
dog-nom running is
'The fA dog is running.'

According to Sasse (1987), a test for theticity is whether a sentence can be an
answer to the question "'what's happening?". In Korean, the sentence with
the particle -ka is a natural answer to the same question:
20. Q: mwusun ii- i
iss-ni?
what thing-nom be-Q?
'what's happening?'
A: kay-ka taliko-isse. (thetic)
dog-nom running is.

• kay-nun taliko-esse. (categorical)
dog-top running is
'The!A dog is running.'

The converse would be true if the question were "What is the dog doing?"
21. Q: kay-ka
mwues-ul hako-iss-ni?
dog-nom what -ace doing is -Q?
'what is the dog doing?'
A:? kay-ka taliko-isse. (thetic)
dog-nom running is.
kay-nun taliko-esse. (categorical)
dog-top running is
'The!A dog is running.'

Though the sentence with the particle -ka is not ungrammatical and can also
be an answer to the question, the sentence with the particle -nun sounds better.

4.2. mRC: thetic VI. EHRC: categorical

It seems that the thetic/categorical distinction is not uncommon across
languages', and that the llIRCIEHRC constructions in Korean are another
example where the two judgment types show up syntactically. Let's consider
again the Korean llIRC and EHRC:
22. John-i [pang-eyse nao-n] totwuk]-ul cap-ass-ta.
nom room-from come-rei thief -ace catch-past-decl
23. John - i [totwuk-i pang-eyse nao-n] kes]-ul
cap-ass-ta.
nom thief-nom room-from come rel-comp-acc catch-past-decl.
, John caught the thief-who came out of the room.'

In (22) the semantic head is external to the embedded clause. H we asswne
that the relation between what is relativized and the proposition expressed by
the relative clause is that of topic and comment (Kuno, 1973; Lambrecht,
1988), in the EHRC (22) totwuk 'a thief corresponds to the topic and pong
eyse noon 'who came out of the room' to the comment. In this construction.,
the entity 'the thief is singled out, that is, it is the focus of attention, and
comment about that entity is added. In the llIRC (23), the semantic head is
located internal to the embedded clause. The entity is not singled out, but is a
part of the whole event , 'a thief coming out of the room.' When asked
"what's happening?", a more natural answer would be (23), while to the
question, "who did John catch?", (22) would be a better answers.
In Korean the demonstratives -- i 'this', ku 'the', ce 'that' - may cooccur
with a relative clause before the head noun it modifies, and the order can be
either [Dem+RC+ Head] or [RC +Dem+ Head], though the [RC+Dem+ Head]
order is more common. When the demonstrative occurs in front of the RC, the
focus is on the whole [RC+ Head], while when the demonstrative comes before
the Head, the focus falls on the head of the RC. I would suggest that the
demonstrative before the [RC+ Head] increases the theticity of the relative
clause, while the demonstrative in front of the Head noun increases the
categorical nature of the RC.
As pointed out earlier, Williamson (1987) and Basilico (1996) note that
the internal head tends to be indefinite in many languages, though in Korean
a definite NP is also possible. One possible explanation for the definiteness
effect can be found in the theticity of the llIRC. According to Sasse (1987),
the entity which is part of the whole event in a thetic judgment is more likely
to occur as an indefinite NP in order to be incorporated into the event and avoid
being singled out. It seems that the relative clause constructions in Korean
differ from each other in the degree of theticity and the referentiality of the
head noun, as can be seen in the following scale:

JSO

thetic <======
==========> categorical
non-referential Head
referential Head
llIRC»Dem+RC+Head »RC+Head»RC+ Dem +Head»non restrictive RC

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, I have proposed that in Korean llIRCs, the internal head moves
at LF externally to the embedded clause, and that as a result, both EHRCs and
llIRCs have the same LF forms and the same propositional content. However,
the two relative clause constructions differ in their pragmatic meanings; the
EHRC conveys categorical judgment, while the llIRC conveys thetic judgment.
It has been claimed that some languages have a more explicit relation between
syntax and Information Structure (lS)9, a level at which pragmatic meaning is
computed (Vallduvi, 1995). The analysis I have presented here seems to
support the position that IS is a linguistic level of representation, distinct from
LF, and that Korean relative clauses are syntactic constructions where the
interaction between SS and IS is apparent.

Notes
• I would like to thank Rudolph Troike for valuable coIIUllents and suggestions.
1. Abbreviations used in this paper:
acc: accusative case
comp: complementizer
decl: declarative
nom: nominative case
past: past tense
top:topic
CL: classifier
pass:passive
rei: relativization
2 There have been several different approaches to the gap in the EHRCin Korean; e.g.
simple deletion, NP movement to the head, zero resumptive pronoun hypothesis, and
null operator movement. It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate each approach.
For the purpose of this paper, what is important is that all the approaches assume an
external head, which is coindexed with the gap (see Lee (1991) for a review of the
approaches).
3 Partee (1976) does not use the tripartite structure explicitly. She defmes the meaning
of the RC < the man I saw' as < there is an entity that is both a man and that I saw.'
4 The FQ can occur in front ofthe head or the RC, but in this case the FQ needs to have
a genitive case marker:
[el table-uyey iss-nun] ley-kay-!!! lIalewal
[sey-kay-ui el table-uyey iss-nun] lakwal
5 The LF forms can be either (a), or (b) after deletion of comp -kes and the accusative
marker -uf. I assume both sentences have the same logico-semantic meaning since the
functional morphemes do not playa significant role at the interpretive level.

3S!

a. Mary-nun [el table -uyey iss-nun] kes]-ul lakwa-Iul ley-kay mek-ess-ta
top
table-on
exist comp.acc apple-ace three-CL eat-past-decI.
b. Mary-nun [ej table -uyey iss-nun] sakwa-Iul ley-kay mek-ess-ta
top
table-on
exist
apple-acc three-CL eat-past-decl.
'Mary ate three apples that were on the table.'
6

I assume that both a definite and indefinite NP moves outside the embedded

clause at LF. If we assume, following Higginbotham (1987). that in a defmite NP, the
open position is bound by the defmite article and is closed, the NP cannot be bound by
another operator and can move outside the embedded clause at LF. In contrast, an
indefmite NP, which has an open position and needs to be bound by an operator stays
within the RC. In this approach, lliRCs have two different LF forms depending on the
defmiteness of the head. I \\illieave it for future study to investigate different semantic
effecst between the two forms, if there are any.
1 Another example where the thetic/categorical distinction may show up syntactically is
discussed in Basilico (1998). In his discussion of verb argument alternations in
creation/transformation, locative, and dative constructions, Basilico suggests that the
alternate forms differ in that one form represents thetic, while the other represents
categorical judgment For example, in the following dative alternation, (21a), in
which the order is [verb+ direct object+prepositional phrase], represents thetic
judgment; on the other hand, (2Ib), where the indirect object is followed by the direct
object, manifests categorical judgment:
a. The instructor gave a book to the student (thetic)
b. The instructor gave the student a book. (categorical)
(Basilica, 543)
In (a) the inner predication conveys thetic judgment, which involves an event of a
book coming to be at the student's location. The whole event, without singling out any
individual entity, is the locus of focus. In (b) the student is singled out and the
property of having a book is attributed to the student.
S Some Korean speakers may accept (22) as an appropriate answer to the question
"What's happening?". The point is that (23) is the better answer.
9 Vallduvi proposes the follo\\1ng as a revised version of the I-model:
DS

I
PF -

SS

IS

I
LF
He proposes that Catalan is a language where IS and SS are closely related, while in
English IS and PF interaction is apparent.
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Focus Movement and WH-Questions in
Malagasy*
Ileana Paul
McGill University
This paper examines multiple wh-fronting in Malagasy and argues that both wh
elements appear in a single specifier position. The two wh-elements are adjoined
to each other and surface in the specifier of a focus projection.
Like in many other Austronesian languages, Malagasy wh-movement is a sub
type of focus movement (compare with Palauan: Georgopoulos (1991) and
Madurese: Davies (1998»). Typical examples are given in (1).
(1)

a.

Iza no nanoroka
an'i Soa?
who foc pst.AT.k.iss acc.Soa
Who kissed Soa?

b.

Oviana iza no nanoroka
when
who foc pSLAT.kiss
When did }vho kiss Soa?

an'i Soa?
acc.Soa

Unlike the languages mentioned above, however, Malagasy allows multiple foci,
as in (1b). I argue that lVh-questions involve movement to the specifier of a
focus projection, headed by the focus particle no. (2) gives the proposed
structure for (1 b). (Note that Malagasy is VOS.)
(:2)

[Fu,P

oviarlaj iza,
when
who

no [IP
foc

nanoroka an'i Soa
kissed
acc.Soa

~

1;] )

In Malagasy, the adjunct oviana 'when' may adjoin to the subject NP iza 'who',
both fronting as a constituent to the specifier position. Such adjunction is not
possible in Palauan and Madurese, thus acconting for the difference between the
languages.
To better underskwd the data discussed in this paper, I begin with some
background on Malagasy.
• Tbis paper would not exist without tbe insigbt and judgements of Saboly
Hanitriniaina. I would like to thank Hidekazu Tanaka. Lisa Travis and the audience at
WECOL for helpful suggestions. Funding for this researcb was from FCAR. Any
errors remain my own.
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O. Malagasy
Malagasy is a western Malayo-Polynesian language spoken on the island of
Madagascar. Central to the grammar are the voice alternations in (3).
(3)

a.
Actor Topic (A1)
Manasa lovia telo amin'ny savony
AT.wash dish three with'the soap
'Rakoto washes three dishes with the soap.'

Rakoto.
Rakoto

b.
Theme Topic (TT)
amin'ny savony ny lovia telo.
Sasan-dRakoto
IT.wash.gen.Rakoto with'the soap
the dish
three
'The three dishes are washed by Rakoto with the soap.'
c.
Circumstantial Topic (C1)
Anasan-dRakoto
lovia telo ny savony.
CT.wash.gen.Rakoto dish three the soap
'The soap is used by Rakoto to wash three dishes.'
(3) illustrates a common paradigm; a single root can appear with one of three (or
more) verbal voice affixes. In Actor Topic, the agent is the subject. This
closely resembles the active of English and other well-known languages. Witb
Theme Topic, the theme or patient is the subject, similar to passive.
Circumstantial Topic is more unusual: almost any other element of the clause
may be promoted to subject: instrumental (as in (3c», locative, temporal adverb,
benefactive, etc.
These voice alternations interact in an important way witb the A·bar system of
Malagasy: only subjects and adjuncts can extract. It is therefore impossible to
directly question the object of an active verb, as shown by the ungrammaticality
of (4a). Instead, the object is promoted to subject with IT and extraction occurs
from this position, as in (4b).
(4)

a.

b.

* Inon~ no

manasa lj
amin'ny savony Rakoto?
with'tbe soap
Rakoto
what foe AT.wash
'What does Rakoto wash with the soap?'

Inonai no sasan-dRakoto ~
amin'ny
what foe TT.wash.gen.Rakoto witb'the
'What is washed by Rakoto with the soap?'

savony t;?
soap
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More generally, however, adjuncts can extract in any voice. l In other words,
adjuncts can be questioned when the verb is AT (5a), IT (5b) or CT (5c).

(5)

a.

Amin'inona no
manasa
lamba
with'what foc
AT.wash
cloth
'What does Rakoto wash clothes with?'

b.

Amin'inona no
sasan-dRakoto
ny lamba?
with'what foc
TT.wash.gen.Rakoto the cloth
'What are the clothes by Rakoto washed with?'

c.

Amin'inonaj no
anasan-dRakoto
lamba tj tj ?
with'what
foc
CT.wash.gen.Rakoto cloth
'What is used by Rakoto to wash the clothes?'

Rakoto?
Rakoto

In (5c) the adjunct has been promoted to subject by CT morphology and then
fronted.
These restrictions on extraction hold strictly and therefore affect "long-distance"
extraction. Subject extraction is clause-bound: only matrix subject may extract
or, crucially, subjects of sentential subjects. (6a) illustrates ungrammatical
subject extraction from a CP object. (Note that CP objects appear to the right
of the matrix subject, giving VSOcP word order.) Passivizing the matrix verb
makes (6b) grammatical. Further embedding is possible, provided that all
intervening verbs are passive, as in (6c).2

(6)

a.

* Iza

no
manantena Rasoa fa nanasa
who foc AT. hope
Rasoa C pst.AT.wash
'Who does Rasoa hope washed clothes?'

lamba?
cloth

b.

Iza

lamba?
cloth

c.

I~ no lazain'i Bakoly [ fa nantenain'j Sahondra [ fa
who foc IT.say.gen.B
C pSLIT.hope.gen.S
C
norohan-dRasoa lj]J?
pSLIT.kiss.gen.R
'Who does Bakoly say that Sahondra hoped that Rasoa kissed?'

no
antenam-dRasoa fa nanasa
who foc
IT.gen.Rasoa
C pst.AT.wash
'Who does Rasoa hope washed clothes?'

1 There are some exceptions, wbicb remain poorly understood. For example, when
manao ahoana 'how' appears in tbe fronted position, CT morphology is obligatory.
2 Chung (1982). Georgopoulos (1991) and Cole and Hermon (to appear) analyze this
pattern of verb morphology as an instantiation of ·'wh-agreement". I follow the more
traditional approach and treat the morpbology on a par witb voice, hence relating to
A-movement.
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(6b,c) are somewhat surprising given standard assumptions about extracting out
of subjects (e.g. the Condition on Extraction Domains of Huang (1982».
There is, however, a simple explanation for the grammaticality of (6b) which
does not invoke a CED violation. Keenan (1976) points out that sentences such
as (6b) arguably involve subject-to-subject raising. This raising is shown
schematically in (7).
(7)

IZ3j no [[ antenain-dRasoa [fa nanasa
Iamba t;] ]
who foe Tf.gen.Rasoa
C pst.AT.wash cloth
'Who does Rasoa hope washed clothes?'

t;]?

In other words, in (7), the subject of the embedded clause has raised into the
matrix clause via A-movement. Once in the matrix subject position, extraction
is possible. I will not review the arguments for subject raising here, but refer
the reader to Keenan (1976) and Paul (1998).
In distinction to subjects, adjunct extraction is strictly clause-bound. It is
clearly ungrammatical to extract an adjunct out of an embedded CP object, as in
(8a). Passivizing the matrix verb does not improve the grammaticality, as
shown by (8b).3 (8b) therefore contrasts with (6b): subjects but not adjuncts
may extract out of (apparent) sentential SUbjects. For long-distance movement
of an adjunct, the matrix verb must be passive and the embedded verb in CT, as
illustrated in (8c).

(8)

a.

* Taiza

no manantena Rasoa fa nanasa
lamba
pst.where foc AT.hope Rasoa C pst.AT.wash cloth
'Where does Rasoa hope Rakoto washed clothes?'

b. ??Taiza
no antenain-dRasoa fa nanasa
lamba
pst.where foe TT.hope.gen.R C pst.AT.wash cloth
'Where does Rasoa hope Rakoto washed clothes?'
c.

Rakoto?
Rakoto
Rakoto?
Rakoto

Taiza no antenain-dRasoa fa nanasan-dRakoto
Iamba?
pst.where foc IT.hope.gen.R C pst.CT.wash.gen.R cloth
'Where does Rasoa hope Rakoto washed clothes?'

CT morphology in (8c) promotes the adjunct to subject and then subject-to
subject raising obtains, parallel to (6b).
Summing up, Malagasy subjects and adjuncts may undergo short (clause
bound) A-bar extraction. Apparent examples of long-distance movement involve
A-movement followed by A-bar movement. See Davies (1998) for similar
3 In fact, examples such as (8b) are sometimes judged grammatical. There is variation
depending on the adjunct and the matrix verb. But the same sentence may be judged
grammatical and ungrammatical on different occasions by the same speaker. There is,
however, a clear contrast with the "bodyguard" examples discussed below, which are
uniformly grammatical.
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conclusions for Madurese. These restrictions on extraction will play a crucial
role in the following discussion of multiple wh-questions.

1. Wh Questions
In this section, I will survey the different types of wh-questions in Malagasy and
explore some of the characteristics of movement

1.1

Strategies

In Malagasy, as in many of the languages in this family, there are three basic
question formation strategies. In the fIrst, the wh-element appears in-situ. Thus
in (9), inona 'what' surfaces in its base direct object position within the
embedded clause but takes matrix scope.

(9)

Manantena Rasoa [fa nanasa
lnona Rakoto]?
AT.hope
Rasoa C pst.AT.wash what
Rakoto
'What does Rasoa hope Rakoto washed?'

Since the focus of this paper is on movement, I will not discuss the in-situ
strategy any further. Second, the wh-element may be fronted. In (10), for
example, iza 'who' appears in its scopal position.
(10)

Izaj no
antenain'i Bakoly [fa norohan-dRasoa tiJ]?
who foc TT.hope.gen.Bakoly C pSLTT.k.iss.gen.Rasoa
'Who does Bakoly hope that Rasoa kissed?'

Note that wh-fronting is a kind of focus movement; the wh-element is
immediately followed by the focus particle no. Third, Malagasy exhibits partial
movement, as shown in (11). The wh-word appears neither in its base position
nor in its scopal position. Thus although (11) is a matrix question, iza 'who'
has only fronted to an intermediate focus position.
(11)

Manantena Rasoa [fa izaj no
nanasa
pst.AT.wash
AT.hope
Rasoa C who foc
'\\lbo does Rasoa hope washed the clothes?'

lamba til?
cloth

Such partial movement has been discussed for languages such as German and
Hungarian (see McDaniel (1989) and Horvath (1997». In these languages,
however, there surface "scope markers" which indicate the scope of the partially
moved element. No such "scope markers" are evident in Malagasy or in other
languages of this family that exhibit partial movement (e.g. Malay, Palau an ,

Madurese).
As an interesting variant on movement, two wh-elements may front
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simultaneously. This possibility is illustrated in (12). Note that in both cases,
the adjunct precedes the subject; this is the only possible ordering.
(12)

a.

Nahoana iza no Iasa
why
who foc left
'Why did who go home?'

nody?
pst.go-home

b.

io boky io?
Talza
Iza no
nividy
pstwhere
who foc pst.AT.buy this book this
'Who bought this book where?'

Structures such as those in (12) are described by Keenan (1976), who refers to
such multiple fronting as the "bodyguard condition".
(13)

Bodyguard Condition (Keenan (1976»:
when a non-subject is fronted in a cleft, it can optionally be
accompanied by the grammatical subject

Intuitively, since subject extraction is always possible, a subject can "carry
along" an adjunct in fronting. Such multiple movement is also available in
embedded clauses. Examples are given in (14): (14a) is an example of partial
multiple movement; (14b) illustrates multiple movement in an embedded
question.
(14)

a.

Manantena Rasoa fa taiza
iza no nividy
Hay
AT.hope Rasoa C pst.where who foc pst.AT.buy the
'Who does Rasoa hope bought the book where?'

b.

Manontany tena Rasoa fa mba oviana iza no nandeha.
AT.ask
self Rasoa C C
when
who foc pst.AT.go
'Rasoa wonders who left when:

boky?
book

The goal of this paper is to investigate the structure of multiple fronting. The
following section gives the proposed structure for single and multiple fronting.

1.2

Proposal

As mentioned above, wh-movement is a sub-type of focus, not movement to
[Spec, CPJ. I therefore propose the projection Focus P, beaded by the particle
no. Wh-fronting is movement into the specifier of this projection.
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(15)

CP

~

FocusP

~

XP

Focus'

~

I
whj

Focus

IP

I
no

ti

As evinced by the above examples with embedded focus, CP dominates FocusP,
which in turn dominates IP. In multiple fronting, adjuncts may left-adjoin to
subjects in [Spec, FocusP]. The structure is shown in (16).
CP

(16)

~

-------FocusP

XP
whj

I

A

Focus'

whj

I

adjunct subject

~

Focus

IP

16

no

2. Data
I now turn to data that support the proposed structures in (15) and (16) and some
consequences.
2.1

Non w h movement

Analyzing wh-movement as focus movement is directly motivated by (17),
where a non-wll word appears in the pre-verbal focal position, followed by the
particle no. These structures have the same properties as their wh counterparts
(e.g. only subjects and adjuncts can front and fronting is clause-bound).
(17)

Rasoa no
nanoroka
an-dRakoto.
pSLATkiss
acc-Rakoto
Rasoa foe
'It's Rasoa who kissed Rakoto.'

Similarly, multiple foci are possible, as shown in (18). Again, the adjunct
precedes the subject. In other words, non-wh adjuncts also left-adjoin to
subjects.
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(18)

Omaly Rasoa
no
nanoroka
an-dRakoto.
yesterday Rasoa foc
pst.AT.kiss
acc-Rakoto
'It's yesterday that it was Rasoa who kissed Rakoto.'

The structures in (15) and (16) therefore account for all types of focus
movement.

2.2

Word order

Assuming adjunction to be strictly to the left (as in Kayne (1995)), the structure
in (16) explains the ordering between the adjunct and the subject. Placing the
subject before the adjunct results in ungrammaticality. The examples in (19)
thus contrast with those in (12).
(19)

a. *Iza nahoana no lasa
foc left
who why
'Why did who go home?'

nody?
pst.go-home

no nividy
io
b. * Iza taiza
who pst.where foc pst.AT.buy this
'Who bought this book where?'

bokyio?
book this

Note that it is not possible to account for multiple fronting by proposing some
form of covert coordination. When an overt conjunction is added, as in (20), the
order of elements is reversed: subjects precede adjuncts. (20) contrasts with the
standard bodyguard construction in (12).
(20)

Iza ary nahoana no
lasa
foc
left
who and why
'Who went home and why?'

nody?
pst. go-home

Finally, adjunction must be limited to one element, again following Kayne
(1995).4 This is shown by the fact that a maximum of two wh-elements may
front.
(21)

* Nahoana
why

taiza
iza
pst.where who

no nividy
io
foc pst.A T.buy this

boky io?
book this

As shown by the (22), the ungrammaticality of (21) is not due to some kind of
parsing limitation: it is possible to have three wh-elements in a clause.
4 This limit requires stipulation. Descriptively, maximally one adjunct my adjoin to
the subject. Under a Kaynian approach, adjunction is limited to one element, but a
second adjunct could potentially adjoin to the first, rather than to the subject. I
account for this by stating that in Malagasy adjuncts may only adjoin to subjects, not
to adjuncts.
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(22)

Nahoana iza no
nividy
io
why
who foc
pSLAT.buy this
'Why did who buy this book where?'

boky 10 taiza?
book this pstwhere

Summing up. the structures proposed for wh-fronting account for the parallels
between wh-questions and focus constructions. the rigid word order and the limit
on the number of wh-elements in the focus position. The next section shows
some consequences of this structure for movement.

3. Island constraints
It is well-known that wh-questions are subject to certain restrictions, often
referred to as "island constraints". Much of the syntactic literature on this topic
has focussed on the precise formulation of these constraints and the correct
explanation of the observed effects. In languages such as Malagasy. whicb have
bighly restricted movement possibilities, many of these effects are obscured.
Nevertheless, because of full, partial and multiple movement, there remain
interesting interactions to be studied.
3.1

Full and partial movement

The following example illustrates "long distance" movement of an embedded
subject combined with partial movement of an adjunct. Clearly, partial
movement does not create an island for full movement in this case.
(23)

Izaj no nantenain-dRasoa fa ovianaj no nody tj tj?
wbo foc pst.TI.hope.gen.R C when
foe pst.AT.go-home
'Who did Rasoa hope went home wben?'

On the other hand, if the subject undergoes partial movement and the adjunct
raises into the matrix clause, the result is ungrammatical. as sbown in (24).
(24)

* Ovianaj

no nantenain-dRasoa
fa izaj no
when
foc pSLTT.hope.gen.R C who foc
'When did Rasoa bope that wbo went borne?'

nody 4 tj?
PSLAT.go-bome

This section will provide an account for the contrast between (23) and (24).
First, note that verbs like 'wonder' create islands for movement. (25)
illustrates ungrammatical wh-movement from a [+wh] clause.
(25)

* Ovianaj no

manontany tena Rasoa fa mba izaj no nody tj tj?
when
foc AT.ask
self Rasoa C C who foc pst.AT.go-bome
'When does Rasoa wonder who went home?'
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Similarly, a wh in-situ in a [+wb] clause takes narrow scope only.
(26)

a.

Manontany tena Rasoa raha nividy
iDODa Sabondra.
AT.ask
self Rasoa if pstAT.buy wbat
Sabondra
'Rasoa wonders what Sabondra bought:
=1= 'What does Rasoa wonder if Sabondra bought?'

b.

iDoDa.
Manontany tena Rasoa fa mba iza no nividy
AT.ask
self Rasoa C C
wbo foc pSLAT.buy wbat
'Rasoa wonders wbo bought wbat'
=1= 'Wbat does Rasoa wonder wbo bought?'

Standard wh island effects thus obtain with [+wb] verbs: both overt and covert
movement is blocked. Partial movement, bowever, creates islands in certain
cases only. The question then arises bow to account for this split in island
effects.

3.2

Bulgarian

Before answering the above question, I first turn to a language whicb bas
multiple wh-fronting: Bulgarian (Rudin (1988)). Several analyses of these
types of languages have been proposed; I therefore briefly compare the properties
of the Malagasy data with those of Bulgarian. Bulgarian is a reasonable point of
comparison as, like Malagasy, the fronted wh-elements obey strict ordering.
This is illustrated in (27).
(27)

Koj kakvo no kogo e dal?
wbo what to wbom bas given
'Who gave what to whom?'

(27), bow ever, sbows that Bulgarian differs in two important respects from
Malagasy. First, the order of wh-elements is exactly the opJXlsite of Malagasy:
nominative>accusative>other. Recall that in Malagasy, the order is
adjuncl>subject. Second, Bulgarian allows more than two fronted elements,
while in Malagasy the maximum is two. Moreover. it has been reported that
Bulgarian lacks standard wh-island effects. As noted in the previous section.
some (but not all) islands are relevant for Malagasy. Therefore, whatever
account one posits for the Bulgarian multiple fronting, it is clearly not
applicable to Malagasy.
3.3

Multiple Specifiers?

At this JXlint, I would like to explore an alternate analysis of the Malagasy data
that incorporates certain aspects of recent syntactic theory (see e.g. Ura (1996);
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Ricbards (1997». Under this approacb, FocusP in Malagasy would bave two
available specifier positions, as illustrated in (28).
(28)

FocusP
~
XP
~
I XP
Focus'
wbj I
~
whi
Focus
IP
I
D
no
tj ti

With two specifiers in FocusP for focussed elements, multiple fronting is
directly accounted for. Tbe main advantage of the multiple specifier analysis is
that the extra poSition in [Spec, FocusP] can act as an "escape batcb", allowing
for wh-island violations. This is illustrated in (29). The subject can move
through the intermediate spec position of FocusP. It is not blocked by the
presence of the adjunct.
(29)

Izaj no nolazain-dRasoa fa ovianaj tj no nanasa
lamba tj tj?
wbo foc pst.TT.say.gen.R C wben
foc pst.AT.wasb cloth
'Who did Rasoa say washed clothes wben?'

The problem that arises immediately is how to account for the ungrammaticality
of (30). If indeed there are two specs, the adjunct should be able to move
through this intermediate position on its way to the matrix clause.
(30)

* Ovianaj no nolazain-dRasoa

fa tj izaj no nanasa
lamba tj tj?
when
foc pSLTT.say.gen.R C wbo foc pst.AT.wasb cloth
'Wben did Rasoa say that who wasbed clothes?'

Invoking superiority does not solve the problem. As is clear by the positions of
the intermediate traces in examples (29) and (30), the adjunct is structurally
bigber than the subject. Superiority would incorrectly rule out (29) and rule in
(30). Moreover, an analysis based on multiple specs would have to explain the
impossibility of extracting out of [+wb] clauses «25) and (26». I therefore
conclude that an analysis based on multiple specs cannot adequately account for
the Malagasy data.
3.4

Solution

To explain the contrast between (29) and (30), I suggest that it relates to the
subject raising mentioned at the beginning of the paper. I claim that subjects
undergo obligatory A movement to the matrix clause (perbaps to satisfy an EPP
feature). That raising is obligatory can be seen in (31a).
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(31)

a * Nantenain-dRasoa

fa iza no nanasa
lamba?
pst.IT.hope.gen Rasoa C who foc pst.AT.wash cloth
'Who did Rasoa hope washed clothes?'

b.

Nantenain-dRasoa fa taiza
no nanasa
lamba Rakoto?
pst.1T.bope.gen.R C pstwbere foe pst.AT.wash cloth Rakoto
'Where did Rasoa hope Rakoto washed clothes?'

(31a) has a matrix passive and a CP object with partial movement of the
embedded subject. Assuming subject raising, the subject must have lowered
from the matrix [Spec, IP] to the intermediate [Spec, FocusP]. Alternatively,
subject raising has not occured and the EPP feature of the matrix clause is not
satisfied. In (31 b), on the other hand, subject raising obtains and the adjunct is
permitted to undergo partial movement to the intermediate [Spec, FocusP]. (30)
is therefore ungrammatical, not because of island effects, but because in general,
partial movement of subjects is ruled out. As we will see directly below, (30) is
also ruled out due to the ban on long-distance adjunct movement
Recall that adjunct movement is clause-bound. (32) is therefore
ungrammatical with an embedded reading for taiza 'where' .
(32)

* Taiza

no nantenain-dRasoa fa oviana no nandeha Rabe?
foe pst.AT.go Rabe
pst.where foc pst.IT.hope.gen.R C when
'Wbere did Rasoa hope that Rabe went wben?'

If the embedded verb bears CT morphology, however, the sentence is
grammatical, as in (33).

(33)

Taiza no nantenain-dRasoa fa oviana no nandehanan-dRabe?
pst.where foc pst.IT.bope.gen.R C when
foc pst.CT.go.gen.Rabe
'Where did Rasoa hope that Rabe went wben?'

In fact, in (33) the adjunct taiza 'where' becomes the embedded subject by CT
morpbology. Subject to subject raising applies, raising the adjunct into the
matrix clause. From this position, extraction may take place. Partial
movement of the adjunct oviana 'when' does not interfere with extraction since
the intermediate steps are via A positions. In other words, (33) is parallel to
(29). The only other circumstance that permits "long-distance" adjunct
extraction is when the adjunct is accompanied by subject fronting, as in the
bodyguard construction in (34).
(34)

Taiza
iza no nantenain-dRasoa
fa nividy
iJay boky?
pst.where who foc pst.IT.hope.gen.Rasoa C pst-AT.buy the book
'Who did Rasoa hope bought the book where?'
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To account for the grammaticality of (34), I propose that the adjunct may adjoin
to the subject within the embedded clause. Both elements may then undergo
raising to the matrix subject position and then extract as a unit. Adjunct
extraction may then "piggy-back" on subject raising. I discuss the bodyguard
condition in more detail in Paul (1998).
3.5

More Data

The proposed analysis of multiple fronting accounts for the fact that the two wh
elements need not originate in the same clause. (35a) illustrates adjunct
movement from the embedded clause combined with matrix subject movement.
This is clearly ungrammatical. In (35b), on the other hand, the adjunct
undergoes short movement from the matrix clause, which is permitted. As for
the embedded subject, it is first raised into the matrix clause and A-bar extracted
from this position. Finally, (35c) shows grammatical long-distance movement
of a subject and adjunct from the embedded clause. As in (34). the result is
grammatical because of the bodyguard condition.
(35)

a.

>I<

Ovianaj izaj no nanantena tj fa nanasa
lamba Rakoto tj?
when
who foc pst.AT.hope C pst.AT.wash cloth Rakoto
'Who hoped that Rakoto washed clothes when?'

b.

Ovianaj izaj no nantenain-dRasoa I.j fa nanasa
lamba tj?
when
who foc pst.TT.hope.gen.R C pSLAT.wasb cloth
'When did Rasoa hope that who washed clothes?'

c.

Ovianaj iza J no nantenain-dRasoa fa nanasa
lamba tj tj?
when
who foc pst.TT.hope.gen.R C pSLAT.wash cloth
'Who did Rasoa hope washed clothes when?'

Hence there are only two potential derivations for long-distance adjunct
movement. First, the adjunct may be promoted to subject with CT
morphology, undergo subje(:t raising and then front (see (8c) and (33». Second,
the adjunct may adjoin to a subject. subsequently raising and fronting together
with that subject, as in (35c).

4. Conclusion
Summing up, this paper has examined what look like some unusual properties
of Malagasy wlz-movement. It appears that subjects (and to a lesser degree,
adjuncts) bave a special status for extraction. Moreover, long-distance A-bar
movement is not available. Both of these properties are common within the
Austronesian family. (But see Sells (in press) for arguments that all raising in
the Philippine languages is A-bar movement.) A third property arises from the
bodyguard condition. Malagasy allows two wh-elements to be fronted together.
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I have suggested that adjuncts may adjoin to subjects to give rise to this
configuration. Althougb multiple fronting is not common in the Austronesian
family (I know of no other cases), a similar type of overt amalgamation of wh·
elements bas been proposed for Japanese (Tanaka (1998)). Both languages
exploit this strategy for the movement of adjuncts: Malagasy raises the
amalgamated elements while Japanese scrambles them. Thus one process can
sUIface in distinct forms in different languages.
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A Svntax for Adverbs
-'

Eric Potsdam
Yale University

III his 197:: monograph SellUll1lic imerprewlioll in Gellermire Grammar, Ray
Jackcndnrl begins the chapter on adverbs saying. "the adVerb is perhaps the least
studied and most maligned part of speech.... maltreated beyond the call of
duty". TWenty-fin; years later the analysis of adverbs continues to recei\'e
relatively little attention in the linguistic literature (notable exceptions include
Ernst 198..L Akxiadou 199-+. and Cinque 1998) This is surprising given that
adVerb placement is extremely widely used as a probe on syntactic structure.
Such dIagn()stH':s. it has been pointed out however. can be miskading and/or
in:lCC'Jrale. precisely because a comprehensive theory of ad\'erb position is not
available iIatridou 1990. BobalJik and Jonas 1996. Collins and Tlmiinsson
ll)l)6i. TIllS paper is a contrihution towards addressing this situation. Using
Englisl1 ad\erh placement and a conservative conception of English claUSe
structure. it develops a theory of adverb syntax.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 proposes a structural description
t(ir tlle distribution S- and Vp.. ad\'erbs in English. following observations in
hckendnff 1l)72. Section 2 pro\'ides a Uleoretical basis for tlle proposal. The
fundamental idea is that a gi\'en ad\'erb class is structurally licensed by one or
mllre heads in a definable domain. Where in a structure a particular adverb may
appear is thus sharply restricted. The analysis accounts for the distnhution of
JackelldofCs adVerb classes as well as additional classes in English. Section 3
doses with an indication of some furuler issues for Ule proposal.

1

Adverb Distribution in English

In this sectitm. I offer a description of the distribution of two major classes of
Eng !ish adverhs. Section 1. 1 presents observations from J ackendoff s (1972)
semir.ai work on adverb placement in English finite clauses. Section 1.2 adapts
these generalizations to more reCent syntactic structures and proposes an explicit
structural distribution. Section 1.3 offers empirical support.
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1.1

Adverb Plat:ement: Jackendoff 1972

Jackendoff 1972 develops a classification of adverhs in English ha~ed on their
positional distrihution in tensed clauses. It recognizes two syntactic classes of
adverhs corresponding to the traditional distinction between predicate modifiers
and propositional modifiers. In Jackendoffs syntactic analysis. tlie former are
attached at the VP level while the latter modify S. For this reason. tlle two
cla'>scs are called VP-ADYERBS and S-ADYERBS. Examples of each are given in
( I) m:d (2). respective11' (J ackendoff s CU 2) and en) l.
(1)

St.anley cOIl1pleleldeasih/hmufi/v/qllicklv ate his Wheaties.

(2)

Horatio nidelllh/prohahh!ccrlainh/appare111Iv lost his mind.

The distrihution that lackendoff offers for the two adverh classes is illustrated
in (3) through (9). S-adverhs may appear clause-initially, (3); immediatdy
following the subject, (4); or to the immediate right of a modal or finite
auxiliary verh, (5).
a.
h.

ProhahlY Sam has heen called.

(4)

a.
h.
c.

Samprohably has heen called.
Max ojiell is c1imhing tlle walls of the garden.
George apparel11lv ate tlIe leftovers.

(5)

iI.

S,Ull has prohablY heen called.
George will cerrainl\' show up late.
They were /lIldOIlIJledlY ruined hy tlle hurricmle.

el)

t'l.
c.

Of/ell Max is climhing the walls of tlle garden.

They may not appear to the right of a non-finite auxiliary, (6).1
(OJ

a.
h.

*Smll has heen probahlr called.
*My phone is hcing possihly hugged.

VP-adverhs. in contra~l. may appear clause-finally, in (7), or to tlle left of tlle
main yerh. in (8). This latter position is independent of what might precede the
ad\'crh: any comhination of modal and/or auxiliaries is permissihle. as
illustrated.
(7)

a.
h.

Georgc won '[ he reading t.hat hook quickly.
The mouse went through the maze easily.
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(0))

a.
h,
(,

George W(ll}' the (juickly reading that hook,
The mouse fasih went through tile maze,
They could have been sa(el\' rescued,

VP-ad\'erhs arc not permitted to Ule left ofmodals or auxiliaries, (<:J)2
(0)

<\,

h,
c.

*George w,m't qllick/Y be reading that h<.x)k,
*George quickly won't he reading that hmk.
*Thcy could .1'(ltely have been rescued.

Tilese positional distrihutions are summarized in ( 10) and (11),
(10)

Posltiollo! Di.lrrilmrioll

a.
h.

S-Adrcrhs

c.

clause-initial
immediately following the subject
to Ule immediate right of a modal or finite auxilIary

a.
h.

clause-final
to lhe Immediate left of the main verb

(II)

PosiTiollul Dis{ribWiOI1 of\'P-Ad\'erhs

Particularly in light of footnotes I and 2, 1 note that these distrihutions are
idealil.ations. They arc ne\ertJleless useful and otherwise realistic ones and I will
adopt them lor what follows, A proposal to translate these descriptions illlO a
cOIll:rde syntactic <.malysis is conspicuously absent in the reeem linguistic
literature, I develop one in Ule following section.

1.2

A Syntactk Proposal

To deyeJop an analysis of adverh placement. two questions must be answered, 1)
how are adverhs integrated into a syntactic structure (suhsection 1.2,1) and 2)
whae are Uley integrated (suhsection I
I propose Ulat adverhs are realized in
adjunction positions within a conservative clause structure that bas a unitary IP
dominating one or more YP~.
1.2. J
hoI\' adrerb.1 are realt::.ed
T\vo options for how adverhs are realized in a structure are that they are in
adjoined positions (Pollock 1989, Iatridou 19<:JO. Johnson 19Y1. Bowers 1<:J93
and others) or that Uley are in specifier positions Uackendoff 1981, Alexiadou
1004. Kayne 1904. Cinque 1<:J98 and references therein). This issue is too large
to he decided here: I will simply offer two ohservations that support lhe
adi ullction approach that I will adopt. First. adjunction accounts for the
possihility of adverh iteratinn, In general, mulliple adverhs may 'pile up'
hierarchically at a single location, Examples are given in (12), several from
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Emst 108-1-. Reg<IIdless of the exact structural position of these adverbs. several
in OIk sentence <lIe easily accommodated with adjunction.
(12)

a.

b.
c.

d
e.

goes there.
Hazel prohahh'
He appare11llr lU:vcr merelY skims papers but rather reads each one
c<IIcfully.
The burglars evidentlY prolwb/i' broke in 111e back door.
'He glad/\' almlYs took people up for rides.' (SF Chronicle. 41121Y6)
Kim has nOlI //los/like/\' reallY onlY been keeping up with the soap
opera~.

With adwrb~ in specifier positions. a dIstinct projection for each ad\'erb would
he required since a projection has exactly one specifier. Consequently, numerous
empty heads would necessarily he presellt and a highly articulated clause structure
W(luld be required in order to accommodate the examples in <ll). While this
would not he impossible. such projections should be accompanied by some
English-intemal motivation. which is absent.
Second. a characteristic of adjunction is tile unordered nature of multiple
adi uncts. Although Cinque 1098 has argued ill great detail that adverbs within
tile t\\O clas~e~ under investigation an: rigidly ordered. this is not alway~ so.
Wh,:n the semantics arc appropriate. certain pairs of adverbs may be freely
ordered:
(1:;)

rehel~

perhaps}
have {now
perhaps now surrendered.

a.

The

h.

.
John Will

c.

The chIldren

d

..', ,., " {carefUllY painstakinglY} ,
Alllhe reCIpes 11,1\ e heen painstakingly carefully tested.

.

rprobahh wiselV}

I'
.
.
Lwisely probably

accept your help.
.

Jac tuall v usuaIlvl

l usually: actually J make

.
theIr own supper~.

I conclude that adjunction is a plausihle approach to integrating adverbs into
clausal structure and will adopt it in what follows.

1.2.2
where adrerbs are rea/i:ed
I assume that English has the clause structure conslstlllg of a unitary IP
dominating VP (Chomsky 1086). as represented by the examples in (14). The
speci:i(~r of IP IS 111e canonical surface position of the suhject.
Regarding the specific lexical content of the verbal and innectional projections.
I follow Chomsky 1057. Emonds 1976. Lobeck 1987 and numerous 0111ers in
taking the modals. Ii 111.1 I. call. should, etc.. to he lexically specified as being of
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category i . Aho (If Calegllry I are fOnDS of SUPP{lrl do. which I take to he
dIrectly lI1serted illlO] wheu needed. Accepting a long tradition dating back to
Rm~ 1SJ60. the auxiliaries h(ll'c and he are of category V . When the auxiliaries
arc tensed. they ohligatorily undergo V -to-l head movement. which main n:rbs
do ll{1t undergo (Klima 1SJ6-l. lackendoff 1972. Emonds 1976. Pollock 1989.
C']wm:--ky 1091 and mallY otileE). Under these assumptions. the structure of a
s<.:lllellce cOl1tainillf a modal or a finite auxiliary is (1 •.0. which illustratl's the
ahoYl: assumption;,.
(I-li

a.

They (might; ha\e been waiting.

IP

c.

IP

h

r

DP

DP

r

VP

Ille}

VP
I

V'

might
\.

VP

han;

\.
\'
l)Len

tl

/~
VP
I

V'

VP
V

waiting

V

~

VP

I

I

been

V

I
waiting

Gi\'l'n Ill,!t ;J{herh, are adJoined dements. (15) and (16) constitute a proposal
Ilwt will place ad\erh~ III the Illlear positions described above.

(15)
a.
h.
e.

(16)

Snil"Cl/(' /)I\ltihu!loll
S-Ad\'crhs
Jell ati]UnC110Il ({) IP
lell adJullction to r
Ielt adJunClHlIl to Ille (opmost VP
fJi.lfn!mfiol) (if VP-Adwrhs
kIt or right adjunction to main verb V'

:'\Ylilil('/!(

a.

The proposal plaL'e~ adyerhs in the positions indicated ill (17). The reader call
\'Cfity that the~e are Ju~t those desired given lackendoff's description and ilIa!.
consC4uellt]y. Ille pmposal captures tlK' word order facts above. The following
section demonstrates tllat the I'lructural claims capture two additional scts oj
synwctic fach.
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07 )

IP
(S-adm"/J I

IP

sub/eel

r

~
(S-adrerh) r

VP

~

VP

IS-adverb}

/~
V'

/""VP

V

V'

/".,
(VP-ad.'er!J)

V'
V'
I

~

(\IP-adverb;

Vmain
1.3.

Syntactic Consequences

Two desirable syntactic consequences follow from the above proposal. First, (18)
demollSlrates tilal S-adverbs must always appear to tile left of a VP-adverb in tlle
preverbal position. This follows from (15) and (16) because an adjunction to (the
topmosl! VP will always be above a V' adjunction site.
OX)

a.
h.

Hulk Hogan [evidently Is [completely]vp annihilated his opponent.
*Hulk Hogan [completely]vp [evidently]s annihilated his opponent.

Second. (Ill) and (20) illustrate that the two classes of adverbs behave
differently with respect to their interpretation in VP ellipsis structures. When
then.: is an empty VP (marked by ~~ in tlle examples below) whose interpretation
depends upon a VP antecedent which contains a VP-adverb. the VP-adverb must
be interpreted in the missing VP, (I !,I). In the case of S-adverbs. this is not
necessary. The S-adverb may be included in the interpretation, (20a). but
crucia.lly need not be. (20b,c).
(Ill)

a.

Helga easily won her race and Sophie will p too.
easily win her race. *win her race

0=
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h.
c.

C2())

a.

h.

c.

Johnny hlalantly disoheys the bahy sitler hecause his sister docs o.
\) = hlat.antly disoheys the hahy sitter. "disoheys tIle bahy sitler
Daisy thoroughly cleaned the pans since tIle automatic dislnvasl!er
couldn' t o.
Ii = thoroughly clean the pans. "clean Ule pans
No logici~m would k:nowingly slate a falsehood even UlOugh a
polilician might (\.
0= stallC a falsehood. knowingly state a falsehood
Due to Ule t.raflic. we will unfortunately miss Ule opening crediL,. hut
tbose \vho were tllere early won'to.
0= miss Ule opening credits, *unfortunately miss Ule opening credits
Tile Malia aUegedly set Ule hotel on fire since the owner wouldn't (1.
(1 = set tile hotel on fire. "allegedly set tlle hotel on fire

The;,e ex;unpks are accounted for under the assumptions that VP ellipsis
targeb VPs ,Uld Ulat WI S-adverh adjoined to VP creates a two segment category,
either of which is a possihle antecedent for VP ellipsis, Adjunction to V' in the
case of VP-adn:rhs docs lIot create a structurally amhiguous antecedent. There is
only one VP that can he the antecedent and Ule VP-adverh is necessarily intemal
I() iL
It is worlh pointing out that hoth sets of facts, without additional
a~st:mptlolls. would seem to rule out adjoining VP-ad\'Crhs In VP instead of V'.
Sl~cti(ln :2 to folIo\\' attempts to demonstrate that. despite appearances, the
dis Lrihuti()wtl patterns in (] 5) and ( 16) also have theoretical support. It presenb a
thcoretical foundation to the ahm'e distrihutional patterns. The fundamental
analytical claim is that ad\"erh~ are licensed hy lexical heads in some local
domain. This licensing restriCh where adverhs may appear and accounts for their
reaJizcd st.ructural positions.

2

Adverb Licensing

A primary desideratum for any syntactic proposal regarding adverb placement is
that it relket Ule apparellt link hetween what an adverh modifies and ib syntactic
positioll. This goal is a specific instantiation of what Sportiche 1988 formulates
as Ule Adjunct Projection Condition, (21).
(21)

AdjllncT ProjeCTion CondiTion (Sportiche 1988)
If sOllle semantic type X modifies some semantic type Y, and
X and Yare syntactically realized as x and y, x is projected
adjacent to either y or the head of v.

SportH.:he·s proposal. while intuitively desirahle. is programmatic in tIle sense
that it does !lot specify what the actual syntactic realization( s) of Ule semantic
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modilication are. This would hinge largely on tlle interpretation of "adjacent" in
(21 ), The ahove proposal stipulates what these realizations are for adverhs hut is
compatihle with Sp0rLiche' s claim that it is t1le head of a modified element tbat
plays a central role in the actual syntactic outcome. If we look more closely at
t1le set of adjunction sites for S- and VP-adverhs. (22a.h). we see mat each class
clusters around a particular head, I or main verb V . respectively.

(22)

a.

IP

b.

l'
/~
(S-adwrlJ) r

Sic/ljeer

VP
~........

VP
~
V'
~
{VP-adrerh}
V'
/~
V'
(VP-od...e rln
I
V main

rS-ad\'er/Ji VP
AC\.~epting that such groupings have some validity, I will dewlop the
hypothesis that the two adverb types are actually licensed in their syntactic
positions hy tlle respective heads (see Roherts 1986. Travis 1988. and AlexiadDu
1994 for similar proposals and Bowers 1993 for an application of t1le idea).
Adverhs are licensed hy a head and must occur in a position that is syntactically
associated with the head via some relation. call it R. I will formulate R as "in
the government domain oC·.3,4 Informally, a head H 's govemment domain
includes its specifier. phrases adjoined within its projection to H'. and those
adjt)incd to tlle complement of H . We may say. tben. that S-adverhsIVP-adverbs
must modify IP/VP wIlhin the government domain of the head I IV , as
generalized in (23). Below I evaluate the success of this proposal with respect to
tllc distrihution of VP- and S-adverhs developed earlier.

(23,

Adl'CI'h LIcensing Proposal
Adwrb classes are licensed hy X heads and must be
structurally reahzed in the governmelll domain of t1le head

2.1

VP-Advcrb Licensing

The analysis correctly predicts the adjunction possihilities for VP-adverbs
repeated in (16).
(16)

a.

Snllaerie nisrrilmfioll
VP-Adl'erbs
left or right adjunction to main verh V·
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AdJullction to V' i~ withill the government domain of V . The arguments
aho\'(; indicated that VP-ad\'erhs should not he adjoined as high as VP and.
indeed. adJunction to VP is not a position in the government domain of V , a~
desired. Exactly the configurations encoded in the structure in (22h) fall out.
Although a VP-ad\'erh adjoined to the complement of V would also he ill the
g()\'(:rnment domain. such a structure is ruled out hy the Adjullction Prohihition
(Chomsky 19X6. I\1cCIoskey 1(92). which disallows adjunction to arguments of
a kxical head-phrases that an: s(emamically)-selected. It only permits
adjullction to ccmpiemenLs of fUllctional heads. which are not s-selected,
2,2

S-Adyerh Licensing

j\;o\\' consider the distrihution of S-adverhs in (15)

S\'Il{(/clic Distri!mriol1

(15)
:to

h.
c.

S-A(berbs

left adjunction to IP
lelt adjunction to r
left adjunctiolJ to thc topmost VP

An ad\'l.'rh adjoined to Ille VP selected hy I will he in the government domain of
I . Thi" accounts for (15c). which previously seemed like a rather odd restnction
since rderence to Ille 'topmost' VP is otherwise lid hoc. An advcrh adjoilled [() r.
in (1511). is a1s() transparently in the gc)Vemment domain of I , An additional
posilion in the g()VCrnmelll domain of I not considered ahove is right adjunction
in general. The adverh licensing proposal predicts that S-adverhs should adJoin
on the right as well as Ille left. as was the case with VP-adverhs, This is in fact
permitted. Typically there is a pause required hefore the adverh. (24). Thus Ille
pn:dlCtion is realized, allllOugh details remain to he understood 5
(24)

a.
h.
c.
d.

Horatio has lost his mind. proha/J!y,
Casey III inks that there are guerrillas in the rose garden. el'idelJlIY
Loui:; had rid the city of rats, slIpposedlr.
They'll win most like!.".

The remaining IP-adjoined position, (15a), however. is incorrectly ruled out.
The proposal does not pennit S-adverh adjunction to IP sincc an adverh in such a
position would not he in Ille govcmment domain of I . We have already seen that
this is the correct result for V and VP-adverhs. Willlout modifying the definition
(\f goycrnment. t\\(\ options are availahle: 1) tlle IP-adJoined site is not a
hase-generated adyerh position and an adverh that appears there is licensed
elsewhere in the structure and moves to the IP-adjoined position or 2) an adverh
in the IP-adjoined position is hase-generated there and is licensed hy some higher
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head. In the prcselll context. the latter alternative is the more interesting one and
I cxplore it in the following section.
Licensing from C·

2.3

Givcn the structure in (25). it is clear tllat an adverb adjoincd to IP will be in the
government domain of C just as an adverb adjoined to VP was in tlle
government domaiu of I . This provides a mechanical way of licensing
IP-adjoined adverhs III the examplcs repeated in (3).
(25)

CP
~~
C

n)

a.
b.

C

.~

lP
.~
AdyP
IP

Prohabh Sam ha<; been called.
Offen Max is climbing tile walls of the garden.

Liccnsing clause-initial adverbs from C leads to two expectations. First since
there are other positions in the government domain of C . we expect to find
ad\'erhs in these positions as well-in particular. left adjunction to C. Second.
since I and C are distinct licensers. there is the possibility tilat an adverb will
be liccllsed by only one of the two heads. Such an adverb. if licensed by I but
not C . could appear immediately following the subject but not clause-innially.
Both of these expectations seem to be bome out and arc illustrated below.
The cx<unples ill (26) confirm thc possibility of C-adjoined adverbs. I assumc
that questions are CP~ with tilC lI'lI-phrase in tile specifier of CP anLl tile inverted
auxiliary in C . Witil reference to the structure in (25). C adjunction places an
adverh between tilese two elements as illustrated for (26d).
(26)

a.
b.
c.

d

Who possib!." call we call at this hour of the night'!
Which of them apparent!,r does he not like')
Where coflceivably could one find a good buy on snow tires?
lcp where lc most likely [c will [IP tile spy meet his contact') II ] ]

The second expectation is that tilere will exist cla<;ses of adverbs which arc
licensed by only one of either I or C . In addition to S- and VP-adverbs .
.Iackendoff 1972 describes a third class of adverbs which have the positional
distrihution of neither of the former two cla<;ses. Adverbs like merelr, hardly, or
scareel,r do not fall into eitiler class on syntactic or semantic grounds. I will call
tilem E(XTENT)-ADVERBS since they approximately desLTibe tlle extent or degree
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which a situalion holds . .lackendoff gives their distrihution as necessarily
somewhere hel\yeen the suhject and the main verh. (27) shows the
immediale post-suhject and post-modal positions. (28) illustrates that they may
al.~() appear to the ri~ht of a nOll-finite auxiliary. The clause-initial position is
not possil1lc. (20). As .lackendoll ol1serves, only c1ause-intemal positions arc
acceptal1le for E-alh·erl1s.
[(l

()ccurrill~

(27)

a.
h.
I,'.

(2S)

eli!

He (simph) is (simp"') incapal1k of it.
The raccoons (scolcell") have (scarceh') touched our garl1age.
They Uwrdh) should (/u/ril!r) worry al10Ul that.

h.
c.

TIll'Y mU~1 have simpl\" gotten lost.
John \\ill hm-c lIlere'" ocen l1eaten l1y Bill.
They should han: /wrdlY worried al10ut l1mt.

a.

'Snurh hL'

a.

h.
e.

IS incapahle of it.
"·Sc(/I(ch·the raccoons han: touched our garhage.
"Hm/ly thl'Y should worry ahoutlhat.

U() cxtend~ the de~cript!(\n of a(1\'erl1 placement the dause-intemaJ p()sitionin~
of E-alherh~. It places them in any of the positions in (31). TIle structure shown
h for (27c I.

(:;o)
a.

h.

Srn{(Joic lJiI!ri!JII/JO/l of J:'-Adrer!is
lett ddjulJctiolJ til r
left ;ldjUIlL[lOlJ to VP or \"

\31 )

IP

r

DP
they

(hanilYi

r
VP

should

(hardly)

Y'
~,
(hardly)
Y'

Y
I

//'.'0,

worry

al10u t l1lat
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(:\() is a statement of the distrihution of E-adverhs. It can he captured hy
allowinll E-advcrhs to he licensed hy I and V . hut not C I licensing will
permit E-adycrhs adjoined to r and the topmost VP. V licensing allows the
adverh to adjoin to V' and to a VP that is the complement of some V . These
possihilities are seen in the structure in (31) and are exactly those proposed ill
(IOl. permillinll only the data in (27) and (28).6 CrUCially, the clause-initial
position. (20 I. and the C -adjoined position, illustrated hy the ungranunatical
examples in (32). are ruled out These are the positions that would be licensed by
C . Such an analysis thus supports the idea that I and C are distinct licensinll
options.
(32)

<l.

b.
c.

3

*Who simpl\' will he not invite?
*Why hardlY did Zoe talk to you?
*Whatjlls! didn't tlle student~ understand?

Conclusions

I n this paper. I have investigated the sylHactic distrihution of several ad\'erh
classes in English and proposed an analytical hasis for tlleir realizations. The
cor...: of th...: pwpo"al is the Adn:rh Licensing Hypothesis repeated in (23).
(23)

A{herb Ltcellslllg Proposal

Ad\Tfh cla.~~e" arc licensed hI' X heads and must he
structurally realized in the government domain of the head
The results can he summarized hy the lahle in (33). Individual adverh classes are
licensed hy a suh~et of the heads found in a canonical English clause,
(33)

nu: [hslri/m{ioll ot Some English Adverb Classes
CLASS

S-adverhs
VP-adverhs
E-adverbs

liCENSER

C,I
main V
I .V

Assuming tlml the proposal has some validity. two questions immediately
arise. First. can the heads that license a particular class of adverhs can he
determined from the meaning of the adverh? In otller words. is Ulere a
relationship between an adverb's licensing head(s) and its interpretation? If so.
th...: system would he maximally simple: tlle distribution of an adverh would he
lully determined hI' its meaning and tlle Adverh Licensing Proposal. Work to
date Oil the semantics of adverhs, however, has indicated tllat. if tllerc is a
mapping hetween thc syntax and semantics of adverhs, it is ratller complex. The
desired rt'ductinn may not in fact he possihle.
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Second. more general considerations lead one to ask how the proposal extends
cros;;,- linguisticall y. Other languages are argued to have hOtll different adverb
distributions and clause structure. How does tlle proposal apply to articulated Inn
structures (Pollock ISl8S1. Chomsky ISlSlI, Bobaljik and Jonas ISlY6, and otllers)?
\Vith the introduction of additional heads. the licenSing possibilities multiply.
This mayor may not be a desirable consequence. Additional work beyond this
initial investigation is required.
Although the relative pOSition of adverbs with respect to other elements in a
clause is often used as a diagnostic on clause structure, such aCCOUl1ls are rarely
explicit as to what the assumptions regarding adverb syntax are tllat allow the
diagnostics to succeed. By developing and defending a unified account of adverb
placement. we can usc adverb position as a reliable probe on syntactic structure,
including wrb movement. subject positions. the placement of displaced
constituents. ,md other central word order phenomena 7

1\ otes
I \\'\luIJ like to thank Judith Aissen: Chri:; Kennedy: Jim McCloskey: participants
my 1996 Fal! syntax seminar at LlCSD: and audiences at LlCSD. Swarthmore
Cnlk"c. and WECOL9ll (Arizona Statc Ulllversity) for some excellent examples.
intcn;,;ting prcdictions. and tJwught-pwvnking di,\.:ussions of thi,; work. Potsdam
contains a more extensivc investi"ation of this proposal.
[1'.],t 19l14 argue,s that S-advcrh interpretati(llls are Ilot restricted as Jackendoff
I 972 ~iaim.' and that. in addition to the ahove. they may also be found after multiple
<luxlll<Jri.:s. Some of his example" in (i) do seem acceptable It is unclcar why
cX;!lllples ,such as (i) arc so infrequent or difficult to <:reate. In general. S-adverhs do
not sounJ grammatic<JI when they <Jrc as far right a, in (i)-as .Tackendoff originally
maintaineJ Jnd as I will iJealize here.
1Il

Thc lihrar) staff h<Js hccn HI/rid/y filing all those articles on Raising in
the <:hild psyd]()iogy se(;tioJl.
h, Eghen mi"ht havc hcell den',./) abdu<:ted to get all interview with the
guerrillas.
')
"
Shc may ha\'e aellla//y becn only aiming for the yit.;e-president's joh.
~ Again. Ernst's (1984) prop\\sal is less restrictive. In additioll to permitting
VP-adn:rhs next to the main \'t:rh. it allows them to the left of the passivc auxiliary.
<t" in (i\' I will ll!norc this ill thc formulatiun ahoye.
II/

a.

B{lhhy will hu\'e ha/ldily heen beaten hy Billy Jean.
A fully equivalent proposal cun he developed taking R to be "in the che(;king
domain or' (Chomsky 1993)
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41 assume the definition of government from Rizzi 1990:
(il

Hend GOl'emlllelll (Rizzi 1990:6)

X head governs Y iff

a.
h.

X tA.~N.P.V,I.Cl
X m-cnrnrnands Y

0.;,
no harrier intervenes
d,
Relativized Minimality is respeeted
5In general. adverh positioning dnes ll(1t seem tn he eompletely symmetrie with
respeet to left and right adjunetion possihilities. as the proposal would lead one to
expee! Several alternatives might he pursued, Much work has suggested that
gover'lment is sensitive to direetion and direetionality effects might he faetnred into
the pmpo,al. Altern:Jtiveiy. Kayne 1994 proposes that all right ad,luIH;tion is
pwhihiteJ, Vmler sueh an assumption, apparent eases t)f right-adjoined adverhs woulJ
require reanalysis (see Bowers 1993. Costa 1990). Lastly. discourse considerations
might int1uenee the ehniee of right versus left adjunetion. In parti(;ular. if the right
adjoined position has eertall1 diseourse properties whieh arc largely incompatihle
with the use of a parti<:ular adverh, then the disprcferen<:e for the nght-adjoin"d
I)()siti()n mitlht he ae<:ounted for.
6The proposal dnes not prevent right adjunction of E-adverhs. whkh must
transpal'enth' he prohihited so that these adverhs do not appear clause finally I have
no explanatioll for this restri<:tion, See the previous footllClte,
7 See Potsdam 199R for an application of this system of adverh plaeement tt) the
il1vc:;titlatioll of the syntax of less-well-studied imperatives and suhjun<:tive
<:t'mplemcnt clause, in English, The results ohtained. using the proposed adverh
di,trihutiollS as a prohe l)n clause structure. cOllverge with tllt'se determined hy
independent diagl1osties. That work thus pwvides further support for the general
approadl taken here.
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Root Infinitives in Agramnlatic Speech:
Dissociated Functional Projections
Esterella de Roo
Holland Institute of Generative Linguistics
1

Introduction

The internal structure of the nominal and verbal domain is claimed to be
highly parallel. Abney (1987) introduced functional projections in the
nominal domain. He claims that determiners and pronouns in English head
a functional projection, the Detemliner Phrase (DP), which dominates the
lexical projection ;.l'P. Also quantifiers head their own projection, the
Quantifier Phrase (QP). according to Abney. The DP hypothesis is adopted
for many languages (cf. Riner 1991 for Hebrew, Barbiers 1992 and Bennis,
Corver & Den Dikken 1998 for Dutch, Szabolsci 1994 for Hungarian). In
addition to DP and QP, other functional projections are proposed for the
nominal domain as well. One of these projections is the Number Phrase (cf.
Ri trer 1991). I will not discuss the structure of the nominal domain in detail
in this paper. Instead, I nme that structural parallelism between the domains
enables a unified syntactic account of phenomena associated with
corresponding functional projections in the nominal and verbal domain. Such
an account is presented in Hoekstra & Hyams (1995) and Hoekstra, Hyams
& Becker (1996) to explain the co-occurrence between root infinitives (RIs),
null subjects and missing determiners in child language. They propose an
underspecified Number projection at the RI-stage in child language.
In section 2, I discuss the proposals for child language. In section 3, I
imroduce another type of speech., agrammatic speech (3.1). In general,
agrammatic speech shows the sanIe co-occurrence of RIs, null subjects and
missing determiners (3.2). In the remainder of this paper (3.3), I discuss the
case of the Dutch agranllllatic patient GS. Her speech shows a dissociation
between the nominal and verbal domain (3.3.2). Although she produces
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many Rls, her speech does not support Hoekstra, Hyams & Becker's (1996)
account. In section 3.3.3, I present an alternative account of RIs in
agrammatic speech. Section 4 includes the summary and concluding
remarks.

2

Child Language: Underspecified Number Projections

Hoekstra & Hyams (1995) propose the structures in (1) for the nominal and
verbal domain respectively.
(l) a. D NUM [xp X [nr N
b. C NUM ['r T
V

lJ

11

In these structures, detenniners parallel complementizers. Both domains
include a Number projection. X is the nominal counterpart of T~ the exact
nature of X is still left open. Hoekstra & Hyams assume that at the RI-stage
in child language the Number projection is underspecified. In English and
Dutch, when verbal Number is left unspecified, there is no finite
morphology available, and hence, the infinitive surfaces. When nominal
Number is unspecified, no detemliners or pronouns can surface, and plural
nouns cannot surface either.
In a follow-up study, Hoekstra, Hyams & Becker (1996) take one further
step: underspecification of nominal and verbal Number does not only occur
at the sanle time, but one causes the other. They claim that the emergence
of a RI (that is. underspecification in the verbal domain) results from
underspecification in the nomilml domain. This works as follows. Usually,
the verbal Number projection is checked by a nominal phrase, which
functions as the subject, in its specifier position. However, if this nominal
phrase includes an underspecified Number, it cannot check the verbal
Numberprojection. Therefore. such underspecified (non-finite) subjects only
combine with verb fonns that are not specified for Number either, that is,
with infinitives. So, null subjects. detemlinerless subjects and Rls co-occur.
It should be stressed that Hoekstra, Hyams and Becker's (\996) account
is restricted to non-finite subjects and that they do not discuss the relation
between objects and RIs. However, their account is based on a general
impaimlent of the nomiIml Number projection. This is a DP internal
problem. irrespective of the syntactic function of the nominal phrase. Such
impairtllent should effect subjects and objects (and any other nominal
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phrases) in the same way. Therefore, I claim that the account of Hoekstra,
Hyams & Becker also predicts the occurrence of null objects and
deterrninerless objects at the root-infinitive stage.

3

Agrammatic Speech

3.1

Introduction

Similar to child language, agrammatic speech of Broca's aphasics shows
deviant functional structures. Agranlffiatism is a language disorder associated
with Broca's aphasia. It covers both language production and language
comprehension, but I only discuss agrammatic speech in this paper. The
main characteristic of agrammatic speech is the omission and lor substitution
of what traditionally have been called grammatical morphemes. Both
freestanding morphemes, including determiners and pronouns. and bound
morphemes, including finite verb inflection, are affected. Translated into
current linguistic terms, we might say that agrammatic speech shows an
impairment of functional structure, since the categories that head functional
projections are impaired. Ouhalla (1993) claims that all functional structure
is missing in agranlluatic speech. Only recently it has been argued that not
all functional projections art:: equally impaired in agranmlatic speech. Mc
Entee (1993) and Hagiwara (1995) showed that only the higher functional
projections of both the nominal and verbal domain were impaired in the
speech of English and Japanese agranmlatic patients respectively. Friedmaml
& Grodzinsky (1997) showed a dissociation between verbal Tense and
Agreement in the speech of a Hebrew patient. So, dissociations seem to
occur between higher and lower projections within the nominal and verbal
domain: higher projections are impaired while lower projections are intact.
Dissociations between the domains have not been reported yet.

3.2

Child language and agrammatic speech

There is a general similarity between child language and agrammatic speech:
both types of speech show impaired functional structures. But there are also
more specific similarities. First, just as in child language, root infinitives
occur in agrammatic speech. Second. just as in child language, omission of
finiteness seems to co-occur with omission of determiners and pronouns.
Consider the examples in (2).
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(2)

child language
a. thee drinken
'tea drink-inf
b. popje vallen
'doll faJl-inf
c. ik ook lezen
'1 also read-inf

agranmlatic sQeech
thee zetten
'tea make-inf
meisje lachen
'girl laugh-inf
ik toestel zoeken
'1 television look-for-inf

The exanlples from child language are produced by Dutch children at the
age between 2 and 3 years old; the examples of agrammatic speech are
produced by adult Dutch Broca's patients. The examples in (2a) involve a
null subject. (2b) shows a detemlinerless subject, while in (2c) a pronoun
subject is presem.
For agranmlatic speech, 110 speci fic accounts for the emergence of RIs and
their co-occurrence with pronoun and detemliner omission are available.
TIlere are three logical possibilities to explain the co-occurrence in temlS of
impaired functional structures, as shown in (3).

both domains are equally impaired
impainnent nominal domain affects realization verbal domain
impaimlent verbal domain affects realization nominal domain
(3) co-occurrence of RIs, pronoun and deternuner omISSIon
The first possibility is found in Hoekstra & Hyams (1995) for child language
and Ouhalla (1993) for agranmlatic speech. The second possibility is
proposed in Hoekstra. HyanJs & Becker (1996).
In the remainder of this paper, I discuss the case of the Dutch agramrnatic
patient GS (cf. De Roo 1997). She produces many RIs; these RIs include
null subjects but full DP objects. I will present an account of agramrnatic
speech which covers the speech of patient GS.

3.3

The case of patient GS

3.3.1 Patient and method
GS is a female Dutch agranmlatic patient. She was 47 when she had a CV A,
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a cerebro vascular accident. also called a stroke, which resulted, among
other problems, in a Broca's aphasia. GS was tested five times, over a
period of 5.5 years. Her speech does not show any recovery with respect to
syntax. I studied her spontaneous speech, collected by means of two
different tests. First, the spontaneous speech interview of the Aachen
Aphasia Test (Graetz et al. 1992). In this interview, patients answer general
questions, such as 'how did your aphasia started, how are you doing right
now, can you tell me something about your (former) job, your family, your
hobbies'. Second. tbe ANELT test (Blomert et al. 1995). This test measures
the verbal communicative abilities of aphasic patients. Patients are presented
with a daily life situation and then asked what they would say in such a
situation. Examples of these situations are 'inviting your neighbour for
coffee' or 'go to the shoemaker to get your shoe repaired'.

3.3.2 Root infinitives and null subjects
The distribution of utterance types in the speech of patient GS is shown in
the table in (4).

non-verbal utt
291 (57%)
(4) dlstnbutlOn

finite sentences
43 (8 %)

0

The vast majority of GS's utterances do not contain a verb. Her verbal
utterances can be subdivided as shown in the table in (5).

infinitival
clauses
6 (3 %)

root
infini ti ves
118 (53%)

root
particples
56 (25%)

(5) dlstnbutIon of verbal utterance typ es

In

finite
sentences
43 (19%)

spontaneous speech

The vast majority of verbal utterances are root infinitives. I will not go into
the question whether roOt participles should be analysed similar to or
different from Rlsi. I restrict myself to RIs in this paper. The distribution
of subjects and objects in RIs and finite sentences is shown in the tables in
(6) and (7). In Ris subjects are generally missing, while objects are usnally
present. These objects are fully articulated DP structures. Determiner
omission does not show up (except for one case). In finite sentences both
subjects and objects are usually present. The majority of these subjects and
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objects is expressed as fully articulated DPs. There is no detemliner
omission.

RIs

null pronoun

subjects

112 (95%)

0 (0%)

6 (5%)

objects

16 (27%)

1 (2%)

43 (71%)

,

detemlinerless

(6) dlstnbu(Jon of subJe<':b and objects

11l

II finite un

determinerless

null pronoun

full DP

RIs

full DP

subje<.:ts

5 (12 %)

0 (0%)

38 (88%)

objects

2 (7%)

0 (0%)

26 (93%)

17 dlstnbutlon of sub eelS and ob ects

111

fimte sentences

The tables (6) and (7) do not show evidence for a general impaimlent in dIe
nominal domain. All, but one, obligatory detemlillers are correctly realized.
These detenlliners include detinite and indefinite articles, possessive and
demollstrative pronouns, quantifiers and numerals. Some examples are given
in (8).
(8)

de telefoon een keer aannemen
'the phone a time answer-illf
de moeder is overleden met mijn verjaardag
'the mother has died at my birthday'
allemaal mensen altijd komen
'many people always come-inf

GS also produces many plural nouns. and adjectival agreemenf (which
involves the nominal features [definiteness], [number] and [gender]) is
almost always correct. See sOllie exanlples in (9).
(9) a. de boeken lezen

'the books read-int'"
weer woordjes Jerel!
'again words Iearn-inf

4]8

b. een anderq, nummer bellen
'a different number call-inf
een andere afspraak maken
'a different appoinnnent make-inf
The tables in (6) and (7) only include nominal phrases which function as
arguments. However, also adjuncts and nominal phrases in non-verbal
utterances contain many detemliners and do hardly show determiner
omission. The same holds true for finite sentences.
In sum. The speech of OS does not show evidence for a general
impairment ill the nominal domain: determiners are Ilot omitted, pronouns
are only omitted in a specific context, Danlely the subject position of Rls.
Let us rerum now to the logical possibilities to explain the emergence of
Rls, which were shown in the table in (3). Notice that the speech of OS
only shows a partial co-occurrence: Rls co-occur with pronoun omission,
but not with determiner omission.
In the speech of OS, the nominal and verbal domain are not equally
impaired. The verbal domain is severely impaired: only 8 % of OS's
utterances are finite sentences. However, no general impairment of the
nominal domain was found. The emergence of Rls in the speech of OS is
not due to an overall absence of functional structure.
This also rules out the second possible explanation, since the nominal
domain is not impaired. I therefore conclude that the theory of Hoekstra,
Hyanls & Becker (1996) cannot explain the emergence of Rls in the speech
of the agrammatic patient OS. It is not the presence of fully articulated DP
objects in Rls per se which is ruled out by their theory. It is the fact that
impaired nominal phrases are only found in one specific context, the subject
position of Rls. I therefore assume that not the nominal phrases themselves
are the problem, but that this context poses a problem for the realization of
nominal phrases.
Only the third type of explanation is left. A problem in the verbal structure
has its effect on the realization of nominal structures. An account of RIs
along these lines is presented in the next section.

3.3.3 An underspecijied Tense projection
The Rls produced by OS involve both time adverbials and negation. See the
examples in (10) and (11).
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(IO)

morgen/vrijdag weer werkell
'tomorrow/friday again work-inf
hier nu wonen
'here now live-inf

(11)

ilier nit:t voetbalJt:ll
'here not play-inf football'
niet meer blaffen
'not any longer bark-inf

The examples in (10) include the time adverbials 'tomorrow', 'friday' and
'now'. The examples in (II) show negation in Rls. I conclude that a Tense
Phrase is present ill the RIs. since time adverbials and negation should be
licensed by TP (cf. Zanuttini 1991, Bobaljik & Jonas 1996). Although TP
is present, tense is not overtly realized on the verb. I assume that Tense is
underspecified and contains an empty element. This underspecification is not
due to specific syntactic or cognitive problems. but it is an attempt to reduce
the processing load of the utterance. The empty Tense element does not
have inherent features. but is licensed by means of discourse interpretation.
I therefore predict that its occurrence is not restricted to any particular
context; it should show up ill both present and past contexts. The examples
in (12) show that this prediction is bome out. The ANELT scenario in (l2a)
clearly introduces a preseIlt tense context, which is overtly expressed by
means of the time adverbial right now. The question in (l2b) clearly refers
to the past; it is introduced by the adverbial phrase it is already a long time
ago.
(l2)a. You have to arrange dimler for a wedding. Right now you are in a
restaurant. I am the owner. What do you say?
voor twintig personen reserveren
'for twenty people book-inf
eten met z'n allen
'eat-inf with all of us'

b. It is already a long time ago, but can you tell me once again how
your disease started?
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werken
'work-inf
op bed nog 't haar even doen
'on the bed still the hair do-inf
thee en ineens een bloeding
'tea and suddenly a stroke'
op bed zitten
'on the bed sit-inf
wachten op hulp
'wait-inf for help'
Both in the present tense context in (12a) and in the past tense context in
(12b), GS produces Rls. The empty Tense element in Rls receives a
discourse interpretation. Discourse interpretation is only available in the
roar, the highest projection of the structure, since this is the only posicion
which is nO( potentially governed by any clause internal antecedent (cf.Rizzi
1994). ] assume the CP level co be missing in Rls in agranunatic speech. I
further assume that the underspecified Tense camlot assign nominative case.
Therefore. subjects are generally missing in Rls; 95 % of the subjects are
null pronouns 34 •
Occasionally, subjects are present; 5 % of the subjects in Ris are fully
articulated DPs. The examples in (13) show that subjects in Ris are moved
out of VP.
(13)a. 't kind evemjes wat krijgen
'the child just something get-inf
b. de hond niet meer blaffen
'the dog no longer bark-inf
The subject in (13a) precedes the sentence adverb eventjes. while the subject
in (13b) precedes negation. These subjects receive a default case in an
adjoined position. In Dutch. default case is nominative. I believe default
case to be a last resort strategy: it is only invoked when there is no other
possibility. In spontaneous speech, many subjects refer co either the speaker
or the hearer. This is especially true for the AAT interview and the ANELT
test. Since the antecedent is easily recoverable, a null subject is
pragmatically allowed in the spontaneous speech of patient GS. A null
subject is even preferred, since it dismisses the need to invoke the default
strategy. This line of reasoning implies that if the presence of a subject is
pragmatically enforced no null subjects will show up. The plausibility of this
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implication can be illustrated by means of another test, a picture description
test. GS was shown ten pictures in which one or two people perform an
action or are involved in a specific situation. She was asked to describe the
picture in one sentence. The distribution of utterance types in the picture
description test is shown in table (14),

non-verbal utt

nOll-finite utt

4 (40%)

(14)

dlstri bunon

RIs

finite sentences
1 (10%)

5 (50%)

of utterance types

III

picture descnptIon

The distribution in (14) is comparable to the distribution of utterance types
in the spontaneous speech in table (4). In the picture description test, all
non-finite utterances are RIs. Some examples are given in (15).
(15)

de vrouw koftie zetten in een kan
'the woman coffee make-inf in a jug'
de man de krant lezen
'the man the newspaper read-illf

The number of null subjects, however, is much lower than in spontaneous
speech. See the table in (16) and compare to table (6),

null pronouns

detenninerless

1 (20%)

(0%)

(16) subject types

o

III

RIs

III

full DPs
4 (80%)

picture descnptlon

Leaving out the subject is not pragmatically correct while describing a
picture. 1l1erefore, the majority of Rls in the picture description test contain
a subject. Since the use of a null subject is not a pragmatically correct
possibility, the last reson default strategy is invoked.

4

Summary and Concluding Remarks

Possible explanations for the emergence of RIs and their co-occurrence with
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pronoun and determiner omission were evaluated on basis of the speech of
a Dutch agranmlatic patient GS. The speech of GS only shows a partial co
occurrence: her Rls involve pronoun omission but no determiner omission.
In general, the nominal domain is intact in the speech of GS. Therefore, any
explanation which assumes an impairment in the nominal domain is ruled
out. Alternatively, I assume that RIs in agrammatic speech involve, and
result from, an underspecified Tense projection. As a consequence, no
structural nominative is available; a default nominative can be assigned as
a last resort to a subject in an adjoined position. The ingredients of this
account of Ris can be found in the literature; see for exan1ple the work of
Ferdinand (1996), Haegeman (1996) and Bennis. Beukema & Den Dikken
(1997) for child language and the work of Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997)
for agranm1atic speech.
The observed dissociation between the nominal and verbal domain has not
been reported before. It is l10t yet clear how frequent this pattem is in
agranll1atic speech. In a group of fifteen Broca's patients, two more patients
showed this pattem. ill addition to GS (cf. De Roo. in prep). The inverse
dissociation - an impaired nominal domain with an intact verbal domain
was not attested. Hoekstra. Hyams & Becker (1996) would theoretically
rule out such an inverse dissociation, but the account presented in this paper
does not. More empirical data are needed to draw a firm conclusion in this
matter.

Notes
I. There is no obvious syntactic reason to exclude roOl particpies from the account
I propose for root inftnitives in section 3.3.3: the assumption of an underspecified
Tense projection seems to be plausible for root participles as well. And there are no
empirical differences between root infinitives and root participles with respect to the
distribution of subjects and objects in the speech of patient GS. Lasser (1997)
distinguishes between root inftnitives and root participles on semantic/pragmatic
grounds. She states that root inftnitives in normal adult language can only refer to
non-completed events, while root participles can only refer to completed events.
2. In Dutch, inflection on prenominal adjectives is determined by the deftniteness
of the nominal phrase and the number and gender of the noun. Non-neuter nouns
always require an e-suffix on the adjective; neuter nouns require an e-suffix if they
are definite or plural and a zero affix if they are indefInite. See the examples in (i).
(i) [-neut. + /-deC + /-plurJ
de/een andere afspraak(en)
'the/a different appointment(s)'
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[+neut, +def. +I-plurl
[ + neut, -deL -plur}

hetlde andere nummer(s)
'the different number(s)'
een andercp nummer
'a different number'

3. Although my account involves an empty element in T, it is no null modal
hypothesis in the sense of e.g. Boser et al. (1992). Hoekstra & Hyams (1998) raise
the following arguments against a null modal hypothesis: (1) there is no
topicalisation in Ris (2) there is no wh-movement in RIs (3) the cross-linguistic fact
that only languages which mark Number exclusively show an RI stage (4) the co
occurrence of null subjects and Ris is not explained if RIs are 'finite sentences with
a null modal'. I don't know whether the occurrence of Rls in agrammatism is
restricted to languages which mark Number exclusively, However, the other
arguments against a null modal hypothesis are not problematic for my account. The
absence of topil:alisation and wh-movement is due to the absence of CP, which is
required to get a discourse interpretation for the empty Tense element. I assume that
Tense is underspecified, and consequently, that no structural nominative is available.
Under my account, RIs are not just finite sentences with a null modal.
4. Some authors, for example Ouhalla (1993). assume that DPs need case. but NPs
do not. Under this view, the unavailability of structural nominative case excludes the
presence of pronoun subjects, but the presence of determinerless subjects is not
automatically excluded. In general, agrammatic patients do omit determiners. It is
a peculiarity of patient GS that she does not omit determiners, Her RIs involve null
subjects and full DP objects, The RIs of other agrammatics in the spontaneous
speech of the AAT interview and the ANELT test involve null subjects and
determinerless objects. So, although these patients do omit determiners. they
nevertheless produce null subjects and no determinerless subjects. This might be a
task effect. One of the agrammatics, patient HB, shows the following distribution
of subject type, in finite sentem:es: 121 pronoun subjects, 6 determinerless subjects
anJ 12 full DP subjects. If w.; assume that there is no difference between finite and
non-finite utterances. the target SUbjects in the AAT interview and the ANEL T test
are prolloun subjects. If pronoun subjects are the target, we do expect null subjects
instaeJ of determineries> subjects in the case of unavailability of nominative case (as
in RIs).
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The Interplay between Grammar and
Discourse: The Case of the Japanese Topic
Marker Wa in Subordinate Clauses
Mitsuaki Shimojo
State University of New York at Buffalo

1. Overview

In studies of various morpho syntactic phenomena across
languages, the interplay between sentence-level constraints (Le.
grammar) and the context in which the sentence is used (i.e.
discourse) has been captured in one way or another (e.g. Kuno
1987, Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). The study of the topic marker
wa in Japanese is no exception. This study will discuss the use of
u'a in subordinate clauses and illustrate how the dynamics of
grammar-discourse interplay captures variable acceptability of wa
in different subordinate clauses.
In Japanese, the nominal relations of a sentence are expressed by
postnominal particles. For example, in (1), the postnominal
particles express the grammatical relations, in this example,
nominative, dative, and accusative respectively.!
(1)

Taro ga

Hanako ni

tegami 0
NOM
DA T letter ACC
'Taro sent a letter to Hanako.'

okutta
sent

The topic particle wa is traditionally labeled as an adverbial
particle, and it is different from the case particles in that it does not
express a case relation but it can be used to "topicalize" almost any
sentence element. For example, in (2), all the sentences express the
same truth-conditional meaning "Taro sent a letter to Hanako";
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however, the sentences consist of different "topic" phrases. In
(2a), the subject NP is topicalized, in (2b) it's the object NP that is
topicalized. In (2c), the dative NP is topicalized. 2
(2a) Taro wa

Hanako ni

tegami 0
okutta
TOP
DA T letter ACC sent
'As for Taro, (he) sent a letter to Hanako.'

(2b) tegami wa Taro ga Hanako ni okutta
NOM
DA T sent
letter TOP
'As for the letter, Taro sent (it) to Hanako.'
okutta
tegami 0
letter ACC sent
'As for Hanako, Taro sent a letter to (her).'

(2c) Hanako (ni) wa

DAT TOP

Taro ga

NOM

While wa exhibits a wide range of usage, there are
morpho syntactic constraints. One of the well-known constraints
is that the use is generally restricted in subordinate clauses (cf.
Kuno 1973, Makino 1982), and the constraint is typically
observed in subordinate clauses such as a noun-modifYing clause,
as shown in (3).
(3)

tsukutta] sushi 0 Hanako ga tabeta
NOM/TOP made
ACC
NOM ate
'Hanako ate sushi which Taro made.'
[Taro ga/*wa

2. Classification of subordinate types by Minami (1974, 1993)
While it is the case that wa is in general restricted in a subordinate
clause, it has also been observed that wa appears in some
subordinate clauses quite frequently. Minami (1974) claims three
subordinate types as shown in Table 1: Types A, B, and C, in
terms of the compatibility with a variety of suffixes, i.e. whether a
particular suffix can appear within the subordinate clause. He
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states that wa may appear in Type C, i.e. those clauses with 'but',
'because', and 'and/then' expressed by the '-te' linkage. 3
Note that Minami's classification is based upon the morphological
characteristics of subordinate elements, and his claim is the
classification per se, and not an explaination of why wa appears in
particular subordinate clauses.
Furthennore, Minami (1993) presents the results from his
frequency counts of wa and ga in novels and essays, as shown in
Table 2. The subject marker ga appears frequently in both Type B
and C, while wa appears frequently in Type C only.4
Table 1: Minami's (1974, 1993) subordinate t) pes (abridged)5

A

B

C

Subordinate
types

-nai
(negative)

-naf{araltsutsu 'while'
-Ie (manner)
renyooshiki (verb
stem) reduplication
-Ie (same subject,
reason)
-naf{aralnoni 'though'
-node 'because'
-tolbaltaralnara 'if
renyookei (verb stem)
-zu (negative)
-naide (negative)
-Kalkeredo 'but'
-karalshi 'because'
-te 'and then'
(different subject)

no
no
no

-mal I-daroo
(conj ecture)
no
no
no

ga
(subject)
phrase
no
no
no

wa
(topic)
phrase
no
no
no

yes

no

yes

no

yes
ves
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes/no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

-u/yoo

Table 2: Frequency of wa and ga in novels/essays in
tenns of subordinate type (Minami 1993)
A
B

C

Subordinate types
-naf{ara 'while'
-node 'because'
-noni 'though'
-balloltara/nara 'if
-galkeredomo 'but'
-karalshi 'because'

#ofwa
0
11
8

# of Ka

3

55

I
32
18

84

39

79

54
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3. Degree of matrixhood of subordinate clause (Shimojo 1995)
Unlike Minami's (1974, 1993) analysis, subordinate clauses may be
classified from a functional perspective. I have proposed in
Shimojo (1995) that some subordinate clauses are functionally
more independent, and therefore, more similar to matrix clauses,
while other subordinate clauses are functionally more dependent on
the matrix clause. Thus, the degree of matrixhood of a subordinate
clause is higher if it is more independent, while the degree of
matrixhood is lower if the subordinate clause is more dependent on
the matrix clause. I use two criteria to measure the degree of
matrixhood of a subordinate clause, as stated in (4).
(4) The matrixhood of a subordinate clause is high, if:
(a) A WH question out of a subordinate clause can be answered
without a matrix element. (WH Q test)
(b) The information expressed by a subordinate clause can be
negated without a matrix element. (Negation test)
If a WH question out of a subordinate clause can be answered or
the information expressed by a subordinate clause can be negated
without a matrix element, what is questioned or negated in the
subordinate clause is what is to be identified in the context;
therefore, in these cases, the subordinate clause is informationally
independent of the matrix clause. On the other hand, if a WH
question out of a subordinate clause cannot be answered or the
information expressed by a subordinate clause cannot be negated
without a matrix element, what is to be identified in the context is
expressed by the matrix clause and what is questioned or negated in
the subordinate clause is supplementary to the information
expressed by the matrix clause. 6
Examples (5) through (11) illustrate how the criteria indicated in
(4) differentiate some subordinate clauses from the others. 7 With
noun complement, relative clause, -tara 'if, and -told 'when', it is
awkward to answer a WH question out of the subordinate clause or
negate the information expressed by the subordinate clause only
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with the subordinate element, as shown in (5)-(8). With clausal
complements, -kara and -shi "because", on the other hand, it is
possible to answer a WH question formed out of the subordinate
clause or negate the information expressed by the subordinate
clause without a matrix element, as shown in (9)-(11).
(5) Noun complement (WH Q test)
A: Ken wa [dare ga okane 0 nusunda toiu] uwasa 0
TOP who NOM money ACC stole
QT rumor ACC
shinjiteiru no?
believe FP
'Who does Ken believe the rumor that _ stole the money?'
B:# [Taro]
'(It's) Taro.'
B':

[Taro ga

nusunda toiu] uwasa
stole
QT rumor
'The rumor that Taro stole (it).'
NOM

(6) Relative clause (WH Q test)
A: [dono kyooju ga suisenshiteiru] hito ga saiyoosare soo?8
which prof. NOM recommending person NOM be-emp. likely
'A person that which professor is recommending is likely to
be employed?'
B:# [Suzuki kyooju]
prof.
'(It's) prof. Suzuki.'
B':

[Suzuki kyooju ga suisenshiteiru] hito
prof. NOM recommending person
'The person whom Prof. Suzuki is recommending.'
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(7) -tara 'if (negation test)
A:
[Taro ga ki tara] party ga

owaranai
NOM come if paatii NOM end:NEG
'The party will never end if Taro comes.'

B:# iya, [Hanako]
no
'No, (if it's) Hanako.'
B':

iya, [Hanako ga ki tara] owaranai
NOM come if end:NEG
no
'(It) will never end if Hanako comes.'

(8) -toki 'when' (negation test)
A: [Taro ga sotsugyooshita toki] daitooryoo wa Bush datta
NOM graduated
when president TOP
COP:PAST
'The president was Bush when Taro graduated.'

B:# iya, [Hanako]
no
'No, (it was) Hanako.'
B':

iya, [Hanako ga sotsugyooshita toki] Bush datta
NOM graduated
when
COP:PAST
no
'(It) was Bush when Hanako graduated.'

(9) Clausal complement (WH Q test)
okane 0 nusunda tte] shinjiteiru no?
A: Ken wa [dare ga
TOP who NOM money ACC stole
QT believe FP
'Who does Ken believe that
stole the money?'
B:

[Taro]
'(It's) Taro.'
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B':

[Taro ga

okane 0 nusunda tte] shinjiteiru
money ACC stole QT believe
'(He) believes that Taro stole the money.'
NOM

(l0) -kara 'because' (WH Q test)
A: Ken wa [dare ga party ni iku kara] iku tte?
who NOM
to go because go QT
'Will Ken go to the party because who will go(to the party)?'
B:

[Hanako]
'(It's) Hanako.'

B':

[Hanako ga iku kara]
iku tte
NOM go because go QT
'(He) will go because Hanako will go.'

(11) -shi 'because' (negation test)

A:

Hanako wa [piano mo hiku-shi]
sainoo aru yo ne
TOP
also play-because talent exist FP FP
'Hanako is talented because she plays the piano too.'

B:

iya, [baiorin]
no violin
'No, (It's) the violin.'

B':

iya, [baiorin mo hiku-shi]
sainoo aru n da yo
violin also play-because talent exit N cOP FP
'No, she is talented because she plays the violin.'

Table 4 summarizes the classification of subordinate types, based
upon the two tests in (4). Noun modifying clauses (i.e. noun
complement and relative clause), 'if and 'when' are grouped together
as their matrixhood is low, while the matrixhood of a clausal
complement and 'because' clause is high.
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Table 4: Subordinate types in terms of degree of matrixhood
matrixhood
low

high

subordinate type
noun modifying clause
-baltoltaralnara 'if
-toki 'when'
clausal complement
-nodelkaralshi 'because'

WH 0 test
no
no
no
yes
yes

Negation test
no
no
no
yes
yes

Table 5 shows the frequency of wa and ga in four hours of
conversational Japanese from a TV talk show, presented in
Shimojo (1995), The token distribution indicates that the
classification of subordinate clause in terms of the notion of
matrixhood corresponds with the frequency of wa in the
conversational Japanese data examined.

Tabl e 5 # 0 f warga
/ marki ng su ~Jec m su or mate cause
matrix hood
low

subordinate predicate
noun modifying clause

-baltoltaralnara 'if
-toki 'when
high

clausal complement
-nodelkaralshi 'because'

# of wa marking
subject
0
2
I
24
21

# of ga (subject
marker)
27
16
10
51
37

4. Discourse-level constraint on the use of wa
Discourse functions of wa have been characterized in different
ways in different literature. In this study, I use the notion of
activation (cf. Chafe 1994, Dryer 1996) and characterize wa as a
marker of activated information. A particular element becomes
activated or deactivated in the individual's consciousness, and
information may be nonactivated (least activated) or the center of
attention (most activated), or in a stage between the two extremes.
For example, Dryer (1996) identifies a continuum consisting of
four stages of activation: (1) center of attention, (2) activated but
not center of attention, (3) recently activated but now semi
deactivated, or accessible to activation, and (4) nonactivated. A
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particular piece of information may be not activated at all in the
hearer's consciousness until it is mentioned. At the moment of
mention, it becomes activated. However, it becomes deactivated if
attention is not drawn to it in the subsequent context.
In order to measure the degree of activation, I used the
measurement method of referential distance (RD), used in Givon
(1983). The RD of a particular element is measured by counting
the number of clauses backward to the most recent mention of the
coreferential expression. Moreover, I assume that the smaller the
RD is, the more activated the particular referent is in the
individual's consciousness. In Shimojo (1995), I applied the RD
measurement to a database from the four-hour TV talk show
mentioned earlier, and I measured the RD for two kinds of
elements: (i) a referent expressed by a subject marked with wa or
ga, and (ii), an open proposition which the walga-marked subject
combines with. For example, for the sentence in (12), I measured
the RD of the two entities: "John", the subject, and the open
proposition !IX went to the party" (where X is a variable).
paatii ni itta
party to went
'John went to the party.'

(12) John wa

TOP

Table 6 summarizes the four possible activation patterns in terms
of the RD of the walga-marked subjects and the open
propositions: (1) the RD of walga-marked subject is smaller than
the RD of the open proposition, i.e. the former is more activated
than the latter, (2) the RD of walga-marked subject is larger than
the RD of the open proposition, i.e. the open proposition is more
activated than the walga-marked subject, (3) neither of the two
elements is previously mentioned in the discourse; they are both
equally nonactivated, and (4) the two elements are both previously
mentioned and the RD is identical; they are equally activated. As
shown in the results, wa appears primarily in the first activation
pattern; i.e. when the subject is more activated than the open
proposition, and ga appears elsewhere. This finding from the
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conversation data suggests that wa typically appears in the marked
activation pattern as discussed above, in contrast with ga, which
typically appears elsewhere. 9
Table 6: Four activation patterns and total number of
tokens from matrix clauses
Degrees of activation of walga-subject
and open proposition
(I) RD of walga-subject < RD of open
proposition
(2) RD of walga-subject > RD of open
proposition
(3) RD of walga-elernent = RD of open
proposition = not previously mentioned
(4) RD of wafga-elernent = RD of open
proposition = previouslv mentioned

sentence
with wa
96 (70%)

sentence
with fta
41 (30%)

137 (100%)

8 (6%)

118 (94%)

126 (100%)

21 (17%)

100 (83%)

121 (100%)

0(0%)

29 (100o/a)

29 (100%)

Total

5. The interplay between matrixhood and activation pattern
Finally, this section examines how the matrixhood of a subordinate
clause and the activation patterns discussed above interplay in
terms of varying acceptability of wa in subordinate clause. There
are four possible combinations of the two criteria: (1) low
matrixhood with a wa-like activation pattern, (2) low matrixhood
with a ga-like activation pattern, (3) high matrixhood with a wa
like activation pattern, and (4) high matrixhood with a ga-like
activation pattern. The four patterns are shown in examples in
(14) to (21).
(13) shows an example ofa noun-modifying clause where there is
a wa-like activation pattern. In B's utterance, the noun-modifying
clause has the subject "Taro", which is mentioned in (13A), i.e.
previously activated, while the open proposition "X kisses
Hanako" is not previously activated. Here, ga is preferred over wa
because of the low matrixhood of the subordinate clause, in spite of
the wa-like activation pattern. Interestingly, however, wa is not
totally unacceptable due to the activation pattern. The subordinate
clause in (14B) is identical to that in (13B); however, it has a ga
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like activation pattern; neither the subject nor the open proposition
is previously activated. Hence, ga is the only choice here.
Sentences (15) and (16) are examples with -tara 'if. In this
particular case, ga is the only choice due to the low matrixhood,
regardless of the activation pattern.
Examples (17) to (20) are instances of high matrixhood. In a
subordinate clause of high matrixhood, the activation pattern alone
accounts for the acceptability of wa, which is analogous to the use
ohm in a matrix clause. However, ga is sometimes as acceptable
as ltJa, as in (19B), even when the activation pattern favors wa, and
this indicates the overali preference for ga in subordinate clauses.
(13) low matrixhood (N-modifying clause) & wa-like act. pattern
A: sono dorama ni Taro mo deteru n da tte?
that drama in
also appear N COP QT
'(I heard) Taro appears in the drama too, doesn't he?'
B:

un. [Taro gal?wa Hanako ni kisusuru] shiin ga aru yo
yeah
NOM/TOP
to kiss
scene NO:\1 exist FP
'Yeah, there is a scene in which Taro kisses Hanako.'

(14) low matrixhood (N~modifying clause) & ga-like act. pattern
A: sono dorama no dono shiin ga suki?
that drama GEN which scene NOM like
'Which scene of the drama do you like?'
B:

[Taro gal*wa Hanako ni kisusuru] shiin
NOM/TOP
to kiss
scene
'(It's) the scene where Taro kisses Hanako.'

(15) low matrixhood (-tara 'if) & wa~like act. pattern
A: Taro no gaarufurendo wa dare kana
GEN girlfriend
TOP who wonder
'I wonder who Taro's girlfriend is.'
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B:

demo [Taro no gaarufurendo ga!*wa H. da ttara] odoroki da
but
GEN girlfriend NOM/TOP
COP if surprise cOP
'But I'd be surprised if Taro's girlfriend is Hanako.'

(16) low rnatrixhood (-tara 'if) & ga-like act. pattern
A: Ken no gaarufurendo wa Hanako da tte Taro ga itta
GEN girlfriend
TOP
COP QT
NOM said
'Taro said that Ken's girlfriend is Hanako.'
B:

[Taro no

gaarufurendo ga!*wa Hanako nara] odoroki da
girlfriend NOM/TOP
if surprise cOP
'I'd be surprised if Taro's girlfriend is Hanako.'
GEN

(17) high matrixhood (clausal comp.) & wa-like act. pattern
A: Taro no gaarufurendo ga dare ka shitteru?
GEN girlfriend
NOM who Q know
'Do you know who Taro's girlfriend is?'
B:

iya, demo John wa [Taro no gaarufurendo wa!?ga
no but
TOP
GEN girlfriend TOP/NOM
Hanako da to] shinjiteiru
COP QT believe
'No, but John believes that Taro's girlfriend is Hanako.'

(18) high rnatrixhood (clausal comp.) & ga-like act pattern
A: John ga doo shita no?
NOM how did FP
'What about John?'
B:

J. wa [T. no gaarufurendo ga!*wa Hanako da to] shinjiteiru

girlfriend TOP/NOM
COP QT believe
'John believes that Taro's girlfriend is Hanako.'
TOP

GEN
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(19) high matrixhood (-kara 'because') & wa-like act. pattern
A: Hanako ga John to kenkashita n da tte
NOM
with quarrel
N COP QT
'(I heard) Hanako had an argument with John.'
B:

un. [Hanako walga
naishode Taro to atta kara ne]
yeah
TOP/NOM secretly
with met because FP
'Yeah, because Hanako met Taro secretly.'

(20) high matrixhood (-kara 'because') & ga-like act. pattern
A: dooshite John wa okotteru no?
why
TOP upset
FP
'Why is John upset?'
B:

[Hanako gal*wa

naishode Taro to atta kara
ne]
secretly
with met because FP
'Because Hanako met Taro secretly.'
TOP/NOM

Figure I summarizes the interplay of the two scales illustrated
above. Dimension (1) indicates the case in which there is high
matrixhood and a wa-like activation pattern. Here either wa or ga
may appear, though sometimes ga is not as acceptable as wa.
Dimension (2) indicates the case in which there is low matrixhood
and wa-like activation pattern. Here ga is preferred due to the low
matrixhood, regardless of the activation pattern. However, as in
(13), wa may not be totally unacceptable, due to the activation
pattern. Dimensions (3) and (4) indicate that ga is the only choice
when there is a ga-type activation pattern, regardless of the
matrixhood of the subordinate clause. Overall, in any instance, ga
is never completely ruled out, even when it is not preferred,
regardless of the matrixhood and the activation pattern, and this
overall preference for ga indicates the general constraint on the use
of wa in subordinate clauses.
Given the two different perspectives, one on the sentence level
and the other on the discourse level, we can capture the dynamics
between the two different levels and their subtle interplay in the
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choice of the morphological marking for the subordinate subject.
Each level in isolation is insufficient to account for the complex
distribution of wa. As demonstrated above, with the integration of
the two levels, the use of wa in subordinate clauses can be captured
more thoroughly.

I

HIGH matrixhood

(1)

WA type
activation
pattern

WA
(?)GA

(3)

I
GA
*WA
GA type
activation
pattern

(2)

GA
?I*WA

(4)

GA
*WA

I

LOW matrixhood

Figure 1: Interplay between matrixhood and activation pattern

Notes
1In the English gloss, the following abbreviations are used throughout:
ACC=accusative marker, COP=copula, DAT=dative marker, FP=final particle,
GEN=genitive marker, N=nominalizer, NEG=negative, NOM=nominative
marker, Q=question marker, QT=quotation marker, TOP=topic marker.
2While the conventional gloss of wa is "as for" as shown in the examples, "as
for" does not fit the translation in many cases of wa in Japanese discourse.
3Noda (1996) presents a similar analysis on the basis of Minami (1993). Noda
labels Minami's Type B as strong subordinate clause and Type C as weak
subordinate clause. Noda points out that subordinate clauses with kara, node,
noni 'because' are strong when there is focus on the subordinate clause, while
they are weak when there is no focus. Noda (1996: 177) defines focus as
information which the speaker wants to convey in the context.
4Although Minami (1993) does n.ot explicitly state, the tokens ofwa in Table 2
include cases in which wa marks non-subjects.
5Besides the morphemes in this table, Minami (1974, 1993) tests the
compatibility with -masu (polite adverbial verbal ending), -talda (past adverbial
verbal ending), honorific verbal form, causative, passive, etc.
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6Hasegawa (1989) uses the distinction between what is questioned by a question
and what is to be identified for the purpose of the communication, and she
points out the two mayor may not coincide, depending on various factors.
7Tbe examples here are by no means exhaustive.
8This example is from Nishigauchi 1984, though it is slightly modified. It is
sometimes possible to truncate an answer to a WH question formed out of a
relative clause. See Hasegawa (1989) for discussion.
9See Shimojo (1995) for discussion of deviant cases to this pattern.
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Extended Sympathy and
English Hypocoristic Truncation
Seung-Hoon Shin
Dongseo University
I Preliminaries
Since Optimality Theory (OT) was first proposed by Prince and Smolensky
(1993) and McCarthy and Prince (1993). one of the potential problems of OT
Wllich is against serial derivation in principle and does not posit any
intermediate representations has been as to how to handle the fonn which is
neither input nor output. Hence McCarthy (1997. 1998) has recently proposed
Sympathy Theory as a sub-theory of OT and has argued that such fonn is a
sympathetic candidate. The ainl of this paper is three folds. First this paper
will illustrate that English hypocoristic truncation reflects faithfulness to a
s)mpathetic candidate. Second. Markedness and phonological constraints
(Phono-constraints) as well as Input-Output faithfulness (lO-Faithfulness)
constraints must be used as selector (~) of 1"'-candidates (flowered candidate)
even though a sympathetic candidate is not an independent phonological word.
This implies that even a sympathetic candidate should respect a part of
phonological regularity of a given language and universal grantmar. Third
given that English has several different types of hypocoristics depending on its
stress pattem this paper \\ill contend that Base-Truncated Form correspondence
(BT -Correspondence) constraints also play the role as the @-selector of ~
candidates.
The remainder of this paper will be organized as follows. In Section 2. I will
raise the issue of phonological opacity. In Section 3. I will introduce the notion
of sympathy. In Section -+ I will explore SY'mpathetic faithfulness and the
properties of .'!--selector based on English hypocoristic truncation.

2 Phonological Opacity and Problem of Intermediate Forms
In the rule-based approaches. a major framework is the serial derivation \"'hich
posits intennediate representations such as IADCI in number (1) or de5e 7 in (2).
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(I) Counterbleeding relation

UR
B ---> D!
C ---> E /

IABC!#
IADCI#
[ADE]#

C
#

The two rules in (l) are in a counterbleeding relation, and the output ADE is
considered to bc deri\ed from the intermediate representation ADC in the rule
based approaches. An actual example is given in (2) In Tiberian Hebrew.
epenthesis first applies between two consecuth'e consonants and then glottal
stop deletion applies word-finally as stated in (2). Those rules are in a
counterbleeding relation.
(2) Cowllerbleeding relation in Tiberian Hebrew (McCarthy 1998)
Epentilesis: Insert a \owe! bet\\een tile two consecutive consonants of
a word-final cluster
?-deletion: A glottal stop deletes when not pre\ocalic.
UR
!de~r>1
'tender grass'
dese?
Epentilesis
I-deletion
dese
Output
[deseJ
As McCarthy (1997. 1998) pointed Ollt. when we try to account for this kind of
counterbleeding phenomenon \\'it11in tile franlework of OT, the problem raised
inWlediatcly is that tile opaque form as in (3a) in the foIlo\\ing tableau (3) never
wins mer tile transparent foml which is ('b).
(3) Ide:,;?;' ---> [dese]

'tender grass'

Ides?/

CodaCond

MAX-C

Iopaque
(Intended \Vinncr)

a.

or

dese

*

!transparent

b.

"""

deS

*

sympatilctic

c.

deSe l

DEP-V

.*';

I

I

*!

Hence. candidate (a) \\!J..ich has Ie] at the end and does not have follo\\ing [I)
carmot be a better fonn than candidate (c) which is more faithful to its input
since the input lacks lei in between Is/ and I?/.
In order to account for such phenomenon and to solve the problem of
intennedlate fonns in OT. MCCartllY proposes another correspondence relatiofL

*
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,~lmpathy or ~-correspondence which refers to candidate-to-candidate
faithfulness. Section 3 will introduce this co-candidate correspondence.

3 Inter-Candidate Correspondence: Sympathy
3.1 @-correspondence
As MCCart11Y (1997. 1998) proposed. sympatllY is a type of correspondence
be!\reen candidates. Tins correspondence relation. which was named flowered
(,~.) correspondence. is stated in (.f).
(.f)

:~·-correspondence

(MCCart11Y 1997: 9)
'!·-correspondence relates (a) designated member of output candidate
set to (the) whole set (of candidates) (The) Designated member is
(the) most hannonic candidate obeying some specified faitllfulness
constraint.

GiYen tlns notion of co-candidate correspondence. ,if·MAX and YfDEP can be
defined as in (6) based on the basic IO-Faitluulness constraints. MAX and DEP
stated in (5).
(5) a) MAX: Every segment in tlle input has a correspondent in the output
b) DEP: Every segment of the output has a correspondent in tlle input
(6) Flowered constraints
a) ;l!·MAX: Every segment in tlle flowered candidate has a correspondent
in the output
b) ,.·DEP: E"ery segment in the output has a correspondent in tlle flowered
candidate.
Relying on tIle notion of this sympathy and on the Phono-constraint. Coda
Condition which is described in (7). the tableau in (8) accounts for Tiberian
Hebrew case described earlier.
(7) Coda Condition (CodaCond): Glottals are not allowed in the coda position.
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(8)

!de~::;7/

---> Idese 1 'tender grass' (MCCartllY 1998: 12)

ic

a.

?

dese

b.

~

des

c.

,~,

dese

The transparent candidate (b) "hich lacks Ie] at the end. cannot be the best
output since it is not faithful to the flowered candidate which is (c)
Hence.
candidate (<1) is correctly chosen as the optimal output since it respects both
CodaCond ;md. more importantly. the sympat11etic constraint ~·MAX which
requires the candidate to bc as fait11ful to the flowered candidate. not to tlle input.
as it can.
No". the question we ha\e in the tableau in (8) is about~-selector which
picks up candidate (c) as the ·~·-candidate. Section 3.2 addresses this issue
about ·.·-selector of a sympathetic candidate.

3.2 ·'!'·-SelectOl· of @-candidates
Since t.,1cCru1hy (1998) has proposed Sympat11Y Theory. one of the key issues is
about ·'!'·-sclcctor which pick up sympathetic candidates. So. McCarthy (1998)
claims that onl~ la-Faithfulness constraints such as MAX and DEP in (5) sene
as ·'t'·-sc!ector as stated in (9).
(9) Confinement to C
(McCarthy 199818)
Selection of the ·!'·-candidate ~ F is confined to C -F . the set of
candidntes that obey the 10 faithfulness constraint F.
Howe\Cr. dealing \yith several pattems of Ponapean nasal substitution in the
process of reduplication. Davis (1997a. b) contends that Base-Reduplicant
Correspondence (BR-Correspondence) constraints as well as IO-Faitl1fulness
constraints should also play the role as '!'·-selector as in (l0) (See Dayis (1997a.
b) for more details)
(l0) Dmis (I 997a. b) BR-Faithfulness can sene as C
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On the other hand. based on German hypocoristic truncation. Ito and Mester
(1997) claim that even Markedness constraints should act as vt--selector.
proposing so-called "Extended Sympathy" stated in ( II)
(11) Extended Sympathy (Ito and Mester 1997: 127)
Otller types of constraints besides Faithfulness. can serve as C (tlle
constraint detennining the sympathetic candidate ... )
ln the following section. 1 will first show the formation of English hypocoristics.
Based on the pattems of tnmcation. I will maintain tllat in addition to 10

Faitllfulness constraints. Markedness constraints and even Base-Tnmcated Form
Idenllty (BT-Identity) constraints should select vt--candidates.

4 Extended Sympathy in English Hypocoristics

".1 Hypocoristic Truncation
One type of English hypocoristics is formed by truncating a name and adding
the affix iii which is spelled as -yo -ie or -el'. Such hypocoristics can be divided
into three groups depending on the pattems of truncational processes as in (12).
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(12) English Hypocoristic Truncation
(Data in (a) and (b) from Dmis (l996})
a) Group I
Full name
Hypocoristic
Sigmwld
Sig~
Dougie
Douglas
Eddy
Ed"ard
Pally
PatricIa
Andy
Andrc\\
Robcn
Robby
Gabriell
Gabby
Abigail
Abbey
Howard
Howie
Patty
Patricia
HafT)
Harold
Josey
Josephine
Freddy
Fredrick
TefT)
Teresa
Kimberly
KinUlly
b) Group 2
Full name
Hypocoristic
Kandacc
Kandy
Gordon
Gordy
Angela
Angie
Charles
Charlic
Kristinc
Krist.'
Barbara
Barby
Bernard
Bernic
Manil1
Marty
PreciYal
Percy
Hclmut
Helm:
c) Group :i
Full name
Hypocoristic
Amanda
Mandy
Lizzy. Betty
Elizabeth
Bertie
Roberta

Wrong output
*Sigmy
*Douglie
*Edwy
*Patr:
*Andr:
*Robry
*Gabr:
*Abg:
*Howrie
*Patry
*Harly
*Josefy
*Fredr:
*Tersy
*Kimby
Wrong output
*Kanny
*GOfT)
*Annie
*ChaIT)
*Krissy
*Bam
*Berr:
*MafT)
*PefT)
*Hellie
Wrong output
*Amy. *Manny
*Elly. *Liie
*Robby. *BefT)

As Da\is (1996) mentioned. the hypocoristics in the first group in (12) include
onl: a singlc consonant right before the suffix. whereas those in the second
group attain two consonants before the suffix. On the other hand. hypocoristics
in Group 3. unlike the otIlers. are based on tIle second or tIlird syllable rather
tI131l the word-initial syllable.
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These properties of the English hypocoristic truncation can be summarized in
(ll)
(B)

Generalization of English hypocoristic truncation
a) A hypocoristic is based on the maximally possible first s:\'Uable of
the base form.
--- Aandl' is from Aalld. Gordon from (iord and Albert from
.'Jlb

a') Thc final two consonants of the form to which the suffix is attached
should have falling sonority.
--- Sigmund is realized not as ,)'igll~v but as Siggy since -gill has rising
sononty,
b) The final two consonants of the form should respect Engli 5h
phonotactics,
--- Ajmhcrh' has Aill//IIi' as its hypocoristic in lieu of *Aimby sincc
mh is not a possible English coda, (-mbl o ). (e,g" iamh. bomh.
cOlllb etc,)
c) Hypocori5tic formation is related to the stress pattem of the base
--- Hypocoristics in Group l keep their stressed syllables at the
expcnse of losing their first syllable,
The gencrali7,.ation in (12) shows that e'en though the fonn to which the
hypocoristic suffix is attached. is not an independent phonological word. the two
consonants in the form should be an authentic English coda. Hence. as in normal
English words. neither tlIe syllable final /lib cluster nor any consonant cluster
with rising sonority at tile end can appear in the form.
Of interest here is that such form is neither input nor output That is. such
forms arc not outputs since they lack prosodic structure, Also. they cannot be
inputs sincc English lexicon does not have such words.
Consequently.
following McCartllY (1997. 1998) and Ito and Mester (1997). 1 propose such a
form is a sympathetic form to which tlle optimal form should be faitllfuL I will
retulll this issue of sympathetic fonus. shonly.
Gi\cl1 that such forms are sympathetic candidates. Section -t.2 will account
for the formation of English hypocoristic truncation.

-'.2 Sympathetic Faithfulness in English

H~'pocoristic

Truncation

In order to account for the formation of English hypocoristics. we first need to
formalizc the properties gi\'en in (13) into constraints. Especially 'with respect
to sonority of tlle final two consonants of the sympatlletic fonn. tlle examples in
( l-t) furtller show tl13t tlle two consonants in the maximally possible first
syllable of a name. which is a sympathy form. must ha\'e falling sonority,
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(I.J.) Sonority constraint in English hypocoristics
Full name
Hypocoristic
Victoria
Vicky
Hector
Heckie

Wrong output
*Vic~

*Hecty

The e'\amp\es in (l.J.) illustrate tIlat the two consonants of a sympathetic form
must ha\e falling sonority. Hence. given this pattern of hypocoristic fonnation.
i propose a constrainl regarding sonority of a coda. which is stated in (15).
(J 5) Coda Sonority (CodSon) Coda should have falling sonority.

The constraint requires the English coda even in the sympathy form to I1me a
conSOlliUll cluster with falling sonori~. thus ruling out those with even or rising
sonority
In addition. given that all this type of English hypocoristics is bisyllabic.
following Prince and Smoiensky. I propose a templatic constraint FTBIN.
( 16) ITBIN: (Prince and Smolellsky i99~:.J. 7)
Feet arc binary on a syllabic analysis.
As in the German case discussed by Ito and Mester (1997). the constraint "hich
limits the number of syllables in the sympathetic form in English is AliglUllent
constralllt as III (17).
(17) Align-Lcft(rr. Pr\\'d) ( == AII-rr-Left: Ito iUld Mester 1997: 127)
Align the left edge of a syllabic with the left edge of a prosodic word.
Hence the role of this constraint is to pick up only monosyllabic candidate as the
sympathetic form
The tableau in (I S) shows constraint interaction of rele\ant constraints
introduced so far. and accounts for the formation of English hypocoristics.

The constraint labl eau ill (18) is a combination of two tableaux. That is. the
constraints appeared in the right containing Cod Son and AligmnenL arc the
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ones to choose the sympatIletic candidate. By these constraints. candidate (a)
is chosen as tIle flowered candidate. In tIle tableau. candidate (a) should be
chosen as tIle sympathetic candidate in order to have Patty as tlle optimal output
ratller tIlan tIle h~pothetical fonn *Patry.
Then. in order to rule out
candidate (b) and to pick up candidate (a) as tlle sympatIletic candidate. it is
necessary that the markedness constraint CodSon be used as tIle autIlentic
sympatIletic constraint. Hence. tlle tableau in (18) clearly shows that as Ito and
Mester (1997) proposed. IO-FaitIlfulness constraints are not enough and even
markedness constraints should serve as ~-selector. The consequence is tllat
sympathetic candidates respects universal markedness even though it is not an
independent word. With tIle high-ranking flowered constraints. candidate (c)
which is more faitIlful to tIle flowered candidate becomes the optinml output.
The tableau in (19) accounts for tile second t)pe of English hypocoristics
which were illustrated in (l2b).

CodSon

Align

As for tIle h:pocoristics tIlat keep two consonants right before the suffix as in
(l2b). flowered constraints pick up tIle sympatlletic candidate WitIl tIle two
consonants as illustrated in (19). Both candidates (a) and (b) respect CodSon.
but ccUldidate (b) better respects Base-Identity and is chosen as the flowered
canctidate. Hence in the tableau. given Gord is tlle sympatIletic candidate
ratIler than Gor. candidate (d) which best respects sympatJletic constraints
emerges as the winning candidate.
The following tableau accounts for tJle case shown in (l2c).
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B) means of the flowered constraints. *mbl o and Alignment. candidate (a)
which lacks word-final mb cluster is chosen as the flowered candidate. Again.
in order to have the fonn as sympathetic candidate rather than candidate (b)
which has unacceptable syllable-final mh. it is necessary that the Phono
constraint *mbl o be used as an authentic sympathetic constraint even though
the form Kim is not a complete phonological word in English. Now. with the
sympathetic candidate Ailll. Kunmy, which is the most faithful to the flowered
candidate and respects the flowered constraints. is chosen as the best.
So far. we ha\'e examined several cases of English hypocoristic truncation.
In the tableaux in (18), (19) and (20). we ha\'e seen that sympathetic forms play
a crucial role in the production of hypocoristics. We have also seen that in
order to have such forms as sympathetic candidates. it is necessary that the
Markedness cOl1strdint and the Phono-constraint such as CodSon and *mbl c •
respectively. be used as autllentic sympatlletic constraints tllat pick up
sympathetic candidates. TIus claim is contrary to McCartllY who proposes to
use only IO-Faithfulness constraints as ~-selector and is similar to Ito and
Mester (1997) who argues for Extended Sympathy.
Importantly. tllis claim further implies tllat sympatlletic fonns lla\'e
correspondence with regular English words.
Hence. even though such
sympathetic candidates are not regular phonological words. they respect
phonological regularity of English arId unhersal markedness.
In addition. interestingly. the third type hypocoristics given in 02c) show that
hypocoristic truncation should reflect tile stress pattem of the full name (base)
The tableau in (21) accounts for this pattern where stress affects formation of
hypocoristic truncation.

Rob

.~.

Ber

*!

Bert

*1
*!

Robby

c]J"

*

Berry

*!

Berty

*!

Robert

*!

*!
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GiYen the fact that truncated English hypocoristics IUl\'e the same stress
pattcm with the corresponding full names. we need to have the flowered
candidate which has the same stressed syllable as the regular output of a full
name, This means that the BT -Identity constraint \VitIl respect to stress should
playa role as selector of the flowered candidate. Here. the use of BT-Identity
Head as ,,--selector is crucial. This claim that BT-Identity constraints should
select +-candidates is similar to Davis (l997a b) who proposes to use BR
Identity constraints as >~·-selectoL Hence. the optimal output in the tableau in
(l9) must be faithfill to the >?·-candidate with respect to stress. while keeping as
much faithfulness to the base word as it can. Consequently. candidate (1)
which respects >~MAX by containing the stressed syllable and is thc most
faithful to the input emerges as the best.

5 Summary
In tile paper. I contend that English h~llocoristjc truncation reflects faithfulness
to a sympatIletic candidate, Based on tile pattems of English hypocoristic
truncation. I also maintain that in addition to faithfulness constraints.
markedness. phonological and even BT-Correspondence constraints must bc
included to tile set of sympathetic constraints as selector of sympathetic
candidates, This claim is contrary to MCCartI1Y (1997. 1998) and is similar to
Ito alld Mester (1997) al1d partly to Davis (I 997a. b) in the sense tIlat other
constrdints in addition to IO-FaitIuulness can serve as selector of sympathetic
candidates,
This claim further implies tIlat even tIlOugh a sympathetic
candidate is not a complete word. it should respect phonological regularity of a
ghen lallguage and lmiversal markedness as a candidate which has prosodic
structure.
Notes
L I am especially grateful to Dayis Stuart for his many helpful comments, This \\ork
was supported b\' "New Faculty Research Grants" trom Dongseo University,
2, According to Davis (1996). there are two more pattems that are worth discussing,
These are sho\\11 III ( 1) and (2).
l) Group.:l

Fullllame
Stuart
Louise
Joel
2) Gronp 5
Full II alii e
Leon
Leah
Diane

llypocoristic
Stue\
Louie
Joey
Wrollg output
*Leyie
*Leyie
*Diyie
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Full names both in Group ..t and in GroLlp 5 are the same in the sense that they have hiatus
(sequence of \'O\n:15) bct\\een the tirst tllO s\'lIables. Names in GrouP), hO\lc\'er. do
not hale corresponding nicknames. while tilose in Group 4 do. Davis (1996) argues that
the first \,owc] in the tirst s\'llables of such names should be [-back]. Within the
!rame\\ork of OT. tilis is the consequence of high ranking local conjullctive constraint
(See SmolenSKI 1l)l)3. Alderete. to appear for more about the notion of local conJunctIOn)
*[ -bm:k fh:1'("""'"" which prohibits t\\ 0 consecuti\'e I-back] features in hypoeoristics.
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1.

Introduction

Recent studies have shov.n that object scrambling is available in Chinese (KWlg 1993,
JW. Lin 1994, Soh 1998a,b). In this paper, I address the question about the position of
the scrambled object Evidence from the positioning of the object in double complement
constructions indicates that the scrambled object appears inside the top VP within a
layered VP structure. In panicular. the scrambled object is lower than the goal argument
in double object and shift constructions, but higher than the goal in dative constructions.

2.

Background

Cases that have been argued to show properties of object scrambling in Chinese involve
the distribution of the object in relation to duration and frequency phrases (DFPs). For
example. certain objects including the demonstrative noWl phrase may either precede or
follow the duration and frequency phrase (Tang 1990, 1994, Huang 1994b, J. W. Lin
1994)
(I)

a.

[liang dl.
wo da-Ie
[oa yi-ge reo]
1 hit-PERF that one-CL person two time
'1 hit that person n\1ce.'

b.

wo da-Ie [liang ci] rna yi-ge ren].
I hit-PERF two time that one-CL person
'I hit that person nvice.'

I would like to thank ~oam Chomsk-y. Michel DeGraff. Alec :'viarantz, Shigeru .'Yliyagawa and
Ljiljana Progovac for comments and discussions. Thanks are also due to Hai Yong Liu. Jen
Ting. Shiao Wei Tharn. and Ellen Yuan. ThiS research is funded in part by the Pacific Cultural
Foundation (ScnI6). All errors are my own.
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Other noun phrases such as bare NPs that together with the verb fonn an activity reading
rna'· not precede the DFP (Feng 1995. Kung 1993, Huang I 994b).

en

a

wo jie-le
[yi ci)
[zhang].
] settle-PERF one tIme
account
'] settled accounts once.'
(Feng 1995)

b.

*\Vo .lie-Ie
[zhang] [yi cil·
I settle-PERF account one time
'] settled accounts once.'
(Feng 1995)

While the positioning of the object in relation to the DFP in Chinese patterns like object
scram bEng ill Dutch and German (see for example Diesing 1992, Neeleman and Reinhart,
In press, van der Does and de Hoop 1998), it remains controversial whether the different
posltlOmng of the obiect in (I) results from scrambling of the o~iect There are several
loglcall\ possible analyses for the relation between (I a) and (1 b), some of which have
been proposed.
(3)

Lo~ncalh

DFP]
I
1I.
III.
IV
V.

possible anal\ses for the relatIOn between [V DFP object] and [V oqiect
leftward movement of object (Kung 1993, lW. Lin 1994)
rightward movement of object
leftward movement ofDFP (Tang 1990)
nghtward movement ofDFP
(Ia) and (I b) are unrelated (Huang 1994a,b, 1996, Sybesma 1997)

For example. Kung (1993) and .1.W. Lin (1994) argue that (la) is derived from (lb) b\
mo\·ing the object leftward. Altematlveh. one can assume that the base order is (Ia) and
the object moves to the nghtto derive (I b). One can also imagine that the different word
orders arise from moving the DFP rather than the oqiecl It IS also possible that ( I a) and
( I b) are unrelated as Huang (1994a,b, 1996) has proposed.
Soh (1998a,b) proVides eVidence from scope that supports the leftward object movement
ana]vsis. The crucial evidence involves the contrast in the possible scope readings
between [V object DFP] and IV DFP object). When the object precedes the DFP, it ma\
have both wide and narrow scope readings with respect to the DFP as ShO\\11 in (4).
When the object takes \\ide scope, the relevant reading is that 'for all students, I have
invited each of them t\\ice'. When the object takes narrow scope, the relevant reading is
that 'there are two times where I have invited all students'.
(4)

wo qing-guo
[quanbu de xuesheng] [liang ci].
invited-PERF all
DE student two tIDle
'1 have imited all students t\\ice.'
(i) all students» two times
Oi) two times» all students
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When the object follows the DFP, the object may have only the narrow scope reading
\vith respect to the DFP as shown in (5). The reading with the object bearing wide scope
is not available.
(5)

wo qing-guo
(liang ci]
[quanbu de xuesheng].
I
invite-PERF hvo time
all
DE student
'Twice, I have invited all students.'
(i) ?*all students» two times
(ii) hvo times» all students

Assummg the Scope Principle in (6), Soh (1998a,b) argues that the contrast in (4) and
(5) indIcates that the object is base generated in a position following the DFP and It
moves lefhvard to a position before the DFP as sh()\\11 in (7).
(6)

The Scope Principle (Aoun and LI 1989 141)
A quantifier A has scope oyer a quantifier B in case A c-commal1ds a
member of the chain containi.ng B.

(7)

Lefh\(Jrd movenlent of the object (Kung 1993, lW Lin 1994, Soh (1998a,b I).
Subject DFP V DP
Base structure:
Subject Vj
Derived structures: (i)
(ii)
SubJect VJ

DPi

DFP
DFP

DP
lj

l'

The reason why the object preceding the DFP may haye both wide and narrow scope
readings is because the object c-commands the DFP in its moyed position and the DFP
c-commands the trace/cop'" ofthe object
(8)

V DPi DFP ti order
all students»t\\·o times because DPi c-commands DFP
two timeS» all students because DFP c-commands ti

vP
....-
DP subject ,:;.--..
v

J

FP
....-

'\ ~~t .J::
~tF

~

DFP

~

;:::..

t

J

t

i
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The reason why the object following the DFP can only be ulterpreted as having narrow
scope is because the DFP c-commands the object and there is no point in the derivation
in \\11Ich the object c-commands the DFP.
(9)

[V DFP obJect] order
two times » all students because DFP c-commands DP
')*all students» two times because DP does not c-command DFP
vP
....---..

DPsu~iect ~
v

I

FP

....---..

~

F'

F""---"?
\
DFP t~DP
'--

J

ot:iect

and (9). I assume that a transitive sentence involves a
As ShO\\11 in the structures JI1
double VP structurc. where thc verb raises to the position of the light verb overtly
(Chomsb J995:315. extending Hale and Kevser's (1993) configuration approach to theta
theory. see also Huang 1994a. J 994 b. 1996). The external argument appears ill [Spec, \']
and the DFP adjoins to a VP I assume that the scrambled object appears in the Spec of
a functIOnal proJectIon. which I label FP I

3.

Where is the Scrambled Object?

3.1

Double complement cOllstmctions

There are three types of double complement constructions in Chinese: the dative
constructIOns. the double object constructions and the shift constructions (Kung) 993 i.
(10)

Types of double complement constructions in Chinese (Kung 1993):
(i)
Double object constructions
V goal theme
(ii)
Shiftconstruetions
V Gei-goal theme
(iii)
Dative constructions
V theme Gei-goal

I See Soh (I 998a. b) for discussion on how the other possible analyses listed in (3) do not
predict the scope contrast in (4) and (5).
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Examples of each type are shown in (II ).
(11 )

a.

wo song-Ie
Zhangsan nei-ben shu.
I give-PERF Zhang san that-CL book
'I have given Zhang san that book.'

Double object

b.

wo song-gei-Ie
Zhang san nei-ben shu.
I give-GEl-PERF Zhangsan that-CL book
'1 have given that book to Zhangsan.'

Shift constructions

c.

wo song-Ie
nei-ben shu gei Zhangsan
1 give-PERF that-CL book GEl Zhangsan
'1 have given that book to Zhangsan.·

Dative constructions

Double object and shift constructions are unlike dative constructions in where the DFP
ma\' appear. For double object and shift constructions. the DFP may appear between the
t\\O objects or following the o~iects, but it may not precede both objects (compare Kung
1993. also see Soh 1998b footnote 5 167)
(12)

(13)

a.

song-guo Zhang san liang ci 1l8-ben xiao-shuo.
I give-PERF Zhang san two time that-CL novel
'1 have given Zhangsan that novel t\\1ce.'

b

')wo song-guo Zhang sail na-ben xiao-shuo liang d.
I gIve-PERF Zhang san that-CL novel
two time
'I have given Zhang san that novel t\\1ce.'

c.

song-guo liang ci Zhang san 1l8-ben xiao-shuo.
I give-PERF two tnne Zhangsan that-CL novel
'1 have given Zhang san that novel twice.'

a.

')')wo song-gei-guo Zhangsan liang dna-ben xiao-shuo.
I give-GEl-PERF Zhangsan two time that-CL novel
'I have given tllat novel to Zhangsan tWIce.'

b.

song-gel-guo Zhang san na-ben xlao-shuo liang d.
I give-GEl-PERF Zhang san that-CL novel
two time
'I have given that novel to Zhangsan twice.'

c.

*wo song-gei-guo
liang d Zhang san na-ben xiao-shuo.
I give-GEl-PERF two time Zhang san that-CL novel
'I have given that novel to Zhangsan twice.'

\\0

*\\"0

')\\"0

For dative constructions, the DFP may not appear between the objects but it may appear
before or after both objects (see Tang 1994).
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(14)

a.

*wo song-guo na-ben xiao-shuo liang ci gei Zhangsan.
1 give-PERF that-CL novel
two time GEl Zhang san
'1 have given that novel to Zhangsan twice.'

b.

song-guo na-ben xiao-shuo gei Zhangsan liang ci.
!uve-PERF that-CL novel
GEl Zhang san two time
'1 ha\'e giyen that novel to Zhangsan twice.'
\\0

r

(")')wo song-guo liang ci na-ben xiao-shuo gei Zhang san.
1 giye-PERF two time that-CL novel
GEl Zhangsan
'J have given that novel to Zhangsan tvvice.'

C.

The possible placements of the DFF are summarized 111 (15).
x. ImpOSSl e pOSItIOns 0 f the DFP
(15 ) 0 P
b l e positIOns 0 f the DFP ~
OSSI
Shift constructIons
Dati ve constructions
Double object
V~

3.2

DP 0 DF 0

V-GEl ~ DP 0 DP0
V I!I GEl DP 0 DP 0

V0

DP I!I GEl DP 0

The structures of dati\'e constructIons and double object/shift constructions

There IS evidence from Chinese for the claim that the double object (and shift
constructions'l involve one mon, 'v'P-Ia\'er compared to the dative constructions as
proposed 111 Marantz (1993) The e\'idence involves the contrast between the double
obJect/shift constructIOns versus the dative construction in the distribution of GE 'eae h'.
11us contrast will be dIscussed belO\\ The structures I assume for the double object
cOllstruction. the shift constructIon and the dative construction are shown in (1
(I Tl
and ( 18 ,respectl \'eh
i16l

Double obJect constructlOllS

-------
\P

DP
la 'hc'

\'

v
song.

'send' J

'\

VPI
____
V'

DJ'

ZIlli>~w' Apr~

~

V

r:::

1.

"--- J

DP
yiben shu
'one book'
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(17)

Shift constructions

vp

.......--

DP
ta 'he'

.......--
v'

.......--

VPI
v
song.
V'
, d' J
PP
sen
.......--- .......--
P

DP
V.
VP2
.......--
Zhang san J
APPL V
DP
"-- t

J

yiben shu
'one book'

(18)

Dative constructions

------"I'

DP

ta 'he'

v'

VPl
v
song.
____
'send' 1 DP
V
yiben shu
V

------
PP

P

gei'to'

DP
Zhangsan

TIle difference between the double object and shift structures in (16) and (17) versus the
dative structure in (18) is that there are two VPs below the light verb in the double object
and shift structures, while there is one VP below the light verb in the dative structure.
Also, the double object and the shift constructions contain an applicative verb which
heads one of the VP
3.2.1

Evidence from GE 'each'

One piece of evidence for the structural difference between dative versus double object
Ishift constructions comes from the distribution of GE 'each'. GE 'each' has been referred
to as a dyadic quantifier which distributes over two arguments (e.g., Kung 1993). I.E
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Lin (1998) showed that GE adjoins to a VP and it must quantify a distributable argument
and bind an indefinite argument 2 An example of the use of GE is shovm in (1
(19)

Zhang san he Lisi ge mai-le
wu-ben xiao-shuo.
Zhang san and Lisi GE buy-PERF five-Cl~ novel
'Zhangsan and Lisl bought five novels each.'

(KWlg 1993: 117)

Kung (] 993) observed that GE can appcar betwecn the two complements in double obJect
and shift constructions. but it cannot appear III bctween the two complements in dative
constructions.
(2())

a

tamen gc song-lc
Zhangsan \\u-ben shu.
thcy GE gm~-PERF Zhangsan fivc-CL book
'The\' gave Zhangsan fivc books each.'

(Kung 1993118)

b

Zhang san song-Ie
nel san-ge
ren
ge VI-fen h\\11
Zhang san gn'e-PERF that threc-CL person GE one-CL present
'Zhangsan gave those three people each a present.' (Kung 1993: 1821

c.

Zhang san song gei-Ie
nel san-ge ren
ge yi-fen liwu.
Zhangsan give GEl-PERF that three-CL person GE one-CL present
'Zhangsan gave those three people each a present.' (Kung 1993: 182)

d

nci san-fen h\\u ge gei er-shi-ge
*Zhangsan song-Ie
Zhang san givc-PERI that three-CL present GE GEl twent\,-CL
ren
(Kung 1993: 182)
people

111is obscn'atlon supports the claim that there IS one less VP in dati\'e constructions
compared to double object/shift constructions (Marantz 1993). In double object and shift
constructlOns. GE can appear between the Internal argtmlents because there are two VPs
in double object/shift constructions. GE can adjoin to the lower vp. VP2 and appears
between the illtemal arguments as ShO\\11 in (21 b) and (22b) for double object and shift
COlh1ructions respect! vch.
(21 )

a.

Zhangsan song-Ie
nel san-ge
ren
ge yi-fen h\\u.
Zhangsan give-PERF that three-CL person GE one-CL present
'Zhangsa1l gave those three people each a present.' (Kung 1993: 182)

2 In addition to adjunction to a "P. T.H. Lin (1998) proposes that GE can also be adjoined to a
'·,bar. I do not assume that GE can adjoin to a "-bar because it predicts certain positions for GE
which are unattested (see Soh 1998b for some alternatiH analyses to cases which T.H. Lin
(1998) takes as in,ohing GE adjoining to a \' -bar).
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b.

Double object
vP

..........--...

v'

DP

Zhangsan

v
VPI
song.
'send' J
DP
V
nei san ge ren ..........--...
'those three people' ~
VP2

..........--...

..........--...

APPL

GE

~
(22)

VP2
..........--...
V
DP
tj
yifen li\\U
'one present'

a.

Zhangsan song gei-Ie
nei san-ge ren ge vi-fen liwu
Zhangsan give GEl-PERF that three-CL person GE one-CL present
'Zhangsan gave those three people each a present' (Kung 1993182)

b

Shift constructions
vP
~

DP

v'

~

Zhangsan

v
song.
,send.J

VPI

~

PP

V

~~

P

DP

I

'to' nei san ge ren

V
VP2
J
~
APPL GE

DP
yifenliwu
'one present'
In dative constructions, because there is only one VP and the internal arguments are not
separated bv a VP boundary, GE 'each', which adjoins to a VP, cannot appear between
the internal arguments.
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(2~)

a

*Zhangsan song-Ie
nei $an-fen h\\U ge gei er-shi-ge
Zhang san give-PERF that three-CL present GE GEl twent\,-CL
ren.
people
(Kllllg 1993182)

h.

Dative constructions

*

vP
~
D1'
ta'he'

~
\'

VPI

song
~
D1'
'send'
nel san fen Iiwu
'those three presents' GE

V'

~
V
PP
~
P
DP
er-shi ge ren
gel
'to'

_' ..'

'twenty people'

An analysis of the distribution orthe duratIOn/frequency phrase

Before we can address the question about where the scrambled object is, we need to
determine to which VP the DFP can be adjoined. There is evidence from serial verh
constructIOns that the DF1' may adjoin onl\' to the lowest VP. The DFP may appear
before or after the second nOlUl phrase but not before or after the first noun phrase.
(2·n

a

ta pai Zhangsan qu-Ie
Meiguo hang ci.
he send Zhang san go-PERF US
two tlme
'He sent Zhangsan (to go) to US twice.'

b.

ta pai Zhang san qu-Ie
liang ci
Meiguo.
he send Zhang san go-PERF two time US
'He sent Zhang san (to go) to US twice:

c.

')*ta pai-Ie
liang ci Zhang san qu Meiguo.
he send-PERF two time Zhang san go US
'He sent Zhang san (to go) to US mice:

d

')*ta pai-Ie
Zhang san liang ci qu Meiguo.
he send-PERF Zhang san two time go US
'He sent Zhangsan (to go) to US t\\ice.'
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The possibility of (a) and (b) sentences above suggest that the DFP is adjoined to the
lowest VP. I assume that there is a light verb immediately above the lower VP where
the lower verb can move to. The structure ofSVC assumed is shmm in (25).
(25)
vPI

------------",

DPI

ta 'he'

VPI

vI

~

DP2

V'

Zhangsan i V ; ' P 2
pai'send'

-----,
DP3
v

----
---------
----

\'2

FP

F'

F

VP2

DFP

liangci
'two times'

VP2

----
V2
DP4
qu 'go'
Meiguo 'US'

V2 undergoes head movement to the position of the light verb v2. When no further
movement occurs, the order in (14b) is derived. When object scrambling occurs. the
lower obiect appears in the scrambled object pOSition above the DFP and the order in
(24a) IS derived The fact that(24c) and (24d) are not good indicates that the DFP ma\
onl\ adjoin to the lowest VP and not an~ other VPs.
3.3.1

Double object and shift constructions

Recall that the DFP may appear before or after the theme, but not before both the theme
and the
I assume the result above that the DFP adjoins to the lowest VP, VP1.
Consider the double object structure in (16) After the verb raises to the position of the
light-verb, the order [V goal DFP theme] is derived. When the theme moves to the
scrambled position before the DFP, the order [V goal theme DFP] surfaces. The order [V
DFP goal theme] is not possible because the DFP cannot adjoin to VPI in double object
constructions and must adjoin to the lowest VP, VP1.
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(26 )

Double obiect constructions
vPl

DPI
ta 'he'

------\

VPI

vi

SOIl £

____

'send'~ J DP

Zhangsan

C

V'

V----;'P

APPL J

--------

---

F'

F

VP2

~

FPt.~
V
DP
yiben shu
'one book'

J

The den\'atlOn~ for the Shlfl construction are the same as the double obiect construction
TIle Dr]> ad.1oll1s lO VP2. whIch IS the lowesl VP. The order [V GEl-goal DFP theme]
IS denved after the verb undergoes head movement to the position of the light verb.
When the tl1enH~ i~ moved to the scrambled object position, the order [V GEl-goal theme
DFPjls derived. The order [V DFP GEl-goal theme] cannot be derived because the DFP
cmmot adioin to \1)1 and must adjoin to VP2.
(271

----

Shift constructIOns
vPI

DPI
ta 'he'

vi

---VPI

sonL!
I'D
V'
'send' '.1 _ _'_ _ V - -  FP
P
DP
J
____
Zhangsan APPL
P'
'to'

-------

P

VP2

\:

FP~
V

t.

J

DP
one book
yiben shu
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3.3.2

Dativeconstruchons

For the dative construction, the DFP may appear before or after both eomplements but
not in between the complements. The DFP adjoins to the lowest VP, and in this case,
the lowest VP is VPI. After the verb raises to the light verb, the order [V DFP theme
GEL-goal) is derived.
(28)

------------

Dative constructions
vPl

DP}
ta 'he'

vi
song.
'send' J

v'

FP

-----F'

F

-----VPI

DFP

VPI

DP

one book
yiben shu

V

--
VJ
______
PP

P
'to'

DP
Zhang san

The questlOll IS how IS the order [V theme GEL-goal DFP] derived? Wh~ can't the
theme raise across the DFP leaving behind the goal to derive the unattested form [V
theme DFP GEI-goalJ? For the first question, two possible analyses come to mind, In
one analysis as 5ho\\11 in (29), VPI raises as a whole to the scrambled object position,
In another analysis as shO\\11 in (30), the theme and the goal raise independently across
the DFP.
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(29)

PossIble analYsIs I VP-ralsing 3

-------
-------
"PI

DPI
'he'

Ul

v'

vI

FP

Song

'send'~ J

F'

F

VPI

---
v

pp_ _
__

VJ

P

DP

gei'to'

(30 I

PossIble analysis II. Argument raIsing

------
----------
--------
"PI

DPI
ta 'he'

\'1
song,
'send' .1

\"

FP

F'

F

VPI

DFP

VPI

TIle anahsis involving VP-raising provides a straightforward account for the second
question, namely \\bv the theme cannot scramble b\ itself leaving behind the goal The
3 The problem with raising the bottom part of an adjoined structure can be circumve.nted if we
assume following Cinque (1997) that DFPs appear in the Spec of a functional projection,
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reason is that it is the VP (as opposed to the object) which raises (cL Kung 1993). One
problem with this analysis is that if object scrambling in Chinese involves VP-raising
which brings along the object, we loose the account of the scope contrast between [V
object DFP) and [V DFP object1as discussed in section 2. This is because the raised
object which is within the VP does not c-command the DFP. Another problem with
positmg movement of the VP containing the theme and the goal is that [theme GEl-goal]
does not move together in any other conte\.1 \vhich involves VP movement. In a VP
focus context involving /ian ...ve 'even ... ye', the [theme GEl-goal] sequence carmot be
moved as sho ....11 in (31b).
(31)

a.

ta !ian song na-ben shu gei ta ye bu ken.
he even give that-CL book GEl him also not willing
'He IS not even willing to give that book to him.'

b.

*ta lian na-ben shu gei ta ve bu ken
song.
he even that-CL book GEl him also not willing
'He IS not even wilhng to give that book to him.'

The argument raising analysis allows us to maintain the account for the scope contrast
between [V obJect DFP] and [V DFP object] It remains wlclear why the theme cannot
scran1ble leaving behind the goal in dative constructions. I leave this question for future
work.

4.

Conclusions

In conclusion. the dIstributJons of the DFP and GE 'each' proVIde support for the claim
that the structures of the double object/shift constructions involve one more VP
compared to the structure of the dative constructions (Marantz 1993). There is also
evidence that the scrambled ot>iect in Chinese is within the top VP. It is lower than the
goal argument ill double object/shift constructions, but higher than the goal argwnent in
dati ve constructions.
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Emergent U nmarkedness:
Alternations in Reduplicant or Base
Caro Struijke
University of Maryland at College Park

In reduplicated forms. the base and reduplicant are typically entirely identical.
Under Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1995, within Optimality
Theory, Prince and Smolensky 1993), such identity is forced by Base
Reduplicant Faithfulness constraints. Of course, in a theory of violable
constraints. sameness of base and reduplicant is not always guaranteed. In
particular. considerations of markedness can force one member of the base
reduplicant pair to alternate. resulting in non-identity of the output strings
(Steriade, 1988). McCarthy and Prince (1994) dub this state of affairs 'The
Emergence of the Unmarked' (TETU) , and argue that only reduplicants C<IIl
undergo TETU alternations. This paper shows that it is sometimes the base that
changes, and introduces a broad interpretation of Input-Output Correspondence to
explain this fact.
This broad interpretation of 1-0 Faithfulness should be seen as 'Word
Faithfulness'. It relates input material to the entire output word, not
distinguishing base and reduplicant (Struijke 1997; independently proposed by
Raimy and Idsardi 1997; Spaelti 1997; and Yip 1998; cf. 1-0 Correspondence in
McCarthy and Prince (1995) which relates inputs to bases onlyl).
(1) Broad Input.Output Correspondence

/lexically specified input!

!

1-0 Faithfulness

Reduplicant - Base
(reduplicated) output word
Constraints governing this relation are satisfied if an element in the input is
present in the output, be it in the base, reduplicant, or both. Giving these
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constraints a high rank in the grammar forces unreduplicated words to be faithful,
but allows one member of the reduplicant-base pair to change in response to a
lower ranked markedness constraint, resulting in The Emergence of the
Unmarked.
Input-Output constraints do not indicate a preference for faithful parsing in the
base or reduplicant. Hence, we expect TETU alternations in either output string.
'Which is faithful to the input, and which undergoes the TETU change is
determined either by a markedness constraint (often the constraint driving The
Emergence of the Unmarked) or Root Faithfulness (Positional Faithfulness,
Beckman 1997). In the former case either the base or the reduplicant can change
('Output TETU' ), in the latter only the reduplicant can change, because the base
must be faithful ('Reduplicant TETU'), I will illustrate both types of Emergent
Unmarkedness with a reduplicative pattern found in the Wakashan language
Kwakwala (Boas 1947).
The faithfulness relations relevant for reduplication are given below:

(2) Reduplicative model of correspondence (cf McCarthy and Prince 1995)
input:

IRED + Rootl

1-0 FaithfUlness/
Root Faithfulness

output:
Reduplicant

~

B

8-R Faithfulness

1 TETU Alternations in Base or RedupJicant
The Kwakwala reduplication discussed in this paper co-occurs with certain
lexically specified suffixes. The examples that I use contain the suffix /-mu:tl
'useless refuse'. Reduplicants are prefixal and never exceed the length of a
syllable 2,
These reduplicated words avoid stress clash: heads of feet are not adjacent.
When the prefixal reduplicant and /-mu:tl are concatenated with a root containing
a bimoraic initial syllable, both the reduplicant and base-initial syllable are
potentially bimoraic, and would form adjacent heads of feet 3 • Such clash is
avoided by deleting a moraic sonorant coda or shortening a vowel4 • The base
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syllable lightens in trisyllabic fonns, whereas the reduplicant-syllable lightens in
quadrisyllabic fonns.
(3) TETU alternation in the base
IRED + w;;!n + mu:tI
(w.,n)-(w;;!-mu:t)
IRED + d;;!y + mu:tI
~)-(d;;!-mu:t)
~)-(x;;!-mu:t)
IRED + X;;!W + mu:tI
(4) TETU alternation in the reduplicant
IRED + sa:qW' + mu:tI ~-sa:)(qW';;!-mu:t)

IRED + m;;!ndz + mu:tI
IRED + q a:l' + mu:tI
W

~-m;;!n)(dz;;!-mu:t)
~-qW'a:)(l';;!-mu:t)

'refuse of drilling'
'refuse of wiping'
'refuse of splitting wood'

'peelings'
'remains of kindling'
'embers'

The constraint penalizing stress clash is active in reduplicated words only.
Outside reduplication clash is attested. We find tri- and quadrisyllabic
unreduplicated words consisting solely of heavy syllables, each projecting their
own foot.
(5) Clash ill unreduplicated words
(n'e:)(q-o:)(gWi:l)
'to intend to say'
(g;;!Jt)-Ck'o:)(dd)
'longer one side'
(ts'o:)(l'-;;!m)(y'a:)
'black cheek'
(he:)(i-o:)(m'a:)(la:)
'to be in time'
(te:)(n-o:s)(ta: )(la:)
'to pole up river'
(ie:)(k-' e:x)-(si:)(la:)
'to do because happy'

*(n'e:)(q-;;!gWi:l)
*(g;)lt)-(k' ;;!di:i)
*(ts' 0:)(1' -;;!y' a:)
*(h;)1-o:)(m' ala:)
*(t;;!n-o:s)(tala:)
*(l;)k-'e:x)-(s;;!la:)

Apparently, moras and segments present in the input cannot be deleted in
unreduplicated words in order to resolve clash: they must be recoverable from the
output word. Put differently, Input-Output Faithfulness constraints must
dominate the markedness constraint militating against stress clash. This is
illustrated in tableaux (9) and (l0).
(6) *CLASH: adjacent heads of feet are prohibited (from Hayes 1984; Kager
1994, Kenstowicz 1995, Fitzgerald 1997; cf. Hung 1994).
(7) MAXSEG IO : an input segment must have an output correspondent (McCarthy
and Prince 1995)
(8) MAXIlIO: an input mora must have an output correspondent
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.
(9) N o sep,nlellta I deIetlOn
Its'o:1 +

If!

\~my'a:1

[' d words
unredupllcate
MAXSEG IO

*CLASH

(ts' 0: )(1' -;.:ly a:)

1.

(H)(LH)

* !

2.w (ts' 0:)(J' -;.:lm)(y' a:)
**

(H)(H)(H)

(10 ) No moraie deletion in un reduplicated words
In'e:q + o:gWi:l!
MAXf.lJO

(n'e:)(q-;.:lgWi:l)

1.

(H)(LH)

2.

*CLASH

IF

* !

(n' e:)(q-o: )(g"i:!)
(H)(H)(H)

**

Since Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) assumes a single ranking
of constraints to account for all attested phonological forms of a language, a
ranking established for unreduplicated words must also allow attested reduplicated
words to surface. Since MAXSEG 10 and MAxf.llocannot be violated in Kwakwala
unreduplicated forms to satisfy *CLASH, they cannot be violated for that reason
in reduplicated forms either. That is, *CLASH can only be satisfied in the
optimal reduplicative forms in (3) and (4), if these faithfulness constraints are
satisfied also.
I argue that faithfulness constraints are indeed satisfied in reduplicated words,
because each input element is parsed in the output: sometimes in the base aOO
sometimes in the reduplicant. The input element that is deleted in one member
of the base-reduplicant pair is recoverable from the other. Thus, I assume that
Input-Output Correspondence should be seen as a relation between the input aOO
the entire output word (rather than just the base, McCarthy and Prince 1995).
Under this view of Input-Output Faithfulness, the base and reduplicant
enjoy equal status. Both are related to input elements via multiple
correspondence, as depicted in (11) below.
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(11) Multiple Input-Output Correspondence in total reduplication
I = input element, R = reduplicant element, B = base element.
input:

IRED + II

12 13 I

~

1-0 Faithfulness

output:
Since the reduplicative morpheme in the input has no phonological content of
its own, it must draw on the phonological contents of other morphemes via
correspondence relations in order to be phonologically realized in the output.
Apart from the output base, the reduplicant must be in direct correspondence
with the lexically specified input. It cannot solely draw on the output base via
Base-Reduplicant Correspondence, because it sometimes contains material
present in the input, but lost in the baseS (see data in (3)).
Input-Output constraints are satisfied if an element in the input has one or
more faithful correspondents in the output. In other words, they are satisfied if
the unreduplicated word is faithful, and if one or both members of the ba~e
reduplicant pair in a reduplicated word are faithful. Since only one output copy
needs to be faithful, the other is free to change in order to satisfy a lower ranked
markedness constraint; in this case *CLASH. This is what it means for a
markedness constraint to emerge.
1.1 Trisyllabic reduplicated words: changes in the base
In trisyllabic reduplicative forms, a bimoraic root syllable is concatenated with
the reduplicative morpheme and l-mu:tI. The heavy root syllable lightens in the
base through deletion of the moraic coda sonorant 6 or shortening of the long
vowel/diphthong. The redupJicant is a heavy syllable, retaining the long vowel
or coda sonorant.
(12) Lightening ofthe base
/xawl
~)-(xa-mu:t)
Ibnl
(k;5n)-(ka-mu:t)
(q;5 n)-(qas-m' u:t)
Iq~nsl
(qa:)-(qas-m'u:t)
Iqa:sl

'refuse of splitting wood'
'what is left after scooping up'
'chips'
'tracks'

Even with high-ranking Input-Output constraints, one member of the base
reduplicant pair can surface unfaithfully. In fact, it must, to satisfy lower-ranked
*CLASH. As illustrated in tableaux (13) and (14), this markedness constraint
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forces base-initial syllables to lighten. Rather than having three (H) feet and two
instances of clash in the faithful parse of candidates 1, the base-initial syllable
lightens to join the suffixal morpheme in an iambic (LH) foot, as in the optimal
candidates 2. The output fonns (H)(LH) do not violate MAX-IO constraints or
*CLASH, because each segment and mora in the input is faithfully parsed in the
outpuf and heads of feet are not adjacent
(13) Lifihteninfi ofthe base to avoid clash (deletion of mora)
IRED- + d::lY+ -mu:t1
*CLASH
MAXll lo

(de:)-(dey)-Cmu:t)
(H)(H)(H)
2. liP (de:)-(d::l-mu:t)

1.

**1

(H)(LH)
(14) Lifihteninfi of the base to avoid clash (deletion of sef(ment
IRED- + k::ln + -mu:t1
MAXSEG JO *CLASH

I.

(k;Sn)-(kan)-(mu:t)

2.

(H)(H)(H)
(k;Sn)-(ka-mu:t)

liP

**!

(H)(Lm
*CLASH demands a phonological change in the base only. Lightening of the
reduplicant would not avoid clash, as illustrated in tableau (15). Thus, the
markedness constraint single-handedly determines the locus of the lETU
alternation. Of course, lightening of both the base and the reduplicant is ruled
out by high-ranking Input-Output Faithfulness constraints, because an element
in the input is not recoverable from the output. Moreover, this candidate
(number 3) would not prevent clash.
,
demands only the base to alternate
(15) *CLASH
IRED- + day+ -mu:t1
MAXJ.lJO

I. w (de:}(da-mu:t)
(H)(LH)
(d::l-de:)-(mu:t)
2.
(LH)(H)
(d::l-da)-(mu:t)
3.
(LL)(H)

*CLASH

*1
*!

*
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In these particular reduplicated words, clash is avoided altogether. However, note
that this is not necessarily true of all reduplicated words. *CLASH can only affect
elements that are involved in multiple correspondence. More precisely, an output
element can only change in The Emergence of the Unmarked if its input mate is
in correspondence with another, faithful output element which ensures
satisfaction of 1-0 constraints. Since the size of the Kwakwala reduplicant is one
syllable, reduplicants only copy adjacent root material, never suffixal elements.
Hence, segments belonging to the input suffix are not involved in multiple
correspondence, and have only one chance to surface faithfully in the output. The
ranking MAXSEG]o, MAXJ1JO » *CLASH ensures that segments and morae
cannot be deleted in suffixes: IRED + w:m + 9i: sa:we:1 surfaces as (w:m)-(w:l
gi:)(sa:)(we:), not as *(w:ln)-(w:l-gi:)(sawe:) 'left over drilling'.

1.2 QuadrisylJabic reduplicated words: cbanges in tbe reduplicant
When the morphemes IRED-I and l-mu:tI are concatenated with a bimoraic root
syllable ending in a laryngeally marked segment, the reduplicant lightens to
avoid clash.
(16) Lightening of the reduplicant
IqWa:1'1
(qw':l-qW'a:)(l':l-mu:t)
Ikw':l mt'l
~-kW'am)(l':l-mu:t)
Im:lndzl

~-m~n)(dz:l-mu:t)

'embers'
'remains of burning'
'remains of cutting kindling'

A voiced obstruent and glottalized sonorant cannot occur in the coda of a
Kwakwala syllable (Wilson 1978). As a repair a vowel is epenthesized, and the
laryngeally marked segment surfaces in the onset of the newly created syllable.
As a result, the reduplicated form is quadrisyllabic, rather than trisyllabic. Since
syllable count influences foot structure, quadrisyllabic reduplicant forms have a
different foot structure than trisyllabic forms. In particular, the syllable headed by
the epenthesized syllable forms a (LH) foot with the suffix, which leaves the
potentially heavy base-initial and reduplicant syllables to be footed. If they both
surface faithfully, as in candidate I of tableau (17), two (H) feet must be created,
and stress clash results. Instead, the optimal candidate 2 avoids clash through
lightening of the reduplicant, which allows the reduplicant to be footed with the
base-initial syllable.
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(17 ) Li/?htening of the reduplicant to avoid clash
IRED- + qWa:l' + -mu:t1
MAXJlIO

1.

*CLASH

(q W a:)-(qWa:)(l' a-mu:t)
* !

(H)(H)(LH)

2.W (q W'a_qW' a:)(l'a-mu:t)
(LH)(LH)

Again, the markedness constraint decides on the location of the TETU change.
Only when the reduplicant alternates are both MAXJllo and *CLASH satisfied.

r

(18) *CLASH demandson)'
I t heredUpllcant to a temate
IRED- + qWa:l' + -mu:t1
MAXJllo

*CLASH

l.w (q w'a_ q w'a:)(1 'a-mu:t)
(LH)(LH)

2.

(q Wa:)-(qWal'a)-(mu:t)
*!

(H)(LL)(H)

3.

(q W a-q"'a)(l' a-mu:t)
(LL)(LH)

*!

1.3 Summary: Output TETU
The emergence of *CLASH in reduplicated words of Kwakwala is an example of
TETU in which the markedness constraint involved determines which member of
the redupJicant-base pair changes to satisfy its needs. I call this type of TETU
'Output TETU': the emergent markedness constraint can in principle affect either
output copy.
The domain of *CLASH includes material from both copies, and therefore
demands a phonological change in one only (i.e. an alternation in one satisfies
the constraint). Depending on the syllabic structure of the reduplicated form, it is
either the base or the reduplicant that changes. Thus, *CLASH does not exhibit a
fixed preference for alternations in one string or the other.
Note, however, that markedness constraints involved in Output TETU can
show a fixed preference. For instance, in a language with prefixal reduplication
and initial stress, the reduplicant will receive stress. If a constraint banning full,
unstressed vowels emerges in reduplicated forms, only the base will undergo the
TETU alternation, simply because it is the only string that contains the marked
structure.
Thus, Output TETU can occur when the domain of the relevant markedness
constraint includes material from both base and reduplicant (Kwakwala), or if
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only one of the output copies contains the marked structure. A third instance of
Output TETU occurs when the marked structure is created by concatenation of
base and reduplicant. A hypothetical case could involve concatenation of a
prefixal reduplicant containing a final nasal with a base whose initial segment is
a voiceless consonant. Here the constraint banning such a cluster (*N~, Pater
1996) could emerge and force either the base or reduplicant segment to undergo a
TETU alternation (e.g. postnasal voicing or nasal deletion, as determined by
other constraints in the grammar). Thus, in this case too, the disfavored structure
spans the reduplicant-base boundary, and a change in one can make the structure
unmarked.
Base-Reduplicant Identity suffers in The Emergence of the Unmarked. Hence,
B-R constraints must be low-ranking. Of course, Root Faithfulness constraints
must be low-ranking also, to allow bases to be unfaithful in Output TETU. We
can now provide a general ranking schema for this type of TETU (cf. McCarthy
and Prince 1995):

(19) Output TETU basic ranking
1-0 Faith » M » B-R Faith, Root Faith

2 Alternations in Reduplicant only: Reduplicant TETU
The constraint WEIGHTbyPOSITION (Hayes 1989) emerges in reduplicative forms
of Kwakwala also. It demands all coda consonants to be moraic, but is only
(fully) active in reduplicants. In bases and unreduplicated words it is (at least
partly) inactive.

2.1 Un reduplicated words
In non-reduplicative environments WEIGHTbyPOSITION is partially inactive,
because obstruents do not contribute to weight. Only sonorant codas must be
moraic. This is evidenced by the stress system (Zec 1988). Stress falls on the
left-most heavy syllable (I8a). Short-vowelled syllables closed by obstruents 00
not attract stress (I8b); those closed by sonorants do (I8c).

(20) non-moraic obstruents in unreduplicated words
a.
ha~.l'a~~.ma~xs.ta~11
'to eat quickly'
b.
Gal1s.xa~
'to carry on fingers'
t'6~1~s.ta~s
'to eat crabapples'
c.
The fact that obstruents surface without contributing to weight indicates that it
is more important for an obstruent to be non-moraic than to be assigned weight
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by position (compare candidates I and 2 in tableau (23». Also, the obstruent
must be realized: it cannot delete in order to avoid a violation on
WEIGHTbyPOSITION or *OBSTRJIl (compare candidates 2 and 3)8.
(21) *OBSTRJJ.l: obstruents are non-moraic (shorthand for *tlll » *v/J.1., etc.)
(Moren, 1997).
(22) WEIGHTbyPoSITION (WxP): Coda consonants must be moraic
(Hayes, 1989)
(23) Dbsfruents are 0 bl"19aton " non-morale
I MAXSEG(o
ICV~OI
*J.1./obstr
*1
CV~O~
I
1.
2,

3.

t:i1"

CV~O

I

CV~

I

WxP
*

*!

2.2 Reduplicated words
Even though obstruents must be parsed in unreduplicated words, they do not
surface in reduplicants of reduplicated words:
(24) Dbstruents do /lot suifaee in reduplicants
lka:xwl
k'a:-k'axw-m'u:t
*k'a:xw-k'axw-m'u:t
Its'a:sl
ts'a:-ts';:ls-m'u:t
*ts'a:s-ts';:ls-m'u:t
Ite:1!
te:-tai-m 'u:t
*lld.-tat-m 'u:t
X;:l]-xat- m'u:t
IX;:l1t1
*xalt-xat- m'u:t

'shavings'
'old eel-grass'
'remains of bait'
'sawdust'

Apparently, reduplicants do not allow non-moraic consonants in coda.
WEIGHTbyPOSITION emerges in reduplication, and must be satisfied in
reduplicants.
Given the constraint ranking established for unreduplicated words, it is not
surprising that one member of the reduplicant-base pair is unfaithful to the
input. This can be seen in tableau (25). With high-ranking MAXSEG IO the input
obstruent only needs to be parsed in the reduplicated word once. Two parsed
obstruents would satisfy this constraint also, but both obstruents would need to
be non-moraic (*OBsTRlIl » WxP). One parsing of the obstruent incurs one
violation of WEIGHTbyPoSITION, two parsings incur two such violations. Thus,
this lower-ranked markedness constraint ensures that the obstruent is parsed into
the reduplicated form once, rather than twice.
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.1

MAXSEG IO

I

../

J

../

WXP

*
**

1

However, neither Broad 1-0 constraints, nor WxP indicate a preference for the
locations of faithfulness and alternation. Neither can detennine which output
copy is faithful, and which shows the phonological change.

(26) Candidates with alternations in either member ofthe BR-pair
peiform equallv on WxP and Broad /-0 constraints
/RED + ka).l~xw + mu).l~U
MAXSEG IO WxP
1.

Fir

k'a~-k'a).lxw- .....

2.

w

k'a).l).lxw-k'a~- .....

*
*

Root Faithfulness constraints ensure that the base is faithful, rather than the
reduplicant. As can be seen in tableau (28), the marks incurred by the optimal
candidate form a subset of the marks incurred by candidate 2. For this reason it is
irrelevant where Root Faithfulness constraints are ranked with respect to the
other constraints at hand. Candidate 2 is harmonically bound by candidate I: no
ranking will make candidate 2 optimal.
(27) MAXSEG ROOT : Every segment in the input root has a correspondent in
the output base
(28) Emerj~ence of the Unmarked in the reduplicant
IRED + ka~).Ix w + mu).l)1t!
MAXSEG IO
1.
2.

Fir

WxP

I

k 'a).l).l-k' a~xw -.....

**

k'a~w-k'a).l- .....

**

I
I
1
I

MAXSEG ROOT

*1

2.3 Summary: Reduplicant TETU
The domain of WxP is relatively small, in the sense that it does not include
material from both the base and the reduplicant. Rather, each separately falls
within the domain of the constraint. Each is therefore subject to it individually,
and the markedness constraint demands an alternation in both. With high-ranking
1-0 constraints, however, one needs to be faithful. Root Faithfulness constraints
ensure that bases are faithful and reduplicants change.
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Again, BR-constraints must be low-ranking, otherwise the unmarked would
not be able to emerge in reduplicated words. The following two rankings can
obtain Reduplicant TETU.
(29) Reduplicant TETU Ranking (cf Full Model, McCarthy and Prince 1995):
1-0 Faith» M » B-R Faith
(Root Faith irrelevant)
Root Faith » M » B-R Faith
(1-0 Faith irrelevant)

3 Conclusion
In this paper I have shown that The Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy and
Prince 1994) can take place in reduplicated words, provided that input material
lost in one part of the output is recoverable from the other part. It is because
input elements are in multiple correspondence with both the base and the
reduplicant via Input-Output Faithfulness, that one of them can change without
violating constraints that govern this type of faithfulness. Under this
interpretation of Input-Output Faithfulness, base and reduplicant enjoy equal
status, and hence either can undergo the phonological change demanded by the
emergent markedness constraint.
If the emergent markedness constraint demands an alternation in only one
member of the base-reduplicant pair, 'Output TETU' obtains. If it demands an
alternation in both, 'Reduplicant TETU' obtains. In Reduplicant TETU the
optimal candidate with a change in the reduplicant harmonically bounds the
candidate with a change in the base, because the latter has a superset of the
violations accumulated by the former: it fatally violates Root Faithfulness
constraints.
Whether a markedness constraint demands an alternation in both members of
the base-reduplicant pair, or only one, is not intrinsic to the constraint involved.
In fact, it mostly depends on the interaction of the constraint's domain size and
the size of the reduplicant. For instance, in a language with disyllabic
reduplicants, *CLASH may demand alternations in both the base and the
reduplicant. Hence, it would be involved in Reduplicant TETU, rather than
Output TETU, as in Kwakwala.
Since Input-Output correspondence constraints are satisfied when only one of
the output correspondents is faithful to the input element, The Emergence of the
Unmarked must take place in reduplicated words, unless constraints demanding
identity between base and reduplicant are high-ranking. In other words, only B-R
Faithfulness constraints can enforce total and faithful reduplication.
The view expressed in this paper is different from the one put forward by
McCarthy and Prince (1995). They assume that Input-Output correspondence
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relates the input to the unreduplicated word or the base in the reduplicated word.
For this reason one would not expect to find faithful unreduplicated words and
unfaithful bases within one language, as in Kwakwala reduplication. Rather,
McCarthy and Prince only predict TETU alternations in reduplicants. In most
reported TETU cases, it is indeed the reduplicant that alternates. I argue,
however, that the existing literature merely reflects a tendency, resulting from
Positional Faithfulness (Beckman 1997): bases are subject to both 1-0 and Root
Faithfulness constraints, and are therefore more likely to be faithful to the input
than reduplicants. Regardless of this tendency, a broad interpretation of Input
Output Correspondence captures the fact that bases are also able to alternate in
TETU.

Notes
1. McCarthy and Prince (1995) suggest a separate Faithfulness relation between the
input and the reduplicant (I-R Correspondence). to account for languages in which
reduplicants can be more faithful to the input than bases in 'normal application'.
2. I assume that reduplicant size is the result of emerging 'size restrictor' constraints
(Spaelti, 1997).
3. Kwakwala exhibits an iambic stress system: (Rodier 1989), and therefore allows
the following right-headed feet (L = light syllable, H = heavy syllable): (LH), (H),
(LL) (McCarthy and Prince 1986, et seq.; Hayes 1987).
4. When the root-initial syllable is light, the reduplicant is not phonologically
realized if it would create clash (Struijke 1997).
5. The B-R relation remains crucial to account for under and overapplication, as well
as total and faithful reduplication (McCarthy and Prince 1995).
6. Obstruent codas are not deleted in the base since they do not contribute to weight
(Zec 1988). Section 2 will explain why obstruents cannot surface in codas of
reduplicants.
7. Since vowel length is (at least sometimes) contrastive in Kwakwala, the input must
contain moras associated with the vowels. Consonant weight, however, is entirely
predictable. Therefore we cannot make any claims about the presence or absence of
coda moras in the input. For ease of exposition I assume that input consonants do
not bear moras.
8. For reasons of space I only provide ranking arguments for obstruent codas. In order
to achieve compulsory moraic coda sonorants in both reduplicated and
unreduplicated words, the following constraint ranking is needed: MAXseg-IO,
WxP » *Jl/son.
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Multiple Wh-Questions and
the Unique Specifier Position Hypothesis *
Hidekazu Tanaka
McGill University
Saito (1994) and Watanabe (1991) observe that Japanese multiple wh-questions
penni! the sequence 'what why: but not 'why what.' Thus. we have the
following contrast
(1)

a.

John-ga

nani-o

naze naosita-no?

lohn-Nom what-Ace why fixed
b,

'" John-ga

naze nani-o

-Q

naosita-no')

John-Nom why what-Ace fixed -Q
'Why did John fix what'."
The ungranunaticality of (l b) seems to share some syntactic properties in
cornman "ith the ungrammaticality of (2). which sho"s that multiple adjunct
wh-questions are impossible,

*John-ga

(2)

naze kuruma-o dou naosita-no"

lohn-Nom why car-Ace

how fLxed

-Q

'Why and how did John fix the carT
Both (lbl and (2) improve substantially when extra wh-phrases are added in a
higher position (higher wh-effect). (3a) and (3b) constitute a minimal pair with
(1b) and (2). respectively.
(3)

a,

Dare-ga naze nani-o

naosita-no?

who-Nom why what-Ace fixed
'Who fLxed what why?'

-Q
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b.

Dare-ga naze nani-o

dou naosita-no?

who-Nom why what-Acc how fixed -Q
'Who fixed what how and why?'
This article proposes an account of the ungranunaticality of (lb) and (2). The
analysis also captures the higher wh-effect shown in (3). It is claimed that a
functional category in Japanese can have at most one specifier position. For this
reason.. in multiple wh-questions in Japanese, all wh-phrases taking the same
scope must amalgamate prior to LF-movement to the [+wh] CP-Spec. Thus,
multiple wh-questions in this language have the following structure at LF.

(4)

CP

~

TP
... t, ...

C

t] ... h...

wh;

w11.

~
wh,
whl

Section one shows that wh-phrases taking the same scope form a syntactic
constituent. Section two develops an account of (lb) and (2). Section three
demonstrates that the same mechanism that accounts for (lb) also accounts for
the higher wh-effect Section four provides additional evidence for the proposed
analysis ofwh-questions based on their interaction with floating quantifiers.

1 Amalgamation
(5a) has a wh-phrase within a wh-island. As observed by Nishigauchi (1990),
the sentence is marginal. We are not concerned with (5a) (cf. Tanaka (to
appear». (5b) shows that scrambling out of a wh-island is permissible. In fact.
when the wh-phrase is scrambled, we get a perfectly granunatical sentence.

(5)

a.

??Mary-ga

[John-ga

nani-o

naosita-kadooka] kiita-no?

Mary-Nom [ John-Nom what-Acc fixed

whether] asked-Q
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b.

Nani-o,

Maly-ga

[John-ga

t naosita-kadooka ]
whether I

what-Ace, Mary-Nom [ John-Nom 1. ftxed
kiita-no')
asked-Q
'What, did Mary ask whether John ftxed 1.7

(6a) and (5a) are marginal for the same reason that we are not concerned with.
(6b) shows that an adjunct wh-phrase. naze (why). cannot scrdfllble long
distance. unless accompanied by a preceding argument wh-pluase as in (6c).
(6)

a.

?7 Mary-ga

[John-ga

nani-o

naze naosita-kadooka

I

Mary-Nom [ John-Nom what-Acc why fixed whether]
kUta-no')
asked-Q
'What, did Mary ask whether John fixed t, Why?'
b.

**

Nazei Mary-ga

[John-ga

nani-o

1. naosita-kadooka ]

why, Mary-Nom I John-Nom what-Acc ti fixed

whether]

kiita-no')
asked-Q
'Why] did Mary ask whether John ftxed what t/:"
c.

Nani-oJ

nazej Mary-ga

[ John-ga

tj

t naosita-kadooka ]

'what-Acc, why, Mary-Nom [John-Nom Ii t, fixed whether]
kiita-no?
asked-Q
'Whatj and why) did Mary ask whether John ftxed t, t/1'
To account for (6b). I tentatively assume (7) as a descriptive generalization.
(7)

Adjuncts cannot be moved by scrambling.

Given (7). the adjunct wh-phrase in the second position of (7c) does not occupy
its surface position as a result of scrambling, since. otherwise. (7c) would be as
ungrammatical as (7b). If the adjunct wh-phrase amalgamate first with the
argument wh-phrase. and then the two wh-phrases scramble as a unit. (7c) is
correctly expected to be grammatical on a par with (5b).
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There is another piece of evidence that wh-phrases form a unit The two wh
phrase in (la) can be the focus of a cleft sentence (cleft constructions \vith
multiple foci are in general impermissible).
(8)

John-ga

t. tJ naosita-no-wa [nani-o,

nazeJ 1datta-no?

John-Nom tt tJ fixed thing-Top [what-Acc. whYJ 1Cop-Q
'What. and WhYi was it that John fixed 1, tJ?
Based on (6) and (8), I conclude that wh-phrases taking the same scope become
a constituent in Japanese. In particular, (6) and (8) show that wh-phrases may
amalgamate in overt syntax, since both scrambling and clefting, which apply
after amalgamation of wh-phrases. are overt operations. The question, then, is
hov, wh-phrases come to form a constituent.

2 roP and Amalgamation

So far. I have argued for (9).
(9)

wh-phrases taking the same scope amalgamate prior to LF
movement.

In addition, 1 argue that the following propositions are valid.
(10)

l

a.

wh-phrases are dominated by a functional projection, roP.

b.

Checking takes place between ro and roo or ro and Q-Comp.

c.

naze (why) in (lb) is in the roP-Spec of the preceding
argument wh-phrase.

d.

Specifiers are sub-set of adjunction: Specifiers. but not
adjuncts. agree with a head. (Fukui and Saito (1998»

e.

Adjuncts can only move when they agree with a head «7».

Given these assumptions, (1 b) is derived in the manner shown in (11).
(11)

a..

John-Nom [0) what-Acc 1why fixed-Q

b.

John-Nom [w [,,, what-Acc] why. ] ti flXed-Q

c.

John-Nom tj t flXed-Q-[",

10, what-Acc) 1why, 1

why first adjoins to the preceding argument wh-phrase and agrees with (and
check its [+wh] feature against) the roO to become a specifier. I assume that
specifiers are on the right in Japanese (see Tanaka (1997». The two wh-phrases
form a constituent and can move to the specifier position as a unit.
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Let us consider how the proposed anaJysis accounts for (l b) and (2) Their
English glosses are reproduced in (12) for reference.
(12)

a.

>I<

John-Nom why what-Accflxed-Q

(1b»

'Why did John fix what?'
b.

*John-Nom why car-Acc how fixed-Q

(=(2»

'Why and how did John fix the carT
To account for these sentences, I assume (13).
Adjunction to an A'-item is precluded.

(13)

GiYen (13), the lowerwh-phrase in (12) cannot adjoin to the higher one, which
is an A' -item. Thus. the two wh-phrases cannot form a unit and fail to move to
the [+wh] CP-Spec at LF.
(13) also accounts for the following contrast obsef\!ed by Takahashi (1993).
(I.1e)

a.

Dare-ga

I Mary-ga

nani-o tabeta-to] itta-no')

who-Nom [ Mary-Nom what-Ace ate Comp ) said-Q
'Who said that Mary ate what')'
b.

?* Nani-o l dare-ga

[Mary-ga

Ii tabeta-to J ina-no')

what-Ace; who-Nom [ Mary-Nom Ii ate Comp J said-Q
'What did who say that Mary ateT
Takahashi argues that the scrambled wh-phrase in (l4b) cannot be undone (d.
Saito (1992)). The matrix subject wh-phrase therefore has to adjoin to the
higher wh-phrase, but this is not possible. since long-distance scrambling is an
A'-adjunction (Saito (1992». The two \Vh-phrases in (14b) cannot form a unit.
On the other hand. the embedded object wh-phrase in (l4a) can adjoin to the
matrix wh-phrase. since the higher wh-phrase occupies an A-position.

3 Higher wh-Effect

The higher \Yh-effect sketched in the introduction can be deduced to the
proposed framework. The schematic structure of the relevant examples are
reproduced in (15) with slight modiflcations.
(15)

a.

[who-Nom wh,}\ J tl what-Ace fixed-Q
'Who fLxed what Why?'

(= (3a»
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b.

[ who-Nom why, ] t, r what-Ace howj ] tJ fIXed-Q

(3b»

'Why and how did who fIX what')'
In each of these cases, the additional wh-phrases in bold-face can have an adjunct
wh-phrase in its specifier position as shown in the examples. Once the
derivation reaches this point, these sentences are no different from multiple wh
questions with two argument wh-phrases, such as . Who fixed what?' and the
rest of their derivation mimics that of this sentence.
(16) constitutes a minimal pair with (l5b). (16) has only one additional wh
phrase.
')* [Dare-ga nGze,] t kuruma-o dou naosita-no?

(16)

[ who-Nom why. ] t. car-Acc

how fixed -Q

'Who and \vhy and how ftxed the car?'
In contrast to (15b). (16) is ungrammatical. This is expected if the wP that
dominates the additional wh-phrase can have at most one specifIer. and hence
the lowest \Vh-phrase cannot be a part of the complex of the wh-phrases. and
hence fails to take scope at LF. Thus. I assume (17).
(17)

A functional head can have at most one specifIer.

(17) follows if agreement is bijective. (17) also automatically derives one of our
assumptions in (9). The wh-phrases taking the same scope must form a unit
prior to LF-~ovement to the [+wh] CP-Spec. since there is only one specifIer
for a [+wh] C .

4 Free Ride
The sentence in (18) is far less grammatical than (2).
(18)

** John-ga

dou kururna-o naze naosita-no')

John-Nom ho\\" car-Acc

why fLxed

-Q

'How and why did John fix the car')'
I assume that the extra serious ungrammaticality of (18) arises from the general
sequential constraints on adverbs: a VP adverb cannot precede a S-adverb. The
minimally constrasting pair in (19) is a case in point
(19)

a.

John-ga

odoroitakotoni isoide

John-Nom surprisingly

syorui-o

seiri-sita.

hurriedly document-Acc sorted-out

'Surprisingly, John hurriedly sorted out the documents. '
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b.

* John-ga

isoide

odoroitakotoni syorui-o

seiri -si tao

John-Nom hurriedly surprisingly document-Acc sorted-out
'Hurriedly. John sorted out the documents surprisingly.'
If dou (how) is a VP-adveIb and naze (why) a S-adveIb, as seems reasonable to
hold. the e,;tra serious ungrammaticality of (18) can be ascribed to the condition
that makes (19b) ungrammatical.

Interestingly. it is not always the case that dou cannot follo\\ naze. (20) is
granunatical.

Nani-o

(20)

dou dare-ga

naze naosita-no')

what-Acc how who-Nom why fixed -Q
'Why and ho\". did who fix what?'
This fact also follows from the present analysis. (20) is derived as in (21).
(21)

a.

who-Nom why what-Acc how fixed-Q

b.

[ who-Nom why, ] 1:, [ what-Acc how) ] tj fLxed-Q

c.

I what-Acc howj h [ who-Nom whYl 14: tj fixed-Q

The adjunct \Vh-phrases in (21a) adjoin to the ffi' that dominates the argument
wh-phrases and become their specifiers. The lower two wh-phrases in (21b) form
a constituent and therefore can scramble across the higher wh-phrases, as shown
in (2Ic). (21c) can then be treated in the same way as (22).
(22)

Nani-o,

dare-ga

ti naosita-no')

what-Acc, who-Nom ti fix

-Q

'What did who fix?'
In (22). the lower wh-phrase adjoin to the higher one. Since scrambling in this
instance is locaL the higher wh-phrase is in A-position (Saito (1992» and hence
adjunction is possible. Thus. under our assumptions, dou (how) in (20) gets a
free ride from the scrambled accusative wh-phrase. Interestingly. referential NPs
cannot give a free ride to dou.
(23)

*Kuruma-o dou dare-ga
car-Acc

naze naosita-no?

how who-Nom why flXed-Q

'Why and how did who fix the carT
This is also expected under our assumptions. The scrambled referential
accusative phrase is not a ffiP. and therefore cannot be adjoined to, since it
cannot check the wh-feature on dou. The sentence therefore violates the
sequential constraint on adveIbs. Furthermore, the three wh-phrases in (23)
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cannot form a constituent. since the highest wh-phrase is an adjunct which
cannot be adjoined to by the lower two wh-phrases.

5 Some Extensions: Floated Quantifiers

This section shows that the proposed analysis naturally captures the distribution
of floated quantifiers. (23) shows that a quantifier out of an object (OFQ) can
precede or follow the object phrase.
(24)

a.

John-ga

sake-o

ni-hon nonda.

John-Nom sake-Acc 2-bottles drank

b.

John-ga

ni-hon

sake-o nonda.

John-Nom 2-bottles sake-Acc drank
'John drank two bottles of sake.'
Similarly, a quantifier floated out of a subject (SFQ) can precede or follow the
subject.
(25)

a.

Gakusei-ga

san-nin

sake-o

nonda.

student-Nom 3-people sake-Acc drank
b.

San-nin

gakusei-ga

sake-o

nonda.

3-people student-Nom sake-Acc drank
'Three students drank sake.'

I assume that SFQs are S-ach'erbs and OFQs VP-adverbs. One piece of evidence
for this assumption comes from (26), which show that they are subject to the
sequential constraint (see (19) above).
(26)

a.

Gakusei-ga

san-nin ni-hon

sake-o

nonda.

student-Nom 3-people 2-bottles sake-Acc drank
b.

* Gakusei-ga

ni-hon san-nin sake-o

nonda.

student-Nom 2-bottles 3-people sake-Acc drank
'Three students drank two bottles of sake.'
(26b) shows that an OFQ cannot precede a SFQ. However, when an OFQ is
preceded by the scrambled object phrase, we get a granunatical sentence.
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[Sake-o

(27)

ni-hol\ JJ gakusei-ga

[ sake-Acc 2-bottles,

san-nin tJ tj nonda.

L student-Nom 3-people tJ 1, drank

'Two bottles of sake, three students drank.'
This fact. 'which is parallel to the one observed in (20), suggests that the OFQ
first adjoins to the object NP and then is scrambled along with the accusative
phrase. This in turn implies that floated quantifiers should be treated along the
Vne of analYSIS presented above: floated quantifiers adjoin to the quantified NPs
and become a specifier.
In the (b)-sentences of (24) and (25). floated quantifiers precede the quantified
NPs. I argue that quantified NPs move to a higher position than the quantifiers
for Case-checking at LF. For instance. the LF representation of (24b) is derived
in the following manner.
(28)

a.

John-Nom [vp 2-bottIes [vp sake-Acc drank J J

b.

John-Nom [vp sake-Acc, [w 2-bottles [vp 1, drank] ] ]

c.

John-Nom

hl' [ sake-Acc, 2-bottlesJ J [vp tJ [vp ti drank 11 ]

(28a) is the S-structure (spell-out) representation. of (24b). The accusative NP
moves for the purpose of Case-checking. For the purpose of explanation, I
assume that accusati\'e NPs are Case-checked in the position adjoined to the
VP. The OFQ is in the lower position in (28b) than the accusative NP and
therefore can adjoin to the accusative NP and become a specifier of it.
The analysis given above appears to have an undesired consequences for the
proposed account of the impossible 'whY-What' sequence. Consider (29b) (cf.
(Ib)).

(29)

a.

John-ga

nani-o

dou naosita-no')

John-Nom what-Acc how fixed -Q
'What and how did John fix?'
b.

* John-ga

dou nani-o

naosita-no?

John-Nom how what-Acc fixed -Q
'How and what did John fixT
If the accusative wh-phrase in (29b) raises to a position higher than dou, the two
\Vh-phrases should be able to amalgamate and the sentence should be
grammatical on a par with (29a). I argue that the ungrarnmaticality of (29b)
means that roPs do not raise for Case-checking. If so, the accusative wh-phrase
in (29b) does not raise to a position higher than dou. On the other hand, the
scrambled accusative wh-phrase is in the higher position than dou. We can thus
draw the desired distinction.
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As evidence that (l)PS do not raise for Case-checking, let us consider (30b).
which constitutes a minimal pair with (24b).
(30)

a.

John-ga

nani-o

ni-hon

nonda-no?

10hn-Nom what-Acc 2-bottles drank -Q
b.

*

10hn-ga

ni-hon

nani-o

nonda-no?

10hn-Nom 2-bottles what-Acc drank -Q
'John drank two bottles of sake.'
The quantified phrase in the lower position than the FQ cannot be a wh-phrase.
This fact follows from the proposed analysis. The wh-phrase in (30b) does not
raise at LF for Case-checking. For this reason. the OFQ cannot adjoin to the
quantified phrase.
(31) shows that an additional wh-phrase remedies the potentially problematic
sentence in (30b).
(31)

Dare-ga

ni-hon nani-o

nonda-no?

who-Nom 2-bottles \vhat-Acc drdllk-Q
'Who drank two bottles of sake.'
This fact also follows from our analysis. (32) is the LF derivation of (31).
(32)

a.

who-Nom 2-bottles what-Acc drank-Q

b.

LIP what-Acc; L"p who-Nom] ] 2-bottles t dmnk-Q
I loop what-Ace, 2-bottlesJ ](roP who-Nom J J tJ t drank-Q
h tj t dmnk-Q-I ImP what-Acc 2-bottlesj Hoop who-Nom] h

c.
d.

t

(32) is the representation at S-structure (spell-out). The lower wh-phrase adjoins
to the higher wh-phrase. since wh-phrases taking the same scope amalgamate
under the proposed analysis. The OFQ can then adjoin to the quantified wh
phrase in the higher position. as in (32c). The entire complex of the two wh
phrases and the OFQ move to the CP-Spec at LF.

6 Summary

I have shown in this paper that Japanese wh-phrases taking the same scope
amalgamate prior to LF-movement to [+wh] CP-Spec. Wh-phrases are
dominated by a functional projection. (l)P. The (1)0 of the higher wh-phmse
checks the wh-feature of the lower wh-phrases. This analysis is supported by the
intemction of multiple wh-questions and floated quantifiers. Spec-Head
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agreement in a functional projection is bijective. which means that a functional
head may ha\'e at most one specifier. Floated quantifiers, like adjunct wh
phrases in multiple wh-questions. adjoin to their quantified NPs. For space
limitation. this paper presents only a fragment of a larger paradigm. For more
deIailed discussion. see Tanaka (1998a, 1998b)

• I would like to thank Mark Baker for comments on earlier versions of this paper.
Ileana Paul is thanked for reading this paper at the WECOL '98 conference. All
remaining imperfectIOns are imputed to the author.
j

For independent justification of these propositions, see Tanaka (1998).
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An Aspectual System in Language Shift:
A Case Study of Baba Malay
Elzbieta Thurgood
California State University, Fresno

1 Introduction*
The Baba Malay aspectual system was developed in the process of language
shift, in the course of which Hokkien speakers shifted to Malay. This paper
provides an analysis of the Baba Malay aspectual system. compares it with the
aspecrual systems found in Hokkien (the language shifted from) and Malay (the
language shifted to), and looks at the implications of the findings for the study of
language shif1.
In this paper, the Baba Malay aspecrual system is analyzed as a discourse
related phenomenon. one in which aspectual markers correlate with the discourse
structure of the narrative. The theoretical framework for the analysis of the
discourse structure adopted here is that of Labov and Waletzky (1967). Within
their framework events are divided into foregrounded events and backgrounded
events. The foregrounded events report what happened next in the story. The
backgrounded events report other information, most of which is typically useful
for understanding the narrative. In order to understand a narrative, it is crucial for
the reader (or the Iistener) to be able to keep track of which events are
foregrounded and which are backgrounded. In Baba Malay, the aspectual system
is central to differentiating between events in the foreground and events in the
background.
This study shows that the Baba Malay aspecrual system consistently uses
two overtly-marked aspecrual categories
the progressive and the perfect. The
progressive encodes the reported event as ongoing and thus incomplete. The
perfect encodes "result. 'current relevance', completion" (Brinton 1988:7). The
perfect has to be differentiated from the perfective as both terms deal with different
aspectual distinctions. Thus, while the perfect tells us nothing directly about the
event itself, but rather relates it to other events (Comrie 1976:52), the perfective
tells us a lot about the event itself by marking it as a completed event, "with
beginning. middle, and end" (Comrie 1976: \8).
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1.1 Database
The database for this study consists of five narrative stories published in the
Baba Malay daily newspaper Bintang Timor between July 27, 1894 and April
II, 1895. These stories are: (I) Cherita dua orang adek beradek (CDO) 'The
story of two siblings', (2) Cherita deri hal mak tiri dengan anak tirinya
(CDHMT) 'A story about a stepmother and her stepchild', (3) Orang miskin
yang datang ka Singapura (OM) 'Poor people who come to Singapore', (4)
Putri yang chinta bapanya sperti garam (PYC) 'About the princess who loved
her father like salt', and, (5) Smoa pun baik jikalau penghabisannya baik (SPB)
'All's well that ends well'. These narratives constitute a database of over 10,000
words. The database also includes a collection of dialogues titled A manual of

the Malay colloquial, such as is spoken by all nationalities in the Colonies of
the Straits Settlements, and designed for domestic and business purpose by
Lim Hiong Seng (1887).
The Baba Malay database is compared with Malay of the same century,
including the descriptions of two prominent nineteenth century grammarians,
Marsden (1812) and Crawfurd (1852). Further, the Baba Malay aspectual system
is compared to the aspectual system of Hokkien, as described in Bodman
(1955).

2 Tense and the Two Time Axes
In Baba Malay (and in Malay), overall temporal settings are established lexically
through the use of such phrases as waktu jam pukol 7 'at 7:00', pada hari itu
'on that day', or kumdian 'then'. Once a time axis is established, it remains
until a new time axis is established.
Events may be reported on the past time axis or on the present time axis.
Events reported on the past time axis are either reported in the sequence of
occurrence, out of sequence, or as overlapping with other events. Events reported
on the present time axis are reported as ongoing. Additionally, a prior event
may be related to the present, just as a present event may be related to the future.

3 Chronological Events and Perfectivity
In narratives, the unmarked order for reporting events is in the order they
occurred. In Baba Malay, if the chronological order is followed, no aspectual
marking is needed to keep track of the event sequence. As an illustration, see
example (1).
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(I) dan pintu itu pun terbuka.lalu rusa ini masok
and door that also TER-open then deer this enter
"and the door opened, the deer entered,
dan pintu itu tertutol2 kembali.
and door that TER-close return
and the door closed again.' (CDO:152-154)1
In (I), the events are reported in chronological order; the first event is reported
first, the second event is reported second. and so on. Additionally, each of the
events is reported as "a single, unanalyzable whole, with beginning, middle,
and end rolled into one" (Comrie 1976:3). In other words, these events are
reported as if each one of them were over and done with before the next one
occurred. That is, they are reported 'perfectively'. This perfective interpretation
of foregrounded events is the normal interpretation in discourse (Hopper and
Thompson 1980:286).
As long as the narrative events are reported chronologically and perfectively,
no aspectual marking is necessary. However. not all events are reported like that,
and those that do not follow this convention require some aspectual marking. In
Baba Malay, there are two kinds of aspectual marking - one that marks the
event as ongoing and overlapping with some other events (the progressive
aspect). and the other that marks the event as not being reported in its
chronological order (the perfect).

4 The Progressive Aspect
In Baba Malay, an ongoing event that overlaps with other events is marked for
the progressive aspect by ada. As an illustration, consider the passage in (2),
which constitutes the continuation of the passage in (l).
(2) Maka orang memburu itu ada perati-kan baik baik perbuatan
then person MENG-hunt that ADA observe-KAN good good action
'The hunter was carefully observing all the actions of
rusa Inl smoa, serta lari-Iah dia kepada raja-nya ...
deer this all
along with run-LAH 3s to king-NY A
the deer; then he ran to the king ... ' (CDO:155-156)
In (2), the first event peratikan 'observe' is marked by ada as overlapping with
the events reported in (I). The next event lari 'run', in tum, as a non
overlapping. perfective event, is not marked at all.
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Figure 1 represents the events in passage (l-2). Note that the first three
events are presented one after another. iconically -- that is. in the temporal order
in which they occurred. The next event presented. the observing of the hunter, is
not the next event to happen, but instead it overlaps with the three events just
reported; thus, it is presented to the side. The fifth event, like the first three, is
again reported in the order of occurrence and is unmarked.
Figure 1. In-sequence events and overlapping events on the past time axis
PAST TI ME AXIS

dan pintu itu tertutup kembal i
'and the door closed a2ain.·

Overlapping
Maka orang memburu
itu ada peratikan ...
'The hunter was
carefully observing ... '
serta lari-lah dia kapada raja-nya ...
'then he ran to the king ... '
In Baba Malay. very much as in English (G. Thurgood 1990:296), events
on the past time axis are reported as progressive when they overlap with other
events. In my data, there are no examples of foregrounded events marked as
progressive that do not overlap with another event.
However, with backgrounded events on the past time axis, ada forms may
be used to report events that are both habitual and in progress. Comrie
(1976:33) observes that "a given situation can be viewed both as habitual, and
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as progressive, i.e., each individual occurrence of the situation is presented as
being progressive, and the sum total of all these occurrences is presented as
being habitual (the habitual of a progressive)." In the following example, the
event is marked as progressive by ada and as habitual by an adverbial phrase.
(3) dan sahari malam begini-Iah
macham semangat perrnesuri ini
this
and one-day evening in this way-LAH kind spirit of life queen
'and every evening in this way the spirit of the queen
datang kepada anak-nya dan rusa-nya, tetapi semangat Inl
come to child-NY A and deer-NY A but spirit of life this
came to the child and the deer, but the spirit
ta'perna bertutor spata pun kepada mak tm-nya (si baboo tua itu).
not ever speak a word also to mother step-NY A SI domestic old that
never even spoke a word to the stepmother (the old nurse).
Maka si perampuan tua ini pun illia. tengok
after that SI woman old this also ADA look
Then the old woman also saw
seman gat itu sahari malam datang,
spirit of life that one-day evening come
the spirit come every evening.' (CDO:299-300)
In (3), only the verb of perception tengok is in the progressive form. The
habitual character of the reported event is coded by the adverbial phrase sahari
matam 'every evening'. Here is yet another example:
(4) mak bapa dan saudaranya smoa pulang kerumahnya. tetapi
mother father and relative-NY A all return home to-house-NY A but
'the parents and relatives returned home to their houses, but
krap kali mak bapanya ada datang tengok anak menantunya.
often times mother father-NY A ADA come look child son-in-Iaw-NY A
the parents often come to visit their son-in-law.' (PYC:419-420)
In example (4), as in example (3), it is again the cluster of two features that
marks the events as progressive and habitual. It is the presence of ada, and it is
the presence of the adverbial phrase krap kali reporting the frequency.
Examples (3-4) contrast with example (5).
(5) rusa ini sIalu makan rumput di tangan adek-nya.
deer this always eat grass at hand sibling-NY A
'The deer always ate grass from the hand of his sister.' (CDO:93)
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In (5), the eating of the grass is reported as habitual and each individual
occurrence of the event is presented as being perfective in contrast to (3-4). where
each individual occurrence of the event is presented as in progress.
Of course, events may also be marked as progressive. not by ada. but by
adverbial phrases such as spanjang waktu 'for a long time'.
(6) kumdian

ini tujoh dewa kechil mandilah, dan siser
afterwards this seven deity small bathe-LAH and comb
'afterwards these seven deities bathed. and combed

diaorang punya ram but. pakai diaorang punya pakaian yang chantek.
3p
have hair
wear 3p
have clothes that beautifu I
their hair. put on their beautiful clothes
dan kasot yang bagus. tetapi spanjan~ waktu diaorang ber-hias.
and shoe that fine
but one-long time
they BER-decorate
and fine shoes. but for the whole time they were beautifYing themselves.
si Putri ini ada menangis sahja. kumdian diaorang ambil satu krosi
SI princess this ADA MENG-cl) only afterwards they
take one chair
the princess was just crying. then they took one chair
letkkan diluar
khemah itu suruh sl Putr! dudok.
put -KA1\ in-outside tent that order SI princess sit
and put it outside the tent and ordered the princess to sit down.'
(PYC:266-273 )

In (6). spanjang lIaktu 'for a long time' marks the event of beautifying as
overlapping with something else. just as ada marks the event of cl)'ing as
overlapping with something else.

5 Out-of-sequence Events and the Perfect
In contrast to the foregrounded events. backgrounded events do not tell us what
happened next in the story. More importantly in this context, backgrounded
events are usually presented out of chronological order. Since they are frequently
reported out of chronological order. they have to be overtly marked. In Baba
Malay, out-of-sequence events are often marked by either sudah or lelah.
(7) dan raja kasihlah kapada dia itu kepok yang dia mahu, maka dia

and king give -LAH to 35 that box that 3s want then 3s
'and the king gave her the box that she wanted, then she took it,
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ambilJah, dan banyaklah suka hatinya. sebab dia sudah dapat itu kepok.
take-LAH and many -LAH joy liver-1\YA reason 3s SUDAH get that box
and she was very happ). because she had got the box.' (PYC:244-247)
In (7 J, the event of the king giving the box to his wife is reported at the
beginning of this passage. At the end of the passage gening the box is again
reported. The report about getting the box is clearly not the next event in the
sequence: it has already happened earlier. This lack of chronology is marked by
sudah. which marks the event as having occurred earlier than it is actually
reported.
Like sudah. fe/ah also marks the event as being out of sequence.
(8) Pada suatu hari raja didalam negri itu datang memburu. dan orang
on one day king at-inside country that come MENG-hunt and person
'One day the king of that countr) came to hunt. and his
pemburu-nya smoa tiop-Iah itu tandok. serta anjing anjing-nya pun
hunter -NYA ali blow-LAH that horn while dog dog-]\;YA also
hunters all blew horns. together with his
menyalak-Iah. lalu bergaong-Iah dan rioh skali bunyi-nya didalam
ME1\G-bark-LAH then echo-LAH and noisy ver) sound-l'\Y A at-inside
barking dogs. then the jungle echoed with ver)' noisy sounds.
hutan itu. Maka rusa ini telah dengar s\\ara swara yang begitu gadoh
jungle that then deer this TELAH hear voice voice that this way dispute
The deer had heard the voices which were arguing ... ' (CDO:98-102)
Long before it is reported in the narrati\'e (in 8). the deer had heard the voices in
the jungle.
Malay constitutes the obvious source of the Baba Malay system of aspectual
markers. Baba Mala) fe/all and sudah function in the same way in !v1alay.
Crawfurd (1852:48) gives the following example of lelah that he refers to as the
auxiliary of the past time.
(9) !v1aka didangar Chandra biduwan. itupun chuchor
then di-hear Chandra singer that-PUl'\ flow
.It was heard by Chandra. the pu bHc singer. and thereupon
ayar-matana. tarkanfmg suwamma yang talah matL
water-eye-NY A ter-know husband-NY A that TELAH dead
she wept. remembering her husband who was dead.' (Crawfurd 1852:49)

.

1

Although Crawfurd (1852) does not comment his examples make it clear that
he is a\\ are of the aspectuaJ function of telah, Within the framework adopted
here. it can be said that in (9) the clause with telah relates the earlier event of
d) ing to the event of crying. which is on the main storyline,
For the Baba speakers. the Malay perfect was a new aspectual distinction,
Hokkien. the language they shifted from. has a different aspectual distinction, It
marks the perfective, The marker of the perfective is liau (Bodman, 1955:203)
(l0) ciaq -l.i.illJ. boO hou ciaq

eat-finish NEG good eat
'This food wasn't good to eat.'
(Literally' 'Ha\ing eaten this food (up). it didn't taste good,')
(11) gua cii-z'll

hIt-pun cheq

Is) esterda) read finish that CL book
'1 finished reading that book yesterda),' (Bodman, 1955202-203)
When shifting to Malay, the Baba speakers learned not only a new aspectual
distinction, but also a new word order. In Hokkien, the aspectual marker follows
the \erb, In Baba MaJa~, ho\\ ever. as in Malay, the aspectuaJ marker always
precedes the verb,

S.) Aspectual markers related to a time axis

In Baba IVlala~, tela/J and sudah are not the onl:: aspectual markers relating
nents to a time axis, Some of the other markers with aspectuaJ meaning are
bahru. and the aspectual combination telah ada, These markers occur in passage
(13), The past time reference was established earlier (passage 12),
(I

anam bulan dahulu. bila angkau datang di Malab.
six
month past when
25 come in Melaka
'six months ago. when you came to Melaka.
kenapa angkau tada
pergi jumpa saya"
wh~
25
not
be go
visit 15
why didn't you visit me'" (SPB:5-6)

(13) Bila angkau sudah balek ke Singapura. bahru sahya
Is
when 2s SUDAH return KE Singapore just
'When you went back to Singapore, only then I learned
dapat tahu yang angkau telah ada datang di Malaka.
get know YANG 2s TELAH ADA come to Melaka
that you had been in Melaka.' (SPB:8-9)
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In example (13). the three events reported out of sequence are balek 'return',
dapar lahu 'Iearn' and da/ang 'come'. Although these events are out of
sequence, information about their relationship to the past time axis and thus to
their chronological order is indicated by three different aspectual markers
le/ah ada. sudah. and bahrll. Telah ada marks da/ang 'come' as past perfect
and, in this sequence. the first chronological event: sudah marks balek 'return'
as perfect. and. in this sequence. the second event; and, bahru, best translated
into English as 'just a short while earlier'. marks dapal tahu 'learn' as a more
recent past event. On the past time axis, the three degrees of relative prior time
reference may be represented as in Table I.
Table 1 Three degrees of relative prior time reference
fe/a/; ada
past perfect
(pluperfect)

sudah. Ie/ali
perfect

bahru
perfect '\it. newly: recently'

unmarled

immediate

Table I sho\\ 5 the three degrees of perfect meaning -- that is. of relative prior
time reference
5.2 The clarification of sequencing: apabi/a clauses

Besides marking events as out of sequence. aspectual markers may also be used
to mark e\'ents as sequential \\ hen otherwise this would not be clear. This
function of aspectual markers may be observed in apabila clauses. The reason for
using Ie/ali or sudah in upahila clauses is that the conjunction apabi/u 'when'
by itself does not signal whether two events overlapped or occurred sequentially.
(14) Apabila tunangnya datang bukakan pintu. dia berkata.
\\hen
fiancc-:\YA come open-KAN door 3s sa~
'when her fiance came and opened the door. she said, .. .' (CDHMT:43-44)
in (14), it is not clear whether the two events of the fiance's opening the door
and the fiancee's spealing (dia berka/a) are overlapping or sequential. However.
this ambiguity is resohed if one of the events is overtly marked as having
occurred before the other eyent.
(15) Apabila mak tirinya sudah pergL anak tirinya ini bangun,
when mother step-NY A SUDAH go child step-NY A this get up
'When the stepmother had left, her stepchild got up,' (CDHMT:39·40)

(16) apabila raJa ini telah

menengar perkata'an baboo tua ilu, dia berkata, ,
when king thi~ TELA H MENG-hear word servant old that 35 sa)
'when the king had heard the words of the old servant. he said.... '
(CDO:3 I 0-3 I I)

In examples (15-161. 5 udah and lelah are used. not because something is
reported out of sequence, but because otherwise it is unclear whether the events
are overlapping or sequential. Thus, sudah and lelah mark the sequential it: of
the reported e\ents,

6 The Present Time Axis
Although narrati\es are usuall~ told on the past time axis. other kinds of
discourse may use the present time axis. The present time axis usual!)
characterizes the time of the speech situation, In Baba Malay, the present time
axis e\en!. if in progress, is reported with ada
(17) apa-kah rumah rumah sakit (hospita I) ada buat?

what-Q house house ill hospital ADA do
'What are hospital5 doing about it?" (O~l 13)
In Lim's (1887) colloquial Baba l\lala:, ada also marks the progressive aspect.
For example
(18) dia ada smo-n::-et di SingapuraJugah.

3s ADA hide in Singapore still
'he is hiding himself in Singapore
dia blom lari lagi peggi laen neggri,
35 not::- et run still go other countr;
he has not yet run to an) other countr;.' (Lim 1887: 121)
In contrast to Baba fv1alay where only ada marks an event in progress.
nineteenth centur::- 1\1alay has more aspectual markers reporting events in
progress. Crawfurd's (1852:51) list includes the following: sdraya. sdddng-lagi,
scidang. sarta and sdlang. However. he does not mention ada, In contrast.
Marsden (1812) records ada as a progressive marker when he calls the ada fOnTIS
present participles. Marsden (1812:77-79) gives the following forms as
examples:
( 19) ada tidor

ADA sleep
'is sleeping'
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(20) ada samun
ADA rob
'is robbing'
He also gives the following clause as an example:
(21) di'orang IDi9. berjalan
3p
ADA walk
'they are walking' (Marsden 1812:68)
Clearly, nineteenth century Malay ada functions as a progressive marker, but for
some reason it is not recorded by Crawfurd (1852). More studies of early modem
Malay are needed before it is possible to reconcile this discrepancy.
In Hokkien, the equivalent construction is formed with teq, Bodman
(1955: 118) says that ceq usually occurs before the verb, but it "appears after
certain verbs indicating a continuing or unchanging state". As an illustration,
compare examples (22) and (23).
(22)1 ~ kong Ieng-bun.
3s teqlearn speak English
'He's learning to speak English.'
(23) gun pe-bu bOll tl teQ.
I s parents NEG live teq
'My parents are not living.'
In (22) ceq occurs in front of the verb; in (23) it occurs after the verb.

6.1 Present perfect
A particular event may be reported as having occurred in the past but as being
relevant to the present time axis. A past event, if relevant to the present time
axis, is reported with either sudah or lelah.
(24) Siapa yang ~ chabot jarom jarom itu deri sahya punya badan?
who that SUDAH pluck needle needle that from Is have body
'Who has plucked the needles from my body?' (PYC:107)
Question (24) is uttered by the king, who realizes that he has woken up because
somebody plucked the needles from his body. He says later:
(25) Sahya ~ tidor dua bias tahun, skarang sahya bangun
Is SUDAH sleep two teen year now
1s
get up
'I have slept twelve years, now I get up' (PYC:188-189)
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In examples (24-25). sudah indicates what Comrie (1976:60) ascribes to perfect
- namely. "the continuing present relevance of a past situation."
In Baba Malay, not only sudah, but also telah relates the past event to the
present time axis.
(26) Maka suatu surat khabar di Singapura telah dapat kenyata'an adapun
and one letter news in Singapore TELAH get declaration ADA-EMPH
. A newspaper in Singapore has received a notice that
banyak orang orang miskin datang ka Singapura deri
many people people poor come KE Singapore from
a lot of poor people come to Singapore from
lain lain tempat, dan bawa dengan dia-orang penyakit
other other place and bring with
they
disease
other places. and bring with them disease ... ' (OM: II)
In (26), the event of having received the information about a lot of people
coming to Singapore with different kinds of diseases is related to the present
time axis.
As a marker of the perfect aspect, sudah may also be used to code an event
that started in the past and continues until the present.
(27) Ini surat gade ini had sudah chukop tempu,
this letter pawn this day SUDAH full time for payment
'This mortgage deed is due today.' (Lim 1887:122)
The event reported in (27) is marked by sudah as past, but relevant to the
present situation.

6.2 Events ahead of the present
From the present time axis, it is also possible to refer to a future time.
(28) dan skarang malam bila dia tidor sahya nanti datang penggal
and now
evening when 3s sleep I s
later come break off
'and this evening when she is asleep I wiII come and break off
kepalanya tetapi jaga
baik baik,
head-NY A but take care of good good
her head taking care of her very well,' (CDHMT: 17-18)
In (28), the event reported by the temporal clause bila dia tidor 'when she is
asleep' is not specified for futurity, but the following event is specified as the
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future event by nanti. In Baba Malay, as in Malay, nanti marks the event for a
later time, but within a particular day (Mintz 1994:308).
To conclude, from the present time axis, Baba Malay aspectual markers (1)
relate a past event to the present time (with sudah, telah), (2) mark an event as
in progress (with ada), (3) relate an event that has just happened with bahru,
and, (4) relate an event that is about to happen (with nant i) -- that is, one that
will happen at a point in time just ahead of the present. These aspectual markers
are represented in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Aspectual markers on the present time axis
PRESENT TIME AXIS

sudah, lelah
perfect

bahru
perfect
(recent)

ada
progressive

nantj
near future
(recent)

a prior event
related to
the present

event just
completed

ongoing event

event just ahead

7 Conclusions
The Baba Malay aspectual system has been analyzed as a discourse related
phenomenon. one in which aspectual markers correlate with the narrative
discourse structure. In this analysis, the function of the aspectual system has also
been correlated with two time axes - the past time axis and the present time
axis. The aspectual functions of such markers as sudah, lelah, and ada interact
with foregrounding, backgrounding, and the time axis. In a narrative with a past
time axis, sudah and telah mark events as occurring out of sequence or, more
rarely, as sequential rather than overlapping, while ada marks events as
overlapping with other events. In a speech situation on the present time axis,
ada marks events as ongoing and sudah and telah mark past events as relevant
to the present. Besides sudah, telah, and ada, Baba Malay has other aspectual
markers, such as nanti or bahru, and the aspectual combination telah ada.
Malay constitutes the obvious source of the Baba Malay aspectual system.
However, in the Baba Malay system several modifications have been made.
First, ada is apparently far more common in Baba Malay than it was in
contemporary Malay. Second, Malay has other aspectual markers that Baba
Malay lacks. Third, the combination lelah ada occurs in Baba Malay, but is not
reported in the grammars by Marsden (1812) and Crawfurd (1852).
Although Malay constitutes the primary source of the Baba Malay aspectual
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system, it is possible that at the end of the nineteenth century the English
known by many Baba Malay speakers reinforced the Malay system as learned by
the Babas. The English aspectual system has the same aspectual categories: the
progressive and the perfect.
The aspectual system of Hokkien, the language that the Babas shifted from,
might have reinforced the Baba Malay progressive aspect, but not the perfect.
From the perfective used in Hokkien, the Baba speakers shifted to a new
aspectual distinction - the perfect.

Notes

* I am grateful to Graham Thurgood and

Ricky Jacobs for their feedback.

1The following abbreviations are used in English glosses:
CL
EMPH
NEG
Q

IP
2p

3p
1S
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classifier
emphatic particle
negative participle
question marker
first person. plural
second person, plural
third person. plural
first person. singular
third person. singular
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Causatives in Northern Sami and the Role
of Dative Case
Mikael Vinka
McGill University
1. Introduction
This paper discusses some aspects of causative constructions in Northern Sami,
a Finno-lJgric language spoken in !'.'orthern Scandinavia. When we carefully
examine causatives. we are able to distinguish two subtly different dialects, that
I will call A (!\SA) and B (NSB). Dialect A has been described in Nickel (1994)
and my own field-work. and dialect B has been described in Julien (1995) and
(J 996). (I a) shows that a causative is well fonned in both dialects if the Dative
Causee precedes the Accusative Object However, if the Accusative Object
occurs to the left of the Causee, as in (1 b), then we find that this results in
illformedness in dialect B (l b) is, however, perfectly fine in dialect A.
Moreover, (I c) shows that the Theme may be promoted to Subject in a
passivized causative in dialect A, but not in dialect B
(II
. a

b

c

A B
\ 'i' Elle
tfali-h-ii
Bierai reivve.
(Julien 1996161)
ElIe.NoM write-CAUsL-PST.3sS Biera.DAT letter.Acc
'Elle made Biera write a letter.'
>J * Ene
tfali-h-ii
relvve
Bierai. I
Elle.NoM write-CA{lSF.-PsT.3sS letter.Acc Biera.DAT
'Elle made Biera write a letter.
(MJulien, p.c)
tIaIi-h-uvvui
Bierai
\ *
letteLNo'v! read-C AUSE-PASS.PST.3sS Biera.DAT
'A letter was caused to be written by Biera.'

A further word order difference between the two dialects is found in the
possibility for Dative Subjects in passivized causatives. As (2) illustrates,
dialect A allows the Dative Causee to be promoted to Subject in a passive. But
also as seen in (2), this is impossible in dialect B
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(2)

A B
"

'"

Bierai
tfah-h-uvvui
reive.
Biera DAT write-CA1IsF-PASSPRS:!SS letter NOM
'Biera was made to write a letter'

(M.Julien, p.c)

I propose that Northern Sami A and Northern Sami B differ with respect to the
setting of one specifk micro-parameter, that will 1 call the Dative Parameter,
stated in (3).
(3)

THE DATrVE PARAMETER

If a language has Dative Case marking. then the Dative is realized eithef
(i)
(Ii)

as a particular nominal (D) feature, or
as a syntactically visible Case feature.

Datives that are instantiated in accordance with (3i) will be shown to be
transparent to Case-motivated applications of Attract, since they do flot C,:iffy a
Case feature. Also, they may serve as Subjects. Hence Dialect A represents (3.i).
However, Datives instantiated in accordance with (3.ii), constitute barriers it)
Case-driven applications of Attract, and they can not serve as Subjects. Thus
Dialect B represents (3ii)2
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses Dative Subjects.
Section 3 is concerned with Object Scrambling. Section 4 deals with
Passivization and section 5 provides some concluding remarks.

2. Dative subjects
As is well known, languages with overt marking of Dative Case do not behave
uniformly with respect to whether Datives are licit as Subjects or not. For
instance, Icelandic freely allows a Dative DP to serve as a Subject, in contrast to
Gern1an (cf Zaenen, Maling & Thrainsson 1990 and Freidin & Sprouse ]991).
As we saw in (2) above, Northern Siuni A and B appear to differ in a similar
fashion
In order to detem1ine the Grammatical Function of the NSA Dative DP in (2),
we refer to Zaenen, Mal ing & Thrainsson (1990), who presented a number of
syntactic tests that single out Subjects from other constituents in Icelandic For
example, only Subjects can undergo Subject-raising If we embed a Dative
initial infinitival clause under a raising verb, we find that the Dative DP in
dialect A can move into the matrix Subject position, as shown in (4). This
provides evidence that the Northern Sami A Dative DP in (2) is a Subject rather
than some preposed constituent. 3
(4)

Bierai
orru
tfali-h-uvvo-me
reive
Biera.DAT seem PRs.3sS write-CAUSE-PASS-AcTLoc letter.NoM
'Biera seems to be made to wTite a letter'
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How does the Dative Parameter account for the different possibilities for
Dative Subjects in Northern Sami A and B') Let us begin with dialect A
According to our hypothesis, Dative Case in this dialect is simply a D feature,
In other words, the feature composition of a Northern Sami A Dative DP closely
resembles the English expletive there (cf Chomsky 1995:287) Chomsky
claims that Ihere has a D feature, but crucially lacks a Case feature, and
therefore it can only check D features If we consider a sentence with a Dative
Subject like (2) or (4), it seems reasonable to assume that the Dative Causee
satisfies the EPP, which 1 assume involves the checking of a strong D feature of
T, Hence the EPP is divorced from Case This is illustrated in (5), Since the
Dative DP1 lacks a Case feature, it fails to check the Nominative feature of T
Follov;ing Chomsky (1995) and Collins (1997), the Nominative feature of T is
weak and therefore it can attract the Nominative DP2 covertly,
(5)

In Northern Scimi B, on the other hand, Dative is a syntactically realized Case
feature. Consider the representation in (6) for example (2). In (6) the Dative NP
has moved into the Spec of TP as a result of the EPP, Notice now, that the
Case features of DP 1 and T are in a checking configuration Chomsky (1995
308-9) and Collins' (1996:21), claim that the checking of a feature cannot be
delayed if a checking configuration has been created. With respect to (6), it is
important to pay attention to the fact that the va/lies of the two Case features are
differenL namely Nominative versus Dative. This, I claim, constitutes a feature
mismatch, and in accordance with Chomsky (1995309), a derivation is canceled
if a feature-mismatch arises, as stated in (7). These assumptions put together
implies that the Nominative feature of T must be checked against the accessible
Case feature of the DP in the specifier of T. But checking cannot obtain since
the values of the Case features fail to match, Hence the derivation is canceled,

5J3

(6)

---
TP

Spec

I

DP1.DAT
[DA T] [D]

T
~ [Nom]

t'----~--:---'~
mismatch

(7)

Mismatch offeatures cancels the derivation

Chomsky (1995:309)

In this section we have shown that N"orthern Sami A and B differ with respect
to their ability to license Dative Subjects. We have argued that this difference
reflects a parametric difference.

3. Object scram bling and the lack of it
In this section I will discuss Objeci scrambling. Recall from example (lb) that
Object scrambling is allowed in dialect A, but not in dialect B It is important
for our understanding of both dialects, to determine the nature of Object
scrambling in dialect A.
In order to tease out the properties of Obj ect scrambling in Dialect A, we will
consider A-binding possibilities. In the sentences in (8), the Causee precedes the
Theme, and the Causee serves as the A-binder of the anaphor contained in the
Theme. Notice that anaphoric elements in N"orthern Sami agree with their
antecedents. Thus, in (8a) the Causee is dual and therefore the anaphor surfaces
with dual morphology. In (8b) the Causee is a plural pronoun and the anaphor
displays plural morphology.
(8) a

Mun doala-h-an [Miuehii ja Birehii], [glldesge glloibma-mei beatnagiidl
INoM hold-(AiJSE-PRS IsS M.DAT&B .OAT each other.GEN-2DPossdogs.Acc

b

'I make Maret and Biret hold each other's dogs'
AhttJi
daga-h-ii
daiddaj [gudesge g~oihma-meli niibiid].
father.NoM repm r-CAI :Sf-PST. 3sS they .DAf eaeh other. GEN- 3pPosskn jyes.Acc
'F ather made them repair each other's knives
I

If Object scrambling is A'-movement, then we expect to find reconstruction
effects in scrambled sentences. However, as shown in (9), no such effect found.
In (9) the Theme has scrambled across the Causee, with the result that the
binding relation that holds in (8) is destroyed.
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*Mun doala-h-a gudesge guoihma-mej beatnagiid]j Marehii ja Birehii]j ~.
i",OM hold-Cf\uSE-PRsJsS each otherGEN-3nPoss dog.PLAcc M.DAT & BDAT
I make Maret and Biret hold each other's dogs'
b *Ahtffi daga-h-ii [gll1zt!sge guoihmame/j niibiid]j
daiddaj tj
father.M)M repair-cAl;sF-PST. 3sS each other.3 PPoss knives.Acc they.DA r
'Father made the them repair each other's knives.'

(9) a

We now tum to (10) Here we can see that the scrambled Object may become the
antecedent of an anaphor contained within the Causee This, then, indicates that
the Theme has undergone A-movement and that it c-commands the anaphor.
(lO)a Mun doaJa-h-a beatnagiidi [gudesge guoihma-me/i eaiggadii] ti
L~m.l. hold-CAUSL-PRS. IsS dogs.Acc each other.Gen-3pPoss owneLDAT
'I make the dogs be held by each other's owner.'
b Mun tJajeha-htt-en
[iezG.\i vielljai] t[
I.~OM show-CALSE PST. ISS child.ACT selfGB:.3SPOSS brotherDAT
'I made the child be shown by its own brother'
To complete the picture, in (11) the scrambling of(10) is undone, and the result
is that the Theme cannot bind the Causee. The contrast between (10) and (11)
clearly shows that Object scrambling affects the possibilities for A-binding, and
therefore should count as A-movement
(11)a *Mun doala-h-a
[gudesgt! glloibma-me/j eaiggadii] beatnagiidi
I.l\OM hold-CAUSE-PRS.lsS each other.GEN-3pPoss owner.DAT dogs.Ace
'I make the puppy to be held by its owner.'
b *Mun tajeha-htt-en
[ieza.\j vielljai]
manaj
U"';O:v1 show-CAUSE. PST. ISS selfGE!\.3SPOSS brotheLDAT childACC
'J made its own brother show the child. '
Before we tum to the analysis. I should spell out a few assumptions. To begin
with, I follow Baker (1988) and analyze the causative morpheme as a verb.
Moreover, based on insights by Li (1990) and Baker (1995), I assume that the
causative verb takes a bare vP as its complement. In the structure in (12) these
are labeled vP I and vP2 respectively 4
(12)

Basic Slmclure

qf Causa/h'es
vPI

AgeJI~
vJ
'make'
[Ace]

vP2

cau~
v2

VP

/'-..
~'P

V
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!\ow, a quick word concerning so-called Case-Preservation effects. Following
Baker (1995), Larson (1988), to mention a few, 1 assume that in order for a verb
to check (or assign) Accusative Case, it must receive the right kind of functional
support. As stated in (13), this means that the verb must be selected by say Inf1
So, although it is a necessary requirement that a Case feature [Acc] be licensed
by v, it is not a sufficient condition. Hence only vI in (12) is, descriptively
speaking, a Case-assigner.
(13)

LlCENSINGPRINCIPLEFOR STRUCTUR,l\LCASE

In order to license structural Case, v must receive functional support from
(cf Baker ]995, Larson ]988, Abney 1987 etc)
Infl
Let us now turn to the structures in (14). I assume that a non-scrambled
causative in Northern Sami has the schematic representation (14a). Now,
following Chomsky (1995), I assume that the Case features of verbs may be
overtly checked in a multiple spec configurationS The structure (14b) illustrates
a causative where Object scrambling has applied. Since we have established, that
scrambling is A-movement, and since Case is a potential source for A
movement, I assume that the base-object has moved into a Specifier of vI,
overtly checking Accusative Case. These representations are fully compatible
with binding facts presented above.
(4)

b

a

vPI
~
TIlemeAcc vi

"PI
~
Agent v'l

/'-....

/'-....

vi

vP2

/'-....
Causee Dat \,,2

/""....

v2

VP
~
TIlemeAcc V

Agent

v'l

/""....

vI

vP2

/""....
causeeDat~
v2

VP
~
DP
V
I
t

But now, why is (14b) OK in Northern Sami A, but not in Northern Sami B<)
According to the hypothesis we started out with, Dative-Case in dialect A is not
a Case, but rather a D feature As for Dialect B, we claimed that Dative indeed
is a full-fledged Case feature. Let us now consider the consequences of this
hypothesis, by turning to the definitions of Attract and Closeness, given in (15)
and (16)
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(15)

(16)

A TIRAC'TF (Chomsky 1995297)
K attract s F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking
relation with a sublabel of K
CLOSlliESS(Chomsky 1995 356)
If b c-commands a and t is the target of raising, then b is closer 10 K
than a unless b is in the same minimal domain as (a) t or (b) a

Chomsky (1995 :297) claims that a sublabel of a head attracts a feature of a DP
in order to check the features of the head. Moreover, let us assume that the
feature of the head attracts a feature of the same kind associated with the DP
That is, if the attracting feature is a Case feature, then it attracts another Case
feature. Consider the scenario where the Case feature of vI in (14) attracts
another Case feature If by hypothesis, the Causee in dialect A lacks a Case
feature, then the Case feature of the Theme is the closest candidate to be
attracted, by the definition of Closeness in (16). Consequently, the Theme can
raise across the Causee in dialect A, as further illustrated in (17)
(17)

[vPI V-Cause

DP ]]]
I

[vP1

I

[ACC] 4 - ( r - - - - - - - [ACC]
However, if Dative is realized as a syntactic Case feature, as in Northern Sami
B, then the locality condition imposed on Attract, prevents the Theme from
being attracted This is so for the simple reason that the Causee c-commands the
Theme, and the two are not in the same minimal domain In other words, the
Causee constitutes a barrier for movement of the Theme, as illustrated in (18)
(18)

* [ vPI

V-Cause

I

[ACC]

[vP2 Causee [VI' Theme J ] ]

I

[OAT]

I

[ACC]

~
Now, of course, the question arises how the Accusative Case of the Theme
in dialect B could be checked at all" If overt checking is blocked in (18), then it
should also be blocked covertly. In order to get around this problem, I refer to a
suggestion by Fukui & Takano (1997), who argue that certain types of
morphological Cases are visible to the application of Spell-Out, and stripped off
by Spell-Out, which gives us the assumption (J 9)
(19)

Case morphology makes a Dative Case feature visible to Spell-Out.
(Based on Fukui and Takano J 99732)
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(19) renders pre-spell-out checking of Accusative impossible in dialect B, just as
shown in (18). However, assume now that Spell-Out strips off the Dative Case
feature from the Causee, as shown in (20a). This has the effect of enabling
checking of Accusative Case at LF in dialect B, as sho\\.'l1 in (20b)
(20)a "Checking" hy Spell-Out
[ vPl V-Cause
[vP2

I

[ACC]

Causee

[W

CI;1})

ll1eme

]]J

I
[ACC]

SINII-Out
b II chl!ckil1l! (~f Theml!
[v]>1 V-Cause
[vP2

I

[ACC]<:

Causee

[W

Theme

]]]

I
[ACC]

In this section I have shown that Object scrambling in Northern Sami A is
an instance of A-movement. This in turn made us draw the conclusion that
somehow this A-movement is blocked in Dialect B. We have attributed this to
the Dative Parameter, which enables us to find a non-coincidental connection
between Object scrambling and Dative Subjects.

4. Passives
The example in (21) illustrate the same point as example (1 c), namely the fact
that causatives based on transitive base verbs can be passi'vized in dialect A, but
not in dialect B.
(21)

A B
,j * Laibi
bora-h-uvvo
manmii (Julien 1995:82)
bread. NOM eat-CAUSE-PASSPRS3SS childDAT
'The bread is caused to be eaten by the child
I

I will claim that passivization of causatives in dialect B is impossible, since
this would involve A-movement of the Theme across the Causee, I.e. (21) is
bad in dialect B for the same reason that Object scrambling is bad in that
dialect. We now predict that if no Dative DP is found intervening between the
matrix Subject position and the Accusative Object, then passivization should be
fine also in dialect B. Consider (22a) Here the base verb is intransitive, and as
is common in many languages, the single argument of the base verb shows up
\\.-lth Accusative Case irrespective of its thematic status, Turning to the passive
in (22b). we find that it is well formed not only in dialect A, but also in B:
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(22)

A B

a

"

b

"

Beana
tIieru-ha
mana.
dog NOM cry-CAUSEPRS.3SS childACC
'Joavnna causes the child to cry'
"Mana
tiieru-h-uvvui.
.
child.NOM cry-CAUSE-PASS.PST.3SS
'The child was caused to cry.'

(Julien 1996: 162)

"

(Julien 1996162)

However, the most striking piece of evidence that it is the presence the Dative
DP that causes the ungrammaticality of (21) in dialect B, reveals itself when we
consider the possibility for Causeeless causatives The possibility of
suppressing the Causee is a common phenomenon, found in a wide range of
unrelated languages, such as Germanic and Bantu. Also Northern Sami has this
option. If the Causee is suppressed, it is nevertheless implicit, and is interpreted
as someone. Thus in (23), someone other than the causative Agent eats the
bread
(23)

A B
"

"AhtHi
bora-h-a
lilibbi
fatheLNOM eat-CAUSEPRS3SS bread.ACC
'Father makes someone eat the bread'

(Julien 1995:82)

Let us stipulate the (partial) representation (24) for (23) As (24) shows, no
Agent is generated in vP2. However, the head v2 is still syntactically present,
ensuring that the base verb is transitive, and therefore also retains its agentivity.
A similar proposal, however based on somewhat different theoretical
assumptions, has been made in Taraldsen (1991)
(24)

------
vPI

v'l

DP
I

Aha:i V-v2-vl

jarlwr.No/1l

I
bora-h
eal-( au-Ie

vP2

v2- - -  VP
I

____

DP

V'

hiibbi
bread./\cr

V
I

I

I

What is interesting about Causeeless causatives in Northern Sami B is the fact
that they may be passivized, unlike cases where the Causee is present. Consider
the passive in example (25). As we can see it is well formed in both dialects.
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(25)

A B
"

..J Laibi
bora-h-uvvui.
bread NOM eat-CAUSE-PASS.PST.3SS
'Bread was made to be eaten by someone.'

(Julien 1995203)

The well formedness of example (25) in dialect B provides good evidence that it
is the presence of a Dative Causee that blocks passivization in the dialect B
example (21 )
Let us now consider an additional quirk of passives in Northern Sami A. In
example (26), we have an active infinitival causative clause embedded under an
ECM verb. As (26a) shows, the Subject of the embedded clause can appear with
Accusative Case. And as (26b) shows, the sentence is bad if the embedded
Subject surfaces with Nominative Case; hence Accusative marking is
mandatory. This is hardly surprising, since the standard assumption is that the
embedded infinitival clause lacks a source for Nominative Case. However,
turning to (27), things become a little bit more interesting In (27), the
infinitival complement clause is passivized In (27a) the Theme argument has
been promoted to Subject, but notice that it is not possible for the Subject to
surface with Accusative Case. Rather, as (27b) shows, the Theme must surface
with Nominative Case, even though the embedded clause is infinitival·
(26)a Mahtte
vurddi
[mu loga-hit
dutnje
girjji].
Mahtte.NOM expecUSS.PSTI.ACC read-CAUSE.INFyou.DAT book. Ace
'Mahtte expect me to make you read the book.'
b *Mahtte
vurddi
[mun loga-hit
dutnje
girjjiJ.
Mahtte. NOM expecU SS .PST 1. NOM read-C ACSE.INr you .OAT tx:d.Aa::
'Mahtte expect me to make you read the book'
(27)a *Mahtte
vurddi
[girjji
loga-h-uvvot
dutnje].
Mahtte.NOM expect.3SS.PST book.ACC read-CAUSE-PASS.INF you.DAT
'Mahtte expect the book to be made to be read by you'
b Mahtte
vurddi
[girji
loga-h-uvvot
dutnje].
Mahtte.NOM expecUSS.PST book. NOM read-CAUSE-PASS.INFyou.DAT
'Mahtte expect the book to be made to be read by you'
These examples clearly show that a passivized sentence in Sami has some source
for Nominative Case that is not found in active clauses. I propose that a
Nominative Case feature is licensed by the passive morpheme, and that it may
be realized in the passivized verb or in Infl, as stated in (28). I also make the
additional assumption that if Nominative occurs in Infl, then it is weak, (28 ..i)
but if it occurs in the passive V, then it is strong, (28.ii)6 (28.i) is thus
relevant for the previous discussion in Section 2.
(28)

Nominative Case can occur in Infl or in V-Passive.
f the feature [Nom) is in Infl, then it is weak
(ii)
If the feature [Nom) is in V-Pass, then it is strong.

(i)]
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Consider now the derivations in (29), where the Nominative feature occurs in
the passivized v. By assumption (28.ii), the Nominative feature is strong. and
hence attracts overtly. In Northern Sami A, the Nominative Theme can be
attracted by the "lominative feature of the passivized verb, as shown in (29a).
since the Causee lacks a Dative Case feature. However, turning to dialect B,
where the Dative Causee is taken to carry a Case feature, we find that the Theme
no longer counts as closest for the purposes of Attract, and therefore it can not
raise. However. since the 1'.:ominative feature of the verb is strong. it must be
checked before Spell-Out, but it can't. Therefore the derivation crashes, or is
canceled.
(29)a

b

vPI-Pass

vPI-Pass

/'-....

Theme

"'1;-':01111

/'-....

v'] Pass

Theme

/'-....

v-Pass

lNom}

t

VPI

V[Nom] ~
Causee
V'I

l)!~

v2

/'-....

v2

/"-....

I

/'-....

v-Pass
vP2
[Nom] /'-....
Causee
v'2
IDal]

VP

DP

v'] Pass

VP

/"-....

V

DP

I

I

V

V

I
V

5. Conclusion
In this paper I have argued that the two dialects of Northern Sami differ with
respect to how Dative Case is realized I have proposed that Dative Case can be
realized either as a particular kind of D feature, or as a syntactic Case feature. I
have argued that the Dative Parameter has consequences not only for the
possibility for Dative Subjects. but also for what we may loosely refer to as
long-distance A-movement.
While I have mentioned parallels with German and Icelandic. it is obvious that
the proposal must stand up to testing against a wider range of languages.
However, the major descriptive purpose of this study has been to undertake an
investigation of a fairly unstudied language.
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Footnotes
lThanks to Mark Baker (p.c) (with reference to Julien (p.c.» for making me
aware of this sentence. This sentence is well formed under an irreleveant reading
where the dative NP is interpreted as the Goal: 'E/le made someone write a letter
to Biera.'
21n this paper I will have nothing to say about Datives of the kind found in Japanese
or Faroese. In these languages. Dative argument DPs may be promoted to subjects in
passives. accompanied by a case-allemation. We should also notice that there is a
third dialect of Northern Sami, where the Causee always takes accusative case. In this
dialect only the Causee may be promoted to subject in passives. and A-scrambling
of the object of thc base verb is impossible.
3 Furt her evidence is found in Control possibilities. (i) shows that PRO may
correspond to a Dati\'e DP in NSA:
(i) Mus lea
yarra
[PRO 10ga-h-uHot
giIjiJ
Hoe be.prs.3sS hope.sg.nom
read-Cause-PassPsl book. Nom
'I hope to be made to read a book.'
4Notice that higher functional projections arc not included in the tree diagrams.
since they arc not rc]e\ant for our discussion. Hence. when a specific tree is referred
to as a surface representatIOn. we h,ne to assume that the DP that senes as subject
has moved out of the VP-complex into Infl.
5Notice that nothing in particular hinges on the use of multiple specifiers. V¥nat is
important is the fact that A-movement of the Theme can target some position that is
highcr than the posiuon of the Causee.
6lt is of course not inconceivable to analyze the nominative feature in Infl as

optionally strong in passives for instances. However, if we assume that the
nominative feature of Infl is universally weak (cf Chomsky 1995, Collins
1996). then something like (28) is required.
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Nouns Are Acquired Before Verbs:
Verbal Nouns in Japanese
Children's Early Vocabulary
y oshie Yamashita
Naruto University of Education
1. Introduction
Whether nouns are acquired before verbs or not has been a central issue in first
language acquisition. This paper investigates this issue by using data /Tom the
acquisition of Japanese.
To date, Gentner (198~) was the first to examine this issue. Getner (ibid.)
examined several languages and reported that the noun was the first category to
emerge. She attributed the primacy of nouns to their types of meanings which
are perceptually more identifiable and thus make them more 'accessible' to
children than verbs. This Natural Partitioning Hypothesis and other similar
meaning-based explanations (e.g. Markman (1987, 1989), Au et al. (1994»
claim that children's word learning is cognitively constrained (henceforth the
cognitive constraints hypothesis) and thus universal. However, recent cross
linguistic studies (Choi & Gopnik (1995) and Gopnik & Choi (1995) for
Korean: Tardif (1996) for Mandarin Chinese) have questioned this widely
accepted notion of noun-bias. They reported an early verb-bias and attributed it
to certain properties of the input that are specific to the particular languages
(e.g. SOY word order, massive noun ellipsis) (henceforth the input hypothesis).
The following table (see next page) summarizes the findings from the cross
linguistic studies.
Tardif, Shatz. & Naigles (1997) examined English, Mandarin Chinese, and
Italian and suggest that mUltiple factors may be involved in early lexical
acquisition since the data does not point to one particular hypothesis.
Yamashita'S (1995) Japanese study also suggests the involvement of multiple
factors, though it is for a different reason. The Japanese study reported that
nouns were primary in children's vocabulary and were predominantly used in
the input.
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Table 1. Cross-linguistic studies on category development
Languages under
Studies
Which category? Explanations
investigation
CHI MOT
Gentner (1982)

several languages
including English

N

Auetal.(1994)

English
Korean
English
Korean

N
N
N

N
N
N

Y

Y

English,
Mandarin Chinese
English
Mandarin Chinese
Italian

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

YIN

N

NN

Japanese
Japanese

N
N

N
N

Gopnik & Choi
( 1995)
Tardif (1996)
Tardif et aL (1997)

Yamashita (1995)
Sakurai (1998)

cognitive constraints
hypothesis
cognitive constraints
hypothesis
input hypothesis
input hypothesis
multiple factors

multiple factors
(multiple factors?)

However, the data also indicates that a sizable amount of baby-talk verbal nouns
(e.g. nenne Oit.) 'do sleeping'} appeared in children's very early vocabulary
contradicting the cognitive constraints hypothesis which theorizes that verbal
nouns having verb-like meanings are not expected to emerge early.
The present study examines the issue of why verbal nouns do emerge early
among Japanese-speaking children.

2. The Study
Why do verbal nouns emerge earlier than verbs, even though they have the
same type of meanings (i.e. actions or changes of state) and verbs are more
frequently used in the input? Is it because verbal nouns tend to occur in a more
salient position than verbs? Is it because verbal nouns have less morphological
variations than verbs? Or, is it because verbal nouns tend to be more focused
pragmatically than verbs?

2.1. Data
The data was taken from the longitudinal speech sampling used in my previous
study. The child R's interactions with his caregivers were tape-recorded for
approximate ly an hour per month from the ages of 16 through 22 months.
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2.2. Analysis
The data was first analyzed for the child's vocabulary development and then for
the caregivers' speech. The caregivers' speech was analyzed for the uses of
nouns, verbal nouns, and verbs - specifically in terms of their frequency,
saliency (i.e. how often they are used in the utterance-final position).
morphological variation, and pragmatic focus.
2.3. Results - results from the child's speech
The overall results from the child's speech indicate that nouns were the first
category to emerge and verbal nouns emerged earlier than verbs.
R began to produce nouns at around 16 months of age, but he did not produce
verbs until around 22 months. Nouns were the primary category in R's
vocabulary growth throughout the entire recording period. R's vocabulary
developments are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 below. In these figures nouns
are placed at the left most, verbal nouns are in the middle, and verbs are at the
right most.
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2.4. Results - results from caregivers' speech
The overall results from caregivers' speech were neither consistent within the
different factors (see 2.2), nor with the reported variations in the proportions of
nouns, verbal nouns, and verbs in the child's speech. The results will be
reported in terms of different factors.

2.4.1. Frequency
In terms of frequency, nouns were the predominant category for both types and
tokens in R's caregivers' speech. Betvveen verbal nouns and verbs, verbs were
always more predominantly used than verbal nouns. Figures 3 and 4 ilfustrate
frequency of these categories in R's caregivers' speech.
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2.4.2. Saliency
The saliency effect was measured through tabulating how often each category
word occurred utterance-finally in multi-word utterances. The results from R's
caregivers' speech indicate that nouns occurred in the salient position more
frequently than verbs or verbal nouns except in the recordings at 16 and 18
months. These results are illustrated in Figure 5.
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The mean scores indicate that verbs occurred most frequently in the salient
position (i.e. 76.1), the second most frequently used category was nouns (45.7),
and the least frequent one was verbal nouns (i.e. 23.1).
2.4.3. Morphological variation
Morphological variation was measured by looking into how many different
forms were used for the same words. Diminutives and case markers were
included for the noun variation. The results indicate that nouns had the least
morphological variation followed by verbal nouns, and nouns had the most
morphological variation.
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Figure 6. The mean ratio of form variety for N, VN, and V in R's caregivers'
speech
Figure 6 is to be interpreted as for each noun, different forms of the nouns
appeared at least once with the ratio of 1.0 to 2.2.
2.4.4. Pragmatic Jactors
Partially following Tardif, Shatz, & Naigles (1997), the pragmatic focus was
measured by which category words were used in reflective-questions, requests,
and test questions. The more frequently they were used in these types of
utterances, the more pragmatic focus they were given. These types were sorted
out when they were used to elicit responses from the child explicitly. The
elicitation which reflects caregivers' expectations of the child was further
subdivided into verbal and actional. Thus, for example, when caregivers asked
questions which were reflective of the child's previous actions/utterances or
anticipated actions, which category word (Le. N, VN, or V) was in use was
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recorded. For requests. when caregivers used the request form to elicit verbal
utterances (e.g. manma itte 'say food') or actional responses (e.g. booru lotte
'get me the ball'), the category label was recorded accordingly.
The results from R's caregivers' speech are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. The pragmatic focus for N, VN, and V based on the mean number of
questions and requests which explicitly elicited verbaliactional responses from
R
N
VN
V
ReflectiveQ Verbal
8.4
2.1
2.8
Actional
1.9
11.7
4.6
10.2
13.9
7.4
Request

Verbal
Actional

6.4
0
6.4

6.0
8.0
14.0

4.6
16.1
20.7

Test Q

52.9

0

0

Total
N:VN:V

69.6
2.49

27.9
1.00

28.1
1.007

Table 3 indicates that for reflective questions, verbal nouns were most
frequently used followed by nouns, and verbs were least frequently used. On
the other hand, for requests. verbs had the most focus, followed by verbal nouns
and nouns had the least pragmatic focus. In all the test questions, only nouns
were used. Overall, nouns were most frequently used for the purpose of
eliciting responses. and thus had the most pragmatic focus. There was not much
difference between verbal nouns and verbs in tabulating the pragmatic focus
(I. 00 : 1.00 7).
For both reflective questions and requests, verbs were most frequently used,
followed by verbal nouns, and nouns were least frequently used. The mother
asked fewer test questions eliciting responses with nouns, compared to R's
caregivers. Consequently. the overall results remain the same as those from the
reflective questions and requests.
Table 4 (next page) summarizes the relative orderings of nouns, verbal nouns,
and verbs in the vocabulary development of the two children, and the relative
degrees of frequency, saliency, morphological variation, and pragmatic focus
among these categories.
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Table 4. Summary table
CHl
MOT Frequency
Saliency
Morph. Variation
(least to most)
Pragmatic focus

ChildR
N>VN>V
N>V>Vl\
V>N >VN
N>VN>V
N>V::::VN

3. Discussion
Four variables in the input were considered to be potential factors for
determining which one emerges earlier than others among nouns, verbal nouns,
and verbs in children's early vocabulary.
As shown in Table 4, the data indicates that frequency cannot be the sole
factor since the ordering of dominance in terms of frequency did not match the
ordering of emergence in children's vocabulary. Saliency may be the least
affecting variable since verbs were found to be the most salient category which
was in fact the latest category to emerge in the child's vocabulary.
Morphological variation may have the most potential since nouns were found
to be with the least morphological variation followed by verbal nouns, and
verbs had the most morphological variation which may have been the cause of
the late emergence of verbs. Since this ordering indeed matches the ordering of
emergencies of nouns, verbal nouns, and verbs in the child's vocabulary, this
factor can be the most affecting one among the four. However, as the
differences among the three categories were minimal (see Figure 6), the results
reported here cannot be conclusive.
The pragmatic focus was considered along with the other three factors as a
possible determinant for the early emergence of verbal nouns in this study.
Since verbal nouns are commonly used in daily, social routines by adults, it was
hypothesized that certain expressions which were pragmatically more focused
may have caught the child's more attention and thus facilitated his learning of
such expressions.
There were indeed so many instances of social routines which involved verbal
noun expressions. For example, the child responded by lowering his head when
he was asked to do arigatoo (lit) 'do thank you', by putting his hands together
and lowering his head when he was asked to do gotisoosamadesita (lit.) 'do "It
was a good meal" and so forth. These instances indicate that although the child
did not produce the words, he understood their meanings since they were
repeatedly used by his caregivers in his daily activities.
However, these words and phrases of social routines occurring in the form of
verbal nouns were not included in the analysis since it seemed that the learning
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of such expressions, though linguistically resembling previously identified
verbal nouns (e,g, nenne 'do sleeping'), involve more of extra-linguistic factors
than pragmatic factors, In addition, since the child did not produce these
expressions during the recording periods, their inclusion for the input analysis
only does not seem worthwhile, Consequently, the results from the analysis for
the pragmatic focus did not show sharp differences among nouns, verbal nouns,
and verbs either.
This study attempted to find determinants for the early emergence of verbal
nouns (and the late emergence of verbs) in Japanese early lexical acquisition.
Although the data used in this study was from only one child and thus the
findings obtained here are very preliminary, further examination based on data
from more children along the similar line may give us a clearer picture of why
certain categories emerge earlier than others in children's very early
vocabulary.
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11 is eJsy to see that the principles in
semences in (3 I-t 5 I correctly

(8 i

describe the interpretations of the

3. A DerinltionaJ Approach
The minimalist reformulation of the binding principles entails the followinjl
phrases are defIned as either anaphors. pronominals. or R-expressions~
2 interpreri\e procooures at LF recognize the status of phrases as anaphors.
pronominals. or R-expressions~
3. the interpretation procooure at LF calculates the size of the local domain
D;
4. the interpretation procedure at LF recognizes the relation c-command.
5 the interpretation procedure operates on the entire LF-representation
yielded by

(9) 1

I \\ilJ refer to the interpretation procedure in (9) as an 'all at once' operation: the
entire LF-representation is processed by the interpretational procedure at LF,
(91, and (9,2) are uncontroversiaL) (9,3) is generally tacitly assumed. and
apparently unproblematic, But (9.4) and (9.5) raise interesting questions.
One such question is how is it that the LF interpretation procedure only
considers elements c-commanding a as potential antecedents for a? Following
Epstein t 1995 J. we are able to provide a principled answer to this question
Epstein argues that grammatical relations are restricted to pairs of elements
(a.p I. where a c-commands p. because only a enters into an operation of
merger with p (or a node containing Pi
To appreciate this result. consider the phrase structure building process in the
Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995241 f,
Whereas in previous stages of generative grammar phrase structure was the
result ofthe operation of context free rewrite rules, combined with a process of
lexical insertion at the terminal nodes. the Minimalist Program makes no formal
distinction between lexical insenion and the generation of structure. Structure
is the re"Illt oftwo elements mergillg, Merger is a derivational process. yielding
successh'e stages of phrase structure 'under construction', and subject only to
a limitoo set of basic conditions. One of these conditions specifIes that a cannot
be merged to a subpan of P(the e:r:fellsion condifioll. Chomsky 1995,190)f
Epstein ( 1995] notes that at any given stage in the derivation (say, the point
where a has merged with p), a c-commands p, as well as every term contained
in p, But elements added by later operations of Merge are never c-commanded
by a. The definition of c-command then follows if the 'c-command properties'
of a are fIxed alice and/or all at the point in the derivation where a is merged
to th e structure
We can now say that the LF interpretation procedure is sensitive to the 'c
command propenies' of the elements in the LF-representation, However,
Epstein's obsen'ations raise the following question Can we, by analogy to the
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I) 1 sho\\s that himse(( refers to a noun phrase within domain D (John in (3a),
none in (3b!) (4; shows that him may refer to a noun phrase outside domain D
(Bi!l in 14a) !, but not to a noun phrase within domain D (Joh n in (4a) and (4b)\
(5) shows that he cannot refer to the same entity as John. regardless the domain
D.
In classical binding theory. the principles in (2) are generally taken to apply at
S-structure (Chomsky & Lasnik 1995: 106), (6) shows that principle A need not
be satisfied at D-structure

{61

a
b

D-structure
S-structure

[~,

[e J seems to himself[ John to be intelligent JJ
seems to
[tJ to be intelligent JJ

b John

(7 i shows that principle C applies prior to LF (assuming Quantifier Raising of
the quantified expression e\'eryonc thaI John /"'7101\'S at LF I

b

S-structure
LF

'"

He admires [e'\eryone that John knows J
[everyone that John knowsJ [ he admires [tJ J

Ignoring many concomitant issues. this summarizes the classical binding theory.
2, I\linimalist Binding Theory

From the perspecti\e of the Minimalist Program. two aspects of the classical
binding theory are not acceptable
First. the definition of
in (2: relies crucially on the notational
comention of indexing Icf Chomsky 1995217 fn 53 I Coindexing expresses.
rather than
the existence of a binding relation between two phrases (cf
Zwart 1997a,'
Second, the Minimalist Program aims to describe phenomena in terms of
requirements holding at the interfaces IPF and LF) between the grammar (the
computational system C Hc ) and components processing sound and meaning
(Chomsky 1995 :222fJ, This suggests that the principles of the binding theory
be taken as interpreti\'e principles applying at LF (see Chomsky 1995: 192-193.
205-2111."
Both considerations conspire to yield a different formulation of the principles
of the binding theory (Chomsky 1995211)
(8 I a

If a is an anaphor, interpret it as coreferential with a c-commandmg
phrase in D
b. If a is a pronominal. interpret it as disjoint from every c-commanding
phrase in D,
c. If IX is an R-expression. interpret it as disjoint from every c
commanding phrase,

A Dynamic Theory of Binding
Jan-',"outer Zwart
NWOruniversity of Groningen

m

Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981.183
is generally taken to describe
representational conditions on the distribution of noun phrase types. Within the
I\linimalist Program. where all conditions are output conditions. the relevant
representation should be Logical Form (Chomsky 1995 :208). This paper argues
for a different view. where the principles of the Binding Theory fall out from a
dynamic derivational process of assigning reference to noun phrases. The
process is dynamic in that it proceeds in tandem with the structure building
process of:'lerge (Chomsky 1995:226:'
1. Classical Binding Theory

This paper starts from the cbssical binding theory of Chomsky 1981 (p. 183 ff:
see also Chomsky 1986:164f[' Chomsky & Lasnik 1995:100.1 I take the
following to summarize the principles of the classical binding theory:
( 11 For a local domain D:
a. An anaphor is bound in D
b. A pronoun is free in D
c. A.n R-expression is free
Binding tbeing bOLind) is dermed as in (2)(Chomsky 1981 184)

(2)

a binds

Piff a c-commands p and a and

pare coindexed'

The local domain D rele\'3l1t to the principles of the binding theory is dermed
in various ways. The core intuition appears to be that D is the minimal maximal
projection dominating the anaphorpronoun that contains either tense or a
subjecr (e.g. Lasnik 1989 1'1
The principles of the binding theory describe the interpretation of the italicized
noun phrases in (31
~3)

a.
b.
(4) a.
b.
(5) a.
b

,.
,.
,.
,.

Bill believes that [D John knows himself well ]
BII! believes that [D Mary knows himself well]
Bill believes that [;:; John knows him well ]
Mary believes that [DJohn knows him well]
!'.lary believes that [D he knows John well ]
He believes that b Mary knows John well ]
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definition of c-command as a function of Merge, defme the binding relations
between elements as a function of Merge as well? In other words, can we
replace the 'all at once' operation in (9)(especiaUy (9.5» by a stepwise.
deri\'ational procedure') This would allow us to dispense with the LF procedure
for the interpretation of noun phrases (i.e for bindingl.
I argue in this paper that we can, and that there are in fact empirical arguments
in support of a deri\ational defmition of binding relations.

4. Inner and Outer Indices
Before proceeding. let me explain a notational device which is employed here
(adapted from Heim 1992. discussed in Tancredi 1992)
The 'reference' ofnoun phrases may be considered a) autonomously and b) as
a function of a syntactic (binding) relation.' Heim (1992) and Tancredi (1992)
employ indices to express both types of reference, with inner indices
representing the autonomous referential properties of noun phrases, and OUier
mdices representing referential properties as a function a grammatical relation.
AU noun phrases bear an inner index, as in (lOa). I propose that only dependent
elements bear an outer index. as in (lOb)'
(10 I

a.
b

[KP,
[ N"P,

1
L

All noun phrases. including anaphors and pronominals (including the empty
element PI'O) repreS'em an indi\'idual concept hence bear an inner index in our
notation Anaphors and pronouns differ from R-expressions in that the
indi\'idual concept represented by anaphors and pronouns is val1able, wherea::
with R-expressions. it is .fIxed (ignoring yariability provided by the discourse
situation I. The 'referentiality' of pronouns and anaphors is expressed in the
selection of their morpho syntactic features (proximal, 3d person, plural,
masculine. etc.). which restrict the properties of the individual concept
represented by the anaphor or pronoun. Binding links these variable referential
elements to fixed referential elements. The (more restricted) referential
properties so acquired are represented by outer indices in our notation.
The characterization ofpronouns and anaphors as variable referential elements
suggeSl..S a defmition of noun phrase types as in (Iii:
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ill

referential

variable

type

~

+

anaphor, pronoun

-!

-

R-expression

-

-!

(does not exist!

-

PRO

See Zwan (199-:-a' for further discussion
5. Index

Assi~n1l1ellt

The process of index assignment proposed here is intended as a model of how
the granunJr tracks referential properties of noun phrases. The core of the
proposal is that th ese referential properties are fixed at the moment of merger.
The index assignment procedure involves the following steps'
(12,

1. Assign a different inner index to every noun phrase a at the point in

the derl\ation where a. is merged.
2. Assign the inner index of 0: as the outer index of a variable
referent.lll element 6 at the point in the derivation where a is merged
with 0 dominatin g O.
The index assignment procedure expresses that obviation is the norm (as in
Lasnik 19761. the difference \\'ith earlier implementations being that obviation
is ensured in a boltom-up fashion. rather than in a top-down fashion.
Thus (J 3a I. repeating pan of (Sa), is deri\'ed by the succession of steps in
(13b.
He knows John well
b.

~!ERGE Imm\'s

with John. yielding {knowsJohnj
to John
{knowsJohnd
2 (other steps. yielding XP containing John)
3. ~1ERGE he with .'{P, yielding
{he,XP)
ASSIG'.; I'.;DEX to he
{hec.XP}
ASSIG'.; j'.;DEX

He in (13a: can receive an outer index from a newly merged noun phrase. but
that index is different from the index ofJohn. by (12.1). Consider (14a), derived
by the steps in ( J 3b J and the additional steps in (l4b):
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:14

3

B.-I. says he knows John well

b

1.
2
3.
4.

(steps yielding YP containing he; knmls John; well)
YP yielding
{says.\'Y)
(steps yielding ZP containing says he: knOli'S Johll; welfl
~1ERGE Bill wifh ZP yielding
{BiU.ZPi
ASSIG:" l:"DEX to Bill yielding
{Bill...ZP;
ASSIG:" OllER I:"mx 3 to he yielding
[he:],
:--fERGE says wifh

Here the circumstance fhat he is linked to Bill is expressed by fhe additional
outer index of he. which is identical to fhe (innen index of BilI. The example
shows that different inner and outer indices do not necessarily conflict The
outer index 3 furfher restricts fhe inherent reference of he, represented by fhe
inner index:
6. The Principles of the Binding Theory
The principles of fhe Binding Theory can be reformulated in terms of fhe
indexing procedure in 1.121
6.1

Principle C

Principle C follows straightforwardly from fhe obyiati\'e indexing procedure in
( 12.2 I. There is a lillie more to it fhough. since Principle C is not bled by
mO\'ement tfhe 'reconstruction' propeny of Principle C;
In I. ISd i, derind \'ia fhe steps in i I5b I, fhe inner index and fhe outer index of
he conflict jangled brackets surround copies ofmoyed elementsi.
Joiu;, he knows <John> well

b

1. I steps yielding 'YP containing he knows John} well)
2. ~lERGrJohn wifh rPyielding
{Johnj.YPl
ASSIG'\ OLlER J:"DEX 1 to he yielding
[he~] j

Here fhe indexinf: follows fhe principles in (12). still (15a) is ungrammatical
The index notation employed here obscures fhat fhe reference of he in (15a) is
not just diO'erent from the reference ofJohn. but in fact complementary to it. We
could express fhis by writing the outer index of he as .], indicating that it is
biased to be complementary to the index of the R-expression it c-commands
After step b.2 in (15}. assignment of the outer index of John to he yields an
object like l16" expressing referential properties which are arguably not
interpretable
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Thus. it appears to be a derming characteristic of R-expressions that they force
the indices on newly merged elements to be complementary to their own index.

6.2

Principle B

Principle B operates identical to Principle C within the local domain D. Thus.
within the domain D (not further dermed here). newly merged noun phrases
receive a different index from pronominals already contained in the structure:
( 17)

a.

John knows him well

b

1. ~IERGE

with him, yielding
{knows.him}
1 to hilll, yielding
[him, ]
2. further steps. yielding XP containing !mo\\'s him I
3. ~IERGE John with .\7', yielding
{John, XPi
ASSIG:\" I:\TIEX 2 to John. yielding
John
JOWl\S

ASSIG:\ I:\"DEX

Since John cannot have an outer index lits reference is already fixed), raising of
him across John. as in (18 i. has no effect on the interpretation of (17a):
( 18 I

Him. John knows <him> well

Therefore it is not clear whether pronominals actually require the index of newly
merged noun phrases to be complementary to their own index. Outside domain
D, such a requirement certainly does not apply. as the derivation of (14a). here
repeated as (19 I. shows tthe domain D uncontroversially identified with the
embedded clause)
(19 i

Bill, says

b [ he; ], knows John: well ]

In (19 I. the indices :1 and 3 must not conflict or else the sentence would be
uninterpretable (cf. the discussion around lI5))

6.3

Principle A

Principle A requires anaphors to adopt as their outer index the index of a newly
merged noun phrase within domain D:
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(20)

a.

John knmys himse!(

b.

knml's with hill1se((. yielding
{knows,himself}
I to hill1se((. yielding
[ himself! ]
2. further steps, yielding XP containing knows hill1se(r;
3. l\fERGE John with ){P, yielding
{John. XP}
ASSIG:-': I~TIEX 2 to John, yielding
John;
ASSIG:-': I:-":-;ER I:-"TIEX I to himse((. yielding [himselfJ L
I.

MERGE

ASSIG~ f.'-TIEX

The stronge::.-t hypothesis appears to be that anaphors need to adopt as their outer
index the index of the next noun phrased merged to the structure.' This derives
much of the locality features of anaphor binding. but not quite. in view of the
impossiblity of having anaphors in the position of subject of a tensed clause
(=domain D):
>I<

John knows that [D himse(f/hese((is intelligent]

Apparently, the 'search for an outer index' is abandoned as soon as the structure
is extended beyond a local domain D. As a resulL the subject of a tensed clause
can never be interpreted as an anaphor, and languages will generally lack
morphological spell outs of nominative anaphors (cf. note 5).10
6.4

Summary

The preceding discussion suggests. perhaps prematurely, that the LF
interpretation procedure of the minimalist binding theory can be reformulated
as a derivational reference fixing procedure. working in tandem with the
structure building process Merge. The reference fixing procedure involves the
following features:
(22)

Features \\'ith the status o(virtual conceptual necessity
I. Universal Grammar (UG) distinguishes fixed referential elements

2.
3.
4.

5.

(R-expressionsl and variable referential elements (anaphors and
pronominals) .
Variable referential elements get their reference fixed by oth er noun
phrases merged with the projection containing them.
The reference fixing procedure is sensitive to the defmition of local
domains
Within the class of variable referential elements. UG distinguishes
locally fixed referential elements (anaphors) and locally variable
referential elements (pronominals).
Languages differ in whether they acknowledge the distinction
between locally fixed referential elements and locally variable
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referential elements in the spell out operation (mediated by the
morphology componentL
(23)

Theoreri( allr conringellt(eatures
6, The reference of variable referential elements is fLxed at the point in
the derivation where the fixing element is merged with the projection
containing the Yariable referential element
7, Local domains are determined concomitantly with the structure
building operation Merge (instead of read off of the LF
representation j,

Point 6 is the crucial hypothesis investigated in this paper. Point 7 is a necessary
consequence of this hypothesis It gains plausibility from the consideration that
local domains are generally determined on the basis of an opacity factor (tense
or a subjeclJ, the presence of which could seal off the local domain as soon as
it is merged to the structure,::
The discussion so far has ignored the question of whether nonlocally 'bound'
pronouns acquire a fixed reference by the same process as anaphors, I have
tacitly assumed that they do (cf the discussion of (14)), but points 1-7 make no
explicit statement about the mechanism by which pronouns may get their
reference fixed (certainly not obligatorily or exclusively as a function of the
operation Merge), I will continue to assume that pronouns, if 'bound' by c
commanding antecedents, are 'nonlocal anaphors', while noting that this is
probably incorrect and that the system as described so far is unclear about this
point
7, Empirical Support for the Derivational Approach
The derivational approach to binding developed here is empirically supported
by curious exceptions to Principle C reported on by Fiengo & May (1994:265 I,
and Fox (1995), illustrated in (24), using conventional indexing:
(24)

I bought him, eYer)'thing John, wanted me to

In (24'1. the basic obviation required by the R-expression John is lifted without
loss of grammaticalit)', (24) contrasts with the expected Principle C violation
(25 )

* I bought him, everything John, \vanted
The contrast between (24) and (25) obviously corresponds with the presence \'5
absence of 'verb phrase ellipsis', (24) being interpreted as (26):
(26:

I bought him, everything John, wanted me to buy him,
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The standard analysis ofVP-ellipsis since Williams (1977) involves generation
ofan empty VP at D-structure and reconstruction of the contents of that VP on
the basis of an 'antecedent' VP at LF. Under this analysis of VP-ellipsis, the
absence of a Principle C violation is unaccounted for. 12
As argued by VandenWyngaerd and Z\\'art (1998), the standard analysis of
VP-ellipsis is not easily reproduced within the minimalist approach.
The standard analysis relies crucially on a top-down structure building process
involving context free rewrite rules. and on a distinction between structure
building and lexical insertion. As a result, empty structure can be generated by
the rewrite rules (such as an empty VPll) but ignored in the lexical insertion
process. In this approach. LF operations (like reconstruction) are indispensible
to ensure the correct interpretation of the empty structure.
In the minimalist approach. no such distinction between structure building and
lexical insertion is made. As a result, empty structure has to be produced by
merging empty elements. or, alternatively, no empty structure is generated and
ellipsis results from deletion (i.e. non spell out) of duplicated material at PF.
The PF deletion approach is undoubtedly more attractive from the minimalist
point of view. It is also supported by Tancredi's (1992) observation that VP
ellipsis is semantically indistinguishable from VP-deaccenting, suggesting that
ellipsis is just an extreme form of deaccenting.
By consequence. we may assume that constructions like (24) involve a full VP
buy him in the most deeply embedded clause right from the start of the
derivation. Applying the derivational theory of binding now yields a stage
where the indexing is as in (27\
(27;

everything John: wanted me to buy [ him;

L

Anticipating the discussion of how indices are assigned in ellipsis contexts. it is
clear that the derivation of (24) cannot treat the next instantiation of him as
independent of the him already present in the structure. So let us assume that in
precisely these contexts. the principle that every noun phrase receives an
indepentent index is lifted (independently of the presence of an intervening R
expression like John in (27)). The indexing of (24) will then come out as in
(28):

(28)

I bought [ him]

h everything John2 wanted me to buy [him] b

The bottom-up structure building procedure in effect makes the elliptical VP the
'antecedent' for the overt VP, a reversal of traditional terrninology I4 It is
precisely the 'antecedence' of the elliptical VP that makes lifting the obviation
requirement possible.
On these assumptions, the existence of constructions like (24), where Principle
C is scorned. presents clear empirical support for the derivational theory of
binding under investigation in this paper. A representational theory of binding,
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where reference is tracked in a top-down fashion (mostly tacitly). could not
account for the dependence of the anti-obviation on the ellipical Vp I l
8. Some Further Issues.
8.1

Superraising

Lasnik (1985) discusses locality conditions on A-movement in the light of
examples like (29:
(29)

*

John, seems that (D he, likes 1, )

In (29). Johll is raised out of the embedded clause and binds the pronoun he
from its derived position. The trace of Johll is now coindexed with a c
commanding antecedent.. and is by sheer coincidence bound within the local
domain D. Since A-movement traces are regarded as anaphors in that they must
be locally bound (Chomsky 1982:20), the ungramrnaticality of (29) is
unexplained. :0
Lasnik (] 985) and Lasnik & Saito (1992133f) propose to describe locality
conditions on A-movement not in terms of the principles of the Binding Theory.
but in terms of locality conditions on chain links. This approach is essentially
also adopted in Rizzi (1991 J. in terms of 'relatiyized minimality'. and Chomsky
(1995: 181). in terms of a 'shortest move' requirement.
From the present perspective. the argument based on examples like (29) lacks
force. The obviation principle C requires he in (29) to be contraindexed to John
at the moment of its merger to the structure. so that assignment of the index of
Johll as the outer index of he yields an uninterpretable object of the type of (1 6)
Importantly. the strict locality condition on A-movement entailed by the
'shortest move' requirement of Chomsky (1995: 181) follows straightforwardly
from the strictest version of Principle A of the Binding Theory as reformulated
here. Ifthe outer index of an anaphor must be assigned by the next noun phrase
merged to the structure. and if ~P-traces are anaphors. it follows that no noun
phrase can inten'ene between the anaphor'NP-trace and its antecedent. 17,ls
8.2

Reconstruction

Barss (1986) discusses examples like (30), where himse!fis bound by either
John or Bill
(30)

a.
b.

\\lUch pictures of himself does John think that Bill really likes?
John wonders which pictures of himself Bill really likes

Apparently. hilllse[(can 'pick up' an antecedent in its basic position to the right
of like.;; as well as in the derived position where we see it in (3 Ob). Binding of
himselfby John in (30a) then follows if which pictures of himseifhas moved
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through that deriyed position on its way to the left periphery of the sentence,
Interpretation of himse{{through a position fonnerly occupied by it in the course
of the deriyation is referred to as reconsn-uction (not to be confused with
reconstruction of the contents ofan empty VP at LF, cf section 7),
The interpretation of the sentences in (30) where himse({is bound by John is
problematic for the derivational approach to binding under scrutiny here, The
outer index of hilllse[{should be equated with the index of the fIrst noun phrase
merged to the structure, Bill. at all times
Importantly. himse{fin 'picture noun contexts' poses more problems for the
Binding Theory (cf Postal 1971:188), For example. in (31), himself is
exceptionally bound from outside the local domain D:
John, said that [D [several pictures of himself,] ''''ould be on sale]

(31)

The Dutch anaphor zich:elfbehaves differently, not only when compared to
(31). but also when compared tc (30):
~

(32 i

dat [D [verschillende fotc's
Jan, zei
John said that
several
pictures
te koop
for sale

(33)

:\,

which pictures

b

van
of

zichzel(
himself

zel
said

Jan,
John

dat
that

Piet
Pete

yond?
found

John

Hoeg zich af welke foto' s
wondered
which pictures

leuk
llIce

yond
found

* Jan,

zichze1(]
himself

waren]
were

* Welke f010'S
leuk
nice

van
of

van
of

zichzelf,
himself

Piet
Pete

Zich:elfbehayes as predicted by the derivational theory of binding: it can only
be bound by the fust noun phrase merged to the structure containing it (Pier in
(33 I)' and it must be bound v,;jthin domain D (illustrated by (32)).
Outside of picture noun contexts. hirnse(f behaves as expected (Barss
1986156)
(34)

a, *
b, *
c. *

John, wondered why himself,. Mary didn'1 like
John, wondered how proud ofhimsel( Mary really was
John, thinks that a critic ofhimse1f,. Mary became
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This suggests that something special is going on with himself embedded in
nonpredicative noun phrases. Since the same effect does not show up with
unsuspected anaphors like Dutch ::.ich:elf, it has been assumed that himse!fin
English is in fact ambiguously a true anaphor and a logophor (a long-distance,
subject-oriented pronominaL Dutch 'mze!j)l cf. Koster 1985). The long-distance
binding facts in picture noun contexts would involve logophoric himself
If so, we may maintain the strong claim that anaphors may never pick up an
antecedent from a derived position. This in tum is strong evidence in support of
the theory of binding investigated here, where binding relations are determined
once and for all in conjunction with the operation Merge.
8.3

Strict and Sloppy Identity

A question arises as to how strict and sloppy identity may be described in the
system outlined here
Strict and sloppy identity can be illustrated through the two interpretations in
(36) of the example in (35)
John thinks he is a genius. and so does Bill <think he is a genius>

(35 )
(361

a
b.

John thinks John is a genius. and Bill thinks John is a genius
John thinks John is a genius. and Bill thinks Bift is a genius

(36a I is the strict reading of (35 I. (36b) the sloppy reading.
Since constructions in'\'olving strict/sloppy ambiguity invariably involve
ellipsis. we must assume (following the discussion in section 7), that the elliptic
material is present from the start of the derivation. It is indicated in angled
brackets in (35l.
A sloppy reading is forced when the dependent element (the pronominal) is an
anaphor:I'
1371

John loves himself. and so does Bill <love himself.>

This follo\\s from Principle A. stating that the outer index of an anaphor must
be determined by a newly merged noun phrase within domain D tsection 6.3).
In (3 h the only potential antecedent for the occurrence of himself in the
elliptical part is Bill. precluding the strict interpretation where himselfis bound
by John.
Pronouns differ from anaphors in that they do not require the outer index to be
determined on the basis of another noun phrase merged to the projection
containing the pronoun. Thus. whereas (38) is perfectly acceptable, with the
pronoun he adopting the outer index of Bill. he is free to refer to a noun phrase
that is not merged to a projection containing he (39a), or even to a person
known through the discourse only (39b):
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(39)

says [D [ he l J" knows John well J
[ Bill, 's mother] says [D [ he, h knows John well ]
(pointing at Bill;) [D [ He, L knows John well ]
Bill~

(38)
a.

b.

Let us refer to this inherent ambiguity in pronouns by saying that the outer index
of a pronoun is either relative (ie determined on the basis of Merge, as in (38)).
or absolwe (i.e. determined through other means. as in (39)).'0 It is easy to see
that an absolute outer index precludes a sloppy identity interpretation.
(40) repeats the strict's!oppy identity pattern of(35) with the relative/absolute
status of the outer indices marked:
(40 I

a.
b.

John thinks [ he
is a genius>
John thinks [ he
is a genius>

is a genius. and so does Bill <think [ he JABS
is a genius, and so does Bill <think [ he ]m

As before. the occurrence of he in the fIrst conjunct is an exact match of the
occurrence of he in the elliptical second conjunct. The inherent ambiguity of
pronouns (as either relative or absolute) automatically derives the strict (40a)
and sloppy (40b) interpretation of these sentences. In (40a), the pronoun has
some fIxed reference. indicated by the absolute character of the outer index.
which is the same for both occurrences of the pronoun.:'l In (40b). the outer
index of each occurrence of the pronoun must be determined on t.ie basis of a
newly merged noun phrase. yielding different interpretations for each
occurrence of the pronoun (i.e., a sloppy reading)2:
This much is automatic and fully understandable assuming the bottom-up
reference tracking procedure under investigation here. As soon as a pronoun is
merged to the structure. a decision is made as to the relative or absolute status
of its outer index. If re1ati,e, the pronoun behaves like a nonlocal anaphor, and
we obtain a sloppy interpretation under coordination and ellipsis. If absolute, the
outer index must remain constant under coordination and ellipsis (regardless the
mechanism by which it is ultimately determined). yielding a strict interpretation.
8.4

A Remaining Problem

The reference tracking procedure discussed here is unable to account for the
following contrast:'
(411

a.
b.

Which report that John revised did he submit?

* Which report that John was incompetent did he submit?

Assuming that the sentences in (41) derive from the partial representations in
(42). he must be understood as having an outer index that is complementary to

the index of John:

\ 42)

a,

b,

[ he. 1, did submit which report that John re\'ised
[ he~ ].) did submit which report that JohnJ was incompetent
J

Consequently. the coreference indicated in (41a) could never be obtained,
There is no immediate way out of this problem 24 Possibly the premiss that the
sentences in (411 are derived from the representations in (42) is false, An
informal suggestion would be that (4Ia), for example, is interpreted analogously
to\431:
(43)

Which report that John revised is the one that he submitted?

The mechanism by which this interpretation might come about is unclear.
howe\'er.
9. Conclusion

The reference tracking procedure proposed in this paper has the following
properties
Indices are assigned as soon as an element is merged to the structure, A binding
relation between a and 0 is established as soon as a is merged to p containing
0, The elements that can be so bound are variahle referential elements: pronouns
and anaphors, The referential properties of these elements are indicated by a
combination of inner and outer indices, the latter to be determined by the
antecedent (or also. in the case of pronouns, through other means not discussed
herel
Principle C of the binding theory follows from the default indexing procedure.
which requires that e,'ery newly merged element takes a different index, More
precisely. the outer index of every newly merged noun phrase c-commanding
an R-expression is biased to be complementary to the index of the R-expression,
As a result. movement of the R-expression cannot lift obviation, Obviation can
only be lifted ifthe interpretation of the element c-commanding the noun phrase
is derived from another noun phrase c-commanded by the R-expression, as in
the parallel construction J gave him evelything John wanted me to (give him).
Anaphors differ from pronouns in the familiar different locality conditions on
binding. In addition. pronouns have the inherent property of allowing reference
to be fixed through other means than binding (a type of index assignment we
refer to as absolute). Once the difference between relative and absolute index
assignment is recognized. the possibility of having sloppy and strict
interpretations of pronouns under ellipsis follows automatically, assuming the
bottom up reference tracking procedure discusseD in this paper (in combination
with a PF-deletion analysis of ellipsis).
Other constructions where principle C is lifted as a consequence of movement
(as in Which paper thar John revised did he submit.?) remain problematic under
the reference tracking approach discussed here.
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Notes
1. The idea of describirlg binding as a function of Merge was brought to my
attention by Lily Schiir~ks (see Schtirck, 1998).
::.

0:

c-commanili PiffP is domin:1ted by the minimal projection dominating

0: "

0:,

and

p.

:3.

The classical definition of binding apparently aim.s to establish a subset of
coreference relations, namely the set of coreference relations involving c
command. Binding can then be further divided into anaphor binding (which is
local wr.l domain D and in\'olves anaphors, reciprocals and reflexives) and
bound variable binding (which is nonlocal w.r.t. domain D and involves
pronominab-Dften called' anaphora' in the semantic literature).

4

Chomsky's (1995: 193, ::'05) approach to example~ like (7), showing that the
binding principles apply prior to LF, involves a) adoption of a copy theory of
mcwernent (the trace being a copy of the mO\'ed category) and b) an LF-operation
which selectively deldes different parts of the two copies (i.e. the moved
category and its trace). In (7), for example, the approach yields that we cannot
exclude that John is still present in the position of the trace at LF, voiding the
argument.

5. A familiar problem regarding the status of noun phrases as anaphors or
pronominal,; is that not all languages make a morphological distinction between
the two (t:.g. Frisian, Old English). If these elements are defIned as [+anaphoric,
-pronominal] in CHL> the LF interpretation principles would not know how to
interpret them. TIlls problem disappears if 'words' in CRt are just bundles of
syntactic and semantic features, which acquire their phonological features only
in the morphological component at PF (Aronoff 1992, Halle & Marantz 1993,
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b\ar1 1997b). The LF interpretation procedure is only sensiti\'e to the bundles of
syntactic and semantic features, which diner in the cases of anaphors and
pronouns, even if these two bundles of features receive the same spell out in
cenain languages, by morphological accident.
6

Another basic condition may be that merge involves two and only two terms
(ensuring binary branching and precluding vacuous structure)

7. I intend 'reference' to be understood as the represent ion ofan individual concept,
not as reterence to a real world entity.
8

In the notation of Tancredi (1992), apparently following Heim (1992), the
dependent element in a binding relation bears only an inner index, whereas the
antececlent bew:; an inner index and an outer index. In the notation eployed here,
only dl'pendent elements bear an inner index and an outer index.

9.

The qUf8ion of\\'hether anaphors are lxJUnd by the first noun phrase up or by any
noun pllldSC within the local domain D hinges on the status of examples like (i):
(i) a
b

'1

Jan
Jolm
Jan
John

hoorde OIlS
zichzelf
een oplichter
heard us
a crook
hirru:elf
ons
zichzelf
&.1n
raadde
5ugge;.:ted us
hirru:elf
PRT

noemen
call

In (ib), binding of:::ich:::eI(by Jan is unproblematic, but examples of this type may
be irrele\ant, when the indirect Object is in fact a PP. In Oa), binding of zich::elf
by Jail is curiuusly degraded (but significantly better than alternatives with him,
:.ich. or ·1II:.ell). There may be confusion with constructions like (ii), where the
intiniliw is passin; and :ich;e{fis the deri\'ed subject oflhe infUlitival clause
(ii)

Jan
Joim

hoorde zichzelf
heard himself

een oplichter
a crook

noemen
call

Th~ contrast between (ia) and (ii) suggests that there is a 'minimality' factor in
addnion tu the locality fach)r

10. Yarious proposals have been made to allow extension of the local domain
rele\<ant to anaphor binding beyond the maximal projection of a tensed embedded
clause, in view of example:,: like (i):
(i) John saw that [ [ pictures of himself] were on sale

1

I follow Koster (198.5: 142) in assuming that himself is not a genuine anaphor
here, since the Dutch translation of (i) does not employ the genuine anaphor
::.ich:elf~ but the 'logophoric' element 'm:.e({
11. Similar considemtions apply iflocality is not determined by an opacity factor but
by an element of 'completion', as in the approach based on a complete functional
complex (Chomsky 1986), Dr a complete licensing domain (Zwart 1997a).

))1

12. Fiengo & )'lay'~ (1994) analysis describes (24) as an exception to the rule that
Principle C applie~ at S-structure (that rule is needed to explain that QR does not
ob\-iate Principle C in examples like (i) "/ boughr him; everl'/hing John! likes)
(24) then follows because QR takes the R-expression out of the scope of its
binder
Fox's (\995) analysis modifies Fiengo & May's (1994) analysis,
proposing that material from the copy left behind by QR is deleted when deletion
i" lclrced by interpret3bility requirement:' (for example to o\'ercome the infInite
n:gres" in ante(;edent contained deletion contexts like (24), but crucially not in
other constructions invoh-ing QR, like (i»).
13. Even an empty YP with a full 1ledged structure, as Williams (1977) assumes
following \\'asow (197:2).

14. The tradiliDnalterminobgy, ofcourse, is hopelessly confused_ Constructions like
(::4) are indicated as 'antecedent cont3ined deletion', while being analyzed in
tenl1:' of reconstruction rather than deletion. 'Cmp containing reconstruction'
would be a tenn that describes the current standard analysis more appropriately
and makes the concomitant 'infinite regress' more understandable.

I;'. Of cnur,e if the LF interpretation procedure were to operate in a bottom-up
fashIOn, atil'r reconstruction, the interpretation procedure would merely mirror
the deri\-ational procedure, and the question would be justified if it could not be
dispen,ed with.
16. Chomsky (1986197f) argues that (29) is ungrammatical because the chain
(John, I) is Case-marked twice (\-io!ating the Chain Condition). Lasnik and Saito
(1992139) pro\·ide the examrh: in (i) as making the same point as (29) without
\'iolating the Chain Condition
(i)"

John, seems that ~D his, belieft, to be rich] is \\Tong

17. As \\-ith binding. it is not always clear that A-movement obey::: the strictest
\'ersinn oflocality referred to in the text (cf note 9) Thus, examples like (i) may
in\-olw nonlocal A-mo'-ement across the direct object:
(i)

[Het boek],
werd Jan
t, o\'erhandigd
was
Jolm
handed-over
the book
'The book was handed OWf to John.'

Fra (1994) presents a host of case::: \\·here A-movement takes place across the
opacity factors 'tense' and 'subject'. As far as I ha\-e been able to assess, these
cases do not unambiguously support the analysis proposed by Ura (cf Zwart
1997c).
18. It is not clear to me how the idea that NP-traces are anaphofs carries over in the
present framework If anaphors are defined as [+referential, +variable] elements
that must haye their reference fixed locally, the only point of similarity appears
to be the locality factor. r,;P-trace, if regarded as a copy of the moved category
(d Chomsky 1995:210), must be [-referential, -variable) and presumably does
not need to ha\-e its reference 1ixed. The question is obscured by the circumstance
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that traces are really subparts of discontinuous categories (cbains). One
possibility would be to interpret the tail ofa chain as a [-referentiaJ,-n;ariabJe]
elem.:nt, i.e. as a zero variant of anaphors and pronouns, which then, by analogy
with anaphors and pronouns, could dh-ide naturally into locally identified traces
(A-traces) and nonlocally identified traces (A'-traces). This would entail that N
traces are not R-expressions but pronouns (for the principles of the Binding
Theory).
19. The elliptical corr;,"truction in (i) does seem to allow a strict interpretation, where
Bill llwes John. Howe\-er, it is a known fact that ellipsis applies to cases where
strict morphological identity of the noun phrases involved is not observed
(Bouton 1970, this fact is captured in reconstuction based approaches by a
mechanism of vehicle change, cf Fiengo and !\1ay 1994:118, VandenWyngaerd
and Zwart 1991) Thus (i) may, and in the strict reading must, be derived trom
(ii) rather thun from (iii).
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

John lo\-es himself and Bill doe>, too.
John loves him£'elf and Bill does <lo\-e him> too.
John lows him.self and Bill does <]o\-e himself> too.

?'ote that reciprocals do not allow a strict reading (iv), presumably because the
more complex semantics of reciprocals does not allow for variation (i.e
replacement by an ordinary pronoun) in deaccenting and ellipsis context~:
(i\")

John and !\fary love each other. and so do Bill and Sue <love each
other *th",m>

In (i\-), Ihem is not a suitable counterpart to each olher because the situation of
Bill and Sue lo\-ing John and :-"lary does npt parallel the situation of John 100-ing
I\lary and :r..1ary 10\'ing John.
2n. I presume that this is the same contrast in indexical type that Fiengo and May
(199447) capture using {(- and {3-occurrences of indices.
21 Importantiy, the two occurrence::: of the pronoun cannot have two diJTerenl
absolute outer indices, e.g. yielding the interpretation John Ihinks he (Harry) is
a genius and so does Bill Ihink he (Pecerj is a genius.
,.,., It follo\\'s that c-command is a precondition for sloppy interpretation of a
deaccented or elliptical pronoun, a well-knov;n fact

23. The discus.<ion in La..<mik (1998) suggeSls that the contrast in (40) is artit1cial, and
that both sentences may be judged felicitous under the right circumstances. This
only aggra\-ates the problem noted in the text.
24 Chom;ky (1995104), follo\\iug the analysis in Lebeaux (1990), proposes that the
relati\-e clause in (4Ia) is merged 'countercyclically', i_e. after the pronoun has
been merged to the structure. This would solve the problem, but not if the
di~cussion in Lasnik (1998) referred to in note 23 is correct.

